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FOREWORD 

The International Meeting on Thermal Nuclear Reactor Safety, held August 29-
September 2, 1982, in Chicago, Illinois, is part of an ongoing series of meetings on 
the subject of nuclear reactor safety, jointly sponsored by the AmePiean .NueZeaP Soei
ety (through its NueteaP ReaetoP Safety Division) ·and the EuPopean NueZeaP Soeiety. 
The cosponsorship by the Canadian Nueteap Soeiety and the Japan Atomie.EnePgy Soeiety, 
as well as the cooperation received from the U.S. NueteaP Regutato'Y'!f Commission and 
the Intepnationat Atomie EnePgy Ageney, further attests to the importance and inter
national character of the meeting. 

The C'hieago Seetion of the American Nuclear Society served as host of the meeting, 
having carried, through the Organizing Committee, the responsibility for the local 
arrangements and the financial aspects. 

The safety of nuclear power reactors is a subject that, of necessity, has to be 
dealt with in an international framework. It is for this reason that the meeting 
organizers have also made a major effort to encourage participation from countries 
other than those represented by the cosponsoring professional societies. In this 
respect should be mentioned the valuable contributions, both in the organizational and 
the tech~ical aspects of the meeting, made by representatives from countries with 
major nuclear power programs such as Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, the Republic of China 
(Taiwan), and the Republic of (South) Korea. 

High distinction was bestowed on the meeting by three Honorary Chairmen, namely: 
James R. Thompson, Governor of IllinQis; Andre Giraud, Professor at the University of 
Paris-Dauphine and Minister of Industry and Technology in the immediate-past govern
ment of France; and Joseph M. Hendrie, Senior Scientist at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory and past Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to whom the 
meeting organizers wish to express great appreciation for their support and valuable 
contributions. 

It is not possible to individually acknowledge all persons who contributed to the 
meeting. As regards the teehnieat eontent of the meeting, major contributions were 
made by those who accepted responsibility for organizing and coordinating the Special 
Sessions and Panel Discussions, namely: .R. A. Bari (BNL), R. D. Cheverton (ORNL), 
R. S. Denning (BCL), J. W. Hickman (SNL), W. Y. Kato (BNL), D. A. Meneley (OHC), 
M. Rosen/E. Iansiti (IAEA), and E. Yaremy (AECL). An important contribution was also. 
made by An.nick Carnino (EdF), who accepted primary responsibility for coordinating the 
papers from France. We are greatly indebted to Long-Sun Tong, the Representative of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the Technical Program Committee, for his 
numerous and valuable contributions. Many, thanks are also due to the members of the 
International Advisory Committee, the Technical Program Committee and the Paper Review 
Committee; in particular we wish to express our thanks to those members of the Paper 
Review· Committee, who came. from far to make an essent.ial contribution, namely: Karel 
Brinkmann (ECN), Eric Hellstrand (Studsvik), Morris Rosen (IAEA), Wolfgang Schikarski 
(KFK), Jean Stolz (EdF), Roberto Trevifro (CNSNS), and Hermann Unger (USt). 
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With respect to the non-technical paPt of the meeting organization, we wish to 
express our great appreciation to Miriam Holden (ANL) for her valuable advice and 
assistance concerning numerous aspects, including hotel arrangements and registra
tion. Great appreciation is also due to Joyce Kopta (ANL) for her valuable advice and 
assistance in the preparation of the Meeting Program and Proceedings. Our special 
gratitude goes to Joan Cooley (ANL), Barbara Heineman (ANL), Beverly Korelc (ANL), 
Dena Rottner (~), Alice Townsend (ANL), Jill Wadas (ANL), Julia Wertelka (ANL), and 
Carol Whalen (ANL) for their numerous and valuable contributions made before, during, 
and after the meeting. 

In the final analysis, the success or failure of a meeting depends on its 
attendees -- authors, session chairmen, panelists, and others -- they make the meet
ing. Therefore, last, but not least, we wish to thank all attendees for their par
ticipation in, and contributions to, this meeting which, it is hoped, has served a 
useful purpose by providing a forum for fruitful exchange of information, by promoting 
the safety of nuclear power reactors, and by contributing to international cooperation 
in the field of nuclear safety. 

Donald T. Eggen (NWU) 

Adolf Birkhofer (GRS) 

Norman C. Rasmussen (MIT) 

Jan B. van Erp (ANL) 

Elmer E. Lewis (NWU) 

Andre Gauvenet (EdF), 

Dietrich Buenemann (GKSS) 

Wladimir Paskievici (EPM) 

Yasumasa Togo (UT) 

STEERING COMMITTEE 

General Chairman 

General Co-Chairman 

Chairman, Technical Program Committee 

Co-Chairman, Technical Program Committee 

Chairman, Publications Committee 

Chairman, International Advisory Committee 

Chairman, ENS Representatives 
on the Technical Program Committee 

Chairman, CNS Representatives 
on the Technical Program Committee 

Co-Chairman, JAES Representatives 
on the Technical Program Committee 

REPRESENTATIVES OF COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission: L. S. Tong 

International Atomic Energy Agency: M. Rosen 
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ABSTRACT 

Operational transients occur occasionally in light water reactors when 
minor malfunctions of certain system components affect the reactor core. 
Potential effects of such malfunctions include a loss of the secondary heat 
sink, an increase in system pressure, and, in boiling water reactors, void 
collapse and a brief increase in reactor power. The most severe postulated 
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) anticipated transient is characterized by a 
power peak of up to 495% rated power for about 1 second (according to a 
recent General Electric Co., generic analysis). The results of a series 
of fuel behavior tests in the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory are presented in this paper. Four pro
gressively higher and broader power transients at a constant coolant flow 
rate were performed. The first transient simulated a BWR-5 turbine trip 
without steam bypass with fuel rods operating at BWR-6 core average rod 
powers. The second transient simulated a generator load rejection without 
steam bypass with fuel rods operating at above core average powers. The 
last two transients were performed at higher powers than safety analysis 
predicts to be possible in commercial reactors to define failure threshold 
margins. The test rods did not fail and were not damaged during any of the 
four transients. 

INTRODUCTION 

Anticipated nuclear power reactor transients are deviations from normal plant 
operating conditions that result from system component malfunctions or reactor oper
ator errors which may occur one or more times during the service life of a reactor 
and are normally accompanied by a control rod scram. They are distinguished from 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 
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"accidents," which have a much lower probability of occurrence and may result in. 
much more severe consequences. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has 
selected 37 categories of anticipated and unanticipated BWR malfunctions and 
41 categories of pressurized water reactor (PWR) malfunctions on the basis of tran
sients defined in the NRC assessment of accident risks in U.S. nuclear power plantsl 
and data from utilities for transients that have actually occurred.2 These tran
sients have been assigned a frequency of occurrence per reactor year from 0.02 ± 
0.14 to 1.41 ± 1.89 for BWRs and from 0.01 ± 0.09 to 1.69 ± 2.44 for PWRs. 

The effects of such malfunctions may include a loss of the secondary heat sink, 
an increase in system pressure, and, in boiling water reactors, void collapse and a 
brief increase in reactor power. The most severe postulated BWR-5 anticipated tran
sient is a generator load rejection without steam bypass, which is characterized by a 
peak transient power spike of up to 495% of rated power for about 1 second. Dryout 
and severe cladding temperature excurions are not expected during such transients and, 
therefore, the damage mechanism of concern is cladding fracture due to pellet
cladding mechanical and chemical interactions. 

The first indication that zircaloy-clad U02 rods might be susceptible to 
failure due to a pellet-cladding interactive mechanism inherent to the fuel and 
cladding materials was obtained in 1964 by the General Electric Co., in the "High 
Performance U02 Program " jointly sponsored by the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission and EURATOM.~ Since that time, the phenomena of pellet-cladding inter
action (PCI) induced cladding failure during normal light water reactor operation have 
received considerable attention throughout the world. Such failures are apparently 
induced by power increases after a sufficiently high burnup is attained to allow 
fission product release. There has been a strong incentive to find a remedy for these 
failures because the present method of preventing such failures is to accept limits on 
rates of reactor power increase. These limits are expensive due to the lost power 
output during slow increases. Experiments have been performed in the Halden, 
Studsvik, NRU, GETR, RISO, RCN-Petten, BR-2 and BR-3 reactors.4-9 Most 
investigators now accept the view that both the presence of aggressive chemical 
species and high localized stresses are prerequisites for power ramp induced pellet
cladding interaction failures.10 However, pellet-cladding mechanical interaction 
failures have also occurred during severe power increases due to high strain rate 
tearing or fracture of irradiation-embrittled zircaloy cladding.11 

Since severe core power increases are possible during a variety of anticipated 
transients and the most severe postulated anticipated transients have not yet occurred 
in cotnmercial reactors, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) was uncertain 
whether light water reactor fuel rods would fail or can be damaged during such 
events. Therefore, a series of in-pile fuel behavior tests labeled OPT 1-1 were 
conducted in the Power Burst Facility (PBF) by EG&G Idaho, Inc., for the USNRC to 
(a) determine the threshold at which light water reactor fuel rods are likely to fail 
during severe anticipated transients which result in a brief increase in reactor power 
and (b) identify any fuel and damage mechanisms which may occur. The PBF data, 
along with other test data, will be used by the USNRC to assess the failure proba
bilities used in licensee dose calculations for anticipated transients. These results 
may also impact other questions such as: (a) should a reactor be derated following a 
severe anticipated transient, (b) should PCT-damaged fuel be removed following a 
transient, and (c) should regulations be imposed to limit pellet-cladding 
interaction in irradiated fuel rods? 

TEST CONDUCT 

Six fuel rods originally fabricated by the General Electric Co., and irradiated 
in the Northern States Power Company's Monticello boiling water reactor to burnups 
ranging from about 5,000 to 23,000 MWd/t were tested. Four of the six fuel rods were 
typical BWR-6 design rods, except for fuel length (0.75 m) and plenum volume (which 
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was scaled to the fuel length). Two of the fuel rods incorporated design modifica
tions to improve their PCI resistance. Each fuel rod was surrounded by an individual 
flow shroud and four fuel rod and shroud assemblies were symmetrically placed within 
the PBF, as shown in Fig. 1, for each transient. 

Each fuel rod was fixed rigidly to the shroud at the,top of the fuel rod and was 
free to expand axially downward against a linear variable differential transformer 
(LVDT) that measured the axial growth of each rod. Additional instrumentation was 
provided to measure coolant conditions, fuel rod power, and fission product release. 
The test rods were not opened prior to the PBF tests and contained no instrumentation. 

--.\ 49.88mm r---

SPND 
Zr WATER TUBE 

OH-11 

Figure 1. Schematic of PBF 4X test hardware. 

The nuclear operation in the PBF consisted of two extensive fuel conditioning 
phases and four power transients. The purpose of the fuel conditioning was to mea
sure the ratio of PBF core power to test rod power and to carefully condition the fuel 
rods to a peak rod power of 27 kW/m, since the test rods had been irradiated in the 
Monticello BWR at the edge of the core at a power of only about 13 kW/m. The 
conditioning consisted of a slow power ramp with single-phase coolant conditions to a 
rod power of ~27 kW/m. Maximum rod power ramp rates were held to 0.5 kW/m per 
minute up to 25 kW/m and 0.35 kW/m per hour from 25 to 27 kW/m. Each of the two fuel 
conditioning phases extended over approximately 28 hours. 

The four progressively higher and broader power transients shown in Fig. 2 were 
conducted at power ramp rates as high as 550 kW/m per second. The power-time his
tories specified for the first two transients (Transients A and B) approximate the 
results of a conservative analysis of various BWR-5 anticipated transients performed 
by the General Electric Co., using the ODYN computer code. The last transient was 
conducted at the physical limits of the PBF. Approximately a 2-hour hold at steady 
power preceded each transient. The nominal coolant temperature, flow rate, and 
pressure conditions during each transient were 550 K, 525 cm3/s, and 7.93 MPa, 
respectively. 

The first transient simulated a BWR turbine trip without steam bypass, with the 
irradiated fuel rods operating at typical BWR core average powers .<~26 kW/m). The 
peak fuel rod power was increased from 26 kW/m to 92 kW/min 0.32 s while maintaining 
a constant coolant flow rate during the power transient. The PBF was able to almost 
exactly reproduce the specified power history, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Following 
the first transient, the loop was cooled and depressurized, the test train removed 
from the in-pile tube, and two of the standard BWR-6 fuel rods were removed and 
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured and 
specified Rod 1 power during 
OPT -1- Transient A. 

replaced with two other reference-type fuel rods. The two test rods were removed 
after the first transient so that the possible occurrence of incipient PCI cracks on 
the inside surface of the cladding could be investigated. 

The power history of the second transient (28 to 177 kW/min 0.66 s) simulated 
a BWR generator load rejection transient without steam bypass for fuel rods operating 
above BWR core-average rod powers, except that the time duration of the transient was 
about twice that predicted by the General Electric Co. 

The third and fourth transients were performed at higher transient powers than 
current safety analysis predicts to be possible in an effort to determine failure 
threshold margins. The peak fuel rod power was increased from 28 to 206 kW/m in 
about 0.74 s during the third transient and from 28 to 261 kW/min 0.96 s during the 
fourth transient. 

TEST RESULTS 

Table I summarizes the calculated fuel enthalpies and fuel temperatures reached 
during the transients. The radially averaged peak fuel enthalpy increased from 47 
to -87 cal/g U02 during the fourth transient and the fuel centerline temperature 
increased from 1350"to 2005 K following the transient. A maximum cladding axial 
elongation change of 2.6 mm was measured during the fourth transient. Hard pellet
cladding contact was calculated to result in a maximum cladding hoop strain of 0.44% 
and a hoop stress of 183 MPa. As ex2ected, boiling transition did not occur on any 
of the fuel rods. 

TABLE I. OPT 1-1 POWER TRANSIENTS 

Initial Fuel Initial Fuel Peak Fuel Peak Fuel Centerline 
Rod Power Enthalpy Rod Power Enthalpy Temperature 

Transient (kW/m) (cal/g) (kW/m) (cal/g) (K) 

A 26.0 45 92 49 1350 

B 28.4 48 177 E3 1590 

c 28.5 48 206 69 1695 

D 28.2 47 261 87 2005 
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Fission products were not released during or after any of the four power tran
sients and posttest analysis of the plenum gases confirmed that none of the fuel rods 
leaked. In fact, we have not been able to observe any damage or change in trese rods 
which could have been caused by the PBF testing. The results of the posttest plenum 
gas analysis are summarized in Table II. A cross section of Rod 3 (the highest 
burnup rod) at the peak power location is shown in Fig. 4. An enlargement of the 
Rod 3 cladding structure is shown in Fig. 5. The results summarized in Table II and 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are typical of normal, undamaged light water reactor fuel. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF THE POSTTEST PLENUM GAS ANALYSIS 

Original 
MOL 

Total Gas Void Area (%) Average BWR Axial 

3 a 3 b 
Burnup 

Rod in STD cm 1n cm He Kr Xe Rod Type ( GWd/t) Location 

1 13.4 14.4 97.5 0.24 1. 83 Reference 13.5 Bottom 

2 37.9 13.8 99.3 0.07 0.51 Zirconium liner 5.0 Lower 
Middle 

3 13.4 13.8 96.6 0.33 2.79 Reference 22.8 Bottom 

4d 35.1 14.1 97.4 0.15 o. 77 Fuel additivee 5.1 Lower 
Middle 

5 13.3 13.7 94.6 0.53 4.14 Reference 12.1 Bottom 

6 12.8 13.3 94.7 0.44 3.40 Reference 15.4 Bottom 

a. ±0.2 accuracy. 

b. ±0.1 to 0.3 accuracy. 

c. Segmented rods were irradiated in a bundle located on the extreme periphery of 
the Monticello BWR owned and operated by Northern States Power Co. Four segmented 
rods were fastened together to form a ~3.86-m long rod. 

d. Small water leak into sample. 

e. Composition of fuel additive rod is proprietary General Electric Co. informa
tion. Measurements by General Electric Co. indicate that the conductivity and 
thermal expansion of a fuel additive rod are unchanged relative to U02. The fuel 
melting point of a fuel additive rod is estimated to be 70 K lower than for U02. 
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Figure 4. Cross-section of Rod 901-3. 

T-2175 828-31 

Figure 5. Typical cladding structure of 
Rod 901-3. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Even though only six fuel rods were tested during the OPT 1-1 Test Series, the 
peak transient fuel rod powers were twice that expected for a design average power 
rod (26 kW/m) subjected to the worst anticipated transient presently considered 
credible for a BWR, and none of the test rods failed. Although postirradiation exam
inations are continuing, the lack of any evidence of cladding through-wall cracks 
strongly suggests that BWR fuel rods will not fail during brief power transients. 
The severity of the tests compensates somewhat for the lack of redundancy in test 
rods with regard to possible interpetation of the signifigance of these results. 
However, the fuel rods used in the OPT 1-1 tests and the PBF test conditions are not 
entirely typical of those in commercial reactors . For instance, the short rod length 
may have affected the fission product release and transport and the axial loading of 
the cladding due to pellet cladding mechanical interactions. Therefore, further 
evaluation of the question may be required. 
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NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product or p_rocess disclosed in 
this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe pri
vately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

The performance of the FRAP-T6 computer code in calculating fuel rod 
failure and fission gas release during overpower transient events was ana
lyzed. Comparisons of the code's calculations with experiment data was 
used to determine the accuracy of the code in these two performance 
areas. First, the ability of the code to replicate observed failure 
trends as functions of power, ramp rate, hold time, burnup, 
pellet-cladding gap size, cladding thickness, and fuel density was exam
ined. Then, the capability of the code's fission gas release model to 
duplicate experiment measurements of unfailed rods was tested at various 
burnups. 

INTRODUCTION 

The FRAP-T6b computer codel calculates the transient behavior of light 
water reactor fuel rods following deviations from normal operation. This paper dis
cusses FRAP-T6 independent assessment2 analyses and results of the performance of 
the code in calculating fuel rod failure and fission gas release during overpower 
transient events. The work was conducted by the NRC Technical Assistance Program 
Division of EG&G Idaho, Inc., and is part of the Safety Code Development Program 
sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. 

FRAP-T6 CODE DESCRIPTION 

The FRAP-T6 code calculates fuel and cladding temperatures; cladding strains, 
ballooning, and oxidation; and internal gas pressure. These rod behavior categories 
are treated as functions of rod design, power history, burnup, and changes in mate
rial properties. FRAP-T6 contains ·subcodes that calculate rod deformation, cladding 
failure, and fission gas release. 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Offices of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research and Nuclear Reactor Regulation, under DOE Contract 
No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 

b. EG&G Idaho, Inc., Code Configuration Control Number F00286. 
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Two subcodes are available for calculating the mechanical response of the fuel 
and cladding. The more simplified subcode, FRACAS-I, accounts for thermal expansion 
and relocation of the fuel and thermal expansion, plasticity, and high temperature 
creep of the cladding. The more complex ·subcode, FRACAS-II, models all of the 
effec~s simulated by FRACAS-I, plus stress-induced deformation of the fuel pellet. 

The FRAIL-6 and MATPR0-11 subcodesl,3 calculate failure criteria based on 
cladding temperature and stress conditions determined in the FRACAS subcodes. Both 
subcodes use independent methods to calculate rod failure but both are reliant on 
FRAP-T6 for calculated cladding stresses and strains. FRAIL-6 is a probabilistic rod 
failure model and MATPR0-11 is a mechanistic model. 

The fission gas release subcode, FASTGRASS-MODl,4 calculates steady state and 
transient fission gas production and release. Its approach is mechanistic. Bubble 
formation, coalescence, channeling, migration by diffusion, and eventual release to 
the void volume are modeled. 

RESULTS 

Calculated and observed cladding failure probabilities were compared for 
119 rods from power ramp tests. Fission gas release measurements taken from about 
40 rods that did not fail were compared with FRAP-T6 calculations. These experiments 
consisted of pressurized water reactor (PWR), boiling water reactor (BWR), and 
atypical fuel rod types that were operated under normal cooling conditions while 
being subjected to power increases. The power increases were imposed after base 
irradiation periods of varying duration and severity. The effects of prior 
irradiation on rod geometry and fission gas conditions were calculated by the steady 
state code, FRAPCON-2,5 and were passed to FRAP-T6 by way of tape link. Ramp test 
experiment data normally consisted of power histories, system conditions, conditions 
at failure, and fission gas release. Data sources included the Power Burst Facility 
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, the RISO National Laboratory in 
Denmark, the OECD Halden Reactor Project in Norway, and the Studsvik Inter-Ramp 
Project in Sweden. 

The assessment procedure consisted of comparisons of experiment data with both 
a FRACAS-I and a FRACAS-II calculation for each of the experiments. Part of the 
analysis examined the code's ability to replicate the observed failure trends as a 
function of power, ramp rate, hold time, burnup, pellet-cladding gap size, cladding 
thickness, and fuel density. These analyses will be discussed first. Using data 
from unfailed rods, the code's capability to calculate gas release fractions was 
tested at various burnup levels. Results of this assessment are presented next. 

The failure analysis considered by FRAP-T6 computes the mechanical stress of 
the fuel and cladding accompanying gap closure .. On the basis of 119 individual 
tests, 88% of the FRACAS-I calculations and 80% of the FRACAS-II calculations ran to 
completion. Failure to run to completion was most often encountered for BWR rods 
with high burnup as a result of a high fission gas fraction in the gas gap. 

The two subcodes, FRAIL-6 and MATPRO are used by FRAP-T6 to determine when the 
fuel rod has failed. A major result noted early in the assessment was that none of 
the 119 rods were calculated to fail by the MATPRO failure criteria. The MATPRO 
modeling of the prior irradiation affects upon cladding behavior was over estimated 
(the strength of irradiated cladding was greatly over estimated). Thus, all 
subsequent analyses and results reflect FRAIL-6 calculations. 

On the basis of an experiment data base, FRAIL-6 was developed and is used to 
calculate the probability of fuel rod failure, The probability value is determined 
from a correlation based upon a statistical distribution (a calculated probability of 
50% reflects the condition where 50% of the rods in the data base ruptured and 50% 
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did not rupture). One FRAP-T6 input parameter is the percentile at which the code is 
to consider the rod to be failed •. Desiring a best estimate calculation, it was 
decided that the 50% failure probability calculated by FRAIL-6 would be the value 
used to define rod failure. 

Figures 1 through 3 summarize the results of the ramp test experiments in terms 
of FRAIL-6 fuel rod failure probability for the categories of diametral gap and maxi
mum power. For each category, the measured data were collected and averaged into 
6 equally populated divisions and the calculated data were collected and averaged 
within those same divisions as defined by the measured data. 

Figure 1 displays the comparison between measured and calculated failure proba
bilities for maximum fuel rod power. The measured effect of power is surprisingly 
constant until 60 kW/m, at which time it decreases unexplainably. FRACAS-II appeared 
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Figure 1. Maximum power effect on measured and calculated failure probability. 
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Figure 3. As-built diametral gap effect on high power biased failure probability. 

to follow the measured data very well until it reached 60 kW/m. At that time it 
reflected the expected trend of increasing mechanical stress with higher fuel temper
atures. Observed failure probabilities above 60 kW/m were always less than the 
FRACAS-I or FRACAS-II calculation for this case. Comparisons of measured and calcul
ated failure probabilities as functions of maximum ramp rate show trends similar to 
those seen in Figure 1. That is, FRACAS-I and FRACAS-II under calculated rod failure 
at low power and over calculated at high power. 

Because of the effect of power level on code accuracy, failure probability of 
the full data sample was sub-divided into low power (below 60 kW/m) and high power 
(above 60 kW/m) subplots. Figures 2 and 3 show measured and calculated effects of 
diametral gap design versus the power-ramp-induced failure probability. Figure 2 
shows the results when only low power rods were considered. Calculations using 
FRACAS-II compared very well with measured failure probabilities because those rods 
having high fuel temperatures, inducing high mechanical stresses on the cladding, 
have not been included. FRACAS-I calculations compared well with measured data for 
small gap designs but fall below FRACAS-II calculations as the gap size is 
increased. Both FRACAS-I and FRACAS-II were generally below the measured data. Fuel 
rods with large gaps might have experienced localized stress concentrations on the 
cladding that neither FRACAS-I nor FRACAS-II can model, but resulted in lower rod 
failure probabilities compared to data. The comparison of diametral gap size versus 
high power biased failure probability is shown in Figure 3. In this case, FRACAS-I 
and FRACAS-II have consistently calculated higher failure probabilities than the 
meas- ured data. The fuel relocation model does not seem to perform well with fuel 
rods of any gap size at high power. Typical gap size values for PWR's and BWR's are 
2.0% and 2.5% of the as-built pellet diameter, respectively. At these values, 
FRACAS-II more closely replicated the measured data than FRACAS-I. Comparisons of 
measured and cal- culated failure probabilities as functions of cladding thickness 
and fuel density also showed that FRACAS-II more closely replicated measured failure 
probabilities for typical PWR and BWR geometries. 

Figures 4 through 6 show results of the assessment of FRAP-T6 calculations of 
fission gas release. Figures 4 .and 5 illustrate calculated versus measured fission 
gas release for the FASTGRASS·model when coupled with the FRACAS-I and FRACAS-II rod 
deformation models, respectively. Only xenon release is represented. A compariso~ 
of these figures reveals two advantages of FRACAS-II over FRACAS-I. First, FRACAS-II 
gas release calculations show a more realistic trend of increasing calculations with 
increasing measurements. FRACAS-I gas release calculations remain nearly unchanged 
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Figure 5. Calculated versus measured fission gas release using the FRACAS-II rod 
deformation model. 

as measured gas release increases. In fact, FRACAS-I usually under calculates the 
data, giving calculated gas release fractions that are always below 17%. Second, 
almost twice as many calculations ran to completion when FRACAS-II was used with 
FASTGRASS as when FRACAS-I was used. Hard gap closure or fuel rod failure often 
caused calculations to abort long before completion. Although this problem was noted 
for both deformation models, it was more common when using FRACAS-I, especially when 
the rods were unpressurized or were held at a high power level after the end of the 
power ramp. 
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Figure 6 shows relative error in gas release calculations as a function of 
pre-transient burnup when using the FASTGRASS model with the FRACAS-II deformation 
model. Use of the FASTGRASS model with FRACAS-II almost always gives over calcula
tions of the data when burnup <15 MWd/kg and more scatter is observed here. The 
large over calculations seen in Figure 5 correspond to points in this range of 
burnup. When burnup >15 MWd/kg, the calculations are much closer to the measure
ments. In fact, for rods from the same tests with similar design characteristics, 
gas release calculations using FASTGRASS with FRACAS-II were higher and less accurate 
for low burnup rods and lower and more accurate for high burnup rods. The same 
trends were evident when the FRACAS-I deformation model was used. However, the high 
burnup calculations using FRACAS-II were much closer to the measurements than those 
using FRACAS-I. For low burnup rods, transient gas release data have large uncer
tainties. As expected, errors in data comparisons for these rods show considerable 
scatter. The fission gas release standard errora for low burnup rods (burnup 
<15 MWd/kg) using FRACAS-II was 25.9% release for a sample size of 11. The stan
dard error was reduced to 7.2% using FRACAS-II for the 11 rods with burnup 
>15 MWd/kg. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of these comparisons, the following conclusions were reached. 

1. For modeling overpower ramp failure tests, the FRAIL-6 rod failure criteria 
are most realistic. 

n 2 
E (calculation-measurement) 

a. Standard error 
i=l 

n-1 

where 

n number of points. 
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The MATR0-11 criteria did not calculate failure to occur for any of the 
cases considered. 

2. FRACAS-II is the most appropriate option for simulating rod failure due to 
PCI, for typical BWR and PWR rod geometries. 

For values of gap size, cladding thickness, and fuel density typical of 
commercial fuel rods, FRACAS-II calculations of rod failure were. more 
accurate than FRACAS-I. 

3. Both rod deformation models tend to under calculate failure probability for 
low powers and over calculate failure probability for high powers. 

Comparisons of calculated and measured failure probabilities for various 
powers and ramp rates showed this trend. 

4. Contributions to rod failure by chemical aggravation were hard to note. 

The FRAP-T6 code does not calculate failure due to stress corrosion 
cracking. Comparisons of FRAP-T6 failure calculations with measured data 
did not show any trends that could be attributed to failure by chemical 
aggravation. 

5. The FASTGRASS gas release subcode calculates more realistic gas release 
fractions when it is used in conjunction with the FRACAS-II rod deformation 
model. 

Calculations performed using the FRACAS-I model showed an unrealistic trend 
of constant calculations even when the measured gas release was increasing. 

6. FASTGRASS calculates more accurate gas release fractions when pre-transient 
burnup >15 MWd/kg. 

The amount of gas release was over calculated for low burnups. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, or any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed in 
this report, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe pri
vately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL ANISOTROPY ON THE LOCA DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR 
OF ZIRCALOY CLADDING TUBES 
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8520 Erlangen 

ABSTRACT 

Bending during ballooning and rupturing of the tube sample 
is a characteristic feature of the LOCA deformation behavior 
of Zircaloy claddings in the a, -phase range, This effect essen
tially contributes to the reduction of the total circumferential 
elongation of the cladding. The results of this investigation 
show quantitatively that there are two basic contributions a non
uniform temperature distribution on the cladding circumference 
and the anisotropic behavior of the tube sample, The test results 
are in good agreement with the results of othe'r investigations 
on anisotropic creep of Zircaloy claddings and its description 
by creep and burst loci. 

INTRODUCTION 

The deformation behavior of Zircaloy cladding tubes under the 
thermal and mechanical loading conditions of a hypothetical loss-of
coolant accident (LOCA) was extensiveiy investigated in the past. 
The cladding deformation and rupture could be successfully related 
to the main influencing parameters such as temperature and its distri
bution on the cladding, differential pressure and heating rate. Ben
ding of the cladding sample turned out to be a characteristic feature 
of the cladding deformation process in the a-phase range /1 - 3/. 
This effect occures independently of the respective test conditions 
such as method of heating or external cooling conditions, provided 
that a nonhomogeneous azimuthal temperature distribution was present 
during the test. The bending always points to the "cold"*) side of 
the tube as can be seen from fig. 1. Even in-pile tested cladding 
samples exhibited the same characteristic behavior /4/. This bending 
effect could be shown to contribute essentially to the reduction of 
the total circumferential elongation of the cladding under realistic 
conditions /2, 5/. The bending phenomenon was qualitatively explained 
by several author~ by an azimuthal nonuniform axial contraction of 
the tu~e as a consequence of the mechanical anisotropy of the cladding 
material /2, 3/. 

*)"Hot" and "cold" means maximum and minimum of the circumferential 
temperature distribution. 
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The objective of this paper is to present the results of experimen
tal investigations as well as a phenomenological explanation for a quan
titative understanding of the bending phenomenon. 

EXPERIMENT 

Directly heated creep rupture tests in air were performed. The tube 
samples were taken from cold worked and stress relieved KWU standard 
type PWR cladding. The upper and lower end of the sample was laterally 
fixed by the sample holder, the lower end being axially free movable. 
The cladding sample was heated to 350 °C starting temperature and an 
initial internal overpressure of 50 or 65 bar was adjusted. The gas in
ventory was held constant throughout the test. After temperature equi
librium had been achieved the temperature was increased by 50 K/s until 
a maximum temperature of 800 °C was reached. The temperature was then 
held constant until rupture occured. The temperature was measured by 
several spot welded 0.1 mm diameter Pt-PtRh-thermocouples axially and 
circumferentially distributed on the cladding surface. Predetermined 
maximum temperature differences on the cladding circumference could be 
imposed to the sample by an external heating and cooling device using 
air as a coolant. 

The cladding deformation versus time was determined by an automatic 
camera. Short pieces of thermocouple wire were spot welded at equal dis
tances (ab. 1 mm) along the contour of the cladding .. These visible marks 
allowed a simultaneous measurement. of the local axial deformation and 
the diametral expansion over the whole ballooning part of the sample. 

RESULTS 

In the first step of experimental investigations the local axial 
deformation of the cladding sample was determined and related to the 
local tangential elongation. An extremely homogeneous temperature dis
tribution on the cladding circumference was present during these tests 
and the tube samples were selected for low eccentricity. Under these 
conditions the cladding can be assumed to exhibit an azimuthally uniform 
tangential strain except just prior to .and at rupture. The local tan
gential strain can therefore be approximated by the total circumferen~ 
tial strain of the sample. 

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the local axial strain on the tan
gential strain for the axial position of maximum circumferential defor
mation. (The axial and tangential strains depicted in the figures are 
true strains*, respectively.) A local axial contraction of the cladding 
is observed which increases with increasing tangential deformation. A 
best fit torrelation included in fig. 2 was evaluated from these data. 
This correlation holds for those values of the ratio of tangential and 
axial stress, which are typical for a ballooning tube under internal 
pressure and closed end conditions (compare discussion p. 4). 

*JTrue strain denotes the logarithmic ratio of the actual to the initial 
dimension in axial and tangential direction, respectively. 
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Subsequently, the axial contraction was determined for cladding 
tubes submitted to a pronounced circumferential temperature profile, 
In these tests the average axial contraction in the ballooned region 
was measured simultaneously on the hot and cold side of the cladding. 
The cladding samples were found to contract preferentially on the hot 
side of the circumference. This is shown in fig. 3 for two tests which 
exhibited azimuthal temperature differences between 30 and 50 K. 

This experimental finding can be successfully verified by the re
sults shown in fig. 2. Using the KWU deformation model CARATE the tan
gential deformation can be calculated locally on the circumference for 
a cladding sample submitted to a given circumferential temperature dis
tribution /6/. This temperature distribution was chosen in order to ob
tain correctly the total circumferential elongation at rupture /6/. The 
local tangential strain was calculated for the hot and cold section of 
the circumference, respectively. The local tangential strain was then 
converted to the local axial strain by the best fit correlation from 
fig. 2. The calculated local axial strain was averaged over the balloon
ed region and the axial contraction due to the mechanical anisotropy 
was obtained (see left hand side of fig. 4). During the deformation the 
cold side of the tube deviates systematically from the cylindrical 
shape, whereas the hot side remains almost straight. This change in the 
geometry induces an additional axial contraction on the cold side accor
ding to the sketch on the right hand side of fig. 4. The axial strain 
of the hot and the cold side of the cladding was calculated for an azi
muthal temperature difference of 40 K. Fig. 3 reveals a good agreement 
between measurement and calculation for the hot side of the circumfer
ence. This finding also holds for the cold side, ,provided that the 
change in the tube geometry is quantitatively taken into account. 

Finally, the amount of tube bending was evaluated from the ruptured 
samples for those tests with a nonhomogeneous azimuthal temperature dis
tribution. The lateral deflection of the tube axis in the plane of maxi
mum circumferential deformation was taken as a measure for the bending. 
Fig. 5 shows the lateral deflection versus the azimuthal temperature 
difference. The tube bending increases rapidly with increasing azimuthal 
temperature difference. 

On the basis of the previously reported results the amount of ben
ding can be estimated by calculating the maximum elastic deflection of 
a tube sample with fixed ends, submitted to a concentrated intermediate 
bending moment. The bending moment is assumed to be caused by the dif
ference in the local axial strain in the plane of maximum deformation 
between the hot and the cold side of the circumference. The formulas 
for this calculation are readily available from textbooks on ~echanical 
engineering (see e.g. /7/). Again the KWU deformation model CARATE and 
the best fit correlation from fig. 2 were used. The bending moment and 
thus the lateral deflection were calculated for different azimuthal tem
perature differences. The influence of the change of geometry on the 
cladding length change was neglected in this context. The results of 
this calculation are also included in fig. 5. A good overall agreement 
is obtained for the calculated and measured values. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this investigation show that the tube bending effect 
can be understood and quantitatively described on the basis of a non
homogeneous axial contraction on the circumference of the cladding. It 
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has now to be verified that this effect is typical for the clad material 
and will be operable under the conditions expected for a LOCA, This can 
be achieved by relating the observed behavior to the results of basic 
investigations on the high temperature clad deformation behavior under 
biaxial stress conditions, available in the literature. 

Usually, these results are represented by yield or creep loci and 
fracture loci in the axial/tangential stress plane, Fig. 6 shows yield 
and fracture loci measured at 400 °C, which are representative for the 
cold worked and stress relieved KWU cladding for PWR 's /8/. For compar
ison, the theoretical yield locus of isotropic material according to v. 
Mises /9/ is included in the figure. The ratio of the axial to the tan
gential stress for an internally pressurized cylindrical tube with 
closed ends is C(, = 0. 5. Under these conditions no axial length change 
should occure for an isotropic and homogeneous material. This can be 
seen from the strain increment vector schematically shown in fig. 6 1 
which is oriented perpendicular to the slope of the tangent to the yield 
locus /10/. A change in the shape of the tube, such as localized bal
looning, results in a locally increasing stress ratio a at the bulge 
/11/. This induces a positive length change for a material which behaves 
isotropically. On the other hand the tube shortens by the localized bal
looning due to geometrical reasons. This change of geometry was shown 
to contribute to the observed behavior of the cladding ~ubes (see 
fig. 3). 

The yield locus of a Zry cladding tube, however, deviates consid• 
er.ably from the isotropic case. From fig. 6 it is obvious, that the 
slope of the strain increment vector becomes increasingly negative, if 
the deformation proceeds until fracture for a stress ratio of Cl= 0. 5. 
This is indicative for an increasing axial contraction during the defor
mation. This behavior could in fact be observed in the high temperature 
creep rupture ~ests (see fig. 2). Even for stress ratios somewhat 
above a= 0.5, which have to be expected for a locally ballooning clad
ding tube, the slope of the strain increment vector doesn't change its 
sign. However, the effect of recrystallization has to be taken into ac
count if the deformation takes place above the recrystallization tem
perature. Fracture loci measured at 400 °C with fully recrystallized 
cladding material show that the slope of the tangent to the locus is 
not significantly changed for the range of stress ratios relevant in 
this context /12/. 

The considerations so far leed to a qualitative understanding of 
the cladding behaviour in creep rupture tests. A more quantitative un~ 
derstanding is gained, if the quantitative results of measurements of 
the mechanical anisotropy of the Zircaloy cladding are taken into ac
count. Stehle, Steinberg and Tenckhoff /12/ determined anisotropy coef
ficients according to Hill's theory of plasticity using the formulation 
of Schroder and Holicky /13/ to fit their experimental data. Cladding 
samples manufactured by four different cladding tube suppliers were used 
in this investigation. Two anisotropy coefficients were found to be suf
ficient to describe the high temperature creep locus for tensional 
stresses if the difference in the strength between tension and compres
sion is disregarded. In the formulation of Schroder and Holicky the gen
eralized stress u is given by: g 
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From equ. ( 1 ) follows: 

dEzldE8 
0 cJ g/ b cJ z uz + Aez cJ 8 

= 6 cJ g/ 6 cJ 8 = Ase 0 e + Aez 0 z 
( 2) 

For a stress ratio of Gz!C1 8 = 0.5 equ. ( 2) reduces to: 

1 + 2 Aez 
dEzldE8 = 2Aee + Aez 

( 3) 

Table I includes the anisotropy coefficients A88 and A according 
to /12/ and the slope of the stra~n increment vector calcul~fed accor
ding to equ. (3). The tube sample No. 2 corresponds to the standard type 
KWU cladding for PWR's and is therefore direct comparable to the clad
ding material used in the present investigation. The slope of the strain 
increment vector measured in creep rupture tests at a low level of 
strain is obtained from fig. 2, by taking the initial slope of the best 
fit curve. This value, also included in table 1 is in a reasonable 
agreement with the value calculated from equ. (3) for sample No. 2. 

For all types of claddings included in table I an aiial contraction 
has to be expected according to the calculated slope of the strain in
crement vector. The individual amount of axial contraction is related 
to the texture, which is a consequence of the crystallographic proper
ties of Zircaloy and the respective fabrication process /14/. The tex
ture has been found by many authors - within narrow limits - typically 
very similar for all types of Zircaloy cladding of nuclear fuel rods 
in LWR's. Therefore it is not surprising that the different tube species 
behave similarly with respect to the axial deformation component. 

From this it can be concluded that the cladding deformation behav
ior ob~erved in high temperature creep rupture tests is fully compatible 
with the known anisotropic deformation behavior of the cladding material. 
The axial contraction and thus the tube bending during clad ballooning 
has to be considered as an effect inherent to the Zircaloy cladding ma
terial. The amount of bending was shown to increase with increasing tem
perature nonuniformity on the circumference of the cladding (fig. 5). 
Tests with.internally heated fuel rod simulator sections revealed that 
the tube bending exerts a positive feedback to the circumferential tem
perature nonuniformity by closing the gap between the internal heater 
and the cladding on the hot side of the circumference /5/. This feedback 
is enhanced by realistic cooling conditions such as two phase cooling 
by a steam and water mixture /2/. Thus the tube bending contributes es
sentially to the reduction of the total circumferential elongation of 
the cladding in the 0. -phase range of the Zircaloy. 

TABLE I 

Calculated and measured slope of the strain-increment vector 

Tube Experimental dEzldE8 Calculated dEz!dE
9 

Measured 
Species Anisotropy 90-

efficient a 
(acc. to /12/) 

1 
2 
3 
5 

1'35 
1 ' 1 9 
0,92 
0 68 

1'39 
1'33 
1 ' 1 0 
0 90 

from Anisotropy 
Coefficients 

- 1 '77 
- 6,70 
- 1 ' 12 
- 1 85 

a)A 8 z is given by the relation A8 z = 1 (A 2 rr 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of these investigations show, that the bending pheno
menon of the Zry-cladding in the a. -phase range can be understood and 
quantitatively explained by the azimuthal inhomogeneous axial contrac
tion of the cladding, which is a result of two facts: 

- A nonuniform temperature distribution on the cladding circumferen
ce leads to nonuniform local circumferential strain rates 

- The anisotropy leads from that to nonuniform local axial strain 
rates. 

The anisotropic straining behavior of the tube is a consequence 
of the texture which is typically very similar for all types of Zirca
loy claddings of nuclear fuel rods for LWRs. Therefore a systematic de
pendence of the tube bending on the circumferential temperature distri
bution can be concluded. For the Zircaloy cladding of nuclear fuel rods 
this bending points to the cold side of the tube and therefore causes 
a trend to keep the hot cooling channel "open" in a bundle geometry. 
In all cases of a realistic LOCA the bending effect will leed to a sys
tematic reduction of the circumferential strain by circumferential tem
perature inhomogeneities. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF AN ASYMMETRIC DEFORMATION 

MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE FUEL ROD BEHAVIOUR DURING LOCA 

A.K.Chakraborty, J.D.Schubert 

Gesellschaft flir Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) rnbH 

Koln, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

For calculation of clad ballooning from single rod and rod 

bundle experiments a model considering the influences of azimuthal 

temperature gradients due to the existing eccentricity of the 

pellets has been developed. This model is based on the secondary 

creep model of Norton and on the concentric deformation model 

ending in cladding burst as proposed by F. Erbacher /1/. The new 

model considers the azimuthal temperature differences along the 

cladding and the resulting differences in deformations. With 

this model, calculations of cladding burst deformations from 

single rod and rod bundle experiments are performed with good 

agreement. 

INTRODUCTION 

A double ended' break of main coolant piping between a recirculation 

pump and the reactor pressure vessel is defined as. one of the 

design basis accident. Behaviour of the fuel rods becomes especially 

important in such cases of LOCA, as the thermal and mechanical 

stresses can sufficiently influence the coolability of the core. 

Additionally, the loss of the integrity of the fuel rods will lead 

to partial release of radioactive inventory of the rods. 

In order to calculate the cladding deformations during LOCA a 

deformation and burst model is introduced by F. Erbacher et. al./1/. 

This model is based on concentric· circumferential expansion of the 

cladding i.e. without considering the existing azimuthal temperature 
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differences in the cladding. The empirical model also considers 

the heating rate, temperature, internal pressure and the oxidation 

of zircaloy claddings. 

However, this model appears to be limited in its application to 

determine the behaviour of the fuel rods or their simulators, as the 

azimuthal temperature differences are continuously formed due ,to 

slight displacements of the fuel pellets from their concentric positions 

Displacements are caused by anisotropic behaviour of cladding like 

rod bowing, fuel fragmentation, and relocation or are simply due to 

vibration of fuel pellets during reactor operations. As the 

ballooning process is strongly dependent on temperature, differing 

circumferential expansions along the cross section of the cladding 

result due to the temperature distributions. This phenomen is called 

as asymetric deformation. 

SIMPLE DESCRIPTION OF CLADDING DEFORMATION PROCESS 

Figure 1 illustrates the deformations behaviour of the fuel rod 

cladding. 

Hotspot 

A;/ 

I :: ~,:;ial vi~w 
Hotspot 

/ 

0 
Section A-A 

A--J 
(a) Initial hotspot 

i. e, bowed cladding 

(b) Initiation of cladding ballooning 

~ 
A~ 

A---, 
I 

Rupture 

(c) Rupture 

0 
Section A-A 

Section A-A 

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of Cladding Deformation Process. 
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If due to the existing eccentricity or relocation of the fuel 

pellet the hotspot is confined to Qne side of rod then the cladding 

axial shrinkage on that side caused by anisotropy will bow the fuel 

rod, forcing the hotspot into the fuel and lifting the opposite 

side away from the fuel. 

The azimuthal temperature difference along the circumference will 

increase as the hotspot heats up und the opposite side coois. As 

the deformation is very sensitive to temperature, the cladding 

circumferential strain and wall thinning become functions of the 

prevailing temperatures at different segments of the circumference 

/2, 4/. Once the transition from secondary to tertiary creep has 

occured, the deformation process proceeds rapidly. Thus the 

positive temperature difference at the hotspot leads to maximum 

deformation and wall thinning at that location leading to ultimate 

rupture. 

ASYMETRIC MODEL FOR DEFORMATION 

In order to model the cladding deformation behaviour the concentric 

deformation model is extended as follows: Initially, half of the 

cladding cross section will be divided into 18 segments and finally 

the deformations of each segment resulting from the existing tempera

ture distribution will be calculated. The average circumferential 

elongation is thus calculated from the deformations of each segment. 

It will be assumed in this model that the change in azimuthal tempe

rature and rate of deformation is small in the regions of hot and cold 

spots. Maximum changes of temperature and rate of deformation occur 
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in regions of small eccentricities at1f /2; at large eccentricity 

this region is shifted to smaller values corresponding to Figure 2. 

DENSITY FUNCTION OF AZIMUTHAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES 

Figure 2: Probable Density Function of Azimuthal Temperature Changes. 

The following definition of eccentricity is used in this model: 

s min (t) 
Ex = 1 -(t) s (t) avg· 

where 

t actual time 

s = minimum gap between the cladding and the pellets min 
s = average gap between the cladding and the pellets 

avg 

For the density functions of the azimuthal temperature changes 

the B-Functipns are selected due to the following optimum properties: 

the distributions are limited at the upper and lower boundaries 

the shape of the density function can be adjusted at discretion. 
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For the sake of comparison a micrograph of a burst cladding 

and its calculated cross sections are presented in Figure 3. 

BLownup 8 x 

[cm] 
0.6 

"' . c:L 

Te.st 

Co.Lculation 

. Compa.ri~1on 

• 

la E 38 Y. 

t.T • 64 K 

t
8 

= 38 % 

.11T • 80 K 

Figure 3: Comparison of Asymetric Deformation Model with the 
Micrograph of a Real Fuel Rod Simulator. 

The asymetric deformation of the cladding shown is due to bowing 

of the cladding resulting from anisotropy. For this experiment the 

temperature measured is about 64 K and the circumferential elongation 

amounts to 38 %. The calculated temperature gradient appears to. be 

slightly higher than the measured values. The measured temperature 

has uncertainties in the determination of the locations for maximum 

and minimum temperatures, convection due to thermocouple etc. The 

photomicropgraph shows the opening at the burst location. The 

graphical representation of calculated deformations does not show 

the wide burst opening as such behaviour is not modelled. 

In Figure 4 the calculated results using the asymetric deformation 

model for a heating rate of 8 K/s and internal pressure of 7 MPa 

are presented. The results of calculated deformations at different 

time intervals are demonstrated for different calculated eccentricities 
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in the form of computer graphical presentations of a cladding 

cross section. 
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Figure 4: Demonstration of Asymetric Deformation Model, Cross Section of 
Deformed Cladding at Chosen Time Intervals. 

For the verification of the asymetric deformation model, the fuel 

rod simulations experiments performed within the frame work of 

R_roject ~uclear §_afety (PNS), Karlsruhe, Germany are used /3/. The 

experiments are selected according to boundary conditions like 

heating rates and internal pressures of the claddings in such a way 

so that they cover a broad range of parameters. 

In Figure 5 a comparison between the calculated and measured 

total circumferential elongation at burst are presented. Test data 

are taken from REBEKA single rod transient burst experiments performed 

in steam and the calculated data originate from different models. 

It can be seen from this figure that the deformations calculated 

from the asymetric deformation model agrees well with the measured 

values /3 /. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of Calculated and 
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the Fuel Rod Simulators from 
"REBEKA BUNDLE EXPERIMENTS". 

For calculations of burst deformations of cladding simulators from 

bundle experiments, results of the (Reactor specific ~undle 

.:§_xperiments Karlsruhe) REBEKA 2, 3 and 4 of PNS are considered. 

Figure 6 presents the measured and calculated values of 6 fuel rod 

simulators from the bundles. Here the resulting agreement is good. 

Contrary to the single rod simulators, the calculation of cladding 

deformation for the simulators in bundle is complicated by additional 

factors like mutual interactions of the rods and complicated thermo

hydraulics. Axial shift towards the next spacer grid of maximum 

cladding deformations of the fuel rod simulators from bundle experiment 

REBEKA-2 is caused by the flow of single phase steam superheated by 

2o K. In the calculation this factor is considered by assuming smaller 

initial eccentricity. 

Examined fuel rod simulators from bundle experiment REBEKA-4 are 

taken from the neighbouring control rod guide tube. As the guide tube 
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does not produce any heat and serves the purpose of a heat sink, so 

it causes an increase in azimuthal temperature gradients. 

Therefore, for the calculations of cladding deformations of neigh

bouring rods, larger initial eccentricities are assumed. Exact 

knowledge of deformation and burst behaviour of fuel rod cladding 

is required for the estimation of coolant blockage and fission 

product release. Hopefully, the model introduced here will serve 

to estimate the core damage during LOCA. 
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COMPARISON OF BALON2 WITH CLADDING BALLOONING STRAIN 
TABLES IN NUREG-0630a 

S. C. Resch and E. T. Laats 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
P. O. Box 1625 

Idaho Falls, ID 83415 

ABSTRACT 

For this comparison study, the two computer models used for calculating 
fuel rod cladding failure and the resulting permanent strains were compared 
against experiment data. The two models considered were the mechanistic BALON2 
modell and the empirical model described in the NUREG-0630 report. 2 The 
purpose for making this comparison was simply to gain insight into the 
relative strengths and weaknesses of each model. The experiment data sample 
consisted of data from both single and bundle tests conducted sometimes in 
in-pile facilities, but mostly in out-of-pile facilities. Comparisons 
between models indicated that the empirical NUREG-0630 model more accurately 
calculated the local cladding temperature and pressure conditions at rup-
ture, but the mechanistic BALON2 model more accurately calculated the 
resulting cladding permanent strain at the rupture location. 

INTRODUCTION 

The two computer models used to calculate fuel rod cladding failure and resulting 
permanent strains were compared against experiment data. The two models considered 
were.the mechanistic BALON2 model and the empirical model reported in the NUREG-0630 
report.2 The data were obtained from selected in-pile and out-of-pile, single rod 
and bundle tests. The purpose for making this comparison was to gain insight into the 
relative strengths and weaknesses of each model. This work was performed by the EG&G 
Idaho, Inc., and sponsored by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). 

BALON2 MODEL 

BALON2 is the mechanistic cladding ballooning and rupture subcode residing in 
the NRC's FRAP-T6 transient fuel rod performance code. 3 BALON2 is a best estimate 
subcode that uses a true stress failure criterion to calculate cladding burst shape 
at failure. The calculation of cladding shape at failure is made fairly complex by 
the interaction of cladding deformation, temperature, and local stress, all of which 
are modeled by BALON2. This model also accounts for circumferential temperature 
gradients and fast or slow heating rates of the cladding, as well as the effects of 
prior irradiation and fabrication cold-work. BALON2 relies heavily on cladding 
material properties calculated in the MATPR0-11 material properties subcode. 4 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reg
ulation Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 
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NUREG-0630 MODEL 

The NUREG-0630 model is purely empirical. The data used to generate the empiri
cal correlations were based upon experiments that employed internally heated zircaloy 
cladding that were ruptured in aqueous atmospheres. The internal heat source was 
usually electrical resistance heating, with only a small number of rods being heated 
from nuclear fissioning. The NUREG-0630 correlations are used to model cladding rup
ture temperature, cladding burst strain, and fuel assembly flow blockage. 

EXPERIMENT DATA SAMPLE 

The experiment sample used to compare these two models was the same data sample 
that was used in the independent assessments of FRAP-T6. This data sample consisted 
of both single rod and bundle tests. Because only a small number of in-pile balloon
ing tests have been conducted to date, the data sample consists primarily of out-of
pile tests. The entire data set contained data from 600 rods. But for this study, a 
representative sample of 50 essentially unirradiated rods was all that was required 
to establish the important trends. 

CODE-TO-DATA COMPARISONS 

For the NUREG-0630 model, the first step in these comparisons was the calculation 
of cladding rupture temperature and burst strain using the NUREG-0630 algorithm. 
Using the following equation from the NUREG-0630 report the procedure consisted of 
calculating the cladding rupture temperature as 

T 
rup 

where 

H 

a 

3960.0 - 20.4 • a 
1 + H 

8,510,000 • a 
100(1 + H) + 2790 • a 

cladding rupture temperature (°C). 

ratio of the heating rate in °C/s to a reference value of 28°C/s. 
(Limits: 0 ~ H ~ 1) 

engineering hoop stress (Kpsi). 

( 1) 

When applying Equation (1), any test rod with a heatup rate faster than 28°C/s was 
reset to 28°C/s because this correlation assumes the effects of heatup rate will 
saturate above 28°C/s. The engineering hoop stress was calculated from the thick-wall 
formula for a cylinder. 

After calculating the rupture temperature, the cladding burst strain was obtained 
from the tables published in the NUREG-0630 report. Table I shows a list of the 
published strain values. Low cladding heatup rates were assumed to be <10°C/s, and 
high heatup rates were ~25°C/s. A linear interpolation was performed between 10 
and 25°C/s, and between tabular values of rupture temperature. 

For the BALON2 code-to-data comparisons, the BALON2 subcode was decoupled from 
the FRAP-T6 code. To replicate each test rod, the decoupled BALON2 was driven with 
the measured boundary.conditions. Some 600 code-to-data comparisons were performed 
as part of the FRAP-T6 assessment program and were reported in Reference 5. A subset 
of the 600 rod sample was used for this BALON2/NUREG-0630 comparison. 
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TABLE I 

Tabulation of Cladding Correlations 

Slow-Ramp Correlations Fast-Ramp Correla~ions 
(<10°C/s) (>25°C/s) 

Rupture 
Temperaturea Burst Strain Flow Blockage Burst Strain Flow Blockage 

(%) (oC) (%) (%) (%) 

600 10 6.5 10 6.5 
625 11 7.0 10 6.5 
650 13 8.4 12 7.5 
675 20 13.8 15 10.0 

700 45 33.5 20 13.8 
725 67 52.5 28 20.0. 
750 82 65.8 38 27.5 
775 89 71. 0 48 35.7 

800 90 71. 5 57 43.3 
825 89 71. 0 60 46.0 
850 82 65.8 60 46.0 
875 67 52.5 57 43.3 

900 48 35.7 45 33.5 
·. 925 28 20.0 28 20.0 

950 25 18.0 25 18.0 
975 28 20.0 28 20.0 

1000 33 24.1 35 25.7 
1025 35 25.7 48 35.7 
1050 33 24.1 77 61. 6 
1075 25 18.0 80 64.5 

llOO 14 9.2 77 61. 6 
1125 11 7.0 39 28.5 
ll50 10 6.5 26 18.3 
1175 10 6.5 26 18.3 

1200 10 6.5 36 26.2 

a. Calculated from Equation (1). 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the two code-to-data comparisons are illustrated in two plots. 
Figure 1 shows the variance between the calculated and measured values of cladding 
~upture temperature versus the measured cladding rupture temperature. The measured 
temperature represents the thermocouple reading closest to the rupture location, which 
was nearly always the hottest temperature. Figure 2 shows the variance between the 
calculated and measured values of cladding burst strain versus cladding rupture 
temperature. Results obtained from both models are shown on these figures. 
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Figure 1. Cladding rupture temperature error. 

A number of conclusions were drawn from these figures: 

1. Considering cladding rupture temperatures in the a-phase region (Fig-
ure 1), both BALON2 and NUREG-0630 compared very favorably with the experi
ment data. Both models calculated rupture temperatures within a ±5% range 
of the data. 

2. Considering cladding rupture temperatures in the a + a-phase transition 
region (Figure 1), NUREG-0630 still remained within ±5% of the data sam
ple. BALON2, however, calculated higher rupture temperatures bounded in a 
±10% range of the data. 
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Figure 2. Cladding rupture strain error. 

3. Considering cladding rupture temperatures in the 6-phase region (Fig-
ure 1), NUREG-0630 still remained within a 5% band of the data sample except 
above the NRC cladding temperature limit (2200°F). BALON2 appeared to fall 
back into the ±5% band for the low 6 temperatures and then began to 
calculate cladding rupture temperatures too low as it approached the 2200°F 
limit. 
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4. Considering cladding burst strains (Figure 2), there appeared to be a large 
amount of scatter for both models. BALON2 calculations were more accurate, 
falling within a 50% band range of the data sample where the NUREG-0630 
calculation fell within a ±90% band of the data sample. 

Overall, the empirical NUREG-0630 model calculated the rupture temperature more 
accurately than BALON2, but the mechanistic BALON2 Model calculated the resulting 
burst strains more accurately than the NUREG-0630 model. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed in 
this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe 
privately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those 
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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A METHOD OF PREDICTING THE TEMPERATURE RESPONSE OF 
BALLOONING FUEL CLADDING FOR PWR LOCA CONDITIONS 

K.H. Ardront and S .A. Fairbairn 

Central Electricity Generating Board, 
Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories, Berkeley, Glos. GL13 9PB, England. 

tNow at AECL Whiteshell Canada 

ABSTRACT 

A method is described for calculating fuel rod cladding temperatures 
in a blockage formed by a group of ballooned fuel rods in a larger rod array, 
for heat transfer conditions appropriate to the reflooding phase of a 
postulated PWR LOCA. The model assumes co-.planar axially extended balloons, 
Attention is restricted to the constricted zone within the blockage. 
Reasonable agreement is shown both with available heat transfer data from 
partially ballooned rod arrays and with flow velocity distribution data from 
partially blocked isothermal rod bundles. Parametric calculations 
suggest that blockage length has a strong effect on cladte~peratures,mainly 
as a result of extra superheating of the steam within the blockage. Whilst the 
calculations indicate that the presence of entrained water droplets has a. 
powerful effect in limiting steam superheat, the clad axial temperature 
gradient is shown to be steep enough to effectively limit the length of any 
ballooning region. 

INTRODUCTION 

In postulated large break type LOCAs in PWRs it is possible for the zircaloy 
cladding of the fuel pins to undergo significant swelling or "ballooning". A partial 
flow blockage might result, which could reduce the effectiveness of emergency cooling 
during the reflooding phase of the accident. In the present analysis conditions in the 
constricted .subchannels are expressed in terms of known conditions for undistorted 
pins or pins in the blockage by-pass region. Allowance is made for the effect of 
entrained water droplets, and for changes in steam properties with temperature. The 
analysis considers heat transfer in the constricted region within a blockage, rather 
than in the low velocity wake region downstream. Heat transfer in the constriction is 
of interest because it determines the temperature response of cladding actually under
going deformation. Also it is observed experimentally [1] that for long blockages peak 
pin temperatures can occur in this region. 

FLOW DIVERSION AROUND BALLOONED RODS 

Model 

An idealised geometry (Fig. 1) is considered in which the balloons form a coplanar 
blockage. The pin centre-lines are assumed to be undisplaced by the deformation. The 
model considers only the behaviour of the gaseous component of the coolant flow. 
Effects of entrained liquid on the flow diversion are neglected. The flow velocity in 
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the blockage is calculated by defining planes upstream and downstream of the blockage, 
across which the static pressure is substantially uniform (planes A and Din Figure 1). 
A momentum balance is performed between A and D for both blocked and unblocked sub
channels assuming an idealised one dimensional flow pattern with instantaneous flow 
re-distribution just downstream of A. Subsequent mass exchange between blocked and 
unblocked subchannels is neglected as experiments show a rapid re-distribution of fluid 
upstream of a blockage, but a relatively slow recovery back to unperturbed conditions 
downstream. The momentum balance for a blocked subchannel becomes: 

[p + i p u2 J - rp + ! pgb u2 J = i (KfT + Kar) pgb 
u2 

A go go _ D gb 2 gT 

- 2 u2 
( 1 ) 

+ ! Kfb pgb u gb + ~ KGb pgb gb 

The three terms on the right hand side represent respectively, 

(i) the pressure drop due to area change and skin friction in the throat region BC; 

(ii) the skin friction pressure drop in the undistorted part of the blocked sub
channel (AB, CD); 

(iii) the pressure drop due to any spacer grids present in the zone of the pressure 
disturbance AD. 

For the unblocked subchannels in the surrounding (or by-pass) region the pressure 
loss is due to skin friction and grids alone, so that 

[ PA + ~ p u
2 J - [Pn + ! j; u

2 J = ! (Kf + K ) u
2 

(2) go go gs gs s Gs P gs gs 

From (1) and (2) and the constant subchannel mass flow-rate assumption, 

ugb Ao Pgb = ugT ~ Pgb = mgb (3) 

and assuming that pgo - P gs it follows that 

(:::Y (pgb/p~s) [1 + K + K ] 
fs Gs (4) 

R)(KfT + Kfb + KGb] + K ) 
aT 

Mass conservation can be used to relate the subchannel mass flow-rate in the by
pass region to that in the unblocked part of the bundle as follows. 

m 
go 

A 
=- SURR m + 
~OT gs 

Loss Coefficients and Geometrical Parameters 

(5) 

(a) Friction Losses The frictional loss coefficient for the unblocked subchannels in 
the by-pass region is expressed in terms of the friction factor; 

4f L 
K = __ s_ with f = 0.085 R 
fs d s es 

-0.25 (6) 
0 

[see 2 and 3] whilst the loss coefficient for the blockage throat region is expressed 
as 

(7) 
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for the case of touching pins, as obtained from pressure drop measurements [4]. In 
the absence of published data the laminar flow friction factor is obtained from the 
usual result for circular tubes 

fT = 16/ReT (8) 

The transition between (7) and (8) is made when the calculated laminar friction factor 
exceeds the calculated turbulent friction factor. The loss coefficient for the undis-
torted parts of the blocked subchannels is given by:- . 

4f
0
b(L-£) 

Kfb = d (9 ) 
0 

f
0

b is calculated as in (6) but using a Reynolds number Reb based on Ugb" 

(b) Form and Grid Los.ses The leading and trailing edges of the balloons are expected 
to be smoothly tapering [5]. Since form losses associated with the entrance to a 
smoothly tapering passage are usually negligible compared with exit losses only exit 
losses are considered in evaluating KaT" 

The expanding part of the blocked subchannels resembles a conical diffuser up to 
the point where the pins cease to touch (at subchannel area A*), but thereafter flow 
can enter the passage from the sides. It is believed that in general this sideways 
flow will cause separation (jetting) of the forward flow enhancing the form losses. 
The tendency of flow to separate in the expansion region was observed in tests by Creer 
et al [3]. 

To form a tentative correlation for KaT we assume that the irrecoverable pressure 
losses are dominated by the flow separation. KaT is thus ·assigned the value appro
priate for a sudden expansion from A* to A0 ; an empirical multiplier of a 0.8 is intro
duced to allow for residual static pressure recovery downstream of A*. The suggested 
correlation for touching pins is thus: 

* 2 * KaT = 0.8 (1 - A /A
0

) ~ < A 

For non-touching pins the corresponding result is 

KaT = 0.8 (1 - ~/Ao) 2 ~ > A* 

Aytekin's correlation [2] 

KG= 6.95 Re-
0

·
21 

( 10) 

( 11 ) 

(12) 

has been used to calculate grid losses. For the by-pass region ~s is calculat~d on 
the basis of the local Reynolds number Res. For the blockage region, ~b is determined 
on the basis of Reb. In each case the total grid loss coefficient is calculated by 
summing contributions from each of the NG grids in the disturbance region. 

(c) Disturbance Length, L. Examination of pressure and velocity profiles in a number 
of experiments suggests that L depends mainly on the blockage throat length,£. A 
reasonable correlation of data can be obtained by taking 

L = [i + 0.15] (metres) (13) 

(d) Geometrical Parameters For undeformed pins the subchannel flow area and cooled 
perimeter are given by 

A 
0 

s 
0 

2 
p - nr 

p 

2nr 
p 

2 

} ( 14) 
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Equations (14) apply also for ballooned pins if the pins are not in contact. For the 
case of touching pins the corresponding equations used are 

2 
p - ~r 2 

+ 4 [r 2 cos-1 (p/2r ) p p . p 

S = r [2~ - 8 T p 
-1 

cos (p/2r ) ] 
p 

} (15) 

where r is now understood to be the radius of the circular parts of the cladding. 
p 

Comparison with Data from isothermal tests in distorted rod arrays indicates that the 
disturbance length L is predicted to within 15%, and the velocity ratio to within 17% 
by the model. Aytekin [2] measured the mean flow velocity in each of the 8 constricted 
subehannels of a 4 x 4 group of ballooned rods in a 7 x 7 rod array. His experimental 
results are compared with theory in Fig. 2.. (1 grid resistance has been included in 
the calculation of~,) The model is seen to give a fairly good representation of 
the data for the central subchannel. This is reasonable, since the flow in the central 
subchannel corresponds most closely· to the onB-dimensional flow assumed in the model. 

HEAT TRANSFER IN THE BLOCKAGE 

Assumptions - The main assumptions of the model are as follows: 

(i) heat transfer from the pins is by forced convection to superheated steam 
containing water droplets. Direct radiation to the droplets, and pin-to-pin radiation, 
are ignored. This assumption is supported by reflood heat transfer data from the 
FLECHT experiments [6], which show that at flooding rates of reactor interest heat 
transfer to steam accounts for 60 - 80% of the total pin surface heat flux; 

(ii) clad-to-steam heat transfer coefficients can be obtained from correlations 
for single phase flow; 

(iii) clad temperatures in the blocked and unblocked regions are steady state 
values. This assumption is reasonable for the undistorted rods since the temperature 
ramp rates in reflooding are usually small, < 2 K/s. (The equilibrium temperature 
distribution inside the ballooned pins takes a finite time to develop, and so clad 
temperatures predicted assuming steady state conditions may exceed those actually 
observed); 

(iv) the steam flow-rate in the blocked subchannels 
single phase flow diversion analysis described as above. 
droplets on flow diversion, and the contribution to steam 
evaporation are neglected; 

can be calculated using the 
Effects of entrained . 
flow-rate due to droplet 

(v) the mass flow-rate of water droplets in the blocked and unblocked subchannels 
is equal (i.e. no droplet diversion); 

(vi) the average diameter of the droplets is unchanged in passing through the 
blockage (discussed below). 

Clad Temperature Change In view of assumptions (i) and (iii) above the clad-to-gas 
temperature difference in the blockage throat, and in the unblocked subchannels in the 
by-pass region, is given by: 

hTST{Tw(z) - Tg(z)}T = hSSO {Tw(z) - Tg(z)}s = q.Q, (16) 

Applying an energy balance to the steam flowing along the unblocked and blocked 
passages between 0 and z we have: 
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{T (z) 
g 

{T (z) 
g 

T (O)} m C 
g s gs gs 

Tg(O)}T mgb cgb } ( 17) 

Where x is the fraction of the input power which contributes to the steam phase 
enthalpy rise. Noting that TgT(O) ~ Tgs(O), we obtain the following expression for the 
steam temperature increase at z due to the blockage: 

{T T(z) - T (z)} 
g gs 

x
5 

hs S0 (Tw-Tg)sz 

m. 
gs 

c 
gs 

(18) 

Eq. (18) can also be used to calculate the mean temperature of the steam in the 
blocked subchannels, which is needed to compute local steam physical properties. 
Defining axial mean steam temperatures for the blocked and unblocked regions by (see 
Fig. 1) 

and 
the 

} (19) 

it follows that 

(20) 

The term in brackets is the steam temperature increase at D due to the blockage, 
is given approximately by setting z Lin (18). Making this substitution we get 
equation 

_ gb = 1 + . ! gs _gs T _ 1 _ L s s o _ w s T (m. c x ) x h s (T .-T) 

T m c T m c gs gb gb Xs gs gs gs 

The increase in clad temperature at z due to the blockage can be expressed as 

{TW(z) - Tg(z)}T - {TW(z) - Tg(z) s} 

+ {T T(z) - T (z)} 
g gs 

(21) 

(22) 

Eliminating the first two terms using (16), and the third term using (18), we get 
the final result: 

(TW-T ) g s 

[
m. c x J + m gs C gs T - 1 . 

gb gb XS 

which relates the steady state clad temperature increase at z to the clad and 
steam temperatures appropriate to the undistorted pins in the by-pass region. 

(23) 

Heat Transfer Coefficients For the unblocked subchannels the Dittus-Boelter correla
tion is used. It gives a reasonable representation of single phase heat transfer 
coefficients in rod bundles at PWR type pitch-to-diameter ratios without reproducing 
the detail of enhancement downstream of spacer grids. Although for two-phase condi
tions measured clad to steam heat transfer coefficients [6] can be higher than Dittus
Boelter, it is retained in the absence of proven alternative forms. 
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The constricted passages in the blockage will usually be too short to allow the 
flow to become fully developed and some enhancement of heat transfer can therefore be 
expected. It is believed that the turbulent boundary layer data are probably more 
applicable to the case of the blocked subchannels in a rod bundle, because of the 
irregular shape of the flow passages and the presence of grids and water droplets 
which would tend to promote turbulence. The correlation used for the enhancement 
factor,~E' for turbulent data is: 

* ~E {0.184 £n (z/dT) + 0.410}- 1 

l (24) 

which agrees very closely with the ESDU correlation [7] for heat transfer enhancement 
downstream of a sharp edged 90° entrance. The fully developed flow heat transfer 
coefficient is again obtained from the Dittus-Boelter model. For blockages formed by 
non-touching pins a linear interpolation is employed 

* (A - A ) 
0 

* A.r > A (25) 

When there is laminar flow in the blocked subchannels the heat transfer coeffi
cient is calculated from Kays [8] theoretical equation for flow in the entrance to a 
circular tube viz 

{4.4 + 
0.036 A. } 

+ 0. 0011 A. 
(26) 

where 

A. = ReTPrTdT/z and ReT < 1000 

Equations (24) and (26) are applicable for circular passages. In the absence of 
conclusive data trends no correction has been introduced to allow for the departure 
from circularity. 

Calculations with a theoretical model [9] showed that steam de-superheating 
effect increases strongly with increasing steam temperature, as expected. Predicted 
values of x for a range of parameters appropriate to PWR reflood conditions are: 

s 
T 600°C 

w 

T 
w 

800°C 

1100°C 0.25 0.50 
} (27) 

0.84 - 0.92 

0.42 - 0.78 

As a simple limiting case it is possible to set xs= 1, corresponding to the 
extreme assumption of zero steam de-superheating by droplets. This limit provides a 
useful upper-bound to the clad temperature increase in the blockage. The x factors 
for the throat and by-pass region are related as follows; 

(1 - xT)/(1 - xs) (q.
11 

a. A) (28) 
J_ J_ s 

Calculations indicate that for many blockage shapes UgT ~ Ugs· The generality of this 
observation was tested by performing a parameter survey using the flow diversion model 
from above. Results showed that at vlaues of Re 0 typical of reflooding, the ratio 
UgT/Ugs was between 0.5 and 1.5 for blockage geometries over a wide range: 0 < S < 90%, 
50 < £ < 200 mm. Since the linear velocity of the droplets is roughly fixed relative 
to the steam velocity, it follows that U£T ~ Uts' Now by assumption (v) above 
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(a. A)T ~ (a. A) 
1 1 s 

(29) 

The physical meaning of (29) is that the area of interface available for interphase 
heat and mass transfer is roughly the same in both the blocked and the unblocked 
subchannels. 

There is evidence to suggest [1] that no significant change in o occurs in some 
blockages. This may be because formulae for the time of droplet break-up in gas 
streams indicate that typically the transit time of a droplet through a blockage will 
be too short to allow break-up to occur. The interfacial heat flux can be expressed 
as q." ~ hi (T - TsAT) where hi is the surface heat transfer coefficient, dependent 
mainly on the ~roplet/steam relativemotionand the droplet size. Since both of these 
latter quantities are similar in the blocked and unblocked subchannels we have 
h.T ~ h. , whence 1 1S 

II II 

q.,r/q. 1 1S 

(TgT can be identified with the mean steam temperature in the blockage defined by 
( 19), and 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

(30) 

(31) 

In the experimental cases analysed the blockage lengths or clad strains were small 
and the contribution to ~Tw from steam -superheating indicated by (23) was not signi
ficant. '.Thus .we were able to use Xs = XT = 1 for all cases, without introducing large 
errors. Since the mass flow diversion depends on steam properties in the blockage, 
which themselves depend on the mass flow rate, an iterative solution procedure is 
needed. 

As an example predictions of the model with blockage throat temperatures measured 
in KfK FEBA [ 10] tests 263 (62% blockage) and 239 (90% blockage) are compared in Fig. 3. 
The steam temperature, Tgs• input to the calculations was taken from the response of 
a thermocouple positioned 100 mm above the blockage centre elevation in run 216. A 
constant steam mass velocity of 20 kg m-2 s-1 was assumed, corresponding to the value 
measured in FLECHT test 04831 [11] where conditions were similar to those in the FEBA 
tests. Other parameters used were NG= 0 and ASURR/ATOT = 0.76. 

Predictions are in reasonable agreement with data for the 62% blockage where a 
cooling effect at the throat centre of 50 - 100°C was observed. However, significant 
errors are seen for the 90% blockage case, where the model predicts a temperature 
increase of about + 50°C compared with a measured temperature reduction of - 150 °C. 
The discrepancy which cannot easily be explained by errors introduced by taking Xs = 
XT = 1, may be due to the fact that the FEBA blockage was located at the bundle corner, 
in contact with a shroud tube which ran some 100°C cooler than the heater pins during 
the test. For the 90% blockage neighbouring ballooned pins have a large contact area, 
providing a possible heat conduction path to the shroud. 

The REBEKA 3 test [5] was modelled using rp = 5:4 mm, p = 16:2 mm, f3 = 40%, 
i = 40 cm, AsuRR/ATOT = 0.83 Ng = 2. The mass velocity of steam 1n the unblocked part 
of the bundle, and the clad-to-steam temperature difference, were taken as 20 kg m-2 s-1 
and 200°C respectively; these were typical values measured in FLECHT test 04831 [11], 
carried out a power level and reflooding rate similar to those in REBEKA - 3. The 
model predicted a clad temperature reduction at the blockage mid-height elevation of 
~Tw = - 40°C which again agrees reasonably well with the measured value of ~Tw = - 70°C 
(fig. 4). The thermal response time of the ballooned pins is~ 30s, which indicates 
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that the ballooned pin probably had sufficient time to reach thermal equilibrium 
conditions prior to quenching, justifying the use of the present steady state model. 

PARAMETRIC CALCULATIONS AT REACTOR CONDITIONS 

The model was used to predict the clad temperature increase in the blockage throat 
for a range of blockage geometries, under conditions, typical of PWR reflood cooling. 
Thermal-hydraulic conditions for undistorted rods were taken from measurements in the 
FLECHT - SEASET programme [12] viz. 

Run Number 

u. 
in 

Pressure 

Pin power 

31805 

20 mm/sec. 
5 2 

2.8 x 10 N/m 

typical reactor decay power 
for highly rated pin 

1171°C 

142°C 

14.2 kg 
-2 

m 
-1 

s 

(32) 

The temperatures chosen were those measured at the bundle mid-plane at the time 
when the clad temperature peaked, when the steady state assumption used is most 
closely realised. 

(i) 

(ii) 

Two sets of calculations of ~TW were performed: 

a conservative upper limit calculation with x 
s 

a best-estimate calculation 
X = 0 .. 4 from above. 

allowing for droplet 

s 

x = 1 
T 
steam desuperheating, with 

Fig. 5 shows the maximum clad temperature increase in the blockage throat as a 
function of throat length, Ji, and maximum subchannel blockage fraction, S. The clad 
temperature increase refers to the peak value, appropriate to the downstream end of 
the constriction (z =Ji). ~~ 

The curves in Fig. 5 show a strong influence of blockage length on calculated 
temperature increase, mainly due to the steam superheating in the blocked passages 
and that blockages can lead to either clad heating (~Tw > 0) or clad cooling (~TW < 0) 
in the throat region. A significant benefit due to steam de-superheating by droplets 
is also seen, represented by the difference between the Xs = 1 and Xs = 0.4 cases. 
Blockage throat lengths > 500 mm have been ignored as REBEKA experiments indicate that 
the zone of maximum deformation will be limited to the central grid span. 

Fig. 6 shows the predicted clad temperature difference between the centre (z = Ji/2) 
and the downstream end (z =Ji) of the blockage throat. Calculations assume the thermal
hydraulic conditions given by (32), but the undistorted pin temperature is now taken 
as 800°C. Changes in the .slope of the curves are due to entry length effects. Steep 
axial temperature gradients are seen at high blockage fractions. 

Also shown on Fig. 6 are the temperature differences required to produce x5 
increase in zircaloy creep rate from a base temperature of 800°C, according to the 
data of [13] (clad stresses assumed constant). Parallel side blockages lying above 
the x5 limit are obviously unlikely to form in practice. Fig. 6 can be used to 
estimate the maximum blockage throat length compatible with a given subchannel 
blockage fraction, by crossplotting on Figure 5. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1) A model has been developed for calculating clad temperatures in the 
constricted part of a blockage formed by a group of ballooned fuel rods in a large rod 
array which is being cooled by bottom flooding. The analysis is applicable to the 
case of coplanar axially extended blockage where steam superheating in the constricted 
sub-channels has an important effect on blockage heat removal. Consideration of heat 
transfer in the blockage wake is beyond the scope of the present work. 

2) Predictions have been compared with clad temperatures measured in partially 
blocked heater rod assemblies under conditions of quasi steady-state steam and steam/ 
droplet cooling, and also reflood cooling. Agreement with data is satisfactory. 
Calculations of the coolant flow velocity within the blockage have also been found to 
be in good agreement with available measurements of the velocity distribution in rod 
arrays containing groups of ballooned rods. 

3) The model has been used to provide numerical estimates of the clad tempera
ture increase due to blockages formed by ballooned fuel rods un4er conditions expected 
in the reflooding phase of a PWR loss-of-coolant accident. Results show a strong 
effect of blockage length on the· ~lad temperatures; however the calculations also 
indicate that steam de-superheating by entrained water droplets will have an important 
effect in reducing clad temperatures for long blockages. 

Graphical results have been presented which allow rapid estimates to be made of 
the temperature increase that might be associated with different blockage geometries 
in LOCA conditions. 

4) The numerical calculations indicate that strong axial temperature gradients 
will probably develop within a blockage if a significant clad strain occurs over an 
appreciable distance. It is suggested that because of the strong temperature -
dependence of the creep characteristics of the zircaloy cladding these temperature 
gradients may limit the axial length over which uniform clad straining can occur. A 
simple procedure has been described for estimating the maximum length compatible with 
a given sub-channel area constriction. 
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u. 
in 
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0 

Subscripts 

b 

T 

s 

0 

g 

R, 

w 
SAT 

NOMENCLATURE (other than those defined ~n text) 

vapour/liquid interfacial area per unit flow volume 

subchannel flow area 

total flow area of blockage surroundings (by-pass) 

total flow area of unblocked bundle 

specific heat of fluid 

hydraulic diameter of subchannel (= 4A/S) 

Fanning friction factor 

mass velocity (= pU) 

heat transfer coefficient 

pressure loss coefficients due to friction, area change and grids 

mass flow rate of gas or liquid in subchannel 

number of grids in region of pressure disturbance 

pin pitch 

static pressure 

Prandtl number 

heat addition per unit subchannel length from pins 

heat flux across vapour/liquid interface 

Reynolds number 

pin radius 

subchannel cooled perimeter 

temperature 

mean subchannel flow velocity 

reflood rate 

distance into blockage (see Fig. 1) 

volume of liquid per unit flow volume 

% blockage fraction = 100 (1-A.r/A
0

) 

temperature difference 

density 

droplet Sauter mean diameter 

property of flow in blocked subchannel 

property of throat region of blocked subchannel 

property of flow in unblocked surroundings (by-pass) 

property of unblocked cluster 

gas property 

liquid property 

pin surface property or property of fuel cladding 

property of saturated steam 
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Superscripts 

axial mean value over disturbance region AD (see Fig. 1) 
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A STATISTICAL MARGIN TO DNB SAFETY ANALYSIS APPROACH FOR LOFT 

Steven A. Atkinson 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83415 

ABSTRACT 

A method was developed and used for LOFT thermal safety analysis to 
estimate the statistical margin to DNB for the hot rod, and to base safety 
analysis on desired DNB probability limits. This method is an advanced 
approach using response surface analysis methods, a very efficient experi
mental design, and a 2nd-order response surface equation with a 2nd-order 
error propagation analysis to define the MDNBR probability density function. 
Calculations for limiting transients were used in the response surface 
analysis thereby including transient interactions and trip uncertairities 
in the MDNBR probability density. 

INTRODUCTION 

The standard thermal safety analysis approach used for PWRs and LOFT has been the 
hot spot-hot channel or conservative deterministic analysis approach. This safety 
analysis approach assumes all plant and physical parameter uncertainties and errors 
simultaneously equal or exceed 95% probability bounds in the worst direction for the 
occurrence of Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) when a reactor transient occurs. 
Additionally, reactor trips are set at worst-case values in which all uncertainties 
and errors are added to the nominal trippoints. Although the safety goal for Incidents 
of Moderate Frequency or Condition II transients is a probability of 95% or greater 
for no occurrence of DNB on the hot fuel rod [l], this probability cannot be calcula
ted using the hot spot-hot channel approach. The use of the hot spot-hot channel 
approach has resulted in restrictive limits on LOFT operation and an inability to show 
that the reactor can operate safely in some test configurations because of an inability 
to estimate the thermal safety margins. 

Methods have been developed for statistically combining all uncertainties and 
potential errors to obtain relief from the stacked conservatisms and lack of realism 
inherent in the hot spot-hot channel approach. The methods determine the probability 
density (or probability distribution) for the hot rod MDNBR (minimum DNB heat flux 
ratio) in order to evaluate the probability for DNB on the hot rod. Th~ DNB safety 
margin can then be estimated and safety analysis can be based on satisfying a desired 
bound or limit for the probability of DNB (typically a 5% probability, or a probability 
greater than 95% that DNB does not occur). 

An example of a MDNBR probability distribution is in Figure 1. When the 5% 
probability bound corresponds to the desired MDNBR limit, the nominal value of MDNBR 
is then considered a limit for the nominal value of MDNBR for safety analysis per
formed using nominal conditions and nominal parameter values as input. The margin 
between this nominal MDNBR limit and the desired limit at the 5% probability bound is 
a minimum safety margin to allow for the statistical combination of uncertainties in 
reactor conditions, parameters, and trips. 

This concept of a nominal MDNBR limit for a maximum probability of obtaining a 
MDNBR less than a defined MDNBR limit was developed and is used by Westinghouse in 
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their "Improved Thermal Design Procedure" and is accepted for th·e licensing of their 
current generation nuclear steam supply system [2,3]. 

DEFINING A NOMINAL LIMIT FOR MDNBR 

The probability distribution for. MDNBR needs to be determined in order to calcu
late a statisti~al margin from DNB. and a nominal MDNBR limit. The probab~lity distri
bution for the output of an algebra.ic analytical function can be easily dete,rmined by 
error propagation or Monte Carlo sampling methods. But, complex computer models are 
needed to reasonably calculate the transient thermal-hydraulic conditions and the 
approach to DNB in a LOFT fuel bundle. To obtain the MDNBR probability distribution 
using c·omplex computer models with a minimum number of runs and costs, arid to obtain 
information about the MDNBR and its relationship to the input parameters, the Response 
Surface Analysis Method was used. The Westinghouse Improved Thermal Design Procedure 
used a simplified response surface analysis approach [2]. 

A response .surface is a mu.ltidimensional surface defined by the output or response 
of an analytical model as a function of its multivariable input. In the response 
surface analysis approach, the response surface is fit by in algebraic function, the 
response surface equation. The response surface equation is then used as a substitute 
for the computer models in the ·statistical analysis. 

Definition of the response surface requires obtaining a suitable population of 
output points from the computer models. The key to a go.od response surface definition, 
and thus a good response surface equation, is the plan by which the values of the 
input variables are chosen. A plan for choosing parameter values to us~ in experimen
tal testing and statistical analysis is called "Statistical Design and Analysis of 
Experiments" or just "Experimental Design." Many different types of experimental 
designs could be used, but the type of experimental design used needs to be one which 
will at least: 

1~ Provide adequate coverage of the re~ponse surface. 
2. Minimize the number of runs required to generate an adequate 

response surface. 
3. Provide sensitivity information for the relative import~nce of the inpnt 

parameters. 

It is also desirable to have a response surface for. which all. 1st-order effects 
and the important 2nd-order effects, including interaction effects between input 
factors, are identified. 

A "Resolution IV" fractional factorial design was used for the LOFT MDNBR response 
surface analysis. A Resolution IV design is one for which: 

1. No 1st-order terms are confounded with any other 1st-order terms or 
2nd-order terms. 

2. Important 2nd-order terms are only confounded wit.h higher order terms. 
3. All higher-order interactions are assumed to be insignificant. 

Confounding refers to when the effect of some factors are confused or indistinguishable 
from the effect of other factors. This property of a Resolution IV design is an 
accepted compromise in order to reduce the number of trfals and the cost of the experi
ment. 

The particular experimental design chosen for the LOFT MDNBR response surface 
analysis is a folded-~ver Plackett-Burman design [4] supplemented with star-points. 
Star-points are output values obtained by the perturbation of only a single input 
factor with all other input factors set at their nominal values. The star-points are 
defined for perturbed factor levels outside the levels used in the Plackett-Burman. 
design, such as at 3 standard deviations· away from nominal. The star-point calcula
tions can be done first to serve as a sensitivity study t.o pare the number of factors 
·in the design. This experimental design requires 4 n + 7 trials, where n is the number 
of input factors. Eighteen input factors were considered in t~e LOFT MDNBR design, 
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requiring 79 runs. This design is a very economical design, and it has been shown to 
be effective for response surface analysis for propagation of errors through complex 
thermal-hydraulic computer models [5,6]. 

The steps in the response surface analysis for defining the LOFT MDNBR probability 
density and nominal MDNBR limit is summarized as follows [7]: 

1. Define the limiting transient (that tiansient within the event probability 
class resulting in the lowest values for MDNBR). The LOFT response surface 
analysis is based on a transient rather than a steady state analysis as 
used for the Westinghouse Improved Thermal Design Procedure [2]. The 
steady state analysis is unable to include the effect on the MDNBR of the 
transient and trippoint interactions. Therefore, worst-case trippoints 
must still be used with the Improved Thermal Design Procedure. 

2. Obtain or conservatively estimate for the "important input parameters: 
a. Mean value (nominal value) 
b. Probability densiti function 
c. Standard deviation. · 
Instrumentation channels usually have a normal probability density 
function. Parameters for which only a known or controlled range of 
potential values exist, were conservatively assumed to have a uniform 
probability density function. In a uniform probability density, all 
values have an equal probability, and the known bounds of the function 
are only + if3' standard deviations from the mean. 

3. Define which input parameter combinations are suspected to have important 
two-factor interactions in order to assign the variables in the experimen
tal design to minimize confounding amoung these interactions. 

4. Set up the experimental design to set up the input parameter values to use 
in the computer calculations for the response surface points. 

5. Run the computer models for the LOFT primary coolant system (PCS) 
response and fuel bundle thermal~hydraulic response to calculate MDNBR 
with input parameters established according to the experimental design. 

6. Normalize the MDNBR calculation results to the MDNBR for all-nominal 
input and fit the resulting normalized MDNBR points in the response 
surface to a 2nd-order polynomial response surface equation. Normalizing 
the MDNBR values. facilitates the statistical analysis of the resp.onse 
surface equation and the definition of the probability density function 
for the response surface. The computed output of the computer models may 
be nonlinear with respect to some parameter variations. Thus, a linear 
response surface equation and linear error propagation may not be satis
factory, and at least a 2nd-order equation and 2nd-order error propagation 
is required; 

7. Use the best-fit response surface equation in a 2nd-order error propagation 
analysis to define the characteristics of the probability density. The 
computer program SOERP [8] enables the accomplishment of the ·difficult 
2nd-order error propagation. 

8. Define the probability density function which best fits the response 
surface equation 2nd-order error propagation results, and determine the 
5% probability bound for the normalized MDNBR probability density function 
(using the PDFPLOT [9] computer program). 

9. Define the nominal MDNBR limit for the normalized MDNBR probability density 
function with the desired limit on the MDNBR at the 5% probability bound. 

Input parameters that are not to be included in the experimental design are set at 
fixed off-nominal values. 

LOFT RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Two limits for MDNBR were defined for LOFT safety analysis. The consequence 
limit for LOFT Operational Transients (tondition I events) or Incidents of Moderate 
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Frequency (Condition II events) is the MDNBR corresponding to the 95% probability bound 
(with a 95% confidence) of the population of LOFT fuel bundle DNB test data as corre
lated by the LOFT-3 DNB heat flux correlation [10]. This MDNBR limit is 1.14. 

The consequence limits for LOFT Infrequent Faults or Limiting Faults (Condition 
III and IV events) are limits on fuel cladding temperature which will not be reached 
unless DNB or clad dryout occurs. A limit for DNBR still needs to be defined at which 
the fuel rod surface would be assumed to reach DNB conditions for fuel rod heatup 
analysis. A conservative approach is to assume DNB occurs whenever and wherever the 
probability of DNB reaches or exceeds 5%. The desired limit on MDNBR for this approach 
is 1.0 with the DNB heat flux and its uncertainty included in the MDNBR probability 
distribution. The DNB heat flux uncertainty is not included in the MDNBR probability 
distribution for the first limit discussed above. This statistical safety analysis 
does not extend into the fuel rod heatup analysis, but only defines the probability of 
DNB on the fuel rod surface. 

Table I presents the results of the LOFT MDNBR response surface analyses [11]. 
The fit of the response surface equation to the MDNBR response surface for the limiting 
Incident of Moderate Frequency (a control rod withdrawal accident) is shown in 
Figure 2.. The previously discussed Figure 1 is the normalized MDNBR probability dis
tribution for the CRWA response surface analysis. Figure 1 shows the MDNBR probability 
distribution is skewed towards values of MDNBR below the nominal value. Thus, most 
uncertainties result in a lower MDNBR. 

TABLE I 

LOFT MDNBR RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS RESULTS (FULL FLOW OPERATION) 

Limiting transient 

Desired DNBR limit 

MDNBR probability 
density function 

Normalized MDNBR mean 

Normalized MDNBR 
standard deviation 

Normalized MDNBR 5% 
probability bound 

Nominal MDNBR limit 

MDNBR, all-nominal input 

MDNBR worst combination 
potential nominal 
conditions 

MDNBR deterministic 
analysis 

Operational 
Transients 

CRWAa. 

l.14c. 

Pearson 
Type VI 

.968 

. 0459 

.8778 

1.30 

1. 86 

1. 76 

1. 27 

a. 
b. 

Control rod withdrawal accident 
Without flywheel assisted coastdown 

Condition II 
Events 

CRWAa. 

1. 14 c. 

Pearson 
Type VI 

.968 

.0459 

.8778 

1.30 

1.80 

1. 59 

1.17 

C• 
d. 

95% probability bound of LOFT-3 DNB heat flux correlation 
MDNBR probability density includes DNB heat flux uncertainty 
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Condition III 
and IV Events 

Rapid loss of flow 

1.0 

Normal 

.969 

.0927d . 

.8164 

1. 23 

1. 25 

o.89 

b. 



Table I identifies the limiting transient used for the response surface analysis, 
the desired limit on MDNBR at the 5% probability bound of the MDNBR probability distri
bution, the MDNBR probability density function and its normalized mean and standard 
deviation, the normalized MDNBR at the 5% probability bound, and the resulting limit 
for nominal MDNBR. 

The standard deviation for the rapid loss of flow is more than twice the standard 
deviation for the CRWA because the DNB heat flux uncertainty is included in the former 
distribution. The DNB heat flux uncertainty accounts for 67% of the total variance 
for the rapid loss of flow MDNBR probability distribution. 

The nominal MDNBR is 1.30 when MDNBR at the 5% probability bound is 1.14 for the 
CRWA MDNBR probability distribution. The nominal MDNBR is 1.23 when MDNBR at the 5% 
probability bound is 1.0 for the rapid loss of flow MDNBR probability distribution. 

Also listed in ·Table I is a comparison of values for nominal MDNBR calculated for 
normal operating conditions, for a worst combination of potential operating conditions, 
and for MDNBR calculated by the hot spot-hot channel approach for LOFT limiting tran
sients. This comparison shows the hot spot-hot channel approach indicated very little 
safety margin may exist (even after operating limitations were tightened), while the 
actual margin is significant. The MDNBR calculation for the worst combination of 
potential initial conditions also included a loosening of some 02erating and trippoint 
restrict.ions. For Condition-III and most Condition-IV events, the hot spot-hot channel 
analysis indicates DNB will probably occur, whereas the probability for DNB on the hot 
rod is found to be less than 5%. Thus the use of the statistical margin to DNB analy
sis approach reveals a significant safety margin exists when the hot spot-hot channel 
analysis indicated little or no safety margin may be left. 

Another comparison was made for a LOFT low flow operating condition for a CRWA 
for which the hot spot-hot channel analysis calculated a MDNBR of 1.13, slightly less 
than the 1.14 limit for a Condition II event, but for which the nominal MDNBR is 
1.51 [8]. From the MDNBR probability distribution for the CRWA, during LOFT low flow 
operation including the DNB heat flux uncertainty, it was determined that the actual 
probability for DNB on the hot rod was less than 0.05%, and the probability that MDNBR 
was less than 1.14 was only 0.5%. 

These comparisons clearly illustrate the gross conservatism in the use of the hot 
spot-hot channel safety analysis approach, and the large safety margins that are 
demonstrated by use of a statistical DNB analysis approach. 

APPLICABILITY OF THE STATISTICAL MARGIN TO DNB ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity analyses were done to explore the applicability of the LOFT statisti
cal margin to DNB safety analysis method and the use of nominal MDNBR limits for LOFT 
transient analyses [12]. A potential disadvantage of the response surface method is 
that the range of applicability may be limited to the range of input parameter values 
assumed for the experimental design, a limit of 3 standard deviations or less from 
nominal. Therefore, analyses were run for input parameter values at and beyond the 3 
standard deviation range to examine the accuracy and applicability of the response sur
face equations and the nominal MDNBR limits. 

Figure 3 shows MDNBR as calculated by the response surface equation and by the 
computer models (using the COBRA IV-I code) as a function of one of the significant 
input parameters for the CRWA, initial reactor power. The multiple points at each 
power level show the variations due to changes in other significant input parameters. 
The 2nd-order response surface equation is not able to cover the inflection in the 
MDNBR calculated by the computer models due to the mitigating influence of the high 
pressure scram for a CRWA from low initial powers. As a result, the response surface 
equation continues to predict a trend of decreasing MDNBR as a function of decreasing 
initial power. The response surface equation is, therefore, very conservative for 
initial powers less than 2 standard deviations from nominal. As a res4lt 9f this 
study, it can be concluded that this response surface equation is accur.ate only over 
the +3, -2 standard deviation range for initial power, but is coDservative for initial 
powers below nominal. 

The difference between the computer calculated MDNBRs and those calculated by the 
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response surface equation are within about 1% for variations in the other input para
meters, with some of those parameters varied as much as six standard deviations away 
from nominal. These comparisons, and comparisons done for the rapid loss of flow tran
sient and for LOFT low flow operation, show that the response surface equations are 
reasonably accurate over + 3 standard deviations about nominal, and that for extrapola
tion beyond these bounds to 4 to 6 standard deviations about nominal the response sur
face equations are still sufficiently accurate (within 3%) or at least conservative. 
Thus the statistical margin to DNB analysis method can be applied for cond'itions some
what outside the bounds of the experimental design of the response surface analysis. 

If the probability densities or values of important input parameters are signifi
cantly changed, the response surface and its statistical analysis must be re-examined. 
If the response surface and the response surface equation are still valid, but the 
probability density functions of some parameters have changed, then it is only neces
sary to redo the error propagation analysis. If the response surface is no longer 
valid, the response surface analysis will have to be redone. However, with the use of 
the response surface sensitivity information available from the response surface analy
sis, it may be necessary to only redo a portion of the original analysis. For weak 
parameter~, some sensitivity analysis and an appropriate conservative ~djustment to the 
nominal MDNBR statistical limit may suffice. 

Sensitivity calculations were also done for transients different from the limiting 
transients used for the response sur-face analyses, such as a Condition II loss of steam 
lpad accident, or a normal flow coastdown transient [8,12]. The variation in MDNBR for 
variations in the input parameters were compared to.those for the limiting transients. 
These sensitivity calculations showed that the variance of the MDNBR for the alternate 
transients would not be larger than for the limiting transients. Thus, the resulting 
limit for nominal MDNBR is not greater than for the limiting transient, and the limit 
on nominal MDNBR determined for the limiting transient is also applicable to alternate 
but less severe transients. 

These nominal MDNBR limits do not apply to transients that are phenomenologically 
very different from the limiting transients used for the response surface analysis 
(which are power-cooling mismatch transients), such as a control rod ejection accident 
or a loss of coolant resulting in core uncovery. 

A third set of sensitivity calculations were done to define how sensitive the 
MDNBR probability distribution is to potential or expected changes in the probability 
densities of significant input parameters [8]. Several different changes were assumed 
in the variance and/or the probability density function of an input parameter. An 
example of the results of this sensitivity study is shown in the comparison of MDNBR 
probability distributions in Figure 4. The effect of an increase in the operating band 
for primary coolant pressure on the MDNBR probability distribution, shown in Figure 4, 
is minimal. The resulting limit on nominal MDNBR is unaffected. The same type of 
result was obtained for all other potential input parameter differences examined. 
These sensitivity tests for the effect of potential or likely changes in input para
meter probability densities on the LOFT MDNBR probability densities show that the LOFT 
MDNBR probability density functions are robust, that is they are unlikely to be signi
ficantly affected by slight changes in the form or spread of the input parameter prob
ability densities. These sensitivity studies show that the nominal MDNBR limits are 
satisfactory for LOFT safety analys·is use for conditions within the demonstrated bounds 
of applicability of the response surface equations. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Limits on LOFT hot fuel rod MDNBR calculated using nominal input conditions and 
parameter values were established based on maintaining desired limits on the prob
ability of DNB. The nominal MDNBR limits were developed using an advanced statistical 
analysis approach us~ng response surface arialysis methods, a very efficient experimen
tal design, and a 2nd-order response surface equation. Calculations for limiting 
transients were used in the response surface analysis thereby including transient in~ 
teractions and trippoint uncertainties in the MDNBR probability density. 

Sensitivity analyses were done which show that the limiting transient can be used 
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to define a MDNBR probability density and nominal MDNBR limit that is enveloping for 
the other transients. Sensitivity studies also demonstrated that the MDNBR probability 
densities are insignificantly effected by potential uncertainties in the input variable 
probability densities. 

The use of the nominal MDNBR limits and performance of core thermal analysis using 
potential nominal conditions and input parameter values for LOFT operation has shown 
that previously restrictive tripsetting and operating limitations can be eased while 
still demonstrating that significant safety margins exist. 
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UNCERTAINTY OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED STEADY STATE FUEL ROD BEHAVIORa 

E. T. Laats 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1625 

Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the independent assessment of FRAPCON-2,b an 
uncertainty study conducted by EG&G Idaho, Inc., for the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). FRAPCON-2 is the steady state fuel rod 
behavior code developed jointly at EG&G Idaho, Inc., and Battelle Pacific 
Northwest Laboratories for the NRC. The design of this assessment study 
was to compare the total uncertainty of FRAPCON-2 thermal and pressure cal
culations, with the calculational uncertainty resulting from code input and 
materials properties correlations alone, and with experiment data uncer
tainty. The purpose was to identify where computer model and correlation 
uncertainties were large and warranted improvement. The plan was imple
mented and the objectives were met: deficient and sufficient modeling areas 
were identified and recommendations for future model development were made. 

INTRODUCTION 

The calculational accuracy of any computer code must be known before that code 
can confidently be used for reactor design or licensing activities. Sources of cal
culational uncertainty are numerous. For example, uncertainties in models, material 
property correlations, and code input are all potential contributors. This study 
addresses the calculational uncertainty of the FRAPCON-2 steady state fuel rod anal
ysis code.l The intent was to identify the calculational uncertainty of FRAPCON-2 
models as compared to the uncertainty of experiment data, and thus to deem whether 
model uncertainty is large and model improvement is warranted. 

Total uncertainty of computer code calculations is the sum of uncertainty of the 
models within the code, uncertain~y of the input to the code, and uncertainty of the 
material property correlations used by the code. The FRAPCON-2 model uncertainty was 
determined by comparing the total code calculational uncertainty against the uncer
tainty from input and material property correlations. 2 The difference between total 
uncertainty and input/correlation uncertainties was the model uncertainty. Then, the 
model uncertainty was compared to the uncertainty of experiment data.3 This pro
cedure was performed for three key steady state fuel rod performance categories, 
namely, fuel centerline temperature, rod internal pressure, and fission gas release. 
All three areas are directly related to current NRC licensing criteria. 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reg
ulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 

b. EG&G Idaho Inc., Code Configuration Control Number H019882B. 
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The FRAPCON-2 code is briefly described below. Then, the total code uncertain
ties are given, followed by the uncertainties from the input and the material property 
correlations. Next, the experiment data uncertainties are presented. Finally, the 
model uncertainties are derived and the conclusions drawn from the study are given. 

FRAPCON-2 CODE DESCRIPTION 

The FRAPCON-2 code calculates steady state thermal and mechanical behavior of 
light water reactor fuel rods under long-term irradiation conditions. FRAPCON-2 is a 
modular code containing subcodes that mo~el fuel temperature, considering fuel crack
ing and relocation; fuel and cladding deformation, including elastic and plastic clad
ding deformation and creep; and rod internal pressure, including fission gas release 
effects. 

Fuel, cladding and internal gas properties are modeled by a.material property 
subcode, MATPR0-11.4 FRAPCON-2 also includes the FRAIL-5 subcode that determines 
the probability of fuel rod failure. 

An important feature in FRAPCON-2 is an automated uncertainty analysis option, 
which was used extensively in the present study. Using this option, FRAPCON-2 cal
culates the uncertainties of calculated fuel rod behavior variables because of uncer
tainties in fuel rod fabrication variables, materials properties, power, and cooling. 
The uncertainty analysis calculations are based on the well developed response surface 
method. 

TOTAL FRAPCON-2 UNCERTAINTY 

Total code uncertainty was determined as part of the Independent Assessment 2 

of FRAPCON-2. The general goals of the assessment were to characterize code predic
tive capabilities (including total uncertainty), to identify modeling deficiencies, 
and to aid the general code users when running the code and interpreting its results. 
In the assessment study, FRAPCON-2 best-estimate capabilities were determined through 
hundreds of comparisons between code calculations and experiment data. The exper~ment 
data base represented some 700 test rods. From the code-to-data comparisons, the 
standard errora between calculation and measurement was determined. (Standard error 
is an estimate of the standard deviation, when the assumption is made that data 
uncertainty is significantly smaller than calculational uncertainty.) This standard 
error, or deviation, accounts for uncertainties in models, material property correla
tions, and code input. Again, these thr~e uncertainties represent the total 
uncertainty of FRAPCON-2 calculations. 

Table I summarized the standard errors between FRAPCON-2 calculations and mea
surements for the three rod performance categories; temperature, pressure, and fission 
gas release. More than one value may be given for each category, where each value 
represents a different subset of the code assessment data sample. 

INPUT AND CORRELATION UNCERTAINTY 

The calculational uncertainty resulting from uncertainties in input and material 
property correlations was calculated for FRAPCON-2.5 Hypothetical 15 x 15 pres
surized water reactor (PWR) rods were used in this study. Uncertainties were assigned 

a. Jt 
i=l 

(C. 
1 

M. )2/(n - 1), where C. 
1 1 

calculated and M. 
1 
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to 37 input parameters and material property correlations. The 15 x 15 PWR rod was 
subjected to two situations, a beginning of life ramp and a long-term constant power 
operation o~ core average rods to about 46 MWd/kg at the rod peak power location. 

Code input regarding rod design and operating conditions is summarized in 
Table II. These data were mostly taken from Safety Analysis Reports (SARs), except 
when best-estimate values were chosen for the few unreported parameters. 

TABLE I 

Standard Deviations Between Measurements and FRAPCON-2 Calculations 

Output Variable 

Fuel centerline temperature (K) 

Released fission gas (%) 

Rod internal pressure (MPa) 

Standard Deviation 

167 
155 

14.3 
7,9 

13.1 
16.5 

1.98 
0.84 

a. Number of rods/number of measurements. 

TABLE II 

FRAPCON-2 

Sample Sizea 

50/546 (pressurized rods) 
106/1349 (unpressurized rods) 

29/29 (low burnup) 
8/8 (high burnup) 
37/37 (all burnups combined) 
98/98 (commercial density rods) 

20/446 (pressurized rods) 
39/388 (unpressurized rods) 

Summary of Input Values for Rod Design and Operation Parameters 

Design/Operation Parameter 

Cladding inside diameter (nrrn) 
Pellet-cladding diametral gap (mm) 
Cladding cold-work (%) 
Fuel density (% of theoretical) 
Fuel dish volume (% of total fuel volume) 
Fuel enrichment (% U235) 

Fuel stack length (m) 
Fill gas pressure (MPa) 
Cold plenum length (m) 
Coolant system ~ressure 
Mass flux (kg/m •s) 
Inlet temperature (K) 

(MP a) 

Peak to average power ratio 
Maximum rod average power during BOL ramp (kW/m) 
Rod average power during long term operation (kW/m) 
Operating time during long term operation (h) 
Fast neutron flux (n/m2•s) 
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Value 

14.72 
0.190 

10.0 
94.0 
1.5 
2.8 

3.6 
2.38 
0.173 

15.51 
1845.0 
562.0 

1.4 
39.7 
23.0 

21000.0 
6.0 x 1017 



The 37 parameters that were perturbed in this study are listed in Table III, 
along with their associated uncertainties. These parameters were intended to repre
sent the known, quantifiable sources of uncertainty when calculating steady state rod 
performance. Nearly all of the uncertainties specified for the material property 
correlations were taken from the MATPR0-11 Revision 1 document. 4 Rod geometry 
uncertainties were assumed from test rod fabrication reports and rod power uncertain
ties are consistent with those reported in SARs for commercial reactors. 

TABLE III 

Uncertainty Study Parameters and Their Associated Uncertainties 

Parameter 

Fuel thermal conductivity 
Fuel emissivity 
Fuel thermal expansion 
Fuel elastic modulus 
Fuel Poisson's ratio 
Fuel creep 
Fuel swelling 

Fuel densification 
Cladding thermal conductivity 
Cladding thermal expansion-axial 
Cladding thermal expansion-diametral 
Cladding elastic modulus 
Cladding strength coefficient 
Cladding Meyer hardness 

Cladding creep rate 
Cladding cold-work 
Cladding oxidation rate 
Gas thermal conductivity 
Fuel density 
Fuel enrichment 
Fuel stack height 

Fuel water content 
Fuel nitrogen content 
Fuel sintering temperature 
Pellet dish volume 
Pellet diameter 
Cladding inside diameter 
Cladding outside diameter 
Cladding roughness 

Fuel roughness 
Cold internal pressure 
Power history 
Plenum length 
Cooiant mass flow rate 
System coolant pressure 
Inlet water temperature 
Fast neutron flux 

Uncertainty 
(±lo) 

0.2 W/m•K 
6.8% of calculated value 
10% of calculated value 
[2.1 x 107 Tcladding (K)-2.8 x 1010 ] Pa 
0.047 (unitless) 
1778% of calculated value 
17% of calculated value 

30% of calculated value 
1.01 W/m•K 
20% of calculated value 
10% of calculated value 
6.4 x 109 Pa 
7.7 x 10 7 Pa 
2.5 x 107 Pa 

50% of calculated value 
30% of nominal value 
17,5% of calculated value 
10% of calculated value 
0.5% of theoretical density 
o.2% u235 
0.15% of nominal value 

50% of nominal value 
50% of nominal value 
1% of nominal value 
3.1% of calculation 
0.1% of nominal value 
0.1% of nominal value 
0.1% of nominal value 
10% of nominal value 

11% of nominal value 
2.5% of nominal value 
5% of nominal value 
3% of nominal value 
5% of nominal value 
5.5 x 10-2 MPa 
2% of nominal value 
5% of nominal value 
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Regarding input for the response surface uncertainty analysis model, a linear 
analysis was specified, using a Plackett-Burman experiment design. This combination 
resulted in a total of 40 computer runs being required to adequately calculate the 
response surface. 

A brief summary of results obtained from the input and correlation uncertainty 
study is presented on Table IV. Calculated uncertainty values for fuel centerline 
temperature, rod internal pressure, and fission gas release are listed. 

TABLE IV 

Summary of Uncertainties from Input and Material Property Correlations 

Parameter 

Fuel centerline temperature 

Rod internal pressure 

Fission Gas Release 

Uncertainty 
(±lo) 

5% 
7% 

4% 
20% 

16% 

EXPERIMENT DATA UNCERTAINTY 

Comment 

Beginning of life value 
End of life value 

Beginning of life value 
End of life value 

Experiment data uncertainty can be attributed to several components, some of 
which can be estimated (e.g., calibration error, electronics noise, manufacturing 
error, instrument drift) and some cannot (e.g., randomness from test to test or facil
ity to facility). When using experiment data to assess a code's capabilities, the 
state of the fuel rod, such as local rod power, must also be known at the time of the 
measurement. Thus, for code ~ssessment purposes, experiment data uncertainty is 
actually two-dimensional; one dimension for the measurement and one for the state of 
the rod. This two-dimensional uncertainty is illustrated in Figure 1, showing one 
fuel temperature data point as a function of power. The one data point is assumed to 
represent the true temperature and power. However, temperature measurement may 
actually lie anywhere within the two-dimensional box, defined by the temperature and 
power uncertainty brackets. 

The availability of the large experiment data sample, offered a unique opportun
ity to evaluate total two-dimensional uncertainty. For this study, data uncertainties 
were obtained by grouping the data from fuel rods that were nearly identical in design 
and experienced similar operating conditions. Data from PWR rods were assessed in 
the areas of fuel centerline temperature, rod internal pressure, fission gas release, 
and were plotted against fuel rod power. An envelope of the data sample was then 
determined to indicate the bounds of the data spread, thereby indicating measurement 
uncertainty. 

For fuel centerline temperatures, the average spread of the data was equal to 
±13% of the mean value between the upper and lower envelope bounds. For rod inter
nal pressure data, the average data spread varied from ±5% for pressure balance-type 
sensors to ±12% for pressure transducers. Fission gas release uncertainty was found 
to be ±6% of the mean measured value. Much more detailed results are given in 
Reference 3. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of "total" data uncertainty. 

· RESULTS 

In this section, the total FRAPCON-2 uncertainties are compared with uncertainty 
values from FRAPCON-2 input and material property correlations, and with experiment 
data uncertainties. The intent is to identify areas where modeling improvements are 
warranted, on the basis of a lack of code calculational accuracy, when compared with 
measurement uncertainty. The uncertainties for fuel centerline temperature will be 
discussed first, followed by rod internal pressure and fission gas release. 

Fuel Centerline Temperature 

The uncertainties from all three sources are summarized in Figure 2, showing the 
standard deviation of centerline temperature against local burnup. Three sets of 
bounds are presented, representing the overall FRAPCON~2 code uncertainty, the uncer
tainty because of input and correlation uncertainties, and the experiment data base 
uncertainty. Two trends can be noted from Figure 2. At beginning of life (BOL), the 
measurement uncertainty and the calculational uncertainty from input and correlation 
sources, were about equal. From this trend, two conclusions can be drawn. First, if 
the uncertainties for code input were correct, and if the material property correla
tions were correct and the uncertainties of these correlations were as minimal as 
possible, then the calculational uncertainty from input and correlations should equal 
the measurement uncertainty. Since this trend was observed, we can say that the 
material property correlations used in FRAPCON-2 needed little, if any, development 
regarding the capability to calculate centerline temperature. Second, if the models 
in FRAPCON-2 were perfect, then the total code uncertainty would equal the uncertainty 
due to input and correlations only. Since total code uncertainty was much larger 
than measurement or input/correlation uncertainties, the models were not perfect but 
contributed significantly to total calculation uncertainty. 

Another trend could be inferred from Figure 2 as burnup increased (comparing 
total calculation uncertainty with measurement uncertainty, the total calculation 
uncertainty was larger to a burnup of about 15 MWd/kg, after which time the measure
ment uncertainty was larger). Thus, revisions to FRAPCON-2 models could improve cal
culation capabilities for low burnup (<15 MWd/kg) operation, but the models were 
sufficient for high burnup calculations. Also, comparing the curves for data uncer
tainty and input/correlation uncertainty, it was noted that perfection of FRAPCON-2 
models was desirable only for BOL calculations, since data uncertainty was always 
greater than input/correlation uncertainty for all burnups after BOL. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of centerline temperature uncertainties against local burnup. 
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Rod Internal Pressure 

The same type of analysis was performed for rod internal pressure uncertainties, 
as was performed for centerline temperature. The uncertainties from the three sources 
were compared, and are shown graphically in Figure 3. This figure shows rod internal 
pressure uncertainty against rod average burnup. Comparing uncertainties at BOL, two 
trends were noted. First, the pressuie sensor data (best measurements) and the input/ 
correlation uncertainties were approximately equal. Thus, the Ideal Gas Law was 
properly being used and the material property correlations were essentially perfect. 
Second, as expected, total calculation uncertainty was much larger than data 
uncertainty, indicating that model improvements are warranted. 

As burnup progressed, the input/correlation uncertainties were always greater 
than data uncertainties, but reasonably close for burnups <15 MWd/kg. And, total 
calculational uncertainty was always the largest of all uncertainties, throughout rod 
lifetime. Again, model improvements are warranted. 

Fission Gas Release 

The uncertainty of rod internal pressure calculations is large and a major 
potential source of uncertainty i~ fission gas release. Other sources include void 
volume changes due to fuel swelling, densification, and cladding creepdown. In the 
Independent Assessment (Reference 2) of FRAPCON-2, the total calculation uncertainty 
of fission ga~ release was also noted to be very large. The one standard deviation 
value was about ±40%, which was relatively constant over rod lifetime. From 
FRAPCON-2 uncertainty calculations, the input/correlation uncertainty was noted to 
be about ±16%, much smaller than the total uncertainty of ±40%. In contrast, the 
measurement uncertainty was determined to be ±6%. The ±6% value was derived by 
assuming that. rod gas content could be measured within ±2% uncertainty and the 
amount of gas generated could be calculated within ±5%. When these two values were 
combined according to error propagation theory, 15 the final value was ±6%. 

Comparing these three uncertainty values (±40% total calculational uncertainty, 
±16% input/correlation uncertainty, and ±6% measurement uncertainty), one signif
icant trend was noted. Much improvement of the models can be made. That is, total 
uncertainty could be reduced from ±40% to ±16%. But, the uncertainty of the cal
culations, even if the models were perfect, will never be as small as the ±6% data 
uncertainty. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the results presented, three conclusions were drawn. 

1. Current FRAPCON-2 modeling of fuel centerline temperature was adequate above 
bur,nups of 15 MWd/kg, until more reliable temperature data at high burnups 
are obtained. Below 15 MWd/kg, further model development was warranted. 

2. Improvements in current FRAPCON-2 modeling of rod internal pressure and 
fission gas release were warranted. 

3. Material property correlations used in FRAPCON-2 appeared to be very 
adequate for modeling steady state fuel rod thermal and pressure response. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty; expressed or implied, or 
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Figure 3. Comparison of rod internal pressure uncertainties against burnup. 
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assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, of any i~formation, apparatus, product or process disclosed in 
this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe 
privately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those 
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

The actual emergency preparedness plan in France is based on an atmosphe
ric transfert model assuming a const;ant module and wind direction but neglec
ting specific atmospheric conditions and orographic interactions. This disper
sion model makes it possible to compute with good approximation the transport 
and dispersion of radioactive material released after an accident from a 
nuclear plant located in a low, flat region and for good atmospheric stability. 
The dispersion model proposed in this paper includes the ground and relief 
characteristics and the eventual height of the release. It is based on meteoro
logical in-put data, calculated using available meteorological measurements 
made on the site itself_ and in the region concerned. The model proposed in 
this paper makes it possible to calculate three component wind velocities, 
three dimensional concentrations, with distances of 100 km or less and height 
of 2 km or less. 

THE PREVISIONAL DIFFUSION MODEL 

Orography 

The orography of the region around the reactor site is described in three dimen
sions by regular rectangular meshes. Each mesh is assumed to be homogeneous. Descrip
tive values assigned to each mesh are the mean height above sea level and soil rough
ness. 

Soil roughness is computed from soil use. For an urban area, the roughness is a 
function of the size of the area and the mean height of the buildings. For an agricul
tural area, roughness is a function of the type of cultivation. 

Meteorology 

Meteorological parameters are computed, on each mesh of the orographic grid, 
using incompressible and hydrostatic approximations. The model is based on six equa-
tions : + 

dvh 
- the momentum equation 

dt 
(1) 
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- the heat equation, using the potential temperature : 
d6 
dt 

+ e+ 
I/. (K .1/6) 

- the moisture conservation equation : ~~ = V. (Kq.Vq) 

- the pressure equation, using the Exner variable 

Clw + + 
- the continuity equation : a;= - 'Vh.Vh 

s 
- the upper surface evolution equation : ~~ = -~ 

g 

arr 
a;= 

(Clu + Clv) dz 
Clx Cly 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

This last equation is obtained by a vertical integration of the continuity equa
tion, with the assumption that the upper surface is a stream one. 

As the physico-chemical behavior of a lot of pollutant species are influenced by 
the water content of the atmosphere : two other variables can be used under certain 
circumstances, namely the liquid water potential temperature : 

6L = e - 6 L 
('Tc·' q1. p iq 

{ °vap 
if qliq= 0 

and the total water mixing ratio q 

qsat + qliq if qlid > 0 

The equations are slightly modified to take into account the new state equation 

P = pRT ( 1 + 0.608 q ) 
-vap 

(7) 

Numerical procedure 

The set of equations is solved by the finite difference technique. The numerical 
scheme is centered both in time and space. For stability reasons, the external gravity 
wave propagation and vertical diffusion are treated implicitly. Starting from appro
priate initial conditions, the equations are integrated using the following boundary 
conditions : 
- the values of the different variables remain unchanged at the inflow points, 
- null gradient conditions are applied to the outflow points. 

Description of the diffusion - Advection model 

The usual diffusion - advection equation is 

Cle at + u I/ C = I/ (DI/ C) - AC 

C is a radioactive particle concentration 
u is the wind velocity (3 components defined in paragraph 2) 
D is the eddy diffusivity 
A is the decay constant 

. (8) 

It is solved using the quasi-Lagrangian method and is a variant of the well-known 
particle-in-cell method. 

The radioactive particle concentration has a distribution in each mesh of the 
Eulerian grid. At each time step, the concentration within each mesh volume is charac
terized by a Lagrangian puff. The center of each puff is advected by the wind vector 
on the mesh and its boundaries are expanded by diffusive displacements computed from 
the values of velocity and eddy diffu~ivity. 
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The radioactive particles are distributed on the surrounding Eulerian meshes sur
faces. 

The complexities of this method are : 

the c.a.lc.ui.UJ.> 06 .the clL6:tJUbution. 06 pM:li.c.ieJ.i in .the Eule!U.an. meJ.iheJ.i. This distribu
tion can be find by solving the stochastic form of the diffusion advection diffe
rential equation ; 

- the boun.daJr.y c.on.di.tiovz).i. These conditions are added at the earth's surface or at 
inversion height layers. The following equation represents these conditions : 

er = ¢ 
r is the boundary of the mesh 

(9) 

¢ is an arbitrary function which includes soil roughness and deposition velocity. 

The release point rise due to the heat content is determined by solving thermo
hydraulical equations. 

Boundary conditions are determined by meteorological conditions computed by the 
method presented in paragraph Meteorology. 

USE OF THIS PREV!SIONAL MODEL FOR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 

The present model can be applied to dispersion of radioactives particles under 
accidental conditions. The purpose of this model is to determine the more accurate 
whole-body and organ doses, so as to define areas where countermeasures have to be 
taken. 

Fission products releases 

It is assumed hypothetically that a full core meltdown takes place in a power 
reactor. All data concerning the consequences of fission product releases come from 
theoretical analyses and experiments on scale models. 

Regional characteristics 

They are described by social and economic parameters attributed to each mesh of 
the grid defined above. These parameters represent the statistical median on a mesh. 
The most important parameters are : 

- population density with age distribution 
- shielding effect of building coefficient 
- effective filtration coefficient of building with respect to inhalation of radio-

nuclides 
- occupational coefficient (amount of time spent indoors versus time spent outdoors) • 

Dose calculations 

Both dry deposition and particle wash out are taken into account in the diffu
sion model. Dry deposition is calculated according to boundary conditions (9). 

The implementation of countermeasures is based on early-effect doses which are 
calculated for the principal organs as the sum of 

a) external gamma dose from radioactive particles 
b) external gamma dose from deposited activity 
c) internal dose received by inhalation for N days after inhalation (N depends upon 

the organ). 

These doses are computed for the following organs thyroid, lungs and red bone 
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marrow. 

SIMPLIFIED NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT 

Meteorological experiment 

The selected region is situated in the South Eastern part of France. It is deli
mited by the 4°40',and 5°23' east meridians and by the 45°54' and 45°32' North paral
lels. This area corresponds to the middle Rhone valley. It is a hilly region surroun
ded by important massif, where five nuclear reactors are operating and one is buil
ding. Figure 1 show the place of the two nuclear power plants, the main towns and the 
contour lines. 

The meteorological data has been collectedonthe17th november 1977 from meteoro
logical stationsof the region (Figure 2). Data collected are wind velocities, tempe
rature, pressure, moisture. 

The picture of the computed windfieldare showed by the figures 2 to 9 : 
~ Figures 2 and 3 show the wind field on a parallel surface to the relief, respecti

vely 54 m and 162 m ground level above ; 

- Figure 4 shows a vertical cross section of the wind field from west to east indica
ted by pointer J equal14 on Figure 1 ; 

- Figure 5 shows a vertical cross section of the wind field from south to north indi
cated by pointer I equal 20 on Figure 1. 

Air pollution transport numerical experiment 

In this oversimplified example, an airborne ruthenium discharge has been assumed 
from the eastern power plant of the selected region. The release point rise assessed 
by computing, is 54 m. The supposed activity of released radionuclides is 3,7.1018 Bq. 
There are not dry deposition or wash out. 

In the solved equation, the eddy diffusivity coefficient is equal to 10 m2/s. The 
used wind velocities has been given in paragraph above. They represent the atmospheric 
flow of the 17th november 1977. 

Figures 6 to 8 show the part of released activity in each mesh of the grid, res
pectively one, two and three hours after the release. The coordinates are trhe ones 
used in Figure 1 and indicated activity is integrated on the vertical axis. 

CONCLUSION 

The study outline presented here can be used with large meshes (10 km or more) 
covering a larger region. It can also be used with small meshes (2 km) covering a 
smaller region with more precision in the simulation of physical phenomenona and in 
the description of social and economic data. 

For radiological emergency preparedness, the Gaussian model assumes that wind 
and atmospheric parameters are constant. It also assumes that the region is flat. 
These conditions are drastic and are not satisfied for most of the sites in France. 
The quasi-Lagrangian model can be applied to sites in valleys, on plains or an a 
cliff as, by example, the nuclear sites of Creys-Malville, Chinon and Flamanville. 
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ABSTRACT 

This work explores the use of principal components analysis coupled to 
three-dimensional atmospheric transport and dispersion models for evaluating the 
environmental consequences of reactor accidents. This permits the inclusion of 
meteorological data from multiple sites and the effects of topography in the 
consequence evaluation~ features not normally included in such analyses. The 
technique identifies prevailing regional wind patterns and their frequencies for use in 
the transport and dispersion calculations. Analysis of a hypothetical accident scenario 
involving a release of radioactivity from a reactor situated in a river valley indicated 
the technique is quite useful whenever recurring wind patterns exist, as is often the 
case in complex terrain situations. Considerable differences were revealed in a 
comparison with results obtained from a more conventional Gaussian plume model 
using only the reactor site meteorology and no topographic effects. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most nuclear reactor safety studies rely on mathematical models for predicting the offsite 
consequences of accidental releases of radioactive· material into the atmosphere. These models 
simulate the progression of the material during and following the accident as well as predict its 
effects on man. The atmospheric transport and dispersion part of the calculation provides 
estimates of the surface air concentrations during plume passage and surface deposition resulting 
from depletion of the airborne material by wet and dry removal processes. These results may 
then be used to estimate the public's exposure to (1) external radiation from radionuclides in the 
atmosphere and on the ground, and (2) internal radiation from inhaled radionuclides and from 
ingestion of contaminated food. 

The consequences of a potential reactor accident are normally derived by estimating the 
frequency distributions for exceeding specified surface air concentrations and deposition levels 
and relating these to specific effects on nearby populations. Since an accidental release of 
radioactivity could occur at any time, the frequency distributions are determined by performing a 
large number of calculations that include a variety of possible release characteristics and 
meteorological situations., Performing such a large number of calculations is generally only 
feasible with relatively simple analytical models that utilize only the meteorological observations 
from the reactor site to describe the transport and dispersion of the radioactive material out to 
distances that may range from tens to hundreds of kilometers from the reactor. The purpose of 
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this work was to investigate the possibility of utilizing thre~dimensional models for consequence 
. analysis, since these are capable of including meteorological data from multiple sites and the 
effects of topography on the transport and dispersion of airborne radioactivity over the region of 
concern. Our approach to this problem was to investigate the feasibility of using the principal 
components analysis (PCA) technique for identifying wind patterns and their frequencies and 
temporal variations. If successful, this would permit a significant reduction in the computational 
and data processing requirements, since the transport and dispersion calculations would only be 
needed for a few time periods associated with the most important wind patterns. 

To illustrate the feasibility of performing consequence analyses by means of coupling the 
PCA methodology with three-dimensional transport and dispersion models, this report provides a 
comparison of the results obtained with this technique for a hypothetical reactor accident 
scenario with those obtained from more conventional methods. These conventional methods 
include a three-dimensional model that iricorporates winds from multiple sites, but no topography 
and a Gaussian plume model that only utilizes the meteorological observations from the reactor 
site. The scenario used for this illustration was selected from the International Benchmark 
Exercise on Consequence Models sponsored by the Organization for Economic ~Co-operation and 
Development. The Benchmark problem stipulated a one-hour release of 137Cs that could occur 
anytime during a year from a reactor situated in a river valley with the objective being to 
estimate the spatial frequency distributions for the integrated air concentrations and surface 
deposition levels over the region of interest. Thirty percent of the reactor's inventory of 137Cs, 
1.4 x 106 Ci, is assumed to be released at a height of 20 m. However, in order to minimize 
computer expenses, the following analysis utilizes only one month, selected from the winter 
season, to demonstrate the features of the technique. 

METHODOLOGY 

The PCA method (commonly referred· to as empirical eigenvector analysis) is used to 
identify recurring patterns in the regional wind fields and couples these patterns in a suitable 
manner with the transport an9 dispersion calculations. With the PCA method the hourly averaged 
wind velocities observ_ed simultaneously at a number of measurement locations are converted into 
complex numbers to develop a rectangular matrix similar to a correlation matrix. Assuming that 
the data in this matrix represent a statistically significant empirical record for the region of 
interest, the PCA will allow the primary spatial and temporal variations to be derived. Standard 
mathematical procedures can be invoked to determine the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 
complex matrix. Each eigenvector can be represented by a two dimensional wind vector defined· 
at each of the measurement locations. Hence, these are really spatial eigenvectors •. The relative 
magnitudes of the eigenvalues associated with each eigenvector provide a measure of the relative 
importance . of each eigenvector in representing the original data set. Thus, the eigenvector 
having the eigenvalue of highest magnitude, represents the primary spatial eigenvector which can 
generally be identified with a physically important pattern in the original data. Associated with 
each spatial eigenvector is a series of expansion coefficients that represents a time-series 
variation of that spatial eigenvector. If the observations exhibit recurring temporal variations, 
then these expansion coefficients may be examined objectively to obtain groupings of periods with 
similar temporal characteristics for each spatial eigenvector. For a more detailed discussion, the 
reader is referred to Ref. [1-3]. 

To apply the PCA method to this scenario involving the release. of 137Cs from the reactor 
situated in the river valley shown in Fig. 1, we utilized the hourly wind speed and direction data 
obtained from nine measurement sites during the one month period of interest. The primary 
spatial eigenvector, which may be identified with the major flow pattern over the region, is 
illustrated in Fig. 2 by a wind vector situated at each measurement location. It reveals that the 
flows are fairly strong and are predominantly from the northwest. The expansion coefficients for 
this eigenvector were compared on an hour by hour basis to identify groups of periods that were 
similar. Ten-hour periods were selected on the basis that the radioactivity from a one-hour 
release would have passed over the region of interest. within that time frame. Thus, instead of 
comparing wind speeds and directions at each measurement site, we derived a data set for a 
pseudo measurement site which described the gross characteristics of the winds over the region. 
Two time intervals were consiqered to have similar wind patterns if their expansion coefficients 
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were within prescribed error limits for some fraction of the interval. For this study the speeds 
had to be within a factor of two and the directions within ± 30° for at least 80 % of the. time. 
This resulted in eleven IO-hour groups which described 90% of the IO-hour sequences in the 
month. From this set, a specific I 0-hour period, which best represented all of the I 0-hour periods 
within a group, was chosen from each of the eleven groups for the transport and dispersion 
calculations. 

Two three-dimensional models were used to calculate the transport and dispersion of the 
137Cs released during the first h.our of each of the eleven IO-hour periods selected to represent 
the temporal and spatial characteristics of the regional wind fields throughout the month under 
consideration. The MATHEW [ 4] regional wind field modeL adjusts observed horizontal winds, by 
using a variational analysis technique, to derive mass-consistent wind fields for driving the ADPIC 
[5] particle-i~cell transport and dispersion model. The ADPIC model was developed to study the 
transport of pollutants, emitted from multiple sources, over complex terrain during ·highly 
variable meteorogical situations. The particle-in-cell concept uses a large number of marker 
particles (I0,000 - 25,000) to represent the distribution of the radioactivity within a 
thr~e-dimensional Eulerian grid superimposed over the topography. These marker particles are 
injected into the grid at the source point and each particle is acted on by the winds derived by 
MATHEW, atmospheric dispersion, dry deposition, and radioactive decay. The distribution of 
these particles as a function of time, thus, yields the integrated air concentrations and surface 
deposition levels over the region. For this particular scenario the integrated air concentration. 
and surface deposition· patterns were calculated for each of the eleven I 0-hour periods, on the 
basis that the one-hour release of 137Cs occurred during the first hour of each period. Thus, by 
the end of each IO-hour period the ADPIC marker particles had generally been transported out of 
the grid. The rate of diffusion of the radioactive material was a function of the Pasquill-Gifford 
stability category and was determined from the data obtained from the measurement stations. 
Finally, by combining the concentration pattern for each of the eleven groups with the frequency 
of occurrence for each group, it was possible to estimate the probability of exceeding specified 
integrated air concentrations and surface deposition levels throughout the region resulting from 
the one-hour release that may occur at anytime during the month. 

To compare the results obtained in this manner with those obtained from more conventional 
methods, the PATRIC [6] and CRAC2 [7,8] models were employed. The PATRIC model is a 
simplified and computationally faster version of ADPIC that utilizes winds from multiple sites, 
but does not include topography or deposition. This model was run with all of the meteorological 
data. A one-hour release of radioactivity was assumed to occur during every hour of the month 
with each release b~ing integrated over a IO-hour period. The integrated air concentration 
distribution resulting from each release was then sampled to evaluate the probability of exceeding 
the specified levels. The CRAC2 model utilizes the meteorological data acquired at the reactor 
site to define the transport and dispersion of the radioactive materials over the region. A 
preprocessor sorts these observations (such as stability, wind speed, and rain occurrence) into 29 
categories. A random sampling from each of these categories yielded a total of 81 sequences of 
wind speeds and stabilities that were used for the calculations pertaining to this particular 
scenario. The effect of rainout was ignored in this calculation. 

The CRAC2 transport and dispersion calculations are based on .the Gaussian formulation 
over flat terrain with modifications to include the effects of mixing layer depth, dry- and 
wet-removal processes, and building wake. Using the selected weather sequences, patterns of 
surface integrated air concentrations and deposition levels were derived for each of the 81 
sequences. These patterns were then radially distributed in accordance with the wind direction 
frequencies associated with each category to yield the probability for exceeding specified 
integrated air concentrations and surface deposition levels throughout the region. 

RESULTS 

Since experimental data were unavailable for this scenario we were only able to 
intercompare the results of the above techniques on a relative basis. The frequency distributions 
selected for this purpose are given in Figs. 3-6. The PATRIC model results, depicted in Fig. 3 
may be chosen as a basis for comparison, since the model was run with all of the meteorological 
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data for every hour of the month. These results may be compared with the distribution in Fig. 4, 
obtained by coupling the PCA method with the MATHEW/ADPIC models without the effects of 
topography. Considerable similarity may be noted between the general shapes of the frequency 
contours, i.e., the principal distribution lies south of the reactor site with three main lobes 
pointing into the southeast, south and southwest quadrants. Thus, it appears that the PCA method 
does provide a means for including the significant characteristics of the transport and dispersion 
processes. To illustrate the effects of topography, the frequency distribution shown in Fig. 5 was 
derived by including topography in the PCA coupled MATHEW I ADPIC calculations. In this 
particular case, the effect of topography on modifying the distribution is minimal because (1) the 
much coarser spatial mesh used in the CRAC2 consequence model, (2) the winds are strong and 
are generally driven by the synoptic situations, and (3) there is an absence of dominant terrain 
features south of the reactor site as can be seen in Fig. 1. The most noticeable effects are the 
eastward movement of the contours west of the reactor site due to the steep terrain in this area, 
and the somewhat enhanced channeling down the river toward the south. 

The integrated air concentration frequency distribution pattern obtained from the CRAC2 
model is shown in Fig. 6. This pattern is significantly different from those obtained from either 
the PATRIC or the PCA coupled MATHEW/ADPIC models. It is much more homogeneous with a 
notable absence of frequency gradients or structural detail. This is most likely due to (1) the 
much coarser spatial mesh used in the CRAC2 consequence model, (2) the utilization of only the 
reactor site meteorological data in the CRAC2 model results, and (3) the different philosophies 
employed for selecting the subset of meteorological data used in the calculations. Note also the 
marked differences in the frequency values in the vicinity of the reactor. The higher values 
derived by the three-dimensional models may at least in part be due to the spatial averaging that 
occurs within the 2.5 x 1.5 km grid cells within the first 5 to 10 km of the reactor where the 
plumes are not well resolved by the grid mesh. This effect, however, does not account for the 
somewhat higher values beyond 10 km where the plumes are well resolved by the grid mesh chosen 
for this scenario. To resolve the detailed concentration distributions within the first 10 km of the 
reactor, a finer scale grid mesh would be chosen. It is also of interest to compare the frequencies 
derived by these models for exceeding other integrated air concentrations. This is illustrated in 
Table I at Sites l and 2 which are situated 14 and 50 km due south of the reactor, respectively. 
Again, the PCA coupled MATHEW/ADPIC results are higher near the reactor; while more 
reasonable agreement may be noted further away. 

The frequency distributions associated with the corresponding surface deposition patterns 
were also derived. Since a 1 cm/s dry deposition velocity was used in the calculations, the 
frequency distributions for exceeding 10- 5 Ci/m2 can be approximated by the data in Figs. 
3-6. 

SUMMARY 

Even though we were unable to compare these calculations with experimental data, the PCA 
coupled MATHEW/ADPIC method does appear to present a technique which permits the inclusion 
of meteorological data from multiple sites as well as the effects of topography into the analysis 
of the consequences of an accidental release of radioactivity. For a reactor located in complex 
terrain these effects could become of considerable importance to consequence analysis studies. 
The success of this technique, however, does depend on the characteristics of the meteorological 
data base. If the data exhibits recurring patterns, as is often the case, this technique becomes 
quite useful for this type of analysis. 

The decision on the types of modeling approaches to be employed for a specific consequence 
analysis should be based on the accuracy needed as well as the complexity of the meteorology and 
the terrain features surrounding the reactor site. Three-dimensional models do require more data 
preparation and computational expense than do the simpler analytical formulations. These 
expenses can often be reduced considerably by means of coupling the PCA methodology to a 
suitable three-dimensional modeling framework. For the one month demonstration problem, 
reported in this work, the PCA methodology produced a factor of 7 reduction in the computer 
time, and by extending the problem to a season, a reduction factor of 10 to 15 may well be 
realized. 
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Removal of airborne radioactive materials by precipitation has been identified as being of 
importance for accident consequence analysis. This phenomenon is not currently included in our 
PCA methodology for selecting the subsets of meteorological data to be used in the transport and 
dispersion calculations, however, it is our belief that this effect can be included without undue 
difficulties. 
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TABLE I 

Frequencies for equaling or exceeding specified integrated air concentrations at Sites 1 and 2 
situated 14 and 50 km due south of the reactor, respectively. 

Frequency ( % ) 

PCA-MATHEW/ADPIC CRAC 2 
Concentration 

(Ci• s/m3
) Site 1 Site 2 Site 1 Site 2 

1 o- .. 60 8 10 9 
10- 3 60 3 10 9 
10- 2 50 2 10 7 
10- 1 10 

I < 1 9 0.2 

FIGURE 1. Computer generated plot of the river valley topography. The reactor site is situated 
at the (o). The valley is quite pronounced north of the site with high ground ranging 
from 200 to 300 m above the site; while it broadens considerably toward the south. 
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FIGURE 4. Same as Fig. 3 except derived from 
the PCA coupled MATHEW/ADPIC calculations 
without the effects of topography. 
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Abstract 

RE'IENTICN OF FISSICN PRCDJCl'S BY BWR 
SUPPRE5SICN PCXLS IXJRIR; SE.VERE ACCIDENTS . . 

WJ Marble, 'IL Wong, FJ Moody, Ill\ Hankins 

General Electric canpany 
175 CUrtner Avenue, San Jose, CA 95125 

'Ibis paper reports the results of a program to quantify the inherent ability of 
BWR suppression pools to safely retain fission products during severe reactor 
accidents. 

A first principle analytical model has been developed incorporating both 
eydrodynamic and particle mass-transfer phenanenon. Experimental data are provided 
and canpared to the model. Calculated suppression pool scrubbing factors for 
postulated severe reactor accident sequences are presented. Use of realistic 
scrubbing factors results in offsite doses belCM the current lOCFRl.00 limit (25 Ran) 
for severe reactor accidents even with loss of containment integrity. 

Introduction 

Until the 'lhreeMile Island (TMI) accident, industry expectations for severe 
reactor accidents were based on the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) which used an 
extremely conse,rvative approach in its analysis of fission product transport. '!be 
potential exposure to the public during a severe accident in a Boiling Water Reactor 
(BWR) using the WASH-1400 assl.nllptions is·shCMn as the top curve in Figure 1, 
"Importance of Fission Product Retention." 'lhis result can be canpared to the other 
curve in Figure 1 which shCMs a realistic calculation of potential offsite doses for 
the postulated severe accident. In the second case, the particulate fission products 
have been effectively retained by the inherent scrubbing capability of the suppression 
pool. 'Ibis calculation assl.nlled a full core meltdCMn with no system recovery and the 
resulting doses are canparable to the lOCFRl.00 (25 rem) limit for design basis 
accidents •. 'lherefore, offsite doses for·a severe accident, in which all core cooling 
systems are assl.nlled to fail and containment integrity is lost, are small and no 
no adverse offsite health effects would be expected • 

. FollCMing an extensive literature search(!) on particulate scrubbing by water 
pools, and meetings with regulatory personnel, it became clear that additional effort 
would be required before licensing credit for suppression pool scrubbing of fission 
products could be obtained fran the Nuclear Regulatory c.amnission. 'lherefore; a 
Fission Product Scrubbing Program was initiated to: 

1) Develop an analytical model, based on first principles, to describe the pool 
scrubbing process. 

2) Generate sufficient test data to verify the analytical model. 
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Tecbnical Discussion 

Model Developnent 

To adequately define an analytical model for pool scrubbing, it was necessary to· 
approach the problem fran two distinct perspectives. First, the particulate scrubbing 
mechanisms needed to be defined in terms of the appropriate physical parameters. 
Seco_nd, a par~lel effort was needed to define the hydrodynamic processes which would 
dictate the bubble characteristics of size and rise velocity during the postulated 
accidents. Only after the successful canpletion .of both phases of the. modeling effort 
and the integration of the results could BWR suppression pool decontamination factors 
be calculated. 

Particu1ate Scrubbing Model 

'!he mechanisms which contribute to renoval of suspended particles in gas bubbles 
rising in a water pool include gravitational sedimentation, inertia of particle 
motion, Bramian diffusion, diffusiophoresis and, in the case of gas bubbles at 
elevated tenperatures, thennophoresis. If the gas bubbles contain saturated steam and 
enter a subcooled pool, condensation will also contribute significantly to scrubbing. 
As a conservatism, General Electric' s model neglected condensation, diffusiophoresis 
and thermophoresis as contributors so that the model reflects a non-condensing gas 
passing through a pool of equivalent tenperature. 

Fuchs (2) and Yuu, et. al., (J) have theoretically calculated the particle 
absorption efficiencies for the mechanisms of sedimentation, inertia, and Brownian 
diffusion in a gas bubble scrubbed in liquids.· '!he gas bubbles and the particles are 
assumed to be spherical for theoretical treabnents. Any particle is assumed to be 
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absorbed into the liquid phase if it reaches the gas-liquid interface. 

Sedimentation Absoi:ption 

Absorption of a particle by gravitational sedimentation can be derived f ran 
Stoke's law. 'Ihe coefficient of absorption by sedimentation, k , can be calculated 
by: (2,3) s 

where k. s 

g 

p 

d 

D 

v 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

k = s 

gpd2C 
ID 

12JJ\7 µ 
g 

sedimentation absorption coefficient, an-l 

acceleration due to gravity, 981 crn/sec2 

particle density, g/an3 

particle diameter, an 

bubble diameter, an 

bubble rise velocity, an/sec 

gas visoosity, g/cm-sec 

CUnningham slip correction factor (1+2.5 Anfd) 

molecular mean-free path, an 

(1) 

It should be noted that any particle interaction is ignored, and the density of 
the gas is negligible canpared to the particle density. 

Inertial Absor;ption 

Particles in a gas bubble can be absorbed by centrifugal force due to 
circulation of gas in the b~~te· By calculating the velocity of the particles due to 
the centrifugal force, Fuchs has· estimated the coefficient of inertial absorption, 
k , which is defined as the ratio of the number of particles deposited per an path to 
tile total number in the bubble, that is, 

k = n 

vd2c p . 
ID 

Where the symbols have been defined earlier. 

Brownian Diffusion 

where 

Extranely small particles diffuse toward the gas-liquid interface and are 
absorbed into the l~~d. 'Ihe coefficient of diffusive deposition has been 
detennined by Fuchs: 

kd = 1.8 (D_f_ )1/2 

VR3 

diffusive absorption coefficient, an-l 

diffusivity due to Brownian motion (Df = K'I'Cm ) , an2/sec 
311µ d 

g 
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R 

k 

T 

= 
= 
= 

bubble radius, an 
Boltzmann constant, l.38xl0-16 g-cm2/sec2°K 

temperature, °K 

'!he mobility of.the particles decreases with increasing particle size, and the 
diffusive absorption coefficient is generally negligible canpared to inertial and 
sedimentation adsorption coefficients for the particle size > 1 m. 

Overall Particle Absorption Coefficient and Decontamination Factor 

'!he total theoretical particle absorption coefficient for the ith particle in a 
gas bubble scrubbing process is 

K. = k . + k . + Ka· 
1 n1 S1 1 

(4) 

and the rate of particle absorption per unit path of the bubble in a water column is 
given by 

Upon integration, 

~ = 
ell 

-K.C. 
1 1 

(5) 

(6) 

where c. = concentration of i particles in gas bubbles at the outlet of a water 
1 column 

c'? = concentration of i particles in gas bubbles at the inlet of a water 
1 column 

1 = scrubbing height of water column, an 

'!he decontamination factor (DF) for the scrubbing process is the ratio of the inlet 
concentration to the outlet concentration 

c'! (DF) . = ..=.i__ = 
_
1 Ci 

(7) 

For a mixture of parp.cles with various particle sizes (but same particle density) , 
the overall mass or activity DF can be calculated by 

(DF)overall = ___ 1 __ _ 

". F./(DF). L...1 1 1 

(8) 

where F. is the mass or activity fraction of particle size, i, in the mixture at gas 
bubble inlet. · 

Potential Deviations from TbeoreticQ]. case 

'!here are several areas which may deviate significantly fran ideal conditions 
ass_lJI!le9 in the theoretical consideration. 

1) Bubble Shape 

Bubbles tend to flatten and distort whep the equivalent spherical bubble 
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diameter is)0.5 an. As a result of the bubble shape variation, circulation of 
the gas molecules and aerosol particles mey becane ver:y canplex and the movenent 
of the particles in the bubble will deviate fran theoretical predictions. '!he 
net effect is to decrease the minimum distance fran the average particle to the 
wall and increase localized velocities, thus increasing the probability of being 
scrubbed. 

2) Particle Sbape 

'!he shape of particles formed in a reactor accident mey not be spherical. '!he 
various formation processes and tenperatures could produce irregularly shaped 
and/or.agglamnerated particles which can be in a high-drag orientation and 
therefore provide greater resistance to gravity and inertial forces. 

3) Entrance Effects 

'Any particulate ranoval that occurs during bubble formation and at discharge is 
not included in the model. For the conditions present in a BWR, this would be 
expected to be an additional conservatism. · 

Particulate Scrubbing Experiments 

A series of parametric tests were performed in a 1 ft square by 6 ft deep 
plexiglass tank to provide particulate scrubbing data. Europium oxide was chosen as 
the particulate material for the tests on the follawing basis: 

1) Its particle density of 7.8 is representative of the canbination fission 
product/structural aerosols anticipated during a severe reactor accident. 

2) Europium oxide has an activation isotope (Eu-152m) with high specific activity 
and short.half-life (9.32 hours) and therefore is excellent for radiotracer 
measuranent of decontamination factors (DFs). 

Source material particle size analyses were performed using a Quantamet* particle 
analyzer and the results are presented in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Quantamet Particle Size Distribution Measuranent of Source Eu2o3 

Run 1 
Particle 

. Diameter( ~m) 

0 - 3.7 
3.7- 7.4 
7.4-11.l 

11.1-14.8 
14.8-18.5 
18.5-22.0 

Percent of 
PQpulation 

64 
23 

8 
2.6 
0.8 
0.4 

Run 2 
Particle 
~11m) 

Percent of 
Po.pulation 

0 -1.85 
1.85-3.7 
3.7 -5.55 
5.55-7.4 
7.4 -9.25 

10 

46 
22.5 
15.9 
8.5 
3.9 
3.1 

'!he simplified schematic for these tests is shown in Figure 2, "Single Bubble 
Particulate Scrubbing Experiments," as well as the list and ranges of the parameters 
tested. Compressed air was selected as the carrier gas to simulate a 'no 
condensation' accident scenario (worst case). Canpressed nitrogen was passed through 
a bed of europium oxide and elutriated the fine europium oxide back to the main 

*Quantamet Model 720, Cambridge Instruments Inc., 592 Weddel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
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canpressed air stream. Particle suspension was maintained in the main stream by use 
of a high flow recirculation line. A special bubble generating device was designed 
which diverted an isokinetic stream of gas fran the recirculating loop into the tank 
of water throuh an orifice-nozzle injection port~ Bubble sizes were varied by 
altering the orifice size and bubble cap within this device. Calibrated Anderson 
multi-stage cascad.e impact samplers were used to detennine the guariti ty and particle 
size distribution of europium oxide in both the overhead and in the recirculating 
stream. 

VINT 

PAlltTICULAl( 
FIL'TEA 

IMIPENDING 
°'l FL°"' 

Cl"CULATING ....... 
ICftUlll~G SYSTEM 

--

PARAMETERS TESTED 

• Bubble Size 0.4 -1.4 CM 
· • Particle Concentration: 0.02 - 5.5 G/M 3 

• Submergence Height: 34 -167 CM 
• Gas and Water Temperature: 20°C and &0°C 
•. Particle Size Distribution: 0.05 to 1 o µM 

FIGURE 2: Single Bubble Particulate 
Scrubbing Experiments 

llOlt. 

Decontamination factors were measured by comparing the quantity of europium oxide 
collected in the overhead impact sampler to the europium oxide collected by filtering 
the entire tank water volume and by wiping the tank walls for residual particles. DF · 
as a function of particle size was also detenninea by canparison of the data fran the 
overhead impact sampler to the duplicate sampler on the recirculating stream. 

Discussion of Results 

The scrubbing tests were conducted to provide fundamental relationships between 
decontamination factors and key test parameters. A surranary of the tests is provided 
in Table II. The data are plotted in Figures 3, "Decontamination Factor vs Scrubbing 
Height for Particulate Scrubbing Experiments" and 4, "Decontamination Factor vs 
Particle Size for Particulate Scrubbing Experiments." For each test, a stream of 
single bubbles were injected into a column of water. 'lhe spacing betWeen consecutive 
bubbles was adjusted to minimize bubble interactions and bulk liquid motion. 'lhe 
measured bubble rise velocities of approximately 1 ft/sec are consistent with those 
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reported for single bubbles of siinilar sizes~ 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF SCRIJBBTIX; TEST RESULTS 

Water 
Test Bubble Orifice/ Bubble Rate Particle Height 

0v5;~1 Ntnnber Diam, an cap B/M Cone (g/nh (cm) 

1 0.47 70/none 183 0.18 34.3 108 
2 0.63 70/0.6 ' 145 0.17 34.3 333 
3 0.63 70/0.6 145 0.44 34.3 214 
4 0.60 70/0.6 277 0.02 34.3 ll9 
5 0.74 130/0.8 254 0.53 34.3 189 
6 0.85 180/0.8 312 0.48 167.7 ll70 
7 0.85 180/0.8 318 0.91 167.7 1415 
8 0.45 180/0.2 248 0.87 167.7 1251 
9 0.45 180/0.2 48 0.48 167.7 719 

10 0.86 180/0.7 260 0.76 167.7 896 
ll 0.86 180/0.7 260 5.5 167.7 1260 
12 1.41 Special 124 0.30 167.7 534 
13 1.35 Special 140 1.8 167.7 1260 
14 0.78 180/0.7 248 4.95 76.2 910 
15 0.88 240/0.7 276 4.34 167.7 4157 
16 0.88* 240/0.7 272 1.38 167.7 2270 
17 0.88 240/0.7 304. **N.D. 167.7 928 

* 60 C Water/60 C Gas 1 

** Not Determined 

The key parametric results were: 

1) Bubble Size - No apparent effect of bubble size on decontamination factor was 
observed. 'lbe explanation is that the larger bubbles (0.5 cm) were elliptical 
rather than spherical. In addition, the elliptical bubbles were constantly 
tmdergoing gyrations as they rose through the water. Both the shape and the 
gyrations tend to minimize the distance between the particles and the gas-liquid 
interface and thus improve the scrubbing probability. 

2) Submergence Height - For a constant rise velocity, the bubble residence time in a 
water pool is directly proportional to the subnergence height. 'lbe 
decontamination factor is expected to have an exponential dependence on residence 
time. 'lbe plot of DF as a ftmction of subnergence height in Figure 3 confirms 
this relationship. Figure 3 also shCMs three curves which represent calculations 
using the analytical model with three different equivalent bubble diameters (.35 
an, .5 an, .85 an). 'Ibis figure demonstrates that, the measured values can be 
bracketed by DF's calculated by the model using bubble sizes from .35 to .85 cm. 
The principal deviation fran the theoretical model is the previously mentioned 
elliptical shape of the bubbles. 'lbe model assumes spherical bubbles and, 
therefore, tmderpredicts the scrubbing performance. 

3) Particle Size ~ For subnicron size particles, particle diffusion is the 
controlling mechanism. HCMever, for particles in the several micron range, 
sedimentation and inertia becane the daninating forces. Scrubbing efficiency as 
a ftmction of size passes through a minimum for the particle size range where 
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neither diffusion nor sedimentation/inertia offer a significant driving force. 
'!he scrubbing test results exhibited this parabolic relationship with particle 
size as shCMn in Figure 4 for a typical set of data. '!he model calculation 
prediction shCMn in Figure 4 includes an entrance effect contribution. 

10• r-------------------·---~ 

a: 
~ 
(.) 
c ... 
2!: 
0 
~ 107 
c z 
i 
c ... 
z 
0 
(.) ... 
0 

• - overall DF Data As Reported 
In Table II 

10° .._ ___ __._ ____ ..._ ___ __..__ ___ _._ ___ ..j 

0 IO 100 tlO 

SCRUBBING HEIGHT lcml 
2101t 

FIGURE 3: Decontamination Factor vs Scrubbing 
Height for Particulate Scrubbing.Experiments 

4) Gas and Water Temperatures - Comparable scrubbing tests at two different 
gas/water temperatures show no observable effect on decontamination. '!he upper 
limit for temperatures was approximately 60°C because of construction material 
limitations. Higher gas and water temperatures or large tanperature 
differentials between the_ gas and the water (which are more representative of 
degraded core conditions) may pranote particle scrubbing because of 
thermophoresis. Therefore, the measured decontamination factors should be 
regarded as conservative fran the temperature standpo~nt. 

5) carrier Gas - '!he scrubbing tests conducted with air bubbling 
through water to simulate su:Per-heated steam in a saturated pool were considered 
to be conservative. In the degraded core case, condensing steam and even super
heated steam could play an important role in pranoting particle agglcmeration and 
thus enhancing scrubbing efficiency. 

6) Particle Concentration - Scrubbing tests were performed over a particle 
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concentration range of 0. 2 to 5 g/m3• No observable effect of particle 
concentration on decontamination factor was noted. Since the scrubbing tests 
were performed with dry carrier gas, particle concentration may have only a minor 
effect on particle agglaneration. In the accident case, particle concentration 
should play a more important role because of agglaneration. 

10lt000 ------· --- - - -- --- ... 

0 
10000 .. -- - ----

0 

·"'"°° 

0 Model Calculation 
0 

. 100 -;;::--a--
0 

Eu20
3 

Bubble Diameter • .85 cm 

•o :·-- ___ B.ise .llelad-4'---~-3.L.cm/sec 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
PARTICLE SIZE (~m) 

FIGURE 4: Decontamination Factor vs Particle 
Size for Particulate Scrubbing 
Experiments 

HydroCWJamic Model 

3. 0 

Farly observations of the hydrodynamic testing performed in this program and 
discussed in more detail later, revealed the presence of natural mechanisms by which 
large gas bubbles rising in a pool of water rapidly break up to form swarms of small 
bubbles. 'lborough anaiysis of these phenanenon has led to the conclusion that it 
results fran the canbination of inviscid flattening, aerodynamic shredding, Taylor 
instability, and Helmholtz instability. It appears fran this analysis that large, 
free gas bubbles first tend to divide due to hydrostatic pressure differential which 
causes the lower surface of the bubble to overtake the upper surface. U:p;rard motion 
through liquid causes aerodynamic shredding of bubbles to smaller sizes, while 
Taylor and Helmholtz ·instability assist further breakdown of the larger bubbles. 
A detailed mathenatical presentation of each of these mechanisms is the subject of 
a separate paper. 

'lbese mechanisms of bubble breakup are active while the initial bubble and other 
snaller ones formed are rising through the pool. '!he essential bit of information 
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required is the rise height necessary for breakup so that the effectiveness of bubble 
scrubbing can be deter:mined. Bubble rise height, with all breakup mechanisms active, 
can be estimated fran energy conservation methods. 

Suppose that a bubble of radius R and volume V is initially subnerged below 
the pool surface by a distance H. Thi~ configuratioR corresponds to a gas-liquid 
system with a given value of initial energy. As the bubble rises, the system energy 
is redistributed between fluid kinetic and potential energies, the energy associated 
with surface tension as new bubbles are formed, and liquid internal energy increase 
due to viscous drag effects. 

If gas compressibility is neglected, the liquid potential energy associated with 
a spherical bubble subnerged to depth H as shown in Figure 5 corresponds to the work 
of sul::mergence, 

(9) 

~-l-.z • •• -· .. :www WATER SURFACE 

I Y = Specific Weight 

FIGURE 5: Energy Conservation Model 

If the ini ti.al bubble has divided into n equal bubbles of radius r by the 
time it rises to elevation y , the sum of volumes is equal to the initial volume, 
which leads to 

n = (Rc/r) 3 (10) 

The liquid potential energy for n bubbles at elevation y is given by 

PE = n (4rrr3 /3) (H-y) = V Y (H-y) (11) 
'!be liq~d bul~ kinetic energy of a singlg bubble of radius r moving at velocity V 
is (2rrr /3) YV°/2g. 'lberefore, the kinetic energy of n bubbles is · 

KE = n (2rrr3 /3) Y v2 /2g = (2n:R
0 
3 /3)Yv2 /2g (12) 

'lbe initial bubble surface area is 4rrR 2• '!be increased area when n bubbles of 
0 

radius r have formed is n(4rrr2) so that the surface tension energy stored in the 
in the newly created surface area is 

E = a 
2 2 2 . 

(n4rrr - 4rrR ) = 4 Tr R a (R Ir - 1) o o a (13) 

The increase of dissipation energy forms associated with vorticity and internal 
energy in the liquid is equal to that energy transferred as the rising bubbles perfonn 
viscoijS~Or drag work. '!be drag force of one bubble or radius r is given by 
Ca 1T rpv'° /2g. 'lberefore, as the number of bubbles increases, the dissipated energy is 

(14) 
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Since the total system energy must ranatn censtant, 
E. = PE + KE + Ea + E.::i 

l. . u 
(15) 

Assuming a constant average bubble velocity dy/dt = v, 
written as 

the derivative of E. is 
l. 

dE./dt = 0 = -v YV + 0 - (4 y7TR 3;r2)dr/dt + CdylR 3v3;2gr l. 0 . 0 0 

or, 

dr/dt - (Cdyv3/8ag)r = -(yV/3a)r2 

with the initial condition, 

t=O,r=R 
0 

and bubble elevation is given by 

y =Vt 

A solution of Equation (16) canbined with (17) and (18) yields 

(3C v2/8gR ) 

1 + (3Cd~8gRO ~ l)exp(-CdYV2/8ag)y) 

Equation (19) gives the size of bubbles formed at elevation y • 

As y increases, the bubble size becomes 

r = 3cdv2/8g 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

If the rise velocity is 1 fps and the drag coefficient is between 0.5 and 1.0, 
corresponding to a bubble shape sanewhere between a sphere and a disk, the·average 
size of broken up bubbles would be about 0. 24 inches in diameter. '.Ihese would be 
formed, according to Equation (19) , a distance of less than _one inch after the wake 
forms and the initial bubble reaches a corresponding terminal velocity. If the 
initial bubble rises between one or two radii before a wake forms, one expects sudden 
division into many small bubbles immediately after that. '.Ihe hydrodynamic tests shCM 
a large bubble breaks CMay fran its charging source, after which the lower surface 
appears to snap through to the top, shattering the entire bubble. 

This model simplifies the actual process by neglecting bubble interaction and 
incorporating the idealization of spherical bubbles with constant velocity and drag 
coefficients. However, it shows that even with energy dissipated by drag forces, and 
kinetic energy increase of the surrounding liquid, there is sufficient excess energy 
transfer to shatter the bubbles quickly. 

ijydrcxWiamic Tests 

The objective of these hydrodynamic tests was to characterize the hydrodynamics 
of a noncondensible gas venting through a pool of water f ran subnerged discharge 
devices. '.Ihe tested configurations were chosen to simulate typical BWR suppression 
pool discharge geanetries, 1) safety/relief valve x-quencher and 2) horizontal vents. 

':rhe suppression pool eydrodynamic test facility, shCMn schanatically in Figure 6 
consisted of a 4 ft wide x 8 ft long x 12 ft tall plexiglass main tank, a 4 ft. wide x 
1 ft long x 3 ft tall horizontal vent plexiglass inlet section, and several 
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types of gas venting configurations. 'lhe two horizontal vents were fabricated fran 
6-inch and 2-inch O.D. plexiglass pipe. 'lhe x-quencher relief valve vent was 
simulated with a 1/10 scale model. 

Al" FLOW 

FIGURE 6: Hydrodynamic Test Facility 

High speed (160 frames per second) 16mm motion picture and 35rrm still photography 
were used to evaluate the various flow behaviors and bubble size distributions. 

'lhe hydrodynamic .test matrix is shCMn in Table III. 'lhe test flow rates were 
based on values calculated for various severe accident sequences. '!he subnergence 
height is the distance between the pool surface and the top of the sul:merged vent gas 
discharge point. 'lhe majority of the testing was conducted with the 6-inch (5.44" ID) 
horizontal vent. Fifteen tests were conducted with the 2-inch (1.56" ID) horizontal 
vent and twenty-five tests with the x-quencher. 

'!he most significant result was the observation that, for· all geanetries, the air 
is discharged as one or more large bubbles but within approximately one bubble radius 
it shatters to form a i:>Warm of very small bubbles (""0.5 an in diameter). 

TABLE III 

FISSION PRCJXJCT SCRUBBilli FLCl'l BEBAVIOR TEST MATRIX 

Configuration: 6" Horizontal 2" Horizontal 1/10 scale 
Vent Vent x-Quencher 

Liquid Height: 5 ft 3 ft 1.4 ft 5 ft 

Flow Rate: 
(SCEM)* 5 5 1 5 

15 15 2.2 15 
25 25 4.5 30 
50 50 9 60 
75 100 15 90 

*STP: 70°F & 1 PiTA 
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In general, all of the horizontal. vent tests exhibited similar traits. Bubble 
swarm systans were generated by periodic gas discharge of approximately constant 
frequencies which varied slightly with fl<M rate. '!he 2-inch horizontal vent, when 
tested at l<M flCM rates exhibited a discharge behavior that was less discrete. '!hat 
is, the sequential periodic discharges were not always separable fran each other. 

'!he large gas bubble initially formed in the horizontal vent testing pool passes 
through the follCMing cycle: l} initial gr<Mth period, 2} several cycles of 
breakup with sane coalescence of small gas pockets as the swarm of small bubbles 
rises and 3} foam generation as the swarm breaks the pool surface. 

'Ihe rise velocities of the initial bubbles were measured using the 16mm 
films. '!he results for the 6-inch horizontal vent are sh<Mn in Figure 7, "Rise 
Velocities vs Bubble Diameter for Hydrodynamic Tests." 

As expected, the x-quencher, with its extended distribution arms and small 
discharge openings, exhibited significantly different entrance behavior than the 
horizontal vents. '!he foll<Ming bubble formation sequence was observed. 

l} small bubbles which shed rapidly fran the vent holes 

2} limited coalescence of the small bubbles into larger bubbles 

3} subsequent breakup into small bubble swarms. 

• . 

Q 6-IN. HOR VENT 

/:,,. 2·1N. HOR VENT 

0 

0 0 

6 0 0 0 

0 -
A 

6 
6 -- 0 0 

A 0 --A 0 
11>-

A/~a> 
A A 

/A A 

I 
II 

IUBOLE DIAMETER On.I 
FIGURE 7: Rise Velocities vs B11bble Djameter for 

Hydrodynamic Tests 
sup.pression Pool Pecontamination Factors 

• 

It is necessary to combine the single bubble particulate scrubbing model with the 
process of large bubble breakup before the anticipated suppression pool 
decontamination factors can be calculated. '!he approach used to perform this 
calculation is as follCMs: 

l} Assume no scrubbing prior to the breakup of the large bubble into a 
spherical swarm of small bubbles 0.5 en in diameter. 

2} The calculation requires the integration of DF for each particle size over 
the bubble swarm as sh<Mn in Figure 8 and then the canbination of overall 
DFs to ~~;lect the particle size distribution by the foll<Ming equation: 
DF =" . where m. is the mass fraction of the ith particle size. 

Lo.Jo. i 
l 
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c: POOL SURFACE 

BUBBLE SWARM 

dy 

IT CAN SE SHOWH THAT THE OVERALL DECONTAMINATION 
FACTOR FOR A GIVEN PARTICLE SIZE IS: 

OF • " --K-L 
VTe 

WHICH CAH BE REDUCED TO: 

OF • 

2R 

f-'' (2Ry-/)dy 

0 

3(R(e2KR + 1) - .!. (e2KR - 1)) 
K 

FIGURE 8: Decontamination Factor Integration 

Using th~s calculational method, experimentally measured particle size 
distributions and the physical configurations of the BW!V6 Mark III containment, 
yields the follCMing results: 

Safety Relief valve Discbarge X=queocher 

Steel/Corium 

Bubble Sqarm Diameter (ft.) 
Sul:Jnergence Height (ft.) 
Scrubbing Height (ft.) 
Rise Velocity (ft/sec) 
Decontamination Factor 

1.8 
18.8 
17.0 
3.84 

4xl0 

Horizontal Vent Discbarge 

Bubble Sqarm Diameter (ft) 
Sui:Jnergence height (ft) 
Scrubbing Height (ft) 
Rise Velocity (ft/sec) 
Decontamination Factor 

Steel/Corium 

2.4 
13.5 
11.l 

4.23 
9xl0 

Concrete/Corium 

1 
13.5 
12.5 
2.62 

6xl0 

Additional analysis is underway to incorporate the velocity effects of 
elliptical bubble shapes and relative motion between the gas bubbles and the 
surrounding bulk liquid into the model. These factors are expected to change the 
numerical values for suppression pools by sane amount but are not likely to change 
the order of magnitude or the conclusions on the retention of fission products by 
the pool. 
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SUuunary 

In sunmary, after the ™1-2 accident, the NRC focused on severe accident issues 
as the greatest public risk fran nuclear pat1er plant operation. In order to quantify 
the BWR capability for prevention and mitigation of severe accidents, a Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment was perfonned. '!he PRA indicated that the key factor in BWR accident 
mitigation was realistic modelling of fission product retention. Quantification of 
the fission product retention capability of the suppression pool was needed. 
'Iherefore, a Suppression Pool Scrubbing Program was initiated to develop and verify a 
first principle predictive model for fission product scrubbing under severe accident 
conditions. 

Separate particulate scrubbing and hydrodynamic tests were-performed. 
Hydrodynamic testing was done for a variety of geanetries and flow rates. '!he 
scrubbing tests provided the mass-transfer data and the hydrodynamic tests provided 
bubble size and velocity distributions which are used as inputs to the model. One 
very important outcome of the test program was the identification of the process ~ 
which large bubbles breakup into small bubbles which result in inherently better 
scrubbing. '!his shattering phenomenon was shown to be consistent with hydrodynamic 
theory and other reported observations. 

'!he scrubbing model predicts that the suppression pool would reduce potential 
particulate fission product releases by four orders of magnitude under severe 
accident conditions. '!be importance of these results is as follows: 

1) '!hey verify an earlier conclusion that the offsite doses fran postulated 
severe accidents are controlled ~ the noble gases and are canparable to 
the lOCRFlOO limits (2S Rem) • 

2) They define the conservative margin in PRAs where realistic fission 
product scrubbing by thennally saturated suppression pools was ignored. 

3) They demonstrate that there would be no measurable health effects to the 
public expected fran a severe accident in a BWR/6 even with postulated 
loss of containment integrity. 
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Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 

ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes analyses, using the RELAP5 computer code, of the LOFT L3-5 
and L3-6 nuclear small break experiments and the Zion nuclear power plant during 
hypothetical 2.5% (4-in. diameter) small break loss-of-coolant accidents with early 
and delayed pump trip. Calculations simulating LOFT L3-5 and L3-6 experiments and 
similar Zion commercial pressurized water reactor small break transients were per
formed and compared to the LOFT L3-5 and L3-6 experimental data. The effect of the 
reactor coolant pump operation on the system behavior was investigated, differences 
between LOFT calculational results and data were explored, and effects of the scale 
and geometry differences on the calculational results are discussed. These were used 
to assess relevance of the RELAP5 Zion calculations. The comparison of the RELAP5 
Zion calculations with calculations of the LOFT transient$ and measured LOFT data 
indicates that the RELAP5 code adequately calculates the relative effects of reactor 
coolant pumps operation on the behavior of commercial pressurized water reactors 
during small break loss-of-coolant accidents. 

· INTRODUCTION 

Following the Three Mile Island accident, a question arose concerning r&actor 
coolant. pump (RCP) operation during a small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has required the utilities to manually 
trip the pumps when the reactor is scrammed and the reactor coolant system (RtS) 
pressure is low. 

To address this requirement, Experiments L3-5 and L3-6 were conducted at' the 
Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) facility, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, by EG&G 
Idaho, Inc. Both experiments simulated a pipe rupture in the cold leg equivalent of 
a 4-in. pipe in a full scale pressurized water reactor (PWR), and both were con
ducted from using essentially the operational conditions corresponding to 100% power 
in a large PWR. In Experiment L3-5, the RCPs were tripped at the experiment initia
tion, while in Experiment L3-6 the RCP trip was delayed almost 40 min ·into the tran
sient. The results of the experiments supported the position taken by the NRC, 
showing larger RCS mass inventory depletion with pumps running than with pumps 
tripped. 

Simulations for the Zion nuclear power plant were performed using the RELAP5 
computer code: (a) to assess the behavior of a large commercial PWR system during a 
4-in. small break LOCA with delayed and early pump trip (a previous study [2] shows 
that RELAP5 is capable of properly computing the qualitative effects of pump opera
tion in facilities of different scale such as Semiscale and LOFT), and (b) to deter
mine the degree to which the LOFT Tests L3-5 and L3-6 experimental results are 
representative. [The Zion plant is a Westinghouse four-loop, 3250-MW(t) PWR.] 
Additional calculations simulating Experiment L3-5 and L3-6 were conducted to assess 
the accuracy of the code. 
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In this paper, we summarize the results of these analyses and also discuss those 
major geometrical differences between the Zion plant and the LOFT facility that 
influence small break LOCA and associate physical phenomena. 

LOFT FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The LOFT facility is a 55-MW(t) PWR. It contains a nuclear reactor core, two 
reactor coolant pumps in parallel, an active steam generator, and an emergency core 
cooling system. LOFT is volumetrically scaled to a Westinghouse four-loop PWR and 
is designed to simulate thermal-hydraulic responses during postulated design-basis 
accidents for a commercial PWR. The experimental facility has been extensively 
instrumented so that system conditions can be measured and recorded during the 
experiments. A detailed description of the LOFT system is provided in Ref. 2. The 
LOFT plant configuration used for conducting Experiments L3-5 and L3-6 is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. The break location for these experiments is in a pipe attached to the 
cold leg of the intact loop. 

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS L3-5 AND L3-6 

Experiments L3-5 and L3-6 are part of the LOFT Small Break Experiment Series L3. 
The experiments were performed to investigate the effect of reactor coolant pump 
operation on system response during small break LOCAs. The break (which branched 
from the midplane of the intact loop cold leg between the pump outlet and the reactor 
vessel) simulated an equivalent 4-in. diameter break in a commercial PWR, scaled on 
a break-area-to-system-volume basis. 

Intact loop 

Pressurizer 

PC-3 

BL-1 
experimental 

Figure 1. 

Broken loop 

Core 

Lower plenum 

'L3-5/L3-5A 
INEL-A-16 383 

LOFT facility configuration. 
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In Experiment L3-5, the RCPs were tripped at the experiment initiation and in 
the L3-6 test, the pumps were left running until the RCS depressurized to 2.15 MPa. 
With the pumps running, a fairly homogeneous two~phase mixture was maintained 
throughout most of the reactor coolant system. With the pumps off, the liquid and 
vapor phases separated. Because the fluid was well mixed with the pumps running in 
Experiment L3-6, a lower quality fluid was maintained,at the break resulting in a 
higher break mass flow rate and greater mass depletion than in Experiment L3-5. The 
final mass inventory and liquid distribution yielded a reactor vessel liquid level 
above the core in Experiment L3-5 and below the core in Experiment L3-6. 

During RCP operation, because of steam/water mixing, no distinct water level 
exists in the reactor vessel and no information is available to the operators about 
RCS,'mass inventory using normal process instrumentation. The experiments indicated 
that a suitable parameter for measuring void fraction in the RCS would be pump cur
rent, which decreases as the void fraction of the fluid being pumped increases while 
the rotational speed of the pump remains constant. The pump current displayed ver
sus cold leg temperature can provide information for the operator to distinguish a 
rapid cooldown transient from a small break LOCA, and help the operator to decide 
when to trip the RCPs and how to operate the high pressure injection system. 

Detailed experimental results can be found in Refs. 3 and 4, and more informa
tion about use of RCPs current for RCS mass inventory control is discussed in 
Refs. 5 and 6. 

CODE AND MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 

The RELAP5/MOD1 computer code [7] was used to perform the LOFT facility and Zion 
plant calculations. RELAP5 is an advanced one-dimensional fast-running computer code 
designed for thermal-hydraulic analysis of nuclear reactors and related experimental 
systems. RELAP5 is based on a two-fluid, nonequilibrium hydrodynamic model. The 
basic field equations of the hydrodynamic model consist of two phasic continuity 
equations, two phasic momentum equations, and a mixture energy equation. Nonequi
librium phasic temperatures are computed using the mixture energy equation supple
mented by the assumption that one of the phases is at saturation. RELAP5 has models 
to represent feedback control system, stratified horizontal flow, and reactor 
neutronics. 

The nodalization diagrams for the LOFT facility and Zion plant used for this 
analysis are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The LOFT model contains 126 vol
umes and 132 junctions; the Zion model contains 143 volumes and 154 junctions. 

To simulate the Zion plant behavior, the scenario of LOFT Experiments L3-5 and 
L3-6 was used as the postulated course of the a~cident, and operational Zion data for 
100% power were used as initial condition. Pump head and torque two-phase multi
pliers obtained from Experiment L3-6 [8] were used in the calculations. 

COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA 

RELAP5 calculations of Experiments L3-5 and L3-6 are compared to measured data 
in order to evaluate the accuracy of the RELAP5 code. The calculations were per
formed until 1250 s, which is sufficient regarding phenomena influencing the 
parameter of major interest, the RCS mass inventory. 

Experiment L3-5 

Figures 4 to 7 compare the main transient parameters obtained from L3-5's cal
culated and experimental results. In general, the calculated system hydraulic and 
thermal response characteristics are in good agreement with the experimental data 
with exception of the density in the intact loop cold leg. The density in the cold 
leg is calculated to remain high until 300 s, whereas the experimental results show 
a density decrease at about 100 s. This high density, upstream of the break, caused 
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a higher than measured break flow and more mass depletion from the RCS as shown in 
Fig. 7. It appears that the reason for this density behavior lies in nodalization 
techniques used in current one-dimensional codes. 

The currently recommended RELAP5 nodalization for connection of the cold leg 
into the reactor vessel downcomer is shown in Fig. 8. The bottom of the vertical 
volume 200 (which represents the top of the downcomer) located above the horizontal 
volume 185 (which represents the cold leg) is placed at the elevation of the center
line of the horizontal volume. This is also the elevation of the top of the lower 
vertical volume 205, which represents the lower part of the downcomer inlet annulus. 
The three volumes are connected by two junctions as shown in Fig. 8. 

In case of small breaks with pumps tripped, the phases separate in the down
comer, and the liquid level decreases slowly. As the liquid level reaches the ele
vation of the horizontal piping, no information about the void in the upper downcomer 
volume 200 is transmitted to the horizontal volume 185. Since no connection exists 
between these two volumes, the void fraction in the horizontal volume is not influ
enced by voiding in the downcomer until the lower vertical volume 205 begins to void 
(Fig. 9). This property of modeling delays the density decrease in the cold leg and 
causes higher than measured mass depletion from RCS. Additionally, problems in cal
culating draining from horizontal volumes to only partially voided vertical volumes 
also delay the density decrease in the cold leg (Fig. 9). 
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Experiment L3-6 

Figures 10 to 12 show the measured RCS pressure, and hot and cold leg densities 
compared with the calculated results. Figure 7 shows the RCS mass inventory. The 
calculated data are in quite good agreement with the measured data. The main reason 
for this agreement is the homogenization of the coolant in the entire RCS by the 
RCPs. The measured density in the intact loop hot l~g shows a stratification of the 
fluid caused by the low fluid velocity in the upper plenum, relative to velocity in 
the hot leg piping. The low velocity and presence of internal structures in the 
upper plenum caused a phase separation that influenced the flow regime in the hot 
leg. The calculated hot leg density is similar to the density measured on the bottom 
of the pipe rather than the average density. The difficulty in calculating inter
facial friction and entrainment, as well as the limitations of a one-dimensional 
code, lead to this calculated behavior. 
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Figure 12. Intact loop cold leg density, 
Experiment L3-6. 

INFLUENCE OF PLANT GEOMETRY 

Figure 13 illustrates the most important differences between the LOFT and Zion 
geometries, with respect to cold leg small break LOCA. In case of an early pump 
trip, the gravitational forces will strongly influence the course of the transient. 
Therefore, pressure release paths and components elevation distribution are factors 
that need to be analyzed carefully to assess commercial PWR behavior and to interpret 
the LOFT small break experimental results. 

Figure 13 shows elevaiions of the major components in the LOFT and Zion plants. 
The heights shown are normalized to the reactor vessel heights and are related to the 
centerline of the hot and cold leg pipes. 

Steam Bypass (Leakage Between the Downcomer Annulus and Upper Plenum) 

A large amount of steam bypass results in less liquid level depression in the 
core, since the steam bypass reduces the differential pressure developed after pump 
trip between the upper plenum and downcomer as a result of vapor generation in the 
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core. The leakage influences (a) the liquid level in the core and downcomer, (b) the 
loop seal clearing, and (c) the time of the hot leg, voiding, and the boundary con
ditions for reflux (i.e., fluid condensed in steam generator and returned to the 
reactor vessel by the way of hot leg). This steam bypass is at least 3.5 times 
smaller in the Zion plant than in the LOFT reactor. (Bypass is usually expressed in 
percentage of the total reactor coolant flow in normal operating conditions: LOFT 
3.5% bypass, Zion 1% bypass.) Additionally, a second bypass exists in the LOFT 
facility with the same characteristic (differential pressure reduction between the 
upper plenum and downcomer), which is valve leakage in a normally closed connection 
between the hot and cold legs of the broken loop. This leakage increases th~ steam 
bypass to more than 6% of the total reactor coolant flow. Therefore, the following 
effects can be expected in the Zion plant compared to LOFT: 

• Larger differential pressure across the loops and across the reactor vessel 
• Higher liquid level in the downcomer 
• Lower liquid level in the core 
• Earlier loop seal clearing 
• Later voiding of the cold legs 
• Larger mass depletion from the RCS due to later voiding of the cold legs. 

Steam Generator U-Tube Height Relative to Reactor Vessel Downcomer Height 

The relative height of the steam generator U-tubes compared with the reactor 
vessel downcomer height influences the liquid level iri the core during small break 
accidents. When the height of the U-tubes is greater than the height of the down
comer (as in the Zion plant, Fig. 13) the static head in the U-tubes can be larger 
than the static head in the downcomer. Early in the transient, when the pumps are 
tripped and have coasted down, the pressure developed in the core due to vapor gen
eration will tend to push the liquid from the core into the downcomer and to the 
broken cold leg. In the LOFT facility, the downcomer height is larger than the steam 
generator U-tubes height, therefore, the tendancy will be to clear the U-tubes of 
liquid and have less of a liquid level drop in the core. 

Relative Position of the Loop Seal to the Top of the Core 

The relative position of the loop seal to the top of the core is important in 
determining core uncovery characteristics. Pressure release from the upper plenum 
via the loops can be achieved only when the loop seal is cleared, assuming no large 
steam bypass exists. This will happen only when enough pressure differential has 
developed between cold and hot legs to lift the water in the reactor side of the loop 
seal to the cold leg elevation. This also means that the liquid level in the reactor 
vessel above the core will be suppressed at least to the elevation of the loop seal. 
In the Zion plant the elevation of the loop seal is below the elevation of the top 
of the core, therefore, it is to be expected that clearing of the loop seal will 
partially uncover the core. In the LOFT facility, the elevation of the loop seal is 
above the top of the core, so loop clearing will not cause core uncovery. 

Elevation of Top of Core Relative to Hot Leg Nozzle 

The distance between the top of the core and the hot leg nozzle elevation in the 
Zion plant is three times smaller (normalized to the reactor vessel height) than in 
LOFT. Therefore, the core would be expected to uncover sooner. 

Break Location 

The location of the break influences the rate of mass flow during a small-break 
transient. LOFT has only one active loop that was volumetrically scaled to represent 
three intact loops of a commercial PWR. The break for Experiments L3-5 and L3-6 was 
located in this loop, in the cold leg, between the RCPs and the reactor vessel. The 
remaining "broken loop" has no active components such as steam generator or pumps, 
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has no connection between hot and cold legs, and its volume was less than one-third 
of the intact loop volume. However, the difference of the fluid flow from this 
"broken loop" on the course of the transient is negligible. In the Zion plant simu
lation, the break was located in the cold leg of one of four active loops. In a LOCA 
with early pump trip, a natural circulation will be established, and in contrast to 
the ~OFT experiment, the loops without the break provide a relatively large flow into 
the downcomer, which might influence the transient. 

COMPARISON OF MEASURED LOFT AND CALCULATED ZION DATA 

In this section, measured LOFT data are compared with calculated Zion data. 
Examples of the important phenomena described in the previous section are discussed. 
Figures 14 to 16 illustrate the simulated thermal-hydraulic response of the Zion 
plant during postulated small break LOCA with delayed pump trip. The parameters 
presented are compared to equivalent data obtained in the LOFT experiment. As shown, 
the pressure history, density in the cold leg upstream of the break, and RCS mass 
inventory compare closely to measured data from Experiment L3-6. 

The main. reason for this similarity in behavior between LOFT and Zion plants, 
in transients with pumps running, is homogenization of the coolant in the entire RCS 
by the RCPs. Density increase in the cold leg broken loop at about 750 s in the 
s.imulated Zion delayed pump trip transient (Fig. 15) is caused by the following phe
nomena: a temporary accumulation of liquid in the volume upstream of the break due 
to more degrading of the broken loop pump than the pumps in the intact loops, and 
onset at the same time of flow reversal between the break and downcomer. 

Also during the early pump trip LOCA, the calculated pressure response of the 
Zion plant is similar to the pressure measured in Experiment L3-5 (Fig. 17). Signi
ficant difference between LOFT experimental results and Zion simulation is the RCS 
mass inventory history during early pump trip transient. The Zion simulations show 
much higher mass depletion from RCS during the initial 500 s of the transient than 
the LOFT L3-5 test results (Fig. 16). However, after 1200 s the mass loss is greater 
with the pumps· running than with the pumps turned off. This transition point 
occurred at 400 s in the LOFT facility. Also, core uncovery (Fig. 18) and heatup is 
calculated for the first 500 s. The calculated high density in the broken loop cold 
leg maintained until 500 s (Fig. 19) is directly responsible for the large depletion. 

The main contributor to high density break flow during this time is flow from 
the downcomer into the broken loop cold leg. Figure 20 shows two curves, the first 
(solid line) represents the difference between intact loop cold leg and the core 
inlet mass flow rates. Between 200 and 600 s this difference is positive (the flow 
from cold leg intact loop into the downcomer is larger than the flow into the core 
from lower plenum) and is equivalent to the flow in the broken loop cold leg (dashed 
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line) (flow from the downcomer towards the break). High liquid level in the_ down
comer provided the condition for this flow between the intact and broken loop. 

Regarding observations stated in the previous section, these results, obtained 
in the Zion transient simulation, are consistent. The steam bypass is much smaller 
in the Zion plant than in the LOFT facility, causing larger pressure differential 
between upper plenum and downcomer inlet annulus, which enhances flow through the 
loops. This pressure diffe~ential also causes a suppression of the liquid level in 
the core and keeps liquid level high in the downcomer. In contrast, the liquid level 
in the core was maintained high in the L3-5 experiment. The suppression of the 
liquid level in the core is amplified through additional resistance in the loops due 
to static pressure developed by columns of water in steam generator U-tubes and loop 
seal, preventing differential pressure release between upper plenum and downcomer 
inlet annulus. Since the sum of the static heads for the U-tubes and loop seals is 
larger than the static head of the column of water for the downcomer, until about 
500 s (Fig. 21), the liquid level remains high in the downcomer and low in the core. 
At this time the loop seal in the intact loop is cleared and pressure differential 
between cold and hot side of the reactor is released, causing equalization between 
levels in the core and downcomer. The decreasing level in the downcomer causes break 
flow density decrease and reduction in RCS mass depletion. 

The loop seal clearance happens when the upper head of the reactor vessel and 
the loops are almost empty. The accuracy in time predicting of the loop seal clear
ance is limited due to uncertainties combined with calculation of phenomena such as: 
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Figure 21. Calculated static pressures 
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(a) liquid level in the downcomer, (b) corresponding void fraction in the cold legs 
(see the section "Comparison of the Calculated and Measured Data"), and (c) counter
current flow limitation (CCFL) effects in the steam generator U-tubes and pump side 
of the loop seals. However, the boundary for loop seal clearance is established when 
the reactor vessel nozzles and hot leg pipes are partially uncovered which occurs at 
about 20% of RCS void. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The LOFT L3-5 and L3-6 experiments showed that in a small break LOCA more mass 
will be lost from the RCS when RCPs are operating than in LOCA with pumps tripped 
early. The tests provided information for better understanding of major physical 
phenomen.a that may occur in small break LOCA and important data about RCPs 
performance in transient two-phase flow. 

Generally, a good agreement was obtained between LOFT L3-5 and L3-6 tests 
results and RELAP5 simulation of these experiments. The code calculated the correct 
qualitative effect of RCP operation on reactor coolant inventory. The code reason
ably well computed most phenomena that occurred in these experiments. Accuracy of 
the code decreases in situations with flow separation and distinct liquid levels. 
This problem is caused by inaccurate flow regime maps, interfacial momentum transfer, 
and the limitations in one-dimensional modeling. 

The RELAP5 simulations of Zion plant small break LOCAs, with early and delayed 
pump trip, show qualitatively a course different in RCS mass inventory, in the early 
stage of the transients than LOFT results. During the first 8 min, a significantly 
larger mass loss from the RCS was calculated with early pump trip than with delayed 
pump trip. Also, a temporary core uncovery and heatup was calculated in the early 
pump trip transient. This difference in plant behavior is caused by those geometri
cal differences between the LOFT facility and the Zion plant stated in the section 
"Influence of Plant Geometry." Based on the LOFT analyses and a study of geometry 
of these facilities, we believe that the calculated behavior of the Zion plant is 
realistic. Some uncertainty exists in timing of the major events in early pump trip 
LOCA simulation due to code deficiencies. 

During a small break LOCA in a commercial PWR, the coolant mass loss will even
tually be larger with the RCPs in operation than with the RCPs tripped early in the 
transient; therefore, a RCPs trip is advantageous to minimize RCS mass loss. How
ever, the trip can be delayed until collapsed RCS mass inventory level reaches the 
centerline of reactor vessel nozzles, at which time, conditions for pressure equali
zation between upper plenum and inlet annulus can be reached due to loop clearing 
onset. We estimate that an RCS void of about 20%, as measured (for example) with 
pump current, can be a good criterion trip of the RCPs. 
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The LOFT facility provides excellent test data on the integral behavior of a 
nuclear facility during small break LOCA for assessment and evaluation of computer 
codes used in reactor safety research and reactor licensing. 

LOFT is a volumetrically scaled test model of a large commercial PWR. A funda
mental part of any test method involving scale modeling is extensive analyses and a 
clear understanding of the governing phenomena. And, as with any scientific or engi
neering test method, it is of primary importance to establish its validity. 

In recognition of the above needs, and despite the geometrical scale differ
ences, we believe our results show that the behavior of LOFT is valid and representa
tive of a large commercial PWR. Specifically, overall response of a large nuclear 
plant to small break LOCA will be similar to that observed in the LOFT experiments. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed in 
this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe pri
vately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

Semiscale Tests S-07-lOD, S-SB-Pl, and S-SB-P7 conducted in the Semi
scale Mod-3 facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory are 
analyzed using the latest released version of the Transient Reactor Analy
sis Code (TRAC-PFl). The results are used to assess TRAC-PFl predictions 
of thermal-hydraulic phenomena and the effects of break size and pump oper
ation on system response during slow transients. Test S-07-lOD simulated 
an equivalent pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) 10% communicative cold-leg 
break for an early pump trip with an emergency core coolant (ECC) injected 
oniy into the intact-loop cold leg. Tests S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7 simulated 
2.5% communicative cold-leg breaks for early and late pump trips, respec
tively, with' only high-pressure injection (HPI) into the cold legs. The 
parameters examined include break flow, primary-system pressure response, 
primary-system mass distribution, and core characteristics. For Test 
S-07-lOD, the calculated core uncovery began ~100 s earlier than the 
measured uncovery. The calculated peak cladding temperature was ~100 K 
less than that in the data because of faster system depressurization, which 
was responsible for the earlier ECC injection. For Test S-SB-Pl, the ex
perimental core uncovery began at ~BOO s into the transient. The base-case 
calculation showed that the core was on the verge of uncovering after 
~600 s, but no distinct core uncovery was predicted. However, when the 
break flow was increased by ~10% (significantly within the uncertainty of 
the experimental data), a core uncovery similar to that in the data was 
calculated. For Test S-SB-P7, the core uncovery was neither observed nor 
calculated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) is an advanced best-estimate systems 
code for analyzing postulated accidents in light-water reactors. The latest released 

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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version of the code (TRAC-PFl) [l] provides this analysis capability for pressurized
water reactors (PWRs) and for a wide variety of thermal-hydraulic experimental 
facilities. 

Semiscale Tests S-07-lOD, S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7 [2,3] were conducted in the Semi
scale Mod-3 facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to 
investigate the thermal-hydraulic phenomena resulting from a communicative small
break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a PWR. The primary factors differentiating 
the tests are the break size and the operation of the primary-coolant pumps. The 
resulting data are used to assess the analytical capability of TRAC-PFl. Of particu
lar interest are the effects of break size and primary-coolant pump operation on the 
core thermal response. Effects associated with the emergency-co~e-coolant (ECC) 
injection, steam-generator heat transfer, slab and rod heat transfer, and break-flow 
model also are investigated. 

SEMISCALE MOD-3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The Semiscale Mod-3 system is a small-scale model of a four-loop PWR and 
includes an intact loop, a broken loop, an external downcomer assembly, and a pres
sure vessel. The intact loop includes a pressurizer, steam generator, and pump. The 
broken loop includes a steam generator, pump, and rupture valve assembly. The pres
sure vessel includes an upper head, an upper plenum, a 25-rod electrically heated 
core with thermocouples located 0.75 mm beneath the cladding surface, and a lower 
plenum. The external downcomer assembly includes an inlet annulus and downcomer 
pipe. Most system components have the same elevations as those in a full-sized PWR. 
The Semiscale Mod-3 system design description [4] contains additfonal details on the 
Mod-3 system. 

TEST DESCRIPTIONS 

Test S-07-lOD was performed to characterize experimentally the thermal-hydraulic 
behavior of the Mod-3 system. The test simulated a 10% cold-leg communicative break 
with pump coastdowns beginning early in the transient (2.8 s after the pressurizer 
pressure reached 12.41 MPa). The simulated core consisted of 9 high-power rods 
(46.7-kW/m average}, 13 low-power rods (30.9 kW/m average), and 3 unpowered rods in a 
5 x 5 matrix. The initiation of the ECC injection was delayed until the 1060~K peak 
rod temperature was attained. The ECC was injected only into the intact loop. The 
secondary side of the broken-loop steam generator was blown down through the steam 
discharge valve during the entire transient to examine the influence of the 
secondary-side conditions on primary-side behavior. 

Tests S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7 simulated 2.5% cold-leg communicative breaks with pump 
coastdowns beginning early and late (3.4 s and 1099.7 s, respectively, after the 
pressurizer pressure reached 12.48 MPa). The simulated core had a flat radial power 
profile with three unpowered rods in the matrix. Core power decay, pump coastdowns, 
and steam-generator valve actions were sequenced relative to a trip signal generated 
by a specified low pressure (12.48 MPa) in the pressurizer. The ECC was provided by 
the high-pressure injection system (HPIS) only. The accumulators in the intact and 
broken loops were valved out and the test was terminated before the system pressure 
fell below the normal low-pressure injection system (LPIS) set point. 
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For Tests S-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7 the pressure-suppression tank was bypassed and the 
break discharge was drained through a condensing system into a small catch tank. The 
catch-tank inventory was measured before and after the test to obtain the total inte
grated break flow. 

TRAC MODEL 

The TRAC input model for the Semiscale Mod-3 facility generally corresponds to 
the hardware configuration. Although TRAC-PF! can model a three-dimensional vessel, 
all vessel elements are modeled using one-dimensional components to assess their 
utility and to save computation time. The TRAC-PF! choked-flow model is used to cal
culate the break flow. The input model consists of 42 components containing a total 
of 171 computational cells for Test S-07-lOD and 172 computational cells for Tests 
s-SB-Pl and S-SB-P7. 

RESULTS 

Test S-07-lOD (10% Break with Early Pump Trip) 

Figure 1 compares the experimental and calculated break flows. The agreement is 
good with the calculated flow occurring mostly within the data scatter. The sharp 
spikes in the measured break flow at ~so s may be caused by flashing in the intact
loop steam generator that forces fluid through the broken-loop hot leg to the break. 
The sharp spikes in the calculation at ~360 s are caused by the spikes in the fluid 
density upstream of the break resulting from accumulator injection. 
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Figure 2 shows the calculated and measured upper-plenum pressures. The calcula
ted pressure drops at a faster rate than the data between 200 and 370 s. Because the 
ECC trips are based on system pressure, the ECC injection sequence in the calculation 
precedes that in the data by 122 s and the accumulator injection begins at 336 s. A 
sharp pressure increase after the accumulator injection is caused by core quench that 
increases the vapor generation rate. The calculation corresponds to the data except 
for a time delay after the accumulator injection. 

Generally, the calculated liquid distribution in the system compares well with 
the distribution in the experiment (the liquid masses were estimated from fluid 
densities) with the following exceptions. 

1. The broken-loop hot leg in the experiment is, on the 
average, ~30% full of liquid between 100 and 400 s whereas 
the calculation shows almost no liquid. However, the 
broken-loop hot-leg liquid volume is only ~1% of the total 
primary-system volume. Thus, this discrepancy does not have 
any noticeable impact on the overall system behavior. 

2. The intact-loop pump suction leg remains, on the average, 
~70% full of liquid up to 300 s in the calculation, whereas 
the experiment shows only ~25% liquid in the leg. The pump 
suction leg volume is ~11% of the total system volume, which 
can be ~17 kg of liquid. Thus, during this time period, the 
calculation shows ~7 kg more liquid in the pump suction leg 
than the experiment. The initial primary-system liquid mass 
is ~148 kg. 
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3. The broken-loop pump suction leg in the calculation voids at 
~200 s, whereas the experimental voiding occurs just before 
500 s. The hot-leg liquid volume represents ~3% (~4 kg of 
liquid) of the total primary-system volume. The inaccura
cies in the liquid distributions apparently did not 
influence the overall system behavior significantly. 

Figure 3 shows the calculated and measured clad temperatures near the center of 
the core. The calculated core uncovery begins ~100 s earlier than in the data. 
Because the faster system depressurization causes an early ECC trip, the quenching 
also starts ~100 s earlier than in the data. This early ECC injection causes the 
calculated peak temperature to be lower than the experimental peak temperature. 

It took 4567 s of central-processor-unit (CPU) time on a CDC 7600 to simulate a 
748-s system transient at an average 0.12-s time step. The running time to simulate 
the same length of transient using TRAC-PD2 [5] was 11 376 s. 

Test S-SB-Pl (2.5% Break with Early Pump Trip) 

Figure 4 shows experimental and calculated system pressure histories. During 
the first 1000 s of the transient, the pressure is overpredicted by an average of 
~10%. At least a part of this pressure overprediction results from the lower break
flow prediction (although the transient break-flow data are not available, an ~8% 
underprediction in the integrated break flow is estimated from the catch-tank mea
surement). Also, during the first 1000 s of the transient, the pressure is sensitive 
to the system heat loss to the surroundings that has considerable uncertainty.* 

The density comparisons in the loops (not illustrated) show, in general, good 
comparisons with the data with an average discrepancy of ~100 kg/m3. Thus, TRAC-PFl 
satisfactorily calculates the liquid mass distributions in the loops fdr Test 
S-SB-Pl. The calculated liquid mass in the vessel, therefore, should be very close 
to that in the data. However, the cladding temperature comparisons show that core 
dryout is observed near the top whereas the prediction does not show any such ten
dency. However, a void fraction of ~0.7 is calculated near the top of the core when 
it is supposed to uncover, which indicates that the core is on the verge of 
uncovering. The primary reason for this failure to calculate the core uncovery is 
the lower break-flow prediction. 

To investigate the effect of break flow (which is underpredicted by ~8%) on the 
core thermal response, a sensitivity run was made by artificially increasing the 
break area to achieve a more accurate break-flow calculation. As a result, the break 
flow in this run actually is overpredicted by ~2%. Figure 5 compares the clad tem
peratures in the upper part of the core for this run. The comparison is excellent 
with the core dryout predicted at the right time. The clad temperatures at lower 
elevations also are in good agreement with those in the data with no core dryout 
predicted at these locations as indicated by the data. 

The CDC 7600 CPU time required to run a 1671-s system transient was 2860 s at 
an average 0.37-s time step. The running time to simulate the same length of tran
sient using TRAC-PD2 [5] was 22 136 s. 

*A primary-system steady-state heat loss of 125 kW was modeled in TRAC. The actual 
loss is estimated to be between 80-180 kW [Semiscale Review Group Meeting, presenta
tion by A. G. Stephens (August 18, 1981)]. 
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Test S~SB-P7 (2.5% Break With _Late Pump Trip) 

Figure 6 shows the experimental and calculated break flows. The mass flow is 
overpredicted between 300 and 1000 s of the transient because of a higher density 
prediction upstream of the break during this time. However, the overprediction in 
the break flow may not be as large as it appears in Fig. 6 because the instrument, 
reading after 500 s lies mostly in the dead-band range. The measured mass-flow 
uncertainty, therefore, is expected to be much larger than shown in Fig. 6. A better 
estimate of the error in the calculated break flow is made by comparing the inte
grated flows with the catch-tank measuremants. Such a comparison shows that the flow 
is underpredicted by an average of 5% for the first 814.6 s and overpredicted by an 
average of 29% during the rest of the transient, with an average overprediction of 
only 4% for the entire transient. This suggests that the actual flow during the 
first 300 s of the transient must have been significantly larger than indicated by 
the measurement. These comparisons clearly point to the large uncertainty in the 
experimental data plotted in Fig. 6. 

Figure 7 shows experimental and predicted system-pressure histories. The pres
sure is slightly overpredicted during the first 1000 s and underpredicted during the 
rest of the transient. The discrepancy in the pressure calculation is caused pri
marily by the inaccuracy in the break-flow calculation, which is underpredicted 
during the first one third of the transient and overpredicted during the rest of the 
transient. The pressure also is sensitive.to the system heat loss, as mentioned 
earlier. 
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The calculated density comparisons (not shown), in general, are in good agree
ment with the data with the exception that during the first 1000 s of the transient 
the calculated density decays do not occur as rapidly as those in the experiment. 
This is primarily the result of the lower break-flow prediction during this time. 
The calculated liquid distribution in the system, therefore, should be approximately 
the same as that in the experiment. 

For Test S-SB-P7 core uncovery is neither observed nor calculated. Thus, the 
cladding temperatures (not presented) at various elevations in the core are slightly 
above saturation temperature in both the calculation and the experiment. 

It took 5052 s of CPU time on a CDC 7600 to simulate a 2465-s system transient 
at an average 0.29-s time step. The running time to simulate the same length of 
transient using TRAC-PD2 [5] was 42 839 s. 

CONCLUSIONS 

TRAC-PFl provides a reasonable small-break modeling capability for predicting 
slow-transient thermal-hydraulic phenomena during a cold-leg break. Most comparisons 
between TRAC-PFl results and experimental data generally predict correct trends. 
This conclusion was made by comparing the break flows, system pressures, primary-side 
fluid densities, and clad temperatures. 

For Test S-07-lOD, between 150 and 350 s the calculated system depressurization 
occurred somewhat faster than the experimental depressurization. Consequently, the 
calculated ECC injection started 122 s earlier than in the data. This early ECC. 
injection did not allow the calculated peak clad temperature to go as high as that 
observed in the experiment. 

TRAC-PFl predicts the break flow well within the uncertainty of the measure
ment. However, more accurate measurement of the transient break flow is highly 
desirable because some inconsistencies in the transient break flow and the catch-tank 
measurements have been found. 

In both the experiment and the calculation, Test S-SB-Pl with early pump trip 
was found to be more severe with respect to core thermal response than Test S-SB-P7 
with late pump trip. 

In conclusion, TRAC-PFl predicts most of the thermal-hydraulic phenomena 
resulting from early and late pump-trip small-break LOCAs within the confines of the 
uncertainty in the boundary conditions. In general, quantitatively good break flows, 
system pressures, liquid mass distributions, and core thermal response have been cal
culated. No TRAC-PFl modeling deficiencies were found. However, if more accurate 
measurement of the break flow could be achieved, it would be desirable to improve the 
TRAC choking model. 
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ABSTRACT 

Small-break loss-of-coolant accidents were calculated to help 
determine whether to trip the reactor-coolant pumps early in the accident 

. when the reactor scrams or to delay the pump trip (pump trip times ranged 
from 450 s to no trip at all). Four-in.-diam (approximate) cold-leg breaks 
in Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) and Westinghouse (~) pressurized-water reactors 
were investigated using the Transient Reactor Analysis Code, TRAC-PD2. The 
results indicated that for a 4-in.-diam cold-leg break the optimum mode of 
pump operation is design dependent. In terms of primary system mass 
depletion, the case with no pump trip was preferable for the W plant, 
whereas an early pump trip was preferable for the B&W plant. When the 
pumps were not operating in the ~ plant, the loop seals plugged with 
liquid, leading to a pressure buildup in the upper plenum and, 
consequently, a high liquid flow through the break. The vent valves in the 
B&W plant mitigated the consequences of the loop seals plugging; the effect 
was enough to favor an early pump trip. 

INTRODUCTION 

The reactor-coolant pumps on/off issue has received considerable attention with 
the increased interest in small-break loss-of-coolant accidents (SBLOCA). 
Controversy arises because, whereas core cooling is enhanced by forced circulation, 
sustained pump operation could also cause a higher system mass loss than if the pumps 
were tripped. 

Analyses based on best-estimate calculations with TRAC-PD2 (Ref. 1) were 
performed for two generic designs of pressurized-water reactors (PWR): 
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) and Westinghouse (W). The TRAC B&W calculations indicated 
that for a 4-in.-diam cold-leg break mo~ primary system mass was lost and core 
uncovery was greatest if the pump trip was delayed until 900 s. Several cases with 
different pump trip times were run for the ~ plant, indicating that it was best not 
to trip the pumps at all. The loop-seal behavior had an important effect on the 
response of the system when the pumps were not operating in the W plant. 

Both B&W and W cases were run with full high-pressure injection (HPI) and full 
auxiliary feedwat~ (AFW) systems capacity available. The effect of reduced 
safeguards was assessed for the~ plant. In this case only one half HPI and one half 
AFW capacity was available. Although a rod temperature increase did not occur in any 

*work performed under the auspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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of the full-safeguards cases, there was an increase in the reduced-safeguards cases. 
The temperature rise was greater in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case. 

TRAC-ANALYSIS OF B&W PLANTS 

For a B&W lowered-loop plant, two small cold-leg-break transients were 
investigated; in one transient, the reactor-coolant pumps were tripped immediately 
after the reactor scrammed, whereas in the other·, the pump trip was dflayed until 
there was substantial voiding of the primary system. The 0.00697 m -break size 
(0.075 ft 2) was equivalent to 1.8% of the cold-leg flow area. Full capacity of the 
RPI and AFW systems was available. 

The TRAC model of the B&W plant includes the vent valves between the upper 
plenum and downcomer. The valves can provide a flow path for steam to go directly 
from the upper plenum through the downcomer to the break in the cold leg once the 
pressure in the upper plenum exceeds the downcomer pressure. The model also includes 
the AFW sprayed into the steam space of the once-_through steam generator. -RPI and 
accumulator injections were modeled at their correct locations. Further details of 
the modeling are presented in the appendix. 

The significant events of the two SBLOCAs are presented in Table I. Neither 
case had enough· voids to cause cladding temperatures to exceed initial values. The 
primary system mass was lower in the pump-trip-at-900-s case (Fig. 1). The operating 
pumps maintained a higher pressure in the downcomer than in the upper plenum so that 
the vent valves did not open until the pumps were tripped. Consequently, the 
two-phase. break flow contained more -liquid while the pumps were in operation. From 
about 200 s until 900 s, the vapor fra'ction reaching the break was higher for the 
pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case because of the open vent valves, and therefore, the 
break mass flow was lower with the early pump trip. After 900 s, the vapor fraction 
of the fluid leaving the break was approximately the s_ame iii both cases. 

TABLE I 
EVENTS IN B&W TRANSIENTS 

Time 
(s) 

Event SiBnal TriE at scram TriE at 900 s 
1. Cold-leg break o.o o.o 
2~ Reactor scram and 

main feedwater pump trip 13 .1 MPa + 0.5 s 12.7 12.7 
3. Turbine stop valve closure 13.1 MPa + 2.5 s 14.7 14.7 
4. Auxiliary feedwater flow 

initiation 13.1 MPa+ 40 s 52.2 52.2 
5. RPI initiation 10.1 MPa + 10 s 50.5 35.8 
6. Accumulator initiation 4.14 MPa 1060.0 1240.0 

In the vessel, - the core liquid volume fraction (Fig. 2) reached a minimum of 
about 0.8 when the loop flows stopped at about 250 s for the pump-trip-at-reactor
scram case. For the delayed pump trip, the minimum of 0.38 was reached at the time 
of the pump trip. In the upper level of the core, a maximum vapor fraction of 0.96 
was reached briefly when the phases separated after the pump trip at 900 s. The 
vapor fraction in the bottom level of the upper plenum reached 1.0 for both cases. 
After 700 s for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case and 1000 s for the 
pump-trip-at-900-s case, the vent-valve flow was almost entirely vapor and the break 
flow decreased. 
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TRAC ANALYSIS OF W PLANTS 

Several pump trip times were simulated with the TRAC best-estimate computer code 
for the W PWR. The five calculations were: 

(1) pump trip at reactor scram - full HPI and AFW, 
(2) pump trip at reactor scram - half HPI and AFW, 
(3) pump trip at 450 s - half HPI and AFW, 
(4) pump trip at 600 s - full HPI and AFW, and 
(5) no pump trip - full HPI and AFW. 

The break size was slightly larger (0.00811 m2 or 0.087 ft2) than for the B&W 
calculations, representing 2% of the cold-leg flow area. Modeling details are given 
in the appendix. 

Table II lists the sequence of events for pump-trip-at-reactor-scram (full HPI 
and AFW) and the no-pump-trip (full HPI and AFW) cases. The pump-trip-at-reactor
scram case was the worst case for the W plant. The system mass was approximately 
equal for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram-case and the pump-trip-at-600-s case (full 
safeguards). However, the vapor fraction in the top level of the core increased to a 
much higher value in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case. The no-pump-trip case had 
considerably more primary system mass than any case when the pumps were tripped. 
When reduced safeguards were assumed, a significantly greater cladding temperature 
increase occurred with the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case. No c-ladding temperature 
increase occurred for the full safeguards cases. 

TABLE II 
EVENTS IN W TRANSIENTS 

Time 
(s) 

Event Signal No EUmE triE TriE at scram 
1. Small break o.o o.o 
2. a. Reactor scram 13.1 MPa + 0.6 s 10.1 10.1 

b. HPI initiation 
c. Main f eedwater termination 
d. Turbine stop valve closure 

on steam generator secondary 
3. Upper plenum reached 

saturation 69.0 53.0 
4. AFW initiation 13.1 MP a + 60 s 69.5 69.5 
5. Accumulator initiation 4.14 MP a 1190.0 885.0 
6. Accumulator-depletion 3165.0 2750.0 
7. LP! initiation 1.02 MP a 3220.0 3000.0 

The loop-seal behavior accounted for the major difference initially in the 
system masses (Fig. 3) for the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram and no-pump-trip_ cases. 
The loop seals plugged with liquid between 200 s and 500 s, which resulted in 
high-density fluid exiting the break. Another major difference was less accumulator 
liquid lost out the break for the no-pump-trip case. With the pumps running, enough 
momentum was added to the incoming accumulator liquid to carry most of it past the 
break. The pumps maintained a two-phase mixture of uniform vapor fraction throughout 
the system, which allowed it to refill substantially; when the pumps were not 
operating, the fluid drained out the break. When the pumps tripped at 600 s, the 
loop seals plugged during the 700-900 s period. Again the plugging of the loop seals 
caused a large system mass loss, indicating it was best to leave the pumps operating 
indefinitely following a 4-in.-diam cold-leg break. The loop-seal plugging when the 
pump trip was delayed until 600 s did not cause any core uncovery, however, and thus, 
delaying the pump trip was better than immediately tripping the pumps. 
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Although the . no-pump-trip case had significantly more core uncovery (Fig. 4), 
the forced flow kept the rods cooled even with considerably less primary system mass. 
Tripping the pumps at 600 s caused immediate phase separation and the core filled 
with liquid. 

Explanation of Loop-Seal Plugging 

A detailed discussion of loop seals is _given because they had a large effect 
when the pumps were not operating. With the aid of Fig. 5, the loop seal behavior 
may be summarized as follows: 

(1) loop seals fill with liquid; 
(2) boiling in the core increases the pressure in the upper plenum; 
(3) increased pressure exerts a force on the liquid level in the core and in the 

loop seal; 
(4) both liquid levels decrease; 
(5) when the level decreases to the bottom of the loop seal, the loop seal clears 

of liquid; and 
(6) this clearing creates a vent path for the steam generated in the core and the 

core liquid level recovers. 

Effect of Upper-Plenum-to-Downcomer Bypass 

Because the loop-seal plugging strongly affected the primary system mass, study 
of the upper-plenum-to-downcomer bypass flow was warranted. This bypass could have a 
large effect after the pumps trip if sufficient steam was vented through the bypass 
to prevent the pressure buildup . in the upper plenum while the loop seals were 
plugged. Primary-system mass would not be depleted as much as in the original pump
trip-at-reactor-scram calculation. 
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Th.e bypass fs present because the hot leg is not welded to the core-barrel 
assembly. To make repairs to the internals of the core-barrel assembly, the 
capability must exist to lift the assembly out of the vessel. Thus, the hot leg fits 
snugly against the core-barrel assembly but a bypass flow amounting to 1-2% of the 
loop flow passes directly from the downcomer to the upper.plenum during steady-state 
operation. 

An exact value for the bypass flow area was riot known. In this calculation, the 
area was adjusted to give a bypass flow of 1.2% during steady-state operation. This 
corresponded to a gap width of 0.001 m. (40 mil). 

While the loop seals were plugged, only slight differences existed between the 
calculations with and without bypass. The bypass slightly alleviated the pressure 
buildup in the upper plenum so that less liquid was forced out the break from the 
downcomer.. The flow through ·the bypass was 10 kg/ s of two-phase mixture. · . 

Surprisingly, after the loop seals cleared, significant differences were seen 
during accumulator injection.. Without the bypass, the steam generated in the core 
and subsequent pressure increase in the upper plenum exerted a downward force on the 
fluid in the core, resulting in less liquid in the vessel. With the bypass modeled, 
the pressure in the downcomer and upper plenum equilibrated allowing the liquid level 
in the upper plenum·' to rise as high as the hot legs. This amounted to about 
ts 000 kg of additional mass in the vessel and could be important in keeping the core 
cooled. 

Figure 3 compares the primary system mass for the other modes of pump operation. 
The primary system mass for the pump-trip-at~reactor-scram case with bypass is closer 
to the _no-pump-trip case without bypass. Because the pumps were not operating, 
refill could still be expected to be as slow as in the pump-trip-at:-reac):or-scram 
case without bypass. 

Effect of Reduced Safeguards 

When licensing assumptions were used (one-half HP! ·and AFW), the rod 
temperatures increased significantly (Fig. 6). The primary system mass was lower in 
both reduced-safeguards cases because of· the reduced HP!. The effect of the uncovery 
was greatest in the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case because the top of the core was 
completely uncovered. With the pumps operating, liquid was circulated through the 
core. With full HP!, even though the pumps were not operating, there was enough 
liquid to cover the core. 

SilllMAR.Y 

The difference in the results for the two generic designs of plants for the 
pump-trip-at-reactor-scram case is directly related to the presence of the loop seals 
and the vent valves. With the loop seals filled in the W plant, there is no vent 
path for the steam generated in the core. The upper-PJ.enum-to-downcomer bypass 
provides little pressure relief. Thus, in the W plant, liquid is forced out the 
break as the pressure increases in the upper plen~ (Fig. 7). In the B&W plant, the 
vent valves provide a path for· the steam and a high-quality mixture flows out the 
break, even with the loop seals plugged (Fig. 8). 

In conclusion, for a 4-in.-diam break, the time of the pump trip does not 
significantly affect -the fuel rod temperatures (except when reduced safeguards were 
assumed). The presence of vent valves mitigates the consequences of loop-seal 
plugging. TRAC-PD2 calculations of B&W and ~ plants indicate that for a 4-in.-diam 
cold-leg break early pump trip is optimum for B&W plants and no pump trip is optimum 
for~ plants. 
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APPENDIX 

B&W Modeling Details' 

Figure Al shows the TRAC noding diagram for the B&W lowered-loop model used for 
both the pump-trip-at-reactor-scram and the pump-trip-at-900-s transients. Loop A 
represents the loop with the cold-leg break. That loop includes the hot leg with the 
pressurizer connection, the steam generator, and two cold legs (one intact and one 
with the break). Each loop-A cold leg includes a loop seal, a. pump, arid an HPI 
connection. The . reactor-coolant pumps are modeled using the Loss-Of-Fluid Test 
Facility (LOFT) pump characteristics built into TRAC but scaled with Three-Mile
Island-2 pump data. The break is located in ·one loop....,A cold leg between the HPI 
connection and the vessel. Loop B represents the unbroken loop. It is similar .to 
loop A except that there is no break or pressurizer and the cold legs are combined to 
increase calculational efficiency. 

The vessel was modeled using four azimuthal segments, two radial segments, and 
nine axial levels. The nine levels include two in the lower plenum, four active core 
levels, two levels in the upper plenum to permit the vent valves to be above the hot
and cold-leg connections in case of water level changes, and an upper head. The 
accumulator and LPI connections are at the top level of the upper plenum. 

The secondary side of each steam generator was attached to the main feedwater 
inlet, the auxiliary feedwater inlet, and a long pipe to the steam outlet with a side 
connection to a safety valve that vents to the atmosphere. · 
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W Modeling Details 

A Westinghouse four-loop PWR is modeled in this study. The system schematic is 
given in Fig. A2. The vessel consists of eight axial levels: two in the lower 
plenum, four in the core, one for the upper plenum, and one representing the upper 
head. The vessel is divided into two radial rings and azimuthally into a one-quarter 
segment for the broken-loop connections and a three-quarters segment for the 
intact-loops connections. The intact· loops have been combined into one loop, which 
contains the pressurizer. The break is located downstream from the pump between the 
RPI inlet and the vessel. 
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EXPERIENCES ABOUT A TWO-PHASE MODEL SMABRE IN A FULL SCALE 
PWR SIMULATOR 

J. Miettinen and M. Hanninen 
Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) 

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory 
P.O.B. 169, SF-00181 Helsinki 18, Finland 

M. Tiitinen 
Imatran Voima Oy 

Loviisa Power Plant 
SF-07900 Loviisa, Finland 

ABSTRACT 

The full scope training simulator of the Loviisa PWR plant has been 
improved by including a new two-phase model capable for simulation of small 
break transients of a-· - 150 mm in diameter (0 - 10 % LOCA). The code, named 
SMABRE, has been simplified from big system codes by assuming one system 
pressure for saturation temperature and by neglecting the pressure waves. Some 
difficulties were encountered when linking the new model with the original 
ones. The installation was successful, however, and the improved model gives 
new possibilities in operator training and simulator research. The assessment of 
the code has included analyses of small break transients performed in the LOFT 
facility. 

INTRODUCTION 

After the TMI accident realistic simulation of two-phase phenomena has become 
desirable for operator training at simulators~ The Technical Research Centre of 
Finland (VTT) pa~ticipated in the development of the training simulator for the 
Loviisa PWR plant and after the completion of the facility simulator research is 
being carried out as a co-operation between VTT.and the power company Imatran Voima. 
Very soon after the TMI accident the development of a two-phase model was chosen as 
one task of the research. At the same time a fast running mechanistic PWR small 
break model SMABRE was being developed at VTT to support safety analyses required by 
the Finnish reactor safety authorities. This code was seen as a good possibility for 
the simulator improvement, too. The installation of a two-phase model including 26 
volumes has now been completed. · Further plans include extending the model to 61 
volumes. Parallel to the installation at the simulator the code is being tested 
against experiments at the LOFT facility. 
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LOVIISA TRAINING SIMULATOR 

In Loviisa two VVER-440 type PWR's are in operation. The VVER-440 reactors 
differ significantly from typical western constructions. For example, they have .six 
primary loops with horizontal steam generators, the primary coolant volume is large 
compared to the power, the fuel rods are in a hexagonal array and the fuel rod 
bundles are in BWR like flow channels. 

, The simulator was ordered in 1977 from the Nokia company and was delivered to 
Imatran Voima in 1980. A contribution of about 80 man-years was spent for ·the 
software development and hardware construction. The simulator is a full scope 
simulator including a complete copy of the control room of the Loviisa plant. 

The simulator facility uses two PDP 11/70's for the plant model calculations and 
one PDP 11/34 for the data transfer between computers and instrumentation. A 
duplicate of plant process computer with associated graphical displays and printers 
is also part of the simulator hardware. The computers are organized around a multi
port memo~y bank, which contains the main database for the model programs. The model 
programs use .this data as an input and update it with new calculation results. 

In original models the thermohydraulics is simulated by separate models for the 
core, primary loops, steam generator, pressurizer, pumps, secondary side, auxiliary 
water.lines and accumulator. The core model solves the average neutron flux and 
coolant temperature six times during th~ simulator time step, which is 1.5 seconds. 
The axial neutron flux, temperature distribution for the fuel and coolant and the 
radial power distribution are solved once during the time step. 

In the primary loop the energy conservation for the single phase liquid is 
solved using the delay method. The isolation valves are modelled as flow restriction 
for the loop flow. The pump model solves the flows from the pump characteristics for 
the Loviisa pumps. The pressurizer model allows phase non-equilibrium and includes 
the description of heaters, spray and relief valve line. The models for the 
secondary side simulate steam generators, steam lines, turbines, condensers and feed 
water injections. 

The calculation of the piping network outside the primary loops is based on the 
THLF (Thermal Hydraulic Load Flow) software package. The complex network includes 800 
valves, 70 pumps, 500 pressure nodes and 10· heat exchangers. The major water sources 
during emergency conditions are the HPCI (high pressure coolant injection) and the 
LPCI (low pressure coolant injection). The accumulator injection is described 
separately. 

INSTALLATION OF THE TWO-PHASE MODEL 

The basic installation of SMABRE (Fig. 1) to the simulator consumed about six 
months of manpower. The development of the SMABRE code including verification·has up 
to now demanded several man-years. The SMABRE code was developed and tested in the 
Cyber-173 computer. For the simulator application only the necessary parts were left 
in the code. The connection to the multi-port memory bank was established for all 
process parameters needed as an input or needed to be updated after SMABRE 
calculations. Totally 150 different single parameters or arrays were assigned. The 
code is permanently fixed in the computer memory, which saves the values of local 
arrays and variables between the time steps. 

During the installation special attention was paid to establish smooth 
transition from simulation with the original model to the simulation with SMABRE. 
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The tuning succeeded well and only a slight increase in the core power {about 0.8 %) 
takes place when accident simulation is initiated. The small break transient is 
started, when the instructor defines a break in the loop or a fault in the 
pressurizer relief valve. 

SMABRE calculates for the core model the inlet flow, inlet water temperature and 
the heat transfer coefficients from the fuel to the coolant. From the core model 
SMABRE uses only the total power at different axial elevations. Both models 
calculate fuel, cladding and coolant temperatures. The reason to the parallel 
calculation was the difficulty in the original core model with low inlet flow. The 
primary loop, pump, isolation valve and pressurizer models are replaced with the 
models in the SMABRE. For isolated parts of the loop a specific pressure calculation 
scheme was developed. For steam generators SMABRE calculates the heat flow from the 
primary side to the secondary side. The original models simulate the rest of the 
secondary side. The injections into the primary loops are calculated by the THLF 
package and are given as input to SMABRE. 

The time step during two-phase simulation is 1.5 or 0.75 s. The implicit 
solution scheme allows under single phase conditions a longer time step than that 
calculated from the Courant criterion (Bt < Bz/v). When high void fractions exist in 
the loop, the pumps are stopped and volumetric flow rates are small. The CPU/real 
time ratio achieved is typically 0.2. 

PHYSICAL MODEL 

The goal of the original development of the SMABRE code [1] was to make a fast 
running code for small break parametric studies to support analyses carried out by 
the large system codes like RELAP5 and TRAC. Due to the problems with th~ RELAP5, 
SMABRE has also been used independently for reactor applications. The following. 
reactor applications can be listed: 

- Small leakages of 0 - 5 % break area {100 % = primary tube) 
- Pump stop transients 
- Break of the steam line in the secondary side 
- Break between the primary and secondary side 
- Opening of the pressurizer relief valve 
- Natural circulation. 

The original version of SMABRE in the Cyber-173 computer includes 3300 FORTRAN 
lines and needs a 34 kword (decimal) core memory. The present simulator version 
includes 26 volumes and 32 junctions. The work will be continued with an extended 
model including 61 volumes and 67 junctions. In the more detailed model the effects 
of loop seals in the primary loop, for example can be seen better. The volumes are 
homogeneous or separated by a water level. The phase separation modes in the 
junctions are following: 

- Homogeneous flow in the junction between homogeneous volumes 
- Drift flux separation in vertical junctions between homogeneous volumes, 

a constant drift flux velocity {= 0.25 m/s) in the present model 
- Drift flux separation in horizontal junctions, the drift flux velocity 

depending linearly on the void fractions of adjace~t volumes 
- Phase separation depending on the elevation of the real water level of the 

separated volumes and on the void fraction of the adjacent volumes. 

Five conservation equations are solved: mass conservation for the mixture and 
steam, energy conservation for water and steam and an integrated momentum equation 
for the mixture flow. Two significant simplifications are included in the code to 
achieve long· time steps: the saturation temperature and steam density are identical 
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over the whole primary loop and implicit solution is used for the enthalpies, system 
pressure and steam flow in junctions. 

Step 

1 

The solution of conservation equations is performed in several steps: 

Task 

Calculate the new steam volume using new source terms, mass sources and 
mass leaks 

2 Calculate the wall and interphasial heat transfer and mass transfer 
including the derivatives with respect to the saturation temperature and 
wall temperature 

3 Calculate the system pressure with an implicit coupling of mass transfer 
rate. Calculate the saturation temperature. Correct the heat fluxes and 
mass transfer 

4 Calculate the wall temperatures with an implicit coupling of the heat flux. 
Only one capacitive m~sh point is assumed. For the fuel and steam generator 
an extra mesh point is calculated on the surface. Correct the heat fluxes 
and mass transfer. 

5 Calculate the pressure distribution in the loop. The pressure loss due to 
th~ gravity field and wall friction is included. 

6 Solve the conservation equation for the mixture momentum in pump and 
branching bypass junctions. The integrated pressures on both sides of the 
junction are an accelerative force in the equation. 

7 Solve the volumetric flow distribution in the loop, i.e. the mixture mass 
conservation. 

8 'Define the steam flow rate based on the drift flux model for the steam. A 
single iteration is. performed for the void fraction. 

9 Solve mass conservation in volumes. The solution in this step is explicit. 
The water and steam mass may be negative, which feature results 
in a good mass balance. 

10 Solve energy conservation for water and steam. In the integration an 
implicit donor cell method is used. The integration includes a single 
iteration for the junction enthalpy and the heat flux is coupled 
implicitly, if. the fluid mass is small. 

11 Calculate the homogeneous void fraction and the void fraction below water 
levels of the separated volumes. 

The conservation equation doesn't assume thermal equilibrium, because during 
condensation numerical difficulties could be expected, when cold water is injected 
into the volumes including two-phase mixture. In homogeneous volumes the heat 
transfer model, however, tends to lead to an equilibrium condition within a short 
time. In separated volumes the phase non-equilibrium may exist for a long time. The 
heat transfer logic used in SMABRE is following: 
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Heat transfer mode 

Convection to liquid 

Nucleate boiling 

Critical heat flux (CHF) 

Minimum film boiling (MFB) 

Transition boiling 

Model in SMABRE 

Maximum of Nu = 0.028•Re 0 • 8 and Nu = 4.36 
If a > 0.8, the rate is reduced and Nu = 0.0 for a 

h = 1250.0•(Tw-Ts), an approximation of Thom's 
correlation 

q = (106+0.810•P - 4.64•10-8•P2)(1-a), a fit to the 
Biasi's correlation 

TFB,min = Ts + 160 K 

Linear approximation between CHF and MFB points. 

1.0 

Film boiling h = 200 (user defines). If a > 0.9, the rate is reduced 

Convection to steam 

Flashing 

Condensation in a 
homogeneous mesh cell 

Condensation in a separated 
mesh cell through the water 
level 

Condensation in a separated 
mesh cell below water level 

Maximum of Nu = 0.028•Reo.a.a and Nu = 4.36•a 

q' 

q' 175.0•(l-a)p1•a•(Ts-T1 ). The basis is a 
conduction controlled condensation in liquid sphere. 

q'' = O.Ol 0 p1°c1°(Ts-T1 ). A ~onstant heat diffusion 
velocity 0.01 m/s is assumed 

Like in the homogeneous volumes. 

The critical mass flow correlation is based on a rational function fitted against 
272 data points in the Moody model. The data points have been taken from the RELAP4-
Mod6 model. The critical mass flow is calculated as a function of pressure and average 
enthalpy. The user can define the discharge coefficients for the subcooled and 
saturated region. The best results compared to the LOFT test were obtained with 0.6 
for the saturated region and 1.0 for the subcooled region. The code calculates the 
smoothing for the coefficients for a range of s·ubcooling from 0 to 30 K. 

The pump model solves the head and torque from the pump characteristics for the 
Loviisa pumps. The operation point is scaled with head and torque defined for the pump 
in input. The two-phase multiplier is a function of the void fraction. 

ASSESSMENT OF SMABRE 

The assessment of the code is being performed with the basic version of the code. 
LOFT small break experiments L3-6 (2.5 % cold leg break, pumps running during the 
transient) [2] and L3-5 (2.5 % cold leg break, pumps stopped at the beginning of the 
transient) [3] have been calculated so far. The assessment will be continued in a 
joint Nordic project, where the capabilities for small leak calculations of several 
computer codes (including RELAP5 and TRAC-PFl,) are studied. 

Nu= Nusselt's number, Re =Reynold's number, a= void fraction p 
C =heat capacity J/kgK, q =heat flux W/m2 , q' =heat flux W/m~, 
q'' =heat flux W/flow area, h =heat transfer coefficient W/m2K. 
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The nodalization of the LOFT facility included 41 volumes and 43 junctions (Fig 
2). The main dial in the physical model was the weighting coefficient of the critical 

· mass flow. In L3-6 transient the flow had· a tendency to stop at high void fraction, 
although the pumps were running. The solution to the problem was found by detailed 
examination of LOFT pumps [4]. 

In general the analysis of the L3-6 transient was easier than that of L3-5. 
When the pumps are operating, the mixture is quite homogeneous overall in the loop. 
In L3-5 transient the phase separation causes problems and a detailed study of the 
experimental data is needed for a proper calculation. One can conclude from the 
analyses that a simplified mechanistic model like SMABRE is able to make useful small 
break simulations. 

In Fig. 3 and 4 the results for the system pressure and primary coolant mass 
inventory are pres~nted. The main dials, the weighting parameters of the break flow 
had only minor effects on the system pressure. It looks like the thermal state of the 
coolant inside the primary system has the strongest contribution to the system 
pressure. The simulation of the secondary pressure did not succeed well in the first 
simulation. One reason is insufficient information .about the secondary conditions 
during the transient. When the void fraction is high in the primary side of the steam 
generators, the secondary pressure had only a weak contribution to the primary 
pressure. 

The mass inventory in the primary loop is difficult to be calculated. In L3-6 
experiment the mixture flow in the loop was quite homogeneous. By dialing the critical 
mass flow parameters quite good agreement with the experimental data can be obtained. 
When the same fitting coefficients were used for the L3-5 transient the results were 
not very satisfactory. In the Loviisa PWR the primary coolant pumps are stopped early 
during the transient and that is why the studies of L3-5 transient .are more 
interesting. 

Some calculations were also performed for the intermediate break experiments 
LS-1 (21 % break). According to the results, intermediate break is no more a suitable 
case for SMABRE. The results are unrealistic during the first ten seconds, because 
quite large pressure differences exist between the pressurizer and the primary loop 
and SMABRE does not take into account the differences in saturation temper~tures and 
steam densities. 

EXPERIENCES FROM THE USE AT THE TRAINING SIMULATOR 

The two-phase model has been running since January 1982. The first half year has 
included acceptance tests performed by the code developers, simulator instructors and 
power plant operators. The general acceptance criteria for the simulator software is 
that an experienced operator must not see any difference in the behaviour of the 
training simulator compared to the reference plant. The reported disagreements during 
the first half year have mainly concerned the operation .close to the normal 
conditions, but some observations have concerned abnormal two-phase situations, too. 

The reported faults have been corrected. More comments from plant experts are 
expected in the future when the simulation of small break transients is included in 
the normal training program. 
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In addition to operator training, the advanced two-phase simulator is an 
excellent tool for the development of plant instrumentation. For example, the 
behaviour of the water level measurement system will be tested in the near future. A 
major project concerns better monitoring of the plant process during abnormal 
situations. The transient simulations associated with this project will be performed 
by SMABRE. 
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LARGE AND SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT OCCURING DuRING 
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL COOLING MODE 

H. Boileau, J.L Gandrille, J.C Megnin 

Framatome - Tour Fiat 
1, Place de la Coupole - 92084 Paris - La Defense 

ABSTRACT 

Following a request from the French Safety Authorities [1], Framatome 
performed detailed calculations in order to identify both corrective actions 
and time frame available to mitigate the consequences of a postulated break 
or leak of the Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) during the RHR mode of 
operation of a CPI PWR (900 MWe, 3 loops plant for which RHR is inside 
containment). 

Three break sizes were investigated [2] : 
- double ended guillotine break of the largest RHR pipe upstream the RHR 

pumps (30.35 cm equivalent diameter) ; this transient shows that 

low head safety injection (LHSI) pumps must be actuated before 
1 000 s after break opening in order to keep clad temperatures within 
Appendix K limits, 

reactor coolant pump (RCP) may be shut off. 

- 4 cm equivalent diameter break, corresponding to a stuck open RHR 
safety valve, 

- 10 cm equivalent diameter (in addition to the previous. break sizes in 
order to cover the full break spectrum). 

Both these transients show that the operator must perform a 
complementary action to prevent core damages (RHR isolation, reactor coolant 
system (RCS) depressurization or actuation of high head safety injection 
(HHSI)). 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of the PWR behavior in case of a break or leak of the Residual 
Heat Removal System (RHR) during service is twice original : 

- The reactor is not automatically protected by safety signals and systems, 

- Besides the loss of RCS water, in case of a break not large enough to remove 
the whole core decay heat, there remains no immediately available path of heat 
removing as the RHR pump cavitation causes the RHR heat removal function to 
fail. 
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Nevertheless, this accident occurs at least 4 hours after the reactor shutdown : 
the low decay heat gives the operator ample time to undertake corrective actions with 
respect to : · 

- RCS water inventory : actuation of low head safety injection (LHSI) pumps, injec
tion through the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS), RHR system isolation 
(which stops the leakage) ; 

RCS energy inventory : RCS depressurization via Steam Generator (SG) blowdown 
(which also affects the RCS water inventory by decreasing the break flowrate and 
allowing to meet the LHSI flow) ; 

- Reactor coolant pumps (RCP) trip, which affects both the RCS energy inventory and 
the RCS water inventory (by preventing the break from being continuously fed with 
low quality mixture}. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND EVALUATION MODEL 

The CPI PWR is a 900 MWe 3 loop plant. Conditions at the onset of RHR cooling 
mode are 

- pressure : 3 MPa ; pressurizer temperature : 234°C 

- temperature : I 77°C which can be reached only 4 .hours after reactor shutdown 
(with a thermal gradient of 28°C/h) ; the calculation assumes initial temperature 
of about 180°C. 

Core decay heat 1s assumed to be 33.6 MWth (ANS + 20 % on decay products, 4 hours 
after reactor shutdown) and is kept quite constant during the calculated trans-. 
ients ; 

one RCP running on, in order to control pressurizer spray and to avoid bubble 
formation in the upper head during cooling phase . 

. The RHR is located inside the containment building. The R1IR. system includes 
2 pumps and 2 heat exchangers ; it takes suction from one hot leg in loop with RCP off 
and discharges to.· the ·two cold legs of the other loops. It can be isolated by two 
double manually operated isolation valves (inlet side (VI)), and two check valves 
(outlet side (VO)) (impeding outlet flow reversal). Illustration of this is shown in 
Fig.I and 2. The break or leak is supposed to be located between the valves VI and VO, 
excluding RCS or CVCS break or leak. 
In the beginning of the transient, R1IR. removes totally pump power and core decay heat. 
Primary and secondary sides are in thermal equilibrium (about I80°C), secondary pres
sure ~ I MPa. The condenser is supposed not to be available and atmospheric relief 
valves setpoint has been brought down to I.2 MPa at the onset of RHR operation. 

The pressurizer low pressure signal is disconnected. The llllSI cannot perform any fluid 
injection. 
The accumulators isolation valves are closed. 
The LHSI pumps start only from operator action (containment high pressure signal is 
not considered) and inject only if primary pressure is less than 0.9 MPa (Fig.3). 
No CVCS injection is performed during the calculated transients, although the CVCS 
injection may be turned effective by operator action. 

The computer codes FRARELAP [3] and LOCTA 4 have been respectively applied to 
the simulations of the NSSS thermalhydraulic transients and hot assembly thermal 
transient. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCIDENT 

Assuming no recovery action, any RHR piping leak or break transient is made of 
four main stages, with respect to RCS water inventory : 

Pressurizer draining : though decreasi~g, the RCS pressure remains fairly high 
during this stage (3 MPa to 2 MPa) ; when the pressurizer empties out, the RCS 
pressure dramatically drops to the saturation pressure at 180°C, which is the 
most significant symptom of the break ; 

- Draining of the RCS volumes located above the RHR-junction (upper head, SG tubes 
etc) ; as void fractions increase in both the RCS and RHR system, the RCP and RHR 
pumps heads decrease and poor heat transfers take place in the RHR exchangers 

- Boil off of the remaining upper plenum water 

- Core uncovery and fuel rods heat up. 

Once the heat removal through the RHR is lost, if the break is_ not large enough 
to remove the whole core decay heat, the RCS temperature and_pressure increase as well 
as the SG pressures until the steam dump valves opening. 

Terminology : 

The RHR breaks which lead to a sufficient depressurization and effective LHSI 
fluid injection after operator actuation, are called. 1ilarge RHR break". For such 
a break, tore uncove~y occurs soon ·but clad temperature rising-is slow enough to 
leave the operator sufficient time for LHSI actuation before the core experiences 
serious damages .. "Large RHR break!'!" calculations are performed assuming that the 
initial pressurizer ·'level is low in order to minimize the initial RCS water 
inventory and therefore reduce the operator's action available time. 

The RHR breaks or .leaks which. result in a primary pressure high enough to impede 
LHSI effective injection after operator action, are called "small R1IR breaks" .. 
For such breaks, core uncovery occurs late enough to be prevented. But LHSI 
actuation is not. effective alone and a complementary action must be undertaken. 
"Small RHR breaks" calculations are performed assuming that the initial presrizer 
level is high in order to maximise the calculated RCS temperature and pressure ; 

- nevertheless, operator's action . available time is evaluated from the time when 
the pressurizer empties out and RCS pressure drops from 2 MPa to about 1 MPa. 

It is possible to determine the largest "Small RHR break" in the following way 
this is the break for which RCS pressure during the third previously defined stage 
(boil off of remaining water) just reaches LHSI pumps shut off head of 0.9 MPa ; in 
that phase and for that break, vapor goes directly to the break and SG and RHR heat 
exchanges are low : furthermore primary side is -quite in thermal equilibrium ; in 
those conditions, assuming·that RCS pressure remains constant results in the following 

.formula : 

A - __Q_ 
- GA h (1 - .e& ) 

pl with A break area 
Q core decay heat 
G vapor break mass velocity 

(pressure dependant) 
Ah Ev~poration enthalpy 

(pressure dependent) 
pg, pl : gas, liquid specific mass 

{pressure dependent 

The maximal "Small RHR break" equivalent diameter is then 12 cm. 
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SPECIFIC STUDIES AND RESULTS 

Large RHR break : double ended guillotine break of the largest RHR pipe upstream the 
RHR pumps.= 30.35 cm equivalent diameter 

The break is located at the RHR inlet. The RHR outlet check valves impede outlet 
flow reversal and the RHR double ended guillotine break looks Like a 30. 35 cm equi
valent diameter RCS hot leg break. Noding for "Large RHR break" computed transient is 
given in figure 4. After break opening, core uncovery occurs at about 400 s. At 1000 s 
pressure is low enough (0.13· MPa) and LHSI pump manual actuation quickly re

0

covers the 
core and keeps the maximum clad temperature (1029°C, 4,5 % hot spot maximtim cladding 
oxidation) within. NRC 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K limits (1204°C, 17 % maximum 
cladding oxidation). 

In case of a 'large RHR break, LHSI actuation 1000 s after break opening insures 
core protection. 

Illustration of this is given in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. RHR isolation at that 
time (1000 s) d_oes not affect core reflooding, the RCS pressure starts increasing and 
RCS· refilling stops as RCS pressure exceeds the LHSI pumps. shut off head of 0 .. 9 MPa ; 
RCS and SG pressure increase to the SG atmospheric relief valves setpoint of 1.2 MPa, 
where decay heat is removed by SG steam relief and RCS two phase natural circulation ; 
next, the RCS may be filled up either by CVCS or by LHSI pumps if the RCS is depressu
rized via SG depressurization. 

Associated with LHSI injection, RHR isolation performed before 1000 s after break 
opening, enables the system to r.eturn to a safe configuration. 

Whatever the initially running RCP is shut off at the break opening time or kept 
running during the transient, it does not affect much the transient for : 

- the break is located on the hot leg of a different loop of the running pump 
pump effect is lowered there ; 

though immediately shut off, the initally running pump keeps on rotating under 
inertial effect during the beginning of the transient ; 

the running pump head drops when void fraction increases. 

This may be seen on Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. 

Initially running RCP may be shut off without any important effect on core 
cooling. 

Small RHR break 

The assumed break is located on the RHR heat exchanger volume, so the break mass 
flow rate is cooled and maximised. Noding for "Small RHR break" computed transients is 
given in figure 9. 

4 cm equivalent diameter break, corresponding to a stuck open RHR safety valve (cf. 
Fig.10 and Fig.11). The pressure drop associated with the end of pressurizer draining 
occurs 440 s after break opening. Ten minutes later, RHR is closed and LHSI pumps are 
actuated (but do not inject for primary pressure remains above 1 MPa). Primary 
pressure and temperature increase until 1500 s when at 1.2 MPa SG atmospheric relief 
valves open and remove core decay heat. Very little water was discharged and the core 
never uncovered. The core impact of this transient is very weak. 
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10 cm equivalent diameter break (cf. Fig.12 and Fig.13). This break was studied as 
quite the worst "Small RHR break" (Le. the small break for which operator available 
time for complementary action is the shortest) to cover the full spectrum .. The 
phenomena are the same as for the previous transient, though much quicker : RCS 
pressure drops at 107 s after break opening. RHR isolation (and ineffective LHSI 
actuation) is performed 10 mn later. SG atmospheric relief valves open at 750 s. 

Another transient was performed assuming no RHR isolation, which resulted in SG 
amospheric relief valves opening at 872 s and break flow changing to only steam at 
920 s. 

The "Small RHR break" transients show that LHSI actuation alone is not sufficient 
to 'insure core protection : a complementary action must be performed which may be RHR 
isolation or sufficient and effective injection before core uncovering. 

Complementary required actions and available completion times 

Considering residual liquid water above the core, and break vapor mass flow rate, 
it can be determined that without any operator action, core would uncover later.than 
25 mn (respectively 2 h 1/4) after RCS pressure drop for the 10 cm (respectively 4 cm) 
equivalent diameter break. During that time, the operator in order to stop RCS 
draining may perform : 

- RHR isolation if at least one SG is available for core decay heat removal, 

- CVCS charging pump actuation at more than 80 t/h (using D > ~ , D CVCS 
charging pump flow rate, Q : core decay heat, Ah evaporation enthalpy at 1.2 MPa) 
which compensates the break flowrate, 

RCS depressurization via fast SG blowdown using condenser or SG atmospheric 
relief valves, which allows the LHSI pumps injection, and fastens core decay heat 
removal. This action however is not immediately efficient as we may see by the 
blowdown formula for a thermal equilibrium system : 

dP 1 
dt = m 
Where [I] 

with P 
Q 
v 
A 

AG Ah 
(1 - e& ) - Q 

pl 

= v + ~ (v1M1 + vgMg) - (n1M1 + ngMg) 

primary (and secondary) pressure 
core decay heat 
total volume (primary + secondaries) 
total area (secondary relief valves + break) 
vapor mass velocity G 

Ml, Mg : liquid, gas mass 
(") 
hl, 
pl, 
vl, 

notes the pressure derivative along saturation line 
hg, Ah : liquid, gas, evaporation enthalpy 
pg : · liquid, gas· specific mass 
vg, av : liquid, gas, evaporation specific volume 

By iterations it may be calculated that it would take 12 mn (respectively 
1/2 hour) for a 10 cm (respectively 4 cm) diameter equivalent break for a depres
surization from 1.2 MPa to 0.8 MPa. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For a CPI PWR in case of a "RHR break" opening during RHR cooling mode the 
operator must actuate LHSI at least sooner than 1000 s after break opening in order to 
keep clad temperatures within NRC requirements. 

For a CPl PWR in which RCS temperature of 177°C at the onset of RHR operation 
corresponds to a SG atmospheric relief valves .setpoint greater than the LHSI pumps 
shut off head (0.9 MPa), a complementary action must be performed in order to avoid 
RCS draining and fasten safe conditions return. It may be 

- RHR isolation which stops RCS draining and therefore contaminated fluid release, 
and little affects RCS filling, 

- eves charging pump sufficient injection which compensates the break flow rate, 

- SG blowdown which insures LHSI injection efficiency, and better core decay heat 
removal 

Though any one of these recovery actions is sufficient, a good redundancy for 
core protection consists in undertaking all these actions simultaneously. Furthermore 
it may be noticed that shutting down the running RCP does not affect core cooling and 
may be completed in order to prevent pump damages. 
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L3-6 WITH THE CODE RELAP4 MOD6 
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ABSTRACT 

The experiment L3-6 of 'the LOFT reactor (simulation of a small break 
in one of the cold legs of a pressurized water reactor with pumps iE;opera
tion) was performed to compare effect of pumps operation with the experi
ment L3-5 (pumps shut off at transient initiation). 

This experiment has been calculated (post-test analysis). with the 
computer code RELAP4 MOD6. We will present the nodalization of the loop, 
the data and the main options used for this study. Then the results of the 
calculation containing the chronology of events and the comparison between 
measured and .calculated data will be presented. The influence of some pa
rameters, particularly the nodalization of the secondary side of the steam 
generator will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Description of the experiment 

The experiment L3-6, performed on the LOFT reactor, simulated a small break in a 
commercial P.W.R. (4 inches). It followed the experiment L3-5 which was also a simula
tion of 4 inches break, during which pumps were stopped at the beginning of the expe
riment. The objective of the L3-6 test was to evaluate the influence of the pumps when 
they are running all experiment long. Also the initial parameters were the same but 
the pumps where running until 2 371 secondes. 

The experiment started at a power of 50 MWth, a core inlet temperature of 557.7°K 
and a pressure of 14.9 Mpascals in the pressurizer. The reactor scramed at t = 0 and 
the break opened at t = 5.8 secondes. The pressure of the primary circuit fell under 
the pressure of the secondary at around 930 sec. The pump trip occured at 2 371 sec. 
It remained 650 ± 50 kg of fluid in the reactor instead of 2 033 ± 20 kg at the end 
of L3-5. 

The aim of the calculation was to get as close as possible the experimental se
quence of events and the results of the measurements. 

CALCULATIONS CONDITIONS 

The calculation was performed with the computer code RELAP 4 MOD6 on a CDC 7600. 
We will briefly describe the nodalization and the options used. 
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a) Nodalization 

The nodalization is presented in the figure 1. It contained the following parts 

- 23 volumes with 
7 volumes for the vessel, in which 3 described the core 
1 for each leg of the broken loop 
9 for the intact loop including 3 for the primary side of the steam 

generator 
4 for the secondary side of the steam generator 
1 for the pressuriser 

- 29 junctions 
- 31 slabs in which 9 slabs for the fuel, each volume of the core containing 3 

fuel slabs. 

There are also 5 fills : 

- one for the water injected through the seal of the pump 
- one for each of the secondary circuit feedwater (normal and auxiliary) in the 

steam generator 
- one for the outlet of secondary steam 
- one for the HPIS. The injection is introduced in the lower part of the downcomer. 

The break is simulated by a leak on.the active cold leg in the volume near the 
inlet of the vessel. 

b) Core model 

The core is described by 3 unequal volumes. The 2 firsts have a height of .67 m 
and the least only .355 m. This was made to get a good representation of the fluid 
pattern and calculate, if necessary, the amount of superheated steam in the upper part 
of the core. In fact, it did not appear any superheated steam during the part of the 
experiment calculated, 

c) Steam generator model 

For the primary side , the steam generator is described by 3 volumes and 3 slabs. 

For the secondary side, two types of nodalization were tested. The first had 3 
volumes, one for the riser, one for the upper part (steam separator and dome) contai
ning the steam outlet, and one for the downcomer containing the 2 feedwater inlets. 
But this description conducted to a comportment which was not satisfactorily. Then we 
used a 4 volumes description (fig. 2) with : 

- one volume for the riser 
- one volume for the steam separator with junctions (riser, steam dome, downcomer) 
- one volume for the steam dome with the steam outlet 
- one volum~ for the downcomer with the 2 feedwater inlets 

The description of the steam generator is important in order to get a good calcu
lation of the amount of energy extracted, of the primary circuit during the firsts se
conds of the experiment and to calculate the experimental valme of the first pressure 
step at about 30 secondes. 

In the calculation the steam outlet value shut in 6.4 secondes. 
We did not take into account, a rather small leak of steam at the secondary out

let valve. 

In spite of this description, we had some difficulties after the shut of the feed
water valve. When the flow was reduced to very small values in the junctions between 
riser and separator and in the other hand between separator and steam dome in the se
condary side of the steam generator we get some oscillations. The calculation needed 
very small time steps, and in consequence, consumed much time for the calculation. To 
avoid this, we described valve on this junctions and snut them at the beginning of 
oscillations. 
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d) Options of calculation 

The Henri Fauske Homogeneous Equilibrium model was chosen to compute the mass 
flow rate at the break. The discharged coefficient used was 1. For other junctions, it 
was the inertial or momentum flow model. 

The slip between liquid and vapor was only calculated for vertical junctions con
cerning the steam generator primary and the reactor vessel. 

The pumps degraded characteristics, only valid in the first quadrant, proceeded 
of the L3-6 experiment. 

The post-CHF exchange correlation used was Groenveld. 

RESULTS 

The chronology of significant eventais indicated in the following table. The com
parison is made between the time of occurrence during the experiment [1] and the time 
calculated by the RELAP 4 MOD 6 calculation. 

Events 

Reactor scrannned 

Break opened 

HPIS "A" tripped on 

Steam control valve of the steam 
generator secondary closed 

Pressurizer emptied 

Upper plenum reached saturation pressure 

Intact loop hot leg voiding initiated 

Intact loop cold leg voiding initiated 

End of subcooled break flow 

Primary circuit pressure became less 
than secondary pressure 

Time after Scram 

Measured 
data (s) 

0 

5.8 

9.4 

11. 4 

26 

34.3 

29.4 

31.4 

44.2 

936 

Calculated 
data (s) 

0 

5.8 

11 

11.4 

24 

58 

50 

28 

64 

410 

On the figure 3 to 9 are reported the evolutions of some parameters. On each fi
gure is made the comparison between the measured and calculated value of each parame
ter. 

The list of the figures is as following : 

- Pressure in the upper plenum from 0 to 200 seconds .on figure 3. 
- Pressure in the upper plenum from 0 to 1830 seconds on figure 4. 
- Mass flow rate at the break on figure 5. 
- System mass inventory on figure 6. 
- Fluid density in primary system intact loop cold leg between the pumps and the 

vessel inlet on figure 7. 
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- Fuel cladding temperature at middle height of the core on figure 8. 
- Pressure in the secondary side of the steam generator on figure 9. 

This curves show a rather good agreement between measured and calculated values of 
the parameters. The evolution of the pressure during the subcooled depressurization un
til 30 seconds and the level of the pressure reached at 30 seconds is well calculated. 
To obtain theseresults we needed a good representation of the.secondary side of the 
steam generator with 4 volumes instead of 3 for previous calculations. The mass flow 
rate of steam at the outlet of the secondary side of the steam generator was also re
presented by a linear decrease between 5 and 11 • 4 seconds. This two modelizations per-
mitted to calculate the amont of energy extracted from the primary circuit during the 
first part of the experiment. The opening of the steam generator secondary steam con
trol valve at 88.8 seconds was not represented. 

The break flow has been a little over estimated by the calculation between 50 and 
200 seconds. In consequence of this fact the system mass inventory is under estimated 
during the same period and remain at the lower limit of the experimental inventory un
til the end of the calculation. Thus the calculated void fraction in the primary cir
cuit is greater ·and the density lower than in the experiment. The geometrical descrip
tion of the spool piece and the small break orifice of LOFT in the RELAP code is rather 
simplified and it is not sure that this representation is sufficently accurate to well 
describe the mass flow between the intact loop cold leg and the break orifice. 

The pressure in the secondary side of the steam generator is well calculated until 
the opening of the steam control valve. But as this opening is not described in the cal
culation, the estimated pressure become higher than the experimental. Consequently the 
primary circuit pressure become lower than the secondary side earlier in the calcula
tion than during the experiment. But the exchange between the two circuits are small 
after the steam valve is closed. We also did not take into account the leak of the 
steam valve reported by the experimental report, but this is very small with regard to 
the other enthalpy leak. 

CONCLUSION 

This calculation showed the capabilities of the computer code RELAP 4 MOD6.in the 
standard version to evaluate the evolution of a small break accident. 

The description of the secondary side of the steam generator is important during 
the beginning of the experiment in order tu well calculate the amount of energy extrac
ted and determine the level of the pressure at which the system arrives when one point 
of the primary circuit reaches saturation. 

The accurate description of the portion of the circuit leading to the leak is 
difficult to make with this computer code, but it would be important with regard to the 
mass flow rate through the break. 

Endly it must be emphasized that all these results are post-test analysis results, 
that the number of possible adjustments of the models contained in RELAP 4 MOD 6 is 
rather great. It is not sure that these adjustments would be the same for other expe
riments. 
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ABSTRACT 

The analytical capabilities of the current RELAP5 are emphasized on PWR 
accident analysis. One of its deficiencies in BW).l plant analysis is that the 
RELAP5 does not have a capability to simulate a jet pump. In our previous 
RELAP5 calculation of ROSA-III test which was designed to simulate BWR LOCA, 
we tried to simulate a jet pump by adding a small artificial centrifugal pump 
at a jet pump suction. But the calculated jet pump flow during transient was 
strongly dependent on the characteristics of this artificial pump. At this 
.time, we incorporated a jet pump model which was based on a momentum conservation 
in a jet pump mixing region into RELAP5/MOD1/Cl4. The comparison of this model 
result with INEL 1/6 scale pump test data spowed a good agreement. We have 
analyzed ROSA-III small break test by RELAP5 with this new jet pump model and 
obtained good results except for heater surface temperatures. 

INTRODUCTION 

The RELAP5 [l] is an advanced, one dimensional fast running systems code developed 
by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for analysis of thermal hydraulic 
Tesponse of light water reactor. But the analytical capabilities of the current 
RELAP5/MOD1 are emphasized on PWR accident analysis. One of differences between PWR 
and BWR is that the latter has jet pumps but the code does not have a capability to 
simulate a jet pump. The jet pump flow directly dominates the core flow in BWR. In 
this paper a jet pump model for RELAP5 and the small break analysis by RELAP5/MOD1 
with this new jet pump model are discussed. 
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In accordance with RELAP5 momentum equation, we get the sum momentum equation for a jet 
pump discharged region. 

P - P = ! · (a • p )• {v2 - v2 } + 1 (1 ) · {v2: v2 l-m d 2 t gt gD gM 2 ° -at • plt• lD- 1M' 

+ fJ.P 
(4) 

m 

In equation (4), body forces, wall shear, vaporization thrust terms, and time deriva
tive terms are neglected for clarity. The term fJ.Pm is the change in pressure due to 
the 'mixing of the two flows. For the normal flow condition, fJ.Pm is obtained from the 
mass balance and equation (3) as, 

fJ.p 
m 

fo•p •V2 + 
t gt gt 

2 Ad 2 2 
( 1-a ) • p • ~ J + - • fo • p • v + ( 1-ad) • P1d· v1d} t lt lt At d gd gd 

Ad 
+.i\ ·fod•pgd0 vgd0 vgs+ (l-ad)·pld0 vld0 vls} -fot•pgt0 vgt0 vgs + 

(l-at)• plt• Vlt• Vls} (5) 

JET PUMP MODEL COMPARISON 

The data of 1/6 scale pump tested at INEL [4] were analyzed in order to verify the 
jet pump model. Figure 2 shows the noding of RELAPS calculations. For the positive 
drive flow, the measured drive flow and the suction and discharge pressures were used 
as boundary conditions. For the negative drive flow, measured drive line, suction and 
discharge pressures were used. Loss coefficients at the nozzle exit and the suction 
entrance were determined, based on the best fit of model predictions with test.data for 
both directions of the drive flow. 

Figure 3 shows the comparis'on with test data. For the positive drive flow, the N 
value calculated by the original BRANCH component is much lower than test data, but 
the result from the new model is in closer agreement with test data. For the negative 
drive flow, the M-N curve calculated by the original BRANCH is in good agreement with 
test data. In the range of M>l, the N value, however, is slightly higher than test 
data. 

ROSA-III TEST 

ROSA-III test program which has been conducted at Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute (JAERI) is LOCA system experiment of BWR. The schematic test facility and 
internal structures in the pressure vessel are shown in Figure 4 and 5, respectively. 
The test facility is designed to simulate LOCA in BWR/6 and the volume of each compo
nent is scaled to 1/424. The core is simulated by four half-length bundles with 
electric heater rods heated indirectly. The total maximum heater power is 4.2 MW. 
Three of four bundles have same power and the other has 1.4 times larger. The axial 
power distribution of each rod is chopped cosine with a peaking factor of 1.4. There 
are two primary recirculation loops and each loop has two jet pumps, respectively. 
Jet pumps are located outside of the vessel. The facility has three coolant injection 
systems as ECCS, namely high pressure core spray (HPCS), lower pressure core spray 
(LPCS) and lower pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system. The flow rate of each 
system is scaled to 1/424 of the actual plant condition. 
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JET PUMP MODEL 

Under normal operating conditions, the jet pump operates with high fluid momentum 
in the drive line. This momentum creates the necessary suction at the nozzle exit so 
that the fluid moves from downcomer into the jet pump. The jet pump operation is 
usually characterized in terms of two dimensionless flow parameters. These are the N 
and M parameters defined as: 

N (Pressure Difference Ratio) 

and 

M (Flow Rate Ratio) 
w 

s 

wd 

(1) 

(2) 

PD, PS, and pd are stagnation pressures of the discharge flow, suction flow, and drive 
flow, respectively. w8 and Wd are mass flow rates of the suction line and drive line, 
respectively. 

The BRANCH component of RELAPS can treat a multiple flow mixing. As the first 
approach, we simulated a jet pump by this component. But the M ratio calculated by 
this approach was very low and sometimes negative. As the second approach, we simu
lated a jet pump by adding a small centrifugal pump artificially at a jet pump suction 
[2], [3]. And pump homologous curves of this pump were assumed to be same as those of 
the recirculation pump. The flow and the head of this pump at the rated point were 
assumed to satisfy the normal operation condition of the jet pump. This approach was 
convenient to simulate a steady state condition, but the calculated suction flow in 
transient had some problems. The flow calculated by this approach is strongly depend
ent on this pump characteristic, especially the inertia of the pump in a coastdown 
region. 

As the next approach, we incorporated a jet pump model into RELAP5/MOD1/Cl4. The 
principle of the model is as follows. 

Depending on the each direction of the drive and the suction flows, six steady
state flow regimes can exist within the jet pump. For the positive drive flow, the 
momentum of the drive flow plays an important role in the jet pump characteristic. On 
the other hand for the negative drive flow, the flow is split among the suction, drive 
line and discharged based on corresponding fluid resistances and the convective terms. 
Hence the momentum of the drive flow may be less important for the negative drive 
flow. For that reason, we consider only the positive drive flow for the jet pump 
model. 

In RELAPS, volume averaged velocities are used to evaluate the momentum flux 
terms. In BRANCH component, those volume averaged velocities are obtained by a 
volumetric weighting of all the inlet flows. This weighting method neglects the 
momentum mixing term. In our jet pump model, momentum equations of BRANCH were 
modified to satisfy a momeritum balance in the jet pump mixing region. Assuming a 
steady state flow, an overall momentum balance in the jet pump mixing region is 
(Figure 1), 

2 2 2 2 
Ad° {a.d° Pgd° Vgd+ (l-a.d)• P1d° Vld} + fos• pgs0 Vgs+ (l-as)- P1s0 Vls}• As 

2 2 
-A• {a. • p • V + (1-a.t)• Pit" Vlt} -A • P + A • P (3) t t gt gt t s t t 
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Analytical Model 

The small break test, Run 912[5), was analyzed. This test is International 
Standard Problem #12 (ISP-12) of Cormnittee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations 
(CSNI). Major test conditions are listed in Table I. Run 912 is a 5% split break at 
the suction side of the recirculation pump with assumption of HPCS failure. 

The noding of RELAP5 calculation is shown in Figure 6. The test facility was 
modeled by 93 volumes, 99 junctions and 38 heat structures. The simulated core was 
modeled by two PIPE components. One was the high power channel and the other simu
lated three average channels. Components, 180 and 240, are the jet pump component 
which we incorporated. Measured flow rates of the main steam line, feedwater, ADS, 
LPCS and LPCI were used as input. 

Two calculations were performed. One is with the jet pump model and the other 
uses the previous jet pump modeling approach. Calculated channel inlet flows with the 
jet pump model were in better agreement with the measured data in the pump coastdown 
region. But the other results from two calculations did not show significant discrep
ancies, so that we will discuss mainly the result with the jet pump model in the next 
section. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 7 shows the calculated pressure history of the steam dome. After 80 
seconds, the measured data slightly decreases due to a heat loss from the system, on 
the other hand, the caluculated pressure keeps at the safety relief valve set point. 
In the RELAP5 calculation, the heat loss was considered only from the vessel wall. In 
the test facility, jet pumps are located outside of the vessel and hence a surface 
area of pipings is relatively large. After ADS actuation the calculated depress
urization rate is slightly higher than the measured data. Around 320 seconds, the 
depressurization is stopped in the experiment. This is due to a flashing of water in 
the feedwater line; namely the saturation pressure of the feedwater is 2.lxl06 pa. In 
the calculation, the feedwater line was modeled by a PIPE component in order to esti
mate the effect of the flashing. The result, however, shows that the flashing had 
little effect on the pressure history. 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of break flow rates. The break flow in the experi
ment is obtained as a difference of the flow between the upstream and the downstream 
side of the break location in the recirculation loop. The orifice was inserted to 
determine the break area in the experiment. In the calculation, the abrupt area 
change model with Cn=l was applied at the break. The calculated break flow is within 
experimental errors. 

The differential pressures between the top and bottom of the vessel are compared 
in Figure 9. The differential pressure indicates the fluid mass in the vessel except 
for the early portion of the transient. The figure shows that RELAP5 predicts the 
mass inventory very well. 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of average power channel inlet flows. The result 
from the previous jet pump approach is shown in the figure. The flow calculated by 
the previous approach is higher than the measured data in the pump coastdown region, 
since the jet pump suction flow in the caluculation was mainly controied by the 
artificial centrifugal pump at the suction. The result with the jet pump model is in 
better agreement with the measured data. After 80 seconds, the inlet flow is control
ed by a natural circulation and results from both models do not show a significant 
discrepancy. 
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Figure 11 shows the comparison of heater surfaces temperatures of the high power 
channel. The timing of calculated dryout of the heater surface at each position is 
almost the same with the measured data. In the RELAP5, a two-phase mixture level is 

·not calculated and the void fraction, a=0.96, is used as the criterion for distin
guishing vapor and two-phase mixture for selecting the heat transfer correlation. The 
figure shows the adequacy of the criterion. At position 4, the calculated temperature 
is in good agreement with the measured data before LPCS initiating, but those of 
position 2 and 4 are slightly lower than measured data after the dryout. Soon after 
LPCS initiating, the calculated temperature at each position starts to decrease, so 
that the peak temperature is lower than the measured data. Figure 12 shows calculated 
void fractions in the high power channel. Soon after LPCS initiating, void fractions 
slightly decrease but the channel is not reflooded. The heat transfer correlation in 
RELAP5/MOD1/C14 may be inadequate in the reflooding phase. 

Figure 13 shows calculated velocities of liquid and vapor at the high power 
channel exit. A countercurrent flow is observed after LPCS initiating but the downward 
liquid velocity appears to be too large. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Following conclusions have been obtained in this study. 

( 1) The jet pump model was incorporated into RELAP5/MOD1/C14. The comparison 
of the model prediction with data of 1/6 scale INEL jet pump test showed 
the good agreement. 

(2) The ROSA-III small break test was analyzed by RELAP5/MOD1. The jet pump 
model produced the better agreement of the channel inlet flow with the 
measured data in the pump coastdown region. 

(3) The RELAP5 calculation is in good agreement with test data during 
blowdown. After LPCS initiating, the countercurrent flow was calculated 
by the code. 

(4) The calculated heater surface temperature at each position is in good 
agreement with test data before LPCS initiating. But after LPCS initiat
ing, the agreement is not good. This may be because RELAPS does not 
have a reflood model. 
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Table I Major Test Conditions of Run 912 

Break Conditions 
Location 
Type 
Break Orifice Diameter (mm) 

Initial System Conditions 
Steam Dome Pressure (MPa) 
Lower Plenum Temperature (K) 
Lower Plenum Subcooling (k) 
Core Inlet Flow Rate (Kg/s) 
Power Level (kw) 

Channel A 
Ch. B+C+D 

Water Level (m) 

Feed Water Conditions 
Temperature (K) 
Tnit·iation of Line Closur·e(s) 

Steam Discharge Conditions 
Steady State Flow Rate (Kg/s) 
:Initiation of Line Closure(s) 
SRV Setting Pressure (MPa) 

ECCS Conditions 
HPCS 
LPCS 
Initiation Time (s) 
Coolant Temperature (I<) 
LPCI 
Initiation Time (s) 
Coolant Temperature (K) 

ADS Conditions 
Initiation (s) 

905 

MRP Suction 
Split 

5.9 

7.35 
551.8 
10.5 
16.5 

1262 
2707 
5.0 

489 
2.0 

2.04 
24.0 

8.40 < p < 8.47 

not used 

318 
313 

406 
315 

158 
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THE LOCA/ECC SYSTEM EFFECTS TESTS AT ROSA-III CHANGING THE BREAK AREA AS TEST PARAMETER 

K. Tasaka, M. Suzuki, Y. Koizumi, Y. Anoda, H. Kumamaru and M. Shiba 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

ROSA-III program is an experimental program to conduct the system 
effects tests concerning the response of a BWR during a LOCA with the ECCS 
actuation. Ten tests were conducted with 0, 1, 2, 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 
and 200% breaks at the pump suction in the recirculation loop with the con
dition of HPCS failure. 

The system pressure started to decrease rapidly after ADS actuation 
for small breaks less than 5% and after uncovering of recirculation loop 
inlet in the downcomer for breaks larger than 5%. The depressurization re
sulted in the actuation of ECCS and subsequent reflooding of the core. The 
maximtnn cladding temperature reached in these tests was 640 to 930 K which 
is substantially lower than the current safety criteria. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ROSA (Rig of Safety Assessment)-III program[l] was initiated in 1976 to 
investigate the thermal-hydraulic behavior of a BWR (Boiling Water Reactor) during 
a postulated LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) and to provide data to evaluate to reactor 
safety analysis code to ~redict the behavior. In order to meet these objectives, the 
ROSA-III test facility[2J was designed and fabricated in 1978 to simulate the major 
components of a BWR, except for a nuclear core. [ 3 ~ 8 Until now, research had been concentrated on the large break LOCA ] [ ] at the 
recirculation pump suction side. However. recent developments in reactor safety as
sessment required detailed knowledge on more probable events including abnormal transi
ents during normal operation, small break LOCA resulting from malfunction of a valve, 
for example, and others. One example of such an event was the TMI-2[9] (Three Mile 
Island-Unit 2) accident of a PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) which resulted from the 
malfunctions of the feedwater supply pumps for the steam generators and the PORV (Power 
Operated Relief Valve) of the pressurizer. Therefore, more integral test data are 
necessary to understand the physical phenomena associated with such events and to im
prove the capability of a reactor safety assessment code for predicting such abnormal 
events by improving the physical models in the code related to these events. 

In view of these requirements, the break ar·ea parameter series tests have been 
conducted in the ROSA-III test program. The objectives of the break area parameter 
series tests are: 
1) To study the BWR LOCA scenario comprehensively varying the break area as a test 

parameter. 
2) To identify any problem area or unexpected phenomena in a BWR LOCA. 
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3) To provide experimental data for the computer code assessment. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

The ROSA-III facility[ 2] is volumetrically scaled (1/424) to a BWR/6-251 with 848 
fuel bundles with an electrically heated core designed to study the response of the 
ESF (Engineered Safety Features) in commercial BWR systems during a postulated LOCA. 
The ROSA-III system is shown schematically in Fig. 1, and the major characteristics of 
the ROSA-III facility are compared with those of the BWR/6-251 in TABLE I. 

The basic scaling and design objectives were to provide a test apparatus for in
vestigating, on a. real-time basis,. the expected thermal-hydraulic response of the BWR 
core following a postulated LOCA. Th~ capability exists in ROSA-III to establish the 
initial thermodynamic conditions typical of the reference BWR and to appropriately 
scale those parameters which govern the mass and energy transfer rates. This provides 
a real-time basis for the transient response of the test apparatus. 

All BWR hydraulic systems which might significantly influence LOCA/ECC phenomena, 
including counter-current flow limiting (CCFL) phenomena, were included in the ROSA
III facility. The.geometric configuration of the reference BWR system was also pre
served in ROSA-III. Specifically this incl~des the pressure vessel, appropriate vesseJ 
internals, two external recirculation loops, a feedwater supply system, a steam removaJ 
system and the ECC (E~ergency Core Cooling) system. .The pressure vessel internals si
mulated in ROSA~III include the lower plenum, core region, viz., the bundle and bypass 
regions, uf-per plenum, steam separator, annular downcomer, and steam dome. The rela
tive distribution of the volumes of these regions has been preserved as closely as 
practical within ROSA-III compared to the corresponding equivalent distribution in thto 
reference BWR. 

The four bundle core concept was adopted for ROSA-III in order to study the ther
mal-hydraulic interaction amorig the bundles. Thus, the core region of the facility 
was sized to accommodate four half-length test bundles. Consequently, this condition 
was a scaling constrain on the system and formed the basis for scaling the remainder 
of the test apparatus. Because the active core height is one half of the BWR/6 core, 
the steam generation rate in the ROSA-III bundle is one half that of the reference BWR • 
. Consequently reducing the upper tie-plate flow area by one-half was necessary to main
tain the same steam velocity and, therefore, the same CCFL characteristics at the core 
exit as in the referencE: BWR. CCFL has an important influence on the cooling of the 
simulated fuel rods after ECCS initiation. 

Each bundle contains 62 heater rods and two water rods which are spaced in a (8 x 
8) square array. The rod diameter and arna:y geometry are the same as those of the re
ference BWR. The simulated fuel rods are electrically heated with a chopped cosine ax
ial power distribution and an axial peaking factor of 1.4. The power supply to the peak 
bundle (Bundle A) is 1. 4 times greater than those to the average bundles (Bundle B, C 
and D). The radial power distribution within a bundle has a local peaking factor 1.1. 

The capacity of electric po:wer supply to the core is 4.24 MW which corresponds to 
47% of the scaled (1/424) steady state power of the BWR/6. necessary to conserve the 
power density in the core at steady state. Reactor. scram is assumed at the time of 
break initiation; however, the transient power,, composed of three terms, the delayed 
neutron fission power, the decay power of the fission products and actinides, and the 
stored heat in the fuel pin, is kept constant at the steady state power for approxi
mately 10 s· after break initiation due to the limited capacity of the power supply. 

The recirculation loops, each of which is driven by a single pump, have been de
signed so that the flow in one loop may be initiated to decay at the same time when 
a simulated break is.made in the other. Two jet pumps are provided in each loop. In 
a BWR the jet pumps are installed in the downcomer; however, in ROSA-III facility the 
jet pumps are placed outside the pressure vessel for the simulation of volume and ele
vations relative to core in the jet pumps and the downcomer because downcomer space is 
limited in a small scale system like ROSA-III facility. 

The ECCS of ROSA-III facility includes HPCS (High Pressure Core Spray), LPCS (Low 
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TABLE I 

Primary Characteristics of ROSA-III and BWR/6-251 

BWR/6-251 ROSA-III 

No. of Recirc. Loops 2 2 
No. of Jet Pumps 24 4 
No. of Separators 251 1 
No. of Fuel Assemblies 848 4 
Active Fuel Length (m) 3. 76 1. 88 
Total Volume (m3) 621 1.42 
Power (MW) 3800 4.24 
Pressure (MP a) 7.23 7.23 
Core Flow (kg/s) 15400 36. 4 
Recirculation Flow (R,/s) 2970 7.01 
Feedwater Flow (kg/s) 2060 4.86 
Feedwater Temp. (K) 489 489 

TABLE II 

Test Conditions 

Break Conditions 
Position .. Recirculation Pump Inlet 
Area : O,l,2,.S,15,25,50,75,100,200% 

ECCS Conditions : HPCS Failure 
Steady State Conditions 

Steam Dome Pressure : 7. 3 MPa 
Lower Plenum Subcooling : 11 K 
Core Exit Quality : 14 % 

TABLE III 

Comparison of Peak Cladding Temperatures 

Break Area PCT Time Position 
(%) (K) (s) 

0 637 696 P3a 
1 754 546 P3 
2 804 531 p4b 
5 835 410 P4 

15 846 336 P4 
25 872 274 P4 
so 925 189 P4 
75 885 154 P4 

100 832 133 P4 
200 785 119 P4 

a 353 mm above the mid-plane of core. 

b Mid-plane of core. 
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Pressure Core Spray), LPCI (Low Pressure Coolant Injection) and ADS (Automatic 
Depressurization System). Each system of the ECCS is scaled to provide a coolant flow 
rate scaled by 1/424 and specific energy by one-to-one with respect to the reference 
BWR. The ADS is adjunct ·to the HPCS system and serves as a backup for it. The ADS in 
the facility is simulated by a valve arid an orifice with a diameter of 15.5 mm that 
vents 1/424 of the rated steani flow in an ADS of the reference BWR. The actuation 
timing fot the ADS are identical to those in the reference BWR. 

Steam is discharged to the atmosphere through the steam line connected to the 
steam dome. T.he steam line has three branches. The first branch has a valve to con
trol the steady state steam dome pressure before blowdown. The second branch simulate 
the ADS. The third branch has an orifice to simulate the flow resistance of the steam 
turoine-generator. Immediately after blowdown initiation, the first branch is closed 
and the third branch is opened by valve operation. 

The instrumentations of the ROSA-III test facility are designed to obtain thermo
hydraulic data to contribute to assess an analytical code for a BWR LOCA evaluation. 
Those thermal-hydraulic data to be measured include system pressure, fluid temperature, 
flow rate, density of fluid, liquid level and momentum flux. 

TEST CONDITIONS AND EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE 

The test conditions are summarized in TABLE II for the break area parameter series 
tests with break areas of 0, 1, 2, 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, and 200%. Break area of 
100% corresponds to (1/424) of the cross section of BWR recirculation piping at the 
pump inlet. The break location was at the recirculation pump inlet line and the break 
type was a connnunicative split break except for a 200% break which simulated a double
ended break. Blowdown was initiated by opening the quick opening blowdown valve at 
the immediate downstream of the .break orifice. 

The primary initial test conditions before break were as follows. The steam dome 
pressure was 7.35 MPa and the corresponding saturation temperature was 562 K. The 
steady state power was 3.96 MW corresponding to the maximum linear heat rate (MLHR) 
of 16.7 kW/m. The core inlet flow rate was 16 kg/sand the core outlet quality was 
estimated to be 14%. The lower plenum subcooling w.as 11 K. 

Liquid level signal in the downcomer was used to initiate MSIV (Main Steam Isola
tion Valve) closure and ECCS actuation in the test. The initial liquid level in the 
downcomer was 5.00 m since the liquid volume in the downcomer below 5.00 m in ROSA-III, 
including the volume in the jet pump suction pipings, :corresponded to the volume below 
the scram level (L3 level) in a BWR/6. The L2.and Ll liquid levels in the downcomer 
of ROSA-III were 4.76 m and 4.25 m, respectively. MSIV closure was initiated by the 
L2 level signal with the time delay of 3 s. LPCS, LPCI and ADS actuations were initi
ated by the Ll level signal with 40 s,, 40 s and 120 s time delays, respectively. The 
time delays, 3 s, 40 s and 120 s, .are used in the safety analysis of a BWR[lO]. The 
LPCS and LPCI injections were further specified to initiate at system pressure below 
2. 2 MPa and 1.6 MPa, respectively[lO]. The high pressure core spray system (HPCS) was 
assumed to be inactive as the severest single failure assumption. 

Experiment procedure was a~ follows. The steady state power supply to the simu
lated fuel assembly was switched to the transient power at break initiation to simulate 
core shutdown. The transient power simulates the heat transfer rate from fuel rod 
surface to coolant in the core of a BWR after 10 s from the break[ll]. 

Closure of the feedwater line was initiated at 2. s and closed completely at 4 s. 
The valve CV-130 in the steam discharge line was fully opened at break initiation. 
The system pres.sure was maintained above 6. 7 MP a after break by the pressure control 
system simulated by CV-130. The va.lve CV-130 started to close completely at 3 s after 
L2 level signal to simulate the MSIV closure. The safety relief valve, simulated by 
CV-130, was used to maintain the system pressure below 8.1 MPa after MSIV closure. 
The ADS valve, simulated by AV-169, was opened at 120 s after Ll level signal. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The system pressure transients measured at steam dome are shown in Fig. 2. for 
the breaks between 0 and 200%. The system pressure decreased after the break due to 
fluid discharge through the break and the steam line untill the MSIV was closed. The 
system pressure was maintained at 6.7 MPa by the pressure control system for small 
breaks less than 5% before MSIV closure. The MSIV was closed by the low L2 level sig
nal (1.9 m below the operating liquid level in the downcomer for a BWR) with·a time 
delay of 3 s. The system pressure recovered after MSIV closure. For the breaks greater 
than 5%, MSIV was closed. before the system pressure decreased to 6.7 MPa. The safety 
relief valve opened in small breaks less than 5% at a system pressure greater than 
8.1 MPa. 

In a small break (less than 5%), the system pressure started to decrease rapidly 
when the ADS was actuated 120 s after the low Ll liquid level signal (4.7 m below the 
operating liquid level in the downcomer for a BWR). In large and medium breaks (greater 
than 5%) the system pressure started to decrease rapidly when the recirculation line 
outlet was uncovered in the downcomer allowing the steam in the pressure vessel to be 
discharged through the break. 

The liquid level transients estimated from the signals of the conductivity probes 
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for 1% and 100% breaks, respectivelys. The system pressure 
and cladding surface temperatures of the peak power rod are also shown in the figures 
for comparison. The liquid level outside the core-shround began decreasing innnediately 
after the break and the liquid level inside the shroud followed the level fall in the 
downcomer in a 100% break, whereas in a 1% break downcomer was filled with; two phase 
fluid or liquid water throughout the transient. 

Lower plenum flashing initiated when the system pressure decreased to 6.4 MPa as 
a result of the rapid decrease in the system pressure. The mixture level in the core 
recovered because of lower plenum flashing and improved core cooling below the mixture 
level for a break greater than 5% (see Fig. 3). 

The whole core was uncovered to steam environment because of a core mixture level 
decrease due to less flashing in the lower plenum. The cladding surface. temperature 
started to rise from the top down following the level decrease (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

It was found that the fluid in the feedwater line began to flash at a system 
pressure of 2.2 MPa, decreasing the depressurization rate of the system and delaying 
the actuation of the LPCI. The inflow from the feedwater line to the pressure vessel 
due to flashing was detected by a flowmeter in the feedwater line. The feedwater line 
flashing also resulted in the temporal acceleration of core uncovering for. a break 
less than 1% possibly due to temporary stagnation of core flow. 

The low pressure core spray system (LPCS) and the low pressure coolant injection 
system (LPCI) were actuated at system pressrues of 2.2 and 1.6 MPa, respectively, due 
to the continuous decrease in the system pressure. The LPCS sprayed water from the 
top of the core and improved core cooling, rewetting the low power region at the top 
and the bottom of core due to water falling from the upper plenum. For small breaks 
less than 1% LPCS reflooded and quenched the whole core. The LPCS also contributed to 
the decrease in the system depressurization rate because it (1) increased steam genera
tion in the core and (2) decreased the steam discharge through the break because of a 
lower quality upstream of the break. The mixture level in the core recovered quickly 
after actuation of LPCI for breaks greater than 1%. All fuel surfaces were quenched 
shortly after reflooding. There was little difference in the liuqid level transients 
in the average and peak power channels. 

The cladding surface temperature was measured at seven elevations as shown in the 
figure. The heater rod surface temperature transient was ·strongly correlated with the 
liquid level transient in the core because the heat transfer coefficient varies con
siderably below and above the mixture level. The fall of the mixture level results in 
the rise of the cladding surface temperature above the. mixture level and the recovery 
of the mixture level.resutls in the turnaround of the cladding surface temperature 
below the mixture level. 

The PCTs (Peak Cladding Temperaures) in the ten tests are sunnnarized in Figs. 5. 
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and 6 and TABLE III. The PCT occurred at the mid-plane of the core on the peak power 
rod when the core mid-plane was reflooded after LPCI actuation for breaks greater than 
1%. For breaks smaller than 1%, PCT occurred at the position 3 (353 mm above the mid
plane of the core) after LPCS actuation. The whole core was reflooded before the actu
ation of LPCI for a break smaller than 1%. 

The PCT has a strong correlation to the time and the duration of core uncovering. 
The times of core uncovering and reflooding are compared in Fig. 7 as a function of 
break area. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the mid-plane of core is uncovered to 
steam environment before the actuation of LPCS and LPCI irrespective of break area. 
The PCT, reflooding and quenching at core mid-plane occur shortly after initiation of 
LPCI for breaks greater than 2% except for a 5% break where the PCT occurs a little 
before LPCI actuation due to precursory cooling by LPCS. The PCT occurs at the posi
tion 3 for breaks smaller than 1% and PCT, reflooding and quenching occur shortly after 
LPCS initiation at position 3. 

The measured PCTs.were 637 K (0% break), 751 K (1%), 804 K (2%), 835 K (5%), 846 
K (15%), 872 K (25%), 925 K (50%), 885 K (75%), 832 K (100%), and 785 K (200%) falling 
in a narrow range between 640 and 930 K. The highest PCT was observed in a 50% break, 
but it is still well below the limiting temperature of 1473 K (1200°C) for safety 
evaluation[l2]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions have been obtained: 

(1) The scenario of LOCA is. similar in various size breaks at the recirculation pump 
suction line except for the differences in the mechanism for rapid depressuri
zation and the time span of the transients. System pressure decreases rapidly 
due to fall of the downcomer liquid level and uncovering of the recirculation line 
for breaks greater than 5% and after ADS actuation at (Ll + 120 s) for breaks less 
than 5%. 

(2) Lower plenum flashing initiated at a system pressure of 6.4 MPa results in tem
poral recovery of core liquid level and improved. core cooling. 

(3) The feedwater line flashes at a system pressure of 2.2 MPa slowing down the de
pressurization, and resulting in the temporal acceleration of core uncovering for 
the breaks less than 1%. 

(4) The LPCS initiated at a system pressure of 2.2 MPa quenches the whole core for the 
breaks smaller than 1% and rewets the low power region at the top and the bottom 
of the core for the breaks greater than 1% due to water falling from the upper 
plenum. 

(5) The LPCI initiated at a system pressure of 1.6 MPa results in reflooding and 
quenching of the whole core for breaks greater than 1%. 

(6) The observed PCTs were between 640 and 930 K for the full break spectrum between 0 
and 200%; well below the present safety criteria of 1473 K. 
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ABSTRACT 

The results of simulant-material experiments and related analyses are described 
examining hydrodynamic aspects of ex-vessel material interactions in the reactor 
cavity following postulated core meltdown and breaching of the vessel lower head. 
The results support the contention that steam flow from the cavity to the containment 
volume, if rapid enough to be a significant contributor to steam spike, contains an 
inherent limitation mechanism which involves the entrainment of water, and perhaps 
cerium, into the flowing steam and subsequent sweepout of the materials from the 
cavity. The sweepout thresholds.are estimated to be of the order of 10 m/s and 
30 m/s for water and cerium, respectively, for a Zion-type cavity geometry. At steam 
flowrates greater than the sweepout thresholds, the materials can no longer be kept 
together in the cavity, and steam generation is cut off, albeit only temporarily. 

INTRODUCTION 

There has been increasing effort in the nuclear power industry to identify and 
examine hypothetical LWR accident sequences involving severe core degradation. These 
studies have included extremely low probability sequences such as long-time loss of 
off-site and on-site power in which loss of in-vessel cooling eventually results in 
core melting [1,2]. The molten core materials are calculated to relocate downward 
causing heatup, melting, and eventual failure of the core support structure and, 
ultimately, the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower head. Failure of the lower head 
creates a pathway for molten core materials to exit the vessel; the cerium* will 
drain or be expelled at the prevailing primary system pressure into the region of the 
containment building beneath the vessel. In most containment designs, this region is 
a rather confined "cavity", illustrated in Fig. 1 for the Zion PWR. 

For the hypothetical meltdown accidents considered, the cavity region becomes a 
focal point because the geometry and conditions in this region have an immediate 
bearing on the material interactions following the vessel breach. Key questions 

* Cerium is a term used to describe the molten mass comprised of the oxide fuel, oxi-
dized and unoxidized zirconium cladding, oxidized and unoxidized steel structural 
material, plus small amounts of control rod and burnable poison materials. 
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which must be addressed include the geometry of the interaction zone (cavity), whe
ther or not there is water in the cavity, and the corium injection conditions (vessel 
breach mode and pressure). Despite the complexities caused by the large range of 
conditions and uncertainties for the various postulated sequences, the fundamental 
issue relates to containment integrity early in the accident sequence; i.e., contain
ment pressurization. Ex-vessel cavity interactions are a potential source of added 
containment pressurization from the time of vessel breach from such sources as: 

.i) Steam generation -- corium entering water in the cavity will 
result in steam production; 

ii) H2 generation -- metallic constituents of the corium may be 
oxidized as the melt enters water in the cavity; 

iii) Gas generation -- the corium attack on the concrete in the 
cavity will result in the production of noncondensable 
gases; and 

iv) Vessel blowdown -- whatever pressure exists in the primary 
system upon vessel failure will act not only to eject the 
corium but will also produce a vessel blowdown into the cavity. 

The gas and vapor introduced into the cavity by these various processes will 
flow from the confines of the cavity through available pathways into the larger con
tainment volume. This flow of the gas/vapor from the cavity is an important aspect 
of the containment pressurization from two standpoints: 

i) For containment designs having small area connecting the cavity 
and containment volumes, there may be a choked flow limitation 
on the mass efflux rate, limiting the containment pressurization 
rate; and 

ii) For any containment design, the high vel~city gas/vapor flow may 
cause entrainment and removal of the water (and possibly corium 
itself) by simple hydrodynamic processes, thereby reducing the 
overall steam generation, gas evolution, etc. 

It was this latter consideration of liquid entrainment and sweepout which was the 
principal motivating influence for undertaking this work. 

OBJECTIVES 

The work described here was a first step at examining the physical phenomena of 
corium-water and' related material interactions in the confines of the reactor cavity. 
The basis for this work was the simple concept that gas/vapor flow through the 
cavity, if rapid enough to be a significant contributor to the containment pressur
ization, possesses the inherent ability to disperse water and/or corium from the 
cavity confines by a process of entrainment and sweepout. 

The specific objectives of this work were: 

i) 

ii) 

To visually examine the hydrodynamic processes associated 
with rapid gas/vapor insertion in a reactor cavity geometry 
using simulant materials, 

To determine threshold gas flowrates through the cavity at 
which entrainment and sweepout for both water and corium 
become appreciable, and 
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iii) To compare the entrainment and sweepout thresholds with 
predictions based on simple hydrodynamic models and to 
apply these models to the reactor system. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

In order to visually examine hydrodynamic processes in cavity geometry, the ap
proach was to construct a transparent mockup comprising the principal features of a 
cavity design. The design selected for this study was the Zion PWR [3]. The Zion 
cFvity, Fig. 1, has a cylindrical region ~ 18 ft in diameter extending downward 
~ 16 ft below the bottom of the RPV. The instrumentation guide tubes pass through a 
rectangular tunnel nominally 8 ft wide by 11 ft high which extends a horizontal 
distance of ~ 20 ft where it intersects an inclined shaft which passes upward to the 
basement level of the containment. In the experiment apparatus, Fig. 2, the hori
zontal tunnel and inclined shaft portions of the mockup are circular in cross section 
rather than rectangular, and the inclined shaft has the same cross section as the 
horizontal tunnel whereas at Zion it is about 35% smaller in cross section. None of 
the internal structures such as guide tubes, supports, ladder, etc. were mocked up 
since these are expected to have negligible effect on the flow path. The annular 
path around the vessel was not mocked up since this has questionable availability 
under accident conditions. 

The sweepout thresholds were examined using three fluids in the bottom of the 
cavity mockup: i) water -- representing water which entered the cavity from any of a 
number of possible sources during a hypothetical accident; ii) a liquid metal -
representing molten corium spread on the cavity and tunnel floor, and iii) a particle 
bed, representing fragmented corium debris on the cavity and tunnel floor. The water 
depth was varied in the experiments, including 10%, 50%, and 100% of the tunnel 
passageway height; the liquid metal depth was scaled .to represent ~ 50% of the 
corium-E mass which corresponds to a depth ·Of ~ 10% of the passageway height; the 
debris bed was based on this same cerium mass but with a void fraction of 0.5 giving 
a depth of 20% of the passageway height. 

The approach was .to introduce one gas source into the cavity and to vary its 
flowrate parametrically rather than attempt to mock up the details of the origin of 
the steam and gas from the water interactions, concrete interactions, and vessel 
blowdown. In the experiment apparatus, nitrogen gas was introduced into the cylin
drical region through a 1 in. pipe centered near the top of the apparatus (Fig. 2). 
The gas exited through the horizontal and inclined pipeways. The top of the inclined 
pipeway exited to a trap.which was at constant, ambient pressure. 

The liquid metal selected to 3epresent corium was Cerrolow-136, a bismuth based 
alloy having a density of 8.6 g/cm and a melting temperature of 136°F. This mater
ial would freeze and plate out on contact with the test section walls (as would 
~orium) while avoiding damage to the plexiglass. Heaters were provided at the 
bottom of the apparatus to heat the Cerrolow to ~ 20°F above its melting point. The 
remainder of the apparatus was at room temperature. 

Instrumentation consisted of orifice plates, pressure tr~nsducers, and thermo
couples in the gas delivery line to measure the gas flowrate. A pressure transducer 
was used to record· the cavity pressure. The principal source of data was the motion 
picture records obtained using a HYCAM camera at 1000 pps with Ektachrome 7421 or 
7247 color negative film. 

Starting with the fluid initially stationary at the bottom of the apparatus, two 
modes of operation were used. The first was a slow, quasi-static increase in the gas 
flowrate through the system (over the fluid layer) which was continued until signifi
cant entrainment of the fluid into the flowing gas was observed. This entrainment 
mode caused by gas flowing over the surface of an initially smooth fluid layer is 
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regarded as conservative in the sense that it gives high threshold levels compared 
with the dynamic processes envisioned in the cavity. To better approach the latter 
conditions, a transient mode of operation was also used in which the gas flowrate was 
applied suddenly by opening a solenoid valve in the gas line (~ 0.5 s risetime). The 
pressure was regulated in these tests to give a preselected flowrate following the 
rise slightly exceeding the quasi-steady dispersal threshold. Additional details of 
the tests can be found in Ref. 4. 

QUASI-STEADY SWEEPOUT THRESHOLDS 

The results from the quasi-steady sweepout threshold tests are described first. 
The principal parameters were the gas flowrate, the water level, and the fluid type. 
From preliminary tests it was found that if the gas flowrate over the fluid layer 
were increased too slowly, the fluid was gradually transported from the cylindrical 
cavity region into the horizontal pipeway where it collected in increasing depth at 
the far end. This occurred because the gas velocity was large enough to cause down
stream motion of the fluid but too small to cause entrainment and sweepout. Conse
quently, as the gas flowrate was increased further, the entrainment and sweepout that 
eventually occurred originated from the large fluid accumulation at the far end of 
the pipe. This could be avoided by reducing the time to reach the sweepout threshold 
to less than 10 s, which subsequently became an operational criterion for these 
quasi-steady tests. 

The first test was performed with a shallow initial water depth of h/D = 0.1. 
(The term D is the diameter of the horizontal pipeway, 10.2 cm). With thetonset of 
gas flow into the system, pertubations at the fluid surface were created which became 
more pronounced as the flowrate increased. Eventually liquid droplets were observed 
to disengage from the fluid surface, originating principally from the "crater rim" 
surrounding the jet impingement region, from the cylinder wall region due to the gas 
circulation pattern, and, most significantly, from the abrupt increase in fluid level 
(denoted "step") which invariably formed at the entrance to the horizontal pipeway. 
At velocities lower than the sweepout threshold, entrained droplets entering the 
pipeway would typically impact the far side of the inclined pipe and drain back down. 
At the sweepout threshold entrained droplets moved upward with the gas beyond the top 
of the inclined pipe in a droplet-dispersed flow regime; some droplets still impacted 
the inclined wall and drained. The gas velocity over the liquid surface was 7.6 m/s 
at this sweepout threshold. With continued velocity increase, more and more of the 
liquid was transported into the horizontal pipeway, and entrainment off the step lead
ing edge dominated. A point was soon reached where the liquid layer on the inclined 
wall began to exhibit flooding, resulting in a liquid-continuum dispersal off the 
outer pipe surface as well as the droplet dispersal. In the final stages the fluid 
was depleted by entrainment and flooding from a liquid accumulation at the far end 
of the pipe. 

Initially, this sequence was similar when the test was repeated with water depth 
in.creased to h/Dt = 0.5. Droplet sweepout became appreciable at a gas velocity of 
9.3 m/s in this test. As the gas velocity was increased further, however, the water 
tended to be transported into the horizontal pipeway, and with the larger mass of 
water in the system, a sizable reduction in the open area through the pipe resulted 
which had the effect of further increasing the gas velocity. Consequently, a wave 
crest stripping mode of entrainment became very appreciable particularly off the step 
leading edge. This rapid entrainment did not prevent the water level from growing to 
fill the entire pipe cross section, however_, which completely occluded the gas blowby 
area. When this occurred the pressure in the cavity increased rapidly, and liquid in 
the pipe was ejected up and out of the inclined pipeway as a slug. After this slug 
dispersal, the gas flow area over the liquid surface was reestablished. Thereafter, 
the liquid mass in the vessel was too depleted for this process to repeat itself, and 
the fluid depletion continued principally from the accumulation at the far end of the 
pipe similar to the previous run. 
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In the following test the initial water level was increased to the full pipe 
height, h/D = 1.0. With no gas blowby area present the pressure ih the cavity in
creased andtcaused an initial slug ejection. A bypass flow area was temporarily re
established, but again the water level grew to fill the cross section and another 
liquid slug was ejected. This cycle repeated itself several times until the water 
level was sufficiently depleted to preclude filling the pipe. Thereafter the sequence 
was similar to the first run, and the gas velocity at the onset of significant drop
let sweepout was 7.6 m/s. 

These early tests with water had indicated that liquid entrainment and sweepout 
did occur in this system, and that the sweepout began as ejection of droplets at 
~ 8-9 m/s gas velocity, followed at somewhat higher velocity by flooding of a liquid 
layer on the inclined wall. Furthermore, the gas velocity at the sweepout threshold 
was nominally independent of the water depth as long as entrainment and flooding 
dominated the dispersal. However, it was found that liquid slug ejection was an 
additional dispersal mechanism which operated when the liquid level in the pipe grew 
to fill the entire pipe cross section, and that this process could occur via fluid. 
displacement from the cavity even for initial water levels as low as h/Dt = 0.5. 

The results were qualitatively the same using Cerrolow as for the corresponding 
test using water with two exceptions: i) a thin layer of the liquid metal froze on 
contact with the vessel wall and thus the liquid mass was somewhat depleted even be
fore dispersal began; and ii) the gas velocity at the onset of dropl~t sweepout was 
about 3X that for water, 31.8 m/s. It was possible to disperse nearly all the Cerro
low from the apparatus by allowing the gas to flow for a long enough time. This in
cluded the frozen crusts on the inner walls which were eventually stripped off and 
swept away. It was concluded from this test that the same dispersal mechanisms and 
phenomena existed when the liquid layer was a molten metal as had been observed for 
water, albeit requiring a higher threshold velocity. 

An additional test was performed starting with a bed of uniform size, spherical 
stainless steel particles. The particle size was 0.78 mm, and the bed depth was 
h/Dt = 0.2. As the gas flowrate was increased, the bed exhibited a quasi-fluidiza
tion of the particles in the cylindrical cavity to a much greater extent than observed 
for the water or liquid metal. The particles tended to rise and fall uniformly in the 
cavity except for those at the entrance to the horizontal pipeway which were acceler
ated down the length of the horizontal pipe, impacting the inclined wall. Sweepout 
began when these particles impacting the inclined wall were deflected upward and 
passed out the top of the pipeway. Hence the initial sweepout occurred as a flow of 
particles along the pipe wall rather than as a dispersed flow. The threshold gas ve
locity for this_ to occur was about 16 m/s. The subsequent dispersal and depletion of 
the bed material with continued gas flow were remarkably similar to the liquid metal 
and shallow water cases. 

TRANSIENT SWEEPOUT BEHAVIOR 

The quasi-steady threshold tests were followed by a similar series of transient 
tests in which the gas flowrate was applied in the form of a rapid increase. The 
system pressure was regulated to give a plateau flowrate of ~ 10 m/s based on the 
entire pipe cross section. This exceeded the measured sweepout threshold for water 
by ~ 10-20%. 

The results of these transient tests showed the consistent formation of a crater 
in the fluid layer beneath the jet impingement region. The wave crest at the crater 
rim grew in amplitude as the wave traveled radially to the cavity wall. This wave 
consisted of disengaged liquid filaments and droplets as well as an underlying liquid 
continuum. When the wave reached the cavity wall, the fluid became essentially levi
tated on the wall by the gas flow pattern. Entrainment was observed to originate 
from the wave crest and from the liquid suspended along the wall. 
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The wave amplitude consistently grew to exceed the height of the horizontal 
pipeway. Since the net flow of the gas was into this pipeway, that portion of the 
wave subtending the pipeway arc was typically accelerated horizontally. The liquid 
impacted the inclined wall at the far end of the horizontal pipeway, and typically 
traveled upward and out of the system along this wall. After this initial dispersal 
stage, the sustained sweepout originated from two principal regions: i) the material 
levitated along the cylindrical cavity wall, and ii) the leading edge of the liquid 
step in the horizontal pipeway. Fluid tended to accumulate at the far end of the 
pipe, becoming the major source of entrainment during the final liquid depletion 
stage. The flow regimes of the liquid exiting the inclined pipeway consisted of both 
a continuum fluid layer along the inclined wall as well as droplets covering the en
tire pipe cross section. 

The foregoing description was basically independent of whether water, Cerrolow, 
or steel shot was used as the fluid layer so long as the fluid layer depth was shal
low. Figure 3 illustrates the sequence for the test run with the steel shot. The 
sequence was altered, however, for the water runs at depth h/Dt = 0.5 and 1.0. In 
these cases the depth of the liquid continuum in the crater rim grew to occlude the 
entire pipe cross section due to fluid displacement from the crater region. Although 
entrainment off the wave crest was greatly enhanced by this process, complete occlu
sion was not prevented. As a consequence, a slug of liquid filling the entire pipe 
cross section was ejected through the pipeway. For the case h/Dt = 1.0, this dis
persal mode continued in cycles until sufficient liquid was removed to prevent fur
ther occlusion. Thereafter the sweepout continued by the entrainment and flooding 
processes described previously. This sequence is shown in Fig. 4 for the case with 
water at h/Dt = 0.5. 

ANALYSIS 

A summary of the sweepout threshold data, determined from the quasi-steady mode 
of operation starting with a plane fluid layer at the bottom of the cavity apparatus, 
is shown in Fig. 5. In order to evaluate this data, and thereby to extrapolate to 
reactor conditions, three aspects of the observed phenomena have been examined: 

i) Cratering/wave formation of the fluid in the cavity, 

ii) Entrainment of fluid into overlying, flowing gas, and 

iii) Sweepout of fluid by action of the flowing gas. 
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TABLE I Property Values Used in Calculation 

Density 
Material ~ 

Dynamic Viscosity Surface Tension 
gLcm-s N/m 

Water @ 20°c 1. 0 1 x io-2 0.07 

Water @ roo 0 c 0.96 0 .28 x 10-2 

Cerro low 136 8.6 1.6 x 10-2 0.5 

Cori um 0.3 4.3 x io-2 0.5 

Nitrogen @ 1 atm, 20°c 1.1 x io-3 1.8 x 10-4 

Steam @ 1 atm , roo 0 c 0.6 x 10-3 1. 2 x 10-4 

Steam @ 3 atm, 134°c 1. 65 x 10-3 1. 35 x 10-4 
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Cratering Behavior 

For shallow crater depths, the stagnated gas jet spreads radially such that the 
gas flow is approximately horizontal along the surface of the immediately surrounding 
l.iquid. However, as the crater depth increases, the reflected gas jet is directed 
more and more towards the vertical as a result of its interaction with the crater 
wall. In particular, this is expected to be the case after the crater reaches the 
cavity base. The pressure assoc iated with the stagnation and reflection of the jet 
pushes the liquid outward towards the cavity wall. The driving pressure directed 
upon the crater wall near the base is expected to be approximately equal to the 
stagnation pressure, and this value has been used as a first approximation. 

The radial expansion phase, before the crater reaches the horizontal pipeway 
entrance, i s estimated by postulating radial symmetry about the jet axis. The sur
rounding liquid will tend to be pushed up ahead of the expanding gas-liquid interface 
giving the appearance of a cylindrical wave. The calculation of the dynamics of this 
wave is simplified with the assumption that the leading and trailing wave surfaces 
are vertical and that the wave height is uniform (i.e., a rectangular radial profile 
is assumed). Conservation of liquid mass requires that 

d 
dt 

[(R 
2 

- R 
2

) h ] 
w c w 

d (R 2h ) 
dt w 0 

(1) 

where R is the radius of the wave leading edge, R is the radius of the crater/wave w c 
trailing edge, h is the wave height, and h is the initial undisturbed liquid depth. 
A 1 . . f w 0 pp icat1on o momentum conservation in the radial geometry leads to the equation 

R ) h ] 
c w 
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2
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dR 
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2 

h t'.IP 
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(2) 

where u = ~-c and t'.IP is the differenc e between the jet stagnation pressure and the 
ambient ca~lty pressure. 

A fundamental assumption is made that the mass and momentum equations may be 
solved by separating the dynamics into a description of the motion of the crater wall 
according to 

R + R 
--'w'--__ c-'- h 

2 w 
t'.IP 

p (R - R ) 
w c 

together with an equation governing the wave thickness and height 

u R h (v - u) 
c w 

R 1 (h 2 
w 2 w 

dR 
where v = dtw. (Adding Eqs. 3 and 4 restores the original momentum equation.) 

(3) 

(4) 

It is noted that Eqs. 1 and 4 describe the formation of a radial hydraulic bore (or 
jump) for specified u, R , and R . Equations 1-4 are solved together to determine 
R , R and h as functio~s of ti~e. 

c w w 
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For the transient test with an initial water depth of h/Dt = 0.5, the hydraulic 
bore approach predicts that the wave front reaches the cavity wall at 0.069 s. At 
this time the calculated wave height and thickness are 16.0 and 1.58 cm, respective
ly. The 16 cm height greatly exceeds the 10.Z cm pipe I.D., and so complete occlu
sion of the pipeway was predicted. The film, Fig. 4, showed that the wave reached 
the exit opening at~ 0.075 s with a wave height of about 11 cm, in reasonable agree
ment with the calculation. 

Entrainment Behavior 

Liquid entrainment thresholds have been estimated using the inception criteria 
of Ishii and Grolmes [5] for the quasi-steady, plane layer cases. This model applies 
to the parallel, horizontal flow of a gas over a plane fluid layer, and is used to 
predict the fluid conditions at which surface waves grow to the extent of creating 
liquid. droplet disengagement. At high fluid layer Reynolds number, termed the rough 
turbulent regime (Ref> 1635), the shearing off of roll wave crests is envisioned to 
dominate the droplet disengagement process. The gas velocity at entrainment incep
tion is given by 

~· N < 0.07 
µ 

where N is the viscosity number defined by: 
µ 

N 
µ 

(5) 

(6) 

In Eqs. 5 and 6, cr is the liquid surface tension, µ is the liquid viscosity, p is 
density, g is the gravitational constant, and the subscripts H and L refer to the 
heavy and light phases. Using the property values list.ed in Table I, the entrainment 
thresholds are calculated to be 17 and 66 m/s for the NZ/water system and N2/Cerrolow 
system, respectively. These calculated entrainment thresholds are about a factor of 
two higher than the experimentally determined sweepout thresholds of 9 and 3Z m/s. 

The liquid entrainment threshold has also been estimated based upon the 
Kutateladze criterion for vertical, separated flow [6]. This has application pri
marily in the inclined pipeway where entrainment may take place from the flooded 
layer. The Kutateladze criterion for entrainment threshold is: 

UE,K ~· 3. 7 (7) 

Using property values in Table I, the extrainment is predicted to begin at gas velo
cities of 19 and 53 m/s for the NZ/water and Nz/Cerrolow cases, respectively. These 
are roughly the same magnitudes as predicted by Ishii and Grolmes for the horizontal 
case. 

For the tests in which the particle bed was used, the particle entrainment 
threshold was based on the saltation model of Bagnold [7]. (Saltation is the process 
by which particles flowing horizontally over a bed surface impart sufficient momentum 
to impacted particles to "kick" them up into the free stream).. The Bagnold criterion 
is given in terms of a threshoid friction velocity, U* = .Y-r/pL, as: 
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0.11 H g d J
. p - PL 

PL p 
(8) 

where d is the particle diameter. The friction velocity is related to the fluid 
mainstrgam velocity, U , by the logarithmic velocity law for imcompressible flow 
through a rough channei: 

2.5 ln D 
2 k 

s 
+ 4.8 (9) 

where D = channel hydraulic diameter and k = Nikuradse roughness ~ particle dia
meter. Applying Eqs. 8 and 9 to an initial~y uniform bed of SSt particles, 
d = 780 µ, with a depth of 0.2 D for a flow of nitrogen gas at 1 atm pressure gives 
apmainstream velocity at the thre§hold of entrainment of 12 m/s, slightly lower than 
the experiment sweepout threshold of 16 m/s. 

Sweepout Behavior 

The upward removal of fluid from the apparatus has been estimated using droplet/ 
particle levitation criteria as well as fluid layer flooding. The droplet-dispersed 
flow regime was typically observed at the onset of sweepout and persisted to varying 
degree even after flooding became important. The upward gas velocity for levitation 
of a particle (equivalent to freefall velocity) is given by 

1 

2:: [-4 (PH - PL) g dp ] 2 
UL 3CD PL .· 

(10) 

where C is the drag coefficient= f(Re). For the initially high relative velocities 
of inte~est between the flowing gas the the disengaged liquid globules (Re> 500), 
the drag coefficient is nominally constant at 0.44 [8]. Additionally, when-the 
liquid globules are subjected to the gas stream they typically undergo deformation 
and perhaps breakup. The maximum stable droplet size is typically given by a criti
cal Weber number criterion: 

u 2 
d PL 1 p,max 12 

a 

Substituting this relation for d into Eq. 10 and using CD 
for the droplet sweepout thresho~d: 

UL,d > 2.46 [ (pH :L;L)g cr r 
(11) 

0.44 yields a relation 

(12) 

Note that this criterion applies to incipient levitation of droplets of the maximum 
stable size; droplets smaller than this would also be ejected and would have an even 
lower threshold for levitation. Note also that this criterion is applicable to rigid, 
spherical droplets. The larger droplets may be expected to deform, and Levich (per 
Wallis) reconnnends using C = 1 to account for this [9]. This is equivalent to 
replacing the coefficient ~.46 in Eq. 12 with a coefficient 1.4. Hence droplet 
sweepout may actually begin at velocities less than predicted by Eq. 12 due to drop
let deformation as well as the presence of small droplets. However, Eq. 12 will be 
used for calculations since it gives a conservatively high velocity for estimating 
sweepout initiation. Using the parameter values in Table I, Eq. 12 predicts droplet 
sweepout thresholds of 12.5 and 35 m/s for the N

2
/water and N

2
/Cerrolow systems, 

respectively. These are reasonably close to the measured sweepout thresholds of 9 
and 32 m/s. 
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For the tests using a bed of spherical steel shot, Eq. 10 may be used directly 
to calculate the particle levitation threshold where d = 780 µ and C = 0.44. The 
particle freefall velocity (incipient levitation) was galculated to b~ 10 m/s. 

In addition to the droplet-dispersed mode of sweepout, a continuum fluid layer 
was observed to flow upward along the inclined wall at the far end of the horizontal 
pip:way. This "flooding" behavior of the liquid layer (that is, upward flow of the 
fluid layer rather than downward draining) can be estimated from the Kutateladze 
grouping with the coefficient 3.2 [10]: 

(13) 

Using the property values in Table I, the estimated gas flowrates at the onset of 
fluid layer floodin~ are 16 and 46 m/s for the N

2
/water and N

2
/cerrolow systems, 

respectively. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the analyses from the preceding section are sumni.arized in Table II 
together with experiment observations of sweepout thresholds. Some general observa
tions can be made from comparison of the calculated entrainment and sweepout thresh
olds with the experiment data. First, a dispersed-droplet mode of sweepout was ob
served to occur in the experiments at much lower gas flowrate than predicted by the 
entrainment thresholds. This suggests that actual disengagement of liquid globules 
from the fluid surface was taking place by some mechanism other than the idealized 
wave-crest stripping and growth of interface instability as modeled by Ishii, Grolmes 
[5] and Kutadeladze [6], respectively. Indeed, the films of the various tests showed 
that the predominant locations for entrainment appeared to be i) the wave crest 
surrounding the crater in the jet impingement region, ii) the fluid film levitated 
along the cavity wall by the gas circulation pattern, and iii) the crest of the 
hydraulic jump which invariably formed in the horizontal pipeway region. Hence, 
entrainment in the experiments appeared to be enhanced relative to idealized quasi
steady conditions by both dynamic (liquid disengagement by its inertia) ?-nd geometry 
influences. The onset of sweepout in the experiments agrees more closely with removal 
processes than with entrainment processe~. The calculated threshold for upward 
removal (levitation) of droplets is reasonably close to the experiment observations, 
particularly considering that the levitation threshold is based on a maximum stable 
size droplet whereas many smaller droplets are also expected to be present. This 
close agreement suggests that the initial sweepout is limited no.t by the lack of 
dispersed fluid in the flowing gas but by the upward removal process. 

The experiments showed that fluid sweepout occurred not only in a dispersed 
droplet flow regime, but also as a continuum fluid layer along the wall of the in
clined pipeway. This fluid layer formed as droplets flowing through the horiz.ontal 
pipeway impacted and collected on the far wall rather than deflecting upward and out 
with the flowing gas. Initially this fluid drained downward and fed a growing fluid 
accumulation at the corner. However, for increased gas flowrate the fluid layer was 
observed to flow upward and spill over the top lip in a separated flow regime. This 
typically occurred somewhat after the onset of droplet sweepout, consistent with its 
~ 20% higher gas flowrate requirement. (This is evident .by comparison of the thresh
old relations, Eqs. 12 and 13, which contain the same Kutadeladze grouping with 
different coefficients.) 

A third mode of sweepout was observed only for the water tests in which the in
itial water level in the cavity was at least one-half the height of the horizontal 
passageway. In these tests the increase in water depth at the entrance to the hori
zontal pipeway, due to the radially growing crater in the cavity region, invariably 
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caused complete occlusion of the pipeway by the liquid and resulted in acceleration 
of a large liquid slug out of the pipeway. This is a rapid dispersal process com
pared with the droplet and liquid layer sweepout and had the effect of removing large 
masses of water from the system on a short time scale. When the water inventory was 
depleted by these slug ejections to the point that complete occlusion of the pipeway 
cross section was no longer possible, the subsequent fluid removal processes resem
bled the shallow pool cases. 

The entrainment and sweepout criteria presented in the previous section have 
been used to estimate the entrainment and sweepout thresholds for two reactor cases 
involving i) steam flow over water in the cavity, and ii) steam flow over liquid cor
ium in the cavity. A containment pressure of 3 atm is considered; parameter values 
used in the calculations are listed in Table I. The results of the calculations are 
presented in Table II. If the principle finding from the simulant-material dispersal 
experiments is applied to the reactor system (i.e., the onset of fluid dispersal 
corresponds approximately to the calculated droplet levitation threshold), sweepout 
of water from the reactor cavity would be expected to begin for steam flowrates of 
~ 10 m/s, and at steam flowrates of ~ 30 m/s sweepout of corium as well as water 
could be expected. The flooding thresholds for water and corium in the inclined 
passageway are estimated to be 13 and 37 m/s, respectively. The significance of this 
for the reactor system is that for steam flowrates of ~ 10 m/s or greater (related to 
the tunnel cross-sectional area), it is no longer possible for water to remain in the 
cavity, independent of whether the high steam/gas flowrate is due to corium/water 
thermal interaction, vessel blowdown, corium/concrete interaction, or combinations of 
these. This has application to the steam spike scenario, in particular; since water 
dispersal from the cavity limits the overall steam generation. For example,. for the 
Zion containment design, the maximum sustained pressurization rate attributable to 
steam generation in the cavity is estimated to be~ 1.3 psi/min. Steam flowrates 
greater than this would be predicted to remove the water from the cavity via sweepout 
and thereby cut off or greatly diminish the steam generation by water starvation. It 
should be noted, however, that this does not preclude cooling of the debris in the 
cavity since water can reenter the cavity by draining down the inclined wall when the 
steam exit velocity diminishes to less than the flooding threshold, ~ 13 m/s. 

If the steam flowrate is ~ 30 m/s or greater, it should also be considered that 
corium itself may be dispersed from the cavity. The principal significance of this 
is that the mass of corium is distributed over a larger area involving not only the 
cavity but also the lower levels of the containment volume itself. Since the base
ment floor is expected to have water on it, the dispersed debris may be rapidly 
quenched, although the amount of additional steam generation would depend upon the 
water subcooling. For a loss of heat sink accident, the 30 m/s threshold steam/gas 
flowrate for corium ejection is e2ceeded by vessel blowdown alone for a breach size 
in the lower-head of about 0.01 m or greater (11.3 cm minimum diameter for a single, 
circular failure). 

SUMMARY 

The test~ and related analysis described here were undertaken to examine hydro
dynamics aspects of cavity interactions following postulated core meltdown and 
vessel breach. The results of these tests have demonstrated the potential for sweep
out of materials from the cavity, i.e., water and corium, due to the steam/gas flow
rate through the available pathways from the cavity to the containment volume. The 
observed sweepout phenomena were similar for three different fluids in the cavity 
mockup, namely water, a liquid metal (representing molten corium), and a particle bed 
(representing corium debris). The measured gas flowrates to initiate the sweepout 
were about 10, 16, and 30 m/s for the water, particle bed, and liquid metal, respec
tively. These measured sweepout thresholds are in reasonable agreement with estimates 
of the onset of upward fluid motion by droplet/particle drag and by liquid layer 
flooding on the pipeway wall. Ejection of large slugs of water was also observed for 
initially deep water levels. Fluid entrainment took place principally from three 
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locations, namely the wave crest surrounding the fluid crater in the cavity, the 
flooded material along the cavity wall, and the crest of the fluid level jump in the 
horizontal passageway. 

Applying the fluid removal criteria to the reactor system suggests that at 
~ 10 m/s steam/gas velocity through the tunnel, water would be swept from the cavity, 
and if the steam/gas velocity were 30 m/s or higher, not only would the water be re
moved, but corium itself could be dispersed. These dispersal phenomena have the 
effect of limiting the containment pressurization rate attributable to cavity inter
actions as well as potentially spreading the corium over a larger surface area in the 
c·ontainment. 
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TABLE II Summary of Calculated Threshold Velocities 

Threshold 

Droplet Entrainment per 
Ishii, Grolmes, m/s 

Droplet Entrainment per 
Kutadeladze, m/s 

Particle Entrainment 
per Bagnold, m/s 

Droplet Levitation, m/s 

Particle Levitation, m/s 

Vertical Flooding, m/s 

Experiment S~eepout 
Threshold, m/ s 

N/Water 

(1 atm) 

17.2 

18.5 

12.5 

16.0 

'V 9 

N/Cerrolow 

(1 atm) 

66.0 

53.3 

35.4 

46.1 

'V 32 

937 

N/Particles 

(1 atm) 

12.2 

10.0 

'V 16 

Steam/Water 

(3 atm) 

17.5 

15.0 

10.0 

13.0 

Steam/Corium 

(3 atm) 

43.9 

42.9 

28.5 

37.0 
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ABSTRACT 

When fuel-rod temperature exceeds ~1900°C during a degraded~core 
accident in a water-cooled reactor, fuel and cladding materials can 
liquefy through pseudoeutectic interaction between Zircaloy cladding and 
U02 fuel. The coo.lant atmosphere of the reactor during this later stage 
of an accident is likely to be composed primarily of hydrogen mixed with 
depleted steam. Thermochemical aspects of fuel-rod material interactions 
that take place under such conditions are discussed. On the basis of an 
evaluation of out-of-reactor fuel-rod heatup simulation test results, 
three mechanisms are suggested that may inherently slow core heating 
above ~1900°C during a degraded-core accident: (a) candling of liquefied 
fuel and Zircaloy, (b) hydrogen blanketing, and (c) the endothermic 
behavior of pseudoeutectic liquefaction. 

INTRODUCTION 

An understanding of the kinetics and thermochemistry of the high-temperature 
reactions of Zircaloy fuel cladding with reactor coolant and uo2 fuel pellets is 
crucial to a proper analysis of core heating and damage during a degraded-core 
accident in a water-cooled reactor. When fuel-rod temperatures exceed ~1900°C 
during such an accident, fuel and cladding materials can be liquefied by pseudo
eutectic processes that start at the Zro2/a-Zircaloy and uo2/metallic-Zircaloy phase 
boundaries. Although phenomenological observations of pseudoeutectic liquefaction 
and subsequent fuel-rod "candling" have been reported in previous investigations, 1 • 2 

the thermochemistry of the reactions is little understood. In addition to the 
pseudoeutectic processes, oxidation of the liquefied Zircaloy or Zr-U-0 ternary 
phase can continue above ~1900°C. The heat generated in the oxidation process is 
usually considered to be the predominant source of core heating in this temperature 
range. However, practically no information is now available with regard to the 
oxidation rates (and, hence, heat generation rate) of the liquid Zircaloy or ternary 
phase. Because of the solid-to-liquid phase transformation of Zircaloy in contact 
with the zro2 overlayer, the high-temperature oxidation rates cannot be obtained by 
a simple extrapolation of the solid-phase rate constants determined for ~1850°C. 
Furthermore, the low-temperature oxidation rates were obtained under conditions of 
unlimited steam supply. However, during the prolonged core uncovery in a degraded
core accident, exemplified by the Three Mile Island-2 accident, the upper 
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high-temperature portion of the fuel rods is expected to be exposed to a mixture of 
hydrogen and depleted steam, rather than an unlimited flux of pure steam. Several 
investigators have reported that the oxidation rates in similar hydrogen-steam 
mixtures a~e lower than those ln pure steam for total pressures near atmo-
spheric. 3- Hence, it appears that the Zircaloy oxidation rates and, therefore, the 
heat generation rates applicable to a degraded-core-accident analysis are further 
complicated by the large amount of hydrogen generated. 

The uncertainties about the thermochemical nature of the pseudoeutectic 
liquefaction processes (e.g., whether they are endothermic or exothermic) and in the 
magnitude of the exothermic heat generation through oxidation of cladding, or of the 
ternary liquid, lead to large uncertainties in analyses of core heating above 
1900°C.5 In turn, these result in significant uncertainties in calculated peak 
fuel-rod temperature, fuel-rod liquefaction, fission-product release, and core
melting time scale in a degraded-core accident. 5 Calculations based on previously 
reported Zircaloy oxidation rates, obtained under conditions of saturated pure 
steam, indicate autocatalytic-type· accelerated fuel-rod heating similar to Curve A 
of Fig. 1. 7 However, all the reported out-of-reactor simulation tests 1 • 2•8 of fuel
rod heating show that heating rates slow above ~1900°C, as indicated by Curve C. 
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level fuel-rod heating during a degraded-core accident similar to 
the Three Mile Island-2 reactor, calculated for scenarios of (A) 
unlimited supply of pure steam for Zircaloy oxidation, (B) oxida-
tion rate retarded by hydrogen blanketing, (C) situation (B), 
followed by cancellation of the oxidation heat during endothermic 
pseudoeutectic liquefaction between Zircaloy and uo2 , (D) situation 
(C), followed by completion of the pseudoeutectic liquefaction process. 
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For a given uncovery time (e.g., ~70 min in Fig. 1), the different core heating 
scenarios (e.g., Curve A vs C) imply a drastically different extent of fuel-rod 
liquefaction (e.g., 100% vs a few percents) for the local core level. Toward 
providing a better understanding of core heating and degradation processes, which 
might be helpful in reducing the uncertainties, this paper presents the results of 
evaluating oxidation (and, hence, heat generation) behavior of light-water-reactor 
fuel rods above ~1900°C and thermochemical aspects of the pseudoeutectic lique
faction processes. Based on those results, it is suggested that three mechanisms 
may inherently slow the core heating in a manner similar to the representation of 
Curve C or D. The three are (a) "candling" of liquefied fuel and cladding, (b) 
hydrogen blanketing of the fuel-rod surface, and (c) th~ endothermic behavior of the 
pseudoeutectic liquefaction process. 

CANDLING OF LIQUEFIED FUEL AND CLADDING 

If the Zr02 layer that results after oxidation of Zircaloy cladding at <1900°C 
is thin, the amount of liquefied metallic Zircaloy (either oxygen-stabilized a or $ 
phase) is relatively large. As a result, the relatively thin oxide layer can be 
breached easily, and the liquid Zr-0 or Zr-U-0 phase will flow to a lower axial 
position. This process, usually termed "candling," is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 2. The cause of the oxide layer breach appears to be primarily mechanical 

., 

. ' 

U02 
FUEL 

PELLET 

GAP I 13- OR UNSATURATED 
a- ZIRCALOY 

Zr02 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of "candling" of 
liquefied Zr-U-0 phase that breaks out of the 
zro2 layer and flows down to lower axial levels. 
The oxidation rate (hence, the heat generation 
rate) in empty Region E is slowed, but the rate 
in Region L will be accelerated. 
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failure, resulting from excessive hoop stress that accompanies volume expansion of 
the liquefied Zircaloy and uo2 •

1•2 However, the oxide layer can also be breached 
through chemical reaction, i.e., dissolution of Zr02 into the liquefied Zr-0 or Zr
U-0 phase. The process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. Because of the 
solid-to-liquid transformation of the remaining metallic. Zircaloy at ~1900°C, the 
oxygen concentration gradient of a-phase Zircaloy at the oxide/a boundary will be 
increased abruptly, as illustrated in Fig. 3(B). Likewise, a sudden increase in the 
oxygen diffusivity of the a-phase Zircaloy is expected in association with the 
solid-to-liquid transformation. Depending on the rate of oxygen transport across 
the oxide layer, the Zro2 layer can simply be dissolved in the liquid Zr-0 or zr~u-o 
phase. There has been a report that the oxide-layer growth rate constant (and, 
hence, o:xYgen transport rate in the oxide) at a given temperature is dependent on 
the relative hydrogen and steam partial pressures in the oxide/coolant boundary 
(which, in turn, determines the dissolved hydrogen content in the oxide). 6 Some 
f~el-rod outer surface morphologies reported by Hesson et al. 8 appear to indicate 
this type of oxide layer breach through chemical reaction. 

Local downward flow of the liquid phase, illustrated in Region E of Fig. 2, 
separates the Zr02/a-Zircaloy boundary and halts the oxidation (and, hence, heat 
generation) of the lo~al area. However, because the liquid phase will solidify and 
continue being oxidized at a lower axial position (e.g., Region L of Fig. 2), and 
will produce heat, core heating to ~2000°C will propagate toward the lower le~el 
more rapidly than in the case of insignificant candling. Hagen's observation of 
sudden temperature drops of fuel rods that have reached ~2000°C in flowing steam 
appears to be associated with the downward liquid flow. However, it is difficult to 
envision a temperature drop in an actual case of re?ctor core heating. The tempera
ture is more likely to remain flat, similar to Curve .C of Fig. 1. 

Candling and subsequent propagation of the axial liquefaction front will be 
more pronounced for a higher heating rate to ~1900°C, which is usually associated 
with a large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). For a small-break LOCA, similar 
to the accident at the Three Mile Island, heating rates are usually slow and, 
consequently, candling is likely to be. insignificant. The results reported by 
Hesson et al. 8 and Hagen2 for some slow heating (~2°C/s) tests in a steam environ
ment appear to confirm this view. The low heating rates associated with a small
break LOCA are also conducive to larger ballooning of Zircaloy cladding. The larger 
the ballooning, the less likely the occurrence of the local heating slowdown by the 
candling mechanism, because the ballooning and rupture are accompanied by reduced 
wall thickness of cladding and increased gap between the uo2 pellets and the 
Zircaloy cladding. 

HYDROGEN BLANKETING 

A large amount of hydrogen, produced by oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding at 
the lower levels of core, can effectively blanket the fuel cladding surfaces of the 
hot upper level of the core. Although the average amount of steam available to each 
fuel -rod channel may be large enough (i.e. , larger than the "steam-starvation" 
level), hydrogen fraction at the Zr02-coolant boundary can be high (e.g., ~0.9), 
because of laminar flow conditions that are expected in a small-break LOCA. 
Measured oxidation in such hydrogen-steam mixture environments with high hydrogen 
fractions hgs been shown to be significantly less than the measured· oxidation in 
pure steam. The lesser oxidation measured at 1705°C is indicated in Fig. 4. The 
data of Fig. 4 were obtained from isothermal oxidation tests in which steam was 
supplied to Zircaloy tube specimens at various rates under a constant overpressure 
of hydrogen or helium (~36 kPa). Thus, each steam supply rate corresponds to a 
different ratio of hydrogen-to-steam flux incident on the Zr02 surface. The data 
obtained in a pure steam or helium-steam environment are equivalent, indicating that 
the steam supply rates were sufficiently higher than the "steam-starvation" level. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustrations of oxygen concentration 
gradients in alpha-phase Zircaloy before and after melting 
at ~1900°C in a degraded-core-accident situation. The 
concentration gradient of the solid phase at the oxide/alpha 
boundary, depicted by the slope in (A), increases abruptly 
to a larger value, denoted by the steeper slope of the 
liquid phase in (B). The increased concentration gradient 
and a larger diffusivity of oxygen in the liquid phase can 
result in dissolution of the oxide layer under certain 
conditions, depending on the oxide-layer thickness and 
hydrogen-to-steam ratio in the coolant/oxide boundary 
layer,· (C). 
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Fig. 4. Square of oxide-layer thickness vs isothermal 
oxidation time obtained from Zircaloy-4 oxidation tests 
at 1705°C in pure steam, helium-steam, and hydrogen-steam 
mixtures under various steam flow conditions. Helium and 
hydrogen overpressures were essentially identical, i.e., 
~33 kPa at

6
20°c. Total pressures during tests were 

38-45 kPa. 

For all the steam supply rates, the oxidation kinetics in pure steam were invariably 
parabolic, and the rate constants were a function of specimen temperature only. 
However, the rate constant decreases significantly with decrease in steam supply 
rate and, hence, increasing hydrogen fraction at the coolant/oxide boundary. The 
ratio of the oxide layer growth rate constant in hydrogen-steam mixtures to that in 
unlimited pure steam is plotted as a function of Zircaloy specimen temperature in 
Fig. 5. The result of Fig. 5 indicates that for constant steam ~upply rate, 
retardation of oxidation is more significant with increase in temperature at 
~1500°C under otherwise identical conditions. 

Reports on similar retardation of oxidation by hydrogen blanketing, t~at would 
be applicable to a degraded-core-accident analysis, are not available for 1900°C. 
However, an observation made recently on a fuel-rod segment that was heated to 
~2100°C appears to provide an example of such an effect on the oxidation of a Zr-U-0 
liquid layer. Detai~ed descriptions of the fuel-rod heating experiment are 
available elsewhere. , lO A transverse section of the heated fuel-rod segment is 
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Fig. 5. Ratios of parabolic oxide-layer growth rate constant in hydrogen
steam mixtures to that in unlimited pure steam as a function of Zircaloy-4 
cladding temperature. The hydrogen gverpressure was ~36 kPa and the steam 
supply rate was varied as indicated. 

shown in Fig. 6. The segment was supported horizontally on a flat quartz specimen 
holder and heated by an induction coil. There was a small gap between the ·specimen 
holder and the bottom of the segment. The temperature of the segment was monitored 
by a pyrometer, which was focused on a spot indicated in Fig. 6. Th~ local spot 
reached a nominal temperature of ~1450°C and was held constant for 7 min (see 
Fig. 7). However, because of less heat loss through convection and radiation, the 
bottom of the segment (e.g., Strip 5) reached significantly higher temperature. As 
a resq_lt, localized pseudoeutectic liquefaction of Zircaloy and uo2 occurred at the 
bottom of the segment. Another important result of the horizontal positioning of 
the fuel-rod segment was insufficient mixing of steam and hydrogen (generated by 
Zircaloy oxidation) in the narrow gap between the specimen holder and the bottom of 
the segment (e.g., area near Strip 5). 

Higher magnification of Strip 5 is shown in Fig. 7. Several different phase 
layers that result from the complex reactions among the steam-hydrogen mixture, 
Zircaloy cladding, and uo2 pellet are· identified in the figure. The cross section 
shown in Fig. 7 was further analyzed by electron microprobe, to determine the 
concentration distributions of U, Zr, Fe, Sn, and oxygen. The oxygen concentration 
was determined indirectly from the combined concentrations of the metallic 
components. The U and Zr concentration profiles obtained across the thickness of 

,Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 8. The oxide layer of Fig. 7 consisted of two discernible 
phase layers, as shown. The oxide layer formed fr (1900°C is characterized by 
precipitates of globular and platelet a-Zircaloy • 12 and negligible U concentration 
(Fig. 8). In contrast, the reaction layer formed by oxidation of the once-liquid 
Zr-U-0 ternary phase at Zl900°C was characterized by large, rounded bubbles within 
the layer, absence of intragranular a-Zircaloy precipitates, 12 and significant U 
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PYROMETER 
FOCUS 

Fig. 6. Transve~se cross section of a fuel-rod segment heated in steam 
to temperatures 1900°C which shows pseudoeutectic liquefaction between 
Zircaloy and uo2 at the bottom. 
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FORMED AT >1900°c 

so µ~ 

Fig. 7. Higher magnification of Strip S, Fig. 6. Several different 
phase layers, produced as a result of the fuel-rod segment heating to 
~2100°C and subsequent reaction between uo2 and Zircaloy, can be 
identified as shown. The outer surface was exposed to a stagnant 
steam-hydrogen mixture of unknown proportion. Corresponding U and 
Zr concentration profiles across the phase layers, determined by the 
electron microprobe, are shown in Fig. 8. 
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content. On the basis of the U profile in the (Zr,U)02 layer, the oxide layers 
formed before and after the ternary phase had reached pseudoequilibrium can be 
identified. The combined processes of pseudoeutectic melting between the Zr-0 solid 
solution and uo2 pellets and subsequent interdiffusion of 0 and U were much faster 
than the growth of the (Zr,U)02 layer. 

The composition of the once-liquid U-Zr-0 phase shown in Figs. 7 and 8 is, in 
mole %, U, 11.0; Zr, 32.2; Fe, 0.2; Sn, 2.3; and oxygen, 54.3. According to the 
reported pseudobinary phase diagram of uo2 and oxygen-saturated a-Zircaloy, 13 •14 

this composition corresponds to a temperature of ~2100°C in equilibrium. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that the (U,Zr)02 layer of Fig. 7 was formed essentially as a 
result of oxidation of the U-Zr-0 liquid at ~1900-2100°C during a period of ~7 min. 

Rate constants for oxide layer growth, applicable to conditions of unlimited 
supply of pure steam, have been reported in the literatureb,ll for temperatures of 
1500 to 1850°~. The rate constants obtained by an extrapolation of previously 
reported data to 1900 and 2100°C predict (U,Zr)o2 layer thicknesses of ~.33 and 
0.55 mm, in the same order, for an oxidation period of 7 min. These thicknesses are 
approximately three times as large, in the first case, and five times as large in 
the second case as the ~0.11 mm observed for the (U,Zr)o2 phase of Fig~l 7 and 8. 
If rate constants extrapolated from the report by Urbanic and Heidrick were used, 
calculated thicknesses are ~3.6 and 6.1 times as large for temperatures of 1900 and 
2100°C, in the same order, as the observed value. It is difficult to attribute 
these sizable differences to possible uncertainty as to the time during which the 
local temperature exceeded ~1900°C. Rather, the analysis strongly indicates that 
the oxidation rates applicable to z1900°c during a degraded-core accident should not 
be obtained through a simple extrapolation of the data reported for pure steam and 
temperatures of ~1900°C. The significantly slower oxidation indicated in Fig. 7 is 
most likely a result of a hydrogen-blanketing effect produced at the bottom of the 
fuel-rod segment. Slowdown of oxidation and fuel-rod heating at Zl900°C by the 
hydrogen-blanketing mechanism is likely to be more pronounced for a small-break 
LOCA, which is conducive for a larger ballooning of fuel cladding, smaller heating 
rate, and a more laminar flow of coolant. 

ENDOTHERMICITY OF THE PSEUDOEUTECTIC 
LIQUEFACTION OF ZIRCALOY AND U02 

Hofmann et al. 15 have shown that the pseudoeutectic liquefaction of Zircaloy 
and uo2 at ~1900°C proceeds by (1) melting of Zr--0 solid solution at ~1900°C, (2) 
chemical reduction of uo2 by the molten Zr-0 phase, and (3) melting of the reduced 
uranium oxide. To melt the Zr-0 solid solution and the reduced U02-x• a supply of 
heat would be required. Heat of fusion of Zr-33 at. % 0 at ~1900°C is ~4.6 kcal/mol 
Zr. Similar heat of fusion for melting of U-60 at. % O at ~2100°C is ~33 
kcal/mol•U02_x• The endothermic reaction will at least partially offset the 
~xothermic oxidation and decay heats and, hence, slow the fuel-rod heating at 

1900°C. The reduction of uo2 pellets by the liquid Zr~o phase results in a more
or-less homogenous U-Zr-0 liquid phase, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 8. This is pre
ceded by mixing of liquid Zr-0 and U-0 phases, the latter produced from melting_ of 
the reduced uo2_x solid. Heat of mixing of the two liquid solid solutions is not 
known; however, it probably is not high compared with the heats of fusion. When the 
oxygen content of the liquid U-Zr--0 phase increases (as a result of oxygen transport 
from the Zr02 layer) and exceeds a certain composition, the liquid transforms to a 
solid (U,Zr)o2 layer, as Figs. 7 and 8 indicate. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, metallurgical evaluations have been made of fuel-rod segments 
heated at 1500-2100°C in steam or hydrogen-steam mixture environments, simulating 
fuel-rod material interactions in a degraded-core-accident situation. On the basis 
of these evaluations and information available in the literature, thermochemical 
aspects of the fuel-rod material interactions at ~1900°C that are applicable during 
a degraded-core accident have been examined. On the basis of thermochemical 
analysis, it is suggested that three possible mechanisms may inherently slow core 
heating at ~1900°C during the accident: (a) candling of liquefied Zircaloy and 
fuel, (b) hydrogen blanketing of fuel-rod surface, and (c) endothermicity of the 
pseudoeutectic liquefaction of Zircaloy and fuel. The relative importance of each 
slowdown mechanism has been discussed in relation to different types of accidents. 
The candling mechanism is believed to be relatively insignificant except for a 
large-break LOCA. In case that significant candling occurs, core heating of up to 
~2000°C will. propagate more rapidly toward lower levels of core, resulting in fuel
rod fragmentation over a wider axial level of core. 
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NEAR LOWER FLAMMABILITY LIMITS 
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ABSTRACT 

The combustion of hydrogen-steam-air mixtures near lower flammability 
limits has been studied in a 2. 3-m diameter spherical vessel. The concen
tration range investigated included hydrogen concentrations below 10% and 
steam concentrations up to 30% by volume. Most experiments were carried out 

0 
at 100 C, but some were done at room temperature. The effects of fan-
induced turbulence were investigated qualitatively. It was found that tur
bulence markedly affects. combustion, with or without steam. It was also 
found that bottom ignition resulted in faster and more complete combustion 
than central ignition, other factors remaining the same. The addition of 
small quantities of steam did not affect the degree of combustion with 
bottom ignition. However, the inhibiting effects of steam were significant 
for a centrally ignited mixture. 

INTRODUCTION 

The present interest in hydrogen combustion arises from its relevance to nuclear 
reactor containment systems. During certain postulated loss-of-coolant accidents, 
appreciable quantities of hydrogen may be released by zirconium-steam reactions in 
the reactor core. The concentrations are such that a deflagration wave, once 
initiated, may propagate through the mixture. The rate and extent of combustion will 
depend on conditions such as temperature, pressure, concentration and location of 
ignition. At low concentrations, flammability limits exist and influence the extent 
of the reaction. 

A detailed assessment of containment behaviour requires knowledge of the rate and 
extent of combustion as a function of composition, temperature, and turbulence, 
either present initially or produced by obstacles in the flame path. The rate of 
combustion is described by the laminar burning velocity, which is a fundamental 
physico-chemical parameter of the mixture, and has been studied extensively by 
several researchers [ 1, 2]. Burning velocity measurements for hydrogen-air and 
hydrogen-steam-air systems have been made by Liu et al. [:3, 4] using laser-Doppler 
anemometry. They have also conducted hydrogen combustion experiments in a 2-L vessel 
to determine the extent of combustion, and concluded that the addition of small 
quantities of steam (<15%) will not significantly affect the extent of combustion. 
However, to predict with confidence hydrogen combustion behaviour in large volumes, 
it is necessary to perform experiments on a much larger scale. 

Furno et al. [5] have conducted hydrogen combustion studies in a 3.66-m diameter 
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sphere (25, 670 L) and compared the results with combustion in an 8-L vessel under 
static conditions. They noticed significant differences in the extent of combustion 
and the ultimate pressure rise. They also carried out combustion experiments in the 
presence of turbulence, and noted that the flame propagation did not exhibit downward 
or horizontal flammability limits. In other words, the effects of buoyancy dis
appear. Though experiments in small vessels indicate the general effects of 
turbulence on combustion, the characteristic scales are different from those expected 
in reactor containments. . Since scale and intensity of turbulence are important 
parameters controlling flame propagation, an understanding of size effects on 
combustion is needed. This can be obtained by large-scale testing. 

The influence of initial turbulence, such as that produced by a fan, has been 
investigated by Harris [6]. However, the combustible was a hydrocarbon (methane) and 
the results cannot be applied to hydrogen combustion because of the latter's higher 
burning velocity. 

To study the above effects in more detail, experiments were undertaken in a 2.3-m 
diameter sphere. 

DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUMENTATION OF THE TEST FACILITY 

Description 

The test facility consists of three units that may be interconnected: a sphere, a 
duct and a vertical cylinder. The sphere (2. 3-m diameter) alone was used for the 
series of experiments reported here. The sphere has three large openings and several 
smaller ones. The smaller openings were used foT mounting instruments and probe.s. 
The· sphere is insulated and trace-heated with steam, and its temperature can be 
maintained at any desired value up to about 135°c. Steam may be injected into the 
sphere through one of the ports, as desired. Two fans driven by variable-speed air 
motors were mounted diametrically opposite each other in the sphere, as shown in 
Figure 1 • 

Instrumentation 

A schematic of the instrumentation used is also shown in Figure 1. Transient 
pressures in the sphere during combustion were measured by three piezoelectric-type 
transducers with a rise time of 2 s and by a Rosemount capacitance transducer having 
a response time of 0.2s. The piezoelectric transducers were mounted flush with the 
inner surface of the vessel flanges. A resistance temperature detector was employed 
to monitor the initial and final gas temperatures. 

The passage of the flame front was detected by two seven-point ion probes mounted 
nearly diametrically opposite, and approximately along a radius of the sphere. Each 
point consisted of two electrodes of 1-mm diameter bare wire separated by a 2-mm gap. 

The gas compositions in the sphere before and after combustion were determined 
using a gas chromatograph (GC). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Combustion At Low Hydrogen Concentrations 

Combustion of hydrogen at low concentrations ( ~ 5 volume %.) is characterized by 
low burning velocities and less than complete combustion (<20%). A schematic repre
sentation of the flame propagation at low hydrogen concentrations is shown· in Figures 
2A and 2B. Figure 2A shows only upward flame propagation, while Figure 2B shows 
upward, followed by downward flame propagation. Combustion here is dominated by 
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INSTRUMENTATION IN THE SPHERE 
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Figure 2: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF FLAME PROPAGATION 
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buoyancy effects. The fireball initiated at the bottom moves upward. at a speed 
greater than the Qurning velocity of the mixture and downward propagation does not 
occur. The fireball sweeps a nearly conical volume, and the actual volume burned 
depends upon the concentration of hydrogen. For low initial hydrogen concentrations, 
only a small fraction is burned. Larger concentrations result in correspondingly 
larger fractions of hydrogen burned and higher peak pressures. Once the fireball 
reaches the top of the sphere, it is quenched by heat transfer to the walls, and the 
pressure in the system decays. 

The top and middle curves of Figure 3 show the pressure-time history for a mix
ture containing 5% hydrogen, both dry and with 15% steam. The behaviour with 15% 
steam appears similar to the dry case except for lower observed pressures. The extent 
of combustion is almost the same, and the reduced pressure may be due to the in
creased heat capacity of the mixture when steam is present. This results in reduced 
flame temperatures for the same amount of energy released, and thus reduced peak 
pressure. The behaviour with 30% steam is similar to that with 15% steam. 

Combustion At Higher Hydrogen Concentrations 

Figure 4 shows pressure transients for mixtures containing 8% hydrogen and 
various amounts of steam. Th.!=l pressure peaks are much higher, as expected. The 
addition of 15% steam does not alter the shape of the curve significantly. Com
bustion for both the dry mixture and with 15% steam resulted in complete combustion, 
and combustion with these steam concentrations does not appear to be inhibited. 

The lowest curve of Figure 4 is for 30% steam addition. In this case only about 
38% of the hydrogen was burned, and the peak pressure reached only about 25% of that 
for the fully burned case. Large quantities of steam reduce the burning velocity of 
the mixture, and the combustion is again governed by buoyancy effects and downward 
flame propagation is suppressed. Compared with dry mixtures, the presence of steam 
also causes a larger departure from the adiabatic pressure rise because of its higher 
emissivity and the greater time available for heat transfer during the slower 
combustion. 

These findings agree with those of Liu et al. [4], i.e. that moderate steam 
additions do not significantly affect the degree of combustion for bottom ignition. 
They also indicate that diluents that reduce the burning velocity are effective in 
inhibiting combustion at combustible concentrations near the lower flammability 
limits. 

The Effect Of Initial Turbulence 

That turbulence greatly enhances the rate and degree of combustion has been well 
established. Recent investigations by Abdel-Gayed and Bradley [ 7] have shown that 
turbulence effects are large even for hydrogen. One might expect that since the 
effect of turbulence is to increase the effective diffusivity of the species within 
the flame, the effect should not be great for hydrogen due to its intrinsically high 
diffusivity. That this is not the case is demonstrated in Figure 5. The dashed 
curve is for the quiescent mixture, where the extent of combustion is only 26%, due 
to buoyancy effects. The expected adiabatic pressure rise for this case is 42 kPa 
while the measured rise is about 24 kPa, indicating that nearly 50% of the energy is 
lost. When initial turbulence is present, the rate of combustion is greatly in
creased, and nearly 83% of the hydrogen is consumed. Because less time is available 
for heat transfer, the measured peak pressure of 105 kPa is closer to the adiabatic 
pressure of 128 kPa expected for an 83% burn. Though heat losses are greatly reduced 
for the turbulent case, they are still large enough to keep the peak pressure 
noticeably below the adiabatic value. 

With turbulence, buoyancy effects become less important. Since turbulent burning 
velocities are much higher than laminar burning velocities, combustion is over before 
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buoyancy-induced velocities become appreciable. Further, it is difficult to speak of 
a single flame ball when turbulence is present. The combustion becomes more distrib
uted, and large burning eddies become fragmented into several small ones moving in 
different directions. These set up their own flame centers similar to the effect of 
multiple ignition sources, as discussed by Hertzberg [8]. 

Due to time constraints, the turbulence parameters were not measured in these 
experiments. However, some measurements made with an isolated fan in the open 
atmosphere (partially blocked at the rear to simulate the conditions in the sphere) 
indicated a turbulence intensity of the order of 3-4 m/s close to the fan. 

Figure 6 and 7 summarize the results of several tests with and with out tur
bulence. The mixtures were ignited at either the top or bottom of the sphere. At 
low hydrogen concentrations, top ignition with turbulence results in lower peak 
pressures than bottom ignition because of heat loss to the vessel walls. At high 
hydrogen concentrations, top ignition results in slightly higher peak pressure; the 
exact cause of this is not clear at present. The lowest hydrogen concentration at 
which downward propagation could be achieved in a quiescent mixture was 8.5%. 

The Effect Of Turbulence With Steam Addition 

Figure 8 shows the effect of steam when initial turbulence is present. Without 
turbulence, 30% steam would result in less than 20% hydrogen burned. But, as can be 
seen, with turbulence the extent of combustion is about 50%, al though the peak 
pressure is reduced due to the increased heat capacity of the mixture. 

The effects of steam and turbulence on combustion are counteracting: the 
addition of steam tends to reduce the rate and extent of combustion, whereas 
turbulence promotes rapid and more complete combustion. 

At very low hydrogen concentrations, turbulence can suppress combustion. For 
example, combustion occurred at 5% hydrogen and 30% steam under quiescent conditions, 
but the flame kernel near the ignitor was quenched when the fans were on, probably 
due to rapid physical dispersion of the flame. Similar behaviour was observed for a 
mixture of 4.1% hydrogen in air. 

The Effect Of Steam With And Without Initial Turbulence On Combustion With Central 
Ignition 

Figure 9 shows that, for a mixture containing 7% hydrogen at 100°c, the pressure 
rises slowly at first, indicating that the fireball is moving upwards. When it 
reaches the top of the sphere, downward propagation starts and combustion is complete 
in about 12 s. The hydrogen was nearly fully burned. At room temperature this 
behaviour occurs with mixtures containing 8.5% hydrogen. The addition of 15% steam 
nearly supressed combustion; the pressure rise was trivial. Gas chromatograph 
measurements showed that less than 0.5% hydrogen was burned. 

With the fans on, complete combustion was achieved with 15% steam, indicating 
that the suppression effect of the steam was counteracted by the presence of 
turbulence. 

The Effect Of Ignitor Location 

Ignitor location affects the rate and extent of combustion significantly. Figure 
1 O shows the difference between central and bottom ignition with 7% hydrogen at 
100°c. It is clear that bottom ignition results in faster combustion. This is 
contrary to what one would expect in the absence of buoyancy effects. It is 
possible that a greater fraction of the hydrogen is burned during the upward flame 
propagation with bottom ignition than with central ignition, and that the subsequent 
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downward propagation rate of the flame depends upon the amount of hydrogen burned and 
the size of the flame ball, resulting in a faster downward sweep. 

Temperature Effects On Flammability Limits 

Though these experiments were not intended to establish the limits of propaga
tion, they do shed some light on the processes taking place. Figure 6 shows 
combustion peak pressure plotted against hydrogen concentration, for central 
ignition. For quiescent systems, the rise in peak pressure is abrupt for hydrogen 
concentrations above 8%, suggesting that the nature of flame propagation, or 
combustion, has changed. The agreement between our data and that of Furno et al. [5] 
is good. 

Figure 6 also shows data for bottom ignition. Here again the threshold concen
tration is around 8% hydrogen. This may be compared with Figure 7, which shows an 
abrupt rise in the peak pressure occurring at lower hydrogen concentrations (between 
6 and 7%) at 100°c. Since a mixture containing 7% hydrogen at 100°c showed evidence 
of downward flame propagation when bottom-ignited, top ignition of this mixture under 
quiescent conditions was attempted to establish whether the downward propagation 
limit had shifted to 7% at 100°c. Ignition was not obtained during several attempts; 
in fact, a hydrogen concentration of 8.5% was required. This indicates that the 
downward propagation limit is distinct from the limit for complete combustion. With 
the fans on, top ignition of mixtures at 100 °c could be achieved down to a 
concentration of 5.5% hydrogen. 

The temperature dependence of the lower flammability limit L can be estimated if 
one assumes a relationship [9] of the type L(T)/Li:is)= 1 -[C/L!2516Hc](T-25), where T is 
temperature in °c, Ll:isl is the limit at 25°c and AH is the heat of combustion per 
mole of fuel. For hydrogen-air mixtures, this simpq_ifies to L(T)/L12sJ = 1 - 0.0013 
(T-25) if a value of 9 .1 % for downward propagation is used for L12sJ. At 100°c this 
gives a value of 8.2% for the downward propagation limit, which agrees roughly with 
the present finding of 8.5%. Upward, followed by' downward propagation occurs at 
approximately 8.5% hydrogen at 25°c according to Furno's [5] and our data. Using 
this value as the limit for downward propagation in large volumes, we obtain a 
dependence of L(T) on T of L(T)/Ll25l= 1 - 0.0014(T-25). Substituting 100°c for T, 
it is seen that 11100> = 7 .6%. The observed value for both central and bottom ignition 
is 7% hydrogen, which again· agrees roughly with the estimated value of 7 .6%. The 
upward travel of the flame ball may introduce some buoyant recirculation in the 
system which, when the fire ball reaches the top of the vessel, could cause a shift 
in the lower concentration limit for downward propagation to lower values. This may 
explain the different downward and upward, followed by downward propagation limits of 
9.1 and 8.5%, respectively, observed by Furno. It is not clear why this difference 
appears to be slightly larger at 100°c. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn from the present investigations of hydrogen 
combustion in hydrogen-steam-air mixtures: 

1. Small quantities of steam do not affect the nature and extent of 
hydrogen combustion using bottom ignition. Only at steam concen
trations around 30% does inhibition of combustion become 
significant. 

2. Bottom ignition results in the largest extent of hydrogen 
combustion and is more effective than central or top ignition in 
establishing a flame, even at very low hydrogen concentrations, 
with or without turbulence. 
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3. Turbulence increases the rate and extent of combustion in almost 
all cases. However, it has a quenching effect at very low 
hydrogen, or high steam, concentrations. 

4. Steam inhibition is more effective with central ignition than with 
bottom ignition. 
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ABSTRACT 

Vapour explosion phenomena were investigated in the molten NaCl/water 
system (kg-range) under different experimental conditions, e.g. system pres
sure, fuel/coolant contact mode, coolant subcooling, trigger system. The in
fluence of the system pressure on spontaneous or externally triggered vapour 
explosions was of main interest. Spontaneous vapour explosions occurred only 
in "pouring" mode experiments and the explosion cut-off system pressure was 
measured to be 0.3 MPa. External triggering was only possible with relatively 
high trigger energies (minidetonators charged with black powder). The vapour 
explosion cut-off system pressure measured in such triggered systems was about 
3 MPa in "pouring" mode experiments and 1.3 MPa in "flooding" mode experiments. 

INTRODUCTION 

The vapour explosion phenomenon is still of importance for reactor safety analysis. 
For this reason a collaboration was established between BMFT/NRC/JRC Ispra to study ex
perimentally the conditions for the occurrence of vapour explosions in molten/salt wat
er systems. The material combination NaCl/H2o was proposed [:.[\, because spontaneous va
pour explosions can easily be generated in such systems at low ambient pressures. Ana
lytical models predicted the suppression of vapour explosions at higher ambient pres
sure. The validity of this prediction was verified in experiments performed in the FCI 
tank facility at JRC Ispra, where the system pressure can be varied over a large pres
sure range. The ability of external triggers to reactivate a suppressed vapour explo
sion was furthermore investigated. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

A sketch of the test facility is shown in Fig. 1. A detailed description of the 
test rig has already been given, [2]. Two kilograms of salt are melted in the furnace 
(maximum pressure 0 .2 MPa), heated to maximum temperatures of l200°C and dropped throug,b.a 
lock system into the pressure tank. A fast pressure compensation system coup~ed to the 
lock system allows experiments at elevated ambient pressures of up to 4 MPa in the pres
sure tank. All experiments are performed in small interaction vessels with water/melt 
volume ratios from about 20 : 1 to 5 : 1, and water subcoolings from 100 to 160°C. The 
interaction vessel itself (Fig. 2 shows for example th·e vessel used .for triggered expe
riments) is mounted inside the pressure tank. It is of rectangular shape and its volume 
is about 20 liters. In the steel walls on opposite sides are openings for pressure 
transducers and thermocouples. The other two walls are made of transparent 11 Macrolon11 

to allow visualization of the interaction process. High speed motion pictures are taken 
of each experiment at framing rates up to 5000 frames/s. The locations of pressure 
transducers and the positions of used external triggers are also shown in Fig. 2. Three 
different melt/water contact modes have been applied: 

0 Gentle "pouring" of the melt into the water. After free fall from the furnace the cru
cible with the melt is caught and locked in a catching device. When the low pressure 
in the catcher device has been adjusted to the high ambient pressure in the interact
ion vessel, the melt is poured on to the surface of the water. 

° Forced "dropping" of the melt into the water. In this contact mode the melt is con
tained in a quartz crucible. At the end of the free fall path the crucible is des
troyed and the melt drops with high velocity into the water. This method is only ap
plicable for experiments at ambient pressure of 0.1 MPa. 

0 Submersion of the melt into the water. A special system allows the intermixing of the 
molten salt with a known water volume in a defined manner. T:he melt is poured into a 
container above the water level, and then pulled pneumatically 30 cm under the water 
surface. In this manner "flooding" of the melt from sides is achieved. The diving 
time can be varied from 200 ms to some s. 

Different external trigger systems have been used (Fig. 3), viz.: 

0 Electromagnetic trigger (EM): this trigger device consists of an electromagnetic dri
ven membrane producing pressure shocks by discharging a capacitor. With this trigger, 
experiments were performed with electrical energies of up to 500 J. For instance, 
pressure amplitudes up to 20 MPa and 20 ps pulse width at half maximum were measured 
in a distance of 31 cm from the membrane. 

0 Minidetonators (ZK): to increase the trigger potential minidetonators were used in 
the experiments. The pressure pulse amplitudes were comparable to the ones obtained 
with the electromagnetic triggers, but the pulse widths at half maximum are about 50 
to 100 ps. 

0 Minidetonators with black powder charge (ET): for further increase of the trigger 
energy, minidetonators were charged with black powder up to 0.5 g, containing a com
bustion heat of about 5000 J. The characteristic feature of these triggers compared 
with the previous ones were the lower pressure amplitudes but much larger pulse 
widths ( rv 1 ms). 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME AND RESULTS 

Interaction experiments without trigger. 

Experiments have been performed in a large range of test conditions and with the 
three contact modes described. The occurrence of vapour explosions could only be demon
strated in "pouring" and "dropping" experiments. While the "dropping" method is res
tricted to experiments at 0.1 MPa ambient pressure, the effect of pressure on the ex
plosive behaviour of the system was investigated in "poµring" experiments, which gave 
the best reproducible results. Tests performed in this measurement series are shown in 
Table I, with temperatures of melt (T) and coolant (T) and system pressure (P

00
) as 

M c 
parameters. 

TABLE I 

Executed Test Programme: "Pouring" Experiments 

T I TM Pm (MPa) 
c 

I I I I I I I (oc) 
I 

(oc) 0.1 
I 

0.2 
I 0.3 I 0.5 I 

1.0 
I 

2.0 
I 

4.0 

I 850 + I I I 0 I I I 
20 I 950 + I I I 0 I I I + surface reaction 

I 1050 + I I I I I I 
50 I 850 '~· I I I I I I 

I 1200 ~~- I I I 0 I. 0 I I 
o no explosion 

I 850 -1f I I I 0 I I I ~~ explosion 
90 1950+1050 ~~ I ~~ I 0 I 0 I 'I 0 I o 

I 1200 .>< I I I 0 I I I 1~-

142 I 1100 I I I 0 I I I 
170 I 1100 I I I I 0 I I 

With a coolant temperature of 20°C penetration of large melt masses into the cool
ant was prevented by a violent interaction at the water surface expelling the inflow
ing melt. At higher coolant temperatures vapour explosions always occurred at 0.1 MPa 
ambient pressure. The explosion could be noticed acoustically and severe damage of the 
interaction vessels resulted. This explosive behaviour ceased at system pressures of 
more than 0.3 MPa. Fig. 4 shows an example of pressure vs. time curves measured in the 
reaction vessel in different experiments when only the system pressure was changed. In 
case of vapour explosions, pressure spikes were measured with peak amplitudes of more 
than 10 MPa and widths in the millisecond range. In cases where no explosion occurred, 
the pressurization was caused by evaporation of the water resulting in a pressure in
crease of a few bar within a few seconds. 

Examples of vapour explosions in "dropping" experiments are given in Fig. 5 (pres
sure history at 0.1 MPa system pressure). 

Externally triggered experiments. 

Experiments have been performed at nearly constant initial conditions with respect 
to coolant and NaCl melt temperatures (e.g. TC= 90°C, TM= 1100 to 1200°C). The expe-
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rimental variables were system pressure (P
00

), trigger energy (i.e. the trigger system 
applied) and the delay time (tr) between melt/coolant contact and triggering. The exe
cuted programme for "pouring" experiments is given in the diagram (Table II), in which 
the sequence of the experiments is indicated. In all these tests the trigger pulse was 
generated axially in the bottom of the interaction vessel (Fig. 2) .. 

Trigger 

TABLE II 

Executed Experimental Programme 
''Pouring" Experiments 

P (MPa) --i> 
ro 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
EM 

l ZK 

ETi--;;"-r--;----;-;c..----;-+-u-----!10 •• i I 
~~~~~~--+-~~--''--~---<~1.5 ti 

tT(s) 

o no explosion explosion 

The effect. of the trigger system adopted 
(EM, ZK, ET) on the interaction process is 
shown in Fig. 6. At ambient pressure of 0.6 
MPa only the most intensive trigger (black 
powder charged minidetonator) sets off a 
vapour explosion. Given the experimental 
conditions of this triggered explosion only 
the system pressure was changed to higher 
values in further experiments. The pressure 
response to the triggering, measured in the 
interaction vessel is given in Fig. 7. It 
is seen, that above 3 MPa ambient pressure 
no vapour explosion could be triggered by 
means of the charged minidetonators. Exam
ples of triggered explosions at ambient 
pressures of 0.6 MPa (Exp. 216) and 2.1 MPa 
(Exp. 219) are illustrated in Fig. 8 and 

Fig. 9. These show the pressure patterns at different positions in the interaction ves
sel (see Fig. 2). 

A series of "flooding" experiments has been performed in the ambient pressure ran
ge between 0.1 and 4 MPa, with and without external triggers. Contrary to the "pouring' 
tests no vapour explosions could be evidenced without external triggering, also at am
bient pressures below 0.3 MPa. Fig. 10 shows examples of measured pressure curves at 
ambient pressures .from 0.1 to 1.0 MPa. 

Experiments in which the charged minidetonators were fired after flooding the melt 
with water lead however to vapour explosions. In these cases the minidetonators were 
placed in the lateral wall of the interaction vessel at the level of the flooded melt, 
in a distance of 3 cm. An example of the pressure history in the interaction vessel 
is shown in Fig. 11, for an experiment at 1.0 MPa ambient pressure. Tests at higher am
bient pressures showed however that the trigger system used was no longer powerful 
enough to set off an explosion. The ambient pressure threshold for the explosion sup
pression was measured to be 1 .. 3 MPa. 

The experimental programme was concluded by some tests injecting small amounts of 
water (10 to 50 cm3) into the flooded melt, to investigate the trigger potential of an 
expanding vapour bubble. It was calculated that at 0.1 MPa ambient pressure flashing 
of lg water of homogeneous nucleation temperature in a salt melt of 1000°C provides 
mechanical work of about 150 J in less than 0.5 ms. In fact tests at low ambient pres
sures confirmed that vapour explosions could be triggered by means of such water in
jection. But already at system pressures of more than 0.3 MPa (the cut-off pressure of 
spontaneous vapour explosions) water injection was not anymore effective in triggering 
an explosion. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

It has been shown, that the molten salt/water system is very suited for thermal 
interaction studies over a large range of experimental conditions. The behaviour of the 
system can best be understood by the measured pressure transients and high speed film 
shots. After explosive events the pressure transducer signals often drifted and some
times detectors were also destroyed. In most cases however the initial phase of the ex
plosion and the pressure maximum were detected, though the absolute values in the pres
sure spikes are somewhat uncertain due to the time response limit of the measuring sys

tem. 

Summaries of the experiments performed in contact modes "pouring" and "flooding" 
are given in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 respectively. The diagrams show the response of the 
system to the various external triggers as a function of the system pressure P co and, 
in case of not triggered interactions, also as a function of coolant subcooling 4 T. 

The following phenomena have been observed, when no external triggers were applied: 

0 Reproducible spontaneous vapour explosions occurred at 0.1 MPa system pressure and 
90°C water temperature for the contact modes "pouring" and forced "dropping". 

0 Increase of the system pressure above 0.3 MPa provoked the cut-off of spontaneous 
vapour explosion. 

0 High subcooling of the water at 0.1 MPa system pressure, which means low coolant tem
perature, led to spontaneous reactions at the water surface, preventing penetration 
of melt into water. 

0 The experiments performed do not show measurable influence of subcooling on the va
pour explosion cut-off threshold. 

0 At 0.1 MPa system pressure an intensive mixing in a limited volume was observed be
fore vapour explosions occurred. 

0 At elevated system pressure mixing is drastically reduced and lumps of melt entrapped 
in vapour pockets float down in the coolant. No vapour explosion occurred. 

0 No sponatneous vapour explosion could be obtained at contact mode "flooding", where 
premixing of melt and coolant could not be achieved. 

Vapour explosions in a salt/water system cah however be externally triggered at 
higher system pressures. The energy and the shape of the trigger pulse as well as the 
mixing, are important. The results of these experiments can be summarized as follows: 

0 Above the spontaneous explosion cut-off pressure in the "pouring" mode experiments, 
in which a coarse premixing of the melt was established, explosions could only be 
triggered with charged minidetonators. From the pressure pattern, measured in the in
teraction vessel, it follows that the explosions are directly tripped by the trigger 
pulse intervention. Furthermore, the measurements· indicate the occurrence of propaga
ting vapour explosions. This was concluded from the fact, that increasing pressure 
amplitudes were measured in the more distant positions from the trigger location. The 
upper threshold for triggering an explosion by means of this trigger device proved 
to be about 3 MPa system pressure. The me~sured peak pressures as function of the 
system pressure are given in Fig. 14a. This figure shows clearly the upper system 
pressure threshold for the effectiveness of the trigger. 

0 In the test series with the "flooding" contact mode significant premixing did not 
occur. However, it could be demonstrated that in such a system vapour explosions can 
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also be triggered up to system pressure of 1.3 MPa applying the charged minidetonator. 
Between firing of the trigger and onset of the explosion delay times of some millise
conds have been observed. In this time interval the initially undispersed melt mass has 
to be fragmented and mixed with the coolant by means of the trigger intervention it
self. Contrary to the experiments with the ''pouring" contact mode the highest pressure 
peaks were measured at positions nearest the trigger location (Fig. 14b). This suppor:ts 
the conclusion that for the propagation of a vapour explosion mixing is necessary. 

The molten salt/water experiments presented have been analyzed by the IKE of the 
University Stuttgart (FRG) [3,4]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the present experimental results leads to the following conclu
sions: 

0 Vapour explosions occur spontaneously at low system pressures, when the initial ex
perimental conditions favoured intensive mixing. 

0 Higher ambient pressures cut off vapour explosions. In the present molten/salt-expe
riments spontaneous explosions were suppressed above 0.3 MPa. 

0 At higher system pressures the mixing process is changed significantly. 
0 Vapour explosions can be reactivated by means of sufficiently intensive external 

triggers at system pressures where spontaneous explosions are suppressed. In the 
present experiments the upper trigger limit was 3 MPa system pressure. This limit 
depends on the trigger magnitude and may be shifted to higher pressure values by in
creasing the trigger energy. 

The results are in agreement with measurements already published, concerning other 
fuel/coolant systems like water/freon, mineral oil/freon and corium/water [5]. Moreover, 
analytical models exist which describe the influence of the system pressure on the ex
plosive behaviour. 
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ABSTRACT 

Deliberate ignition of hydrogen at low concentrations in reactor 
containment systems is one method of mitigating its effects. Since 
many postulated accident conditions have substantial amounts of steam 
present, experiments have been performed with hot-surface-type ignitors 
to determine the hydrogen-air-steam concentration regimes at which they 
would be effective. Our work to date has been on GMAC No. ·7 thermal 
glow plugs of the type installed in reactors with ice-condenser con
tainments, and on an ignitor manufactured by Tayco, which is also being 
considered for some icecondenser containments. This paper pre·sents the 
results of these ignitor effectiveness experiments and gives the 
ignition limits and the effect of steam on the ignitor su~£ace tempera
tures required for ignition. 

INTRODUCTION 

·Hydrogen may be produced and released to the containment atmosphere in 
some postulated reactor accidents. To assure the integrity of the containment 
system, it mus·t be shown that the possible combustion of the hydrogen does not 
produce pressures greater than the containment design pressure. Removal of 
hydrogen by deliberate ignition at low concentrations is one of the possible 
mitigation methods. 

We are studying the effectiveness of various igni tor types as part of our 
studies on hydrogen ignition behaviour. To date we have focussed on thermal 
heating devices that serve as hot surfaces to ignite the hydrogenair-steam 
mixtures when they reach flammable concentrations. Two types have been invest
igated. Most of the work has been w·i th the GMAC No. 7 glow plug shown in 
Figure 1 a. This type is generally powered by a 14-VAC electrical supply and 
has been installed in several ice-condenser containment systems as part of the 
distributed ignition system (DIS). An alternative type manufactured by Tayco, 
shown in Figure 1b, is powered by 120 VAC and has also been tested. It is be
ing considered as an alternative ignitor by some utilities. 

This paper presents our results for these two ignitors. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A 17-L quasi-spherical vessel with a pressure rating 
was used in this study. Figure 2 shows schematically 

of 4 MPa (600 psi) 
the vessel and the 

(4-in) diameter view 
three 19-mm (3/4-in) 

The vessel and gas 

ancillary components. The vessel has a pair of 100-mm 
ports on a horizontal axis for flame visualization, and 
pipes for gas injection, sampling and pressure relief. 
piping are electrically trace heated to so 0 c - 100°c to 
ation inside. 

prevent steam condens-

The instrumentation for the glow plug, also shown in Figure 2, consists of 
two ionization gap probes (Nos. 1 and 4) coated with NaHco

3 
to detect the 

arrival of the flame, a 0.25-mm (0.010-in) sheathed thermocouple (No. 3) to 
Itleasure gas temperature, a GMAC No. 7 glow plug (No. 5) with two 0.25-mm 
(0.010-in) K-type thermocouples (No. 3A) spot-welded to its bottom surface to 
determine its temperature history, and a piezoelectric transducer (No. 10) to 
measure pressure. An eight-channel recorder was used to record the signals 
from these transducers. A small fan (No. 6) is also available for mixing and 
to provide turbulence for some experiments. Instrumentation for the Tayco 
igni tor is similar. Four 0.13-mm (0.005-in) K-type thermocouples were spot
welded to t:tie outer surface of the igni tor, two on the top and two on the 
bottom. 

In performing the experiments, the electrical trace heating system was 
turned on to bring the vessel to a uniform and constant temperature (typically 
80-95°C, required to prevent steam condensation). The transformer to control 
the voltage to the ignitor was preset. The vessel was evacuated, and steam, 
hydr.ogen and air were added to the appropriate partial pressures as measured 
by a strain-gauge pressure transducer. The fan was turned on to provide mix
ing and, if not required for the experiment, turned off for at least two 
minutes prior to ignition to permit the mixture to settle. Gas samples were 
taken for analysis by mass spectrometry. The power supply to the igni tor was 
turned on until ignition occurred or until the igni tor temperature began to 
level off. Pressure measurements were continued after ignition until the mix
ture cooled to its initial temperature so that the final pressure of the com
bustion products could be determined. Gas samples of the combustion products 
were also taken. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows the concentrations at which the thermal glow plug was test
ed. The shading of the points indicates whether combustion was observed at 
these concentrations. The criterion for ignition was that flame arrival was 
detected by the upper ionization probe. Since the accompanying rise in pres
sure and temperature was sometimes barely discernible, we chose to define 
ignition with less than a 12-kPa pressure rise as marginal since the quantity 
of hydrogen consumed under these conditions would likely be small. The dis
tinction between marginal ignition and partial combustion should be noted, 
since ignition resulting in a pressure rise greater than 12 kPa did not 
necessarily lead to consumption of all of the hydrogen. Most experiments were 
performed with a 14-V supply to the glow plug. Some tests at 12 V and lower 
showed no measurable difference in behaviour as long as the voltage was high 
enough for the glow plug to reach the ignition temperature. 

Ignition l.imi t curves for both quiescent and turbulent mixtures have been 
drawn on Figure 3 to delineate the regions of ignitable mixtures from those 
that do not ignite. Al though these ignition limit curves resemble typical 
flammability limit curves, they are not flammability limits since the geometry 
differs greatly from that used in standard flammability limit tests. The 
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presence of turbulence produces more complete combustion and, as can be seen 
from Figure 3, makes the glow plug more effective in igniting lean mixtures. 

Figure 4 shows the.glow plug surface temperature at ignition for all tests 
as a function of steam concentration. For the range of conditions investigat
ed, this temperature was not noticeably affected by hydrogen concentration,· 
turbulence, or the extent of combustion. These ignition temperatures are in 
general agreement with those of Lowery et al. [ 1], particularly for dry mix
tures where the mixture pressures are similar. All of our experiments were 
done with mixtures at atmospheric pressure, whereas the pressure was higher 
with increasing steam concentration in Lowery's experiments. 

The observed increase in ignition temperature with steam concentration 
agrees ciuali tatively with the results of Zabetakis [2], who reported a 30°c 
rise in spontaneous ignition temperature between steam concentrations of 0 and 
30% for mixtures containing 30% hydrogen at 100 psig (approximately 690 
kPa(g)). Since our temperature measurements are of the glow plug surface, the 
heat transfer effects are ciuite different from the· conditions used by 
Zabetakis. The increase in ignition temperature is likely due to the higher 
heat capacity of mixtures containing steam. The increased heat transfer re
ciuired to ignite the mixture reciuires higher surface temperatures. Although 
increasing the steam concentration also increases the chemical induction time, 
this is not likely the main reason for the observed effect since in this case 
the hydrogen concentration would also show a strong effect, which was not ob
served. 

Similar experiments were also performed with the Tayco ignitor to compare 
its performance with that of the glow plug. Figure 5 shows the results for 
the concentrations tested and confirms that the Tayco ignitor is effective for 
igniting mixtures within the ignition limits observed with the glow plug. T£e 
ignition temperature for the Tayco ignitor, shown in Figure 4, is about 60 C 
lower than that for the glow plug. This is likely due to its larger surface 
area for heat transfer. Since the temperature was measured on the outside sur
face, the actual surface temperature that the mixture encountered within the 
coil was likely higher. (The reason for measuring the outer temperature was 
to comply with the measurements used to characterize the reciuirements for 
these ignitors.) This may also be the reason for a somewhat lesser effect of 
steam concentration on ignition temperature. In general, the Tay co igni tor 
seemed more effective in producing a greater degree of combustion than the 
glow plug. This may be due to greater residual reaction after combustion 
because of its larger surface area, in which case this effect would not be 
observed in experiments with larger vessels. 

SUMMARY 

The effectiveness of two hot-surface-type igni tors has been studied. The 
ignition limits for lean hydrogen-air-steam mixtures have been determined and 
the surface temperatures for ignition determined. Both igni tors were effect
ive in igniting mixtures containing up to 50% steam, and fan-induced turbul
ence made the igni tors more effective. Both igni tors reciuired a higher sur
face temperature to ignite mixtures with higher steam concentrations. 
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STEAM EXPLOSIONS OF A METALLIC MELT AS ITS 
DEGREE OF OXIDATION INCREASES: Fe, FeOi.01 AND FeOi.2 a,b 

Lloyd s. Nelson and Patricia M. Dudac 
Sandia National Laboratoriesd 

Albuquerque, NM 87185 

ABSTRACT 

Laboratory-scale steam explosions have been initiated reproduc-
ibly by exploding a submerged bridgewire shortly after single drops 
of melt are released into liquid water. By using drops of molten Fe, 
Fe01.o and Fe01.2 1 we have investigated the effects of melt oxidation level 
on the explosions. we have found that: 

(a) bubbles of H2 rapidly surround the drops of the two less oxidic 
melts as a result of the redox reaction as they enter the water; 

(b) measurement of these bubbles provides good estimates of the 
oxidation rates of the melts in steam; 

(c) it becomes more difficult to trigger the explosions as the 
oxidation level decreases because of the cushioning effect of the 
hydrogen bubbles that envelop the drops; 

This study, coupled with field scale experiments and analytical 
modelling, provides insight into possible steam explosion hazards 
associated with partially oxidized "corium" melts which might form in 
a light water reactor loss-of-cooiant incident. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the hypothetical overheating of a light water nuclear reactor core, hot 
molten metallic and oxidic materials might contact liquid water and cause a steam 
explosion damaging to the containment structure (see recent reviewl). In order to 
predict the occurrence and damage potential of such explosions, Sandia National 
Laboratories has been performing large-2-4 and smal1-5-9 scale steam explosion 
experiments integrally coupled with analytical modeling.10,11 

a 

b 
c 
d 

This paper has been prepared for presentation at the International Meeting on 
Thermal Nuclear Reactor Safety, American Nuclear Society, Chicago, IL, August 
29-September 2, 1982. 
This work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Ktech Corporation. 
U.S. Department of Energy Facility. 
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Melts that would result from a hypothetical nuclear reactor core melt-down, 
cailed coriums,12 would be composed of various mixtures of U02 fuel, zircaloy 
cladding, stainless steel structures, and other lesser components oxidized to some 
extent by contact with steam at melt temperatures near 2000K. As part of Sandia's 
combined experimental and theoretical effort, we have been releasing single drops of 
three well characterized prototypical melt simulants, molten iron,13 molten 
Fe01•0,9 or molten Feo1•2 8, into liquid water. Steam explosions are trig-
gered shortly afterward by applying a pressure pulse to the water. The threshold 
peak pulse level above which an explosion always occurs was studied for the three 
melts in order to understand some of the phenomena involved in possible steam 
explosions with cerium melts at various stages of oxidation. We have been studying 
iron and its oxides because they can be major components of some of the ceriums; 
also, many of their physical and chemical properties are similar to those of the 
ceriums. Single drops are used because of the excellent control of the many 
parameters involved in the interactions.8 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Individual 2.9-nrrn diameter pendant drops of both iron oxides were heated to 
2230K with 100-200 W of focused continuous wave C02 laser radiation. The drops, 
supported on the bottom end of an iridium wire, were positioned 15-20 nrrn above the 
surface of liquid water held in a 150-nrrn cubical polyrnethylmethacrylate tank. The 
experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. We also used single pendant drops of 
pure iron just above its melting temperature, similarly positioned above the water 
surface. Here, the drops were prepared with an induction melter as shown in Figure 
2. Because small samples do not heat well inductively, we had to increase the 
diameters of our iron drops to approximately 5 mm: We used a 20 kW, 350 kHz radio 
frequency generator. All drops were released into the water by shaking their sup
port with a single solenoid activation. 

The Fe01.2 was melted in ambient air, but an::::::: (4 % H2 - 4% H20)/Ar and an 
z4 % H2/Ar gaseous mixture at local atmospheric pressure were passed over the heated 
samples of Fe01.o and Fe, respectively, to preserve their oxidation levels.14 

Shortly after the drops of melt entered the water, a pressure pulse was intro
duced into the water by the capacitor discharge explosion of a submerged wire. The 
magnitude of this pulse, which triggered the steam explosion, was varied both by 
raising or lowering the exploding wire in the water and by changing the firing 
voltage. The interactions were analyzed with high-speed (Hycam) cameras, with a 
lithium niobate pressure transducer hung freely in the water, and by examination of the 
iron or iron oxide residues retrieved after the interactions. 

RESULTS 

If a steam explosion occurred, it produced a steam bubble which alternately grew 
and collapsed for several complete cycles. The collapse of each bubble produced a 
pressure pulse in the water. These pulses, along with the triggering pulse, caused 
progressively finer fragmentation of the melt, presumably due to collapse of the film 
boiling layer that surrounds each melt particle at the beginning of each cycle. Bubble 
growth was caused by the rapid transfer of the thermal energy of the melt to the water 
at each stage of melt breakup. The ultimate debris was finely divided metallic iron or 
iron oxide with particle diameters of 10l-103µm. 

The high-speed motion pictures clearly showed the luminous melt drops in film 
boiling as they fell through the water. The striking observation made when first 
viewing the films was the inrrnediate formation of a large bubble of noncondensing gas 
around a metallic iron drop when it entered the water. A much smaller bubble was 
formed around a drop of Fe01.o, and essentially none around a drop of Fe01.2· 
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In Figure 3, we show outlines of typical images of the bubbles associated with drops 
of these three melts. We assume that deviations from the circular image of the thin 
film boiling layer that surrounds the Fe01.2 drop are due to the presence of non
condensible gas in the bubble (see reference 8). We also assume the bubbles contain 
mostly gaseous hydrogen produced by the oxidation reduction reaction between the 
metal or oxide and the steam generated by the presence of the high-temperature 
drop. The rate of hydrogen formation would be expected to decrease as the oxygen 
content of the three melts increases from Fe to Fe01.o to Fe01.2· 

These experiments provided the opportunity to estimate the steam oxidation rate 
of the three molten materials from the dimensions achieved by the hydrogen bubbles 
as a function of time. We used the ideal gas law and assumed the bubble contains 
only hydrogen at a pressure equal to the ambient pressure and a temperature equal to 
the water temperature. We have determined the following preliminary steam oxidation 
rate for molten iron at its melting terrperature when inunersed in liquid water: 

(It is common in studies of this sort to report rates of oxidation as weight of o 
taken up per drop-surface area per unit of time the drop is in contact with the 
oxidant.) In Table 1, this rate is compared with the reported steam oxidation rates 
for stainless steel (extrapolated from the solidl5). This rate is also corrpared 
there with our preliminary determination9 of the steam oxidation rate of Feo1.o 
at a slightly higher terrperature: 

0.6 :rrq o crn-2 s-1 

Table 1. Estimated steam oxidation rates of ferrous metals and Fe01.0· Rates are 
given in terms of weight of oxygen taken up by the melt per unit area per unit time 
(:rrq O crn-2 s-1). 

Fe (single drops) 
ss (Eq. 4.13 from Ref. 15) 
SS (Eq. 4.14 from Ref. 15) 
Fe01.o (single drops) 

aExperimental value 
bconverted using Eq. 4.13 
cconverted using Eq. 4.14 

1800 K 
l.6a 
1.3 

11.8 
o.11b, o.18c 

2000 K 
5.6b, 5.2c 
4.1 

38.4 
0.6a 

In Table 1, we also have converted both experimental oxidation rates (with 
asterisks) to the terrperature of the other melt by using Equations 4.13 and 4.14 
from Reference 15. 

The steam oxidation rate appears to be negligible for molten Fe01.2· This 
fortuitous discovery--that the molten iron oxide at 2000 K which is stable in air 
is also essentially inert toward liquid water--provides a readily studied baseline 
melt from which to assess the explosive behavior of other melts which are chemically 
more reactive at these high temperatures. 

As a triggering pressure transient of increasingly greater magnitude was 
applied to the water, a threshold region for the steam explosion of a drop of molten 
Fe01.2 occurred. At peak pressures less than 0.2 MPa, explosions did not occur. 
Above 0.4 MPa, prorrpt explosions always occurred. In the region between these peak 
pressures, there was a transition in which the drops undulated violently and then 
exploded after delays as long as 100 ms. (For further details, see Reference 8.) 
Drops of molten Fe01.o required somewhat higher peak trigger levels to initiate 
explosions, :::- 0.8 MPa. 
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It was still more difficult to trigger the steam explosion of a drop of molten 
iron. Trigger pulses which normally produced violent steam explosions with iron 
oxide drops at best produced only mild interactions with the metallic drops. This 
is presumably due to the cushioning effect of the large bubbles of hydrogen which 
immediately formed around the metallic drops as they entered the water. However, 
when the trigger pulse was increased an order of magnitude, a vigorous explosion 
with fine fragmentation of the metal occurred. 

COM .. llllENTS 

By conducting well defined laboratory-scale experiments with both metallic and 
oxidic simulants of molten coriums, we expect to learn more about the phenomenology 
of steam explosions. We have shown here that the generation of noncondensible gas 
by chemical reaction between the molten and the water phases can significantly 
reduce the triggerability of a steam explosion, at least on a small scale. In a 
related fashion, noncondensible gases should affect the explosivity of melts at very 
high temperatures because of the thermal dissociation of water (e.g., at 3000 K 
water is :::::50 percent dissociatedl6). However, we also have shown that the 
attenuating effects of noncondensible gases can be overcome by increasing the trig
ger pressure pulse level. (We also have observed cutoffs of the explosions of 
molten iron oxide drops as other variables were changed, for example, the ambient 
pressure or water temperature.9 In each case, the explosions could be reinitiated 
by increasing the applied trigger pressure.) 

Information of the sort obtained in these small-scale experiments is an impor
tant input for our modeling and experimental efforts. Overall, we feel that our 
data will help to enhance our predictive capability, to identify conditions neces
sary to trigger and propagate explosive interactions between water and molten 
materials, and to quantify the risks involved in a steam explosion due to hypo
thetical core melt situations in a light water nuclear reactor. 
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A series of experiments has been conducted in which a hot particle 
bed was quenched by dropping a column of water onto the top of the bed. 
The experimental data and related analyses are summarized. One of the 
significant findings is that even when the water penetrated to the bot
tom of the bed, the bed was quenched only partially. This partial quench
ing is attributed to the formation of dry pockets or channels during the 
penetration of water into the bed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A series of experiments involving dropping of a column of water onto a hot parti
cle bed has been conducted at Argonne National Laboratory. The primary objective was 
to collect data which will provide a phenomenological basis for assessing coolability 
margins of a degraded LWR core [l] as well as steam pressure generation from the inter
action between core debris and water [2]. This paper summarizes the experimental re
sults along with related analysis. 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

A schematic d_rawing of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. It consists 
of a cylindrical steel tank (2.8 m-tall and 0.15 min diameter) separated by a dia
phragm into an upper and lower section. The upper section holds a pool of water that 
may either be heated or cooled by an internal water-filled coil. A pressure trans
ducer, water-pool thermocouple well, safety burst diaphragm, and drive mechanism for 
cutting the diaphragm are supported on the head- of the top section. The bottom sec
tion holds a bed of spherical particles with a number of thermocouples embedded in the 
bed. The axial temperature distribution is monitored by 28 thermocouples spaced 25 mm 
apart along the central axis of the bed. The radial distribution is measured at two 
axial locations (0.25 m and 0.50 m from the bed bottom). At each of these two loca
tions a total of ten thermocouples (nine plus one at center) are distributed in three 
radial directions 120 degrees apart. The bed is either made up of about 65 kg of 3.1-
mm diameter stainless steel balls or ·28 kg of 3 .1-mm diameter alumina balls and has a 
depth of 0.75 m. The bed is heated externally by resistance heaters. When the desired 
initial conditions are reached, the internal-coil water flow and the heaters are turned 
off, the diaphragm is cut, and the water column is allowed to drop onto the hot parti
cle bed. The penetration of the water into the bed is monitored by the axial bed ther
mocouples (the arrival of the water front is indicated by an abrupt drop in tempera
ture). The top and bottom of the apparatus may be closed or vented. The initial bed 
atmosphere was steam. (There were two exceptions. In two tests conducted with the 
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alumina bed (Runs 8 and 9), the bed was initially filled with helium. However, the 
initial bed environment does not seem to have affected the experimental results.) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A total of ten tests were performed. Of these, the first three were of a scoping 
nature and will not be discussed here. The results of the remaining seven tests are 
summarized in Table I. Runs 4 to 7 were made with the steel bed and Runs 8 to 10 with 
the alumina bed. The initial bed temperatures indicated in Table I represent nominal 
values. The bed temperatures were fairly uniform radially, but there was a consider
able axial variation, especially near the bottom of the bed. The bed was cooler near 
the bottom due .to a heat loss to the apparatus support structure. 

One of the most significant findings was that dry (vapor/gas) pockets or channels 
formed during the penetration of water into the bed. Thus, even when the water pene
trated to the bottom of the bed, the bed was quenched only partially. The dry pockets 
or channels tended to form in regions near the tank wall. There were indications of 
precursory cooling of the dry regions during the downward penetration of water. This 
precursory cooling is probably due to steam flows as well as limited contacts of the 
hot particles and water. The quenching of the bed, however, was completed only when 
these pockets or channels had been filled with the water flowing back up from the bot~ 
tom. The amount of heat transfer during this stage of "back-fill" was found to be 
greater than it was during the initial penetration of water to the bottom of the bed. 
Figure 2 depicts schematically the pattern of water penetration. Initially, the water 
penetrates down the bed in the central region where the axial thermocouples are lo
cated. After the water has reached the bottom, it starts flowing into the annular re
gion, filling the dry channels there while moving up from the bottom. Thus, the par
ticles in the dry channels near the top would be the last ones to be quenched. (These 
comments regarding "back-fill," however, do not apply to Run 10 where the bottom, ra
ther than the top, was vented.) 

Water Penetration Data 

The data on the initial water penetration based on the axial temperature measure
ments are presented in Figs. 3 to 8. The position of the penetration front is plotted 
against time (the zero time on this plot is arbitrary). Least-square fits are drawn 
through the data points. It is seen that except for Run 7, which will be discussed 
later, the penetration rates were fairly constant. The average penetration rates 
based on the least-square fits are given in Table I. From Figs. 3 to 8 the following 
observations are made: 

(1) Figure 3 compares the results of two tests conducted with the steel bed ini
tially heated to 500°C (Runs 4 and 5). In the first test, the quench water was ini
tially saturated at 100°C while in the second, it was subcooled at 20°C. The penetra
tion rates in the two tests were about the same (0.23 cm/sec). It thus appears that 
the penetration rate does not depend on the initial water temperature. 

(2) Figures 4 and 7 indicate that the bed temperature has a significant effect 
on the water penetration rate. When the initial temperature of the steel bed was 
raised to 900°C, the penetration rate was reduced to only one-third of the value when 
the bed temperature was 500°C (Fig. 4). A similar increase in the bed temperature for 
the alumina bed resulted in a 50% reduction in the penetration rate (Fig. 7). Roughly 
speaking, the penetration rate is inversely proportional to the bed heat content. 

(3) Figure 5 shows the effect of pressure buildup due to steam production. When 
the top and bottom of the apparatus were both closed (no venting), the penetration of 
water into the bed accelerated as the pressure increased due to steam production. The 
pressure effect would appear to be related to increases in steam density. 
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(4) Figure 6 compares the results of the alumina-bed test with those of the stain
less steel-bed test conducted at the same bed temperature of 500°C. The thermal con
ductivity of alumina is about half that of stainless steel, but the volumetric heat 
capacities of the two bed materials are comparable. It is seen that the penetration 
data for the alumina bed differed little from those for the stainless steel bed. Ap
parently, for the particle diameter used (3.1 mm), thermal conduction within the bed 
particles is relatively unimportant. 

(5) As shown in Fig. 8, the water penetration rate was significantly greater with 
bottom venting than with top venting. This effect may be attributed, in part, to an 
increase in the effective vapor flow area. Even with the top closed, the vapor pro
duced can flow upward as long as the water pool above the bed is subcooled, thus pro
viding a vapor sink via condensation. Therefore, bottom venting would provide effec
tively a larger flow area for vapor escape than top venting. 

Bed Quenching Data 

Table i lists the rates at which the water was moving up in the annular region af
ter the initial penetration to the bottom of the bed ("back-fill" rates). These back
fill rates are very rough estimates as they were based on monitoring of three outside 
wall thermocouples located at 0.25, 0.375 and 0.50 m from the bed bottom. Also shown 
in Table I are the area fractions of the bed occupied by the central water column dur
ing the initial penetration. These area fractions were estimated based on the radial 
temperature distribution data at the time the water had just penetrated to the bottom 
of the bed. For each run, there are two estimates, corresponding to two different ax
ial locations (0.25 and 0.50 m from the bed bottom). The estimates are necessarily 
very rough, since only ten thermocouples were available to cover the entire cross sec
tion of the bed at each of the two locations. 

The average quench rates per unit area of the bed cross section may be obtained 
from the bed thermocouple data. For the downward penetration, the average quench rate, 
qd , is given by own 

(1) 

where Qdown is the thermal energy removed from the bed during the downward penetration 
of water, Ab is the bed cross section, and ~tdown is the downward penetration time of 
water. Qdown includes the heat removed from the hot particles quenched by the central 
column of penetrating water as well as the precursory cooling of the dry channels dur
ing the downward penetration. (The average bed-temperature drop in the dry channels 
ranged from 60 to 140°C when the initial bed temperature was 500°C and from 175 to 
250°C when the initial bed temperature was 900°C.) For the upward backfill, the av
erage quench rate, q , is given by up 

qup = Q /(A_ ~t ) up -b up 

where Qup is the thermal energy 
~tup is the backfill time. Qu 
cles, but also the heat removes 

(2) 

removed from the bed during the backfill stage and 
includes not only the ·heat r~moved from the .bed parti
from the tank wall, which was significant. The quench 

rates estimated by Eqs. (1) and (2) are given in Table II. It is seen that when the 
quench water was initially subcooled (Runs 5, 6, 8 and 9), the downward quench rates 
were considerably greater than the upward quench rates. In Run 4 where the quench wa
ter was initially saturated, the downward and upward quench rates were about the same. 
In fact, they differed little from the upward quench rates for Runs 5, 6, 8 and 9. In 
these runs, the water pool above the bed was saturated during the entire backfill stage, 
while it was subcooled during much of the downward penetration. It thus appears that 
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the subcooling of the overlying water pool enhances the quench rate. As will be dis
cussed later, this effect of the water subcooling is consistent with the notion that 
the quench process is controlled by flooding due to the upward flow of steam near the 
top of the bed. It is interesting to note that the upward quench rates for the top 
venting are very comparable to the dryout heat fluxes of a deep bed of heat-generating 
particles of the same size as used in the present experiment [3]. 

In Run 7 where the apparatus was not vented, the upward quench rate was greater 
than the downward quench rate. This result may be explained as follows. Because of no 
venting, the steam pressure started to build up during the downward penetration. The 
pressure continued to increase to 2.6 MPa until the safety burst diaphragm ruptured. 
This rupture occurred during the backfill stage, causing a sudden depressurization and 
flashing of the water. It is believed that the buildup of high pressures followed by 
sudden flashing increased the quench rate during the backfill stage. Also, comparison 
of Runs 8 and 10 in Table II indicates that the quench rate was greatly enhanced with 
the bottom venting (by a factor of three). 

Also shown in Table II are the quench rates estimated from the temperature meas
urements of the water pool above the bed. These estimates were made assuming that the 
steam produced from quenching of the bed all condensed in the water pool, raising its 
temperature to saturation. (Allowance was made for the heat loss to (or gain from) the 
tank wall surrounding the water pool.) The estimates were extremely rough, since they 
were based on the readings of one thermocouple in the water pool located 14 cm above 
the bed. Nevertheless, it is seen that except for Run 9, the estimates do not differ 
widely from the downward quench rates derived from the bed thermocouple data. No ex
perimental information is available to indicate whether the exceptionally high value 
for Run 9 is real or not. 

One-dimensional Analysis 

A simple one-dimensional analysis was made based on consideration of hydrodynamic 
flooding due to steam formation. This analysis applies only to the case of top vent
ing. The basic assumption is that the penetration of the quench water is uniform 
across the bed cross section and is controlled by flooding due to the upward flow of 
the steam produced. In addition, it is assumed that the hot particles are completely 
quenched and cooled to water saturation as the water front penetrates down the bed. 
The quenching rate of the bed is directly proportional to the penetration rate. The 
penetration rate is obtained by equating the flooding velocity to the vapor flux cor
responding to the bed quenching rate. The penetration rate, dz/dt, is then given by 

0.6 hf .. rp g V,...g 
(3) 

where hf~ is the heat of vaporization of water, Pg is the steam density, Pf is the wa
ter density, E is the bed porosity, Cb is the particle specific heat, Pb is the parti
cle density, Tb is the initial bed temperature, Tsat is the saturation temperature of 
water, g is the gravitational constant, and D is the characteristic bed channel size, 
which is related to the particle diameter dp and the porosity E by 

D = ~(L) 6 1 - E 
(4) 

Equation (3) was derived using the flooding correlation of Sherwood and Lobo as recast 
by Wallis (Eq. (11.84) of Ref. [4]). The continuity relation between the steam and 
water mass fluxes also has been used. If flooding occurs at the penetrating front in 
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the bed, the inlet subcooling of water would not be important and Eq. (3) would apply. 
If, however, flooding is somehow controlled by the entrance conditions at the top of 
the bed, the inlet water subcooling would influence the penetration rate. As has been 
suggested by Block and Wallis [5], the subcooling effect may be accounted for by using 
the Ivey-Morris model for vapor-liqu1d exchange. In this model, the latent of heat 
vaporization hfg is replaced by 

(5) 

where Cf is the specific heat of water and Tf is the inlet water temperature. Initi
ally, Tf is equal to the initial temperature of the quench water and increases with 
time to Tsat as the water pool above the bed is heated by condensation of the steam 
produced in the bed. 

For Run 4, Eq. (3) would predict a water penetration rate of 0.042 cm/sec, which 
is lower than the experimental value by a factor of five. The predicted penetration 
rate for Run 5 would be the same as for Run 4 if the inlet subcooling of water is ig
nored. If the subcooling effec~ is taken into account using Eq. (5), the predicted 
penetration rate would vary from 0.20 cm/sec at the very beginning to 0.042 cm/sec 
when the water pool is heated to saturation. As mentioned earlier, however, the ex
perimental values for both Runs 4 and 5 were about the same at 0.23 cm/sec and fairly 
constant throughout the penetration. The discrepancy between the experimental and an
alytical results is not surprising, considering that Eq. (3) is based on the assumption 
of a uniform, one-dimensional penetration of water into the bed. This assumption is 
clearly incorrect in view of the experimental observations of dry pockets or channels. 

While the simple one-dimensional analysis is definitely inadequate in describing 
the water penetration into the bed, it would seem to provide a fair way of predicting 
the average quench rate. The quench rate, q, may be obtained from the penetration rate 
by 

(6) 

If the inlet subcooling of water is ignored, Eq. (6) becomes 

(7) 

Note that Eq. (7) is identical to the expression for dryout heat flux derived by 
Ostensen and Lipinski [6]. When the quench water is initially subcooled, the effect 
of subcooling may be taken into account using Eq. (5). In this case, the quench rate 
would vary with the degree of inlet subcooling, (Tsat-Tf), which decreases from the 
initial value to zero over a period of time as the water pool above the bed is heated 
to saturation. It can be shown that the quench rate averaged over this period of sub
cooling is given by 

qsubcool 
(8) 
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~here Tfo is the initial temperature of the quench water. The values of qsat and 
qsubcool are listed in Table II. While these values generally are somewhat lower 
than the experimental quench rates, the analysis appears to fare better in predicting 
~he bed quench rate than the water penetration rate. Also, the analysis predicts that 
qsubcool is significantly higher than qsat• This prediction is in accord with the ex
perimental observation that the downward quench rates were considerably greater than 
the upward· quench rates. As indicated earlier, the effec't of inlet sub cooling would 
arise if the supply of water to the bed is controlled by flooding at the top of the 
bed. In view of the water penetration pattern depicted in Fig. 2, it seems reasonable 
to assume that flooding near the top limits the upward flow of steam in the ·annular 
reigon, thereby controlling the downward penetration of water in the central column. 
This concept of flooding was found to be consistent with the experimental water pene
tration rates and area fractions given in Table I. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The quenching of a hot debris bed by water dropped onto it appears to be control
led by flooding near the top of the bed when the top is only vented. However, the pat
tern of water penetration into the bed is complicated and far from being uniform, one
dimensional. In fact, the water penetration in a portion of the bed is much faster 
than the observed quench rates would suggest based on a one-dimensional model. 

The findings here would have important implications for addressing two safety is
sues associated with accumulation of core debris in the reactor cavity, namely, steam 
generation during quenching of the debris and attack of the basemat concrete by the 
debris. The experimental results seem to suggest that the quench water could penetrate 
to the bottom of the hot debris without generating excessive steam pressures that might 
threaten the containment. Such a penetration of water would facilitate cooling of the 
debris in the proximity of the basemat, which would minimize the concrete attack. 
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TABLE I 

Summary of Experimental Results 

Water Water 
Bed Water Penetration Back-fill 

Run Temp.b Temp. Top Bottom Rate, emfs Rate, emfs 
No.a oc oc Venting Venting (Downward) (Upward) 

4 500 100 Yes No 0.23 0.08 
5 500 20 Yes No 0.23 0.-095 
6 900 25 Yes No 0.081 0.053 
7 900 20 No No 0.09 

(upper lf 4 bed) 0.1 
0.33 
(lower 3f 4 bed) 

8 500 15 Yes No 0.22 0.095 
9 900 24 Yes No 0.11 0.04 

10 500 18 No Yes 0.56 

aRuns 4 to 7 were made with the steel bed and Runs 8 to 10 with the 

bNominal values. 

TABLE II 

2 Bed-average Quench Rates (Kwfm ) 

Experimental 

Area Fraction of 
Penetrating Water 

Column at 

50 cm 25 cm 
from from 

Bottom Bottom 

0.19 0.20 
0.44 0.36 
0.56 0.20 

0.27 0.093 

0.29 0.51 
0.08 0.23 
0.66 0.36 

alumina bed. 

Analysis 

Run 
No. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Bed Thermocouple Data 

Downward Upward 

836 873 
1431 785 
1069 829 
1492 1804 
1527 699 
1236 802 
4640 

aAt atmospheric pressure. 

bAt 1 MPa. 

Water Pool Temp. 
Measurements 

1800 
1890 
1354 
1520 
8720 (?) 
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q 
sub cool 

482 
1175 
1141 
114oa 
1213 
1141 

q 
sat 

482 
482 
482 
482,a 2432b 
482 
482 
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ABSTRACT 

An experimental investigation is reported of the thermal interaction 
between superheated core debris and water during postulated light-water re
actor degraded core accidents. Data are presented for the heat transfer 
characteristics of packed beds of 3 mm spheres which are cooled by over
lying pools of water. Results of transient bed temperature and steam flow 
rate measurements are presented for bed heights in the range 218 mm-433 mm 
and initial particle bed temperatures between 530K and 972K. Results dis
play a two-part sequential quench process. Initial frontal cooling leaves 
pockets or channels of unquenched spheres. Data suggest that heat transfer 
process is limited by a mechanism of countercurrent two-phase flow. An 
analytical model which combines a bed energy equation with either a quasi
steady version of the Lipinski debris bed model or a critical heat flux 
model reasonably well predicts the characteristic features of the bed 
quench process. Implications with respect to reactor safet-y are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Analyses of core meltdown accidents in light water reactors are being performed to 
develop an understanding of the consequences of such postulated accidents [1]. Analy
sis of containment building pressurization as a result of loadings imposed by the core 
melt is an integral feature of these studies [2,3]. Two sources of containment pres
surization of major concern are: (i) steam generation as a result of quenching (remov
al of stored energy) of hot core debris with cooling water and (ii) gas release re
sulting from decomposition of the concrete as· a result of the thermal load imposed by 
tpe core melt. 

Two models have been used to characterize the interaction between hot core debris 
and water. The MARCH code's "HOTDROP" model [4] assumes that the cor~ debris is sus
pended in an infinite sea of water and that heat transfer is limited by the particle 
debris internal and external thermal resistances. Steam production is governed by the 
total surface area of the fragments. On the other hand, steady state debris bed cool
ing models have been used to predict the steam production rate resulting from quench
ing of packed beds of solid core debris. The validity of these models when applied to 
the transient cooling of debris beds has not been established by comparison with suit
able transient quench experiments. 
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One prior investigation of transient quench characteristics of superheated debris 
beds has been reported [5], in which the beds were cooled by an overlying pool of wa
ter. Water was observed to penetrate at a constant rate into the bed while leaving 
pockets of dry spheres. The heat transfer characteristics of the quench process, how
ever, were not quantified. 

This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation whose objective 
is to provide an understanding of the thermal interaction between superheated core de
bris and water during postulated light-water reactor degraded core accidents. The ex
periment was designed to study the heat transfer characteristics of superheated 
spheres as they are quenched in a packed bed configuration by an overlying pool of wa
ter. A model based upon the experimental results is presented and implications with 
respect to reactor safety are discussed. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

In the experiment, packed beds of initially hot spheres were quenched by an over
lying pool of water. Thermal-hydraulic measurements were obtained during the tran
sient, constant-pressure quench process. The apparatus is shown in Figure 1. 

Steel spheres were preheated in a stainless steel container positioned in the fur
nace. Hot air was used to obtain a uniform particle temperature distribution. A Ni
chrome wire heating system was used to preheat the test section wall to the required 
temperature prior to a run. While in the oven, the particles rested on a sliding shut
ter. The shutter plates could be retracted by air powered, spring-loaded pistons upon 
actuation by an electrical impulse • 

. The test vessel shown in Figure 1 is a Schedule 10 stainless steel pipe, 1.219 m 
long, 108.2 mm inside diameter, with a 3.05 mm wall thickness. It is closed at the 
bottom with a stainless steel flange which contains a drain port for removal of water 
and the spheres. A length of Pyrex glass pipe above the pipe permits visual observa
tion of boiling in the pool of water above the particle bed. The test section is in
strumented with thermocouples which penetrate through the wall into the test contain
er. The thermocouple junctions are located at the center of the pipe. Thermocouples 
are also mounted on the outer wall of the pipe. 

In addition to the interior "bed" and exterior wall thermocouples, a piezoelectric 
pressure transducer was mounted on the wall of the test section to monitor pressure 
fluctuations in the two-phase pool above the particle bed. This signal was used to 
identify the times of initiation and termination of boiling activity within the test 
vessel. 

In the early stages of .the work the steam was vented to the atmosphere via the 
steam vent shown in Figure 1. The apparatus was-subsequently modified to incorporate 
the turbine flowmeter shown in Figure l(p). ·This flowmeter was used to monitor the 
flow of steam during the particle quench process. In these latter experiments all of 
the piping which led to the flowmeter were preheated to the water saturation tempera
ture prior to a run. 

All instrument signals were sampled and recorded using a computer-controlled data 
acquisition system. 

An experimental run was initiated after establishing the desired initial sphere, 
water and wall temperatures. At that time the shutter was retracted and the particles 
were dropped into the dry test vessel, where they formed a packed bed. After a short 
wait period, the water was released from the holding vessel onto the particle bed, 
initiating the quench process. Data acquisition continued until termination of boil
ing activity within the test vessel. Table I summarizes the range of experimental 
parameters considered in the study. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Temperature Traces and Frontal Propagation Data 

A typical set of bed temperature traces is shown for Run No. 116 in Figure 2. The 
temperature traces are labeled by the thermocouple (TC) identification number. TC2 
was located at the base of the bed. The remaining thermocouples were spaced in as
cending order every 50 mm. TC8 was the uppermost thermocouple located 300 mm from the 
base of the bed. The key feature of Figure 2 is the sequence of step changes in tem
perature, beginning with TC8 located near the top of the bed. This sequence ,proceeded 
in the downward direction to each thermocouple in the bed. The temperature at each 
position suddenly fell from the initial sphere temperature to the liquid saturation 
temperature. Figure 2 also indicates that several of the thermocouples partially 
recovered their superheated temperatures subsequent to the first arrival of liquid. 
In this case four channels (TC Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8) exhibit this behavior. The tempera
ture recovery characteristic of Run No. 116 occurred in many, though not all, of the 
experiments. These four thermocouples were finally quenched in a sequential pattern 
from the bottom upwards. A sequential pattern of wall quenching was also observed to 
proceed from the bottom upwards (not shown). 

Three "frontal" particle bed cooling patterns are suggested by the bed and wall 
temperature traces. The times of arrival of each of the three cooling fronts are pre
sented in Figure 3 as a function of axial position in the test column. Figure 3 shows 
the advance of a downward-propagating front which reaches the bottom of the bed at 165 
seconds after initial water-bed contact. At this point an upward-propagating front is 
observed which is responsible for "final" cooling of the particle bed as well as the 
test wall. 

Least squares analyses were performed on the frontal position data in order to ob
tain the apparent speeds of the initial downward propagating cooling front and the f i
nal upward quench front. The downward-propagating front advanced, in. Run No. 116, at 
a speed vd = 1.92 mm/s. The upward-propagating front advanced at a speed vu= 
0.98 mm/s. The results of all experiments indicate that vd is greater than Vu• 

The influence of initial particle temperature on the transient bed quench charac
teristics is displayed in terms of frontal propagation results in Figure 4. The se
quential pattern of downward and upward cooling front progressions is observed for all 
the initial temperatures. The greater the initial bed temperature, however, the slow
er were the speeds of both the upward- and downward-propagating cooling fronts. As in 
Figure 3 the downward front advanced more rapidly .than the upward front. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of bed height on the frontal propagation data. These 
results suggest that the speeds of frontal propagation vd and vu are independent 
of bed height for fixed initial bed temperature. The effect of bed height is simply 
to delay the time of arrival of the downward cooling front to the base of the bed by 
times proportional to the differences in bed height. 

Bed Heat Transfer Rates 

Prior to installation of the turbine flowmeter system for the steam flowrate 
measurement, an estimate of the time-average bed heat transfer rate was made. The 
time period during which boiling was observed in the test vessel, ~t, was determined 
from the piezoelectric transducer traces. Together with the initial bed stored ener
gy, the average bed heat flux for a set of conditions was computed as 

q" (1) 
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The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 6. They indicate that the 
time-average rate of heat transfer from the particles to the water was approximately 
106 W/m2 and independent of bed temperature for initial bed temperatures in the 
range 530 K to 970 K. 

Steam Flow Rates 

Figure 7 shows a representative trace of steam flow rate vs. time for Run No. 215. 
Also shown in Figure 7 is the time td that the thermocouple data indicated arrival 
of the downward-moving front to the base of the bed. 

The. first indication of flow in Figure 7 is attributable to closure of the shutter 
which isolates the oven from the system and hence forces the steam through the path to 
the turbine flowmeter. The initial contact between water and spheres is marked, in 
both cases, by the sharp rise in steam flowrate. Photographic observation in earlier 
tests using a Pyrex test vessel indicated that during approximately 10-15 seconds fol
lowing the initial contact the upper portion of the bed was intermittently fluidized. 
The large initial flowrates were likely the result of this interaction. Following the 
initial interaction the steam flowrate remained, except for the observed fluctuations, 
reasonably steady for the duration of the bed quench process. The average steam flow
rate during this period is approximately Qv = 0.00597 m3/s, (.:!:,13%). Assuming that 
this flowrate is representative of the rate of heat transfer between water and parti
cles, the bed heat removal rate can be computed from the relationship 

q'' 

For the conditions of Run No. 215, the bed heat removal flux is q" = 0.88 x 106 
(+13%) W/m2. This is in close agreement with the average heat flux data presented 
in Figure 6. 

(2) 

The results shown in Figure 7 indicate no detectable difference in steam genera
tion rate during the time of passage of the downward front (to td) and the upward 
front (times greater than td). If the steam flowrate is assumed constant for the 
entire time period of the quench process then the fraction of energy, fd, removed 
from the bed during passage of the downward front is 

(3) 

The results of Figure 7 indicate that on this basis, fd = .0.4. Approximately 40% of 
the stored energy is removed during passage of the downward-progressing cooling front. 
The remaining stored energy is then removed during the passage of the upward front. 
Additional data taken prior to installation of the turbine meter suggest that fd = 
0.30-0.40 over the initial particle temperature range of Table I. 

Frontal Progression Speeds 

The frontal progression speeds vd and Vu were obtained from the frontal propa
gation data for each set of experimental conditions. These data, calculated using a 
linear least squares analysis, are shown in Figure 8. Data from Armstrong, et al [5] 
are also presented. The results indicate that the frontal speeds decrease with in
creasing temperature and that the downward frontal speed is consistently larger than 
the corresponding upward frontal speed. 
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ANALYSIS 

Summary of Experimental Observations 

The experimental data suggest that packed beds of superheated particles which were 
cooled by water supplied from overlying pools of water were quenched in a two-stage 
cooling process. Water initially penetrated the beds during the initial downward 
frontal progression. This process was irregular.and left channels or pockets of dry 
particles. This observation agrees with those of Armstrong, et al [5]. It is esti
mated that approximately 30-40% of the initial stored energy was transferred to the 
water during this time period. A final upward-directed cooling front began its pro
gression subsequent to completion of the downward process. During this final upward 
frontal progression the remaining stored energy was removed from the particles. 

The results further indicate that the rate of heat transfer from the particle bed 
to water is independent of the mass of particles and initial particle bed temperature. 
The time required to quench the bed, however, increases with particle mass and initial 
particle temperature. The speeds of the two cooling fronts decrease with increasing 
initial particle temperature. The initial water penetration rate, vd, is greater 
than the speed of the upward final quench front. Finally, the turbine flowmeter data 
show that the steam flowrate was nea~ly constant for the entire duration of the quench 
process~ inclusive of both frontal progression periods. This is taken to imply that 
the rate of heat transfer from the bed to the water was limited by processes common to 
both frontal periods. 

Basic Model Assumptions 

Based upon the above observations it is assumed that the packed bed heat transfer 
occurred at the quench front during both the downward and upward frontal periods. The 
rate of heat transfer with liquid supplied from an overlying pool is assumed to be li

. mited by maximum rate at which vapor can be removed from the bed under conditions of 
countercurrent two-phase vapor-liquid flow in or to the packed bed. 

Consider the schematic representation of the packed bed shown in Figure 9. Assume 
that the bed is initially dry and at temperature T0 • Both frontal processes are 
treated one-dimensionally (averaged radially). The downward-moving front penetrates 
axially at speed vd, while at the same time leav~ng pockets or channels of unquench
ed particles. It is assumed that a fraction fd of the particle bed is quenched, 
i.e., its temperature is ~educed to TsAT• during passage of this initial front. The 
bed temperature for z < z remains at T = T0 until passage of the front. 

The final upward frontal period is also treated one-dimensionally. The region be
neath the front, z < z*, is uniformly at temperature TsAT• The speed of the front 
is vu and the remaining fraction of the bed interval energy, 1-fd, is transported 
to the water during this time period. 

Particle Bed Energy Equations 

Consider, first, the downward-propagating frontal period. A generalized conduc
tion equation for the bed may be written· as 

oT + pc (1-E) - = V • q (4) at 

Assume, for the moment, that the entire region z > z* is quenched and at temperature 
TsAT and the entire region below z* is·at initial temperature T0 • Equation (4) 
is integrated across the entire volume of the bed. The result, using Leibnitz's rule, 
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is the frontal propagation equation 

(5) 

where Qd/A is the bed heat removal rate. It is further assumed, as discussed above, 
that only a fraction fd of the bed stored energy is removed. In addition the quan
tity pc, representing the heat capacity of the bed particulate is modified to account 
for the additional heat capacity of the test vessel wall in the experiments. The re
sulting downward frontal propagation equation is 

(6) 

Following an analogous procedure, the corresponding equation for upward frontal 
propagation is 

(7) 

Particle Bed Heat Removal Rate 

Assume that the particle bed stored energy is removed from the b~d as the latent 
heat of vaporization of water. In addition, assume that the heat removal rates Qd 
and Qu are equal, as suggested by the experimental results. The heat removal rate 
is assumed to be limited by the maximum rate at which vapor can be removed from the 
bed under gravity-driven countercurrent two-phase flow conditions. -

Three models are considered for the maximum countercurrent flow vapor flux: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

Rayleigh-Taylor Instability Critical Heat Flux (CHF) Model 
Quasi-Steady Lipinski Debris Bed Model 
Quasi-Steady Ostenson Debris Bed Model. 

These are discussed. in turn below. 

(i) CHF Model 

It has been suggested [6] that, for large particle diameter, the vapor flux from 
an internally heated packed bed is limited by the countercurrent vapor-liquid mecha
nisms existing above the bed. The model for critical heat flux (CHF) from a flat 
plate, developed by Zuber [7] to characterize the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mecha
nisms under these conditions, is used to compute the bed heat removal rate under the 
transient quench conditions of the experiments reported here. 

(ii) Quasi7Steady Lipinski Model 

Lipinski [8] has developed a model for the maximum rate of heat removal from in
ternally-heated packed beds under steady state conditions. This model is a separated 
flow treatment of two-phase flow in a packed bed and employs a generalized D'Arcy's 
law representation for the fluid-solid flow resistances. The model, which does not 
consider vapor-liquid momentum transfer, has been found useful in correlating maximum 
steady state bed heat removal data. 

Lipinski's treatment of the momentum interactions are applied to the slow tran
sient quench conditions of the experiment reported here~ Equations (3.1) and (3.2) of 
Reference 8 are used as the applicable momentum balances. The total mass balance equa
tion, however, is modified to account for the liquid flux into the bed which fills the 
void space within the bed during the quench process. Separated flow continuity equa
tions for the vapor and liquid may be written, integrated across the two-phase portion 
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of the bed and are then added to give the following mass balance equations 

{ 

(1-a) P.11, v d 

Pu Vv + P.11, VJI, 

a P.11, vu 

(8) 

for the two frontal periods. These equations replace Lipinski's Equation (3.4) of Re
ference 8. 

The above mass balance equation is then combined with the remainder of Lipinski's 
debris bed model to give the following equation for Vv, the vapor flux at the top of 
the bed: 

+ 

where 

B 

av 
u 

\)JI,) 
+ -

KJI, 

(p,, - p,) g ( 1 + : c) 0 

(downward front) 

(upward front) 

(9) 

(10) 

and A. c is the "capillary force length" defined by Lipinski. Equation ( 9) replaces 
Lipinsk.i's Equation (3.35). 

Equation (9) may be solved for Vv as a functiqn of void fraction (which is 
included implicitly in the relative permeabilities as well as explicitly in the 
definition of B)'. The bed heat removal rates are then computed from Vv 

q" .Q_ 
A 

(11) 

as a function of a for both the downward and upward frontal periods. The maximum rate 
of heat removal is then obtained by maximizing q" with respect to void fraction. 

I 

(iii) Quasi-Steady Ostenson Model 

Ostenson [9] proposed a bed maximum heat flux model based upon a two-phase flow 
flooding correlation for application to packed beds of large particles. While the ba
sis of the model derives from two two-phase flow in circular pipes with no particles 
present, the empirical constant was obtained from experiments with packed towers in 
the chemical processing industry. This model was used in the context of the experi
ment reported here. It was, however, modified in a manner analogous to that described 
above in the discussion of the Lipinski model. Equation (8) above was used to replace 
Ostenson's continuity equation. A solution was then obtained for the vapor flux and 
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the heat flux was computed using Equation (11) for both qd and qu• 

Solution 

The characteristics of the particle bed quench process may be calculated by solv
ing Equations (6), (7) and (8) together with one of the bed heat removal models dis
cussed above. In addition, however, the quantity fd must be specified. The avail
able data for particle temperatures up to 970K suggest that fd = 0.30-0.40. 

DISCUSSION 

Calculations based upon the analytical model presented above are compared with the 
experimental heat transfer data in Figure 7 and with the experimental ,propagation data 
in Figure 8. Results are presented for fd = 0.40. · 

Figure 7 indicates that bed heat transfer rate is predicted reasonably well by ei
ther the Zuber CllF model or the quasi-steady Lipinski debris bed model (labeled 
"TRANSBED"). The CHF model predicts no effect on bed temperature. It is a purely hy
drodynamic model based upon Rayleigh-Taylor instability at the bed surface. In apply
ing this model it is assumed that the bed surface is equivalent to a flat plate. The 
debris bed model, which was modified to account for the transient continuity aspect of 
the quench process, predicts a weak dependence on bed temperature. It is not possible 
to conclude from this data whether the bed quench process is limited by Rayleigh-Tay
lor instability above the bed surface, or by countercurrent two-phase flow flooding 
within the bed. The Ostenson model, which is an empirical countercurrent flow rela
tionship and does not explicitly consider the balance of forces within the packed bed, 
underestimates the bed heat transfer rate. While the TRANSBED model somewhat over
estimates the data, it provides better agreement with the data of this experiment. 
Finally, it is noted that the transient aspects of the quench process can be neglected 
for bed temperature differences greater than approximately 400K, insofar as bed heat 
transfer rate is concerned. This is definitely not the case, however, for the behav
ior of the frontal speed. 

Data for the frontal speeds are shown in Figure 8 together with the transient bed 
quench model prediction using the TRANSBED model. Downward frontal traverse speed 
data from Reference 5 are presented along with those of the experiments reported here. 
(The differences in bed depth are negligible in terms of model predictions). Agree
ment of the cooling front data with the analytical model proposed here is favorable 
over the entire range of bed temperatures from approximately 180K to 970K. The only 
possible exception is at the lowest bed temperature where the data scatter is rather 
large. 

The data shown in Figure 8 represent experimental results using particle beds of 3 
mm stainless steel spheres. The data cover a range of bed height from 200 mm to 750 
mm and an initial bed temperature range of 180K to 970K. 

The favorable agreement of the model with the data over the range of conditions 
outlined above lends credence to the interpretation of the results characterized in 
the analysis section of this paper. The conclusions which are drawn from the experi
mental results, data analysis and analytical modeling are presented below. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental data are presented which characterize the transient quench charac
terisi tcs of packed beds of superheated spheres which were cooled by vaporizing li
quid supplied from an overlying pool of water. The particle size in the experiments 
was 3 mm. Data are presented for bed heights in the range 200 mm-750 mm and in the 
bed temperature difference (T0 -TsAT) range 180K-970K. An analytical model of the 
transient quench process is presented and predictions based on the model are compared 
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with the bed heat transfer rate and frontal propagation speed data. The model con
tains one free parameter which is estimated from available data. Agreement between 
the data and the model predictions are favorable over the range of conditions for 
which data are available. The following conclusions are drawn from the study reported 
here: 

• A superheated particle bed quenches in a two-step bi-frontal process. A partial 
quench front first propgates downward removing a fraction (fd) of the stored 
sensible heat of the bed.· A second upward-directed quench front starts when 
the downfront reaches the bed bottom. The upward front removes the balance 
(1-fd) of the stored energy. Experimental data suggest that fd = 0.3-0.4. 

• The. net rate of energy removal from the bed is, within the scatter of the data, 
independent of initial bed temperature and is identical during both the downward 
and upward frontal periods. 

• The above observations strongly suggest that the phenomenon which limits the net 
heat removal from a superheated bed is hydrodynamic in nature. This is consistent 
with the hypothesis that the heat transfer is limited by the hydrodynamics of 
countercurrent two-phase flow, either just above the bed or within the bed. 

• A transient bed quench model is presented. One-dimensional bed energy equations 
were solved simultaneously with three hydrodynamic models for the limiting volume 
flux of vapor. 

Predictions based upon both the Lipinski [8] debris bed model and the Rayleigh
Taylor CHF model [7] both provide favorable agreement with the available bed 
heat transfer rate data. They also lead to good predictions of the cooling front 
propagation rate data. 

• Calculations for larger particle sizes indicate that the Lipinski· and Rayleigh
Taylor models provide divergent predictions. Data for larger particle sizes are 
needed to establish the validity of either model over an extended range. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The results of the investigation suggest that the rate of containment building 
pressurization resulting from quenching of superheated beds of core debris by over
lying pools of liquid would be limited by the hydrodynamics of countercurrent two 
phase flow to or within the beds. The data and models indicate that this conclusion 
is independent of initial bed temperature. 

The observed frontal characteristics, however, suggest that the debris ahead of 
the initial cooling front would remain dry until arrival of the downward front. At
tack of the concrete by the hot solid debris must be considered during this time peri
od. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

bed cross-sectional area 

specific heat 

fraction of bed energy removal 

gravitational acceleration 

latent heat of vaporization 

bed height 

mass of particles 

bed heat removal flux 

bed heat flux vector 

bed heat removal rate 

rate of steam production 

time 

bed temperature 

initial bed temperature 

bed frontal propagation speed 

superficial velocity 

axial coordinate 

frontal position coordinate (moving) 

vapor volume (void) fraction 

bed porosity 

bed "passability" 

specific passability 

bed permeability 

specific permeability 

"capillary force length" 

viscosity 

kinematic viscosity 

density 

Subscripts 

d downward front 

eff effective 

JI, liquid 

SAT saturation condition 

u upward front 

v vapor 
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TABLE I 

Test Parameter Ranges 

Packed Bed Particles 
Particle Material 
Bed Diameter 
Mass Particles 
Mass Water 
Particle Temperature 
Water Temperature 
Particle Bed Height 
Pressure 
Bed Porosity 
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3 mm (+ 0.25 mm) spheres 
302 stainless steel 
108.2 mm (test vessel i.d.) 
10 - 20 kg 
8 -14 kg 
533K - 972K (500F-1300F) 
274K - 360K 
218 - 433 mm 
0.1 MPa (1 bar) 
0.37 - 0.41 (separate tests) 
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THE EFFECT OF WATER TO FUEL MASS RATIO AND GEOMETRY 
ON THE BEHAVIOR OF MOLTEN CORE-COOLANT 

INTERACTION AT INTERMEDIATE SCALE 

D. E. Mitchell 
N. A. Evans 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Reactor Safety Studies Division 

Albuquerque, NM 87185 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments in the FITS chamber have been performed in which 18.7 
kg of molten iron-alumina core melt simulant was delivered into 
water chambers in which the water mass was 1.5 to 15 times 
greater than the melt. Experiments in subcooled water showed 
that spontaneous explosions occurred over the range of water/melt 
mass ratio and geometry used and that, in certain experiments, 
double explosions occurred. With double explosions, the first 
explosion enhanced fuel-coolant mixing for the second explosion. 
In one test in saturated water, multiple trigger sites were 
observed but no propagating explosion resulted. Two distinct, 
but additive, energy conversion ratios were calculated from the 
test results. Based on pressure records and debris velocities, a 
kinetic energy conversion ratio, nKE had calculated values 
between 0.3 and 1.6%. A conversion ratio, no related to the 
work done in pressurizing the chamber air ranged between 0.2 and 
8.6%. The total fraction of the melt thermal energy converted, 
ntot = nKE + n0 , reached a value of 9.9% in an experiment 
involving a double explosion, but in this case, the value of nKE was 
limited to 1.3%. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past six years, work has been underway at this laboratory to deter
mine the damage potential of steam explosions that might result from molten core
coolant interactions. By steam explosion, we mean the explosive boiling of the 
coolant when it comes in contact and mixes with molten fuel in reactions that are 
observed to propagate through the fuel-coolant mixture at rates of 200 to 600 m/s. 
These explosions are characterized by short (100 µs) pressure rise times and post
reaction debris that is typically on the order of 150 µm mass average diameter. 

Numerous investigators have studied the energetics of these interactions and 
have used various simulants ranging from molten salt at approximately 1200 K(l) to 
thermite-generated melts consisting of metal-metal oxide compositions at tempera
tures up to 2700 K(2,3,4). Masses ranged from a few grams to a few kilograms. 
Some of these studies have included the effects of parameters such as water sub
cooling, system pressure and contact mode(S). All of the above experimental 
methods have been able to produce values for conversion ratio, defined as the ratio 
of work or kinetic energy produced to the initial melt thermal energy. These con
version ratios ranged between 0.05 and 3 percent, depending on the initial 
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and boundary conditions of the experiment and the method used for estimating the 
amount of fuel that participated. 

Since quantities of fuel that are available to participate in a steam explosion 
can be of the order of a few metric tons in an LWR and most of the experiments are 
done with much smaller quantities, it is not clear if the results from these small 
and intermediate scale experiments can be extrapolated to reactor scale. The work 
at this laboratory has attempted to address the scaling issue by developing experi
mental methods and performing analyses that can better quantify the initial con
ditions leading to a steam explosion, and to provide data that can be used to con
struct mathematica1(6) models of the processes that would aid in extending the 
results to reactor scale(?). 

Most of our experimental results to date have used molten iron-alumina, which 
has been shown to be a good fuel simulant when compared with results (such as 
mixing, propagation and conversion ratio) from tests (8) using corium A+R con
sisting of uo2 , Zro2 and stainless steel. 

The work described in this paper is an extension of the work reported in ref er
ence 9, where 2 to 5 kg of molten iron-alumina simulants were dropped into cubical 
chambers containing subcooled water at initial water-to-fuel mass ratios nominally 
40:1. Those experiments showed that the steam explosion process could be divided 
into five distinct areas (melt entry, mixing, triggering, propagation, and expan
sion), and that about 1 to 3 percent of the thermal energy in the initial melt mass 
was converted to kinetic energy of the debris. The current experiments were done 
using 18.7 kg of iron-alumina simulant delivered into water chambers that resulted 
in initial water/melt mass ratios from 1.5:1 to lS:l. We have observed differences 
in behavior in these experiments (where the melt masses are larger and the water/ 
melt mass ratio is smaller) compared to the experiments described in Ref. 9. This 
paper describes the differences that are attributed to the increased melt mass, the 
variation of mass ratio, and the change in water chamber dimensions. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The experiments were conducted in the FITS chamber shown in Fig. 1, and 
described in detail in Ref. 9. Improvements in instrumentation, melt delivery and 
experiment control were incorporated, based on experience gained from earlier work. 

The water chambers used were designed such that water volumes were in the form 
of rectangular parallelopipeds, with square cross-sectional area and open tops. 
These were fabricated from clear 6.3 mm thick plexiglass stock in sizes calculated 
to result in initial water-to-fuel mass ratios of 1.5:1 to 15:1. 

The experiments were instrumented with pressure transducers: in the water 
chamber base and side walls to measure water phase pressure; in the FITS chamber 
upper head to study debris slug characteristics; and in the FITS chamber side wall 
ports to measure the gas phase pressure. Melt delivery was initiated automatically 
through the use of probes in the crucible that sensed when the thermite reaction was 
complete. Melt entry time was measured by photodiodes 2.5 cm above the water sur
face; shape and velocity of the me'lt at water impact and during mixing were recorded 
by high speed cameras. Debris recovered from the experiments was characterized by 
sieving using sieve sizes ranging from 38 µm to 25 mm. 

The fuel used in these experiments was prepared by a metallothermic (thermite) 
reaction. The initial reactants were magnetite and pure aluminum powders in the 
ratio of 76.3 w/o Fe304 and 23.7 w/o Al. The resulting melt consisted of 55 w/o 
Fe and 45 w/o Al2o 3 at a theoretical (maximum) temperature of 3100 K and an 
energy content of 3.3 MJ/kg. One water calorimetry experiment was done to determine 
the thermal energy content of the melt. A value of 2.8 MJ/kg was calculated and is 
the value we have used consistently in reporting the conversion ratios in this 
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report and those in reference 9. Melt temperature at water entry was measured in 
one experiment to be 2750 K using a high speed camera calibrated as an optical 
pyrometer. 

Water from the local water supply was used as the coolant. No special treat
ment, such as degassing or deionizing, was done. Water temperature was not con
trolled for the majority of the experiments and was between 309 and 319 K. Two 
experiments were done with saturated water at 368 K. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tr~ggering and Propagation 

In Refs. 9 and 10, we described the steam explosion process and divided it into 
five separate phases: melt entry, mixing, triggering, propagation and expansion. 
The recent FITSB experiments showed that these phases were still distinct, but that 
triggering and propagation are more complicated than was first reported in Ref. 9. 

As opposed to the more common base triggering phenomena observed in those 
experiments that used 2-5 kg of melt, we observed triggers that occurred randomly: 
at or near the water surface; at or near the water chamber base or side walls; on 
occasion at all .these locations. Some of these triggers escalated into a propa
gating wave through the melt-water mixture, while the remainder decayed locally with 
no continuing observable effect. When recorded by the cameras, triggers appeared as 
rather complicated wave-like phenomena in the water surrounding the melt-water mix
ture. Propagation had a similar appearance, but occurred in the melt-water mixture 
and resulted in significant extinction of melt luminosity. 

Single Explosions 

Table I describes the nine experiments conducted in the FITSB series and a 
description of some of the important features is included below. 

Experiments 2B, 3B, 7B and 9B all resulted in single explosions triggered either 
at the water surface or water chamber base. The sequence of events leading to these 
explosions was similar to the earlier 2-5 kg experiments. Immediately after contact 
with the water, the melt was observed to fragment into droplets estimated to be 
between 10 and 20 mm in diameter. The fragntentation and mixing continued until the 
time of explosion trigger. Chamber air pressure records for these single explosions 
showed three characteristic features which depended on initial conditions such as 
water depth and mass ratio. These characteristics were: a short rise time to the 
pressure peak; a relaxation in approximately 20 ms to a quasistatic plateau; and 
late time chamber repressurization due to steam generation with possible augmen
tation by hydrogen production. 

Figure 2 for FITS7B, at a mass ratio of 1.5:1, shows essentially no steam explo
sion peak, but a large steam generation pressure rise followed by what might have 
been a hydrogen combustion event. By contrast, Fig. 3 for FITS9B at a mass ratio of 
9:1, shows a significant steam explosion pressure peak and associated pressure 
plateau followed by a modest steam generation pressure rise. 

Double Explosions 

Three of the experiments (FITS lB, 4B and 8B, see Table I) having mass ratios of 
12, 12 and 15 and water depths of 61, 61 and 76 cm respectively, resulted in double 
explosions; i.e., there were two explosive interactions separated by approximately 
120 to 140 ms in each experiment. 
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The first explosion in FITSlB occurred 142 ms after melt entry and was similar 
to the single explosions described above. We estimated that 14 kg of the total of 
18.7 kg of melt was coarsely mixed in the water prior to triggering of the explosion 
at the melt-water interface on or near the water surface. The explosion was trig
gered before the submerged leading edge of the melt had contacted the water chamber 
base, and the direction of propagation was downward at approximately 300m/s. Pieces 
of water chamber and residual water and melt impacted the camera ports before the 
second explosion which was not immediately observed; this explosion only became 
apparent when active pressure data became available. Comparison of active data and 
visual observations showed that there was a second explosion 133 ms after the first. 

Chamber air pressure data (Fig.4) showed two peaks due to the steam explosions 
and two corresponding pressure plateaus, followed by a small late-time repres
surization. 

FITS4B and BB were attempted to reproduce the FITSlB double explosion result and 
to determine if entry velocity and/or water depth were important initial conditions 
for a double explosion; the results, however, were quantitatively different from 
FITSlB. Only a small quantity of melt was in the water prior to a surface-triggered 
first explosion ·c - 1.7 kg in FITS4B and 1.9 kg in FITSBB). These explosions, 
although not recorded by the water phase transducers c- 60 cm from the explosion 
site), were observed visually and were sufficiently energetic to cause the water 
chambers to fail; i.e., the walls and water began to move radially outward toward 
the camera ports. 

Melt fragmentation and mixing in the residual water was enhanced by the first 
explosion. We observed that the melt was fragmented more thoroughly: there were 
more droplets, and they were typically in the 5-10 mm diameter range. In addition, 
the melt was more dispersed, and its velocity as it fell through the residual water 
was approximately twice that observed when no explosion occurred. The second explo
sion occurred at approximately the time the melt-water mixture contacted the water 
chamber base. Due to the severe geometry distortion caused by the first explosion, 
a propagating wave was not visually observed in either of these second explosions. 

Air chamber pressure data for FITSBB (Fig. 5) shows the characteristics of this 
type of double explosion. At 27 ms after entry, the small, first explosion occurred 
that enhanced melt coarse mixing in the residual water. The result of this enhanced 
mixing was observed as a slow pressurization of· the FITS chamber prior to the secontl 
explosion that occurred 146 ms after entry. Late time pressurization following the 
peak from this explosion was smaller than any others observed, indicating a more 
efficient explosive utilization of the melt thermal energy. Similar results were 
obtained from FITS4B. 

Energetics of the Interactions 

In a steam explosion, the converted melt thermal energy appears principally in 
two forms: the kinetic energy imparted to the liquid water initially adjacent to 
the fuel-coolant mixture explosion region, and the work done by the outwardly 
propagating shock wave to store energy by pressurizing the FITS chamber air beyond 
the outer boundary of the water region. Hence, an energy conversion ratio, nKE, 
based on kinetic energy observations will be, to a large extent, distinct and 
separate from the stored energy conversion ratio, n0 , based on chamber air 
pressurization.* The stored energy produced by a steam explosion is analogous to 
the heat of detonation of a chemical explosion: for an energy release Qo within a 
chamber of volume V, the pressure rise after shock wave equilibration in an ideal 
gas with constant specific heat ratio y is given approximately by: 

*Although the two energy terms are additive for a given experiment, they are not 
completely decoupled. Different geometries and degrees of confinement can alter the 
partition of the available energy. 
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QD ( y-1) 

v 
( 1) 

This expression applies to the gas species (air) initially present in the chamber, 
and does not take into account the (unknown) volumes of product gases such as steam 
and hydrogen generated by the explosion. 

To emphasize the concept of energy conversion partition, the total mechanical 
utilization of the rapidly transferred melt thermal energy is given to first order by 

( 2) 

with 
( 3) 

and b.PV. 
(4) 

(y -l)Q 
m 

where Qm = melt thermal energy. 

For LWR safety considerations, the kinetic energy term may be related to water 
slug missile production which may cause failure of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) 
head, while the shock wave through the water initially surrounding the explosion may 
induce RPV bottom failure. 

The kinetic energy produced in an experiment was calculated from photographic 
velocity measurements of estimated water slug masses using data from high speed 
cameras and fast-response pressure gages. Because of the difficulties in obtaining 
and interpreting the· data, the kinetic energy calculations are subject to errors of 
the order of 10-30%. The stored energy in the pressurized chamber air was calcu
lated from the quasi-static pressure plateaus recorded by the chamber gas phase 
pressure transducers. 

Conversion ratios (n) were calculated from Eq. 2, 3 and 4 assuming that the 
total melt mass delivered was involved in the explosion, since it is not evident 
from debris distributions what melt mass was involved, especially in the cases where 
two separate explosions occurred. The values for nKE, no and ntot obtained from 
the experimental data are shown in Table II. They are also plotted against initial 
water/ melt mass ratio in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7 against water depth. In one 
experiment, ntot reached 9.9%, although nKE was limited to 1.3%. Note that 
we are not implying that 9.9% of the available energy represents the fraction that 
would lead to missile generation or dynamic vessel failure in hypothetical reactor 
accident. Extrapolation of the results measured in FITS would require a large 
amount of addiitional analysis. 

These figures show that the conversion ratio nKE did not vary significantly 
with either mass ratio or water geometry with the exception of the extremely lean 
mass ratio (FITS7B). The values calculated from chamber pressure data for no 
show a dependence on t~ese two parameters. Although the test matrix was rather 
sparse, this result suggests that, as the water/melt mass ratio increased, the 
associated tamping increased the total utilization of the converted thermal energy. 
Then, since the kinetic energy held roughly constant, it would follow that the 
stored energy conversion ratio would increase. 
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Debris Characteristics 

The sieved debris are characterized by the mass averaged particle size as shown 
in Table II and plotted versus total conversion ratio, 11tot• in Fig. 8. This 
figure, together with Figs. 6 and 7, show that mass ratio, water geometry and debris 
size are related to the converted energy of a given steam explosion; these aspects 
are under continuing investigation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From a limited number of tests, an experimental investigation of the interaction 
of molten iron-alumina (Mf = 18.7 kg) with varying masses, Mc, of water produced 
the following results: 

1. for a water subcooling of ~T = 75 to 85uC the interaction was always 

explosive for 1.5 ~ Mc/Mf < 15; 

2. in particular, for 12~Mc/Mf~15, the interaction produced two explo
sions separated by 120-140 ms; 

3. for 3 ~ Mc/Mf ~ 15, the kinetic energy conversion ratio was approxi
mately constant at an average value nKE = 1.3%; 

4. the chamber stored energy conversion ratio, n0 , increased with Mc/Mf, 
and reached values in the range of 5.l to 8.6% when double explosions occurred; 

5. with double explosions, it appeared that the first explosion enhanced coarse 
mixing for the second explosion; 

6. the total conversion, ntot = nKE + n0 , increased with water depth 

7. for lower subcooling (~T - 1 uC) in one test, several trigger-like pertur
bations were observed, but none was strong enough to produce a propagating 

explosion; 

8. from sieved debris data, ntot increased as the mass averaged particle size 

decreased. 
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TABLE l 

FITSB INITIAL CONDITIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

------~~----------------.-~:-:-:~~=:=~=;~-~:~:-:-~---:~~~:---.--a--~:----------~-------~:~:-:-:-:~:~:-:-----~~;~~--E~:~~----~-~:~:-:-:-~--~--~~~~~;;:~~~~--i-------~~~~~~~~g~~----- OTHER 
OBSERVATIONS 

MASS Vel Entrv(a) (cm) (kg) (°C) VOL. (b) Location ·.Time After 
(m/s) (cm) Sq x deep MASS Melt -e;ntry EXPT 

(kg) 

~.B 18.7 5.4 4.1 61 x 61 226.0 

------1---------- ------------------~-------------

~B ).8. 6 6.0 6.0 61 x 30 113.0 

--------------- ---------------~----------------

3B 18.6 6.0 24.0 43 x 30 57.0 

-------~------- ------------------~-------------

4B 18. 7 6.8 5.8 61 x 61 226.0 

--------------- ------------------~-------------

6B 18.7 7.2 6 5 46 x 3.0 63.4 

--------------- ------------------1---------------~------

7B 18.7 7.4 n.o. 43 x 15.2 28.1 

---------------------- ------------------~-------------~------
SB 18.7 6.5 29.0 61 x 76 283.5 

t--------------------- ------------------1---------------~------

5.6 61 x 45.7 170.0 
L~-----=~.:~------~.:~--- ------------------"-------------
(a) Optical measurement 
(b) Melt density 3.8 grn/crn3 
(c) n.o. = not observed 

25 

25 

22 

26 

94 

18 

15 

16 

12.0 46.0 Surface 
Unknown 

------- --------- -----------
6.0 23.0 Surface 

------- --------- -----------
3.0 11.5 Base 

---------------------
12.0 46.0 Surface 

Base 

(ms) 

142 
275 

-----------
84 

-----------
77 

First Explosiou 
Second Explosion 

-------------------
Single Explosion 

-------------------
Single Explosion 
weak interaction 
at surface at 70 
ms after entry 
that did not 
propagate 

----------- -------------------
16 First Explosion 

134 Second Explosion 
------- --------------------- -------------------------------

3.4 12.9 none Multiple Inter
actions at 40, 57, 
82 and 153 ms afte 
melt entry, no 
propagation or 
steam explosion 

------- --------------------- -------------------------------
1. 5 5.7 n.o. 

(c) 
80 No camera data• 

time estimated 
from water phase 
gages 

------- ---------- ----------- ------------ ----------------·---
15.0 57.4 Surface 

Base 
------- ---------------------

34.6 Base 
---"""',..._,...,. ------.---... -----------

27 ~irst Explosion 
146 Second Explosion 

-----------~-------------------

98 Single Explosion 
------------------------~------
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TABLE II 

FITSB STEAM EXPLOSION RESULTS 

------------- ------------- ---------- -----------~----------~----------------- -------------------------------------------------
INITIAL WATER MELT MELT (a) MELT CONVERSION RATIO MASS VOLUME MASS ENERGY MASS (PERCENT) EXPT RATIO DIMENSIONS 
Mc/Mf Mf Qm AVERAGED 

AREA DEPTH (kg) PARTICLE nKE nD ntot 
SIZE 

(m2) (m) (MJ) COMMENTS 
(µm) 

lB 16.0 0.37 0.61 14.0 39.2 200 1.1 2.6 3.7 First Explosion 
12.0 18.7 52.4 200 5.1 n.ke not a.vailable 
-------- ------- ---------- -----------~---------- --------~-----------------~----------------------

2B 6.0 0.37 0.30 18.6 52.0 1400 1.6 2.8 4.4 
-------- ------- ---------- -----------~---------- -------------------------------------------------

3B 3.0 0.18 0.30 18.6 52.0 1100 1.3 4.0 5.3 
-------- ------- ---------- -----------1------------ -------------------------------------------------

4B 12.0 0.37 0.61 18.7 52.4 250 1.3 5.7 7.0 /::.P From ramp to plateau, Figure 5 
250 1.3 8.6 9.9 Total /::.P 

-------- ------- ---------- -----------~---------- -------------------------------------------------
7B 1. 5 0.18 0.15 12.0(b) 33.6 7000 0.3 0.2 ci.5 
----- -------- ------- ---------- -----------1----------- -------------------------------------------------
BB 15.0 0.37 0.76 18.7 52.4 145 1.5 5.9 7.4 t:.P From ramp to plateau, Figure 5 

1.5 7.7 9.2 Total f::.P 
-------- ------- ---------- -----------~---------- ------------------------------~------------------

9B 9.0 0.37 0.46 18.7 52 •. 4 900 1.1 4.4 5.5 
----- -------- ------- ---------- -----------

.._ __________ 
------------ -------------------------------------------------

(a) Based on 2.8 MJ/kg 
(b) Melt mass estimated from post test debris. Only fragmented melt quantity used. Initial mass ratio based on 18.7 

kg delivered. 
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Figure 1. FITS Containment Chamber 
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Conversion Ratio versus Water Depth 
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HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN IMMISCIBLE LIQUIDS ENHANCED BY GAS BUBBLING 

G. A. Greene, C. E. Schwarz, J. Klages and J. Klein 

Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Department of Nuclear Energy 

Upton, New York 11973 

ABSTRACT 

The phenomena of core-concrete interactions impact upon containment in
tegrity of light water reactors (LWR) following postulated complete meltdown 
of the core by containment pressurization, production of combustible gases, 
and basemat penetration. Experiments have been performed with non-reactor 
materials to investigate one aspect of this problem, heat transfer between 
overlying immiscible liquids whose interface is disturbed by a transverse 
non-condensable gas flux emanating from below. Hydrodynamic studies have 
been performed to test a criterion for onset of entrainment due to bubbling 
through the interface and subsequent heat transfer studies were performed 
to assess the effect of bubbling on interfacial heat transfer rates, both 
with and without bubble induced entrainment. Non-entraining interfacial 
heat transfer data with mercury~water/ oil ·fluid pairs were observed to be 
bounded from below within a factor of two to three by the Szekeley surface 
renewal heat transfer model. However heat transfer data· for fluid pairs 
which are found to entrain (water-oil); believed to be characteristic of 
molten reactor core-concrete conditions, were measured to be up to two 
orders·of magnitude greater than surface renewal predictions and are cal
culated by a simple entrainment heat transfer model. 

BACKGROUND 

The phenomena of core-concrete interactions impact upon containment integrity of a 
light water reactor (LWR) following postulated complete meltdown of the core by con
tainment pressurization due to co·ndensable and non-condensable gas generation, possi
ble ignition of combustible gases, and concrete basemat penetration. In order to de
velop a predictive capability to analyze such complicated interactions, the CORCON 
code [1) has been developed at Sandia Laboratory under USNRC sponsorship. 

Modeling of core-concrete interactions involves many poorly understood and com
plicated heat transfer phenomena for which there exists a sparse data base. In sup
port of the CORCON development effort, one heat transfer aspect of core-concrete in
teractions has been investigated which had been found to have significant impact upon 
the results of generic code calculations, namely the phenomenon of heat transfer be
tween overlying immiscible liquid layers whose interface is agitated by gases liberat
ed from the underlying concrete. 

The model used in CORCON to characterize liquid-liquid heat· transfer to an inter
face agitated by transverse gas flow is given by a correlation developed by Konsetov 
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(2) and modified by Blottner (3) as 

h 
2 1/3 

(.00274 SAT + .4a ) (1) 

There had been only one heat transfer data point for comparison to this correlation 
for a slag-metal system (4) and this was found to be greater in magnitude than the 
calculated heat transfer' coefficient by a factor of three. How~ver, a limited amount 
of data with an oil-water fluid pair were available from KFK (5) and these data are. 
shown along with the predictions of the modified Konsetov model as well as a model 
developed by Grief (6) and the surface renewal heat transfer model of Szekeley [4] in 
Figure 1. In this figure, it is clear that the data greatly exceed the Konsetov model 
in magnitude even at modest superficial gas velocity of less than 1 cm/s by as much as 
two orders of magnitude. A more realistic larger estimate of the bubble radius would 
tend to increase the disagreement between the Szekeley model and the data as well. 

This apparent modeling deficiency was chosen for study and a sensitivity analysis 
was performed. Generic CORCON code calculations were run for the Zion plant input 
data deck. The effect of interf~cial heat transfer was examined parametrically, by 
increasing the heat transfer coefficient by a factor of 10 and 100, chosen on the 
basis of comparison of the heat transfer models to the limited KFK data. It was found 
that the integrated results of the core-concrete interactions were significantly af
fected by these parametric variations on the interfacial heat transfer coefficient. 
It was found that the heat transfer model given by Equation (1) always gave an upper 
bound to the generation rates of H2 , CO, H2o and co2 gases; however, increasing 
the magnitude of the coefficient by factors of 10 and 100 would reduce these gas li
beration rates by as much as a factor of from two to five. The reason for this effect 
on the gas release rates from the concrete is that the downward heat flux into the 
concrete from the heavy core oxide layer is reduced due to the increased upward heat 
flux into the overlying lighter metallic layer. This reduced downward heat flux simi
larly reduces ·the concrete ablation rate and, for the parametric calculations perform
ed with the Zion plant input deck, reduced the rate of dilution of the lower oxide 
layer by concrete slag. Accompanying the calculation of reduced gas generation rates . 
and reduced concrete ablation rate by increasing the interfacial liquid-liquid heat 
transfer coefficient, it was found that the layer temperatures themselves would cool 
significantly faster with the increase in the magnitude of the interfacial heat 
transfer coefficient, so fast in fact that layer inversion may be postponed until 
solidification of the corium melt occurred. An example of the effect of the magnitude 
of the interfacial liquid-liquid heat transfer coefficient on the temperature history 
of the core oxide layer for the Zion input deck calculations is shown in Figure 2. On 
the basis of these observations, the experimental and analytical program about to be 
described was begun. · 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

An experimental apparatus to investigate heat transfer between immiscible liquid 
layers with gas agitation was constructed. A schematic diagram of the.apparatus is 
shown in Figure 3. The apparatus is a liquid pool constructed of plexiglass and lex
an. It is approximately 13 cm by 22 cm in cross section and 40 cm deep. A porous 
frit is mounted in the base to provide a spatially uniform distributed gas flux. The 
porous frit is installed in such a manner that it may be easily interchanged with an
o~her of a different pore size. Electrodes are installed in the side walls to provide 
internal heating of the lower liquid layer. The electrodes are connected to a cali
brated watt meter for accurate determination of power dissipation in the pool. For 
the cases in which the lower fluid is a liquid metal, the electrodes can be replaced 
by a submerged·cartridge heater. The porous frit is connected to a bank of air rota
meters and a turbine flow meter for accurate and duplicate measurement of the gas/ 
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superficial velocity. A vertical traversable thermocouple rake is installed along the 
center line axis of the pool for determination of the temperature distribution in the 
pool. Twelve thermocouples are installed at a nominal separation of one inch. All 
thermocouples were calibrated from the ice to steam point with an accuracy of 0.1 C. 
All instrumentation is interfaced to the Hewlett Packard series 1000 mini computer
based data acquisition system. The entire apparatus, with the exception of the sur-
f ace, is insulated with one inch thick polystyrene sheet to insure one-dimensional 
heat transfer and minimize boundary heat losses, which have been estimated to be 2-3%. 

Experiments were performed with silicone oil-water and water-mercury fluid pairs. 
Thermophysical properties were measured whenever possible (density, viscosity, surface 
tension); when not feasible, vendor supplied or literature values were utilized. The 
apparatus was charged with the fluids and power supplied via the electrodes. The tem
perature distribution in the liquids was monitored until steady state conditions were 
achieved at a prescribed gas flux. The overall interf acial heat transfer coefficient 
was calculated as the electrical power supplied divided by the overall temperature 
difference between the liquid layers and the cross sectional area. The superficial 
gas velocity was the volume gas flux divided by the cross sectional area of the pool. 
Tests were performed with zinc sulfate-silicone oil (Series 100) fluid pairs with a 
density ratio of 0.80, copper sulfate-silicone oil (Series 200) fluid pairs with a 
density ratio of 0.65, and water-mercury (Series 300, 400) fluid pairs with a density 
ratio of approximately 0.1. In the discussion that follows, these are compared to 
water-oil and Wood's metal-oil data of Werle [5, 7, 8] with density ratios of approxi
mately 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The data to be presented indicate an average of up 
to 20 separate experiments at nominally the same conditions of power and gas flux. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO MODELS 

Mercury-Water Bubbling Interfacial Heat Transfer 

Two sets of bubbling heat transfer data were taken with mercury-water fluid pairs, 
Series 300 and Series 400 data. The bubble radii were in the range 0.3 to 0.5 cm and 
the superficial gas velocity was varied over the range from zero to 1.4 cm/sec. These 
data are presented in Figure 4 along with the Wood's-metal-oil data of Werle. In the 
limit of zero gas flow rate, these data converged asymptotically to a lower limit cal
culated by the conducting-sheet model of Haberstroh [9] as would be expected. A brief 
description of the conducting-sheet heat transfer model is given- below. At zero gas 
flux, the liquid-liquid inter_face is not disturbed and the heat transfer is controlled 
by turbulent natural convection in each layer. The layers are observed to be nearly 
isothermal and the temperature gradients are restricted to the interface region. For 
both liquid pairs the data were found to agree with the conducting-sheet model of 
Haberstroh within an uncertainty band characteristic of the uncertainty in the thermo
physical properties.-

As the superficial gas velocity increased, the heat transfer coefficient similarly 
increased due to the periodic bubble-induced disturbances at the liquid-liquid inter
face. The vertical temperature distribution demonstrated a sharp gradient in the vi
cinity of the fluid-fluid interface, suggesting that the interface did maintain its 
approximate spatial integrity and that mixing and entrainment were absent. These ob
servations were further supported by visual and photographic evidence of the absence 
of entrainment of mercury even under intense interfacial disturbance. 

The mercury-water heat transfer data were found to be greater in magnitude than 
the Wood's metal-oil data (KFK) by a significant margin. The mercury and Wood's metal 
layers have negligible thermal resistance to heat transfer in comparison to the water 
and oil layers and for calculational purposes may, thus, be neglected. The observed 
superiority of the water layer to the oil layer in transferring heat is evident from 
the-,_ data in Figure 4, and the ratio is roughly a factor of five increasing to as much 
as ten. On the basis of the surface renewal formulation shown in Figure 4, this ratio 
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should be approximately four, however, as will become evident in the discussion, there 
are factors absent from this formulation which, when included, may account for this 
discrepancy. 

The regime of heat transfer between two fluid layers enhanced by interfacial dis- , 
turbances generated at their interface by rising bubbles with the absence of entrain
ment is referred to as the surface renewal regime. A brief description of the surface 
renewal model is given. When the gas flux is initiated, the interfacial heat transfer 
coefficient is found to increase above the value characteristic of pure steady natural 
convection. For the mercury-water case, no entrainment of the mercury is observed 
into the overlying water layer. When the bubble breaks the interface, a droplet forms 
behind the bubble from the metal film that previously surrounded it [10]. For this 
liquid pair, the density difference between the liquids is great enough that the drop
let' remains at the interface while the bubble rises through the water. Evidently, the 
buoyancy of the bubble is not sufficient to carry the drop of mercury upward. For 
this case, the bubble acts only to disrupt the temperature gradients at the interface 
and transient conduction acts to renew the gradients until the arrival of. a subsequent 
bubble. This procedure of thermal gradient destruction by discrete bubble agitation 
with no accompanying mass transfer or significant physical alteration of the interface 
is referred to as surface renewal. The mercury-water and Wood's metal-oil data are 
characterized by this model. 

The major assumptions of the surface renewal model are that a rising bubble.total
ly destroys the temperature gradients on both sides of the interface only in the area 
of impact projected by the bubble, no influence is felt outside the bubble area, and 
surface disturbances do not enhance the transport mechanisms or the interfacial sur-
f ace area. As is evident from Figure 4, ~he surface renewal model of Szekeley [4], 
modified by Blottner [3], 

1. 69 k (j /Kr ) l/2 
g b 

(2) 

represents a lower bound to both the mercury-water data as well as the Wood's metal
oil data. In both cases the deviation between the measured and calculated heat trans
fer coefficient increases with increasing superficial gas velocity, indicating the ef
fect of the increasing disturbance intensity and interfacial wave propagation on the 
magnitude of the heat transfer. The fact that the discrepancy is greater for the 
water-mercury data than for the oil-Wood's metal data may indicate the presence of a 
Prandtl number effect in addition to the hydrodynamic interfacial stretching mechanism 
due to instability formation. 

Nevertheless, for fluid pairs that do not mix or entrain even under the influence 
of transverse gas bubbling through their interface, the simple transient conduction 
surf ace renewal model is found to predict a lower limit to the magnitude of the inter
f acial heat transfer coefficient, differing from the measured data by up to a factor 
of four over the range of conditions covered by these experiments. 

Water-Oil Bubbling Interf acial Heat Transfer 

In addition to the liquid metal-oil/water interfacial heat transfer experiments 
which did not exhibit entrainment over the entire range of gas velocity covered, ex
perimen~s were also performed with zinc sulfate-silicone oil (Series 100) and copper 
sulfate~silicone oil (Series 200) fluid pairs which did demonstrate entrainment and 
mixing when their.interface was agitated by rising bubbles from below. The bubble 
radii and superficial gas velocity were in the same range as for the liquid metal
oil/water experiments. The data for the Series 100 and 200 oil-water experiments are 
presented in Figure 5 along with the oil-water data of Werle. These experiments, all 
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experiencing liquid-liquid entrainment effects, are compared to the Wood's metal-oil 
data previously discussed. Since all these data sets, entraining or non-entraining, 
involving silicone oil have the resistance to heat transfer concentrated in the oil 
layer, this comparison is a test of the contribution to the net heat transfer of the 
entrainment process versus the surface renewal process. 

Once again it is evident that, in the limit that the superficial gas velocity as
ymptotically goes to zero, these data converge to the natural convection conducting
sheet limit represented by the Haberstroh model within an tlllcertainty band character
istic of the uncertainty in the thermophysical properties. 

As the superficial gas velocity was increased, a dramatically different behavior 
was observed than for the fluid pairs which did not exhibit entrainment. Instead of a 
gradual increase in magnitude, the heat transfer coefficient is seen to suddenly jump 
almost a factor of ten at the onset of bubbling and steeply increase lllltil, at a gas 
velocity of 1 cm./s, it is greater than the silicone oil-Wood's metal data by more than 
two orders of magnitude. The measured vertical temperature distribution exhibited 
characteristics of an intermediate mixing zone in which the temperature gradually 
changed from one layer to the other. This is in contrast to the sharp temperature 
gradient measured with non-entraining fluids previously. These.observations were fur
ther supported by visual and photographic evidence of the severe mass entrainment rate 
even at the modest superficial gas velocities below 1 cm/sec. 

The significant increase in interfacial heat transfer for the silicone oil-water 
fluid pair over that measured for the silicone oil-Wood's metal fluid pair (KFK) is 
attributed directly to the effect of mass entrainment of the hot lower fluid across 
the interface into the cold upper fluid. This regime of heat transfer is referred to 
as the entrainment heat transfer regime [12]. A detailed discussion of the modeling 
of entrainment heat transfer is given in the Appendix and will only be briefly men
tioned here. 

As the bubble penetrates the liquid-liquid interface, a finger of the lower heavy 
fluid is sucked upward into the upper layer in the bubble wake region. At some loca
tion, this liquid finger is observed to pinch off; the fluid below the point of the 
break returns downward through the interface, while the fluid above this point con
tinues to entrain upwards in the wake region of the bubble. In the case of large en
trained drops, they are also observed to fragment in the vortex region behind the bub
ble into smaller droplets, greatly increasing the surface area .for heat transfer. On 
the basis of simple analysis of transient convective heat transfer around a sphere 
[11], it can be shown that for the conditions of these experiments, the droplets es
sentially transfer all their excess enthalpy to the upper fluid prior to settling back 
to the lower fluid layer from whence they came. On the basis of these observations, 
it is argued that one only need to know the liquid entrainment rate in order to calcu
late the entrainment heat transfer rate. In this fashion, the overall heat transfer 
coefficient can be written as the sum of the interf acial surface renewal contribution 
and the entrainment contribution as 

where jz is the volumetric entrainment rate of the lower fluid per unit cross sec
tional area. At present, calculation of the liquid entrainment rate, j 2 , is treated 
parametrically as a function· of the gas superficial velocity, jz=Czjg• In . 
reality it is recognized that Cz is not a constant but is a function of jg itself. 
For this discussion, c2 is assigned the values 0.3 and 1.0 awaiting further attempts 
to improve the entrainment rate model which are currently underway in recognition of 
the obvious non-linear relationship between jg and jz· 

The results of the comparison of Equation (3) to the oil-water entrainment data 
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are shown in Figure 5. Note that the choice of C2 in the range 0.3 to 1.0 appears 
to bracket the available data. The development of a more refined entrainment rate 
model will enable a more mechanistic calculation of entrainment heat transfer .rate. 

Nevertheless, for fluid pairs that exhibit interfacial mixing and entrainment 
under the influence of transverse gas bubbling through their interface, a simple en
trainment rate heat transfer model is seen to reasonably bracket the available experi
mental data when appropriate assumptions regarding the mass transfer rate are incor
porated. This iimitation is expected to be relaxed when a mechanistic entrainment 
rate model for j2 is available. 

DISCUSSION 

·In the case of several immiscible overlying liquid layers agitated at their inter
face by gases rising from below, there are two regimes of interfacial heat transfer· 
that may occur. 

One is the surface renewal regime in which the gas flux serves to enhance the heat 
transfer by disrupting the steady state temperature gradients at the interface. This 
mode of heat transfer is characterized by the absence of liquid entrainment and mix
ing, and presently the mathematical model that appears to do the best job of predict
ing the available experiment data is the Szekeley surf ace renewal heat transfer model 
given by Equation (2). This model consistently underpredicts the available experimen
tal data and the degree of disagreement increases to as much as a factor of four at 
the highest superficial gas velocities examined. It is expected that this disagree
ment would increase with a further increase in gas flux. Accounting for interfacial 
area enhancement due to surf ace waves and enhanced radial heat transfer would be ex
pected to improve the model predictions and bring them into significantly better 
agreement with the data. Efforts to do this are currently underway. At this point, 
the Szekeley model is recommended over either the Konsetov or Grief models for calcu
lation of interfacial heat transfer with bubbling for conditions under which liquid 
entrainment is negligible. 

The other mode of heat transfer that has been observed is the entrainment heat 
transfer regime. Th~s regime is characterized by entrainment of the lower fluid into 
the upper layer in the form of droplets driven by bubble-induced hydrodynamic insta
bilities at the interface. The magnitude of the entrainment heat transfer rate has 
been measured to be as much as two orders of.magnitude greater than for the case with
out entrainment. An entrainment heat transfer model (Equation (3)) has been develop
ed which, at this time, requires some estimate of the volumetric entrainment rate. 
Realistic parametric estimates of the entrainment rate for the oil-water experiments 
described have done an encouraging job of bracketing the available heat transfer data. 
Parallel efforts are underway to refine the entrainment model which appears to predict 
the potential for onset of entrainment well but severely overpredicts the rate of en
trainment. Under conditions which the entrainment onset model predicts entrainment, 
this model is recommended instead of the surface renewal model. 

Parametric calculations have been performed with the CORCON code for the Zion 
plant input deck for the case of a molten reactor core attacking underlying concrete. 
At the initial debris temperature of 2500K, the density ratio of the metal layer (6.9 
gm/cm3) to the heavy oxide layer (8.0 gm/cm3) is calculated to be approximately 
0.86 and approaches unity as concrete slag is ablated and dissolved in the oxide 
layer. This represents a case similar to the oil-water experiments which had density 
ratios in the range 0.65 to 0.80 and were found to be dominated by liquid entrainment. 
Such· behavior is also expected for the case of core oxide-metal interfacial heat 
transfer during core-concrete interactions. Under such conditions and assumptions, it 
is clear that the surface renewal heat transfer model will significantly underpredict 
the upward heat transfer rate. Interfacial liquid-liquid. heat transfer.must be calcu-
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lated with the entrainment heat transfer model under these conditions. From the non
reactor materials experiments performed, it was found that the entrainment model would 
predict a heat transfer coefficient at least two orders of magnitude greater than the 
surface renewal-type model currently in CORCON. This is identical to the parametric 
code calculations referenced earlier in this paper. Relying on those parametric code 
results with enhanced heat transfer, it is clear that modeling of liquid-liquid heat 
transfer with bubble-induced entrainment represents a mitigating influence on the 
severity of the consequences of core-concrete interactions from the point of view of 
containment response. Calculations have shown that increasing the interfacial liquid
liquid heat transfer coefficient by a factor of ten to one hundred would reduce the 
overall mass of decomposition gases generated by a factor of two as well as accelerate 
the cooling rates of the oxide and metal layers by as much as 380K and lOOK, respec
tively, over the first two hours of core-concrete interaction. Improvement of the 
surface renewal model would also result in severely mitigated consequences should 
calculations not be based upon the presence of entrainment. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A cross sectional area 

C1 constant (defined in Equation A.2) 

c2 constant (defined in Equation A.5) 

cp specific heat 

g gravitational acceleration 

h heat transfer coefficient 

j superficial velocity 

k thermal conductivity 

Pr Prandtl number 

rb bubble radius 

AT temperature difference 

a void fraction 

S coefficient of thermal expansion 

K thermal diffusivity 

v kinematic viscosity 

p density 

Subscripts 

2 entrained phase 

g gas phase 

SZE Szekeley model value 
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APPENDIX: ENTRAINMENT HEAT TRANSFER MODELING 

Current modeling of liquid-liquid entrainment due to gas bubbling is crude at 
best. Although a model has been developed based upon a static force balance which ap
pears to describe the conditions for the onset of entrainment, calculated entrainment 
rates have been greater than measured rates in single bubble entrainment tests by ap
proximately a factor of ·ten. For the purposes of this development, therefore, the 
entrainment will be treated in a parametric fashion, subject to future refinement in 
the entrainment rate model. 

For the entrainment heat transfer model, it is assumed that the heat transfer is 
composed of a component due to the interfacial agitation (surface renewal) and a com
ponent due to the mass entrainment itself. The Szekeley heat transfer coefficient is 
given by 

(2) 

The interfacial heat transfer rate (surface renewal) is therefore 

(A.1) 

where A is the interfacial cross-sectional area and ~T12 is the temperature differ
ence between the upper (1) and lower (2) layers. The interfacial area was demonstrat
ed to be enhanced by disturbance formation and wave propagation and, as a result, 
qinterface represents a lower bound to the interf acial heat transfer rate as pre
viously discussed. 

The component of the heat transfer due to entrainment can be expressed as the 
product of the mass rate of entrainment times the excess enthalpy of the entrained 
phase (2) transferred to the continuous phase (1), that is . 

qentrain 

or 

(mass entrainment rate)x(excess enthalpy 
transferred/unit mass) 

where j 2 is the superficial velocity of the entraining fluid, Pz is the density, 

(A.2) 

Cp2 is the specific heat, and c1 is the fraction of the excess enthalpy of fluid 2 
that is transferred to fluid 1. It can be easily shown by analysis, of transient con
vective heat transfer around a sphere, under conditions of the entrainment heat trans
fer data, that c1 ~ 1 [11]. 

Combining Equations (A.1) and (A.2), we have 

If the effective heat transfer coefficient is defined as heff 
then this reduces to 

Let j 2=C2jg• where Cz is the ratio of the volumetric entrainment rate of fluid 
2 to the volumetric gas flux. Then Equation (A.4.) becomes 

In the oil-water experiments, the component of the interfacial heat transfer 
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(A.5) 



resistance on the ~ater side of the interface can be shown to be negligible with re
spect to that on the oil side of the interface. As a result the overall interface 
heat transfer coefficient from the surf ace renewal model is simply that calculated for 
the oil. In the general case, where both sides of the interface must be considered, 
the overall interfacial heat transfer coefficient due to interfacial disturbances (not 
entrainment) would be 

1 
h overall 

1 1 =--·-+---
hSZEl hSZE2 

(A6) 

At present, the major uncertainty in applying Equation (A.5) to the case of heat 
transfer with entrainment is the determination of the coefficient Cz(j ). Com
parison of Equation (A.5) to the available BNL and KFK entrainment heaE transfer data 
suggests that the data are bracketed by the choice of c2 in the range (0.3, 1.0). 
Further work is underway to improve this aspect of the entrainment heat transfer 
model. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Three ·Mile Island (TMI-2) core examination is divided into four stages: 
(a) before removing the head, (b) before removing the plenum, (c)· during defueling, 
and (d) offsite examinations. Core examinations recommended during the first three 
stages are primarily devoted to documenting the post-accident condition of the core. 
The detailed analysis of core damage structures will be performed duripg offsite 
examinations at government and commercial hot cell facilfties. The primary objec
tives of these examinations are to enhance the understanding of the degraded core 
accident sequence, to develop the technical bases for reactor regulations, and to 
improve LWR design and operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 28, 1979 the TMI-2 pressurized water reactor at Three Mile Island, PA 
underwent an accident which resulted in severe damage to the reactor's core. As a 
consequence of the TMI-2 accident, numerous aspects of light water reactor safety 
have been questioned, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has embarked upon 
a thorough review of reactor safety issues, particularly the causes and effects of 
severe core-damage accidents. The Department of Energy (DOE), meanwhile, is study
ing all aspects of the efforts to return the damaged reactor to service in order to 
advance the technology of accident recovery and to better understand the behavior of 
a damaged reactor core. 

Although the nuclear community generally acknowledges the importance of examin
ing the damaged TMI-2 core, limitations on DOE resources dictate that the core exam
ination must be well planned, executed, and designed to meet the specific, technical 
objectives. It cannot be an open-ended program of scientific inquiry. This document 
describes the technical/scientific data to be acquired during the TMI-2 core examin
ation and how these data will be used to meet the objectives of improving reactor 
safety and advancing nuclear technology. 

a. This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under DOE Contract 
No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 
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CORE EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES 

The exam\pations of the damaged TMI-2 core and reactor internals are expected 
to provide information relevant to ~ broad range of light water reactor (LWR) safety 
and technology issues. The possible number and complexity of the examinations are 
vast. Time and funding are limited. Therefore, it is important to identify the 
ultimate uses of the information and to develop specific, clear examination objec
tives. The numerous reactor safety and technology issues have been consolidated 
into three principal examination objectives. 

Understanding Degraded Core Accident Sequence 

The TMI-2 accident revealed that some of the details of LWR severe core damage 
are poorly understood. Ballooning, rupture, and oxidation of zircaloy cladding have 
been studied for years and are well known. However, other damage mechanisms-
oxidized zircaloy breakup, U02 fragmentation, fuel liquefactiona and freezing, 
control rod failure and poison material dispersal, and structural material 
oxidation--are not so well understood. Because of this lack of understanding, the 
detailed integral response of the core is unknown. Learning about this core damage 
sequence is the fundamental reason for examining the TMI-2 core. Understanding these 
phenomena individually; collectively, and synergistically is essential to developing 
the technical bases for assessing LWR safety. 

Beyond the basic quantitative description of individual damage features, the 
TMI-2 core examination should document the evidence of integral core behavior in two 
specific areas. The first is radionuclide release and deposition within the reactor 
vessel. This includes how these fission products were partitioned within the core 
debris and on vessel internal surfaces and the role of the core internal structures-
notably the high surface area plenum--in retarding fission product migration out of 
the reactor vessel. The second area of integral core behavior that the TMI-2 core 
examination must investigate is that of core material relocation. It is important 
to determine the extent to which gross relocation occurred. Of particular interest 
is the relocation of core debris below the core support structures onto the bottom 
of the pressure vessel. The relative amount of downward relocation (core slumping) 
versus radial relocation is unknown. The modeling of such relocation once the rod
like geometry is lost is very difficult without an adequate benchmark such as the 
TMI-2 investigations. 

Developing Technical Bases for Reactor Regulations 

Because of the TMI-2 accident, the NRC has initiated severe accident rulemaking 
actions. To adequately respond to proposed rules, a utility or reactor vendor must 
have a thorough understanding of severe accident progression. The TMI-2 core examin
ation will produce the necessary technical understanding of the primary core damage 
phenomena--including oxidation, liquefaction, and fragmentation--as well as the 
sequence of damage events. 

The knowledge of how to cool a damaged core will result from the detailed 
description of the debris (particle size, extent of liquefaction, water permeability, 
fission product content, etc.). An understanding of fission product/hydrogen release 
and transport will develop as the core examination reveals how fission products are 
partitioned within the core debris and the extent of steam oxidation (with consequent 
hydrogen release) of various cbre components. Finally, the core examination will 
assist in the development of accident-termination techniques by: (a) documenting 

a. Fuel liquefaction means U02 dissolution by molten zircaloy not U02 melting. 
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the adequacy of existing core designs and in-core instruments, (b) analyzing the 
effectiveness of various operator initiated actions, and (c) developing the design 
basis for proposed engineered safety features such as fission product scrubbers and 
hydrogen recombiners. 

Improving LWR Design and Operation 

Light water reactors are designed with a variety of systems to prevent acci
dents, mitigate accidents if they occur, prevent radiation releases, and protect the 
public health and safety. LWRs also have extensive operations and maintenance pro
cedures which, in combination with the safety systems, are intended to ensure effi
cient, normal operation and effective termination of transients. The reasons why 
these s1stems failed to prevent core damage at. TMI-2 have been exhaustiv,ely docu
mented. • 2 Numerous rules, procedures, and equipment have been added to reactors 
to ensure such accidents do not recur. 

The TMI-2 core examination will provide information on reactor design and opera
tion to complement existing practices. Core design features which mitigated or 
exacerbated the TMI-2 accident will be documented during the examination. It is 
known, for example, that control rods failed and that the silver, indium, and cadmium 
(Ag-In-Cd) control alloy was disp.ersed. The failure of the control rods may have 
been an unavoidable consequence of the accident, but the wide dispersal of the con
trol material may have been governed by its ~elatively low melting point or high 
vapor pressure. Understanding the dispersal phenomenon from a thorough core 
examination might lead to control rod redeiign. 

Fission-product release to the containment was much less at TMI-2 than previous 
severe accident analyses would have indicated. Design features of the core may have 
contributed to minimize the fission-product release. The role played by construction 
materials, surface areas of core internals, etc., in TMI should be understood. 

Finally, examination of in-core instruments to 
could lead to new reactor instrumentation designs. 
instrument survivability during an accident. 

identify their modes of fail~re 
The new designs could increase 

PREHEAD REMOVAL CORE EXAMINATION 

The next several sections discuss the TMI-2 core examination tasks. These sec
tions are intended to specify what data should be obtained during each stage of the 
reactor disassembly and during off-site examinations. In general, the core examina
tion sections recommend that relatively few detailed examinations or inspections be 
performed at TMI-~ during the reactor recovery. This is consistent with the effort 
to minimize the impact of data gathering on reactor defueling. In-situ examinations 
are generally not specified unless failure to do so would result in an irretrievable 
loss of information. This approach is also desirable because the environmental con
ditions during defueling (water turbidity, background radiation levels, etc.) are 
not expected to be conducive to performing detailed examination work. 

Television Camera Inspection of the Plenum and Core 

The most important early core examination task has begun. The closed circuit 
television (CCTV) camera inspection of the core was initiated in July 1982. This 
inspection was performed by removing control rod drive leadscrews and lowering the 
camera approximately 11 m to the top of the core (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Closed circuit television camera access into the TMI-2 reactor. 

The CCTV camera inspection has indicated that the reactor plenum is not signif
icantly damaged. Peak plenum temperatures were low, based upon the lack of major 
oxidation. 

The fuel, howeve~, suffered major damage. The top 1.5 m of the core is gone 
and the surface of the debris bed appears to consist of fragmented UOz and zircaloy 
cladding. There is some evidence of once-molten material. This core damage is known 
to ex.tend from the center to approximately one-half the core radius. Damaged fuel 
assemblies are believed to be present somewhere about the half radius area. Intact 
assemblies may exist near the core periphery. Additional CCTV camera inspections are 
planned to verify the existence of intact assemblies and to document damage 
asymmetries. 

Plenum Cover Inspection 

The horizontal surface of the plenum cover (Figure 1) may contain core debris 
which washed onto this surface during the accident. This debris, if present, will 
not be visible during the CCTV examinations, as described above, because the CCTV 
camera will be contained within the control rod drive nozzles and guide tubes. Since 
this plenum cover debris must be removed before head and plenum removal to reduce 
radiation dose rates and to prevent contamination of the refueling canal, it must be 
documented early. Therefore, control rod drive mechanisms will be removed from their 
nozzles to create an opening for direct CCTV inspection of the plenum cover. The 
inspection will document any plenum cover distortion and the general nature of any 
debris (e.g. fine powder, granular, large pieces) on the plenum cover surface. 
Samples of the debris will be analyzed. 
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PREPLENUM REMOVAL CORE EXAMINATION 

At this stage of the core examination the reactor pressure vessel head and the 
associated service structure will have been removed. All of the leadscrews should 
have been removed with the head; therefore, the 61 control rod core positions and the 
eight axial power shaping rod core positions should be accessible to the CCTV camera. 
In addition, the tops of the peripheral fuel assemblies can be viewed directly. 
Numerous tasks to prepare for reactor defueling will be conducted at this stage. 
Only a few critical core examination tasks are necessary. 

Additional Plenum and Core Inspections 

The debris on the plenum cover should be reexamined as soon as direct visual 
access is available. Debris sampling is probably not warranted unless unusual fea
tures e.g., debris substantially different than previously observed, are noted. 
General damage to the plenum (distortion, slumping, melting, oxidation, etc.) will 
be documented. The plenum will be subjected to detailed analysis after its removal. 

With the head removed, the tops of all of the peripheral fuel assemblies can be 
readily examined with the CCTV camera. During the course of examining the peri
pheral assemblies it will be important to document the range of damage encountered 
and to note any damage asymmetries. The location of such asymmetries, if present, 
should be correlated with the positions of the coolant inlet and exit lines, varia
tions in the plenum damage, and variations in the plenum cover debris. 

Core Topography Measurement 

If the CCTV camera inspection of the core reveals a relatively flat, uniform 
layer of core debris, then understanding the post-accident topography will be a 
matter of thorough CCTV documentation. However, if the core topography is complica
ted by variations in the debris level and by fuel rods or partial assemblies protrud
ing up through the debris or hanging from the upper core support plate, limited CCTV 
inspection cannot thoroughly document it. In the latter case, core topography or 
debris-cavity measurements are possible using existing ultrasonic technology. This 
would be done by inserting the transducer/detector range finding system into the core 
through the leadscrew opening in one of the centrally located control positions. 
Using a scanning system, the range finder would scan the core debris cavity to mea
sure the height, depth, and locatiqn of topographic features within an accuracy of a 
few centimeters. The topographic information in c.ombination with photographs or CCTV 
video tapes of the damage would provide quantitative data on the final post-accident 
core configuration. 

CORE EXAMINATION DURING REACTOR DEFUELING 

With the plenum removed and direct visual access to the core obtained, both data 
collection and reactor defueling can begin in earnest. It is assumed that the actual 
core defueling will be primarily a remote handling operation, during which a number 
of CCTV cameras and underwater manipulators will be directed from a control room. 
Core debris will be retrieved and placed in large canisters located underwater in the 
canal near the reactor vessel or in the vessel itself. 

The selection of core debris samples for offsite examination, data acquisition, 
and archiving will be done during the reactor defueling, based upon previously estab
lished selection criteria (structure, location, appearance, etc.). 
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Sampling of Damaged Structures 

It is very likely that the extent and severity of fuel damage varies signifi
cantly across the width of the core. Peripheral fuel bundles are likely to be rela
tively unaffected, due to their small decay-heat inventory and their ability to 
radiate heat to the reactor core barrel. These assemblies have probably retained 
most of their original geometry and enough mechanical integrity to be extracted 
without any significant handling damage. 

Fuel assemblies inside the peripheral boundary will have incurred some struct
ural damage from oxidation-induced embrittlement and possibly from eutectic reactions 
or liquid-phase formations between zircaloy cladding, uo2 fuel, and low melting
point materials such as Inconel spacer grids and Ag-In-Cd control rods. Neverthe
less, there is a good chance that such an assembly can be withdrawn from the core as 
a unit. Some rearrangement of fuel materials may occur in the process, but this 
should be confined to the assembly exterior. 

Fuel damage will be most extensive near the radial center of the reactor vessel. 
Calculations indicate that the upper rod portions were extensively embrittled by -
prolonged exposure to high temperature steam and that at least half of the active 
fuel length shattered from the!111al shock upon quenching. If so, shards of oxidized 
cladding and variously-sized fragments of uo 2 pellets would have tumbled down the 
rod stubs below to collect upon spacer grids and perhaps the bottom core-support 
plate. Available space within the coolant channel would have been filled rather 
rapidly, and it is reasonable to assume that an amorphous rubble layer of undeter
mined thickness will be found above the array of fuel rod stubs. 

Samples must be taken through the entire rubble bed depth at a number of radial 
positions in order to acquire a thorough understanding of axial stratification and 
the subtleties of rubble-bed formation and coolability. Moreover, the sampling 
methods must preserve virtually all stratified structures, or key parameters might 
be incorrectly assessed. A binding medium must be employed to hold debris in place 
during sampling, and it would be most convenient to use a binder already present. 
Therefore, a novel technique--sample freezing--is recommended for the TMI-2 
rubble-bed. 

As presently envisioned, sample freezing would be done in the following manner. 
A small-diameter hole would be drilled through the entire rubble-bed at each location 
of interest. A metal sheath would next be inserted into the hole. A liquid nitrog~n 
cooling coil would be inserted and a cylindrical plug of gradually increasing dia
meter would be frozen. A feasibility calculation has already been performed for the 
general freezing concept which indicates that a plug of reasonable diameter (about 
20 cm) could be frozen within a day. The cooling coil would be removed when the 
desired specimen size was achieved. The metal sheath, with barbed circumferential 
ridges on its exterior, would then serve as the sample extraction tool. After can
ister loading and transfer of the sample from the reactor vessel, the ice would be 
allowed to melt. Subsequently, the water would be slowly displaced by a low viscos
ity potting compound for offsite shipment. Investigation of this freezing concept 
is continuing in order to resolve a number of technical problems prior to proceeding 
with equipment design. 

Most of the TMI-2 
offsite examinations. 
facilities. There the 
system, subjected to a 

OFFSITE CORE EXAMINATIONS 

core damage data will be acquired during the course of 
The TMI-2 core samples will be shipped to remote handling 
samples will be received, logged into a sample tracking 
cursory examination (photography, documentation of 
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damage in transit, etc.), and then placed in an archive facility for temporary stor
age. The examination of the TMI-2 core samples will be performed at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and at other DOE and commercial hot cells. A 
general overview of the types of examinations and the examination techniques that 
will be applied to the TMI-2 specimens is described below. 

TMI-2 Filter Debris 

Ten containers of debris collected from the TMI-2 makeup/letdown system filters 
were received at the INEL in April 1982. This system contains several pairs of fil
ters, some of which were plugged by core debris flushed through the primary system. 
A very small sample of filter debris was analyzed by EG&G Idaho and Babcock & Wilcox 
in 1981. 3 These results indicated that the debris was only 6% uranium, a rela
tively low fuel (U0 2) content. The principal metal component of the debris was 
zirconium, presumably Zr02 from oxidized cladding. The specimen also contained 
significant concentrations (~15 w%) of silver, indium, and cadmium from the control 
rods. The particle sizes were <l to 5 µm, with some larger (presumably) 
agglomerates of 25 to 50 µm. 

Filter debris will be the first TMI-2 core material subjected to detailed anal
ysis. This material is significant because the small particle size and the quantity 
of filter debris would imply major core fragmentation. It is likely that large 
quantities of such fine debris remain in the core and are dispersed within the 
primary system piping. 

The filter debris received at the INEL is being analyzed by EG&G Idaho and Los 
Alamos National Laboratory. The analyses. are concentrating on the chemistry of the 
filter debris. Of particular interest are the core materials present and the iden
tification of fission products which were transported out of the vessel and remain 
in the sample despite extensive post-accident water leaching. 

Leadscrew Examinations 

Selected leadscrews, which drive the control rod assemblies, have been removed 
from the reactor in order to provide access ports for CCTV inspection of the core. 
The leadscrews ~re stainless steel components ~7.3 m long. The ~etallurgical 
structure of the lower end of the leadscrews will provide clues to the temperatures 
reached in the lower portions.of the plenum and immediately above the fuel assem
blies. The bottom section of the leadscrew is 17-4 PH (precipitation hardened) 
stainless steel. This is an ideal material to reconstruct the local temperatures 
because of the characteristic changes in the intermetallic precipitates as a conse
quence of elevated temperature operation. Several leadscrews taken from different 
regions of the core will likely exhibit different microstructures. This will allow 

'some preliminary conclusions as to asymmetry in the peak plenum temperature and, by 
implication, in the peak core temperature. 

Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Examination 

At the present time it is assumed that the reactor pressure vessel head can be 
requalified for reuse. Requalification will probably consist of decontamination, 
detailed visual and photographic exam~nation, measurement of distortion, metallo
graphic examination, and perhaps heat ·treatment to recover the appropriate micro
structure. These requalification measures are also important data acquisition tasks 
since they will provide estimates of the peak head temperature during the accident. 

In addition, it is important to determine the extent of fission product plate
out on the reactor pressure vessel head. This should be part of the overall attempt 
to determine how the fission products were partitioned in the primary system and what 
role various components played in retarding fission product release. Some of the 
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isotopes of interest can be identified by gamma spectrometry of swipes or shavings 
taken from the reactor pressure vessel head. These and other isotopes, however, 
must also be analyzed by sophisticated surface analysis techniques (e.g., Auger 
spectroscopy, the molecular optical laser examiner--MOLE, elect.ron spectroscopy for 
chemical analysis--ESCA) so that their chemical form can be identified. 

Plenum Examination 

Preparation for offsite examination of the stainless steel reactor plenum will 
begin with a detailed CCTV camera inspection of all of its accessible surfaces, 
particularly the bottom. If the entire plenum structure appears distorted, then 
measurement of that distortion should be made. Metallurgical examination of areas 
of the plenum exhibiting distortion or obvious high temperatures is recommended. 
Underwater cutting techniques should be used to remove pieces to ship offsite for 
analysis and metallographic examination. The goal would be to map the peak tempera
tures of the plenum and document the extent of plenum damage (distortion, oxidation, 
melting, etc.). 

The plenum is probably the single most important vessel component contributing 
to the plateout of fission products released during the accident. Thus, it is 
important that the particulate debris trapped in the crevices of the plenum and the 
metallurgical samples removed from it be characterized for decay products by gamma 
spectrometry and surface chemistry. If the role of the plenum as a sink for released 
fission products can be quantified, major reductions in the calculated consequences 
of reactor accidents would probably result. 

While quantification of the fission product retention in the upper plenum is one 
of the most important goals of the TMI-2 core examination, it will also be one of the 
most difficult. First of all, many of the isotopes that are responsible for the 
immediate post-accident health consequences will have decayed away. Identification 
of daughter elements in the core debris or on structural surfaces may be misleading. 
In the course of radioactive decay, the isotope of interest may have passed through 
totally different chemical forms (e.g. 132Te + 132I + 132xe). This elemental 
change can result in migration away from the original place of deposition. In addi
tion, by the time the off-site core examination begins in earnest, the core debris 
and reactor components will have been immersed in warm water for about 5 years. 
Leaching of soluble chemical forms will have occurred. This will have tended 
to homogenize the post-accident concentration gradients. Finally, deposition or 
chemisorption from the coolant will have occurred either as a consequence of gradual 
changes in the water chemistry or as a result of soluble elements decaying and 
combining into insoluble compounds. 

Intact Assembly Examination 

Used in the context of the TMI-2 examination, the term "intact assembly" means 
a largely complete fuel assembly in which the zircaloy deformation and ballooning 
have not been obscured by massive oxidation, fragmentation, or liquefaction. If 
possible, an intact assembly will be examined as an entity in order to study the 
relationships between individual components. The examination will begin with neutron 
radiography of the assembly when it is still encapsulated in the low density, 
neutron-transparent polyurethane foam used to transport it. Multiple-angle radio
graphs will be digitized for generation of cross-sectional tomographic images of the 
assembly. Assembly dimensional changes and gross fuel relocation will be character
ized. Neutron tomography will also be an efficient method for selecting regions for 
later metallography. 

Spectral gamma scans of several peripheral (probably corner) fuel rods would 
follow. These scans would reveal how the fission products migrated along the rods 
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during the accident. Migration of volatile fission products (e.g. cesium) away from 
the hottest portion of the rod (near the top) should be apparent. Cesium should be 
a good indicator of the approximate level of liquid boildown in the assembly because 
of the temperature demarcation (and therefore the cesium level demarcation) near the 
liquid interface. 

The ballooning of the cladding tubes, which may be coplanar, is best studied by 
sectioning the assembly just above and below the ballooned zone and encapsulating the 
entire sectioned piece for transverse metallography. Sequential grinding through the 
encapsulated sections will reveal total circumferential elongation, cladding 
thinning, shape and axial extent of the balloons, flow channel area ~eduction, 
cladding oxidation, cladding temperatures both axially and circumfer~ntially, and 
the nature of fuel fragmentation, relocation, and washout. 

If the intact assembly is from a control position, then the opportunity exists 
to study the behavior of the stainless steel control rods and the Ag-In-Cd control 
material. The extent of oxidation or damage of the control rods relative to the fuel 
rods would be informative. It is likely that some melting of the Ag-In-Cd alloy 
(mp = 1060 K) occurred even in an intact assembly. If any of this material breached 
the stainless steel control rod cladding tube, its axial and radial flow and its 
propensity for blockage or breaching of the zircaloy control rod guide tube will be 
evaluated. 

If the intact assembly is from a noncontrol position then the survivability of 
the zircaloy flow tubes should be evaluated. There has been speculation that the 
flow tubes acted as "percolation tubes" during the accident, 4 allowing a water/ 
steam mixture to percolate higher than the nominal water level in the assembly. 

Damaged Assembly Examination 

If possible, a damaged fuel assembly--a fuel assembly exhibiting oxidation, 
embrittlement, fragmentation, and liquefaction--will be selected for offsite examin
ation. Ideally, this assembly would come from a transition region of core damage, 
so that the assembly itself would exhibit a gradation of damage. Such an assembly 
would present an ideal opportunity to investigate the sequence of damage events as 
well as the type and extent of damage that precedes and leads to a loss of rod-like 
geometry. 

The damaged assembly will be encapsulated prior to offsite shipment. The ex
amination will begin with neutron radiography and tomographic reconstruction of the 
bundle geometry. Selected damage zones will then be sectioned from the assembly and 
encapsulated in epoxy for transverse metallography. The metallograhy will investi
gate the major damage features such as rod fragmentation, liquid phase formations 
with structural materials, and fuel liquefaction. The radial and axial migration of 
any. liquid material, the nature of the UOz-zircaloy interaction, and the behavior 
of the fuel assembly spacer grids will also be investigated. Other important 
research areas are control material dispersal, retained fission products, and 
mechanical properties measurements of the structural _integrity of the fuel assembly. 

Examination of Rubble-Bed Specimens 

The TMI-2 rubble-bed specimens will present an extremely valuable opportunity 
to study debris bed formation and coolability. The encapsulated specimens will be 
cross-sectioned at small axial intervals to reveal the presence (or absence) of 
unique strata. These-strata will, in turn, be characterized for c~itical coolability 
factors such as particle size, particle shape, effective stratum porosity, stratum 
thickness, ratio of fuel to nonfuel debris, and evidence of local dryout. 
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Once the basic properties of the TMI-2 rubble-bed have been defined, loose 
debris specimens c~n be reconstituted into an experimental rubble-bed for coolant 
flow tests performed in a hot cell flow loop. The flow tests will produce data on 
pressure drop across the rubble-bed, minimum fluidization velocities, and bulk bed 
porosity. The particulate makeup of the experimental rubble-bed can be changed to 
investigate the effects on the bulk hydraulic properties. 

Examination of Nonfuel Debris Samples 

The 52 assemblies instrumented with in-core instrument strings, consisting of 
one coolant exit thermocouple and seven axially spaced self-powered neutron detectors 
(SPNDs), represent important data-acquisition sources. Efforts will be made to 
obtain debris specimens containing both reasonably intact and damaged sections of the 
instrument strings. Damaged instruments will be subjected to detailed metallography 
in order to determine the extent of oxidation, melting, eutectic formation, and 
chemical reaction. Thermocouples may have reformed junctions that still respond to 
variations in temperature. Similarly, damaged SPNDs may still respond to changes in 
neutron flux. These instruments can be "recalibrated" in an effort to understand how 
the response of a thermocouple or SPND has been changed by the accident environment. 
The millivolt output of thermocouple segments can be measured in a hot cell furnace 
and compared to the expected response. Similarly, SPNDs can be subjected to a test 
reactor neutron source for recalibration. 

Specimens of the upper end-fittings and control rod spiders which exhibit a 
range of damage will also be obtained. These are all stainless steel components 
originally located immediately above the fuel assembly. Some of the upper end-
f ittings remained attached to the bottom of the plenum even though the oxidized fuel 
assembly beneath them fractured and fell away. Others will have fallen into the core 
with the fuel assembly debris. The main damage to these components probably resulted 
from steam oxidation, although temperatures may have been high enough to produce 
melting. Metallography will be the main examination technique to document the type 
of oxidation, melting, and other reactions of these components. Oxide-thickness 
measurements will be used to estimate the hydrogen released during steam oxidation 
of these components and to evaluate their contribution to the total accident
hydrogen generation. 

Determining the behavior of the nuclear control materials during the TMI-2 
accident is important because of the implications for reactor recriticality. Fuel 
debris specimens containing evidence of intact control rod guide tubes will be 
examined to determine whether the control rods and the control alloy are present or 
have been lost from the debris. Similarly, any evidence of Ag-In-Cd alloy concentra
tions (e.g., a zone of once-molten alloy) will be analyzed to determine how much 
control material was depleted from the surrounding fuel. 

Sixty-eight assemblies contain burnable poison rods in the control positions. 
The burnable poison is B4C suspended in cylindrical Al203 pellets. The burn-
able poison rods were clad in zircaloy. Oxidation of zircaloy could have led to a 
substantial release of the burnable poison pellets into the debris and coolant. 
While the melting point of the Al203 matrix is very high, reactions of the 
ceramic (such as swelling and breakup as a result of water immersion) could have 
dispersed the burnable poison. Metallography of selected debris specimens will be 
the principal tool to determine what actually happened. 

Examination of Fuel Rod Stubs 

Presumably, when all of the damaged assemblies and loose debris are removed from 
TMI-2, a forest of essentially undamaged fuel rod stubs will remain. This surface 
will represent the locus of minimum fuel damage points and will approximate the level 
of liquid boildown in the core. The surface will be measured, and representative 
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samples of the rod stubs will be taken to document features such as range of 
oxidation; rod fracture surfaces, rod melting surfaces, and drips or puddles of 
once-molten material within the array of rods. Offsite metallography and chemical 
analysis will be used to characterize these samples. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The TMI-2 core examination will be quite extensive. Yet when the examination 
is reduced to its constituent tasks, it is clear that it will require few resources 
beyond those presently available for postirradiation examinations. All of the on
site core examinations to document the post-accident condition of the core are 
designed to be compatible with the plant-recovery and reactor-defueling tasks to be 
performed concurrently. Sample acquisition during this period is limited to material 
which would be irretrievably lost or altered if not acquired during this stage of the 
core examination. Once the TMI-2 specimens have been received and catalogued, the 
detailed examinations described above can begin. The examinations will be based on 
specific core-examination objectives and their underlying technical issues. If these 
basic objectives are met; the TMI-2 core examination will have served its purpose. 
It will have a permanent, positive impact on light water reactor safety and 
technology. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepar,ed as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibiity for any third party's use, or the pro
cess disclosed in this abstract, or represents that its use by such a third party 
would not infringe privately owned rights. The views expressed in this abstract are 
not necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the Department of 
Energy. 
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ABSTRACT 

A model has been developed to predict the effect of gas 
influx from below on the coolability of a debris bed. Numerical 
solution of the mass, energy and momentum conse.rvation equations 
show that significant reductions in the dryout heat flux only 
occur close to an easily calculated cut-off inlet gas velocity. 
This velocity is stongly dependent on the density of the incoming 
gas. The temperature of the incoming gas is also seen to be an 
important factor in reducing the dryout power of the bed. 
Comparison of model ~redictions with the results of particle bed 
flooding experiments show reasonable agreement. From these 
comparisons insight into deficiencies of the the model is gained. 

INTRODUCTION 

The situation could arise during a reactor accident whereby a debris bed 
experiences hot gas flow from below and an influx of coolant from above. Such a 
situation could occur in the containment where the source of the gas is hot 
eroding concrete lying below the debris. Situations could also arise in-vessel 
whereby steam generated in a lower section of the core co.uld stream upward 
through debris sitting atop core support plates and grid spacers and prevent 
coolant entry from above. The present model is applicable to both situations. 

MODEL EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The effect of a steady gas flow on the ultimate coolability of a particle 
bed can be predicted using a set of flow equations similar to those of the 
Lipinski 1-D dryout model. 2 In deriving these equations it ha·s been assumed that 
the gas and the vapor in the bed mix ideally within the vapor flow channels, and 
that the inflowing gas quickly comes to temperature equilibrium with the bed. 
Thus the gas mixture can be treated with a single momentum equation similar to 
the vapor equation in the 1-D dryout model: 

*This work supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. 
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( 1) 

where g is the gravitational constant, Pm the gas pressure, z the axial po~ition 
above the bed bottom, d the particle diameter,Ethe bed porosity, s the bed 
effective saturation, and where Vm is the superficial velocity of the gas 
mixture, given by 

(2) 

The factor of 180 from Reference 2 has been changed to 150 in Equation (1), and 
later equations, to reflect more recent modeling changes. Vv and Vg are the 
vapor and gas superficial velocities, andpm andllzn are the mixture density and 
dynamic viscosity, given in terms of the vapor and gas densities and dynamic 
viscosities by 

( 3) 

and 

+ (4) 

1 + 

Eq.(4) represents the semi-empirical formula of Wilke3 for low-density gas 
mixtures. Mv and Mg are the atomic masses of the vapor and gas.molecules, 
respectively, and4>.is given by 

The liquid in the bed is described with a separate momentum equation: 
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dP1 
+-- + 

dz 
(6) 

where v1 is the liquid superficial velocity, P1 the liquid phase pressure,P1 the 
liquid density andJl1 the liquid dynamic viscosity. Mass and energy conservation 
equations are combined for the liquid and vapor in the bed yielding 

(7) 

and 

(8) 

where Q is the volumetric heating rate in the bed, Cpg the specific heat .at 
constant pressure of the inflowing gas, T the gas temperature and W the· inlet 
liquid mass flux to the bottom of the bed. · If the right-hand-side of Equation 
(7) is negative q should be set to zero. This might happen if the gas entering 
the bed were colder than the liquid saturation temperature and consequently 
condensed the steam in the lower portions of·the bed. Liquid can enter the bed 
from above or below, but the geometry is essentially one-dimensional. With the 
condition that the pressure difference betw~en the.liquid phase and'the gas phase 
is proportional to the Leverett function, J : . 

_J'15'Q .CJ ( 1-E:) 
pm - pl - E: d J' (9) 

whe~e 

(s-1_ 1).175 
J = -'----=--

/5 
(10) 

the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations can be combined to yield a 
single differential equation for ped saturation as a function of height: 
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whereo= 1 if q(z)>Whlv and = -1 if q(z)<Wh1y(odetermines the direction of liquid 
flow), and whereois the liquid surface tension. 

As long as a solution such that O<s<1 and.with the correct boundary 
conditions exists the bed is coolable. In the limit of zero capillary forces the 
terms proportional to J are zero. The equation then no longer needs to be 
integrated, and the dryout heat flux depends only on the saturation at the top of 
the bed at dryout. 

The effect of the inflowing gas is to always reduce the heat flux from the 
bed for a given saturation, thus always reducing the dryout heat flux. This is 
not surprising. Other trends can be more easily seen graphically. Figure 1 
illustrates the dependence of the dryout heat flux on inlet gas flux for a 
water-cooled bed and for four different gases.likely to be produced during the 
erosion of concrete. A numerical solution of Equation (11) was used, with no 
inlet water flow from below. The temperature of the inlet gas was assumed to be 
the water saturation temperature. The point at which.the dryout heat flux goes 
to zero is called the cut-off gas flux and is shown in Figure 2 for various bed. 
particle diameters. For the case in which capillary forces are negligible (deep 
beds, large particles) the cut..:off flux vg is given by the following equation 

1. 75 ( 1- E) pg V g 
2 + 

dE3 

150 ( 1- e:) 
2µg v g = 

d2e:3 
( 12) 

This corresponds to the situation in which all water is expelled from the bed. 
This occurs when the pressure drop in the bed from upward gas flow balances the 
weight of the entering liquid. 

Equation (12) is shown in Figure 2(solid curve) as a function of particle 
diameter when the inlet gas in N2• In Figure 2 is also shown the cut-off heat 
flux as a function of particle size when ca~illary forces are present, along with 
experimental points obtained by Theofanous. These points are from a flooding 
experiment in a medium height (11 cm) packed bed of varying sized particles where 
water was the coolant, introduced from the top, and N2 the gas, introduced from 
below. 

Indeed, for no internal heat generation Eq.(9) can be made to yield an 
equation similar in form to tge flooding correlation determined by Wallis5, and 
used by Ostensen and Lipinski to formulate a dryout model. In the limit of zero 
capillary force and in the purely turbulent flow regime for both liquid and gas, 
the equation derived from (11) (with the condition that the bed saturation is 
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chosen so as to maximize the liquid and vapor fiow, with zero power) yields an 
equation identical to the correlation of Wallis, but with both liquid and gas 
flows multiplied by the constant 0.324. This is an important result. It shows 
that the particle bed flooding correlation of Wallis can be obtained from 
conservation equations and in what limit it applies (zero capillary force, 
turbulent flow). It also provides a dir~ct link between three different 
experimental results: the Ergun equation.,, the particle bed flooding correlations 
and the relative permeabilities for liquid and gas co-current flow. The failure 
of the model here to exactly reproduce the flooding correlation suggests that the 
relative permeabilities used in the 1-D dryout model are not adequate to fully 
describe the flow resistance present in counter-current flow. 

Finally, it is import~nt to notice that gas flow from concrete may be much 
smaller than the flooding fluxes predicted by the gurrent theory or found 
experimentally. Experiments by Tarbell and Powers show gas flux rates from 

. basalt aggregate concrete with overlying hot dry debris (1300°C) is of the order 
of .004 m/sec. Quantities of gas generated from limestone concrete are similar 
in magnitude. This concrete was pre-baked to remove excess water, so is not 
totally prototypical. In addition the overlying debris was solid. A larger gas 
flux would be produced by molten (hotter) overlying material. An estimate of the 
amount of water that can be generated by heating the concrete may be obtained 
from Reference 9. For a erosion rate of 20~/min, a probable upper bound if the 
overlying material is molten core material1 , the superficial velociy1 of the 
steam generated is .08m/sec. The co2 released would be even greater , producing 
a superficial velocity of .15 m/sec. By comparison typical flooding velocities 
are of the order of .5 to 1 m/sec. If simultaneously the temperature of the 
gases are elevated the effect on dryout heat flux will be more pronounced. 

If the temperature of the incoming gas is not equal to the bed saturation 
temperature the gas can condense or evaporate steam in the bed. In Figure 3 is 
shown the effect of inlet gas temperature on a bed whose saturation temperature 
is 100°c, for varying inlet gas fluxes. The bed properties are the same as those 
used to generate the curves in Figure 1. Essentially, the dryout heat flux is 
reduced by the heat.flux carried by the inlet gas. 

Because some of the circumstances of interest may occur at high pressure, 
Figure 4 shows the effect of pressure on the cut-off inlet gas velocity. For the 
most part the effect is dominated by the ratio of liquid to vapor density. 

SUMMARY 

As a result of the analysis described here one now has a means to predict, 
in some detail, the effects of inlet gas flow from below on the dryout heat flux 
of a particulate bed. It has been shown (see Figure 1) that, except when the 
inlet gas temperature is elevated, large reductions in the dryout heat flux occur 
only for a limited range of gas flows, those close to the cut-off gas flow and 
above. Thus a simple formula for the cut-off gas flow (Equation 12) can be used 
to make a quick determination that gas velocities of interest are large enough to 
significantly reduce the dryout heat flux, given the bed and gas properties. In 
the first instance a detailed analysis is not necessary. If gas flows of 
interest are of the same order of magnitude as the cut-off gas flow details of 
the effects of inflowing gas may be gleaned from the full theory outlined here. 
If gas fluxes are much lower that the cut-off flux, but the temperatures of the 
gas are elevated, the main mechanism for reducing the dryout heat flux of the bed 
is the heat transfer to the bed from the gas, not the hydrodynamic restriction of 
liquid flow into the bed. Equation (7) can be used to predict the reduction of 
the bed dryout heat flux in this case. This reduction is equal to the heat 
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supplied to the coolant from the inflowing gas and is independent of bed 
properties. 

For the physical situation in wh~ch a hot solid debris bed lies atop 
concrete initial experimental results indicate that·the gas flux is far too 
small to significantly affect dryout in the bed. For a hot nearly-molten debris 
bed these fluxes are calculated to be much larger, large enough to dry out a bed 
of sub-millimeter sized particles. 11 The si.tuation in-vessel is much less clear 
because the relative locations of steam-producing regions and debris regions 
after severe core damage has occurred are poorly known. 

Finally, it has been found that the model presented here can be used· to 
yield.flooding predictions. This makes possible a more direct comparison between 
dryout modeling assumptions and flooding experiments. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
DRYOUT HEAT FLUX VS. INLET GAS TEMPERATURE 

COOLANT =WATER PARTICLE DIAMETER =2mm 
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FIGURE 4 
CUT--OFF INLET GAS FLUX VS. PARTICLE DIAMETER 
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ABSTRACT 

Several recently proposed techniques for estimating release of 
volatile fission products in severe reactor accidents are compared by 
applying them to a common core heat-up transient. Correlation of model 
predictions with recent experimental measurements for simulated fuel in 
steam atmospheres is also discussed. Volatilities of fission products 
under accident conditions were assessed on the basis of a chemical 
thermodynamic model. Thermal hydraulic conditions for a typical accident 
scenario (TMLB1 ) were used to estimate vapor transport of certain fission 
products (Cs; I, Te, Sr, Ru). 

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE RATES 

During the Reactor Safety Study as described in WASH-1400 [1], a very simple 
approach was used to specify rates of fission product release during the core heat-up 
period. A review was made of the limited data from· experimental measurements of 
fission product release during melting of uo 2 specimens (clad and unclad), the fis
sion products were divided into groups having similar chemical and physical proper
ties. Then "best estimate" integral release fractions were defined for each of the 
fission product groups on the basis of the data review. 

Since WASH-1400, several other publications have appeared which offer time 
dependent expressions or other information that might be used to make analytical 
predictions of fission product release during the core heat-up period. In addition, 
a small amount of new experimental data has recently become available which might be 
used to help evaluate the applicability of these analytical methods. The purpose of 
this work is to examine the techniques with respect to predictions each makes 
regarding releases of the volatile fission products; Xe, I, Cs, and Te. 

Simple Diffusion Model 

Classical diffusion theory has been applied with varying success-over the years in 
interpreting data on the time dependent release of fission gases and other fission 
products from uo2 fuel. Various models based on diffusion kinetics have been used to 
calculate releases, both during normal in-pile operation of reactor fuel and during 
postirradiation heating transients [2,3,4,5]. These models, which utilize the 
equivalent sphere concept, require empirical diffusion parameter (D') values in order 
to perform release calculations. 
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A set of D' expressions are tabulated in WASH-1400 [6] for various fission 
products, along with an empirical correction factor which attempts to account for the 
effects of changes in fission product release rate as fuel burnup increases. 
Another, and more recent, set of D' expressions for the volatile fission products was 
developed by ANS Working Group 5.4 during its rather extensive data review and 
standard release model development effort [7]. This group also recommended a burnup 
correction factor equation. It is different from that given in WASH-1400 but it 
produces similar results. In calculating fission product releases for a severe 
accident core heat-up transient using the diffusion model, the fuel burnup at reactor 
shutdown should be used to obtain the D' values. Since fuel burnups, as well as fuel 
temperatures vary throughout a large reactor core, the D' values will vary with fuel 
location in a realistic calculation. 

Empirical Rate Model 

A report was recently issued which presented an evaluation of the technical 
bases for estimating fission product behavior in LWR accidents [8]. The effort 
included another review of the available experimental data on fission product release 
from reactor fuel at elevated temperatures. As a result of·the review, the authors 
created a family of fission product release rate versus temperature curves. For 
calculational purposes, the curves were approximated by equations of the form, 

k(T) = AeBT 

in which k(T), the fractional release rate coefficient (fraction/minute), is a func
tion of temp.erature only, T is temperature in °c, and the constants A and B are dif
ferent for different fission product ele~ents. The release rate coefficients can be 
used in a first-order rate expression to calculate fractional release versus time at 
a particular temperature. If temperature changes with time, the heating period can 
be approximated by a series of isothermal intervals and the rate expression applied 
incrementally to obtain cumulative fraction released versus time. 

Steam Sintering Model 

Cubicciotti [9] recently proposed a model for estimating the fractional release 
of volatile fission products from uo 2 heated in a steam enviroilll).~nt which may be 
applicable to releases from defected fuel rods under LWR severe accident condi
tions. The model assumes that releases of ·fission gas and volatile fiss·ion products 
follow the kinetics of fuel oxidation and grain growth (i.e., sintering) when uo2 is 
heated in steam. Under this assumption, an approximate solution for diffusion in 
cylindrical pellets can be used directly to predict the release of volatile fission 
products as a function of time and temperature. 

Cubicciotti.also suggested an extension of the model which may be used to 
account for the intrinsic volatility of the fission product being considered. The 
method, which involves use of a multiplication factor, requires vapor pressure data 
for the stable form of the released fission product. 

Comparison Calculations With the Models 

A series of comparison calculations was made in which each of the models identi
fied above was applied to a common core heat-up scenario. The MARCH computer code 
was used to generate a set of axially and radially dependent fuel temperatures as a 
function of time for ·a specific PWR severe accident sequence. The sequence, identi
fied as TMLB' in WASH-1400 terminology, involves a degraded transient accident in 
which the postulated failure of all ac power for several hours results in no ECC 
injection. Coolant is gradually lost from the pressurized primary system via relief 
valve discharge such that core uncovery begins after about 3 hours. According to 
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MARCH modeling, this is followed by core heat up and progressive fuel melting over 
approximately the next hour. · 

A small computer code was written which co~ld use the MARCH core temperature 
predictions in each of the £ission product release models to calculate time incre
mental core cumulative releases for the four volatile fission products; Xe, I, Cs, 
and Te. The axial and radial peaking factors used in the calculations were taken 
from the MARCH calculation input file, as were the volume fractions for each of the 
radial zones. The core average fuel burnup used for simple diffusion model release 
calculations was 22,000 MWD/MT, a value taken as representative of midlife condi 
tions. Two sets of calculations with the simple diffusion model were made--one using 
D' parameters from Appendix C of Appendix VII of WASH-1400 and the other using D' 
parameters from the ANS Working Group 5.4 analysis. The rate constants used in the 
release calculations with the empirical rate model were taken from reference [8]. 
Calculations with the steam sintering model included use of the intrinsic volatility 
approximation. The vapor pressure expression used for each species had the following 
form: 

log Pi (mmHg) = - ~ + B + C log T 

in which A, B, and C are constants and T is in °K. In the calculations reported here 
it was assumed that fission product xenon would exist as the monoatomic gas at all 
temperatures, fission product iodine would vaporize as cesium iodide (CsI), fission 
product cesium (not combined with fission product iodine) would vaporize as cesium 
hydroxide (CsOH), and fission product tellurium would vaporize as the diatomic 
molecule (Te2). The vapor pressure expression constants used for these species were 
taken from references [10] and [11]. 

Results obtained from the series of calculations described above are summarized 
in Table 1. Perhaps the most striking feature of the data is the general similarity 
of the releases that are predicted by the various release models. The greatest dif
ference between release models occurs before any fuel melting is predicted. In the 
MARCH analysis, fuel melting is assumed to occur at temperatures of about 2300°K. 
After fuel melting ·temperatures are reached over appreciable portions of the core, 
the various models predict fission product releases which generally differ by less 
than a factor of two. Even the WASH-1400 release schedule gives comparable release 
versus time values for Xe, I, and Cs. In the case of Te, the WASH-1400 release 
schedule gives considerably lower releases throughout the core heat-up period because 
it assumes that compound formation with zircaloy cladding would limit Te releases. 
This reaction is not considered in the three mechanistic models, and it represents an 
item which needs to be resolved by further analysis and/or experimentation. 

Since all three mechanistic/empirical rate models predict roughly equivalent and 
high releases for the volatile fission products after core melting temperatures are 
reached, there appears to be no compelling reason for using one model versus another 
to describe releases in accidents which would involve core meltdown. The three 
models are probably of most value in describing releases for accidents in which fuel 
overheating, but not melting, would take place. In such cases, the choice of a 
release model would be important because the differences in release predictions 
between models tend to be greater at these lower temperatures. 

Comparison of Models With Experiments 

Over the past several year$ a series of experimental studies have been conducted 
as part of the Project Nuclear Safety (PNS) program in Germany. The purpose of the 
studies has been to obtain data on the release behavior of various fission and acti
vation products, including data for I, Cs, and Te. The work utilized small specimens 
of simulated high burnup uo 2, which were clad in Zircaloy and then heated by 
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induction to temperatures ranging from 1500°C to 2800°C. The experiments were 
performed in the SASCHA facility at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK). Most of 
the experiments have been conducted in air atmospheres, but recently the results of 
several experiments in steam have been reported [12]. Since the ·investigators report 
the specific temperature histories as well as the measured fission product release, 
the data offer an attractive source of comparison for the several mathematical 
release rate models. 

Release versus time calculations were made for three of the release measurements 
from reference [12]. A comparison of the calculated releases with the measured data 
is given in Table 2. Inspection of the data in the table indicates that .the predic
tions from the steam sintering model tended to correlate best with the measured 
releases for iodine and cesium, while the predictions from the empirical rate model 
tended to correlate best with the measured releases for tellurium. The simple diffu
sion model generally provided the least correlation with the measured data. In no 
instance, however, did any of the models succeed in closely duplicating the measured 
release versus time behavior from the beginning to the end of the heating period. 

It should be noted that the SASCHA experiments were performed with simulated 
high-burnup fuel samples instead of with actual irradiated reactor fuel. The samples 
contained fission product simulant concentrations which were typical of high-burnup 
fuel, but the microstructural characteristics of the specimens and the thermodynamic 
state of the fission products in the specimens were probably quite different from 
actual high-burnup fuel. For this reason, it is believed that the release behavior 
of the fission product simulants would not be representative of the behavior that 
would be observed from real fuel. Therefore, while the comparison of model predic
tions with these experimen.tal data is of some interest," it is rather questionable 
whether the SASCHA data can be used to evaluate the applicability of these three 
models at_ the present time. The experimental data do provide at least one poten
tially important observation; tellurium was released less readily from the zirconium
clad fuel compacts than were either 'iodine or cesium. Perhaps the WASH-1400 assump
tio·n regarding tellurium reload during core heat up is closer to reality than the 
predictions of the mathematical release rate models. 

CHEMICAL STATES OF VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS 

Transport of fission products out of the core region is considered to occur .by 
the processes: release from fuel, vaporization i~to the coolant gas., transport as 
vapor in the gas stream out of the core region into the plenum. In the plenum 
region, the gas is cooled substantially by-the mass of material there and condensa
tion processes occur there. Models for release were reviewed in Section 1. 

The volatilities of the fission products depend on the relative stabilities of 
volatile states compared to condensed states. In this section, a thermodynamic model 
was applied to several fission products to evaluate their volatilities as function of 
the environmental conditions anticipated in the core and plenum regions during an 
accident. This model is being developed for an IDCOR program [13]. 

Chemical Model 

In a nuclear accident severe enough to involve fission product release from 
fuel, core temperatures are high and the coolant is vaporized as steam which contains 
hydrogen from reaction with Zircaloy cladding. The chemical states assumed by the 
fission products determine their volatility and potential for transport out of the 
core region and thus the source terms. The chemical states of the fission products 
depend on the chemical environment (especially the H2/H2o ratio) and the temperature 
as well as the intrinsic stabilities of their various possible chemical compounds. 
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A chemical model was developed to treat the equilibrium between vapor species 
and condensed states of fission products that were expected to have significant vapor 
transport consequences. The intrinsic stabilities of the possible vapor species and 
compounds· in condensed states were obtained from the thermodynamics of their forma
tion reaction. Measured values were used when available and otherwise estimates were 
obtained from the literature. A computer program was used to calculate the equilib
rium partial pressures of gaseous species for various temperatures and the chemical 
environmental parameters, namely total concentration of fission product and ratio of 

· H2 to H2o. Analysis of the partial pressures calculated in that manner led to a sim
plified model which could be coupled with thermal-hydraulic information accident 
scenarios to evaluate the amounts of volatile fission products transported out of a 
reactor core.in an accident scenario. 

The fission products considered in the present model were Cs, I, Te, Sr, and 
Ru. Other elements considered that might form compounds with them and affect their 
volatilities were: H, O, C, Cd, Ni, In. Thermodynamic data for 48 gaseous species 
and 16 condensed phase compounds were incorporated into the program and. calculations 
of the partial pressures were made for the following array of about 250 conditions: 
two total pressures (170 atm and 3 atm, characteristic of accidents at high pressure 
and low pressure); eleven temperatures ranging from 600 to 3000 K; three rati~s of f2 
to H2o (0.01, 1, and 9); and four mole ratios of fission products to gas (10- , 10- , · 
10-6, and 10-8). . 

Results of Calculation 

An example of the graphical representation is shown in Figure 1 foI the follow
ing specific conditions: 170 atm total pressure; Hz/HzO ratio = 1; 10- moles of 
fission product per mole of gas. The results are summarized below. 

Cesium - The gaseous species considered for Cs were: Cs, CsOH, Cs 2 (0H) 2, CsI, 
Cs2I 2, Cs 2 , CsO, Cs 2o. The main condensed phase considered were: a salt mixture of 
CsOH, CsI, Cs 2co 3 , and Cs 2Te03 containing various proportions of water. This mixture· 
was assumed to be an ideal solution for lack of any data. The other Cs containing 
condensed phase considered was Cs2Te; however, it did not play any role in the 
calculated equilibria. The calculations showed that in almost every case, gaseous 
CsOH is the major species. As the ratio of H2 to HzO increases and as the 
temperature increases, atomic Cs becomes increasingly important. The pressure of Cs 
increases relative to CsOH when the total pressure decreases because of the decrease 
of pressure of H2d. The other species (Cs 2 (0H) 2 , CsO, Cs 2o, and Cs2) play minor 
roles, although Cs 2 (0H) 2 tends to increase at lower temperatures and larger 
concentrations. 

Iodine - The gaseous iodine species considered were: I, I 2, HI, HOI, CH3I, 
COI 2, CsI, cs 2I 2• Only one condensed state was considered, namely the salt mixture 
containing CsI, mentioned under Cesium. The calculations showed that the dominant 
gaseous iodine species are always CsI, I, and HI in some combination. Cs2I 2 and HOI 
are always smaller. Iodine as I 2 is alwayf quite small. Methyl iodide (CH3I) and 
COI 2 were found to be always less than 10- 5 atmospheres in the calculation and so 
were well below the range of the graphs--i.e., negligible. Cesium iodide (CsI) is 
the predominant species at lower temperatures. As temperature is increased, atomic 
iodine (I) becomes increasingly important and in many cases becomes the dominant 
species; however, in other situations HI becomes dominant. The ratios of these 
species is a complex function of temperature, pressure, H2/H2o ratio and fission 
product concentration in the gas. The pressure of CsI relative to I or HI decreases 
as the partial pressure of CsOH decreases, which occurs as the total pressure of 
fission products in the gas decreases. For constant p(CsOH), which obtains for a 
fixed Cs to total gas ratio, the CsI pressure is enhanced by increase .in p(H2) if I 
is the next most dominant species, but is independent of p(H2), if HI is next 
dominant. Decrease of total pressure has the same effect as reducing p(CsOH). 
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Thus, during release from fuel, the iodine is in the vapor states Cs!, HI, and I 
whose proportions depend on the environment conditions. As the temperature 
decreases, the dominant gaseous form always becomes Cs! and the form that condenses 
is Cs!. 

Tellurium - The gaseous Te species considered were: HzTe, Te, Te2, Teo, Teo2, 
TeOH, Te(OH) 2, TeO(OH) 2, CdTe, InTe, In2Te. T.he condensed phases were: cs 2Te, 
InzTe, NiTe, CdTe, and cs2Te93 in the salt mixture mentioned under Cesium. The 
calculations showed that there are four gaseous species that attain prominence, 
namely HzTe, Te, Te2, and Teo. The pressure of H2Te is enhanced by hydrogen while 
TeO is enhanced by H2o. Increasing temperature increases TeO stability. Decreasing 
the ratio of fission products to total gas causes Te2 to decrease relative to Te 
since there are two atoms of Te in that molecule. Decreasing the total pressure of 
the system has a similar effect. 

Ruthenium - The gaseous species considered for Ru were: Ru, Ruo3 , Ruo4, RuOH, 
Ru(OH) 2• Only solid Ru was considered in the condensed phase. The calculations show 
that the partial pressures of the ruthenium vapor species all increase with 
increasing temperature, which indicates that equilibrium is controlled by some 
nongaseous phase, which is solid Ru. That is, not all of the ruthenium released from 
the fuel enters the gas phase. The species which are most important in the gas as 
Ru, Ru03 , and RuOH. The trioxide occurs when the Hz/HzO ratio is small while Ru and 
RuOH prevail as Hz/HzO increases. 

Strontium - The chemistry of strontium was considered in a series of calcula
tions for which the gaseous species considered were Sr, SrO, SrOH, and Sr(OH)z and 
the soli:d phases were SrO and Sruo4• The most important vapor species was Sr(OH)z• 
For temp3ratures above about 2000K, the strontium was completely volatile for ratios 
of 5.10- moles Sr per mole of gas. The dominant solid phase was Sruo4• 

Condensed Phases - The distribution of the fission products between gas and con
densed phases depends on the temperature, the total.amount of fission product rela
tive to the amount of gas, and their intrinsic volatilities. In the core region, 
where temperatures are high, the very volatile fission products (Cs, I, Te) are 
entirely in the gas phase while less volatile ones (i.e., Sr and Ru) are partly in 
condensed phases. After the gas leaves the core region during an accident, it is 
cooled by the large mass of metal in the plenum region. At those temperatures, all 
of the fission products tend to condense and the equilibria between gas and condensed 
phases are important. The compounds potentially present in condensed phases in the 
chemical model were CsOH, Cs!, cs 2co3 , cs2Teo3 , and HzO in one "salt" mixture; and 
the following as individual compounds: Ru, Cs2Te, InzTe, In2o 3, NiTe, CdTe, Cd, Ni, 
In, NiO, CdO, SrO, and SrU04• 

The total concentration of each fission product in the gas was calculated from 
the sum of all its gaseous species. That total was evaluated as a function of tem
perature and environmental parameters. It was found, to a first approximation, the 
total in the gas for each fission product was relatively insensitive to the environ
ment and could be represented by a.simple equation of the form (log C = A/T + B) 
in which C is the concentration of the fission product element in the gas, T is tem
perature in kelvins, A and B are constants for each element. The relative volatili
ties of the fission products considered were Cs > I > Te > Sr > Ru. 

APPLICATION TO ACCIDENT SCENARIO 

The model was applied to a typical hypoihetical accident scenario for illustra
tive purposes. The scenario chosen was TMLB (a PWR in which power to coolant pumps 
is lost). The thermal hydraulics were calculated by the ANCHAR code and the fission 
product release rate by the steam-sintering model. (This code and model was chosen 
for reasons of convenience to illustrate an application of the chemical model.) 
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Temperatures in the core region attained high values during the dry out phase of 
the accident and significant quantities of volatile fission products were released. 
The released amounts of Cs, I, and Te were completely volatilized in the core region, 
but only part of the Sr and Ru were volatized, the rest forming solid Sruo4 or Ru in 
core. 

As the gas containing the fission products left the core region and entered the 
plenum region, its temperature decreased substantially because of the large mass of 
structural metal :i.n the plenum. · The fission product-s condensed out of the gas almost 
completely (>99%) because of that temperature decrease. The chemical model presented 
above cannot distinguish the form of the condensed phases. That is, the fraction of 
the condensed fission product that becomes immobilized by plate out on the large area 
of surface available in the plenum and the fraction that condenses in the form of 
aero·sol must be determined from other considerations. 

The most significant result of this work is that, at least for the one scenario 
considered, practically all of the-,•,fission products released and vaporized in the 
core region should condense in the plenum region. In view of this result of the 
model, investigations of the transport of fission products should concentrate on 
aerosol formation and transport processes. Also the thermal hydraulics in the plenum 
region are very important and should be considered in detail since present models do 
not treat~hat region adequately. 
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Table 1 

Comparison of Release Model Results 

Time After Predicted Cumulative Percent Release From Core 
Start of Percent .. Empirical Steam 

Core Uncovery Core Diffusion Model Rate Sintering RSS 
Species min Melted ANS WASH-1400 Model Model Formula 

Xe 18 0 4 4 6 31 0 
28 24 31 29 55 74 23 
38 50 48 49 82 92 45. 
48 68 62 66 92 98 68 
58 75 73 79 95 99 90 

I 18 0 10. 4 6 5 0 
28 24 50 28 55 49 23 
38 50 71 45 82 79 45 
48 68 81 60 92 91 68 
58 75 87 73 95 95 90 

Cs 18 0 6 6 6 22 0 
28 24 38 33 55 68 20 
38 50 58 53 82 89 40 
48 68 70 68 92 96 60 
58 75 79 79 95 98 80 

Te 18 0 17 7 2 8 0 
28 24 58 42 32 58 4 
38 50 79 65 62 83 8 
48 68 89 79 83 93 11 
58 75 92 87 91 96 15 
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Species 

Iodine 

Cesium 

Tellurium 

Table 2 

Comparison of Release Model Calculations With 
Experiments Shown in Figure 2 of Reference [12] 

Heating Measured Diffusion Empirical 
Time, Min Release, % Model Rate Model 

5 16 24. 7 2.9 
10 98 44.9 9.4 
15 100 56. 2 l5o5 
20 100 64.3 21.1 
25 100 74.2 28. 8 

5 14 13.7 2.9 
10 93 25.8 9.4 
15 95 33.1 15.5 
20 98 38.7 21.1 
25 100 46.2 28.8 

25 7 98.6 7. 0 
30 18 99.9 10. 7 
35 28 100. 0 12.1 
40 34 100.0 12. 9 
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Steam 
Sintering 

Model 

57. 7 
93. 4 
99.0 
99.8 

100.0 

61.8 
94.2 
99.1 
99.9 

100. 0 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
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Species 
Identification 

Cesium Species 
1 Cs 
2 Cs OH 
3 .Cs2(0H)2 
4 ·cs20 
5 CsO 
6 Cs2 

Iodine. Species 
1 I 
2 I2 
3 HI 
4 HOI 
5 CsI 
6 Cs2I2 

Tellurium Species 
1 HzTe. 
2 Te 
3 Te2 
4 Te.O 
5 Te.Oz 
6 Te.OH 
7 Te(OH)2 
8 Te.O(OH) 2 

Ruthenium Species 
1 Ru 
2 Ru03 
3 Ru04 
4 RuOH 
5 Ru(OH)2 

Figure 1 - Partial Pressures of Gaseous Fission Products 
for One Set of Conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The chemistry of iodine, cesium, and tellurium under reactor accident 
conditions is discussed. Thermodynamic analyses have been performed on 
iodine/cesium/steam and tellurium/steam systems to determine the most stable 
species as a function of temperature and hydrogen/oxygen concentration. 
It is found that the soluble, hygroscopic salts Cs! and CsOH are the 
predominant .c.esium and iodine species over a range of conditions. Except 
for H2 Te, tellurium forms relatively insoluble species. Kinetic analyses of 
the iodine/ cesium/steam system have been performed to assess how fast Cs! 
and CsOH are formed, as a function of concentration, temperature, radiation 
field, and initially-released species. It is found that the formation of 
Cs I and Cs OH is very rapid under most conditions. Finally, the aqueous 
chemistry of iodine in the reactor containment system is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many loss-of-coolant accidents resulting in fuel failure, fission-product 
behaviour depends critically on the chemical properties of the various species. 
Unfortunately, the chemical condition, ranging from high temperature steam in the 
primary system to relatively high temperature aqueous solutions in containment 
buildings, are outside the region where most of our chemical knowledge exists. 
However, using modern analytical techniques, it is often possible to apply the 
principles of thermodynamics and reaction kinetics to these extreme conditions. The 
output from these analyses can be used to identify the parameters of importance for 
controlling the volatility of fission products, and also to define the most important 
experiments for assessing fission-product behaviour. 

Three of the more volatile fission products are iodine, cesium, and tellurium. 
In this paper, we review some of the analytical work that has been done in our 
laboratory to elucidate the potential behaviour of these species under reactor 
accident conditions. 

PRIMARY SYSTEM CHEMISTRY 

The chemistry in the primary system depends on various factors such as system 
temperature and pressure, the partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen, radiation, 
the presence of impurities, and fission-product concentrations. Most of these 
factors must be specified for a detailed analysis of a specific accident. However, 
it is possible to make some general observations by examining a few specific cases. 
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We have analyzed the thermodynamics of the iodine/cesium/steam and tellurium/steam 
systems, and the kinetics of the iodine/cesium/steam system. Some of the important 
properties of these systems are summarized below. 

Thermodynamics 

Thermodynamic calculations give information on species concentrations at 
equilibrium. At the high temperatures characteristic of reactor accidents leading to 
fuel failures, reaction rates are fast. Therefore, equilibrium calculations are 
justified. The results, of course, depend on the accuracy of the data base and on 
whether the relevant thermodynamic functions are known for all the important species. 
The data base for the calculations reported here was taken from references [1-5], and 
the procedures are discussed in reference [5]. A summary of the iodine, cesium, and 
tellurium species present in steam is given in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Cs, I, and Te Species in Steam 

Cesium: CsOH, CsI, (CsOH) 2 , (CsI) 2 , Cs, Cs 2 , CsH, CsO, Cs0 2 , Cs 2 0 

Iodine: CsI, (CsI) 2 , HI, I, HOI, IO, I 2 , CH 3 I 

Tellurium: Te, Te 2 , TeO, (TeO)~, Te0 2 , H2Te, TeO(OH) 2 

Iodine Chemistry 

An example of the equilibrium speciation of iodine in a cesium/steam mixture is 
shown in Fig. 1. For these calculations, it was assumed that cesium and iodine were 
released simultaneously from the fuel in the ratio Cs/I = 10. Under reducing 
conditions (Fig. 1a), CsI is the predominant species, and other iodine compounds 
become important only at higher temperatures. In the absence of cesium, HI is the 
most important species. When conditions are oxidizing (Fig. 1b), CsI still 
predominates. However, I atoms become important at much lower temperatures since 
oxidizing conditions decrease the stability of CsI. Under oxidizing or neutral steam 
conditions, when no cesium is present, the species 1 2 or I are most stable, depending 
on the temperature. 

Speciation is also affected by the total Cs and I concentrations and by the Cs/I 
ratio. For Cs/I = 1, CsI still predominates, but dissociation to I atoms occurs at 
lower temperatures than those shown i.n Fig. 1. 

Addition of carbon impurities to the thermodynamic system results in the forma
tion of negligible amounts of CH 3 I, in agreement with other analyses [6]. Thus, we 
find that the volatile species CH 3 I and I 2 are minor species when iodine is released 
with cesium into a steam atmosphere. 

Cesium Chemistry 

In cesium/iodine/steam atmospheres, the important cesium species are CsOH and 
CsI. Even under strongly reducing conditions, cesium in the +1 oxidation state 
dominates, and volatile Cs atoms are not significant. The exact ratio of CsOH to CsI 
will depend on the relative amounts of cesium and iodine released from the fuel 
(owing to the high stability of CsI relative to other cesium compounds), and to a 
lesser extent on the amount of steam. Apart from this, the qualitative description 
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of cesium chemistry is relatively independent of both the cesium concentration and 
the total system pressure. 

Tellurium Chemistry 

In neutral or reducing steam, Te and Te 2 are the most stable tellurium species 
(see Fig. 2). Under oxidizing conditions, oxidized species (e.g. Te0 2 , TeO, and 
hydroxy oxides [7]) become dominant. Recent experiments in our laboratory have shown 
that tellurium volatility is substantially reduced in a fission-product mixture 
containing oxidized tellurium species, relative to a mixture containing elemental 
tellurium. This is expected since the oxides are less volatile than Te. 

Under reducing conditions, H2 Te can become an important tellurium species, 
depending on the total tellurium and hydrogen concentrations. Hydrogen telluride is 
a gas at room temperature, but its thermodynamic stability relative to Te(s,l) is 
substantially reduced below ~ 700 K in steam atmospheres. As indicated in Fig. 2, 
the amount of tellurium present has an important effect on the relative concentra
tions of the various species. 

Kinetics of the Iodine/Cesium/Steam System 

Although thermodynamic analyses can give fairly detailed descriptions of systems 
a't equilibrium, it is quite important to determine how fast equilibrium is attained 
for various initial conditions. We have recently completed a kinetic analysis of the 
iodine/cesium/steam system at three temperatures (750, 1000, 1500 K), using 
approximately 160 reactions. The rate constants for these reactions were obtained 
using various procedures, and further details of the calculations will be published 
separately. 

A sample calculation is shown in Fig. 3. For this case, it was assumed that I 
and Cs atoms were released into a reducing steam atmosphere at 1000 K. The most 
important features are .that 1) the volatile Cs and I atoms are rapidly converted to 
the non-volatile salts CsOH and CsI, and 2) equilibrium is achieved within a few 
tenths of a second. Similar calculations have been done assuming different cesium 
and iodine initial species. The general conclusion is that CsOH and CsI tend to form 
rapidly, or remain relatively stable if they.were the species released initially. 
However, it must be stressed that this depends on the redox conditions, on the total 
cesium and iodine concentrations, and on the Cs/I ratio. 

Radiolysis effects are also shown in Fig. 3. The solid lines include radiolysis 
reactions, while the dashed lines include only thermal reactions. Radiolysis at 
1000 K affects mainly the minor species, and brings the system to a steady state at 
shorter times. At 1500 K, thermal reactions are so fast that radiolysis effects are 
found to be unimportant. 

A more complex system is shown in Fig. 4. For this case, equal concentrations of 
Cs and I atoms were released at 1500 K, and the fission-product/steam mixture was 
passed into lower temperature nodes (1000 Kand 750 K) after a 0.28 s residence time 
at each temperature. This system was used to assess changes in the chemistry as 
cesium and iodine pass through temperature gradients in the primary system. 

It is evident from Fig. 4 that the overall reaction rate to form CsI has been 
decreased due to the lower cesium concentration. Cesium atoms react initially with 
steam to form CsOH. However, within 10-3 s CsI becomes the predominant species. 
Although the lower temperature in the second node slows the reaction rates, the 
volatile species I and I 2 are substantially reduced relative to CsI; that is, > 993 
of the iodine is converted to CsI within~ 0.6 s. The rapidity of the kinetics 
suggests that thermodynamic analyses are appropriate for analyzing cesium and iodine 
chemistry in the primary system, and that the chemical behaviour is relatively 
independent of the species initially released. 
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Consequences for Transport in the Primary System 

Both kinetic and thermodynamic analyses suggest that the relatively non-volatile, 
water soluble salts CsOH and CsI are likely to be the predominant iodine and cesium 
species in the primary system, providing cesium and iodine are released simul
taneously from the fuel. This is consistent with the experimental work of Lorentz et 
al [8]. The ~uantities of CsI and CsOH in the gas phase will depend on the 
temperature and on the total amounts of iodine and cesium released. If the amounts 
are small, the temperature at which gas phase species begin to plate out, or condense 
to form aerosols, will increase. However, since CsOH and CsI have relatively high 
boiling points (1530 Kand 1820 K, respectively), their vapour pressures will not be 
high at cooler locations in the primary system. Over a broad range of conditions, we 
have found that these species will not be in the gas phase (as vapours) below ~ 
750 K. Therefore, transport in the primary system below this temperature would be 
due to aerosol formation or by dissolution in water flowing through the primary 
system. The competition between aerosol formation and plateout is an important area 
for future study. 

Besides plateout, another important attenuation mechanism is dissolution in 
water. If water is contacted in the primary system, both CsOH and CsI dissociate·to 
form the non-volatile ions Cs+ and I-. Transport to the gas phase would then depend 
on the aqueous chemistry of these ions. This point will be further developed in the 
next section. 

As discussed previously, the predominant tellurium species at lower temperatures 
are Te (Te 2 in the gas phase) for reducing conditions, and Te0 2 for oxidizing condi
tions. As in the case for cesium and iodine, the temperature where the condensed 
phases begin to predominate will depend on the total tellurium released from the fuel 
(see Fig. 2). Since the solubilities of Te and Te0 2 are low, attenuation in water 
may depend more on physical than chemical phenomena. Under reducing conditions, 
where H2 Te can be important, we have already noted that H2Te is unstable relative to 
Te at lower temperatures. However, the kinetics of tellurium reactions in the 
primary system have not been assessed and, therefore, the thermodynamic descriptions 
may not be adequate. Although H2 Te is very soluble in water, the high temperature 
aqueous chemistry of tellurium is not well characterized. 

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM CHEMISTRY 

As discussed above, cesium and iodine are expected to be in a water soluble form 
in the primary system. Although the aqueous chemistry of tellurium requires further 
study, only iodine is known to form volatile species in aqueous solution. In this 
section, we summarize the aqueous chemistry of iodine and factors that influence the 
transport of iod'ine species into the gas phase. A more comprehensive description of 
this work is found in reference [9]. 

Iodine chemistry at 25°c is reasonably well understood, but there are very few 
data at the higher temperatures characteristic of post-accident containment systems. 
Lemire et al [9] have assembled a self-consistent iodine data base at 25°c and have 
used various procedures to extend it to 150°c. This information has been used to 
calculate iodine chemical speciation and aqueous/gas partition coefficients as 
functions of oxidation potential, pH, total iodine concentration, and temperature. 

Inorganic Iodine 

Some of the important iodine reactions in dilute solutions are as follows: 

I 2 (aq) + H20 = HOI(aq) + I- + H+ 

3HOI(aq) = Io; + 2I- + 3H+ 
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HOI(aq) = H+ +IO - (3) 

H2IO+ = H+ + HOI (4) 

HI0 3 (aq) = H+ + ro-; (5) 

I 2(aq) = I 2 (g) (6) 

HOI(aq) = HOI(g) (7) 

A complete analysis of iodine behaviour requires that these and other iodine 
species be taken into account. We have considered 16 aqueous iodine species, and 
have constructed potential/pH diagrams as a function of temperature and total iodine 
concentration. An example is shown in Fig. 5. The most important feature of Fig. 5 
is that, over a broad range of pH and oxidation potential, the species I- predomin
ates. Volatile species, I 2 and perhaps HOI, predominate only under very oxidizing 
conditions and at acidic pH. Other than air, most impurities dissolved in the water 
in post-accident containment systems would not be expected to produce oxidizing 
conditions. 

Since iodine may be released from the primary system as an iodide, Fig. 5 shows 
that for neutral to alkaline pH and for reducing or mildly oxidizing conditions, the 
I- would remain as the most stable iodine species in containment. Even under 
oxidizing conditions (i.e. water in contact with air), the rate of conversion of I 
to more volatile species is slow except at very acidic pH. Thus, we would not expect 
large quantities _of iodine to be transported to the gas phase. 

An obviou& limitation of potential/pH diagrams is that they indicate only the 
most abundant species. It is, therefore, important to determine whether volatile 
iodine species appear in significant concentrations in regions where they are not 
dominant. When this is done, it is found that equilibrium aqueous/gas partition 
coefficients for·' inorganic iodine species should exceed 10 5 for the range of 
temperature, concentration, pH, and redox conditions likely to be found in post
accident containment buildings. 

Organic Iodides 

Perhaps the most perplexing problem in iodine behaviour is the formation of 
volatile organic iodides under accident conditions. Measurements at TMI-2 have shown 
that organic iodides could be a major component of the small amounts of airborne 
iodine observed [ 10]. However, organic iodide formation mechanisms proposed to date 
(e.g. radiation, gas-phase reactions of I 2 with CH 41 surface reactions) apparently do 
not explain the quantities of organic iodides observed [11,12]. Rate calculations 
[9] based on the data in reference [13] show that CH

3
I could persist for hours or 

days in solution at temperatures below 50°c. Thus, CH 3 I and other organic iodides 
could be transported to the gas phase before dissociating, if they were present in 
water. At 25°c, we calculate that the CH 3 I aqueous/gas partition coefficient 
is V' 10-1

• 

Since most of the iodine is expected to be in solution following a loss-of
coolant accident, it is prudent to examine organic iodide production mechanisms in 
water containing iodine and organic impurities. We ·have analyzed a variety of 
solutions thermodynamically, and experiments are underway to assess possible organic 
iodide formation mechanisms. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The thermodynamic and kinetic analyses summarized here suggest that most of the 
cesium, iodine, and tellurium species formed in a reducing steam environment should 
be relatively non-volatile and/or highly soluble in water. At this time, only 
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iodine is known to form small amounts of volatile species in aqueous solutions, but 
transport to the gas phase should be small if the proper water chemistry is main
tained. Further work is required to improve the data base at higher temperatures 
(particularly for tellurium), to measure the rates of some of the important reac
tions, to further characterize the formation of organic iodides, and to develop the 
solution chemistry of tellurium. 
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INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE PHYSICAL PROCESS ASSUMPTIONS ON 
CORE-MELT AEROSOL RELEASE 

G. W. Parker, G. E. Creek, and A. L. Sutton, Jr. 

Chemical Technology Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

ABSTRACT 

Predicted consequences of hypothetical severe reactor accidents resulting 
in core meltdown appear to be too-conservatively projected because of the 
simplistic concepts often assumed for the intricate and highly variable 
phenomena involved. Current demonstration work on a modest scale (1 kg) has 
already revealed significant variations in the temperature for clad melting, 
in the rates of formation of zirconium alloys, in the nature of the U02-Zr02 
eutectic mixtures, and in aerosol generation rates. In pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs), these aspects are dependent upon the extent and nature of the 
control rod silver alloy and the molten stainless steel interactions with the 
Zircaloy, processes which are usually overlooked. In many accident sequences, 
the dominant aerosol species generated in the early stages of core meltdown 
now appear to be silver, cadmium, manganese, and the volatile fission products 
rather than fuel materials, uranium oxide, or zirconium. 

INTRODUCTION 

Of importance toward mitigating the radiological consequences of a hypothetical 
reactor core meltdown are the effects of deposition and plateout of the released 
radioactivity that are associated with the solid a,erosols which escape the primary 
vessel and expand into the containment building. Estimates of the release mass, its 
composition, and attenuation rate in containment have been previously estimated for a 
full-size PWR in WASH-1400 (The Reactor Safety Study 1 ) and more recently by others. 2- 6 

A basic NRG rule-making decision given in TID 14844 (1962) 7 set a conservative assump
tion (1% of the core) which has been the basis for most of these estimates. (Volatile 
fission products contribute additionally to the total mass.) A comparison of the 
aerosol release estimates from the various sources is given in Table I. 

These estimates, which show a wide range of perception, have been made only with 
the information at the time and reflect very little demonstrable physical relation to 
the mechanistic degradation of the core components on meltdown. The basic physical 
processes occurring in the core following loss of emergency cooling and leading to 
complete meltdown and penetration of the lower reactor vessel head were described by 
Garbiener et al. in the Reactor Safety Study, Appendix VIII, 8 based on the detailed 
calculations implemented by the BOIL code. Wooton et al., by combining BOIL with an 
extended series of heatup codes, later formulated the composite MARCH (Meltdown 
Accident Response Characteristics) code.9 The latter code is used extensively to 
provide thermal response data for various accident scenarios and fission product 
release rates in accident analysis studies supported by NRG and was used in this 
study. 

In order to match plans for large core-melt experiments with an existing meltdown 
model, the fast-melt AD and AE sequences were taken from MARCH and projected in a two-
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TABLE I 

Comparison of Aerosol Release Estimates to Containment 

Mass (kg) 

KFK6 ORNL4 CSNI-342 WASH-14~0 1 

(198l)a (1980)b (1979) 0 (1979) 

Ag, Cd, In 1800 500 
U02 450 200 1800 10 
Fe, FeO, Mn, Cr 630 500 300 
Sn (from Zircaloy) 126 500 500 
Fission products 465 200 225 160 

Total 3471 1900 2025 970 

aBased on small-scale experiments in the SASCHA facility. 

bProportions estimated from relative volatilities, mass defined as 1% of 
the core. 4 

cDefined as 1% of refractory fission products and fuel. 

dCalculated by Ritzman in Appendix H to Appendix VII, WASH-1400. 

dimensional plot as shown in Fig. 1. The progression of the 2275°C melt zone in which 
rapid vaporization occurs is bounded by a narrow high-temperature peripheral layer in 
which secondary release processes (diffusion, grain growth, and bubble linkage) are 
initiated. For the PWR, however, this zone is overtaken by the melt process in about 
5 min and in the BWR in about 15 min. For the fast-melt sequence, therefore, it would 
appear that the release is essentially in phase with the melting rate and that the 
fraction released is proportional to the fraction melted. 

Our concept of a large-scale core-melt demonstration apparatus (Fig. 2) therefore 
has included a variable heated zone to be controlled by an elevating device which 
centers the induction coil over the precise region to be melted. 

The code descriptions, however, give little attention to the possible effects of 
interactions between the large mass of silver-cadmium-indium control rod alloy inti
mately dispersed in the ratio of about 1:20 with the fuel rods in most of the PWRs. 
Boron carbide is similarly dispersed in the BWRs. At Karlsruhe in 1978, Hagen1 0 
first demonstrated the mechanism of extensive silver alloy-induced failure of partly 
oxidized Zircaloy cladding.following rupture of the steel alloy control rod tube at 
about 1400°C. The rupture was attributed to the internal vapor pressure of cadmium in 
the control rod alloy. Hagen's experiments, when extended to 1700°C, resulted in 
extensive clad meiting, which must have been the result of alloying between the 
Zircaloy and silver. Hagen's observations have been confirmed in the present work as 
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Phase diagrams for silver and zirconium show the melt
ing temperature for a 10% silver alloy to be about 1250°C. 11 Stainless steel does not 
alloy appreciably with the silver but interacts readily with Zircaloy. 

ONE-KILOGRAM CORE-MELT EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The present work in core-melt aerosol release has extended the investigation of 
fuel meltdown behavior on a 1-kg scale. Using an approach similar to the SASCHA 
experiments, a diagram of the apparatus and a typical meltdown test are shown in Figs. 
5 and 6. The furnace has a temperature range to completely melt both the residual Zr
Zr02-uo2 and structural steel alloy and to continue up to 2500°C. The initial experi
ments ·were marked by the appearance of several unexpected effects related primarily to 
the interaction of the control rod silver alloy and the stainless steel core support 
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Fig. 3. Test specimens used to contirm the failure of the control 
rod tube (below) and the Zircaloy-silver interaction (above). 

Fig. 4. Steps in the silver-Zircaloy candling process at 1400°C 
showing Zircaloy wetted by the silver alloy and cladding completely melted 
off at 1800°C. 
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st.ructure with the Zircaloy fuel cladding. These are obviously explainable by the 
published phase diagrams which show that zirconium readily forms low-melting inter
metallic phases with many materials. 

The same processes [e.g., alloying and fuel and cladding (Zr-Zr02-uo2) eutectic 
melting) which lead to lower melting temperatures also lead to lower vaporization 
rates of many of the otherwise volatile species by inherent vapor suppression of a 
dilute species in a less volatile one. As an example, tin is surprisingly nonvolatile 
in the absence of air, which suggests some vapor-suppression effect likely to involve 
zirconium in a residual metallic phase. Consistently, our efforts to vaporize the 
metals tellurium, ruthenium, and molybdenum have been futile, which implies that there 
exists a further interaction process between the metallic steel phase and certain 
metals in addition to the reduction reaction between U02 and molten zirconium. In 
Fig. 7, one distinct example of this interaction is that the metallic stainless steel 
phase increased in density by solution of a uranium-zirconium phase until it was no 
longer buoyant in the molten oxide. This can be compared with the results shown in 
Fig. 8; in the absence of zirconium, no stainless steel densification occurred. Table 
II summarizes the analysis of the metallic steel residue into which most of the 
fission product metals had unexpectedly migrated. 

Several examples of the starting ·fuel assemblies and resulting oxidic melt 
residues are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. (The relative volatilities of the silver alloy 
components are illustrated later in Table IV.) 

The effect of extensive candling, in which the molten cladding is stripped from 
the free-standing fuel and then resolidified at a lower axial position, is observed 
r~peatedly even after partial cladding metal-water reaction. A possible implication 
of the candling process is that it could lead to bridging across a uniform thermal 
layer in the core, thereby blocking steam flow in large segments of the core. The 
suppression of steam flow could enhance the preservation of a strongly reducing hydro
gen blanketed environment which, when combined with unoxidized zirconium, would exert 
an extra effect on fission product release such as the enhancement of the volatility 
of the alkaline-earth metals strontium and barium. 12 Results of such a melt test with 
added strontium, barium, and cerium are summarized in Table III. 

CHEMICAL FORMS 

Aerosols produced during the meltdown process in a hydrogen-rich environment are 
observed to be essentially pure metallic forms, rich in Cd, Ag, In, and Sn (as shown 
in Fig. 11) and containing no fuel (U02) or cladding (Zr or Zr02). The volatile fis
sion product elements are expected to follow the same chemistry and to appear as 
metals also (e.g., Sb, Te, Ru) except for the most reactive (Sr, Ba, Cs), which will 
oxidize even in the presence of traces of steam. From the structural steel, manganese 
is the most volatile component, followed by iron and chromium. An example of the 
volatility of manganese is shown in Fig. 12. Halogens in the reduced or dissociated 
atomic state which exist at the high release temperatures are likely to react uniformly 
after reaching a cooler environment with almost any metal species vaporized. 

DISCUSSION 

Based upon the results from the 1-kg core-melt experiments, the following scenario 
may be postulated for a full-scale core-meltdown accident. 

Coolant injection failure in a large light water nuclear reactor is expected to 
lead to fuel melting and core collapse. Prior to melting, residual coolant boiloff 
and subsequent temperature elevation in the upper regions initiate control rod rupture 
and, in most PWRs, the forceful ejection at 1400°C of molten silver-cadmium alloy 
throughout the active portion of the fuel region. The highly volatile cadmium portion 
of the silver alloy, upon control rod tube rupture, generates dense black metallic 
smoke that is promptly dispersed by the hydrogen generated from the zirconium metal
water reaction. As the temperatures continue to increase, Zircaloy cladding is 
sloughed off of large portions of the fuel in the form of a low-melting zirconium-
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Fig. 7. Section through core-melt residue 
showing steel button with enhanced density. 

Fig. 8. Section through core-melt residue 
22 showing steel button without enhanced density. 
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TABLE II 

Metals Dissolved in Residual SS Melta 

Fuel bundle additives Analysis of SS residueb 

Element g mg/g g % 

Zr (clad) 178.3 67 4.24 6.7 
Sn (clad) 2.7 20 1. 27 2.0 
Mo (FP)C 0.33 3 0.19 0.3 
Ru (FP) 0.43 3 0.19 0.3 
Te (FP) 0.0~ 0.8 0.051 0.08 
U (fuel) 551.0 90.0 5.7 9.00 

~ata from core-melt run 21. 
b Density of SS was 8.7 g/cm3. 

cFP = fission product. 

~ensity of U02-Zr02 (oxide phase) was 7.6 g/cm3. 

Element 

U02 
Zr 
Fe 
Cr 
Ni 
Sn 
Mn 
Sr 
Ba 
-Ce 

Weight 
of each 
element 

(g) 

501.35 
178.3 

12..11 
2.99 
1.32 
2. 72 
0.16 
0.086 
0.13 
0.19 

TABLE III 

Core-Melt Experiment CM-19 

Percent release 

1st heat 
(1800°C)b 

2nd heat 
(2200°C)b 

3rd heat 
(2400°C)b 

6 x io-6 6 x 10-6 

1 x 10- 3 

2 x io-2 0.17 5 x 10-2 

5.4 5.1 0. 77 
2.9 3.1 1.3 

Additive transferred 
to the melt 

(%) 

2.4 
46.9 
57.5 
44.2 
84.4 
1.0 

Total release 
(%) 

1 x io-s 
1 x 10- 3 

0 
0 
0 
0.23 
0 
11.3 
7.3 
0 

a 

aFurnace wash, total: Sr 
bMa . 

1. 4%; Ba 2.0% additional release. 

ximum temperature. 

silver alloy. Higher temperatures initiate both overhead structural steel melting and 
formation of the molten pseudoeutectic Zr-Zr02-U02 mixture with concurrent release of 
volatile fission products, in particular iodine and cesium, and some additional 
release of silver and tin. 

Most of the metallic fission products (Ru, Mo, Te) are scavanged by molten steel 
or by the zirconium-silver alloy and are retained in the melt. On the other hand, 
strontium and barium oxides are partially reduced initially by the zirconium to the 
free metals, which vaporize extensively but then react with even traces of steam and 
air to produce aerosols of their corresponding oxides. Other aerosols (Sn, Mn, Cd, 
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Fig. 10. Typical oxide-phase melt residues. 
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Fig. 12. Core-melt furnace chimney with 
deposit of vaporized manganese. 



and Ag) will remain in the reduced form and may, in addition to cesium, combine with 
free iodine in a cooler zone such as the reactor containment. The combined mass of 
mixed aerosol solids in the steam-filled containment is expected to form large 
agglomerates that are quickly dissipated by natural settling aided by condensing 
steam. 

A first approximation estimate of the effect of scaling the results of fuel 
melting from the 1-kg experiments to a full - scale reactor core is given in Table IV. 
These results generally indicate that the released fractions could be much lower than 
those indicated in Table I or in TID 14844, probably to the extent of one order of 
magnitude below those observed in the smaller scale experiments. Our future experi
ments to be extended to 10 kg should help to confirm this observation . 

TABLE IV 

Estimate of Whole-Core Aerosol Source Term from Results 
of 1-kg Experiments 

Aerosols released 
Midlife reactor 

inventoryll 
(kg) Measured from 1- kg 

experiments 

Calculated for 
whole coreb 

(kg) 
Elementc PWR 

Sr 54.3 
Mo 157 . 3 
Ru 111.8 
Te 22.8 
I 11.8 
Cs 139.1 
Ba 69.6 
Ce 155.9 
Sn 380.7 
Mn 40.3 
Ag 2159.0 
In 342.3 
Cd 265.9 
Fe 1410.0 

Total 

BWR 

81.5 
236 . 0 
167 . 7 

34.2 
17 .6 

208.7 
104.4 
233.9 
808.9 
374.6 

o.o 
0.0 
0.0 

9295.0 

(%) 

7.8 
0 . 14 
0.0 
0.0 

100.0 
100.0 

6.6 
0.0 
1. 2 

12.0 
6.1 
5.4 

53.0 
0.08 

PWR 

4.2 
0.22 
0.0 
0.0 

11.8 
139.1 

4.6 
0.0 
4.6 
4.8 

131. 7 
18.5 

141.0 
1.1 

461.6 

aStructural materials, control rods, and fission products. 

bCalculated in simple proportion to the mass of the whole core. 

cFission products calculated by ORIGEN for 16,500-MWd core. 

BWR 

6.4 
0.33 
0.0 
0.0 

17.6 
208.7 

6.9 
0.0 
9.7 

45 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.0 
0.0 
7.1 

30l.7d 

dBoron carbide is expected to generate an as yet undetermined amount of 
LiOH and B203 vapor-condensation aerosol. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We postulate that two phenomena are the main factors in producing low release 
rates, based on the preceding assumptions for a tast melt sequence: (1) for many of 
the potential vapor species, irreversible dissolution occurs in one of the molten 
phases, the oxidic (U02-zro2) or the metallic (U, Zr, SS) thereby lowering their vapor 
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·pressure, and (2) the specific surface area (surface to volume ration, cm2/cm3), 
which has been shown to control vaporization rates, 13 is rapidly reduced with increase 
in scale of the melt. 
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THE VAPORIZATIO~ OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS IN SEVERE ACCIDENTS 

R. A. Lorenz 

Chemical Technology Division 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Vaporized structural materials form the bulk of aerosol particles that 
can transport fission products in severe LWR accidents. As part of the 
Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, we have developed a model based on a mass transport coefficient 
to describe the transport of materials from the surface of a molten pool. 
In many accident scenarios, the coefficient can be calculated from existing 
correlations for mass transfer by natural convection. Data from SASCHA fuel 
melting tests (Karlsruhe, Germany) show that the partial pressures of many 
of the melt components (Fe, Cr, Co, Mn, UOz) required for the model can be 
calculated from the vapor pressures of the pure species and Raoult's law. 
These calculations indicate much lower aerosol concentrations than reported 
in previous studies. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Vaporized structural materials form the bulk of aerosol particles that can trans
port fission products in severe light water reactor (LWR) accidents. As part of the 
Severe Accident Sequence Analysis (SASA) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, l,Z 
the vapor pressures of components of molten mixP~ structural and core materials were 
calculated from published experimental data. 3, 4 These vapor pressures were then used 
to calculate the rate at which melted material vaporized in two geometries: (1) ex
posed molten surfaces with gas (steam) flow past the surfaces and (2) a molten pool_ 
with no forced gas flow. This analysis was undertaken because it was believed _that 
the direct extrapolation of fractional release rates obtained in small experiments to 
full-size reactors would result in overly conservative (high) predictions of release. 

The vapor pressures of the components of the structural material were obtained 
primarily from the analysis of SASCHA fuel melting tests performed at Karlsruhe, 
Germany.3, 4 The analysis was concentrated on data obtained at 2400°C, a temperature 
at which the mixtures of UOz, Zircaloy, and stainless steel were fully molten. This 
is also the maximum temperature expected before the melted materials would flow to the 
bottom of a reactor vessel. We assumed that the controlling mass transfer mechanism 
was gas-phase convection, probably natural convection, both for the SASCHA tests and 
for large core melts settled into a pool configuration. The rate of mass transport is 
determined from: 

q = kGAp ~ kGP ' (1) 
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where 

---- - -- --------------

q the mass transport flux, mol/s•cm 2 surface; 
kG mass transfer coefficient, mol/s•cm 2•atm; 
Ap difference in pressure of transported species from pool surface 

to bulk gas, atm; 
p partial pressure at the pool surface, atm. 

I 

For the case of vaporization from a very hot surface, the partial pressure in the gas 
leaving the sys.tem is very much lower than that at the pool surface; therefore, we 
will assume that Ap is the same as p, the partial pressure at the pool surface. 

CALCULATION OF THE RELEASE RATE COEFFICIENTS 

The mass transport flux, q, was evaluated from SASCHA tests performed at 2400°C 
using the equation 

where 

Nkr 
q:;: -- • 

A 

N = amount of the component in the melt, mol; 
kr = release rate coefficient, fraction/a; 
A= pool surface area= 19.6 cm 2 for SASCHA. 

(2) 

The release rate coefficient for each structural component was obtained from an analy
sis of SASCHA test data for 2400°C (ref. 3) and 2750°C (ref. 4) performed in air 
{Fig. 1) and 2400°C tests performed in steam (Fig. 2). These data were supplemented 
by results from other fuel melting tests summarized in Fig. 3.5- 9 

where 

For each test a release rate coefficient was determined as follows: 

ln(l - F) 
t 

kr release rate coefficient, fraction/min; 
F fraction of species released in time, t; 
t time presumed molten, min. 

(3) 

Note that ~ is the fraction of remaining material released per minute, and t was 
necessarily estimated for several tests so that the absolute value ofkx-was therefore 
uncertain. 

The volatility comparison was made by plotting the logarithm of kr as the ordi
nate for each species as shown in Figs. 1 through 3. The abscissa location for each 
species was determined by trial and error so that the release rate coefficients 
increased along the abscissa with minimum deviation from a straight line through the 
plotted points. The location of each species along the abscissa is the same in 
Figs. 1 through 3: Te-1 refers to tellurium release rates when Zircaloy is present; 
Te-2 applies otherwise. The data in these three figures show good consistency 
when comparing the relative volatility (release rate coefficient) of the various 
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species. The numbers along the abscissa are arbitrary and have no special signifi
cance. The absolute values for the TREAT tests and ORR in-pile melting tests are not 
correct because the times or temperatures were not known. The reason for the lower 
slopes of the lines in Fig. 3 is unknown. 

The release rate coefficients selected for determination of species partial 
pressures are taken from the 2400°C lines shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These coefficients 
are mathematically of the same form as those used in the technical bases report, 
NUREG-0772. 10 The values of the cesium and iodine release rate coefficients at 2400°C 
are essentially identical to the NUREG-0772 numbers, but the coefficients for other 
fission product species are lower. 

CALCULATION OF SPECIES PARTIAL PRESSURES 

The procedure employed was·to use the above release coefficients in Eq. (2) to 
calculate the mass transport flux, q, for ·each ·structural material element and for 
U02• We could not evaluate both the mass transfer coefficient~ kc;, and the species 
partial pressure, p, from the SASCHA test data. Since kG should be the same for every 
species, we determined by trial and error a value of kG that resulted in species par
tial pressures close to those given in the literature: 9 x lo- 6 mol/s•cm2•atm. Using 
this value for kG .we calculated the partial pressure for each structural component 
(Table 1). 

In our calculations, we assumed that each component (except U02) existed in the 
elemental form since only partial oxidation of the SASCHA melts occurred. We also 
assumed that Raoult's law could be used ~o calculate the partial pressure above the 
melt. The results of these calculations, which are summarized in Table 2, are gen
erally in good agreement with experimental values determined from the mass transfer 
coefficient kG = 9 x 10- 6 mol/s•cm2•atm. However, the values for zirconium and tin 
show significant differences. 

AN INDEPENDENT CALCULATION OF THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The validity of the natural-convection mass transfer mechanism can be tested 
further by calculating the mass transfer coefficient using published empirical corre
lations. From a correlation .for heat transfer by natural convection above a heated 
flat surface under laminar-flow conditions, 11 and the heat transfer-111ass transfer 
analogy, 12 we obtained the following expression for kG with parameter values given for 
a SASCHA test in 2 bar air atmosphere at 2400°C: . 

kG = 0.14 (p7/ 6 V2/ 3) (~)1/12 (gl3At)l/ 4 
M P Cp Lµ , 

where 

M 

p 

= mass transfer coefficient, mol/s•cm 2•atm; 
molecular weight of the gas, 28.8 g/mol; 
density of gas at average gas film temperature, 
4.49 x 10- 4 g/cm 3 (melt surface temperature= 2400°C), 
glass container = 200°C, average temperature = 
(2400 + 200)/2 = 1300°C; 

P = system pressure, 2 atm; 
V = diffusion coefficient of vapor species in gas at average 

temperature and 2 atm pressure, 1.46 cm 2/s; 
S = coefficient of expansion = 1/1573 K; 
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TABLE I 
Release of Structural Materials in Typical SASCHA.Test at 2400°C 

Mass in Release ~te Aerosol 
Material SASCHA Composition 

(g) (fraction/min) (g/miri) (mol/min) (mass %) 

Fe 54.4 6.2 x lo- 4 0.0336 6.05 x 10- 4 36.80 

Mn 1.6 2.1 x 10- 2 0.0336 6.11 x 10-4 36.80 

Cr 15.4 1.0 x lo-3 0.0150 2.95 x lo- 4 16.43 

Sn 0.45 1.1 x lo-2 0.0050 4.20 x lo-5 5.48 

Ni 7.4 3.0 x 10- 40 0.0022 3.78 x 10-5 2.41 

U02 90.0 1.5 x 10-5 0.0014 5.00 x 10-6 1.53 

Zr 29.55 1.3 x lo- 5 3.8 x 10- 4 4.22 x 10-6 0.42 

Co 0.6 4.0 x 10- 4 1.3 x 10- 4 4.35 x lo- 6 0.14 

Si 0.6 
a 

200.0 0.0913 1.60 x lo- 3 100.0 Total 

aCalculated assuming kc; = 9 x 10- 6 mol/s•cm 2•atm. 

b This release rate was assumed since experimental results were not available. 

0 Average molecular weight= 0.0913/1.60 x 10- 3 = 57.1. 

Partial 
Pressure a 

(atm) 

0.0569 

0.0576 

0.0279 

0.0039 

0.0036 

4.0 x lo- 4 

4.0 x lo-4 

3.8 x 10-4 

0.151 



TABLE II 
Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Partial 

Pressures in SASCHA at 2400°C 

Amount in SASCHA 

Material Mol 
Fraction 
in Liquid 

Vapor 
Pressure 

of Element 
(atm) 

Partial 
Pressure by 
Raoul t' s Lawa 

(atm) 

Experimental P if 
kG = 9 x 10-Gb 
mol/ s •cm2 •atm 

(atm) 
Mol 

Fe 0.974 0.460 0.096 0.044 0.0569 

Mn 0.0291 0 .0137 5.0 0.0685 0.0576 

Cr 0.296 0.140 0.24 0.0336 0.0279 

Sn 0.00379 0.00178 0.39 0.0007 0.0039 

U02 0.333 0.157 0.00111° 1.84 x 16- 4 4. 7 x 10- 4 

Ni 0.126 0.0595 0.066 0.0039 0.0036 

Zr 0.324 0.153 1. 5 x 10- 5 2 • 3 x 10- 6 4.0 x 10-1+ 

Co 0.0102 0.00482 0 • 06 2 • 9 x 10- 4 3.8 x 10- 4 

Si 0.0214 0.0101 

Total 2 .117 . 0.151 0.151 

aPartial pressure vapor pressure of pure substance x mol fraction in 
liquid. 

bp = 94 •2 R mass • 
MW 

a 
Vapor pressure of pure U02• 
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~~~~~--~~------ -~~--

k = thermal conductivity of gas at average temperature, 
2.2 x 10-'+ cal/s•cm•°C; 

C heat capacity of gas at average temperature, 0.28 cal/g•°C; 
~ gravitational force, 980 cm/s2; 
~t temperature difference = (2400 - 200) = 2200°C; 
L length of horizontal surface, 5 cm; 
µ = viscosity of gas at average temperature, 5.6 x lo-'+ g/cm•s. 

From the data given, and Eq. (4), k(; = 5.66 x 10- 6 mol/s•cm2•atm. This is better 
agreement with the assumed value of kc than should be expected considering that SASCHA 
is not an ideal geometry for calculating natural convection, and the correlation was 
not verified as applicable to the small-size, high-temperature conditions of SASCHA. 

EXTRAPOLATION OF THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TO LARGE-SIZE MELTS 

Equation (4) applies to laminar-flow tµitural convection. As the size of a molten pool 
increases, the gas convection b~comes turbulent when L reaches ~30 cm; for this size, 
kG decreases by a factor of 1.56. For turbulent flow, the natural convection 
correlations 11 indicate no further change in kG as the size increases further (L is 
not a part of the turbulent flow ~uation). Applying the 1.56 reduction factor to the 
ex~erimental value of kG (9 x 10- 6), we obtain in round numbers k(; = 6 x 10- 6 mol/s• 
cm •atm for large-size molten pools where reasonably open space exists above the pool. 
The magnitude of k<; is not very sensitive to temperature, so we will assume that k(; 
remains constant for all large molten pools at 6 x 10- 6 mol/s•cm2•atm and that the 
partial pressures shown in Table 1 are correct at 2400°C. The terms in the first 
parentheses of Eq. (4) change with pressure. For system pressures higher than 2 atm, 
the mass transfer coefficient will decrease approximately with pl/ 2• 

SUMMARY 

Our analysis of the corium (fuel, cladding, and stainless steel) mixture, 
Table 1, indicates a total vapor pressure for this material of 0.15 atm at 2400°C. 
This is equivalent to a mass concentration of 39 g/m 3 in the gas phase at 2400°C, well 
below aerosol concentration levels predicted or assumed in other studies. Oxidation 
of the vaporized material would increase_ the mass concentration by ~50%. For 
those PWRs that use a control rod fabricated of Ag-In-Cd alloy, the vapor pressures of 
these materials can be expected to more than double the total concentration of 
vaporized material shown above.'+ 
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AEROSOL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS OF LWR HIGH-CONSEQUENCE 
ACCIDENTS USING THE HAA-4A CODE 

John M. Otter 
Rockwell International, Energy Systems Group 

Canoga Park, California 

ABSTRACT 

Use of the HAA-4A code to calculate removal of aerosol in contain
ment due to inherent behavior mechanisms is described. Results for a 
PWR TMLB' scenario (1) showed a source reduction of about a factor of 
50 in CsI available for release to the environment through a cata
strophic containment failure. Respirable CsI entering containment from 
the primary coolant system and melt-through blowdown was a factor of 25 
less than the source. The principal removal mechanisms were particle 
growth due to Brownian and differential settling agglomeration and 
subsequent fallout. Sensitivities to important and uncertain 
parameters are discussed. Increased removal due to turbulent agglom
eration and a larger expected source particle size are indicated. A 
seven control volume analysis took less than 1 minute of CPU time on an 
IBM 3033. 

INTRODUCTION 

The recent accident study reported in NUREG-0772 (2) indicated that aerosol 
inherent behavior can provide appreciable removal in containment. Aerosol analyses 
of high-consequence accident scenarios were made with the HAA-4A code to determine 
the environmental release of radioactivity, particularly that associated with res
pirable particles. 

Most aerosol is formed in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) by condensation 
of vaporized core materials. In general, it passes through several components of 
the primary coolant system before entering the reactor containment volume, from 
which it may leak to the environment. Other potential sources of aerosol are vapor 
condensation downstream of the RPV and core-concrete reactions in the reactor 
cavity. 

The behavior of aerosol is a function of the total source, most of which is 
nonradioactive. Source rates of radioactive and stable components differ, so 
separate accounting was used to follow radioactivity. The respirable mass released 
is determined primarily by the source rate, the rates of several agglomeration and 
removal mechanisms, and by retention times (flow or leakage rates). Agglomeration 

·and removal rates depend on thermal/hydraulic conditions, particle concentration, 
and size distributions. High removal rates occurred in the RPV because high con
centrations agglomerated particles to large sizes which fell out rapidly. Sub
stantial removal also occurred in the reactor containment due to fallout of larger 
particles. 
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The HAA-4A code is being developed for reactor accident aerosol analysis. The 
current version requires input of source rates, thermal/hydraulic conditions, flow 
(or leakage) rates, vessel geometry, and particle distributions of sources. Mech
anistic models of the important aerosol behaviors are coded, but some empirical 
aerosol parameter input is required. Time-dependent total and respirable outflow 
(or leakage) rates and size-distribution parameters are output. Two aerosol source 
components and one vapor source may be accoun"teq for separately. Control volumes 
are analyzed serially. Secondary volumes may have internal sources as well as an 
inflow source. 

Aerosol behavior equations were solved assuming the particle size distribution 
is lognormal at all times. Choices of input model parameters were based on vali
dation comparisons to experiments. The calculation was thus essentially 
empirically based - a condition which is shared by all current aerosol analyses. 
Computer costs were very 1 ow. · 

Use of the code for analyzing LWR accident scenarios is described. A PWR 
TMLB' scenario (oscillating safety relief valve) is used an an example. Sensi
tivity to important parameters is illustrated. 

AEROSOL SOURCES 

Vapors from heating core materials will likely nucleate just below the 
press~re vess~l (RPV) upper plenum, where colder gas from the outer core regions 
mixes with hotter gas from the core center. Should vapor enter the plenum it will 
likely nucleate there or condense on existing aerosol. The first control volume 
for aerosol transport analysis is then ·the RPV upper plenum. 

Mass source rates must be supplied to HAA-4A. _Three sources are allowed, -two 
aerosol sources and a vapor source. Typically, one of the aerosol sources is a 
composite of stable materials, and the other sources are radioactive components. 
At Rockwell, time-dependent specie source rates are calculated using the SOROCO 
code. It produces rates from input material inventories, specie vaporization rates 
as functions of temperature, and temperature histories for core nodes. The model 
is an elaboration of that in NUREG-0772~ 

The stable component is a composite of materials of different densities having 
different rel~ase rates as functions of time. Therefore, the average density is· a 
function of time. HAA-4A accepts only a constant density at present. · The density 
varies about il0%, about the average for the times of the large majority of the 
source, so the approximation is not severe. 

Condensation of vapor on aerosol affects the total particle size distribution 
differently than nucleation. However, since the vapor component is likely a small 
fraction of the total source mass, the total aerosol behavior is not sensitive to 
the choice. No empirical basis for the choice is known. In HAA-4A, the vapor 
source is condensed instaritaneously on existing aerosol. 

RPV UPPER PLENUM 

In the RPV upper plenum, many thermohydraulic conditions may vary signifi
cantly with time. HAA-4A allows each of the following to be input as an arbitrary 
function of time: flow rate, atmospheric temperature, pressure, viscosity, turbu
lence, gas law constant, and molecular weight, plating surface temperature, and 
boundary layer thickness. Only the fi,rst three are usually supplied by accident 
thermohydraulics analysis codes. HAA-4A assumes instantaneous mixing (well-stirred 
approximation). Since gases would circulate rapidly in the plenum, this seems 
acceptable. 
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Several aerosol behavior mechanisms may be important in the upper plenum. The 
most effective removal mechanisms limiting aerosol buildup are outflow and fall
out. Plateout driven by temperature and concentration gradients appears to be 
secondary removal mechanism. Inertial impaction on surfaces from failure to follow 
the circulating atmosphere is not modeied in HAA-4A but is suspected to be 
secondary also. The suspended concentration may reach a few kilograms per m3. 
At these concentrations, agglomeration processes are rapid. The principal 
agglomeration mechanisms are Brownian motion and differential settling velocities. 
Agglomeration due to gas turbulence may be significant, but no reliable method to 
characterize the degree of turbulence is available. A model is available in the 
code. The rapid agglomeration produces many large agglomerates which fall .out 
quickly. 

The parameters most sensitively affecting the important mechanisms are the 
containment volume and settling area, the aerosol material density, the containment 
atmosphere temperature and viscosity, and two aerosol model parameters. The latter 
are the collision efficiency and the correction for particle deviation from solid 
spheres, which affects the settling velocity and effective collision cross
sectional areG. For LWR accidents, all of the parameters can be determined fairly 
well on mechanistic grounds except for the collision efficiency. The presence of 
steam in even relatively moderate amounts collapses agglomerates to near spherical 
shapes so that shape corrections are small. The collision efficiency is determined 
from fits to measurements of suspended concentrations et al. Definitive values 
have not been established. Preliminarily, a particle-size dependent value near 0.1 
is usually employed. 

The composition of aerosol particles is assumed to be size-independent. 
Actually, there would be a distribution of composition for any size and a variation 
of average composition with size. Inclusion of a composition variable would be a 
serious complication, if not an impracticality, that probably is not justifiable 
currently due to other uncertainties. The HAA-4A code keeps track of the fraction 
of suspended mass for each component and the time-integrated outflow of respirable 
mass for each component. Respirable particles are defined by a high radius cutoff 
input parameter usually taken to be 3 µm. 

Source rates prior to melt-through for a two-component analysis of a TMLB' 
(oscillating control valve) scenario are shown in Figure 1. The components are CsI 
and a composite of other materials. Both are assumed to enter the upper plenum as 
aerosol. Zero time was when the first core node reached 130DOK. The peak 
release rate for CsI is seen to occur earlier than the composite. 

The mass balance at melt-through is given in Table I for a case with no 
turbulence. The respirable outflow by component is also given. 

TABLE I 
Mass Balance and Respirable Outflow for RPV 
at Melt-through for a TMLB' Scenario (kg) 

Cs I Composite Total 

Integrated Source 22 823 845 
Remaining Suspended 0.9 57 58 
Fallout 635 

Outflow 5.5 143 149 
Plateout 3 

Respirable Outflow 2.8 66 69 
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Growth in particle size reduced the respirable outflow to 46% of total 
outflow. The fraction of CsI flowing out which was respirable was larger than that 
of the composite because CsI was released earlier, on average, when particles were 
generally smaller. On the other hand, a smaller relative fraction of the aerosol 
remaining suspended, and available to blowdown to containment, is CsI. The frac
tion of aerosol remaining suspended which is respirable is 44%. Respirable CsI 
outflow plus respirable remainder suspended is 15% of the CsI aerosol source. That 
source contained 74% of the core inventory of iodine. 

PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

Volumes through which the aerosol passes after exiting the RPV are treated 
serially. The input sources are the outflow from the previous control volume (or 
volumes). Time-dependent particle size distributions are the same for all compo
nents, but source rate profiles differ. Downstream of sonic pressure relief, high 
velocities result in short residence times, so that aerosol suffers little deple
tion. The analysis of those volumes can be ignored. 

The most important parameters of volumes of interest are the fractional flow 
rates (residence time), whi~h are roughly proportional to the volumes, and mean 
heights; the latter because fallout is the dominant removal mechanism. Removal in 
a typical PWR hot leg, surge line, and pressurizer sequence is shown in Table II. 

TABLE II 

Mass Balances and Respirable Outflow for PWR 
Primary Coolant System Control Volumes for a 

TMLB' Scenario (kg) 

Hot Leg Surge Line Pressurizer 

Volume (m3) 3.6 0.78 43 
Volume/Settling Area (cm) 65 18 870 
Total Aerosol 

Fallout .94 17.5 20 
Plateout 0 0 0 
Outflow 54 36.5 14 
Suspended at. Melt-through l ·o 2.5 

Total 149 54 36.5 
Respirable Cs I 

Inflow 2.8 1.6 1.4 
Outflow 1.6 1.4 0.4 
Suspended at Melt-through 0 0 0 

Of the 2.8 kg of respirable CsI flowing into the hot leg, 0.4 kg, or about 
15%, flows out to containment. The 0.4 kg is about 2% of the CsI source. The 
reduction in respirable CsI is due to both fallout and particle size growth. 
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The analysis was done for dry vessels. If the aerosol ·passes through a water 
pool, removal would be increased. HAA-4A does not model water scrubbing. 

CONTAINMENT 

Aerosol enters the containment volume through the primary coolant system prior 
to melt-through of the RPV, from blowdown of the RPV at melt-through, and from any 
core-concrete or debris bed reaction sources. Since the portion of the core which 
melts through will have had the highest temperature history, little volatile 
fission products may remain in it. If the post-melt-through core reaction sources 
do not contain significant amounts of radioactivity of concern, they would reduce 
that radioactive source by increasing agglomeration rates and subsequent fallout. 

Figure 2 shows the calculated mass of CsI available for release from contain
ment as a function of time for two cases. In both cases, the only mechanism for 
removal of aerosol was its inherent behavior. Potential increases in removal due 
to steam sorption on aerosol or transport of inflows through subdivisions of the 
containment prior to entering the main volume were not accounted for. In one case, 
there was no core-concrete reaction source. In the other, a stable source of 
100 g/s for 1,000 s (total 100 kg) was introduced. If catastrophic failure of 
containment is assumed to occur at 9 h after melt-through, 0.65 kg of respirable 
CsI was available for release in the first case, and 0.45 kg in the reaction source 
case. At 13.3 h, the amounts were 0.45 kg and 0.23 kg, respectively. Over 90% of 
the suspended mass at these times was respirable. 

SENSITIVITIES 

Higher flow rates reduced removal prior to reaching containment, primarily by 
reducing fallout (residence time) in control volumes and secondarily by reducing 
fallout (suspended concentration) in the RPV upper plenum. Increased fallout in 
containment only partially compensated. The increased respirable mass available 
for leakage to the environment was less than directly proportional to the flow 
rate. 

Higher source rates were partially compensated by increased fallout rates. 
Higher concentrations in the RPV produced larger particles which reduced respirable 
fractions. The higher fall~ut rates in containment reduced suspended concentra
tions at longer times so that respirable release for the higher source rate could 
actually be lower if sufficient time lapsed before catastrophic failure. Large 
fractions of the inventories of highly volatile materials were vaporized. This 
limited the sensitivity of their sources to vaporization rates and models. 

Because of the uncertainties in flow patterns in the upper plenum during a 
meltdown, the effective settling area for aerosol is uncertain. Decreases in 
settling area affected fallout little but caused greater growth in particle size so 
that respirable fractions were smaller. 

The effective mean size of source particles is uncertain due to their probable 
entrance into the upper plenum through a hail of settling aerosol. Larger source 
particles led to larger agglomerates and smaller respirable fractions •. Fallout 
rates were also somewhat larger. A value of 0.5 µm radius compared to the quite 
small value of 0.1 µm of the example reduced the respirable outflow from the upper 
plenum by one-third. 

Turbulent agglomeration produced greater fallout and lower suspended concen
trations in the upper plenum. Thus leakage was less. A case with an initial 
energy dissipation rate of 10,000 cm2/s3 and falling as the cube of the flow 
rate to 1 at melt-through had 40% less respirable leakage. 
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COSTS 

Analysis of a series of seven control volumes took less than l min of CPU time 
on an ·IBM 3033 computer. 

CONCLUSION 

Aerosol analysis of LWR high-consequence accidents is readily performed by the 
HAA-4A code. It economically accommodates the very high airborne concentrations, 
multiple sources and control volumes, and time-dependent· conditions involved, as 
well as separately tracking respirable mass of a radioactive component. Results 
show respirable CsI releases to the environment the order of one-fiftieth of the 
source. Although uncertainties exist in thermohydraulic descriptions and modeling, 
the magnitude of removal from inherent aerosol behavior appears to warrant 
continuing refinement of parameter input and analysis. Full advantage of the 
analysis requires more detailed descriptions of RPV upper-plenum temperatures and 
flow distributions. 
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INSIGHTS FROM THE INTERIM RELIABILITY EVALUATION PROGRAM 
PERTINENT TO REACTOR SAFETY ISSUES 

David D. Carlson 
Sandia National Laboratories 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 

The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) consisted of 
concurrent probabilistic analyses of four operating nuclear power 
plants. This paper presents an integrated view of the results ~f the 
analyses drawing insights pertinent to reactor safety. The importance 
to risk of accident sequences initiated by transients and small 
loss-of ~coolant accidents was confirmed. Support systems were found 
to contribute significantly to the sets of dominant accident 
sequences, either due to single failures which could disable one or 
more mitigating systems or due to their initiating plant transients. 
Human errors in response to accidents also were important risk 
contributors. Consideration of operator recovery actions influences 
accident sequence frequency estimates, the .list of accident sequences 
dominating core melt, and the set of dominant risk contributors. 
Accidents involving station blackout, reactor coolant pump seal leaks 
and ruptures, and loss-of-coola~t accidents requiring manual 
initiation of coolant injection were found to be risk significant. 

Probabilistic safety analysis and risk assessment techniques are widely 
believed to offer powerful tools for the safety design and safety evaluation of 
nuclear power plants. Past attempts to apply such techniques to commercial 
nuclear plants have provided useful catalogs of accident sequences, identified 
many strengths and weaknesses in the design and operation of.the plants, 
provided insights into the importance of accident contributors, and provided 
rough estimates of the likelihood of serious accidents. Recent evidence tends 
to suggest that plant-to-plant differences in design and operation may give rise 
to significant differences in the likelihood or the progression of accidents. 

The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP), sponsored by the Office 
of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the,u.s. ~uclear Regulatory Commission, is 
intended to apply probabilistic risk analysis techniques to several nuclear 
power plants and to develop procedures adequate for the.consistent analysis of 
all plants with the following specific objectives: (1) Identify, in a 
preliminary way, those accident sequences that dominate the contribution to the 
public health and safety risks originating in nuclear power plant accidents; (2) 
Develop a foundation for subsequent, more intensive applications of 
probabilistic safety analysis or risk assessment on the subject plants; (3) 
Expand the cadre of ,experienced practitioners of risk assessment methods within 
the NRC and the nuclear power industry; and (4) Evolve procedures codifying the 
competent use of these techniques for use in the extension of IREP to all 
domestic light water reactor plants. 

The current IREP, under the direction of Sandia National Laboratories and 
being performed with the assistance of several contractors, consists of 
concurrent analyses of four plants. Two of the plants are pressurized water 
reactors--Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One, operated by the Arkansas Power and 
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Light Company, and calvert Cliffs, Unit One, operated by the Baltimore Gas and 
Electric Company, and two are boiling water reactors--Browns Ferry, Unit One, 
operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority, and Millstone Point, Unit One, 
operated by the Northeast Utilities Service Company. 

Emphasis was placed on the systems analysis portion of the risk assessment, 
as opposed to accident phenomenology or consequence analysis, since the 
identification of risk significant plant features was of primary interest. 
External events were not considered in the analyses. Traditional event 
tree/fault tree modeling was used for the analysis. However, the study involved 
a more thorough investigation of transient initiators and of support system 
faults than studies in the past and substantially improved techniques were used 
to quantify accident sequence frequencies. These studies also quantified the 
potential for operator recovery actions in the course of each signf icant 
accident. The results of the analyses have been reviewed to develop insights 
pertinent to reactor safety issues. The results of this review are presented in 
the following sections. 

INITIATING EVENTS 

A broad spectrum of loss-of-coolant and transient initiating events was 
evaluated. In addition to analyzing traditional initiating events such as pipe 
breaks and transients caused.by loss of offsite power and loss of the power 
conversion system, particular emphasis was placed on investigating dependencies 
between support system faults which could cause the plant to trip, such as loss 
of power buses and secondary cooling systems, and the systems which would be 
called upon to respond to such initiating events (called "front line systems"). 
Attention was given to identifying particular break locations which would affect 
the performance of accident mitigation systems. A thorough search for 
loss-of-coolant accidents in interfacing systems which could bypass the 
containment was also conducted. For boiling water reactors, both liquid and 
steam breaks in the primary system inside and outside containment were 
investigated,; 

Results of the analyses confirmed the importance of accident sequences 
initiated by loss of offsite power transients and small loss-of-coolant 
accidents first documented in the Reactor Safety Study.l Contrary to the 
Reactor Safety Study, however, interfacing system loss-or-coolant accidents were 
not found to be significant risk contributors. This was due to design 
differences in the plants analyzed from the Surry design and improved testing 
procedures. Transient induced loss-of-coolant accidents, either due to stuck 
open relief valves or due to leaks in reactor coolant pump seals, were important 
in all four plants analyzed. 

Analysis of the frequency of reactor coolant pump seal ruptures and leaks 
indicated that the frequency of such events is substantially greater than small 
pipe breaks. These events were found to be risk significant for the first 
time. Response to such events is expected to require operator action and, as in 
previous analyses, human error was often more probable than hardware faults. 

ROLE OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

The IREP analyses involved a detailed analysis of the role of support 
systems in potential core melt sequences. Major support systems - power systems 
(AC and DC), secondary coolant systems (component cooling water, service water, 
salt water), actuation and control systems, and necessary heating and 
ventilation systems - supporting the functioning of front line systems were 
analyzed in the context of their supporting function. Fault trees for the front 
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line systems were developed including failures of support systems which could 
cause failure of the front line system in addition to the more traditional 
hardware, test, maintenance, and human faults associated with the system. 

Support system faults were important both as initiating events and as 
dominant contributing faults for systems responding to transient initiators. 
Support system initiating events, especially AC and DC power faults and service 
water system faults, result in loss of several systems which are needed to 
respond to the event. Such faults were found to be sufficiently frequent and 
sufficiently difficult to recover from that they contributed significantly to 
risk. Long-term heat removal following transient initiators was found to be 
susceptible to control circuits faults, power system faults, and component 
cooling faults. 

As an example of the importance of the loss of a support system as an 
initiating event, consider the following sequence from the Arkansas Nuclear One 
analysis.2 Loss of a given DC power bus not only causes a plant trip, but 
also results in loss of the power conversion system, two out of three high 
pressure injection system trains, and one out of 'two emergency feedwater 
trains. At least one of these systems is required to successfully mitigate the 
accident. While additional failures are required if the accident were to lead 
to core melt, the support system initiating event (loss of the DC bus) clearly 
decreases the reliability of the mitigating systems. 

SINGLE FAILURES 

Several single failures were discovered in front-line systems that could 
result in their being inoperable in response to an accident should the failures 
occur. In the PWRs analyzed, these were primarily passive failures of valves in 
the discharge from the borated water storage tank and in the suction of the 
emergency feedwater system. Because these failures were frequently 
non-recoverable in the context of particular accident sequences, they were 
generally significant to risk. The BWRs contain several redundant single-train 
systems. These are susceptible to single failures, but their functions are 
generally performed by several systems. Thus, single failures in these systems 
were not as significant to risk. 

In addition, several single failures were discovered in the support systems 
which could cause failure of one or more front line systems. These faults 
occurred primarily in service.water systems, pump room cooling systems, power 
buses, and in one plant, in the circuitry to provide AC power following loss of 
station power. Although many of these potential faults did not contribute 
significantly to risk due to the long time available for recovery actions or due 
to the small probability of occurrence, such faults, should they occur and 
should they not be corrected, could cause substantial problems in the plant. 

Single faults which could fail a system were not always obvious. Discovery 
of some required a thorough investigation of the system and its support system 
dependencies. In one case, although the plant was designed with a 
redundant-train shutdown cooling system and a two train AC power system, each 
shutdown cooling train depended on both AC power trains. As a result, loss of 
either AC power train would disable both shutdown cooling trains. 

ROLE OF TEST AND MAINTENANCE 

The IREP analysis teams reviewed test and maintenance of all important plant 
systems. where possible, plant logs were reviewed to ascertain test and 
maintenance frequencies and outage times. The unavailability of plant 
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components due to their being out of service for test and maintenance was 
included in the fault tree analysis. 

Contrary to the results of the Reactor Safety Studyl, component 
unavailability due to test and maintenance was not found to contribute 
significantly to risk in any of the plants analyzed. This was primarily due to 
the operating practices of the utilities involved: maintenance is performed on 
demand, at refueling outages if possible, rather than being performed regularly 
as part of a preventative maintenance program. In addition, components 
frequently are not removed from service for the performance of a test. 
Furthermore, components moved from their operable position often received an 
automatic signal to return to their accident response state, if needed. These 
results indicate the plant-specific nature of test and maintenance activities 
and the need to develop plant-specific test and maintenance unavailabilities 
when conducting probabilistic risk assessments. 

In a few instances, review of testing procedures revealed procedural errors 
and inadequate tests. For example, a review of the testing of the initiation 
circuitry of some emergency core cooling subsystems revealed that portions of 
the system were never tested. Discovery of such problems requires a thorough 
knowledge of the system in conjunction with a critical examination of the 
testing procedure. Such problems are potentially risk significant. 
Fortunately, most such problems are readily resolved, and those found in the 
IREP analyses have generally been corrected at the plants. 

ROLE OF HUMAN ERRORS 

Human error contributions to system unavailability were investigated for 
errors resulting from failure to return equipment to its operable state 
following test and maintenance activities and for errors resulting from 
incorrect operator response to accident conditions. Investigation of the latter 
errors was generally limited to errors of omission of actions specified in 
emergency procedures, rather than postulating any of a number of possible errors 
of commission. 

Test and maintenance procedures were reviewed to ascertain which components 
may be taken out of service and to gain an understanding of system operability 
tests performed following maintenance. Equipment restoration errors were 
postulated for equipment removed from its operable state for the test or 
maintenance. Emergency operating procedures were reviewed to ascertain actions 
the operator is expected to take under various·accident conditions. Postulated 
human errors were included, as appropriate, as component failure modes in the 
fault trees. 

Restoration errors associated with test and maintenance activities 
contributed little to system unavailability except for single train systems. 
They generally contributed little to the dominant accident sequences. The most 
significant of these errors were those associated with miscalibration of sensors. 

Human errors in response to accidents, on the other hand, were more 
important contributors. Significant actions generally were related to 
establishing sufficient core cooling capability. In some cases, core cooling 
had to be manually initiated, either by high pressure injection or by 
establishing a feed and bleed cooling mode. In other cases, the high pressure 
systems might fail, requiring manual actions to depressurize the reactor to 
permit low pressure cooling. In still other cases, the establishment of 
recirculation cooling required manual actions. 
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The results of IREP reinforce the importance of plant-specific and 
sequence-specific evaluation of accident response human errors. Aithough the 
quantification of human errors is clearly dependent upon the analysts' 
subjective judgments, the estimation of human error probability was also 
influenced by the quality of the procedures, the characteristics of the 
sequence, and the information available in the control room, among other 
things. For example, Arkansas Nuclear One has installed a system which 
continuously plots the reactor coolant system pressure and temperature and 
compares them to operating envelopes and saturation curves. This display is 
thought to reduce the likelihood of an unrecovered operator error. 

RECOVERY 

Many accident sequences do not lead to core melt for several hours. 
Contributing faults, such as mispositioned valves or equipment which fails to 
actuate due to actuation circuitry faults, are often recoverable with control 
room or local actions. Recognizing that failure to acknowledge the potential 
recovery of such faults could lead to an over-estimation of sequence 
frequencies, the IREP analysts included an estimation of the probability of 
recovery. Because the recovery potential depends on the actual fault, recovery 
factors must be placed on each cutset of each accident sequence. Since this is 
a time consuming, manual process, the investigation of recovery was limited to 
the dominant contributors of the highest frequency sequences. This is not a 
major limitation to the study, however, as sufficient sequences and sufficient 
cutsets were examined to ensure that the dominant sequences were identified. 
Only those faults recoverable py simple operator actions were considered; no 
credit was given for equipment repair. 

The subjective recovery model used in the analyses considered the time 
available to recover the fault and where the recovery action needed to be 
performed. The time available to recover the fault depended either on 
accident-sequence factors, such as the time to core melt or for the steam 
generators to dry out, or upon component operability factors such as how long 
the component could run without cooling. 

Results of the analyses show that the inclusion of recovery factors can 
substantially change the estimated frequency of accident sequences, particularly 
those with delayed core melt. For the Arkansas Nuclear One analysis, for 
example, the estimate of core melt frequency was reduced by about a factor of 
five following inclusion of recovery in the estimate. More importantly, the 
list of dominant accident sequences and the set of dominant risk· contributors 
both would change if recovery were not included in the analysis. Thus, it is 
important that probabilistic risk assessments include potential recovery 
actions. It is suggested that further work be done in this area to identify the 
most important factors to be considered and to improve quantification of these 
factors. 

IMPORTANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

Dominant accident sequences for the boiling water reactors analyzed 
consisted primarily of transients followed by failure of core cooling or 
long-term heat removal •. Of particular importance were sequences initiated by 
loss of offsite power. For the Millstone plant, preliminary results indicate 
that loss of offsite power sequences dominate risk due to the dependence of 
significant portions of the high-pressure cooling systems on the gas turbine 
emergency power source, the generally low reliability of the emergency power 
system, and the need for the operator to manually depressurize the reactor 
coolant system if high-pressure cooling fails.3 For Browns Ferry, diesel 
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generator and emergency equipment cooling water faults coupled with 
loss-of-offsite power result in failure of long-term heat removal and eventual 
melt.4 Anticipated transients without scram also contributed to risk for the 
BWRs analyzed. 

Station blackout events, that is loss of all AC power, coupled with failure 
of secondary cooling were also significant contributors in the PWRs analyzed. 
Reactor coolant pump seal cooling will be lost under blackout conditions. 
Degradation of the seals may then occur. A major uncertainty associated with 
such events is the rate at which primary coolant will be lost through rup'ture or 
leakage of reactor coolant pump seals. Neither the time at which the seals will 
begin to leak nor the leak rate are well-known. These factors can significantly 
influence the estimation of accident sequence frequencies because they influence 
the time available for recovery actions. This uncertainty also affects accident 
sequences in which seal cooling is lost for other reasons. Varying assumptions 
regarding pump seal leak rate may influence the estimation of core melt 
frequency by more than a factor of three.2 Further investigation into pump 
seal leak rates appears warrarited. 

As suggested above, sequences initiated by AC and DC power bus faults were 
found to be significant risk contributors for Arkansas Nuclear One, primarily 
because of the dependencies of the front-line systems on these support systems. 

Small loss-of-coolant accidents followed by failure of core cooling also 
contributed significantly to risk for the pressurized water reactors. Of 
particular interest is a sequence identified for Arkansas Nuclear One which 
indicates that for some very small loss-of-coolant accidents an emergency 
safeguards actuation signal may not be actuated prior to the onset of core 
uncovery. Thus, operator actuation of the high pressure injection system is 
required. The existence of such loss-of-coolant accidents merits further 
scrutiny. 

Much has been learned from the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 
regarding risk-significant contributors for the plants analyzed. However, much 
more has been accomplished in this program. Extensive plant models have been 
developed and documented which will serve as a resource for analyzing future 
safety issues. A number of analysts have received invaluable training and will 
be available to conduct subsequent probabilistic risk assessments. 
Methodological insights and procedures for conducting analyses of similar scope 
have been documented in the IREP Procedures Gulde.5 

The full benefits of the program, however, are not yet realized. These 
benefits will only be realized when the reactor safety community utilizes the 
results and models developed in the program to address present and future issues 

,. of concern. 
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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of Millstone Unit 1 was performed by a team of Science 
Applications, Inc. (SAI), Northeast Utilities, and USNRC personnel for the 
NRC's Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP). The calculated fre
quency of core melt was determined to be 3E-4/reactor-year of which85 per"" 
cent of the total was due to 11 sequences with frequencies greater than or 
equal to lE-5. Of these sequences, five with frequencies greater than 2E-5 
contributed 60 percent of the total frequencies and were considered the out
lier sequences. The major insights gained were that loss of normal AC is the 
largest contributor to core melt frequency (85 percent of the total) and that 
the most likely direct cause of core melt is the failure of the emergency 
core cooling function (i.e., the inability to get cooling to the core in the 
critical early phases of the event). 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the summarized results of t~e Millstone 1 IREP analysis. It 
includes a discussion of the overall insights into the results, a description of each 
of. the top 11 event sequences which contributed 85 percent of the core melt frequency, 
a summary of the specific engineering insights gained from the study of the dominant 
sequences, and a description of certain changes in plant equipment and procedures 
implemented by the utility during the course of the study. 

OVERALL INSIGHTS 

The total core melt frequency for Millstone was determined to be 3E-4/reactor yr 
and consisted almost entirely of sequences with frequencies greater than lE-6/reactor 
yr. Approximateiy 85 percent of the total frequency of core melt can be accounted for 
by 11 sequences with values of lE-5 or greater. These sequences. were evaluated in de
tail, and a pattern· became evident. For the sequences with values greater than 2E-5, 
it was relatively easy to isolate a few cut sets or cut-set groupings which contributed 
most of the frequency value to each sequence. The weak points at the plant were thus 
identified, and engineering insights gained which indicate the types of design changes 
at the plant that are most likely to result in large reductions in risk from a given 
sequence. As the analysis was carried down to the sequences with values less than 
2E-5, it became increasingly more difficult to isolate major contributors to the total 
sequence frequency. It became apparent that below this level there were no great in
sights whereby a single concept would significantly reduce the risk from a sequence. 
In addition, the number of sequences over a given range of frequencies greatly 
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incr~ased at frequencies smaller than 2E-5, compounding the problem of isolating major 
contributions. 

As a result, we came generally to consider 2E-5 as the risk background, or "noise 
levelM for Millstone. That is, this is the frequency level at which attempts to reduce 
the frequency of core melt would take many changes in the plant to achieve a relatively 
minor reduction.in the core melt frequency. The sequences which are above this level 
are considered to be "outliers" or "peaks above the noise." Since it was relatively 
easy to locate a few dominant contributors to these outliers, it would take compara
tively fewer changes at the plant to reduce these outlier sequence frequencies, which 
number five sequences and contribute 60 percent of the total frequency of core melt, 
down to the noise level. The conclusions that can be reached from this are: that it 
may be useful to consider modifications which would reduce the frequencies of the out
lier sequences, but it would be unproductive to attempt to lower the background r,isk; 
and that Millstone cannot achieve a total core melt frequency significantly lower than 
the current estimate of the background risk. 

Two major insights have been gained with regard to Millstone's susceptibility to 
core melt. The plant is highly susceptible to core melt as a result of loss of normal 
AC power initiators. Loss of normal AC power accounts for 85 percent of the total core 
melt frequency.* It is interesting to note that the phenomenology of the five outlier 
sequences mentioned in the previous paragraph are essentially identical; that is, in 
all five of them, core melt results from a loss of offsite power followed by a loss of 
the emergency core cooling function. During a loss of normal AC power, the major cause 
of core melt was due to the dependence of significant portions of the high-pressure 
cooling systems on the gas turbine emergency power source, the generally low relia
bility of the emergency power system, and the need for the operator to manually de
pressurize the reactor coolant system if high-pressure cooling fails. 

In order to get an idea of the consequences which m!i be expected from core melt 
accidents, all the sequences with values greater than 10 were analyzed by Battelle 
Columbus Laboratories (BCL) to determine which containment failure modes and release 
categories would be expected to result from the occurrence of each sequence. The 
sequence frequency was then multiplied by the containment failure mode probability, and 
the resulting frequency was assigned to the proper release category. The results of 
this analysis are shown in Table 1. 

DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

Accident sequences are combinations of system failures following an initiating 
event such as a LOCA, succeeded by some mode of containment failure. Sequences which 
were determined to lead to core melt were examined and quantified. Those core-melt 
sequences with the highest frequencies were reexamined to consider operator recovery 
actions. The frequency of these sequences were then recalculated, considering these 
recovery actions, and a new sequence frequency was derived. Tho.se sequences which 
still had a frequency of greater than lE-6/reactor yr were considered to be the domi
nant contributors to risk. These sequences were further analyzed to determine the 
probability of containment failure by three different mechanisms: in-vessel steam 
explosion (a), containment overpressure with direct release to the environment (y'), 
and containment overpressure with attenuated release (Y). These accident frequencies 
were assigned to release categories, and the results are presented in Table 1. (Re
lease categories define the severity of the post core melt radioactive material release 
from containment.) Of the sequences which had a frequency greater than lE-6/yr, those 
sequences with frequencies of lE-5 or greater contributed 85 percent of the total core 
melt frequency. These sequences were considered to be the most dominant sequences, and 
are summarized below. 

* Transients with failure to scram account for an additional. 9 percent, and the rest is 
miscellaneous. 
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TABLE I. 
Contribution to the Release Categories from the Dominant Sequences 

for Millstone Point Unit 1 
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Legend: 

Initiating Events 

T 
1 

- Transient Event 
T

2 
- Transient w/loss of 

power conversion 
system 

T3 - Transient w/loss of 
feedwater system 

T4 - Transient w/loss of 
normal AC power 

TS - Transient w/stuck 
open safety relief 
valve 

SB - Small bre~k LOCA 
(< .16 ft ) 

System Failures 

A - Reactor Protection System 
B - Vapor Suppression Syst~m 
C - Feedwater System 
D - Depressurization System 
E - Low Pressure Coolant 

Injection System 
F - Core Spray System 
G - Containment Cooling Sy .;tem 
H - Power Conversion System 
I - Safety/Relief Valves Fail to 

Open 
J - Safety/Relief Valves Fail to 

Close 
K - Isolation Consenser System 
L - Isolation Condenser Makeup 

System 
M - Shutdown Cooling System 
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Sequence T
4

JCD 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4

) followed by a failure 
of a safety/relief valve to reseat after opening (J), the failure of the feedwater 
coolant injection system to provide coolant at high pressure (C), and the failure of 
the operator to manually· depressurize the reactor coolant sys.tem to allow the low 
pressure coolant systems to operate (D). The failure of the valve to reseat results in 
a slow loss of coolant at high pressure which must be replaced. The feedwater coolant 
injection (FWCI) system failure allows the coolant loss to continue at high pressure 
without replacement. Since FWCI is the only system capable of replenishing Iost 
coolant at high pressure, the only remaining way to replace the coolant is by lowering 
the pressure in the vessel and adding coolant with the low pressure systems. The 
failure of the operator to manually reduce pressure forecloses this option and results 
in the core eventually c~112 hour) being uncovered and melting. The containment 
cooling system operates successfully, which delays containment rupture and serves to 
reduce consequences. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 6E-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 19 percent to the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to the 
sequence frequency involve FWCI failure induced by (1) emergency AC power failure, (2) 
service water system failures, and (3) random single failures in the FWCI system. 

Sequence T
4
JCEFG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4
) followed by a failure 

of a safety/relief valve to reseat after opening {J); the failure of the feedwater 
coolant injection (FWCI) system to provide coolant at high pressure (C); and, after the 
operator has manually depressurized the reactor, failure of the low-pressure coolant 
injection (LPCI) system (E) and the core spray (CS) system (F) to provide coolant at 
low pressure. Additionally, this sequence includes failure of the containment cooling 
system to remove heat from the containment (G). The phenomenology of this sequence is 
similar to the previously described sequence, but with the core at low pressure instead 
of high pressure, since core melt results from an inability to replenish lost coolant. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 4E-5/reactor yr, and it contri
butes 13 percent to the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributor to the 
sequence frequency is total station blackout .(loss o.f all n,ormal and emergency AC 
power). 

Sequence T
4

KCD 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4

) followed by a failure 
of the isolation condenser (IC) to remove heat from the reactor coolant system (K), the 
failure of the feedwater coolant injection system (FWCI) to provide coolant at high 
pressure (C), and the failure of the operator to manually depressurize the reactor 
coolant system to allow the low-pressure coolant systems to operate (D). The phenome
nology of this sequence is essentially identical to that of Sequence T

4
JCD. The only 

difference is that instead of coolant being lost through a stuck-open safety/relief 
valve, coolant is lost due to failure of the IC to remove heat, which causes the 
reactor coolant system to heat up and boil off coolant through the opening and closing 
of the safety/relief valves. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 3E-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 9 percent of the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to the 
sequence frequency are single failures in FWCI or its support systems in combination 
with IC valves closed due to test maintenance or initiation logic failures. · 
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Sequence T
4

KCEFG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4
), followed by a 

failure of the isolation condenser (IC) to remove heat from the reactor coolant system 
(K); the failure of the feedwater coolant injection system (FWCI) to provide coolant at 
high pressure (C); and, after the operator has manually depressurized the reactor, 
failure of the low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system (E) and the core spray (CS) 
system (F) to provide coolant at low pressure. Additionally, this sequence includes 
failure of the containment cooling system to remove heat from the containment (G). The 
phenomenology of this sequence is essentially identical to sequence T

4
JCEFG, since core 

melt results from an inability to replenish lost coolant. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 3E-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 9 percent to the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to the 
sequence frequency are (1) station blackout with loss of DC train "A", and (2) station 
blackout with isolation condenser valves closed for test or maintenance. 

Sequence T
4

LCD 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4
), followed by a 

failure of supply water to the shell side of the isolation condenser (IC) to allow it 
to remain in service (L), the failure of the feedwater coolant injection system (FWCI) 
to provide coolant at high pressure (C), and the failure of the operator to manually 
depressurize the reactor coolant system to allow the low pressure coolant systems to 
operate (D). The phenomenology of this sequence is essentially identical to that of 
sequence T~KCD. The only difference is that for this sequence the initial success of 
the IC followed by the failure of ICMUP extends the start of core melt from one-half 
hour to two hours. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 3E-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 9 percent to the total core melt frequency~ The dominant contributors to the 
sequence frequency are single failuress in FWCI or its support systems in combination 
with failures of the IC makeup valve to open. 

Sequence T
2
!_ 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of power conversion system transient (T ) 
followed by a failure of the reactor protection system (RPS) to scram (A). The A~S 
produces a rapid overpressurization of the rector vessel and containment. This results 
in a core melt and immediate release to the environment. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 2E-5/reactor yr and it con
tributes 7 percent to the total core melt probabiloity. The dominant contributor t0 
the sequence frequency is common mode mechanical failure of the control rods to insert. 

Sequence T
4

JCDG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power transient (T
4

) followed by 
the failure of the feedwater coolant injection system (FWCI) to provide coolant at high 
pressure (C), the failure of a safety/relief valve to reclose after opening (J), the 
failure of the operator to reduce reactor pressure through manual depressurization (D), 
and failure of the containment cooling system to remove heat from the containment (G). 
The failure of the valve to reseat results in a slow loss of reactor coolant at high 
pressure. FWCI is the only system with the capability to replace coolant at high pres
sure. ·Failure of this system, coupled with the operator's failure to manually depres
surize (and utilize the low pressure injection systems), results in a core melt ap
proximately 1/-2 hour after the initiating transient. The failure of the containment 
cooling system hastens containment rupture and prevents any reduction in the conse
quences. 
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The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 2E-5/reactor yr and it con
tributes 7 percent to the total core melt probability. The dominant contributors to 
the sequence frequency are gas turbine emergency AC power train failures in combination 
with·failures in the instrument AC or diesel emergency AC power train systems. 

Sequence T
4

JCMG 

This .sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power transient (T ) followed by 
a failure of the feedwater coolant injection system (FWCI) to provide coofant at high 
pressure (C), the opening of a safety/relief valve and its failure to reclose (J), the 
failure of the shutdown cooling system to remove decay heat (M), and the failure of the 
containment cooling system to remove heat from the containment (G). Failure of the 
FWCI system produces a high reactor pressure, causing the safety/relief valve to open 
and it fails to reclose. The low pressure inj ecti'on systems function by replacing the 
coolant lost through the stuck-open safety/relief valve. Approximately 20 hours after 
the loss of normal AC power, ~he torus can no longer absorb the decay heat; and, with 
the loss of the long-term heat removal systems, a core melt and· release to the environ
ment occur. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 2E-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 6 percent to the total core melt probability. .The dominant contributors to 
the sequence frequency are gas turbine emergency power train failures in combinations 
with failures in the instrument AC power system. 

Sequence T
4

LCEFG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4
), followed by failure 

of the FWCI system (C), the LPCI system (E), and the core spray system (F) to inject 
coolant; failure of the isolation condenser make-up system to supply inventory to the 
isolation condenser once the shell side water boils off (L); and failure of the con
tainment cooling system (G). The phenomenology of this sequence is essentially iden
tical to that of Sequence T

4
KCEFG, the only difference being that core melt is delayed 

slightly due to the initial operation of the isolation condenser. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be lE-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 3 percent of the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to this 
sequence are total station blackout in combination with failure to locally open the IC 
makeup valve. 

Sequence T
4

LCMG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4

) followed by the 
failure of the isolation condenser make-up system (L) to supply shell side inventory 
once the water in the isolation condenser boils off, and failure of the FWCI system (C) 
to provide coolant at high pressure. Subsequently, both the shutdown cooling system 
(M) and the containment cooling system [LPCI/CC(G)] fail to remove the decay heat pro
duced. In this sequence the operator manually blows down and the low pressure injec
tion system succeeds. With successful low pressure injection, the core does not become 
uncovered until the heat buildup in the containment produces an eventual containment 
overpressurization failure c~20 hours). 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be lE-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 3 percent of the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to this 
sequence are gas turbine emergency AC power train failures in combination with failures 
in the instrument AC power system, both in combination with failure to locally open 
the IC makeup valve. 
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Sequence T
4

KCDG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power (T
4

) followed by failure 
of the isolation condenser (K), failure of the feedwater coolant injection system 
(FWCI) to remove heat from the reactor coolant system by providing coolant at high 
pressure (C), failure of the operator to manually depressurize the reactor coolant 
system (D), and failure of the containment cooling system to remove heat from the con
tainment (G). In this sequence the reactor coolant heats up and is lost through the 
opening of the safety/relief valves. The loss of containment cooling reduce~ the time 
between the core melt and the subsequent release; containment overpressurization occurs 
sooner with no heat removal from the containment. The phenomenology of this sequence 
is essentially identical to that of Sequence T4KCD. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be lE-5/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 3 percent to the total core melt frequency. The dominant contributors to this 
sequence are gas turbine emergency AC power train failures in combination with instru
ment AC power system failures, both in combination with IC valves closed due to test or 
maintenance or initiation logic failure. 

Sequence T
4

KCMG 

This sequence is initiated by a loss of normal AC power transient (T
4

) followed by 
failure of the feedwater coolant injection (FWCI) system to inject coolant at high 
pressure (C), failure of the isolation condenser to remove heat from the reactor cool
ant (K), failure of the shutdown cooling system to provide long-term cooling (M), and 
failure of the containment cooling system to remove heat from the containment (G). 
With the high pressure systems failed, the operator manually blows down and uses the 
low-pressure injection system and the core spray system to provide coolant for the 
core. The loss of the heat removal systems causes the torus water to heat up until it 
can no longer absorb the reactor decay heat. Approximately 20 hours after the loss of 
power, ·the heat build-up results in a core melt and release to the environment. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be 9E-6/reactor yr, and it con
tributes 3 percent to the total core melt probability. The dominant contributors to 
the sequence frequency are the same as for the previous sequence. 

DOMINANT SEQUENCES' ENGINEERING INSIGHTS 

In addition to determining the overall results, it was important also to determine 
the reasons why these items were significant. Careful examination of the dominant 
contributors to the dominant sequences discovered certain insights into the reasons the 
study results turned out as they did. The major insights are summarized below. 

o The design of the automatic pressure relief (APR) system is such that it 
will only function to reduce pressure following a LOCA. Thus, if it is 
necessary to rapidly reduce pressure during a transient, the operator must 
do it manually. The analysis of this action showed the procedure which 
instructed the operator to depressurize was very confusing, especially 
during loss of normal AC power, which is what resulted in the high failure 
rate for MDP. Clarification of the procedure should result in some re
duction of the sequence frequency. Even better could be a redesign of the 
circuitry for APR such that the operator would not have to depressurize 
manually. At present, APR is designed mainly for LOCAs, since one of the 
signals required for APR actuation is high drywell pressure, which will 
not occur during transients since the drywell is bypassed. Removing the 
requirement for this signal would initiate APR on low-low water level 
sustained for 120 seconds if at least one low-pressure emergency cooling 
pump was running. This would allow APR to work for transients as well as 
for LOCAs and should result in reduction of risk. 
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o Loss of high pressure injection during loss of normal power transients was 
a significant problem. This was because of the total dependence of the 
FWCI system and the isolation condenser makeup (ICMUP) system on the gas 
turbine (G/T) emergency power source. Failure of the G/T would therefore 
wipe out FWCI and also ICMUP. Modifications of the plant design for 
response to loss of normal power could be explored, with due consideration 
given to the large cost these may incur versus the reduction in risk which 
may be obtained. 

o The dependency of the isolation condenser on a single DC power source 
contributed to certain station blackout scenarios. The reason for this is 
that the IC return valve gets its power from DC battery A, as do all the 
breakers on the diesel generator emergency power train. Thus, failure of 
·battery A fails both the IC and the diesel train. This, combined with the 
gas turbine train failure, wipes out all AC power in the plant plus the 
DC-powered IC. If the IC injection valve received power from both DC 
power trains by way of an automatic bus transfer, these contributors could 
be essentially eliminated. Another major contributor involves both the 
diesel and gas turbine trains in combination with failure of the IC due 
to a valve being left closed after test or maintenance. To some extent, 
valves being closed can·be recovered by the operator from the control 
room, but not in all cases since (a) the valve may be tagged out, dis
couraging the operator from opening it or (b) the closed valve may be one 
of the AC-powered valves in the IC system, which.would not be recoverable 
since no AC is available. If the valve positions were checked daily or on 
a per-shift basis, and if all the IC valves.were changed. such that they 
received power from both DC trains as mentioned above for the IC return 
valve, these contributors could be eliminated. 

o Both of the previous two insights involved station blackout, that is, a 
complete loss of all emergency AC power after a loss of normal AC power. 
One of these contributors is a pair of single failures in the loss of 
normal power (LNP) logic which causes the LNP signal to fail to reset 
after tripping key breakers, preventing the emergency generators from 
picking up emergency equipment loads. The other contributors involve 
failures of both emergency generators due either to mechanical failure or 
failure of both emergency.generators due either to mechanical failure or 
failure to provide cooling to the diesel from the service water system, 
which is seriously degraded during a loss of offsite· power. With the 
exception of modifications to the LNP logic, discussed in the plant modi
fication section, reduction of this sequence frequency could require modi
fications of the plant design for response to LNP, with due consideration 
given to the large cost these may incur versus the reduction in sequence 
frequency which may be obtained. 

o The dependence of the shutdown cooling system on AC power contributed to 
some sequences. The shutdown cooling system is dependent on both the gas 
turbine and the diesel, i.e., both emergency AC power sources must func
tion in order for the shutdown cooling system to operate. A modification 
to the shutdown cooling system that would remove the dependence of this 
system on both emergency AC power sources would reduce the frequency of 
these sequences. 

o Failure of the isolation condenser make-up valve, ICM-10, to open on 
demand, also contributed to risk. This valve is currently checked during 
each refu~ling outage (every 12,000 hours), and therefore has a relatively 
high failure probability. If this valve were checked monthly, its failure 
rate could be reduced and its contribution essentially eliminated. 
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PLANT MODIFICATIONS 

During the course of the study, the utility considered some of the insights were 
important enough to implement changes at the plant, even though the study had not been 
completed. These changes are summarized below: 

o When the single failure in the LNP circuitry was discovered, the utility 
redesigned part of the logic to eliminate the single failures. No credit 
was taken in the study since the system fault trees had already been 
drawn when the new design was implemented. It is expected that the new 
design would eliminate any contribution to the sequence probability due to 
LNP relay failures. 

o It became apparent that both the IC makeup valve ICM-10 and the FWCI sys
tem dependency on the gas turbine were going to be significant. The 
plant, therefore, instituted a new procedure, which requires an operator 
to take local manual control of valve ICM-10. Credit was given for this 
action, which would not have been given in the absence of a written pro
cedure. The new procedure does not completely eliminate the gas turbine 
dependency problem, but the plant also intends to transfer the power 
source to DC power. This should effectively eliminate this problem. 

o A change was made in the station blackout procedure to require an operator 
to take local manual control of the IC return valve. This would allow for 
recovery of the IC in cases where Battery A is lost. No credit can be 
given for this action, however, since it must be accomplished outside the 
control room within one-half hour, and the ground rules of this analysis 
used a lower time limit of one hour for actions taken outside the control 
room. 

o At the conclusion of the study, the utility implemented a task force to 
review in detail the causes of the dominant sequences and make recommenda
tions for plant modifications. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the results of the analysis of Arkansas Nuclear 
One Unit One nuclear power plant which was perfonned as part of the Interim 
Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP). AN0-1 is a Babcock and Wilcox 
pressurized water reactor. The IREP has several objectives, three of which 
are achieved by the analysis presented in this paper. The three objectives 
met are: 1) the identification of those accident sequences which are ex
pected to dominate the public health and safety risks associated with 
operation of AN0-1, 2) the development of state-of-the-art plant system 
models which can be used as a foundation for subsequent, more intensive 
applications of probabilistic risk assessment on AN0-1, and 3) the increase 
in number of experienced practitioners of probabilistic risk assessment. 
The estimated core melt frequency for AN0-1 is similar to values predicted 
by probabilistic risk assessments of other light water reactors. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Interim Reliability Evaluation (IREP) Program is intended to apply probabil
istic risk analysis techniques to several nuclear power plants and to develop 
procedures adequate for the consistent analysis of all plants with the following 
specific objectives: (1) Identify--in a preliminary way-those accident sequences that 
dominate the contribution to the public health and safety risks originating in nuclear 
power plant accidents; (2) develop a foundation for subsequent, more intensive, appli
cations of probabilistic safety analysis or risk assessment on the subject plants; 
(3) expand the cadre of experienced practitioners of risk assessment methods within 
NRC and the nuclear power industry; and (4) evolve procedures codifying the competent 
use of these techniques for use in the extension of IREP to all domestic light water 
reactor plants. 

Phase I of the IREP consisted of an analysis of one plant, and Phase II consists 
of analyses of four plants. One of these latter reactors is Arkansas Nuclear One-Unit 
1 (AN0-1). The analysis achieved the first three objectives stated above. This paper 
presents the results of the AN0-1 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). 
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As discussed in a previous paper [l] and the AN0-1 PRA [2], the analysis team 
was composed of fourteen full and part time individuals from Sandia National 
Laboratories, Science Applications, Inc., Battelle Columbus Laboratories, and Arkansas 
Power and Light. In addition, the analysis was reviewed by a quality assurance team 
of four individuals: two from Sandia, one from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and 
one from Energy, Inc. 

AN0-1 PLANT DESIGN 

ANO One is a pressurized water reactor (PWR) designed by Babcock and Wilcox (B&W). 
The plant systems are similar in many ways to other operating B&W plants. The AN0-1 
systems studied in IREP were those that are required to successfully mitigate a LOCA 
or transient initiating eve~t or can affect the consequences of a core melt if mitiga
tion of the LOCA or transient is unsuccessful. This section will briefly describe 
these systems. 

Like many B&W reactors, the plant has two systems which can remove post-shutdown 
decay heat via the steam generators. The main feedwater system is normally utilized 
and consists of three electrically driven condensate pumps and two steam driven feed
water pumps. The system is somewhat unique in that condensate booster pumps are not 
utilized and the system contains an electrically driven auxiliary feedwater pump which 
can be used post-shutdown if the two feedwater pumps are lost. If the main feedwater 
system is lost, the emergency feedwater system is initiated. It consists of one 
electrically driven pump and one steam driven pump. This system, as well as its 
control system, has recently undergone significant design modifications expected to 
enhance system reliability. The new control system would eliminate failures of 
emergency f eedwater caused by failures of non-nuclear instrumentation power or the 
integrated control system, which have appeared in other B&W plants in the past. 

The ECCS is typical, being comprised of three high pressure pump trains, two low 
pressure pump trains, and two core flood tank trains. Like many B&W plants, the AN0-1 
high pressure system pumps have a shutoff head well above RCS operating pressure. 
This feature is important to plant safety since this system can be utilized to directly 
cool the core following a postulated transient in which all normal and emergency 
secondary cooling via the steam generators is lost. 

The containment systems are also typical. Two systems are provided which condense 
steam and reduce containment pressure during an accident. The reactor building 
cooling system consists of four fan cooler trains and the building spray system con
sists of two pump trains. 

The systems discussed thus far are those installed at the plant which directly 
perform the plant safety functions following LOCAs and transients. These are defined 
as "front line systems." It should be noted that these front line systems have 
several common support systems which are required to successfully operate. The 
support sys.terns are AC power, DC power, service water, engineered safeguards actuation 
system and several room cooling systems for pumps and electrical switchgear. 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in the AN0-1 analysis followed procedures established for 
the IREP [3]. This was iterative in the sense that original procedures existed at the 
beginning of the program (such as those found in Reference 4), which were subsequently 
modified as they were used. Problems arose in the AN0-1 analysis [l] which resulted 
in the amending of the original procedures to successfully address the encountered 
difficulties. 
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The AN0-1 analysis consisted of eight tasks: 

1. Plant familiarization 
2. Event tree· construction 
3. Systems analysis 
4. Human reliability and procedural analysis 
5. Data base development 
6. Accident sequence evaluation 
7. Containment analysis 
8. Interpretation and analysis of results. 

In addition to the familiarization of the analysts with the various plant 
systems, the initial task examined possible initiating events. In particular, 
initiating events that were specific to AN0-1 were considered through the application 
of failure modes and effects analyses. Several such events were found in the emer
gency AC and DC systems of AN0-1 which would later be significant contributors to the 
dominant accident sequences. In all, 6 LOCA and 8 transient initiating events were 
used in the analysis. More were studied, but it was found that all the initiating 
events could be grouped into the fourteen events ultimately .used. The first task 
also developed the dependencies among the systems themselves and determined the 
system success criteria. 

The second task developed the event trees to be used in the accident sequence 
evaluation. Both functional and systemic event trees were constructed with the latter 
containing only front-line systems. In general, separate systemic event trees were 
constructed for each initiating event group. Each event tree had a different structure 
since the initiating events were grouped according to mitigating requirements, and 
different mitigating requirements result in different tree structures. 

The third task, that of systems analysis, consisted of fault tree construction. 
Fault tree models were constructed for each front line system. Support system fault 
trees were constructed to model the particular interfaces with the front line systems. 
Top events for the front line system fault trees corresponded to the success criteria 
defined in the first task. The fault trees were developed to the component level. 
Component faults which affected only the particular component were grouped as "local 
faults." Faults which could affect ~ultiple components, generally those faults 
associated with support systems, were further developed. The level of detail in the 
fault trees generally corresponded to the detail of available data, In addition to 
hardware faults, the fault trees included unavailability due to test and maintenance, 
human errors associated with failing to restore components to their operable state 
following test and maintenance, and human errors associated.with accident responses. 
The detailed development contained in the system fault trees facilitiated identifica
tion of hardware, test and maintenance, and human error faults which could cause 
multiple component failures. These classes of common mode failures were explicitly 
modeled in the fault trees. 

For the accident sequence evaluation, these detailed fault trees were reduced in 
size by coalescing the component local faults into local faults of a pipe (or wire) 
segment of a system such that the combined events were independent, i.e., the failure 
probability of the pipe segment local fault was independent of the failure probability 
of any other pipe segment local fault. 

For the fourth task, test, maintenance, and emergency procedures were reviewed to 
determine potential human errors. As mentioned, human errors associated with failing 
to restore the system to its operable state following test and maintenance were. in
cluded explicitly in the faults trees. Some potential operator errors in response to 
an accident were also included. The emergency procedures expected to be used in 
response to each accident sequence were reviewed to identify actions expected to be 
performed, Incorrect performance or omission of the actions were postulated and in
cluded in the model. The investigation, however, was limited to those actions 
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expected to be performed, rather than postulating all actions an operator might take. 

In the data base development, a modified WASH-1400 data base was used for quanti
fication of hardware faults [2]. In some instances, plant specific data were used 
instead when such data were different, in a statistical sense, from the more general 
data. Test and maintenance intervals and durations were obtained, where possible, 
from discussions with plant personnel and from reviewing plant logs. Estimated upper 
values were chosen for human error rates for initial calculations. For those human 
errors which appeared in potentially dominant accident sequences, detailed analyses 
were performed with the assistance of human factors specialists, and the potentially 
dominant accident sequences were re-quantified using the more detailed analyses. 

The fault trees were then appropriately combined for the sixth task, the 
accident sequence evaluation. This combination involved assembling the system models 
for a given sequence as specified by the event trees. For each applicable system, 
the faiLure or success state of the system was chosen as defined in the sequence. 
In the analysis, the complete system failure and success models were used. (Using 
the system successes in a sequence is important because nori-realis,tic results may 
ensue without it. If a system succeeds in a sequence, it may negate failure modes 
of systems which fail in that sequence. This· is particularly true in the case of 
support system faults. It was not.unusual in the AN0-1 analysis to have a sequence 
frequency reduce by an order of magnitude or more when the system successes were 
considered. ) 

The sequences were analyzed using the SETS computer code [5]. Thirty accident 
sequences had frequencies greater than lE-6/yr and were considered to be potentially 
dominant and, thus, were analyzed further. The additional analysis consisted of two 
parts: the use of the more detailed human factors analysis discussed above, and 
the application of operator recovery factors to the calculated minimal cut sets. 
The recovery model required three steps before the probability of a failure could 
be adjusted to account for possible recovery action. The first step was to consider 
whether or not a fault in a cut set was recoverable·. Heroic recovery actions were 
not considered, but routine recovery responses were. The second recovery considera
tion was that of the location of the recovery action, given that the fault was re
coverable. The locations were either the control room or local at the component (if 
the component was inaccessible, local recovery actions were not allowed). 

The third recovery consideration was that of timing. A critical time was deter
mined for each failure with the consideration of two types of timing. The component 
itself could have a critical recovery period which is independent of the sequence, 
and, in addition, the state of the core or containment in .a sequence could have a 
critical period for restoration of the component function. In either type of time 
consideration, the critical time was defined as the duration from the time the fault 
occurs to the time when the failure becomes irreversible, from either a component 
or core/containment standpoint. That is, recovery during the critical time would 
restore the component or system mitigative function, and recovery after this time 
span is irrelevant to the arresting of the accident sequence. 

The refined set of human factors probabilities and the recovery model were 
applied to the potentially dominant accident sequences to determine the final list 
of dominant accident sequences for AN0-1. 

The seventh analysis task was the containment analysis. Each dominant accident 
sequence was evaluated by Battelle Columbus Laboratories to determine the expected 
mechanism of containment failure, the associated probability of failure, and to 
characterize the potential radioactive release. This analysis was quite limited in 

.nature, relying primarily on insights developed from a previous similar analysis [6], 
but supplemented by further calculations where necessary. 
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Finally, the dominant accident sequences in terms of risk were examined to draw 
engineering insights of interest from the analysis. Those plant features contri
buting most significantly to risk were identified. These constitute the principal 
Fesults of the study. Limited uncertainty and. sensitivity analyses were performed 
to ascertain a rough estimate of uncertainty in results and to identify assumptions 
which, if changed, could significantly alter the results. 

RESULTS 

The methodology outlined above yielded fourteen dominant accident sequences; 
dominant in both core melt frequency and risk. These fourteen were of four types: 
(1) small loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) initiated by reactor coolant pump seal 
ruptures or reactor coolant system pipe breaks with failure of emergency core cooling 
during the injection or recirculation phase; (2) transients caused by loss of offsite 
power or onsite emergency AC or DC busses which involve loss of all feedwater, high 
pressure injection and, in some cases, loss of containment systems; (3) transient 
induced LOCAs (i.e., LOCAs involving stuck-open pressurizer safety valves) with 
failure of emergency core cooling; and (4) anticipated transients without scram 
sequences. The total core melt frequency at AN0-1 is estimated to be 5 E-5/yr with 
40% of this occurring in PWR release categories 1, 2, and 3, as defined in WASH-1400 
[7]. For the core melt frequency, the importance of the various initiating events 
is 

o LOCAs initiated by reactor coolant pump seal ruptures contribute 
"-' 20 percent. 

o Station blackout sequences contribute "-' 20 percent. 

o Sequences initiated by AN0-1 AC and DC power bus failures 
contribute "-' 35 percent. 

o Other transients and small LOCAs contribute "-' 20 percent. 

o Large LOCA sequences contribute < 5 percent. 

As example findings of the accident sequence evaluation, brief discussions per
taining to the seal rupture, station blackout, and DC bus failure initiated sequences 
follow. The RCP seal rupture small LOCA accident sequences are of significant 
interest because neither WASH-1400 [7] nor the RSSMAP studies (e.g., reference 6) 
identified such initiated sequences as dominant contributors to plant risks. At 
AN0-1, however, two of the fourteen dominant sequences can be initiated by RCP seal 
ruptures. For such sequences at AN0-1, a possibility exists for failing one of the 
three HPIS pumps prior to generation of an ES signal. During normal operation, one 
of the pumps is operating and takes suction from the makeup (MU) tank to perform the 
function of makeup and purification of the reactor coolant system. (This same pump 
is realigned to take suction from the borated water storage tank (BWST) upon an ES 
signal to perform the function of emergency core cooling). Upon a small LOCA the 
pressurizer level and pressure would begin to decrease and automatic actions will 
cause the makeup flow control valve to. go full open and the pressurizer heaters 
to turn on, respectively. Calculations indicate that the pressurizer heaters will 
remain covered for an extended period and thus maintain RCS pressure well above 
the ES actuation set point. The calculation also indicates that the MU tank would 
empty prior to uncovering the pressurizer heaters. The MU tank is estimated to 
empty within approximately 14 minutes after LOCA initiation or about 10 minutes 
after the low MU tank level alarm. Upon dryout of the MU tank, it is assessed 
that the operating HPI pump will fail in a short time. 

The station blackout sequence at AN0-1 is initiated by a loss of offsite power 
with subsequent failures of the emergency feedwater, high pressure injection, fan 
cooling, and building spray systems. That is, all core cooling and containment 
systems capable of mitigating the accident fail. This sequence is equivalent to the 
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well-known TMLB' sequence which was one of the dominant risk contributors for the 
Surry PWR [ 7]. 

Approximately 80 percent of the sequence frequency is due to common mode failure 
of both station batteries on demand following the loss of offsite power. Common 
mode failure of both batteries was calculated based on the methodology presented in 
NUREG-0666 [8]. Since all mitigating systems require DC power for successful 
operation, all mitigating systems will fail following failure of both batteries. The 
remaining 20 percent of the sequence frequency is due to double and triple faults in 
the AC, DC and emergency feedwater systems. It is estimated that approximately 75 
percent of the system faults causing this sequence can be recovered prior to the on
set of core melt. Most recovery actions involve recovery of offsite power. 

Five of the AN0-1 dominant accident sequences were initiated by the loss of a 
DC bus, and three others were initiated by a loss of an emergency AC bus. These 
sequences are jointly characterized by the immediate unavailability of half of each 
core cooling and containment system. Representative of this type of sequence is one 
in which the AN0-1 designated "odd" DC bus fails with subsequent failure of the 
emergency feedwater and high pressure injection systems. 

This sequence depicts a loss of the systems which provide the normal and 
emergency means of delivering feedwater to the steam generators. Because of this, 
secondary decay heat removal via the steam generators would be lost in a short time 
due to the boil off of their inventory. In order to establish decay heat removal, 
the operator must actuate the high pressure injection system (HPIS) and establish 
a "feed and bleed" core cooling operation. If the operator fails to actuate the 
HPIS or the HPIS subsequently fails, the RCS inventory would boil off through the 
pressurizer safety relief valves leading to uncovering the core and eventual core 
melt. It is estimated that core melting will begin at approximately one hour. As 
mentioned, this sequence is initiated by failure of the "odd" DC bus. Failure of 
this bus causes a reactor trip, interruption of the power conversion system, and 
failure of approximately one-half of the HPIS and emergency feedwater system. Hard
ware and human failures in the remaining one-half of these two systems comprise the 
dominant contributors to the sequence frequency. It is estimated that roughly 85 
percent of these failures can be recovered before the onset of core melt. Most 
recovery actions entail starting systems manually from the control room following 
failure of auto actuation circuitry or opening valves and closing circuit breakers 
outside the control room. 

Similar characterizations resulted from the evaluation of each of the dominant 
accident sequences. The core melt frequency and the frequencies, by PWR category, 
of radioactive releases were calculated for each such sequence. Of more import 
than the bottom-line numbers so generated, however, were the insights achieved during 
the total analysis. Methodological insights were briefly mentioned in the previous 
section and in more detail in an earlier paper .on the AN0-1 study [l]. Some of the 
more significant and/or interesting engineering insights gained about the plant and, 
perhaps, PRA in general, can be categorized as being related to either plant design 
and hardware or plant operations. 

Plant design insights include 

o Several single failures were identified in front line/support systems. 
Operator recovery of some of these single failures is possible, however. 
The singles identified were room cooling common to all the high pressure 
pumps, and single valves for service water discharge, emergency feedwater 
pump suction, and low pressure, high pressure and spray pump suction. 
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o The list of dominant accident sequences indicates that support system faults 
are important to the risk of the plant. The most important support systems 
were AC/DC power and service water. Of lesser importance were room cooling 
systems and automatic actuation systems. The former were most important be
cause faults within these systems can cause a reactor trip initiating event 
with concomitant failure of several safety system components. AC/DC and 
service water faults also had lower recovery potential than other support 
systems. Room cooling and auto actuation system faults were of less impor
tance because significant initiating events were not identified and recovery 
potential was generally high. This insight could be important to reactor 
safety in general if other PRAs confirm the support system importance. 
Usually, support system designs are independent of the reactor vendor which 
means that plants would have to be considered individually for some safety 
issues. 

o The switchover from the borated water storage tank to the containment sump, 
in response to small LOCA, requires some operator actions outside the control 
room in radiation areas. Generally, switchover and all other required 
actions at other plants can be performed wi'thin the control room. 

o Via use of probabilistic importance measures, the AN0-1 components/events 
which contribute most to the core ~elt frequency, assuming the operator 
does not attempt to recover failed system components, are all related to 
the plant design. The top ten consist of six initiating events, failure of 
the pressurizer safety valves to reclose after being demanded open, common 
mode battery failure, failure of the turbine driven emergency feedwater pump, 
and failure of the thermostat which actuates an AC/DC room cooler. 

Plant operations insights include 

o A review of the dominant and near dominant accident sequence cut sets reveals 
that only "' 10 percent of the total core melt frequency is attributed to 
operator errors committed during the course of an accident. One of the main 
reasons for this low contribution is due to the post Three Mile Island 
directive by the NRC requiring an increased number of licensed operators to 
be present in the control room. The added human redundancy afforded by this 
directive significantly increases the probability of recovering from operator 
errors. Another reason for the low contribution is due to the recent instal
lation of the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) at AN0-1. The SPDS 
continuously plots the reactor coolant system pressure and temperature and 
compares them to operating envelopes and saturation curves. We feel the 
SPDS is an excellent diagnostic tool and thus affords recovery potential 
from operator errors. The SPDS also provides the type of information 
necessary to determine that a core damage accident is likely. 

o A review of the dominant and near dominant sequences reveals that operator 
recovery actions play an important role in reducing the frequency of various 
accidents. Overall, operator recovery reduced the AN0-1 core melt frequency 
by approximately a factor of six. 

o The unavailability of AN0-1 systems due to outages resulting from test and 
maintenance is generally small compared with other faults. Test unavail
abilities are small because most systems are not taken out of service during 
the test and are thus able to perform their safety function. For those 
systems that are taken from service, test personnel are, in general, kept 
in contact with control room operators so that the system could be quickly 
restored to service upon request by the operator. Review of plant main
tenance logs revealed that the frequency at which a given active component 
is taken out for maintenance while the plant is at power is small. A 
comparison of the AN0-1 maintenance frequency with the plants studied in 
the RSS [7], for example, indicates that components are taken out for 
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maintenance about an order of magnitude less frequently at ANO. The primary 
reason for the small maintenance frequency is due to the policy at AN0-1 
not do to periodic preventative maintenance on safety systems when the plant 
is at power. Preventive maintenance on these systems is conducted during 
reactor shutdowns. 

o Safety system/component unavailabilities caused by the failure of personnel 
to realign valves and circuit breakers to their safeguards positions after 
test and maintenance activities are generally small compared with other 
faults. There are several reasons for this including: (1) the component 
tagging procedure requires the operators to perform redundant checks of 
valve and circuit breakers alignment following test and maintenance, (2) 
most safety system valves and circuit breakers have alignment indication 
in the control room and are verified via a check list to be in the correct 
position every 8-hour shift, (3) required post maintenance tests of 
components would, in general, inform the operator that valves and circuit 
breakers have not been aligned properly. 

During the course of the analysis, Arkansas Power and Light made three changes 
in AN0-1 procedures because of problems identified by the analysis team. The 
quarterly tests of the two station batteries are now required to be staggered. The 
previous procedure allowed both to be tested on the same day by the same personnel. 
Secondly, the AC and DC switchgear room cooler actuation circui.try is now required 
to undergo a complete test. The previous test omitted a portion of the circuitry. 
Lastly, a nomenclature error identified in the low pressure pump test procedure 
has been corrected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For AN0-1, this study identified, in a preliminary way, those accident 
sequences which are expected to dominate the publ:i.c health and safety risks. The 
estimated risk from AN0-1 is comparable to that estimated in other PRAs for different 
reactors. In addition, the study constructed state-of~the-art computerized fault 
tree models which are available and can be used as is or modified to examine AN0-1 
in greater depth. Furthermore, in the evaluation of the accident sequences, the 
analysis team developed state-of-the-art methods which may be implemented in other 
PRAs. 

Of more general import, the analysis revealed the importance of support systems, 
which are usually not vendor specific. Initiating events caused by loss of an 
emergency AC or DC bus were also found to be important. Immediately, half of the 
mitigating sy~tem components were rendered inoperable. The AN0-1 PRA also showed 
that additional analysis of reactor coolant pump seal leakage possibilities is 
necessary. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a synopsis of a high temperature gas-cooled reactor 
(HTGR) safety optimization study using probabilistic risk assessment 
(PRA). The study objective is to identify design modifications that, 
based on PRA, improve the plant's safety within a small cost 
increment. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the time that national attention was refocused on reactor safety with 
the accident at Three Mile Island, General Atomic had completed a comprehensive 
PRA [1] of an HTGR design that in the mid-70's had successfully progressed 
through the licensing process to the construction permit stage. The assessment 
reinforced the deterministic licensing findings that the HTGr posed a very low 
risk to the public's health and safety. However, insights were gained with the 
PRA .that indicated the design could be further optimized to improve its safety. 

In order to realistically achieve safety optimization it is necessary that 
comprehensive optimization criteria be imposed. The criteria used in this 
study include design feasibility, cost increment, owner investment protection, 
licensing impact, marketing, and quantitative HTGR safety targets. 

QUANTITATIVE HTGR SAFETY TARGETS 

Figure 1 shows the HTGR safety targets employed in the safety optimization 
study. The evolution of these safety targets is presented in Refs. 2 through 
6. 

The safety targets impose two classes of restrictions on the plant. First, 
the mean core heatup frequency is targeted to be less than 10-4 per site year. 
This is compatible with other quantitative national safety goal proposals. The 
second target restriction imposes bounds on accident consequences as a function 
of accident frequency. This HTGR target divides the risk plot into two regions 
separated by a gray band. Families of accidents, at a given frequency, whose 
consequences exceed the upper limit of the gray band require mitigation (either 
by reducing accident consequences or lowering the frequency).· Families of 
accidents with consequences to the left of the gray band are considered to pose 
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ari acceptable public risk. Mitigation of accidents that are within the gray 
band is based upon trade-off considerations. 

The gray band extends only to the frequency 1 o-6 per site year to reflect 
the concern with the use. of very low numbers. Accidents below this frequency 
need only comply with the "0.1% of other societal risks" goal proposed by the 
NRC. 

METHODOLOGY 

The first step in the methodology is to perform a base plant PRA. In this 
study the 2240 MW(t) HTGR-SC/C (steam cycle/cogeneration) plant was selected 
for analysis. Risk assessment results are depicted in Fig. 1. Since the plant 
had never been optimized relative to the safety targets, as measured by PRA, 
the preoptimized HTGR had two accident families just inside the gray band (CH-4 
and CH-5) and one above the 10-4 limit line (CH-6). Core heatup accidents 
receive primary attention in this study since they dominate the HTGR risk (Ref. 
1). 

The second step·is to identify the dominant event sequences in each 
accident family. T_hese are illustrated in the abbreviated event tree presented . 
in Fig. 2-a (the actual event trees developed in the PRA morphologically 
resemble those in Ref. 1). The dominant initiating event is a loss of main 
loop cooling (LMLC). Some of the main l·oop cooling system (MI.CS) failure modes 
contributing to the initiating event result in immediate MI.CS isolation and a 
signal to start the core auxiliary cooling system (CACS). EXamples of these 
immediate MI.CS failure modes are total loss of steam generator feedwater and 
loss of bearing water to the main loop circulators. Other failure modes permit 
temporary MI.CS operation, thereby delaying the demand for CACS cooling. This 
temporary period of MI.CS operation is designated a main loop rundown. Loss of 
the secondary heat sink is an example of a LMLC initiating that permits a main 
loop rundown to occur. During the main loop rundown, steam generator effluent 
is vented to the atmosphere. Feedwater is supplied to the steam generator from 
the condensate storage tank,_ which has approximately a 5 hour inventory. 

In Fig. 2-a, LMLC is followed by reactor trip and main loop rundown 
failure. In sequences BS, BT, and BU, the CACS starts on demand, operates for 
-55 hours and then fails, but neither the main loops nor CACS are restored 
before core temperatures become excessive. Once excessive core temperatures 
are_reached, a core heatup ensues due to a permanent loss of core cooling. In 
sequence BS,. the liner cooling system operates successfully, containment 
isolation is maintained, and the resultant low accident consequences belong to 
the core heatup accident consequence category of CH-6 in which containment 
integrity is maintained.· If the liner cooling system fails, concrete 
degradation eventually leads to a loss of containment integrity. Containment 
failure by gas accumulation renders consequences characteristic· of CH-5, while 
containment failure by water gas burning engenders the somewhat higher 
consequences associated with CH-4. Event sequences CM, CN, and CO are similar 
except that the CACS fails to start. 

The third step in the ·methodology involves proposing and evaluating, with 
PRA, design modifications intended to reduce plant risk. This step requires 
close cooperation between the plant designer and PRA analyst. Part of this 
cooperation.utilizes PRA to identify dominant risk contributors which then 
guides the designer in proposing enhanced safety features. For example, since 
the risk is dominated by the Fig. 2-a event sequences, some of the designer's 
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assessment entailed analyzing the data base to ascertain the advantages of each 
proposed feature, then modifying the fault trees and event trees accordingly. 

The final step in the methodology is enhanced safety feature selection. In 
this study the Kepner-Tregoe method [7] served as the basis for the selection 
process. Implementing the Kepner-Tregoe method first required translating the 
general goal of "improving safety within a small cost increment" into specific 
objectives. These objectives are of two types: Musts and Wants. Musts are 
objectives considered mandatory for a successful design. Wants are desirable 
objectives, though not mandatory. Since some Wants are more desirable than 
others, they were weighted to reflect their relative importance. The 
objectives employed in selecting the accident prevention enhanced safety 
features are compiled in Table I (accident prevention features are design 
modifications that reduce accident frequencies). 

Once the objectives are established the candidates are compared to the 
Musts. Candidates incompatible with the Musts are rejected. The remaining 
candidates are rated according to their ability to satisfy the Wants. Highly 
rated candidates are then subjected to an adverse consequence evaluation. This 
evaluation is oriented toward candidate disadvantages (relative to the overall 
objectives) and affords an opportunity for design risk aversion considerations. 
The final selection is predicated upon a decision that balances candidate 
attributes (i.e. Want compliance) against adverse consequences. 

RF.SUL TS 

The accident prevention features selected for further design development 
and evaluation are: · 

1) Main loop coolirig system enhancement, and 

2) CACS diversification. 

The main loop cooling system enhancement provides an additional feedwater 
circuit to the steam generator. Design diversity is achieved by powering this 
auxiliary circuit with a motor driven, rather than a turbine driven, BFP. 
Implementing this enhanced safety feature reduces the common mode BFP failure 
contribution to both LMLC and the inability to establish a main loop rundown. 
A further reduction in the main loop rundown failure probability results from 
eliminating BFP dependence on the auxiliary boiler after a reactor trip. 
Figure 3 illustrates the design for the main loop cooling system enhancement. 

In addition to the auxiliary BFP, it was also recommended that a deaerator 
level control valve bypass be installed and that the capability for prompt HTGR 
isolation from the process facility be improved. 

Adopting the CACS diyersification feature requires modifying one of the 
three replicate CACS 10ops into a diverse design. Since the reference design 
CACS loops employ forced primary, secondary, and tertiary coolant flow, design. 
diversification was oriented toward incorporating diverse circulation coolant 
flow concepts into one of the loops. The enhanced safety feature selected 
furnishes diversification by replacing the reference design butterfly type 
helium isolation valve with an actuatable isolation valve and utilizes a 
diverse pump and air blast heat exchanger for secondary and tertiary coolant 
flow. Figure 4 depicts this diverse CACS design. 
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Table I 

Accident Prevention Objectives 

~ 

1. Meet current NRC licensing requirements. 

2. Meet the 10-4 mean frequency target for core heatup • 

.HAm 

1. Concept independent of reactor size. 

2. Concept independent of specific application. 

3. Minimum peak component temperatures (to provide margin). 

4. Minimum core heatup frequency (to provide margin). 

5. Afford high benefit from investment risk considerations. 

6. Minimum design changes. 

7. Minimum product cost. 

8. Minimum development cost. 

9. Minimum adverse impact on availability/maintainability. 

10. Ability to test in plant. 
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~ttention was focused on the main.loops and CACS. With respect to the main 
loops, three reliability parameters have import~nce: 

1) Failure rate under normal operating conditions, 

2) Rundown probability, and 

3) Repair probability. 

The pertinent CACS reliability parameters are: 

1) Probability of failure to start ·on demand and common mode factor for 
each loop, 

2) Failure rate and common mode factor for each loop, and 

3) Repair probability. 

Intersystem·dependent failures capable of disabling both the main loops and 
CACS arr'ord a negligible risk contribution due to the high degree of diversity 
between these two cooling systems. 

In order to enhance the PRA/designer interface, the preceding insights 
served as a foundation for a fault tree examination. The purpose of this 
examination was to identify specific component problems responsible for the 
main loop and CACS unreliability. Results are summarized below. 

For the main loop cooling system it was determined that: 

1) Common mode failure of the two, 50% capacity, steam driven boiler 
feedpumps (BFPs) was a major LMLC contributor; 

2) Common mode BFP failure and auxiliary boiler unavailability (the 
aitxiliary boiler is needed to provide steam to the BFPs subsequent to 
reactor trip) dominate the main loop rundown failure probability; and 

3) Inaccessible components (components locate.d inside the PCRV are 
inaccessible to maintenance personnel under accident conditions) 
significantly limit th~ repair probability~ 

Examination of the CACS fault.trees disclosed that: 

1) Common mode failures among the three, 100% capacity, replicate loops 
dominate the startup and operating failures, and 

2) Inaccessible components limit the repair probability. 

With this information the designers began proposing enhanced safety 
features for incorporation into the main loop cooling system and CACS •. 
Although the proposed features covered a broad conceptual spectrum, they shared 
the mutual characteristic of attempting to reduce common mode failures through 
equipment diversification. In conjunction with this design activity, cost 
projections were generated to evaluate the economic impact of each proposed 
feature, and risk assessments were performed to estimate the degree of improve
ment in plant safety with respect to the quantitative safety targets. Because 
or this emphasis on equipment diversity, revising the preoptimized plant risk 
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Dominant event sequences in the optimized plant design are illustrated in 
Fig. 2-b. The main loop cooling system enhancement diminishes the LMLC 
frequency by -30% and reduces the main loop rundown failure probability by a 
factor of -3. Diversifying the CACS provides comparable reductions in the CACS 
failure to start and failure to operate probabilities. 

In Fig. 1 the effect of the enhanced safety features is shown as a risk 
plot. The mean core heatup frequency is reduced to below the 10-4 safety 
target and both CH-4 and CH-5 are removed from the gray band. Taken together, 
the accident prevention features recommended for inclusion into the HTGR design 
lower public risk by over an order of magnitude at a capital cost less than $5 
million. 
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ABSTRACT 

Development of the first code version (MODO) of the Severe Core Damage 
Analysi~ Package (SCDAP) computer code is described, and calculations made 
with SCDAP/MODO are presented. The objective of this computer code develop
ment program is to develop a capability for analyzing severe disruption of 
a light water reactor core, including fuel and cladding liquefaction, flow, 
and freezing; fission praduct release; hydrogen generation; quenched-induced 
fragmentation; coolability of the resulting geometry; and ultimately vessel 
failure due to vessel-melt interaction. SCDAP will be used to identify the 
phenomena which control core behavior during a severe accident, to help 
quantify uncertainties in risk assessment analysis, and to support planning 
and evaluation of severe fuel damage experiments and data. SCDAP/MODO 
addresses the behavior of a single fuel bundle. Future versions will be 
developed with capabilities for core-wide and vessel-melt interaction 
analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

The SCDAP computer code is being developeda by EG&G Idaho, Inc., at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).1,2 The SCDAP code has evolved as a direct 
result of the accident at Three Mile Island (TM!) Unit 2, and is to provide a capa
bility for performing phenomenological analysis of light water reactor (LWR) core 

a. The SCDAP code development work is supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research under DOE Contract 
No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 
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behavior during accidents which result in reactor damage beyond that expected in the 
current design basis accidents. This computer code, coupled with the severe fuel 
damage experimental program, 3 will provide the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
with the analytical methodology and experimental data base needed to identify and 
understand the phenomena which control LWR core behavior under severe accident condi
tions. This understanding will lead to a reduction in uncertainties associated with 
reactor risk assessment analysis. In particular, it will be possible to address 
questions such as (a) what are the physical and chemical states of a reactor core at 
any point in time during a severe reactor accident? (b) is the severely damaged core 
coolable? and (c) what procedures, safety systems, instruments, and diagnostic infor
mation are required to terminate the accident at different points in the accident 
sequence? The SCDAP code will also help in planning and evaluation of severe core 
damage experiments, such as those planned for the Power Burst Facility (PBF) at the 
INEL. 

The SCDAP code simulates core disruption during an event which results in a long
term loss of the core heat sink. It can model progression of the event and describe 
core geometry changes and material relocation due to severe overheating. Cladding 
oxidation, hydrogen generation, and fission product release and transport within the 
core are modeled. Behavioral models describe cladding ballooning and rupture, fuel 
and cladding liquefaction, and redistribution and solidification of the liquefied 
bundle materials.. The SCDAP code also considers core fragmentation during reflood 
and debris behavior following reflood including coolability of the resulting core 
geometry. Major SCDAP code outputs are: 

1. Rates of hydrogen generation from the oxidation reaction 
2. Rates and chemical forms of released fission products 
3. Rates and characteristics of debris formation in the core region and 

released to the reactor vessel 
4. Coolability of the disrupted core and core debris. 

The SCDAP code development has utilized experience from many of the codes and 
models that have been developed over the past several years in the LWR safety pro
grams .4-10 New models have been developed for the SCDAP code to describe the 
behavior of the core when the intact geometry is lost, particularly the debris models. 
Research done for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) core disruptive acci
dent analysis has provided a starting point for development of several of the SCDAP 
models. The MATPRO computer codelO models have been extended to include material 
properties of structural and non-fuel rod components and for liquefaction. 

The first code version, SCDAP/MODO, is intended to validate modeling and model 
integration concepts and is limited to describing the behavior of a single fuel bun
dle. It does not consider debris behavior once the debris leaves the bundle region. 
Future versions will include the addition of core-wide, melt progression, and vessel 
melt interaction models; enhanced user features; and an automated integral sensitivity 
analysis capability. This paper describes the SCDAP modeling, presents some calcula
tional results, and discusses the future direction for SCDAP development. 

DESCRIPTION OF SCDAP MODELING 

Three basic configurations are used in the SCDAP modeling which are shown in 
Figs. 1, 2, and 3. These are the rod-like or intact configuration, the configuration 
consisting of a debris bed of loosely bound rubble, and the configuration consisting 
of a conglomerate or cohesive debris. These configurations are treated separately in 
the SCDAP code. Prior to disruption, fuel bundle behavior is analyzed using the 
intact bundle configuration. After disruption is initiated, the bundle is divided 
into axial regions where each region is described by one of the three configurations. 
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Fig. 3. Cohesive debris configuration. 

The boundary conditions between these. regions include interface conditions describing 
the transfer of mass, energy, and momentum. The three configurations and the models 
used to analyze the behavior in each configuration are described below. 

Intact Bundle 

The intact bundle configuration is used to describe the thermal, mechanical, and 
chemical behavior of the fuel bundle before significant disruption occurs in a par
ticular axial region of the bundle. As shown in Fig. 1, the intact bundle region 
analysis includes cladding ballooning and rupture which may occur when cladding tem
peratures are greater than lObO K and if the difference between rod internal and cool
ant pressures is positive. It also considers cladding oxidation which produces sig
nificant heat, changes component material properties, and generates hydrogen. Trans
port of the fission product gases released during cladding rupture and of the hydrogen 
generated by oxidation is calculated by the intact bundle region analysis. The intact 
bundle configuration includes both fuel rods and control rods and a flow shroud around 
the bundle if ap~ropriate. 

The basic thermal-hydraulic model for the SCDAP code is the CHAN component of the 
TRAC-BDl computer code.7 CHAN calculates the coolant thermal-hydraulic conditions 
and heat fluxes for the fuel bundle. The CHAN hydrodynamics model has been modified 
to include a noncondensible gas field to consider transport of the hydrogen gas 
released by the zirconium-water reaction and fission gas released from fuel rods (and 
debris). A variable geometry capability has also been added to the CHAN model to 
account for the effects of coolant channel flow restrictions on the fuel bundle 
hydraulic response. 

Core power is initially given by the user as inputi A preliminary model has been 
developed to predict the reduction of decay heat as volatile fission products are 
released from the liquefied fuel. 11 The reduc~d decay heat source term is calcula
ted by applying a correction factor to the total decay heat calculated using American 
Nuclear Society .(ANS) Standard 5.1. The appropriate factor is calculated from a set 
of tabular values describing the time-dependent fractional change in decay heat due 
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to loss of the volatile fission product species. A series of cal~ulations using an 
isotopic generation and depletion code were performed to provide data for construction 
of the tables. As illustrated in Fig. 4, a significant reduction in decay heat is 
predicted to occur following release of the halogens and noble gases from the fuel. 

Zircaloy oxidation is modeled in the SCDAP code by considering oxygen diEfusion 
through the oxide layer, oxide layer growth, and oxygen availability. Oxidation is 
modeled using the existing MATPRO correlationslO which are based on the work of 
Pawe11 2 up to temperatures of 1850 K. For temperatures above 1850 K, the data from 
Urbanic and Heidrickl3 have been added to the MATPRO data base. These data show a 
discontinuous increase in oxidation rates (and thus heating_ rates) corresponding to 
the phase change of the protective oxide layer. · 

A generalized heat conduction model has been developed to calculate temperature 
distributions in any intact fuel bundle component~l4 Both slab and cylindrical 
geometries can be analyzed so that bundle components within both pressurized and 
boiling water reactors can be considered by the SCDAP code. The zircaloy cladding 
temperature and zircaloy oxidation must be treated simultaneously, because the exo
thermic oxidation reaction increases the cladding temperature, which in turn increases 
the rate of the oxidation reaction. A model has been developed which couples oxida
tion heating with an approximate heat conduction calculation. 15 The objective of 
this model is to greatly reduce the number of iterations (code running time) required 
for solution of component temperatures when cladding oxidation is proceeding at a high 
rate. The basis for the model is the simultaneous solution of first-order diffe.reri
tial equations for average fuel and cladding te~peratures and oxidation, as des~ribed 
by the MATPRO oxidation model discussed previously. ' The effects of stea~ starvation 
and hydrogen blanketingl6 ar~ also considered by the model. 

A series of models has been developed that provides effective heat transfer 
properties, such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity; .etc., to _.the he9-t conduction 
models described above. These models treat effects due to axial and radial fuel 
fragment movement; liquefaction, redistribution, and solidi.~;ication of component 
materials; chemical reactions; thermal expansion; and -fuel burnup. 
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LWR fuel rod cladding may experience large mechanical deformation during a severe 
reactor accident due to high cladding temperatures and the fuel rod internal gas 
pressure being higher than the reactor coolant pressure. The determination of clad
ding deformation during a severe accident is important because (a) the outward defor
mation of cladding increases the total fuel rod void volume which in turn reduces gas 
pressure and provides space for axial fuel relocation, (b) the ballooning reduces 
coolant flow area which may adversely affect rod cooling, and (c) ballooning may lead 
to cladding rupture and release of fission products. Two models have been developed 
for SCDAP/MODO to calculate cladding ballooning.17 The first model, the saus~ge-
type deformation model, considers ballooning over a large portion of the fuel rod and 
is based on the axisyrnrnetric deformation model available in FRACAS-1.6 This model 
takes into account true stresses and strains and the anisotropic properties of zir
caloy cladding. The second model considers localized-type deformations and employs 
already developed models available in the BALON2 code. 18 

For SCDAP/MODO, a fast-running model has been developed to calculate fission 
product release from fuel pellets and fuel debris.19 This model uses the PARAGRASS 
model which has cesium and iodine prediction capabilities and the intragranular gas 
release model from the SIMMER-II computer code. A model has also been developed to 
calculate the release of fission gases from the fuel rod gap to the coolant.20 
This model is based on the model of Lorenz et al., for release of elemental cesium 
and iodine and considers the release of cesium-iodine. Instant release of xenon and 
krypton are assumed. 

Rubble Debris 

When fuel rod surface temperatures increase above 1250 K, the cladding may become 
embrittled due to cladding oxygen uptake. If a rapid reflood occurs, disruption may 
result from quench-induced fragmentation. This fragmentation may be due to either 
simple spalling of the oxide layer or loss of the entire cross section of the compo
nent. The loosely bound particles form what is defined as a rubble debris region, 
which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The rubble debris region consists of fragmented 
material, fuel which has slumped because part of its support has been removed by the 
fragmentation process, and fuel rod stubs. 

The SCDAP debris bed characterization and behavior models21 are based on LWR 
and LMFBR experimental data and theoretical thermal-hydraulic analysis approaches 
available in the literature for porous bodies and fluidized beds. For the thermal
hydraulic analysis of rubble debris, the debris is not treated in a microscopic man
ner; that is, an analysis of the behavior of each particle is not performed. Rather, 
the rubble is considered to be homogeneous and to consist of particles which can be 
effectively treated as spheres. Particle size and composition are modeled by an 
empirical correlation developed using a limited data base from PBF tests. The coolant 
flow in the debris bed is also assumed to be homogeneous with perfect mixing of the 
liquid and vapor phases. The analysis considers internal heating (decay heat) and 
heating due to chemical reactions (oxidation). Melting of materials within a debris 
bed is assumed to be an equilibrium process so that no superheating occurs until all 
of the debris has melted. 

The SCDAP debris bed model depends on the coolant flow rate through the rubble 
bed. For high coolant flow rates sufficient to fluidize debris particles, the model 
is based on theoretical fluidized bed analysis. For low flow and stagnant flow, 
theoretical packed bed thermal-hydraulic analysis is used. Debris dryout behavior is 
modeled with Lipinski's one-dimensional model. For heat generation rates within the 
bed greater than the dryout heat flux, a postdryout model has been developed to ana
lyze the bed thermal response according to dry bed thermal conductivity and radiative 
heat exchange between the particles. 

Oxidation and fission product release for the rubble bed are modeled 1n the same 
way as for the intact bundle region. However, the model accounts for the surface 
area of the particles available for oxidation. 
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The debris model produces the following results: 

1. It defines debris bed characteristics which include bed porosity, bed 
height, equivalent particle diameter, coolant pressure drop across the bed, 
and whether a rubble bed is in a packed or fluidized state. 

2. It calculates debris bed and coolant temperature distributions and the 
coolability nature of the bed. 

3. It describes propagation of a melting front within a debris bed. 

Cohesive Debris 

When cladding temperatures are in the range of 2100 to 2200 K, cladding disrup
tion may occur as a result of melting of the metallic, or nonoxidized, zircaloy. If 
the molten zircaloy comes in contact with the U02 fuel, additional disruption may 
occur as a result of dissolution of the fuel by the molten zircaloy. This mixture of 
liquefied cladding and fuel is initially contained by the oxide layer of the cladding 
outer surface. Experiments conducted by Hagen and Malauschek22 indicate that as 
heatup of the fuel rod continues, the liquefied mixture breaks through the cladding 
oxide layer and moves down the cladding under gravity until solidification occurs as 
a result of heat transfer to cooler structures. If significant restriction of the 
coolant flow channels results from the liquefaction, redistribution, and solidifica
tion processes, the region is considered to be disrupted and is defined as a cohesive 
debris region, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Without significant coolant channel flow 
r~striction, the region is considered to be intact and is analyzed using the intact 
configuration. 

The liquefaction-flow-solidification model developed for the SCDAP, known as the 
LIQSOL model, is based on first-principle calculations and correlations derived from 
limited experimental data. 23 The LIQSOL model p~rforms its calculations in three 
steps. The first step calculates the amount and position of in-situ liquefied clad
ding and fuel •. The rate of dissolution of fuel by molten cladding is calculated using 
a correlation developed by Turk from the Hagen experiments.24 The second step cal
culates the time and position at which the cladding oxide layer is breached. The 
calculations take into account stresses caused by constraint of axial thermal expan
sion and volume expansion of liquefied fuel and cladding. Idealized geometry is 
assumed. The third step calculates the redistribution of liquefied cladding and fuel 
which flows through a breach in the cladding oxide layer, down the outside surface of 
the fuel rod, and solidifies as a crust. The step explicitly solves the coupled 
integral equations of mass, momentum, and energy transfer. 

The cohesive debris region analysis is concerned with the thermal, hydraulic, 
and chemical behavior of the conglomerate debris. The region is treated as a homo
geneous mixture of all the materials in the region and is analyzed as a porous body 
with a distributed heat source (decay heat and oxidation). That is, the SCDAP code 
solves the one-dimensional transient thermal energy equation for the system 
consisting of a porous body and coolant. 

Fission product release and chemical reactions within the cohesive debris region 
are modeled in a way similar to that for the rubble debris region. 

Transition Logic 

The SCDAP computation begins with the processing of the intact bundle data such 
as the bundle geometry, bundle thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions defining the 
problem, and time steps. Since SCDAP/MODO analyz~s only a single bundle, these con
ditions are taken from a reactor system's thermal-hydraulic analysis code or experi
mental data. The transient calculation starts with the intact bundle.analysis as 
discussed earlier. After disruption, the bundle is no longer modeled as a single 
entity. The analysis is then concerned with the division of the bundle into regions 
which may be characterized as either an intact region, a rubble debris region, or a 
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cohesive debris region. Once this is done, region boundary conditions are defined 
which consider energy, momentum, and mass transport through the boundaries of the 
axial regions in a manner consistent with the boundary conditions for the bundle as a 
whole. The behavior or progression for each zone is calculated next, following the 
models described earlier. The debris transition logic is elaborated further in the 
following paragraphs. 

Formation of a rubble bed region is predicted to occur when two basic criteria 
are satisfied: movement of a quench front is predicted by the bundle hydrodynamics 
model, and component embrittlement is predicted by the oxidation models. Rods are 
assumed to be unable to withstand thermal shock when the zircaloy metallic beta layer 
thickness is less than 0.1 mm. The fragments are assumed to settle instantly. After 
fragmentation occurs but before the transition criteria is satisfied, a rubble debris 
region is not considered to exist. However, the mass and composition of the fragmen
ted material is tracked and used to define the rubble bed region after transition to 
the rubble debris region analysis occurs. 

Formation of cohesive debris region results from liquefaction, redistribution, 
and solidification o,f mat~rial which may occur at high temperatures. When the zir
caloy cladding and U02 fuel do not interact chemically, ,the liquid phase is formed 
by melting. The LIQSOL model described earlier performs the calculations needed to 
define the cohesive debris region. When significant blockage of the coolant flow 
channels results from solidification of the liquefied material, SCDAP switches to a 
cohesive debris region analysis. This is determined in SCDAP/MODO by specifying the 
frozen crust thickness to exceed a user-specified fraction of the rod pitch. 

CALCULATIONAL RESULTS 

Two important models which have been developed for SCDAP/MODO are the zircaloy 
oxidationl5 model and the liquefaction, redistribution, and solidification23 
model. The combination of these models describes, to a large degree, the expected 
behavior of a fuel rod heated to temperatures greater than the melting point of zir
caloy in a steam environment. An application of the SCDAP code is given here to 
demonstrate how SCDAP can be used to identify the phenomen~ controlling core behavior 
during a severe accident. The effects of different modeling assumptions on the 
potential hydrogen and fission gas releases during core heatup and disruption are 
shown. The analysis is based on a 3.66-m-long fuel rod powered at 0.6 kW/m with the 
upper half of the rod in a steam environment, with relatively low heat transfer, and 
the bottom half covered with water, with a high heat transfer. (The fission product 
inventory is taken from the preaccident inventory of an average-powered rod in TMI.) 
The axial power distribution and the cladding temperature at the start of the 
transient are shown in Fig. 5. 

Three cases involving three different modeling assumptions are considered for 
the evolution of the event. In the first case, neither oxidation retardation effects 
nor liquefaction and redistribution of cladding and fuel are considered. The second 
case includes oxidation retardation effects, but does not include liquefaction and 
redistribution. The third case includes both oxidation retardation and liquefaction 
and redistribution. This latter selection of models represents the current SCDAP 
basis. 

In the first case, the upper 40% of the fuel rod reaches the melting temperature 
of metallic zircaloy (~2150 K) in about 50 s. Since molten cladding motion is not 
allowed in this case, the rod continues to he&t up until all the zircaloy is oxidized. 
Temperatures close to that of fuel melting result. Substantial amounts of hydrogen 
and fission gas are released, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. 

In the second case, oxidation takes place at different rates at different nodes 
because of oxidation retardation. Just prior to cladding melting, oxidation proceeds 
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most rapidly at the location slightly above the core midplane, and at lesser rates 
for higher locations. This behavior continues until essentially all of the zircaloy 
is oxidized at that location; then, the node above this location begins to oxidize at 
the fastest .rate. This "stepping-up" procedure of oxidation continues until all the 
zircaloy in the upper 40% of the fuel rod is completely oxidized. As shown in Fig. 6, 
the same total hydrogen is generated as in the first case, but the rate of hydrogen 
generation is considerably reduced. A similar trend is oh~erved for the fission gas 
release from the fuel, as shown in Fig. 7. 
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In the final case, relocation of molten cladding is allowed, along with oxidation 
retardation. At about 50 s, which is the time just prior·to the zircaloy reaching 
melting temperature, the cladding temperature profile is identical to the second case~ 
as expected. However, shortly after this time, the cladding melts at the location 
above the core midplane and dissolves a very small.amount of fuel. The liquefied 
mixture flows downward and freezes on the cooler part of the fuel rod near the water 
level. After this occurs, this node does not consume any more oxygen in the steam,· 
and the oxidation rate increases at the next higher node. This node similarly reaches 
the melt temperature and flows away. By 51.4 s, the process has repeated itself, and 
the top node is nearing the zircaloy melting temperature. In this case, oxidation is 
limited by both oxidation retardation and relocation of molten Cladding; fuel rod 
temperatures do not increase above 2200 K. Substantially less hydrogen is generated 
and less fission gas· is released, as shown in Fig~. 6·and 7, respectively. The final 
equilibrium crust thickness versus elevation for the third case is shown in Fig. 8. 
As shown, all of the cladding in the top 40% of the fuel rod has melted and 
resolidified on the cooler part of the rod near the water level. 

The integral hydrogen release versus time for the three cases is summarized in 
Fig. 6. As expected, the case without oxidation retardation and without liquefaction 
and flow shows the greatest release rate and total release ·of hydrogen. The second 
case with oxidation retardation but without liquefaction and flow yields the same 
total hydrogen release, but a lesser release rate compared with the first case. The 
third case with both oxidation retardation and liquefaction and flow has substantially 
less release of hydrogen. The fission gas release from the fuel reveals a similar 
picture, as summarized in Fig. 7. The cases without liquefaction and flow yield very 
nearly the same fission gas release; the case with oxidation retardation releases 
fission gas at a lesser rate, since it has a slightly lower heatup rate. The case 
with liquefaction and. flow releases substantially less fission gas because peak fuel 
temperatures are much lower than in the other two cases. 

The analysis presented above shows that key calculational results of a severe 
accident, such as hydrogen and fission product release, are very sensitive to assump
tions used to model the physical processes. This is also true of debris formation 
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and bed coolability. These applications show that a sound phenomenological base is 
needed to describe core behavior during a severe accident. The SCDAP code will have 
this characteristic and, as such, will provide a useful tool for evaluating 
uncertainties in risk assessment analysis. 

FUTURE DIRECTION 

Model development and model integration .for SCDAP/MODO was completed during 
May 1982. The code is now being tested. This version of the code will, however, not 
be released to the general public. The next version, SCDAP/MODl, will be the first 
released version. SCDAP/MODl will be extended to consider core-wide behavior. The 
ability to treat a single bundle, as is currently available in SCDAP/MODO, will aiso 
be maintained. In addition SCDAP/MODl will contain refinements of the present models 
and feedback from assessment work done with the code. In particular, the SCDAP code 

·predictions will be compared with new experimental data from PBF, the Advanced Cir
cular Research Reactor (ACRR), Nuclear Reactor Universal (NRU), as well as with any 
other new data and models obtained from research and the nuclear industry. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency. 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
process disclosed in this paper, or represents that its use by such a third party 
would not infringe privately owned rights.· The views expressed in this paper are not 
necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the Department of 
Energy. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF MARCH 2 

P. Cybulskis, R. O. Wooton, and R. S. De~ning 

Battelle's Columbus Laboratories 
Columbus, Ohio 43201, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The MARCH code has been widely used for describing the wide variety of 
physical processes associated with core meltdown accid~nts. The efforts 
associated with the development of MARCH 2, a revised version of the refer
ence code, are described. These include changes in the code structure as 
well as improvements in the phenomenological models. The changes in code 
structure are designed to improve the flexibility for the treatment of a 
variety of accident sequences and facilitate the transportability of the 
code. The principal changes in phenomenological modeling are related to 
updated decay heating correlations, improved primary system blowdown for 
transients and small breaks, more detailed treatment of in-core heat trans
fer processes, extended modeling of metal-water reactions, more mechanistic 
treatment of core debris interaction with water, and improvements in the 
treatment of the burning of hydrogen and other combustibles. Results of 
comparisons between MARCH 2 predictions and those of MARCH 1.1 are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

An effort is being undertaken by Battelle's Columbus Laboratories to develop and 
document an improved version of the MARCH (Meltdown Accident Response Characteristics) 
code, MARCH 2, which would attempt to remove many.of-the perceived limitations of the 
current version, MARCH 1.1 [l], and which would incorporate new models developed with
in the past year by a number of laboratories. In undertaking this effort, Battelle is 
receiving close cooperation from a number of institutions including: Brookhaven 
National Laboratories, Oak Ridge National Laboratories, Sandia National Laboratories, 
and the Tennessee Valley Authority. In addition, discussions have been held with the 
staffs of the NRC, the Electric Power Research Institute, and the Industry Degraded 
Core Rulemaking Program in establishing priorities for model improvements. This paper 
describes the scope of the modeling effort associated with the development of MARCH 2, 
presents comparisons of the predictions of MARCH 2 with those of MARCH 1.1, and indi
cates areas in which additional effort is in progress. 

BACKGROUND 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is currently considering the extent to 
which the treatment of severe accidents should be included in the licensing of nuclear 
power plants. This question may possibly be addressed through a generic severe acci
dent rulemaking procedure. Whether or not such a rulemaking is undertaken, some 
analysis of severe accidents will be required for standard plant designs and for 
specific conditions in existing plants; some of these requirements, e.g., considera
tion of hydrogen burning, are already in place. The computer codes available for the 
performance of analyses of the physical processes and the release and transport of 
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radionuclides for accidents involving severe core damange have primarily been devel
oped within the last few years to provide input to risk assessment studies. Because 
of the magnitude of many other uncertainties, the need for modeling accuracy in a 
risk study is not as great as for a potential application to a licensing decision. It 
is, therefore, necessary to upgrade the calculational tools for these analyses to the 
extent possible within time and data constraints. In the longer term, more compre
hensive models will be developed and integrated into a system of codes to analyze both 
in-plant and ex~plant consequences of severe accidents in a consistent manner within 
the MELCOR program. The development program for MELCOR has recently been initiated by 
Sandia National Laboratories; when completed, it is expected that MELCOR will encom
pass the physical processes aspects of the MARCH code, the related fission product 
transport codes such as CORRAL [2,3] and MATADOR [4], as well as the off-site conse
quences calculated by CRAC [5]. This paper describes the effort associated with the 
development of MARCH 2 which aims to satisfy the short term needs for code upgrading, 
testing, and documentation for the interim period in which extensi~e use of MARCH is 
anticipated. 

MARCH describes the physical proces'ses of a core meltodwn accident from the 
initiating event through attack of the molten core on the concrete basemat. The MARCH 
code was written shortly after.·the Reactor Safety Study [2] to codify and extend the 
models developed for the study. Its principal applications were intended to be the 
Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program (RSSMAP) [6-9] and a series of 
uncertainty analyses [10]. There are a large number of complex processes analyzed in 
the code. In many cases the models used are clearly too simple t·o describe these 
processes accurately, either because the level of understanding of the process is 
inadequate to improve the model or because the priority for funding in the past has 
not justified the effort. 

Following the ac~ident at Three Mile Island Unit No. 2, interest in the analysis 
of the physical processes of severe accidents increased significantly. In CY-1980, a 
number of industrial groups and national laboratories were provided developmental ver
sions of the MARCH code. In October, 1980, the MARCH 1.0 version was released to the 
National Energy Software Center. A revision, MARCH 1.1, was issued in February, 1981. 
In the subsequent time period, MARCH results have been used in assessing hydrogen con
trol strategies, vent/filter systems, alternative containment designs for severe 
accident mitigation, emergency response planning and siting studies, in addition to 
probabilistic risk assessments. In using the MARCH code for this variety of applica
tions, a number of limitations of the code have been identified and a number of ad hoc 
versions of the code have been developed. A.MARCH User's Group was formed by the NRC 
in the first quarter of FY' 81 in order to allow the sharing of experiences with the · 
code among users. In order to assess the needs for further development of meltdown 
accident analysis codes, Sandia National Laboratories was requested to perform a tech
nical assessment of the MARCH code by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the. 
NRC [11]. An assessment of the code has also been undertaken at Brookhaven National 
Laboratories [12] for the Off ice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to examine the use of 
MARCH for licensing applications. In order to identify the most important modifica
tions to be included in a revised MARCH code, discussions were held with SNL, BNL, 
ORNL, and TVA personnel. As was previously noted, each of these organizations has 
provided changes, additions, and improvements for incorporation into MARCH 2. Expand
ed documentation of models and the performance of a series of example cases are also 
being undertaken. 

SCOPE OF MARCH 2 DEVELOPMENT 

The effort associated with the development of MARCH 2 consists of a variety of 
activities, including: improvements in the phenomenological models, changes in code 
structure, correction of errors, improved documentation, and the performance of series 
of sample problems. The principal of these efforts are outlined below. 
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General 

MARCH 2 incorporates the current American Nuclear Society standard [13] for eval
uating fission product decay heating as a function of time after shutdown and time at 
power, including the contributions due to heavy element decay. This replaces the 
earlier, simplified version incorporated in MARCH 1.1. Alternatively, decay heat as 
a function of time may be input in tabular form; this approach would be particularly 
appropriate for transients in the absence of scram where the power history would be 
provided by more detailed systems codes. 

The representation of the properties of water and steam in MARCH 2 has been im
proved over that in MARCH 1.1. This has included expansion of the property tables 
and correlations incorporated in the code as well as the addition of additional pro
perties required by the new phenomenological models. The input parameters are based 
on the ASME steam tables [14]. 

Primary System Transient 

The MARCH 2 treatment of the primary system includes improvements in both the 
initial (early) primary system response as well as the addition of several phenomeno
logical models to treat the processes following core collapse into the bottom head. 
Included are changes in the steam generator model to remove some of the restrictions 
and limitations of the earlier version, improved break flow models, changes in the 
flashing.model in response to primary system pressure changes, provision for simul
taneous break and relief/safety valve flow, changes in the treatment of heat transfer 
to structures, and consideration of released fission product transfer within the 
primary system. 

Core Model 

MARCH 2 retains the basic model of the core as developed for the earlier version, 
but incorporates a number of additional models for a more detailed treatment of heat 
transfer processes. The heat transfer between the fuel rods and the steam-hydrogen 
gas mixture is now calculated using either the full Dittus-Boelter correlation for 
turbulent flow or a laminar flow correlation. A subroutine has also been added to 
approximate axial conduction heat transfer in the fuel rods using the Fourier law of 
heat conduction and the BOIL-calculated node temperatures. The effect of axial and 
radial thermal radiation heat transfer within the core as well as between the core and 
surrounding structures and water surfaces can now be calculated. Included is the 
heatup of the core support barrel by thermal radiation. Additional changes include 
corrections in the heat transfer analysis of partially covered core nodes and improve
ments in the metal-water reaction model. 

In-Vessel Debris Behavior 

A number of phenomenological models have been added for the treatment of the core 
debris in the reactor vessel bottom head. These range .from a flat plate critical heat 
flux model, to a fragmented debris-to-water heat transfer correlation, to several 
options that consider formation of debris beds within the vessel bottom head. The 
program logic has been changed to permit heating of the bottom head while water is 
still in the vessel. The bottom head heatup model utilizes a calculated heat transfer 
coefficient between the molten debris and the vessel head. 

Ex-Vessel Debris Behavior 

A major area of concern and controversy in the analysis of core meltdown acci
dents has been the behavior of core and structural debris upon contact with water in 
the reactor cavity. The highly .simplified models incorporated into MARCH 1.1 have 
been supplemented with the addition of the treatment of several debris configurations; 
these include a flat plate critical heat flux model, particulate heat transfer model 
with more mechanistic heat transfer coefficients, and several debris bed heat transfer 
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correlations. If desired, the switchover from one model to another can be accomplish
ed based on calculated conditions, e.g., debris temperature. The production of hydro
gen from steel-water reactions has been incorporated into these models in addition to 
the zirconium-water reaction previously available. Also included are the heating of 
the evolved gases by the debris beds and the effect of hydrogen flow on bed flooding. 

Containment Model 

The containment response modeling in MARCH 2 includes the following principal 
changes: provision for expanded blowdown input via subroutine INITIAL, the ability to 
accept two input terms from the primary system, completely revised treatment of burn
ing of combustibles, addition of a heat sink for radiation heat transfer from the 
debris in the reactor cavity, and removal of a number of restrictions in the earlier 
code. 

The expanded blowdown table input capability is intended to facilitate the inter
facing of the MARCH code wi.th more detailed thermal-hydraulic codes that may be used 
to describe the initial portion of the accident sequence. 

The containment response subroutine (MACE) has been changed to accommodate simul
taneous break and relief/safety valve flows from the primary system. The two inputs 
can be directed to different compartments if desired, e.g., break flow to the drywell 
and relief/safety valve flow to the suppression pool of a BWR. 

The treatment of combustible gase~ now includes consideration of the burning of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide if their concentrations exceed flammability limits. In
cluded are explicit considerations of inerting due to high steam concentrations and 
oxygen depletion, direction-dependent compositions for flame propagation between com
partments, and burn velocities as functions of composition. A variety of options are 
available to explore the effects of the various assumptions regarding the burning of 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 

A heat sink has been provided for the thermal radiation from the top of the core 
debris as calculated by the INTER subroutine. The decomposition of concrete due to 
the radiated heat flux is treated by an ablation-type mO.del with the resulting gases 
added to the containment atmosphere. Also, the geometry of the corium-concrete 
mixture is fixed following solidification of the melt. 

RESULTS 

A series of sample problems have been run to compare the predictions of MARCH 2 
with those of the earlier version. Table I presents a comparison of selected para
meters for a PWR transient-initiated accident sequence in a large dry containment with 
complete loss of engineered safety features. The MARCH 1.1 column gives the predic
tions of the earlier version of the code. The MARCH 2A column gives the predictions of 
the new code utilizing model options similar to the earlier version; the MARCH 2B 
column presents the results including in the analysis. several of the new phenomenologi
cal models. All three results in Table I are based on meltdown Model A with coherent 
core slumping when 75 percent melting is reached. The MARCH 1.1 and 2A results assume 
rapid vaporization of the water in the bottom head by the core debris and utilize the 
previ~us HOTDROP subroutine for evaluating debris interaction with water in the reactor 
cavity. The MARCH 2B results are based on particulate heat transfer between molten 
core debris and water both in the vessel head and reactor cavity, switching to a debris 
bed model following solidifcation. The MARCH 2B results include steel-water reactions 
in the reactor cavity; the other two cases do not. Figures 1 and 2 show some graphical 
comparisons between the MARCH 1.1 and MARCH 2B. cases. 

Table II presents a comparison of predictions for a PWR small break LOCA sequence 
with failure of emergency core .cooling injection. The core meltdown analyses are based 
on meltdown Model A with gradual slumping into the bottom head. Intentional hydrogen 
burning is included in all three cases. As before, the MARCH 1.1 and 2A analyses are 
based on rapid boiloff of water in the vessel bottom head; the MARCH 2B results are 
based on particulate heat transfer with a switch to a debris bed on debris solidifica
tion. The MARCH 2B r·esults are based on a small opening in the vessel bottom head 
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which allows gradual release of steam and hydrogen; the effect on.the predicted results 
is quite pronounced. 

Some general observations that can be drawn from this set of comparisons include 
the following. The higher decay heat levels predicted by the updated correlation 
result in shorter times for such events as core uncovery. The changes in the primary 
system model, particularly steam generation rate, have resulted in the prediction 
enhanced zirconium-water reactions, which in turn accelerate the core heatup and melt
ing process. Consideration of steel-·water reactions has led to substantially greater 
levels of hydrogen production compared to the earlier version of the code. The use 
of debris bed correlations for evaluating steam production in the reactor cavity has 
eliminated the rapid steam "spikes" previously predicted,· but eventual containment 
pressures are predicted to be as high or higher than before, largely due to the effect 
of steel-water reactions. 

WORK IN PROGRESS 

The major modeling changes planned for MARCH 2 have been implemented. The prin
cipal efforts still to be completed prior to its release are concerned with changes in 
code structure and language, verification and quality control, documentation," and 
further sample problems. MARC~ 2 as well as the earlier MARCH 1.1 version were writ
ten in CDC FORTRAN IV; in order to facilitate code transportability MARCH 2 is being 
converted to· FORTRAN 77. Also as an aid to trans.portability, some of the large sub
routines in MARCH are being broken up and an overlayed version of the code being 
developed. Verification and quality control activities have been ongoing and will be 
continued to try to ensure that the final version of the code is coded and operates as 
intended. The documentation of the code will describe the phenomenological models 
that are utilized as well as describing how these models are implemented in the code. 
A series of sample problems on a variety of accident sequences and reactor designs are 
being prepared for release with the code. Included will be a discussion of the input 
for these problems as well as a discussion of the modeling options selected in each 
case. 
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TABLE I. RESULTS FOR LARGE DRY CONTAINMENT PWR SEQUENCE TMLB 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE (MIN) 
MARCH 1.1 MARCH 2A MARCH 2B 

START MELT 102 84 90 

CORE SLUMP 162 109 118 
Frac Clad React 0.39 0.62 0.58 
Debris Temp, F 5646 6395 6160 

HEAD FAIL 171 116 125 
Frac Clad React o. 39 o. 72 0.69 
Debris Temp, F 3621 4482 4173 

MAX CONT PRES, psia 178 105 118 110 174 158 

CONCRETE ATTACK 324 215 228 
Frac Clad React 0.45 0.73 1.00 
Debris Temp, F 2503 2522 2664 
Tot Hydrogen, lb 875 1418 8716 

10 HR CONCRETE ATTACK 924 815 829 
Axial, cm 118 83 296 
Radial, cm 85 78 40 
Tot Hydrogen, lb 1689 1597 11, 454 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR ICE CONDENSER PWR SEQUENCE S2D 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE (MIN) 
MARCH 1.1 MARCH 2A MARCH 2B 

CORE UNCOVER 45 31 31 

START MELT 81 42 43 

START SLUMP 116 60 60 
Frac Clad React 0.61 0.31 0.59 
Debris Temp, F 5164 5359 5205 

CORE COLLAPSE 117 82 298 
Frac Clad React 0.65 0.57 0.82 
Debris Temp, F 2177 2870 5415 

ICE MELTED 618 254 155 

HEAD FAIL 117 102 346 
Frac Clad React 0.65 0.57 0.82 
Debris Temp, F 3621 2873 6168 

CONCRETE ATTACK 214 182 346 
Frac Clad React 0.65 0.57 0.82 
Debris Temp, F 2526 2756 5820 

·MAX CONT PRES, psia 117 75 104 55 954 54 

10 HR CONCRETE ATTACH 814 782 946 
Axial, cm 134 153 187 
Radial, cm 98 109 126 
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MARCHlB: BNL MODIFICATIONS TO THE MARCH COMPUTER CODE 

w. T. Pratt, J. W. Yang, R. D. Gasser, W. S. Yu, 
R. Jaung, J. Zahra and R. A. Bari 

Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Upton, New York 11973 

ABSTRACT 

Several modifications have been made to the MARCH computer code which 
result in modeling and calculational improvements. The code has been re
written into a segmented structure. An alternative model for core debris/ 
water interactions has been incorporated. The core debris/reactor vessel 
heat transfer calculations have been improved. The steel-water reaction 
has been added during core heat-up and during core debris/water interactions. 
The core/concrete interaction model has been improved and now models solid 
core debris/concrete interactions. Also, CO is now modeled as a combustible. 
Finally, a more mechanistic condensation heat transfer ~ode! has been added. 
In summary, a flexible restructured version of MARCH has been developed. 
The new version includes major modifications which provide an improved cap
ability for assessing potential containment failure modes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Nuclear Energy at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has been 
involved, for several years, in an extensive evaluation of the physical processes as
sociated with degraded and melted core accidents. As part of this program we have 
made a careful evaluation of the principal mathematical model, namely the MARCH[!] 
computer code, available for describing core meltdown accidents in light water re
actors (LWR). During our evaluation of the MARCH code, we found a number of errors 
and model simplifications. We discussed our preliminary reservations about MARCH in 
an assessmentL2] of the response of certain large dry containment buildings to de
graded core accidents. These reservations were presented[3] in much greater detail 
to the Class 9 subcommittee of the ACRS. As a result of our MARCH evaluation several 
areas in the code were ideritified that (we considered) needed to be modified in order 
to improve its capability for assessing potential containment failure modes during 
core melt accidents. 

In Table I we list general areas in MARCH to which BNL has made major mod
ifications. Table I also lists the specific changes that we have made to the code. It 
was important that the modifications and additions made to MARCH be included while 
also maintaining the fast running capability of the original code. MARCH was written 
as a fast running versatile model to be used within the framework of a Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment (PRA). The versatility and fast running capability of the code allows 
sensitivity studies to be performed to scope areas of phenonenological uncertainty and 
determine potential containment failure modes. The modifications made at BNL were, 
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therefore, made consistent with the objective of the original code. In the following 
sections we describe in detail the modifications made and also indicate their impact 
on MARCH code predictions. 

TABLE I 

BNL Modifications to the MARCH Code 

General Area 

Code Structure, Time Step 
Controls and Numerics 

In-vessel Debris/Water 
Interactions 

Core Debris/Vessel Heat 
Transfer 

Ex-vessel Debris/Water 
Interactions 

Steel/Water Reaction 

Core/Concrete Inter
actions 

Containment Building 
Response 

Modifications 

- Segmented Structure 
- Time Step Controls in HOTDROP 
- Convergence Criteria For Heat Structure Calculation 

- Alternative Approach Based on Debris Bed Dryout 
Heat Flux 

- Improved Heat Transfer (H/T) Model Using Transient 
Finite Difference Scheme 

- Include Thermal Radiation From Top Core Debris 
- Model H/T From Outside of Vessel 

- Similar Approach to that Used for In-Vessel Core 
Debris Water/Interactions 

- Improved Boiling H/T Correlations Added To Existing 
HOTDROP Model 

- Fe-Water Reaction Added to Three Stages of Meltdown: 
- During Core Uncovery 
- During In-vessel Slumping 
- During Ex-vessel Debris/Water Interactions 

- Upward H/T Model Added (Simple Concrete Heat-Up 
Model) 

- Hz and COz Released Linearly Over Appropriate 
Temperature Ranges 

- Simple Post Solidification Model Added 

- More Mechanistic Condensation H/T Model Added 
- CO Combustion Model Added 

CODE STRUCTURE, TIME STEP CONTROL AND NUMERICS 

The MARCH code was restructured[4] to allow modifications and additions to the 
code. The original MARCH (version 1.1) structure loads all major subroutines and is 
consequently large in terms of small core storage. This means that any additions and 
modifications to the code make it difficult to load. At BNL,.we have rewritten MARCH 
into a segmented structure. Now, only the driver subroutine (MARCH) is loaded into 
small core storage. The large major subroutines (MACE, BOIL, HEAD, HOTDROP and INTER) 
are loaded individually, as needed, at each time step. We have further made pro
vision, in the new structure, for up to three alternative versions of each of the 
above five major subroutines. The modifications described in this paper are therefore 
associated with particular subroutine options in. the new MARCH structure, which will 
be referred to as MARCHlB. 
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Problems noted in reference [2] with regard to time step control have been cor
rected in MARCHlB. Under certain circumstances, the HOTDROP subroutine was found to 
predict unphysical results. The cause of the unphysical predictions was trac~ to 
time step control. As the core debris cools the time step was changed in HOTDROP over 
several temperature ranges •. When we improved the boiling heat transfer correlations 
in HOTDROP (see below) the existing time step control logic broke down. Modifications 
were made to the time step control such that changes in the time step now depends on 
the rate of change of key variables. The modifications prevent the unphysical results 
caused by the orig.inal code logic. 

Oscillations were observed in MARCH 1.1 predictions of containment pressure and 
temperature during extensive core/concrete interactions. An inspection of the time 
step control in MARCH 1.1 indicated that the oscillations corresponded to an increased 
time step of 10 minutes during this phase of the accident. A· convergence· criterion 
was incorporated to ensure numerical stability of the calculations. 

IN-VESSEL CORE DEBRIS/WATER INTERACTIONS 

In MARCH 1.1 when the molten core materials are predicted to collapse into the 
bottom of the reactor vessel, heat transfer from the core debris to water is non
mechanistic and consists of a simple energy balance at sequential time steps. Con
sequently, the mass of water in the bottom of the reactor vessel is rapidly vaporized 
in MARCH 1.1. At BNL, an alternative approach has been developed,[5,6J. When the 
core materials start to slump, if the debris is in the molten state, heat transfer to 
the water is calculated by Berenson's film boiling correlation and Zuber's critical 
heat flux correlation. If the calculated core debris temperature is below the melting 
temperature then it is assumed that the core materials fragment and form a debris bed. 
Heat transfer to the water is then controlled by the dryout heat flux of the debris 
bed. 

The results of the alternative approach indicate a strong sensitivity to the 
assumed particle size. The new approach predicts slower heat transfer from the core 
materials to the water and hence slower pressure buildup due to the steam partial 
pressure. The new modeling and the impact that it has on MARCH predictions are 
described in great~r detail in another paperl6] in these Proce~dings. 

CORE DEBRIS/VESSEL HEAT TRANSFER 

In references [2 and 3] we noted our concerns related to core debris/reactor 
vessel heat transfer. Modifications have.been made at BNL to improve this aspect of 
MARCH modeling. The improved heat transfer mode1[7] uses a transient finite 
difference scheme and considers thermal radiative heat transfer from the top of the 
core debris. Heat transfer for the outside of the reactor vessel is also modeled. 
In certain cases, the new model predicts a longer time for vessel failure relative to 
the MARCH 1.1 model. However, it should be noted that both models are based on gross 
failure of the vessel head. We did not change the vessel head failure criterion used 
in MARCH 1.1, which precludes the possibility of a localized failure. 

EX-VESSEL CORE DEBRIS/WATER INTERACTIONS 

The interaction of core debris with water in the reactor cavity after vessel 
failure is modeled in subroutine HOTDROP. The HOTDROP model assumes that the core 
materials fragment and form spherical particles. Heat transfer from the spherical 
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particles to the water is controlled only by an interfacial heat transfer coefficient 
and the internal resistance of the particles. This model is obviously very sensitive 
to the particle size and also predicts very rapid he~.t transfer from the core debris 
to water. This, in turn, produces rapid steam generation and hence rapid pres
surization of the containment buidling. We use the same argumentsl5,6J that were 
used for the in-vessel core debris/water interactions to predict the ex-vessel be
havior of the core materials. Heat transfer from the core materials to the water was 
again assumed to be limited by the dryout heat flux of the debris bed. The new ap
proach again predicts slower heat transfer from core materials to water and hence 
slower pressurization of the containment building. However, in the ex-vessel con
figuration, if water is not able to rapidly cool the core materials, then co~e/ con
crete interactions will take place. This gradual cooldown of the core materials 
limits the rate of pressure rise in the containment building but results in.additional 
condensible, non-condensible, and combustible gas formation due to core/concrete 

· interactions. Again, the above modifications to MARCH 1.1 and the influence they have 
on the code predictions are described, for a range of accident sequences in another 
paperl6] in these Proceedings. 

STEEL-WATER REACTION 

Throughout the in-vessel core heatup, core slumping, and ex-vessel core de
bris/water interactions, MARCH 1.1 models. the zirconium/water reaction. However, in 
reference [2] we noted that the steel/water reactions are not modeled. At BNL, we 
have includedf8,9] the iron-water reaction (we neglected chromium and nickel) during 
three stages of core degradation, namel:>:: 

- during core uncovery; 

- during core slumping into water in the vessel; 

- during core debris/water interactions in the reactor cavity. 

The Fe-water reaction models follow existing MARCH 1.1 code logic. During un
covery we model the oxidation of control rod cladding. The Fe-water reaction models 
are described in detail in referenca [9]. During in-vessel and ex-vessel debris/water 
interactions we assume the fe forms spherical particles (similar to the zirconium 
particles assumed in the original MARCH 1.1 model). The oxidation of these particles 
is computed using Fe-water reaction models in new subroutines added to MARCHlB. The 
Fe particles in the reactor cavity are assumed to consist of iron from the control rod 
cladding, lower internal vessel support structures and the bottom vessel head. 

In order to assess-the amount of H2 generation from the Fe-water reaction we 
considered a core meltdown accident in a typical four-loop 3000 MWt PWR. We present 
the results of our analysis for a TMLB' transient in Figure 1. The TMLB' transient 
(using the nomenclature of WASH-1400) assumes a loss of the turbine-driven pump train 
of the auxiliary feedwater system, coupled with a loss of total AC power for an ex
tended period. During core uncovery and heat-up, the modified MARCH code calculates 
that the Fe-water reaction contributes to only about 10% of the total H2 generation 
(the remainder coming from the Zr-water reaction). For this particular accident sequ
ency the amount of H2 generated is 608 lbs from the zirconium-water reaction and 66 
lbs from the Fe-water reaction during core heat-up and uncovery. 
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As core materials melt and fall into the bottom head our model also predicts that 
Fe oxidation. only contributes to~ 10% of the H2 production. However, this 
conclusion is based on the amount of Fe included (assumed to be limited to the control 
rod cladding) during this stage of core meltdown. After head failure, the Fe mass 
associated with the grid plates and bottom head is also included in the core debris 
mass so that the potential for Fe to react with the water is greater in the reactor 
cavity. Consequently, the Fe-water reaction in the reactor cavity could potentially 
make a significant contribution to H2 generation. Hqwever, our analysis indicates 
that the H2 formed as the molten core materials contact water in the bottom of the 
vessel and in the reactor cavity is a strong function of the debris particle size. If 
the particle size is large ( ~ 2 inch equivalent diameter) then the model indicates 
that relatively small quantities of H2 are formed as the core slumps into water. 
However, if fine ·particles are formed, then significant additional H2 could be 
generated during these stages of core meltdown. 
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CORE DEBRIS/CONCRETE INTERACTIONS 

We have made extensive modifications to MARCH 1.1 with regard to modeling core/ 
concrete interactions (INTER subroutine). We noted in reference [2] that heat trans
fer from the top of the molten pool is calculated in MARCH 1.1 but it is not used to 
heat-up structures in the reactor cavity. We have added[lO] concrete heat 
structures and a simple representation of the reactor vessel to the INTER subroutine. 
The concrete heat structure model can predict the release of H20 and C02 if the 
concrete is predicted to reach elevated temperatures (H20 is released linearly be
tween 370 and 650K and C02 is release between 920 and 1200K). The H20 and C02 
released from the concrete are input to the containment building response model (MACE) 
as additional source terms. 

MARCH 1.1 uses the INTER[ll] model to predict core/concrete interactions. INTER 
models only a molten pool attacking concrete and predicts that the core materials will 
solidify after a few hours of core/concrete interactions. INTER no longer applies 
when the core debris solidifies. There is very limited information on the inter
actions of hot solid core debris with concrete. Thus, a simple procedure was adopted 
to extend MARCH 1.1 into this regime. The approach is based on preliminary ex
perimentsC12], which indicates that a solid will penetrate concrete at the rate of 
~3 cm/hr. INTER was used to determine the point of solidification, after which 
further lateral erosion of the concrete was neglected. Using' a 3cm/hr vertical pene
tration rate, the energy required for concrete decomposition was calculated. The re
maining energy was assumed to be transferred upward, degassing concrete above the core 
debris. 

In Figure 2 we compare the original MARCH model with the modifications described 
above. Two concrete types are considered, namely high (80% CaC03) and low (20% Ca 
co3) calcium carbonate concrete. A TMLB'S accident in a large dry PWR containment 
is modeled. This accident sequence is described in detail in a sepa~ate paper[l3] 
in these Proceedings. The effect of degassing concrete above the pool during the 
molten-pool attack phase is more pronounced for the high CaC03 concrete, adding an 
additional 130kPa (19 psi) to the containment pressure at the point of solidification 
of the core debris, compared with 80kPa (12 psi) for the low CaC03 concrete. 
Solidification of the core debris is predicted to occur in 370 minutes for high, 
CaC03 concrete and 320 minutes for low CaC03 cocnrete. 

The end points of the curves correspond to 2.7 m of vertical concrete penetration. 
(This distance was selected as typical of the thickness of the concrete basemat in 
large dry containments.) Note that the faster penetration of the low CaC03 concrete 
compared with the high Caco3 concrete occurred during the molten-pool attack phase, 
not during the solid core/concrete interactions. INTER predicts similar vertical and 
horizontal erosion of high CaC03 concrete but significantly greater vertical than 
horizontal erosion for low CaC03 concrete. There is no justification from ex
perimental data for the disproportionately high vertical erosion predicted by INTER 
for low CaC03 concrete. However, INTER predicts similar horizontal erosion for both 
concrete types so that the total quantity of concrete decomposed is similar in both 
cases. 

The introduction of concrete degassing above the core debris has a relatively 
small impact up to the point of core debris solidification. The post-solidification 
model indicates that for low CaC03 concrete the H20 release rates are barely 
sufficient to compensate for condensation. Consequently no further net pressurization 
of containment is predicted as a result of the solid core debris penetrating the 
entire basemat. However, for high CaC03 concrete the post-solidification model 
indicates that with large C02 release rates a substantial potential exists for 
additional pressurization of the containment as the solid core debris interacts with 
concrete prior to basemat penetration. 
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The above results are important if the pressure in the containment building at the 
start of core-concrete interactions is below the failure pressure. The models we have 
incorporated in MARCH indicate that low CaC03 concrete would not result in signific
ant additional pressurization of the containment as a result of core-concrete inter
actions. This implies that for low CaC03 concrete initial failure of the con
tainment under these circumstances would be by basemat penetration not by overpres
surization. Conversely for high CaC03 concrete our models imply that failure of the 
containment would be from overpressurization before basemat penetration. The mode of 
containment building failure is important. The consequences of containmen~ failure by 
overpressurization are usually more serious than from failure by basemat penetration. 
Our models have clearly indicated that for those accident sequences without a con
tainment heat removal system (CHRS) that the quantity of CaC03 in the concrete is 
crucial when determining the potential mode of containment failure during extensive 
core debris/concrete interactions. 

CO COMBUSTION 

MARCH 1.1 .predicts the reduction of COz to CO during core/concrete interactions 
but treats CO as an inert gas. Modificationsll4] have been made to MARCH 1.1 to 
treat CO as a combustible gas. The new model calculates the lower flammability limits 
of the Hz-CO-air mixture and the partial burning of Hz if its volumetric con
centration is <10%. For those accident sequences with CHRS operating, considering CO 
as a combustible has little impact because the Hz-CO-air mixture is assumed to burn 
at the lower flammability limit. Considering CO as a combustible simply brings for
ward in time the point at which the lower limit is reached. However, for those cases 
without CHRS operating, significant quantities of CO and Hz can build-up without 
burning at the lower limit (high steam partial pressures inert the containment buil
ding). If the CHRS system is restored and CO is modeled as a combustible, then ob
viously a higher combustible mixture is predicted than if CO is modeled as an inert 
gas. The higher combustible mixture has a greater potential for yielding a de
tonation. 

CONTAINMENT CONDENSATION MODEL 

The original MARCH (version 1.1) model uses a simple approach based on the Uchida 
correlation to model condensation in the containment building. In MARCHlB, we have 
replaced the original simple model with a new mode1[15] that calculates the con
densation heat transfer process in the presence of noncondensible gases. The new mod
el also accounts for convective (both free and forced) enhancement of the diffusion 
process at the interface. For reinforced concrete containment buildings, the primary 
resistance to heat transfer out of the containment building is via conduction through 
the concrete. Consequently, the predicted pressure/temperature history is not sensi
tive to relatively large variations in the condensation heat transfer coefficient. 
Incorporating our model did not, therefore, significantly change the original MARCH 
1.1 predictions. However, for steel containment buildings we found more sensitivity 
to the improved condensation model. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In summary, a flexible, restructured version of the MARCH code has been developed 
at BNLo The new version includes major modifications, which provide an improved 
capability for assessing potential containment failure modes during postulated core 
melt accidents in LWRs. The modifications and additions to MARCH have been included 
in the new version while also maintaining the fast running capability of the original 
code. These modifications were supplied to BCL (the developers of MARCH 1.1). BNL 
modification together with modifications made at Sandia, ORNL and TVA are being 
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incorporated into a new version of MARCH (called MARCH-2.) which is under development 
at BCL. A description of MAR.CH 2.0 appears in another paper[l6] in these 
Proceedings. 
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ABSTRACT 

As part of the IDCOR (Industry Response to the Degraded Core Rulemaking 
hearings) effort, phenomenological models are being formulated to describe 
the major physical processes which could threaten the primary system and 

· containment during degraded core accidents, These are being incorporated 
into a computer code (MAAP for Modular Accident Analysis Program) to model 
the progression of postulated severe LWR. accidep.ts. This analysis will 
allow the simulation of the entire accident sequence from initiating event 
to either a permanently coolable state or containment failure. The 
structure of the code emphasizes a modular design which promotes ease in 
changing physical models or adapting the code to different power plant 
configurations: 

INTRODUCTION 

Evaluations of postulated severe core damage accidents involve the assessment of 
several phenomena (core heatup, clad oxidation, steam generation, debris configura
tion, debris coolability, etc,) and their interactions to assess the ultimate effects 
on the reactor primary system, the containment building, and public risk. The nuclear 
industry has established the IDCOR program to address these phenomenological issues, 
their impact on the accident sequence and the influence of principal features of the 
primary system and containment design on the public risk. To make these assessments, 

1it is necessary to have an integrated accident analysis code which follows the various 
accident sequences of interest, including system and operator actions, until the 
accident has been terminated or the containment has been violated. This code has been 
designated the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP). The basic modular structure 
and nodalization used in MAAP and the range of accident sequences analyzed by MAAP are 
the subject of this paper. 
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MODULAR CHARACTERIZATION 

Evaluations of degraded core accidents must include assessments of steam forma
tion, clad oxidation (hydrogen formation), hydrogen combustion, core-concrete attack, 
etc. In light of the continuing research in these areas, MAAP has been structured in 
a modular format where specific phenomenological models are treated in individual 
subroutines. This format allows improved models, where required, to be easily incor
porated into the analysis. For example, more generalized hydrogen combustion limits 
and hydrogen burn routines for systems with high steam partial pressur~s can be 
incorporated as new information becomes available. 

MAAP consists of two highly parallel versions, one for BWR plants and one for PWR 
plants. The general modular structure of each version is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 1. Both codes use the same subroutines to treat the basic physical phenomena. 
For example, the combustibility of hydrogen and carbon monoxide mixtures is evaluated 
in both codes by a flame temperature criterion in subroutine FLAME. If a burn is 
indicated, the burning rates are calculated in subroutine BURN. A list of the common 
phenomenology subroutines is given in Table I. Other phenomenology subroutines which 
apply only to the BWR or PWR version, (e.g. pressurizer surge line flow rate calcula
tions) are not shown. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the code is organized on the basis of physical regions 
of the plant. Tl).e so-called region subroutines assemble the differential equations 
governing conservation of internal energy and mass for their respective part of the 
model (on the order of 200 equations in each version). This is done by calling the 
phenomena subroutines which calculate the rates of the various physical processes. 

A key feature of the code is the use of an array of "event codes" to characterize 
the instantaneous state of the system and to control problem execution. Event codes 
are flags whose values are either 1 (true) or 0 (false). These flags have three 
roles. Some event code values are calculated by the code (e.g., Is a burn occurring 
in the lower compartment?). Others are user-selected to define the accident sequence 
by specifying external events (e.g., Is AC power available?). The third category of 
event codes is used to define operator actions. (e.g., Is the high pressure injection 
manual actuation switch in the "on" position?). All of these event codes are defined 
in a central subrout:ine (EVENTS), and the set of their values provides a concise 
characterization of the state of the reactor plant which can .be used by the region 
subroutines when defining the model. The event codes are also used to print a list of 
the times of key accident sequence events; this list is useful when examining the 
program output. 

To facilitate the code documentation and to.maintain an equivalence of treatments 
between the BWR and PWR systems, a convention has been established for assigning 
variable names. In general, the first one or two letters in a name describe the 
principal feature of the variable (P-Pressure, PP-Partial Pressure, T-Temperature, 
D-Density, W-Flow Rate, etc.), the next one or two letters characterize the material, 
(ST-Steam, H2-Hydrogen, N2-Nitrogen, etc.), and the remaining letters describe the 
region (PS-Primary System, DW-Drywell, SP-Suppression Pool, etc.). While it is not 
possible to avoid some ambiguity of parameter, material or region designations, the 
naming convention does provide sufficient guidance that a user can generally discern 
the identity of a variable from the program listing. 

To avoid unit conversions, the ~ode is written internally in SI units (pressure 
in Pascals, mass in kilograms, energy in Joules, temperature in degree Kelvin, etc.) 
thereby avoiding confusion of units and simplifying energy balances since absolute 
temperatures are employed. An option exists, however, to execute input and output in 
British units. The use of SI units simplifies the equations and an attempt has been 
made to construct the equafions as they would be normally verbalized. To this end, 
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Table I 

Major MAAP PWR and BWR Phenomenology Subroutines 

1. PTCAL Solves for compartment temperatures and pressure given internal ener
gies and masses. 

z. SPRAY Heat transfer to, condensation and evaporation of water droplets. 

3. PLSTM Steaming of a cerium pool in water. 

4. UCRDR Critical velocity for the droplet flow regime. 

5. UCRCT Critical velocity for the churn turbulent regime. 

6. VFSPAR Void fraction for a volume of water with steam entering from below 
(sparged). 

7. VFVOL Average void fraction for a volume of water with a uniform steam 

8. PLHZ 

9. WFLOW 

10. GFLOW 

11. WDIFUS 

lZ. POWER 

13. BURN 

14. FLAME 

15. V:FAIL 

16. DECOMP 

17. JET 

18. FLASH 

19. OVRFLO 

zo. HT WALL 

Zl. HWALL 

zz. WCNDNS 

Z3. HTEXCH 

' generation rate per unit volume. 

Hz production from a mass of cerium dropped into a pool. 

Flow rate of water through a given area. 

Flow rate of gas through a given area. 
! 

Diffusion 'of water ~cross a gas/water interface. 

Decay heat calculation. 

Reaction rates during Hz and/or CO burns. 

Flame temperature calculation. 

Vessel failure model. 

Decomposition of concrete due to a stagnant cerium pool. 

Decomposition of concrete due to a jet of cerium. 

Flashing of hot water entering a low pressure compartment from a high 
pressure compartment. 

Rate of water overflow over a weir. 

Wall temperatures and heat transfer from gas to wall. 

Wall surface heat transfer correlation. 

Condensation on walls. 

Engineered safeguards heat exchanger model. 
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absolute constants such as 'If, the universal gas constant, etc. are defined in data 
statements and are used in the code as a PI, RGAS, etc. Such procedures make the code 
easier to read and comprehend. 

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

The basic purpose of MAAP is to provide a general accident analysis program to 
treat the spectrum of accident sequences determined to be of interest in various 
Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) carried out to date [1,2,3,4]. For PWR systems, 
these assessments have found that the accident initiators can be divided into three 
general categories: (1) a large break LOCA, (2) a small break LOCA, and (3) a loss of 
main and auxiliary feedwater which could be precipitated by a total loss of off-site 
and on-site AC power. These accident sequences have been considered in terms of the 
availability of. various emergency safeguard systems, both within the primary system 
and the containment, and their effectiveness in keeping the core covered with water 
and removing heat from the core, the primary system and the containment. Such risk 
assessments have found that the combination of accident initiators combined with the 
failure of such protective systems to have a small but non-negligible probability. 
Given the potential for uncovering and overheating the core, containment response is 
governed by the ability of water to be continually supplied to· debris, the avail
ability of containment heat removal, and the ability of the containment to withstand 
hydrogen accumulation and combustion or prevent substantial hydrogen accumulation. 

For the BWR system, similar accident initiators are considered. However the BWR 
systems also have an automatic depressurization system (ADS) which allows the primary 
system to be rapidly depressurized, thereby incr~asing the potential to deliver 
emergency cooling water to the core. The code provides for both automatic and· manual 
activation of ADS, which is an important event in the overall accident progression. 
In addition, the BWR systems will be analyzed to determine their response to antici-· 
pated transients without scram (ATWS). Presently, there are no plans to incorporate a 
neutronic·s model into MAAP. However, the ATWS events of interest can be adequately 
treated by using available neutronics mod.els to calculate the core power versus time 
for the specific sequences. This power history can then be incorporated in · the 
BWR-MAAP version. 

In addition to the general progression of the accident, MAAP has been speci
fically written to allow operator intervention at any time within the accident. This 
can be accomplished in a straightforward manner in the interactive mode. In batch 
mode, the user can either predefine operator. interactions, (e.g. the operator acti
vates the PWR recirculation system after the refueling water storage tank level 
reaches a specified value) or by consulting a previous problem output and using 
restart files. Intervention is controlled through event codes which designate the 
particular operator action (pumps on, pumps off, sprays on, sprays off, etc.) which 
allows changes to be imposed upon the primary and containment systems with appropriate 
delay times applied to filling of lines, pump start, built in timing \delays, etc. 

PRIMARY SYSTEM NODALIZATION 

The PWR primary coolant system is divided into several nodes. At present, nodes 
exist for the pressurizer, reactor vessel downcomer, reactor vessel upper plenum, 
reactor vessel lower plenum, unbroken loop hot leg, unbroken loop cold leg, broken 
loop hot leg, and broken loop cold leg. A separate, user-selected nodalization scheme 
is used for the core region. .This primary system nodalization permits a reasonably 
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detailed accounting of the water which is available for cooling the core and for 
reacting with zircaloy. In· addition, the scheme allows the code to track hydrogen 
concentrations through the primary system and thereby to calculate hydrogen output to 
the containment. Also included in the model are nodes for the broken loop and un
broken loop steam generator secondary sides. 

The BWR primary system model separates the vessel into the following nodes: 
lower plenum, downcomer, core, and upper plenum. Individual mass and energy equations 
appear for each of these regions with all of the appropriate flow paths connecting the 
different nodes. Also modeled are the main steam lines, turbine bypass, feedwater, 
safety relief valves, and all of the emergency core cooling systems. Detailed input 
is required for each of these systems to define such things as set points, flow areas, 
and ECCS pump curves. Using the previously described operator intervention codes, it 
is possible to describe the accidents of interest. 

; CONTAINMENT NODALIZATION 

In the IDCOR program, four different reactor/containment systems have been 
designated as reference plants for carrying out evaluations of primary system anil 
containment response to postulated accident initiators. Those designated were the 
MARK I and MARK III containments for the BWR systems and the large dry and ice conden
sers for the PWRs. Specific choices of plants were govemed by the availability of 
PRA studies, such as those carried out in Refs. [ 1, 2, 3, 4], or RSSMAP [ 5, 6] studies 
which generally evaluated the probability of a core damage state. The specific plants 
chosen were Peach Bottom as a BWR MARK I, Grand Gulf as a BWR MARK III, Zion as a PWR 
large dry containment and Sequoyah as a PWR ice condenser containment. Given these 
four reference plants, the containment nodalization scheme was devised to provide 
sufficient detail for characterizing the physical response and also to minimize the 
differences in analytic?l treatments between the various containment configurations. 
The principal features to be addressed in all of the containment types are the ability 
to continually supply water to the debris to potentially establish a stable state and 
the core-concrete attack if permanent coolability of the debris cannot be established 
either within the primary system or the containment. For non-inerted containment 
designs, the potential for hydrogen combustion must also be addressed. The resulting 
nodalization schemes are given below. 

PWR 

Nodalization of ice condenser plants is given in Fig. 2. As illustrated, the 
containment is divided into regions for the upper compartment, ice condenser and its 
upper plenum, lower compartment, .quench tank, dead-end compartment, and reactor 
cavity. The nodalization of the large-dry containment is similar (Fig. 3), except 
that the ice condenser and its upper plenum, and the dead-end compartment are omitted. 

BWR 

The MARK I (Peach Bottom) containment nodalization scheme is given in Fig. 4 
which shows the containment nodes: the pedestal, the drywell, and the wetwell re
gions. Since the MARK-I is an inerted containment, the need for considering hydrogen 
combustion is generally limited to those features where hydrogen is recombined and 
removed from the atmosphere. The code calculates the behavior of the various regions 
of the model during core uncovery, and when material is released from the primary 
system into the containment. 

The BWR MARK III containment nodalization is illustrated in Fig. 5, and again the 
nodes for the pedestal region, the drywell, and the containment are included. 
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However, since the ~ III containment has an oxygen bearing atmosphere, hydrogen 
combustion could potentially occur and the primary containment region has additional 
nodes to describe the hydrogen mixing and combustion processes. The primary contain
ment as shown in Fig. 4 is divided up into a lower region (above the suppression pool 
but below the hydraulic control units deck), a middle region (between the hydraulic 
control units deck and the operating deck), and an upper region (above the operating 
deck). 

NEAR TERM UTILIZATION OF MA.AP 

The IDCOR program has several subtasks dealing with major phenomenological 
processes in degraded core accidents. Other IDCOR subtasks are studying the behavior 
of key system components and the potential for reducing public risks by system design 
changes. To perform the latter analyses, it is necessary to have a general accident 
analysis model which determines the overall system behavior in such accidents, i.e. 
conditions within the primary system, pressures and temperatures within the contain
ment, the potential for achieving safe stable states within the primary system or the 
containment, and the time of containment failure should it occur. Preliminary analy
ses will be carried out within the next two months using the MAAP code. The results 
of the analyses will provide guidance to the other IDCOR subtasks directed toward 
equipment survivability, fission produce deposition, etc. In these preliminary 
scoping analyses, core uncovery and heatup will be represented by simplified, fast
running models. These simplified models represent a degree of detail similar to that 
of the BOIL code [7]. In addition to these fast running models, detailed core subrou
tines are being developed by EPRI/NSAC f~r the IDCOR Program for both' the BWR and PWR 
systems and will be incorporated as part of the final code package. The final package 
will be used for detailed evaluations of the reference plants beginning the first of 
calendar year 1983 and progressing through the end of April. The results of these 
studies will then be reported to the IDCOR program. The MAAP code modeling can then 
be evaluated by all nuclear plant operators and where direct comparison is applicable, 
the reference plant analyses can be extended to these other plants. If significant 
differences exist between the reference plants modeled by MAAP and the other plants, 
the modular structure of MAAP allows changes to be made to represent these other plant 
configurations. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
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FUEL PERFORMANCE DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTSa 

B. J. Buescher, G. E. Gruen, and P. E. MacDonald 

EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415 

ABSTRACT 

As a result of the Three Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2) accident, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has initiated a severe fuel damage test pro
gram to evaluate fuel rod and core response during severe accidents similar 
to TMI-2. This program is underway in the Power Burst Facility at the 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. In preparation for the first test, 
predictions have been performed using the TRAC-BDl computer code. This 
paper presents the calculated results showing a slow heatup to 2400 K over 
5 hours, and the analysis includes accelerated oxidation of the zirconium 
cladding at temperatures above 1850 K. 

INTRODUCTION 

A severe fuel damage (SFD) test program has been initiated by EG&G Idaho for the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). 
This test program, which will be performed in the Power Burst Facility (PBF), is 
designed to evaluate fuel rod and core response during accidents more severe thari 
design basis accidents. The first test, a scoping test, will be performed in 1982. 
This paper describes the test train design and the analysis of the scoping test 
behavior. The computer code, modeling considerations, and results are presented. 

The fuel bundle for the SFD Scoping Test consists of 32 zircaloy-clad uo2 fuel 
rods arranged in a 6 x 6 array without the four corner rods. The active fuel length 
in the bundle is 0.91 m, and the fuel rods are of typical 17 x 17 PWR design. The 
test bundle is contained in an insulating shroud consisting of low density zirconia 
insulation sandwiched between inner and outer zircaloy walls. The low density zir
conia insulation r~duces the radial heat loss through the shroud wall. This reduces 
the power required for the test rods to reach the desired surface temperatures of 
2400 K, and also minimizes radial temperature variations in the bundle. 

The test bundle will be installed in the PBF in-pile tube, a thick-walled Inconel 
cylinder designed for a wide range of test coolant conditions. Inside the in-pile 
tube is a cylindrical flow tube that provides a downcomer for the inlet flow and 
provides an outer boundary for the test assembly. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional 
view of the conceptual design of the test train in the in-pile tube. 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 
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During operation of the PBF loop, coolant 'enters the inlet to the in-pile tube, 
flows downward to the lower plenum, reverses direction, and flows up through the 
region between the flow tube and the oufer wall of the insulating shroud. ·The flow 
then proceeds out of the in-pile tube. This flow will be maintained throughout the 
test to provide continuous cooling to the outer wall of the insulating shroud. The 
coolant flow in the interior bundle region of the test train is supplied separately 
by four inlet lines. 

The test will be initiated from a low power, low flow, steady itate operating 
condition. The coolant flow ~ill be maintained constant at 0.0133 kg/s and the power 
ramped up, resulting in boiloff of the coolant, dryout in the upper regions of the 
fuel rod cl,uster, and cladding temperatures of 2400 K. The test will be terminated 
by reflooding and fast cooling of the fuel. 

TRAC MODEL 

Calculations were performed to evaluate the bundle and shroud response during the 
high-temperature transient with the TRAC-BDl computer model. Although TRAC-BDl is 
designed p~imarily for analyiis of large-break LOCAs for boiling water reactors, it 
can also be applied to many other configurations, including the SFD test train. 

The input model developed for use with the TRAC-BDl computer code included the 
eight equal axial levels and three radial rod groups within the bundle, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Additionally, the insulating shroud was included in the model with three 
regions representing the internal zircaloy wall, the low density zirconia insulation, 
and the outer zircaloy saddle and wall. The metal-water reaction and beat of fusion 
of the fuel rod and shroud wall cladding were included in the calculation. 
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The axial power distribution used in the calculations is shown in Fig. 3. The 
profile is biased toward the bottom because during the t-est, only about the.bottom 20% 
of the rod bundle will be in water. The radial power factors are 0.829, 0.936, and 
1. 091, proceeding from the inner ring to the oute.r ring of rods. 

The scoping test will be initiated by reducing the inlet bundle flow to 
0.0133 kg/s, where it will be maintained throughout the test. At the same time, the 
bundle power will be raised to 24 kW for the first of four power plateaus. The final 
plateau will be at 80 kW, which is expected to provide maximum fuel rod surface tem
peratures of about 2400 K. Shown in Fig. 4 is the power history which illustrates the 
various power ramps and plateaus planned for the 5-hour scoping test. 
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Figure 3. Axial power distribution. 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The scoping test was designed to have a slow heatup of about 0.15 K/s. Severe 
oxidation and limited fragmentation of the bundle is expected. Also shown in Fig. 4 
is the calculated temperature history of the fuel rod surface near the top of the test 
bundle and the temperature history of the steam exiting the bundle. The temperature 
of the rod surface is driven by the changing power level, which reaches a maximum of 
80 kW at 16,000 s. At that time, the rod surface temperature is about 2450 K and the 
exit steam temperature about 2280 K. 

The test temperatures are strongly affected by the m2t.'ll-water reaction of the 
zircaloy cladding and shroud inner wall. The calculated peak surface temperature 
shows the effect of metal-water reaction at about 12,000 s into the transient. At 
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Figure 4. Predicted results for scoping test. 

this point, the bundle reaches a cladding temperature in excess of 1850 K and an 
extremely fast metal-water reaction is predicted. The metal-water reaction has an 
Arrhenius temperature dependence and increases rapidly with increasing temperature. 
Above 1850 K, the heat released by the metal-water reaction starts to rapidly drive 
up the bundle temperature, which in turn gives a positive feedback on the reaction 
rate. The metal-water reaction proceeds to drive the bundle temperature up until all 
of the cladding in a given axial node has been totally oxidized. The reaction starts 
at about the 0.82-m elevation and propogates to the top of the bundle. The runaway 
reaction is then predicted to propagate down to the lower regions of the bundle as the 
power is increased. In the actual test, a flame front will propagate down the bundle. 
Below the flame front the cladding will be metallic zircaloy with a thick oxide layer. 
As the flame front propogates through a given elevation, the metal-water reaction will 
use up all of the metallic zircaloy. Finite nodalzatiori was used iri the calculation 
and the metal-water reaction was predicted to occur over the whole node, giving rise 
to the second and third peaks in temperature at 12,000 and 14,000 s. In the actual 
case, the flame front will be passing through the node, but it will be spread out in 
time and the pea~ will be reduced. 

TRAC-BDl was developed for the analysis of design basis accidents and is being 
stretched to the limit of its applicability when used for analyzing beyond design 
basis events such as severe damage accidents. Although some modifications were 
required to properly analyze the scoping test, the number and the scope of the modif
ications were kept to a minimum. At high temperature, above 1200 K and particularly 
above 1850 K, large uncertainties exist in the_calculated results. The reasons for 
expecting a large uncertainty in the calculated results include the lack of assessment 
against experimental data for cladding temperatures above 1200 K. Additionally, the 
metal-water reaction rate at cladding temperatures above 1850 K has a significant 
effect on the transient, yet it is based on a relatively small data base. The fuel 
bundle geometry is assumed fixed throughout the transient, and TRAC does not take into 
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account any slumping or debris formation in the damaged fuel. Finally, there is no 
provision for treating the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the hydrogen 
medium, which is abundant at temperatures above 1850 K .. 

However, even in view of these limitations, the analysis is considered adequate 
for setting the test parameters of bundle power and coolant flow. With a slow heatup, 
the bundle geometry should be mostly intact and the major uncertainty is in the metal
water reaction rate. A conservative metal-water reaction calculation is included in 
TRAC-BDl that does not include steam starvation or hydrogen blanketing effects. This 
overestimates the initial temperature rise expected from reaction of the zircaloy with 
steam. As the peak bundle power of 80 kW is reached, the cladding in the high tem
perature regions is predicted to be totally oxidized and little heat is being produced 
by the metal-water reaction. Since nearly all the metallic zircaloy is oxidized by 
the time the peak temperature is reached, the bundle temperature at the time of peak 
bundle power is a best estimate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis p~rformed in support of the SFD Scoping Test indicates that the test 
objective of a slow heatup to 2400 K will be met with the SFD test train. The test 
conditions required are a linear ramp in bundle power to 80 KW, with an inlet flow of 
0.0133 kg/s. 

NOTICE 

This paper was prepared as.an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any third party's use, or the 
results of such use, of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed in 
this paper, or represents that its use by such third party would not infringe pri
vately owned rights. The views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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ABSTRACT 

Models recently incorporated into a new version of the MARCH 
computer code .have altered earlier estimates of some parameter responses 
during meltdown accidents of PWRs. These models include improved fuel
coolant heat transfer models, new core radiative heat transfer models, 
improved in-vessel flashing models, improved models (or burning of 
combustible gases in containment, and CORCONl models for core-concrete 
interactions. Studies performed with these models have been used to 
identify and, in some cases, bound meltdown accident analysis 
uncertain ties. 

INTRODUCTION 

Significant questions exist concerning the progression of fuel degradation and 
the integrity of containment during severe LWR accidents. These questions have 
resulted in expanded usage of the MARCH computer code and the indentification of 
MARCH limitations. [1,2,3,4] In an initial effort to eliminate or reduce some of 
these limitations, improved models have been developed for use with MARCH at Sandia. 

Changes to existing in-vessel models or modeling parameters provide significant 
information regarding the rate of progression of meltdown which in turn influences 
the likelihood of in-vessel termination. Such information may be useful not only 
for assessing current timing uncertainties but also for setting future research 
priorities. [5] 

Above ground containment is of primary importance in meltdown accidents. 
Bypass or failure of above ground containment can increase ra_diological consequences 
by several orders of magnitude. The potential impact of our new models on 
predictions of above ground containment failure during PWR meltdown accidents is 
discussed below. 
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IN-VESSEL MODELING 

The rate of progression of the core meltdown is strongly influenced by the Zr 
oxidation and the in-core heat transfer rates. At high core temperatures and low 
water levels, the Zr oxidation rate is limited by the availability of steam. In 
this regard, the accuracy of models influencing the production of steam, in 
particular the in-vessel flashing model, is very important. [6] In-core heat 
transfer rates influence the core temperature and melt distributions, the steam 
cooling, the heat transfer rate to the water surface, and the core heat loss to the 
outer s true ture. 

In-Vessel Flashing 

MARCH models have been modified to eliminate nonmechanistic oscillations in the 
steam generation and Zr oxidation rates as shown in Figure 1. The original MARCH 
models flash steam in bursts which pressurize the vessel for several subsequent time 
steps during which all of the decay heat from the submerged fuel is transferred to 
the subcooled water and no steam is produced. The oscillating Zr oxidation rate 
decreases the total Zr oxidation and shifts the temperature and melt distribution 
towards the top of the core. 

In-vessel flashing occurs when the predicted temperature, Tpool• of the 
residual water exceeds the predicted saturation temperature, Tsat• at the system 
pressure, P. Such flashing can be the result of system depressurization, heatup of 
the residual water, or both. In any case flashing alone should not result in system 
repressurization and resubcooling as predicted by the original MARCH models. 
Instead flashing should produce just enough steam to keep the resulting water and 
saturation temperature equal (Tpool = Tsat). Our new model which approximates this 
behavior by limiting the total steam generation rate, W, when Tpool ) Tsat is 

W = MAX (W* P /h ) 
' w fg 

(1) 

where W* is the steam generation rate required to maintain the existing rate of 
change in sys tern pressure, P is the total rate of energy addition to the residual 
water, and ~g is the latentwheat of vaporization. Should the term, involving P 
control, the flashing rate is zero and the system could repressurize. w 

The steam generation rate, W*, is calculated from the upper plenum gas 
thermodynamics; more specifically, W* derived from the equation describing the time 
derivative of the p~rfect gas law for a non-ideal gas is 

W* = Bl [RSWSO + ~WHO + ~t (~~) - MS :s (2) 

Here B1 is equal ~o (1 + 7.936 fH)/((l - fH) Rs + fH RH), fH is the mass 
fraction of hydrogen in the core exit flow, Rs and RH are the steam and hydrogen gas 
constants, Wso and WHO are the steam and hydrogen break flows, Ms and MH are the 
steam and hydrogen upper plenum masses. P, Tg, and V are the upper plenum pressure, 
gas temperature, and volume. The term Bi accounts for the conversion of steam to 
hydrogen by Zr oxidation in the core. 

A sample Zr-oxidation rate is shown in Figure 1. The new model predicts three 
peak rates caused by major declines corresponding to steam starvation, grid plate 
uncovering and core slump. The oxidation rate decreases after the first peak is 
reached due to decreasing decay power below the mixture level. The oxidation rate 
subsequently rises due to thermal radiation heat transport to the water surface 
which boils more steam. When the grid plate is uncovered the radiation heat 
transport to the water surface is__partially shielded by the grid plate causing the 
oxidation rate to drop again. Core slump (~73% of core melted) with the new models 
is predicted approximately ten minutes earlier than with the original models. 
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In-Vessel Heat Transfer 

Radiation, convection and conduction models were added to MARCH to more 
accurately calculate in-vessel heat transfer. The new radiation heat transfer 
models include radial and axial radiative heat transfer between adjacent core 
nodes. Radiation is treated as being emitted and absorbed by the parallel planes 
which form the node surfaces. The radiative heat transfer from node m to node n is 

Q = cr.A F (T 4 - T 4) 
mn m n (3) 

Here cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, A is the node contact area, F is the 
radiation exchange resistance term (l/F = l/E + l/E - 1), E is the effective 
surface emissivity, and T is the effective rad!fating Rode surface temperature. 
Algorithns have been developed to characterize the effective radiating temperatures 
and emissivities of these parallel planes in terms of the average node temperatures 
and clad surface emissivities. Previously, MARCH limited the rate of heat transfer 
from the core to residual water to the decay power in the lowest uncovered axial 
fuel node. The new radiation heat transfer models eliminate this limitation and 
calculate the downward radiative heat transport to the residual water and the radial 
radiative heat transport to the core barrel. 

Several other additions and improvements have been made in the MARCH in-vessel 
heat transfer models. Established correlations have been incorporated into MARCH to 
describe laminar and turbulent forced flow convective heat transfer from fuel to 
gases flowing through the uncovered core regions. [7] The turbulent and laminar 
forced flow Nusselt numbers are given by 

Nu = 0.023 Re0•8 Pr0•4 (4) 

Nu= 3.66 + 0.0668(De/L)RePr/(l + 0.04[(De/L)RePr] 2/ 3 ) (5) 

Here Re is the channel Reynolds number, Pr is the channel Prandtl number, De is the 
flow channel hydraulic diameter, and L is distance from liquid level to node. The 
transition from laminar to turbulent fl<M was assumed to occur at a Reynolds number 
of 2300. A fuel and cladding axial conduction model was added which uses 
temperature dependent thermal conductivities for uranium dioxide and zircalloy. 
The original MARCH models were modified to account for heat transfer from partially 
covered nodes to the water. Finally, improved gas properties and the ANS 5.1-1979 
standard decay heat were incorporated for use with these modifications. 

The new in-vessel heat transfer and flashing models alter the MARCH meltdown 
progression predictions as illustrated in Figure 2 with the net effect of 
accelerating the meltdown and decreasing the time between core uncovering and core 
slump on the order of 20 to 25% compared to previous MARCH predictions. Radial 
radiation heat transfer within the core and to the core barrel decreases the·energy 
available for core melting and distributes the energy more uniformly in the core. 
Axial radiation heat transfer accelerates the core meltdown by transferring more 
energy to the water surface which increases the Zr oxidation rate. Figure 2 shows 
the effects of axial and radial radiative heat transfer calculated separately. It 
should be noted that a key MARCH limitation, the assumption of an intact core 
geometry until core slump, still exists. Downward motion of the core material could 
further accelerate the meltdown process unless steam flow to unoxidized Zr were 
blocked in the process. 

The new convective heat transfer models coupled with the new flashing model 
extract less energy from the fuel and therefore tend to increase the rate of 
meltdown (the uncovering to slump time is decreased by approximately 4%). Axial 
heat conduction in the fuel and cladding has a smaller effect on the rate of 
meltdown; hCMever, some contribution (decrease in uncovery to slump time on the 
order of 1%) to the boiloff rate is found. The partially-covered-node correction 
slightly increases the boiloff rate and becomes increasingly more important as the 
water level decreases. 
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CONTAINMENT MODELING 

Above ground containment is of primary importance in meltdown accidents. 
Bypass of failure of above ground containment can increase radiological consequences 
by several orders of magnitude. Three models were added to the MARCH code to 
investigate their potential impact on predictions of above ground containment 
integrity during PWR meltdown accidents. 

Condensing Heat Transfer 

The MARCH model for condensing heat transfer from the containment atmosphere to 
passive heat sinks was- apparently based [3] on an empirical fit to the data of 
Uchida. Th~ interim technical assessment of the MARCH code [3] suggested that this 
data could lead to high containment pressure and temperature predictions and 
suggested the use of a more physically based model [8] for condensing heat transfer 
under forced flow conditions.· At lower velocities, a natural convection model 
yields a higher heat transfer coefficient. [9] Both models are described by 

(6) 

Here h is the total heat transfer coefficient, g is the mass transfer conductance, B 
= (Mb - Mi)/(Mi - 1) is the mass transfer driving force, Mb and Mi are the vapor 
mass fractions in the bulk gas and at the liquid-gas interface, htg is the latent 
heat of varporization, Cp is the bulk gas specific heat, Tb is the bulk gas 
temperature, Tw is the wall surface temperature, and he is the coefficient for 
convective heat transfer in the absence of mass transfer. Equations for g and he 
for the two flow regimes are 

g 

g 

h 
c 

h 
c 

- 2 - 4 
0.037 C

0 
Pb Ub Re 

0 
Sc 

0 
(forced flow) (7) 

0.0188 C
0 

pbr Re-%Sc-213 (natural flow) (8) 

0.037 k Re 08 Pr
06

/L (forced flow) (9) 

0.0246 k Gr2/ 5 Pr7/ 15 (1 + .494 Pr2/ 3)-2/ 5/L (natural flow) (10) 

Here C0 is equal to ln (1 + B)/B, Pb is the bulk gas density, Ub is the forced 
flow velocity, Re, Sc, Pr, and Gr are the Reynolds, Sclnnidt, Prandtl, and Grashoff 
numbers for the bulk gas, r is the natural convection boundary layer 
characteristic velocity, k is the bulk gas thermal conductivity, and L is the 
characteristic length. The Reynolds number for forced flow is pbUbL/µb and for 
natural flow is pbfo/µb where µb is the bulk gas viscosity, o is the gas boundary 
layer thickness ana 

r (11) 

o = 0.565 L Gr-O.l Pr-8115 [l + 0.494 Pr 2/ 3 ]0.l (12) 

The models have been added as an option in MARCH and yield pressures as shown in 
Figure 3 which are lower during forced convection transients induced by rapid steam 
generation than corresponding pressures predicted with the original MARCH 
formulation. 

The user may employ either the natural or the forced convection model 
exclusively. Alternatively, both heat transfer coefficients may be calculated and 
the larger used. Velocity is a user-specified input to the forced convection model. 
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For the problem shown in Figure 3 the transition from forced to natural 
convection occurs at.approximately 3 ft/sec. The results of Figur.e 3 assume 
characteristic lengths on the order of one half the actual surface length. Smaller 
characteristic lengths would displace the curves somewhat but would not alter the 
conclusions. When a small characteristic length of 1 ft is used with the natural 
convection model, the resulting peak pressure is very close to the MARCH 1.1 Uchida 
data fit. It appears that the Uchida data fit is conservative and does not 
completely account for realistic heat transfer lengths or forced flow conditions. 

Core-Concrete Interaction 

MARCH uses the INTER code [10] to model core concrete interactions. INTER was 
developed as a preliminary tool for study of core-concrete phenomena and was never 
intended to be predictive. [10] The more recent and detailed CORCONl code [11] has 
been implemented as an alternative to INTER for use with MARCH. Predicted 
containment pressures using CORCONl increase much less rapidly than the 
corresponding pressures predicted using INTER. This is primarily a result of the 
lower rates of penetration and noncondensible gas (Hz, CO, and co2) production 
predicted by CORCONl. CORCONl does not model a water layer above the debris. An 
interfacing model was developed to permit the use of CORCONl with MARCH and account 
for heat transfer from molten debris to water in the reactor cavity. 

A comparison between INTER and CORCONl is shown in Figure 4 by the ratios of 
masses generated and penetration distance as a function of core-concrete interaction 
time. Initially CORCONl penetrates the concrete faster than INTER then INTER 
catches and passes CORCONl. CORCONl tends to melt and then resolidify earlier in 
time than INTER. The rate of noncondensible gases produced tend in general to 
correlate with the concrete penetration rate and the concentration.. of CaO in the 
melt. The fluctuation in the noncondensible gases at about 160 minutes is caused 
primarily by a layer flip between the heavy-oxide and metal layers in CORCONl. 
INTER boils the reactor cavity water dry at about 120 minutes compared to 360 
minutes for CORCONl or about one-third of the time. During this boiloff the upper 
melt layer in INTER is metallic but in CORCONl it is a metal-oxide (thermal 
conductivity is approximately 1/15 that of the metallic layer). This makes CORCONl 
relatively insensitive to the surface heat transfer coefficient. 

Although CORCONl is a state-of-the-art code, it should be recognized that 
significant limitations remain. In particular, CORCONl like INTER does not apply 
for solidified melt. Also, significant phenomenological uncertainties exist with 
respect to noncondensible gas generation rates. Predictions based on future 
versions of CORCON could be substantially different than those based on CORCONl. 

Combustion Modeling 

Various limitations associated with combustion modeling in MARCH have been 
identified. [3] We have recently eliminated several of these limitations. The 
concentrations within a burning compartment can now be sampled every time step to 
account for changes which occur due to mass transport during burns. The burn 
velocity and extent of reaction can be calculated as functions of the hydrogen 
concentration in the compartment at time of ignition. An "igniter-on" event may now 
be used to initiate a burn at a given point in time. Tests for inerting based on 
high steam and carbon dioxide concentrations have been added. Tests for 
intercompartment flame propagation accounting for relative compartment location and 
approximate time delays have been incorporated. Finally, combustion of carbon 
monoxide as well as hydrogen may now be treated. 

These combustion modeling changes do not significantly alter previous MARCH 
predictions for single-compartment problems, before the onset of core-concrete 
interactions. Later, even considering CO burning, the lower gas production rates 
predicted by CORCONl reduce the deflagration pressures achievable at a given time 
compared with the original MARCH models. We have not yet completed testing of the 
new combustion models for multi-compartment problems. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the potential impact on PWR risk, the in-vessel modeling changes 
and uncertainties (above and in Reference 5) seem less significant than those 
associated with ex-vessel phenomena. That is, a loss of 10 minutes or so in the 
time available for operator intervention to prevent meltdown seems less significant 
than whether or not above ground containment would fail. However, it should be 
recognized that in-vessel phenomena control not only the rate of meltdown but also 
the constituency, configuration, and flow rates of materials (steam, water, Hz, 
radionuclides, and debris) discharged to containment. Even if one accepts the 
uncertainty in meltdown rate based on the in-vessel models discussed above, the 
effect of in-vessel phenomena on discharges to containment may contribute 
significantly to uncertainty in risk. 
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ABSTRACT 

Given the unlikely occurrence of a severe accident in a light water re
actor, the core may melt and slump into the reactor cavity below the vessel. 
The interaction of the molten core with exposed concrete (molten-core-con
crete-interaction, MCCI) causes copious gas production which influences 
further heat transfer and concrete attack and may threaten containment in
tegrity. In this paper we focus on the interfacial heat transfer models 
currently used for MCCI analysis. We review the data of relevant simulant 
experiments and compare the results to what is predicted by MCCI interfacial 
heat transfer models, identifying current uncertainties. We also assess the 
effect of physical processes that current interf acial heat transfer models 
do not consider (e.g. the presence of a water layer). 

INTRODUCTION 

If a complete failure of normal and emergency coolant flow were to occur in a 
Light Water Reactor (IWR), a highly unlikely event, fission product decay heat would 
·cause the fuel to overheat. If no corrective action were taken, the fuel would even
tually melt. Under certain conditions this could lead to slumping of the molten core 
materials down into the vessel lower plenum, followed by failure of the vessel and re
sult in a deposition of these materials into the reactor cavity. The interactions of 
these molten core materials with water in the reactor cavity and with the cavity solid 
structure (concrete & steel) are important phenomena during the accident. 

The risks associated with the LWR were systematically evaluated in the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400. This study found that core-melt 
accidents constituted the dominant public health risks from LWR accidents. One reason 
for this finding was that core-melt accidents may cause failure of the reactor contain
ment, thereby allowing release of radioactivity to the environment. One prime mode of 
containment failure is by overpressurization. The MCCI impacts containment over
pressurization in a number of ways. First the core melt as it is eroding the concrete
steel basemat is transferring energy to the containment atmosphere by the production of 
water vapor and noncondensible gases (e.g. H

2
, CO~, CO). Some of these gases are com

bustible, and further energy release occurs upon Eheir oxidation. These gases come 
from the decomposition of the concrete and metal-water reactions; therefore, the. com
position of the concrete and its rate of erosion by the core melt is of prime impor
tance. Secondly the core-melt transfers energy into the containment by direct heating 
of the containment atmosphere and structure. Third, if water is present in the reactor 
cavity, the core melt may partially quench as the MCCI begins causing more vapor to be 
produced. This water vapor production would continue if the remaining water in the 
cavity remains above the core melt as it erodes concrete. It is possible that if this 
quantity of water is appreciable and renewable (e.g. heat sink provided by containment 
spray operation) the MCCI may be slowed or terminated early in some stable coolable 
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geometry. This possibility has not been addressed by current MCCI models. 
WASH-1400 is the first work which attempted to quantify these physical processes. 

Carbienerl assumed that the mechanism for concrete erosion by the core melt was rapid 
spallation (i.e. mechanical disruption) of the first half meter depth of concrete in 
about 20 minutes, followed by concrete decomposition at a rate of 15 cm/hr. This 
assumed mechanism resulted in rapid concrete erosion and ignored the physical fact that 
the core melt cools and would eventually begin to solidify; therefore this could be 
considered an upper bound on the rate of erosion (ba~emat melt-through occurred in 
~18 hrs). This rapid concrete erosion produced a high gas generation rate which in 
turn resulted in early containment failure by overpressure. 

Since these early calculations the mechanism for MCCI erosion of the concrete has 
been a subject of research both experimentally and analytically. Based on current 
knowledge the WASH-1400 estimates are considered to be conservative for MGCI behavior, 
because they overestimated the rate of concrete erosion and gas generation. This con
clusion by itself is important because although it may not change the cumulative effect 
of the MCCI, it does suggest the physical processes may occur more slowly, reducing the 
likelihood of early containment failure. 

Recently two probabilistic risk assessment studies were completed for particular 
pressurized water reactors, Zion Nuclear Station and Indian Point 2 and 3 (NRC Report2, 
Commonwealth Edison3). The results of each study in the area of MCCI are.quite differ
ent. The NRC study concluded that an MCCI is quite likely to occur; however, a defi
nite distinction was drawn between the cases of water in the reactor cavity and no 
water; for the case of water present in the cavity it was unclear how long the MCCI 
would continue. For the utility study the analysis indicated that an MCCI was quite 
unlikely when water was present in the reactor cavity and when the reactor pressure 
vessel (RPV) was at high pressures. The only circumstance in which an MCCI could occur 
was at low RPV pressure in a completely dry reactor cavity. One important point to 
note is that in both studies containment failure was delayed in time because the con
tainment structure was estimated to have a relatively high failure pressure ~1 Ml?a. 

When considering current MCCI models and analyses, the interfacial heat and mass 
transfer processes are probably one of the most important and yet contain large un
certainties. These interfacial models determine the rate of energy -t'tansport and 
therefore are important in determining the rate of concrete er9:;;d:on, gas generation, 
and cooldown of the molten pool. In this paper we assess .ptlrrent MCCI interfacial heat 
transfer models. First, we review interfacial phenomenological models and available 
experimental data. Second, a comparison is made between these models to try to under
stand current uncertainties. Finally, we consider important physical processes that 
current inrerfacial models neglect and we estimate the possible effect of these pro
cesses. 

UNCERTAINTIES IN INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER MODELS 

Several phenomenological and empirical models for the heat transfer coefficient at 
the melt-concrete·interface have been proposed. Tables 1 and 2 list published models 
for the downward and sideward heat transfer coefficients respectively. Referring to 
Table 1, the models of Alsmeyer, et al.4 and Dhir, et al.5 assume the pool interface to 
be separated from the melting substrate by a continuous gas film. This assumption is 
based partly on simulant experiments in which a film was observed and on analogy to 
film boiling heat transfer. These models neglect the effect of the molten products of 
the erosion (i.e. molten slag from concrete erosion) and assume that these molten pro
ducts are carried away from the interface and do not impede heat transfer. In addition, 
these models neglect the resistance to heat transfer between the pool interface and the 
pool bulk caused by gas injection. 

The model of Muir and Benjamin6 takes the opposite view; i.e. it assumes that the 
slag produced by concrete melting is the dominant heat transfer resistance. When a 
metallic pool attacks the concrete, the slag is immiscible with it and the model assumes 
that a continuous slag film builds up at the interface separating the metallic layer 
from the melting concrete. This formulation neglects the effect of the gas from the 
concrete. When an oxidic pool attacks the concrete the slag is miscible in the molten 
oxides. In this case the model assumes that the slag mixes with the oxide and heat 
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transfer is enhanced over that of natural convection by discrete gas bubbles stirring 
the pool. This enhancement effect assumes the bubble spacing to be given by the char
acteristic Taylor instability wavelength, combined with empirical results from Kutate
ladze7. 

The final model is a correlation developed by Abdel-Khalik and Paik8. This model 
is based upon experiments conducted by Felde9 and p'aik, et al .10 with gas injection 
through a porous plate (0.001 < V as < 1.0 cm/s) into a volumetrically heated pool. 
These tests account for, in an in~egral sense, the effect of gas stirring at the inter
face and enhancement within the pool bulk. In these tests no continuous gas film was 
observed separating the pool.and the surface. 

The downward interfacial heat transfer coefficient in the GORGON computer codell 
assumes that ·a continuous gas film exists and that the heat transfer is composed of 
radiative and convective processes. The radiative heat flux is based on the assumption 
that the core-melt surface and the ablating concrete surface can be represented as gray 
surfaces with known emissivities. The convective heat transfer coefficient is given by 
Alsmeyer's gas film model. It should be noted here that for prototypic conditions the 
radiative heat flux is generally equal to the convective heat flux. 

Figure 1 compares the downward heat' transfer coefficients predicted by the GORGON 
model with the data of Felde9 and Paik et a1.lO as correlated by Abdel-Khalik and Paik8 
(Table 1). These data have been obtained by injecting a gas through the porous bound
aries of a volumetrically-heated pool. No continuous gas film was present at the pool
surface interface; rather, discrete gas bubbles entered the pool causing agitation 
("nucleate boiling"). Figure 1 shows that the measured downward heat transfer coeffi
cients from the tests are at least a factor of three to ten larger than the results 
from the GORGON models for similar superficial gas velocities. Also the qualitative 
trends for the two cases are different. The UW data show that the heat transfer co
efficient increases as the superficial gas velocity increases; this is due to the in
creased gas agitation. In contrast, the GORGON model goes through a maximum in the 
range of 0.3-1 cm/s. This behavior is due to combination of models assumed in GORGON. 

A correlation for the sideward heat transfer coefficient based on the data of 
Felde9 and Paik, et al.10 was also developed8 (Table 2). Again no continuous gas film 
was observed although the injected gas did remain near the wall. More recent scoping 
experiments have also included the effect of simultaneous injection of gas and liquid 
into the volumetrically heated pool. 

Simulant experiments conducted by Alsmeyer4 using hot water on dry ice indicated 
that a gas film did form at the eroding solid interface and that the evolved gas would 
flow up between the liquid pool and the solid (instead of entering the pool) if the 
angle of inclination from the horizontal was large (~30°). Based on these observations 
the GORGON model (Table 2) assumes a continuous gas film on the sides of the pool and 
models the film as a convective boundary layer with gray body radiative heat transfer 
present. The expression as shown in Table 2 accounts for the change from laminar to 
turbulent gas film flow and has transition regions included in the formulation. Added 
to this heat transfer resistance is another heat transfer coefficient, hgas• which 
accounts for the temperature drop from the pool bulk to the pool interface in the 
presence of gas agitation. As agitation goes to zero this coefficient returns to the 
familiar natural convection formulation. Again the heat transfer r~sistance of the 
molten slag carried into the pool at the interface is ignored. 

Figure 2 compares the sideward heat transfer·coefficients predicted by the GORGON 
model with the data of Felde9 and Paik et al.10 as correlated by Abdel-Khalik and Paik8. 
The comparison shows closer agreement than that obtained for the downward heat transfer 
coefficients. Such agreement, however, is entirely fortuitous since the GORGON model 
assumes a continuous gas film at the interface while the data do not show a film. 
Qualitatively, the correlation again predicts a monotonic increase in the sideward 
heat transfer coefficient with gas velocity while the GORGON model goes through a max
imum at about 0.6 cm/sec. 

For real materials.the differences between the heat transfer coefficients for the 
two flow regimes (film vs 'nucleate boiling') are even more pronounced (Table 3). We 
have performed these sample calculations for the three possible types of melt layers 
(heavy oxide, light oxide, and metallic). The GORGON model used to calculate these 
coefficients included the effect of radiation across the gas film. The light oxide 
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contacts only the side wall of the cavity whereas the other two layers will primarily 
contact the cavity floor. The heat transfer coefficient due to gas agitation ('nucleate 
boiling') can be as much as ten to twenty times larger than the CORCON gas film co
efficient for similar gas velocities. This can make a large difference in the core 
melt cooldown rate. 

How can one reconcile these two flow regimes (film vs 'nucleate boiling') during 
an MCCI, and which one is most likely to occur? The downward or sideward heat trans
fer and melt cooldown would be significantly different depending on which regime is 
applicable. This uncertainty cannot be completely removed. However, the answer to 
this question may be that both flow regimes would occur at different times during an 
MCCI. To understand this consider the traditional two-phase pool boiling cu~ve. This 
heat transfer curve is applicable to the situation at hand because, to a first approxi
mation, gas injection into a pool through a porous surface is similar to pool boiling 
heat transfer. When the core melt initially contacts the reactor cavity floor the 
temperature difference is very large (~2500 K) and the accompanying heat flux is also 
large (>l MW/m2), Therefore, the probable heat-flux-temperature combination will pro
duce a large initial burst of gas and a large superficial gas vela.city causing a stable 
gas film to be developed. This suggests the melt-concrete interface may be best mo
delled by the current CORCON film model when the melt is hot and gas velocity is high. 
However, as the core melt cools the superficial gas velocity will decrease. If one 
neglects the effect of the ablating concrete ('slag'), the gas film will eventually 
collapse to a gas bubbling and agitation ('nucleate boiling') regime.12 This collapse 
would occur at a low superficial gas velocity (1-5 cm/s) and would cause the heat 
transfer coefficient to increase significantly futher increasing the rate of core melt 
cooldown and solidification. 

Theoretical slag interface models have been proposed by Muir and Benjamin6 (Table 
1). We can compare models to the gas film model for downward heat transfer (Table 4). 
As one can see, the models have qualitatively different trends for metallic and oxidic 
phases and are lower in value by a factor of 2-10. This behavior is due to the assump
tion that the slag is a continuous film with a metallic layer present and is assumed 
to completely mix with an oxidic layer. Both models may be in some error because the 
effects of gas agitation and gas-slag interaction are omitted. The effect of the slag 
at the interface may be of minor importance compared to the presence of gas injection. 

EFFECT OF HEAT TRANSFER UNCERTAINTIES ON THE MGCI 

One would like to examine the effect of these heat transfer uncertainties on MCCI 
behavior; particularly concrete erosion and gas generation. For this purpose the COR
CON computer codell was modified so that one could selectively alter individual heat 
transfer coefficients by a constant value. The convective heat transfer coefficients 
at the interface were taken to be an order of magnitude above or below nominal CORCON 
values (Figure 3 and 4). The higher than nominal heat transfer coefficients reflect 
the gas bubble ,agitation regime rather than a continuous gas film at the interface. 
The lower than nominal heat transfer coefficients reflect the possible effect of mol
ten slag adding to the heat transfer resistance. In addition the radiative properties 
of the interface (hrad) was altered to demonstrate the relative effect of radiation 
versus convective heat transfer. 

Varying the convective heat transfer coefficient causes the gas generated (e.g. 
Hz) and the concrete eroded to be altered by 20-30% from the base case calculation 
-after about two hours of the MCCI. The effect of radiative heat flux is smaller than 
this variation even though the upper bound on the possible heat flux was used. These 
results suggest that uncertainties in the interfacial heat transfer models do affect 
the overall MCCI behavior. It should be noted that these calculations were only 
carried out to two hours into the MCCI because at this time CORCON predicted a signi
ficant fraction of the metallic layer (>10%) would freeze. Use of CORCON beyond this 
time period would not be recommended because current phenomenological models in CORCON 
cannot account for significant solidification at the concrete-melt interfaces. This 
behavior is not peculiar to these initial conditions, but is generally observed a 
few hours into the MCCI. 
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MCCI BEHAVIOR WITH WATER PRESENT 

When the molten core enters the reactor cavity region, there is a strong possibil
ity that water will be present in the cavity or will later be introduced. This change 
in the cavity conditions could cause a large difference in the physical processes which 
subsequently occur. In the absence of an energetic fuel-coolant interaction, the mol
ten fuel would pour into the water pool and then accumulate on the cavity bottom (if 
the water is introduced after the fuel is in the cavity the final configuration would 
be similar). The melt would begin to erode the concrete basemat with the water layer 
on top of the melt. 

The presence of the water layer could affect the physical processes in three ways. 
First, the upward heat flux would now be directed into the water pool producing steam. 
Noncondensible gases due to concrete degassing would not be generated by this upward 
heat flux and the pool may scrub out aerosols which are generated by the melt-concrete 
interaction. Second, the water layer would begin to cool the upper light oxide layer 
of the molten pool; in fact gas generation by the MCCI may throw some molten particles 
into the pool forming quenched fuel debris. Finally, as time progresses the upper 
light oxide layer surface would cool and begin to freeze. 

This final effect is the area of greatest uncertainty. If a solid curst is forIIEd 
at this surface then water could not flow downward to cause further quenching. If 
rather solid particles or a porous crust is formed gas flow would be allowed up and 
water could flow downward aiding in further molten material quenching and debris forma
tion. One would think that an impermeable solid oxide crust could not exist long for 
two major reasons; first, gases generated by the MCCI would have to pass through this 
crust or else the molten pool would pressurize and the crust crack, and second, thermal 
stresses due to large temperature gradien~s would also be present and may cause the 
brittle crust to crack and break allowing gas out flow. Therefore, if one concludes 
that a 'porous' crust (and/or solid debris particles) would separate the molten pool 
and the water layer the question now becomes what is the rate at which water can flow 
downward against the noncondensible gas upflow and the steam produced by water vapor
ization and core quenching. One then needs to model the quench rate in this porous 
flow situation. Currently MCCI computer models do not consider this physical effect 
at all. 

The time required to first freeze and quench the upper light oxide surface with 
water present is not long. The molten pool would be initially separated from the 
water layer by a vapor film. The heat flux across this interface is predominantly due 
to radiation (~3 MW/m2); therefore, the surface will rapidly cooldown to the freezing 
temperature of the oxide layer (~1600 K). The solid debris (or 'porous' crust) would 
be formed by the molten pool being agitated by the decomposition gases and by thermal 
stresses in the solid. 

Once the surface becomes solid it will continue to cool until the heat flux falls 
below the minimum film boiling heat flux and is quenched by the water. The time this 
initial quenching process takes is partially dependent upon the rate of concrete de
composition; because the noncondensible gas upflow will agitate the pool causing 
larger upward heat transfer rates and higher superficial gas velocities. Both of these 
effects will sustain a higher oxide surface temperature and a more stable film boiling 
regime. If one considers the minimum film boiling heat flux to be given byl2 

(1) 

where 0.09 < C < 0.18, then the associated minimum superficial velocity for film col
lapse is about 0.01 to 0.05 m/s. Based on CORCON calculations for basaltic concretell 
the noncondensible gas superficial velocity falls below this limit after about a half 
an hour. After this time the water could then flow downward into the 'porous' solid 
quenching more of the upper oxide layer. 

The rate of water downflow through the solid (debris and/or crust) with gas and 
vapor upflow could be considered to be analogous to the situation of countercurrent 
flooding and flow reversa112. In this case though the characteristic diameter would 
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be the solid fuel debris diameter. The water could flow downward at a rate no faster 
than that allowed by the gas upflow and the vapor upflow generated by debris quenching. 
This limit for flow reversal would be given byl2 

(2) 

where 

(3) 

and the superficial gas velocity, JG, is the total superficial velocity from gas and 
vapor flow 

The superficial velocity of the gas is found from the erosion rate of the concrete. 
The superficial velocity for the vapor is given by 

ID" v 
Vv = -

s Pv 

(4) 

(5) 

where it is assumed that the water layer is saturated. One can now use this criterion 
to solve for the maximum heat flux during water inflow and quenching by combining Eqs. 
2-5. 

q" = 
max 

This can be compared to the 
(>1mm)l3 

q" = 
DO 

. [ ·~ (gDPl1p) ~ !z J p 1f 0.5 - v 
v g Pg gs 

dryout heat flux from a debris bed of large particles 

DP e3 ;,, 
ifg[pv/1pgl.75 I=E ] 2 

!t; 2 
[l+(pv/pl) ] 

(6) 

(7) 

Notice that the functional relationship is essentially the same. Therefore, to a first 
approximation the maximum heat flux that could be removed from the oxide layer during 
water inflow is q~0 . 

The rate of molten core quench, Vq, from this water inflow could be estimated by 
an energy balance at the oxide interface 

q" 
DO 

(8) 

where the subscript o denotes the properties of the molten oxide layer and hl is the 
heat transfer coefficient between the oxide layer and its upper interface. When 
appropriate numerical values are substituted into the above expression and v

0 
is 

solved for, one finds the quench rate is about 0.3 mm/s (1 m/hr). This quench rate 
suggests that the upper oxide layer would be quenched in 1-2 hours or about the same 
time it takes the lower metallic layer to cool down and have significantly frozen 
(based on previous CORCON calculations). 

This result suggests that after the first few hours of the MCCI the major fraction 
of the melt may be quenched. Current models need to be improved to account for the 
effect of a water layer, and subsequent processes when the core may be substantially 
molten. Also experimental verification of these predictions is needed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The current models for interfacial heat transfer during an MCCI were reviewed and 
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compared to experimental data. The comparison indicated that depending on the flow re
gime considered to be present at the concrete-pool interface the heat transfer coeffi
cient varied by as much as two orders of magnitude. When these variations were includ
ed in an overall MCCI calculation using the CORCON MCCI computer code gas generation 
and concrete erosion varied by as much as 30%. 

In addition, a simple model was proposed to predict the physical effect of an over
lying layer of water on the molten pool surface during the MCCI. The model suggests 
that the upper oxide layer could be quenched by water ingression a few hours after the 
start of the MCCI. This corresponds to approximately the time it takes the l.ower me
tallic layer to cool down and have significantly frozen. Further experiments and 
analysis should be done to investigate this physical effect. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

c specific heat 
D diameter 
F radiation view factor 
g gravitational acceleration 
H layer depth 
h heat transfer coefficient 

enthalpy 
k thermal conductivity 
q 11 heat flux 
Q volumetric heat generation rate 
R radius of object 

radial position 
T temperature 

time internal energy 
u internal energy 
V volume 
v velocity 

axial position 
a void fraction 

thermal expansion coefficient 
y ratio of specific heat 

thermal diffusivity 
µ viscosity 

porosity 

v kinematic viscosity 
p density 
a surface tension 
crr Stephan-Bolt,zman Const 

Subscripts 

b gas bubble 
c concrete 
d slag drop 
g gas 
i interface 
l liquid 

m metallic 
0 oxidic 
p pool 
s superficial 
sl slag (molten concrete 

CaO, 5102) 
T terminal bubble 
u upper 

" water 

products; 

TABLE Phenomenological Models for the Downward Heat Transfer Coefficient 
at the Pool-Concrete Interface 

Investigator (s) 

Alsmeyer, et al. 4 
Dhir, et al.s 

Muir and 
Benjamin6 

Abdel-Khalik 
and Paik8 

Muir, et ai.10 
(CORCON) 

Model 

(~) 0 1/3 
Co A ( ___::'_E_µ V ) 

g gs 

C0 = • 326 (Alsmeyer) 

(i) Concrete-Metallic Pool 

(ii) Concrete-Oxidic Pool 

h* 

c 
0 

V* 

0.14 ki::,l (Gr0 Pr5 1)113 

gRb
2 

(psl-pg) 
0 • 018 5 -=---==---'-'-

• 256 (Dhir) 

1/2 

P 
1/3 

rsl 

= { l for VgsfV* ~ 

(Vgs/V*)• 6 for Vgs/V* < l 

~ 
v 3 

h3 5.6 A (~) 
gvp 

h4 
l 

l l 
-h--+-h-

film gas 

hi Alsmeyer model 

0.067 

hrad = 
For(Tpi4-Tc4) 

(Tpi - Tc) 

_g__ 1/3 
hgas = ~ (Prp 2) [0.0003SAT + 

VP 

2 1/3 
0.4ap ] 

g 00 1/4 

1. 53 «Pp-Pg)) 
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TABLE 2 Phenomenological Models for the Sideward Heat Transfer Coefficient 
at the Pool-Concrete Interface 

Investigator 

Abdel-Khalik 
and Paik8 

Muir, et ai. 11 

(CORCON) 

Model 

k v 3 0.043 

s.of <~> 
gvp 

)a A - P 
- g(p -p ) 

p g 

(Vertical surfaces) 

1 1 --+--
hfilm hgas 

hfilm = hconv + hrad 
- ~ 1 L 

hconv - L" (L ~ Nu (x) dx) 

L" 

Nu(x) 

L is path length up the side 
of the pool 

{ 

0. 56 Reg-l/J Reg < 100 

0.09 Prg
113 

Reg
116 

Reg> 100 

0 < x < L 

TABLE 3 Comparison of Abdel-Khalik and Paik 1 s Interface Correlation 
to CORCON-MODl Models for Actual Core Materials 

Core Material Heat Transfer Superficial Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Interface Gas Velocity A-K&P CORCON-MODl 

(m/s) 

0.0001 2210 1270 

Heavy Oxide Downward 0.001 3500 1360 
(U0

2 
,Zr0

2
) 

0.01 5560 2150 

0.0001 2160 430 

Light Oxide Sideward 0.001 2920 630 
(Ca0,Si0

2
) 

0.01 3920 840 

0. 0001 21800 2300 

Metallic Downward 0.001 34500 3360 
(Fe,Cr,Ni) 

0.01 54700 3000 

TABLE 4 Comparison of CORCON-MODl Interface Correlation to 
the Slag Model of Muir and Benjamin for Downward 
Heat Transfer 

I Superf i c i a 1 Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Core Material Gas Velocity CO RC ON I Slag Model 

(mis) (w/m 2k) 

Metallic 0.0001 2300 2173 
0.001 3360 1010 

/ 0.01 3000 470 
0.1 220 

Heavy Oxide 0.001 1270 35 
0.001 1360 135 
0.01 2150 540 
0.1 1734 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses major modeling phenomena and preliminary calcula
tional results from the ANCHAR computer code which estimates the conditions 
within a PWR reactor core during the course of a severely degraded core 
accident. The code estimates the heating rate in the fuel, cladding, and 
control rods within the axial boundaries of the active fuel zone and in the 
upper plenum regions. The core and downcomer.description includes simulation 
of boilup/void fraction and heat transfer among fuel, cladding, other non-fuel 
materials and steam/hydrogen. The code also includes a Zircaloy oxidation 
model with options for considering the impact of the available steam supply 
and hydrogen production on the oxidation rate, and a parametric fuel-cladding 
eutectic formation and slumping model to mechanistically describe the in-core 
meltdown progression. The emphasis is on realistic, yet simplified modeling 
of the principal controlling processes while allowing for parametric varia
tions in order to provide insight into the factors affecting progressive core 
degradation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is clear that an understanding of the progression of a core degradation 
accident can only be a·chieved through a process of analysis, experimentation, modeling 
and model integration. A keystone of any program must be modeling and model inte
gration into accident analysis codes. This paper describes one such model which 
estimates fuel/clad slumping during a severe LOCA. This modeling uses the ANCHAR code 
for the· supporting analysis. The ANCHAR code describes incore accident progression 
during a degraded core event in a PWR and this slumping model extends the calculation 
to situations in which the original fuel/clad geometry is lost. The purpose of this 
paper is to describe the code framework, discuss the fuel/clad slumping model in 
detail and present results which describe fuel/clad melting and relocation during a 
severe LOCA. · 

The ANCHAR Code is a family of physical models which is specifically designed to 
describe the in-core degradation process in a PWR core during a severe LOCA condition 
by estimating the heating rate in the fuel, clad, and control rods (non-fuel material) 
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within the axial boundaries of the active fuel zone. The modeling of the core and 
.downcomer region includes mathematical simulations for boilup/void fraction and heat 
transfer among fuel, clad, other non-fuel materials and steam. The code also includes 
a Zircaloy (Zry) oxidation model with options accounting for the available supply of 
oxygen during the heating period. This work discusses a proposed eutectic formation 
and "candling" model which mechanistically describes the meltdown progression in
core. The core slumping model will be highlighted for two reasons: (1) it represents 
the most detailed and controversial modeling in the code and (2) it may provide very 
important insights into the most critical portions of such an accident. The emphasis 
is on realistic, yet simplified modeling of the governing processes. 

It is envisioned that this type of model can be applied as a tool in three 
important areas of current concern. 

1. Calculation of details of the core melt progression to facilitate assessment 
of core support plate and/or core barrel failure, debris behavior, lower 
vessel head failure, and containment loads from hydrogen and steam. 

2. Assessment of fission product release and in-vessel conditions for fission 
product transport. 

3. Accident management calculations, especially assessment of the effectiveness 
of various operator actions or equipment functions on interdiction of an 
accident sequence. 

Section II describes the way in which the core, upper plenum, and surroundings 
. are modeled for intact geometry heatup; Section III gives a detailed overview of the 
fuel/clad motion model, and Section IV presents the results of application of the 
code. 

II. OVERALL CORE MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Included in the model setup are descriptions of the entire core, radial 
surroundings, and upper plenum in differing detail. For the core, various regions are 
designated which inc.lude assemblies of like burnup and power in a defined "region". 
The core is modeled as being made up of many regions each of which can include any 
fraction of the· total fuel assemblies. The radial core surroundings are modeled by 
three additional regions which represent the core barrel/baffle, thermal shield, and 
pressure vessel. The pressure vessel is assumed to communicate thermally with an 
additional constant temperature (environment) heat sink. The upper plenum is modeled 
by a single lumped-parameter node which communicates.through radiation and convection 
with the steam/hydrogen mixture exiting the core to determine the average heatup of 
the total upper plenum structure material. 

The ANCHAR Code considers the accident to start at the time the fuel begins to 
uncover and the analysis ends when the core has experienced significant fuel/clad 
material relocation in the form of "candling" down to form plugs of frozen material at 
the core bottom. A schematic diagram of the initial condition of the core is shown in 
Fig. 1 which gives a cross-sectional view of the pressure vessel enclosing the fuel 
rods and the coolant water. Shown in this figure are the regions discussed above· 
numbered at the bottom. Also shown is the surrounding water pool with arrows depict
ing the water flow from the downcomer into the core and the steam flow from the top 
through the outlet. The water in the fueled region has boiled down to the top of the 
active fuel and the water level shown in the outer portion of the figure is the 
collapsed water level in the downcomer both shown in ft. (the bottom of the active 
fuel is at 8.05 ft.). Notice that the "regions" are symmetrical around the central 
region~ i.e., if there are 10 regions in the model th.ere will be 19 regions shown in 
Fig. 1 with the central region being region 1. 
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Code Conceptualization of an Example PWR Core 

The core used for this paper consists of a typical open lattice PWR core of 177 
assemblies arranged in a square lattice to approximate the shape of a cylinder. All 
fuel assemblies are identical in mechanical construction and mechanically interchange
able in any location. The fuel pellets are clad in Zircaloy-4 (Zry) tubing and sealed 
by Zry end caps welded at each end. In each assembly, two hundred and eight fuel 
rods, sixteen control rod guide tubes, and one instrumentation tube assembly are 
arrayed in a 15 x 15 matrix. Seven segmented spacer sleeves, eight soa~er grilds. and 
two end fittings fonn a structural cage to arrange the rods and tubes in this array. 
The center position in the assembly is reserved for instrumentation. · 

As discussed previously, the model setup assumes that many assemblies can be 
1 umped together to form a single 11 radi al regi on 11

• The many fuel rods contained in the 
assemblies within this region are then represented by a single "average rod" contain
ing fuel, clad, and associated non-fuel material (consisting of the instrumentation 
tube, the control rod guide tubes, the poison rods, and poison rod structure). It is 
further assumed that the total non-fuel material is apportioned to the average fuel 
rod based on dividing the total non-fuel mass by the number of rods in any radial 
region. The code will permit the core to be divided into virtually any number of 
these 11 radi al regi ons 11

, each represented by one average rod. 

The fuel and non-fuel material rods can be divided into axial segments which 
cover the entire assembly length (active fuel and gas plenum). Each fuel rod axial 
level contains two radial nodes, representing the fuel and clad respectively, con
nected by a gap thermal resistance. The gap heat transfer model includes radiation 
and convection tenns. Similarly, the steam and non-fuel material are each modeled by 
one node at every axial level. Convective and radiative heat transfer takes place 
radially among the fuel, clad, steam and the non-fuel material. Energy is removed 
from the core (axially) by steam convection and radially by region-to-region 
radiati'on. Water is assumed to be a quasi-stagnant boiling pool, whose height is 
determined by the axial steam void fraction combined with a hydraulic balance against 
water contained in the reactor vessel downcomer region. The effective water level is 
governed by: (1) the net addition (makeup and reflux* greater than boiloff), or net 
decrease (makeup and reflux less than boiloff), of water inventory; (2) the vapor 
distribution in the water (which is affected by power as well as the void fraction 
model); and (3) the degree of subcooling (user input) of water entering the pressure 
vessel. 

Heat removal from uncovered portions of the rod. is accomplished by convection and 
radiation to the steam which then can radiate and convect to the non-fuel materials. 
When clad temperatures reach oxidation temperatures the exothermic zirconium-water 
reaction is modeled assuming a parabolic rate of oxide layer growth.[1] At higher 
clad temperatures, the supply of steam may be inadequate to support this oxidation 
rate and steam starvation occurs, or if the slumping model is used, oxidation is 
stopped when eutectic formation occurs. 

III. FUEL/CLAD MOTION MODEL 

In modeling the behavior of a degraded core it is important to assess the 
potential paths leading to a failure of the pressure vessel. A prime consideration in 
the events leading to such a failure is the .rate and amounts of core material which 
relocate or slump down into the pressure vessel lower head. 

*Reflux is defined here to mean the condensation of the boiled off steam in the makeup 
water entering through the cold leg and subsequently reentering the core with the 
makeup water. 
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As discussed previously, a single average fuel rod and its associated coolant 
flow channel define each radial region in the core model. For each of these radial 
regions., fuel motion and relocation are described within the following framework: 

1) When the (user designated) eutectic formation temperature is reached, 
eutectic formation occurs within the rod by dissolution of t~e uo2 by molten 
Zry. The volume of eutectic formed within a given axial node is selected 
from both experimental findings and user input. 

2) The eutectic is assumed to "breakout" to the outside of the fuel rod and 
then to flow downward under the forces of gravity and viscosity as a uniform 
thin film on the outer oxide layer, i.e., the "candling" phenomena. The 
resolution of the eutectic motion is on the same scale as the remainder of 
the ANCHAR code, i.e., the same axial nodal structure is used. 

3) the location of the initial breakout, and all subsequent breakouts, is 
simply those axial nodes which satisfy the user specified breakout criteria 
and clad temperature. 

4) As the eutectic film moves downward under the force of gravity it will move 
to a lower and cooler axial node and eventually freeze and perhaps later 
remelt. · 

5) The thickness of the molten eutectic layer and its viscosity, which is a 
function of the internal energy. of the melt, are the principal factors which 
determine the downward velocity of the material. 

6) As the molten eutectic continues to flow downward a buildup of refrozen 
eutectic will eventually occur in the lower nodes. Channel blockage is 
considered to occur when the flow channel associated with a single node of 
an average rod is completely filled with eutectic.· 

A schematic diagram of the various stages of fuel slumping for a single rod is shown 
in Fig. 2. The figure clearly shows that five different materials are being separ
ately followed. These materials are the fuel, clad, oxide layer, molten eutectic, and 
frozen eutectic. The fuel pellet boundary after·eutectic formation is based on the 
amount of material dissolved by the molten Zry. Momentum exchanges are permitted 
within the molten (moving) and refrozen eutectic and heat transfer between all forms 
of eutectic and clad is accounted for. The computational details of the eutectic 
formation model are outlined below. 

The formulation of the slumping model is based on the Cladding Action Program 
model which is used in the SAS code.[2] This code uses an. explicit film motion model 
in an Eulerian hydrodynamics mesh to follow the movement of molten fuel/cladding or 
eutectic material. The model allows the eutectic viscosity to change with internal 
energy and permits molten eutectic film to freeze or remelt on cold cladding or other 
frozen eutectic. 

Eutectic Formation Data 

As the heatup of fuel progresses during the course of a LOCA, fuel and cladding 
temperatures reach levels at which liquified UOz/Zry mixtures can occur. Since Zry is 
thermodynamically unstable with respect to uranium dioxide (U02) fuel, the uo2 will be 
partially reduced by the Zry clad. The extent of the reduction and dissolution pro
cess, as well as the chemical composition of the phases, depends on whether or not 
good physical contact between the uo2 and Zry has been established. The degree of 
chemical interaction between uo2 and Zry is determined by oxygen diffusion in Zry and 
in the a-Zr(O) phase which is formed. · 
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Modeling of eutectic formation is primarily based on the thermodynamic data 
obtained by Hofmann, et al.[3,7] in which U02/Zry specimens were annealed for periods 
of 3 to 60 minutes at temperatures up to 2000C. 

Eutectic Breakout Model 

The volume of cladding available for eutectic formation, Vzry• is simply the 
amount of unoxidized clad remaining in the axial node at the time the eutectic break
out is initiated. Hence, 

~ 

2 2 
V = II (r - r ) * tsz. * (1 - f ) · Zry 1 2 oic ' (1) 

where r1 = cladding outer radius, r2 = cladding inner radius, f0x = is the cladding 
oxidation fraction, and t:i:z. = axial ~eight of a single node. The volume of fuel 
dissolved by this volume of Zry is then given by: 

V = E * V • fuel Zry' (2) 

where E is a temperature dependent parameter based on the work of Hofmann, et 
al.[3,7]. The total volume of eutectic formed, Veu is thus equal to the quan-
tity (V + V ) and is redistributed uniformJy on the outside of the fuel rod 
which itu~lsumettr~o be an oxide shell of fixed radius r1• This mass of eutectic can 
then begin to drain under gravity and v1scous forces. As each succeeding node satis
fies the breakout criteria outlined above, the volume of eutectic is calculated and 
placed on the outside of the rod -- provided there is sufficient available coolant 
channel to accommodate the volume. In checking the space available in the coolant 
channel, account is taken of the molten eutectic already there, the frozen eutectic 
layer which may be there, and any eutectic which may be moving downward from the adja
cent node above the current node. If the volume available in the coolant channel is 
less than the eutectic volume to be pl aced there, then the channeJ is fi 11 ed to capa
city, and the remaining eutectic retained within the rod. At each subsequent time 
step as much eutectic as physically possible will be placed on the outside of the rod, 
until the entire volume of eutectic has been removed from inside the rod. Note that 
the presence of a layer of refrozen eutectic does not influence the breakout criteria 
in any way. 

Viscosity of Eutectic 

The viscosity of the molten eutectic is temperature dependent. The viscosity at 
a temperature T, µ(T) is d~termined by the following equations: 

. * (2173) T > 2173K, f = 1.0 µR. T c 

µ(T) = ( µ - µ ) (1 - f ) + ·µR. T = 2173K, 0 .. f < 1.0 (3) 
R. c c 

µs T < 2173K, f = 0.0 
c 

where T is the temperature in degrees K, and fc is the melt fraction of the eutectic, 
which is based on. the temperature and latent heat of fusion. The remaining parameters 
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are sµpplied by the user, u
1 

= viscosity of eutectic at liquidus temperature (taken as 
• 054 poise[ 4] l., µ = vi scos rty of refrozen eutectic (taken as 1 poise), and µ = 
viscosity of eute~tic at solidus temperature (taken as 1 poise). 

IV. RESULTS 

To illustrate the compµtational capabilities of this model in a core melt 
progression, two cases are presented which compare a 880 MWe Beginning of Life (BOL) 
with an 860 MWe End of Life (EOL) PWR LOCA. Specifically, the details of the LOCA are 
as follows: The computation begins at 100 min. after reactor trip with the power at 
1% nominal (~30 MW). At this time the core water inventory has boiled off to the 
extent that the top surface of the boiling water is just at the top of the active core 
(Fig. 1). Hence, further boiloff of the pressure vessel water inventory by decay heat 
results in uncovering of the active core. Throughout the calculation, the makeup flow 
into the vessel is assumed to be a constant 0.2 kg/sec. The temperature of this 
makeup flow is assumed to be 305°K (32°C). There is no reflux contribution to this 
makeup flow rate, i.e., the boiloff is not condensed by the makeup flow. Further, it 
is assumed that the system pressure is held fixed at 2500 psia throughout the LOCA and 
no radial radiation occurs between regions. 

Two cases are illustrated in this study: Case I is a BOL condition where the 
radial power shape is peaked in the center and Case II is an EOL condition with a 
rather fl at power shape. 

The core fuel assemblies were divided into radial regions which group like 
power/burnup assemblies, each region being represented by a single average fuel rod 
with associated coolant channel and non-fuel structural/poison material. Table I 
illustrates the assembly distribution and power factors for each region of the two 
cases. Seven axial nodes were used to described the 12 ft. active core and three 
nodes were used to represent the upper internal structure. The numbering is from 
bottom to top. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the reactor core for the Case I 
model in which the core is divided into 10 radial regions each represented by a single 
fuel rod. Since Fig. 1 is an illustration of a cross section of the entire core, 
there are a total of 19 rods shown - the single center rod with 9 pairs of rods 
symmetrically located on either side of the center rod. Case II, due to the available 
data, consisted of eight radial regions with the assembly distribution as indicated in 
table I. · 

For eutectic breakout it was assumed that, at most, one third of the fuel in a 
given axial node could be dissolved by the molten Zry available in that node. 
Furthennore, after breakout occurred in any node, all oxidation in that node was 
stopped, in accordance with the experimental results observed by Hagen[5]. 

Figures 3-5 illustrate the core degradation process for the half-hour after core 
uncovery begins. The calculations were carried out to the point where the .active core 
became totally dry, i.e., no part of the fuel rod was submerged in liquid water. The 
active fuel in each average rod is explicitly shown as the shaded area within the rod 
boundary. The rectangular box in the upper-plenum region of each figure shows the 
time in hours, minutes and seconds after reactor scram. 

Figures 3A and 3B repesent the boil-down phase of the LOCA 2 1/2 minutes after 
the start of fuel uncovery. Since the system pressure is 2500 psia, the covered 
portion of the fuel rods are at the saturation temperature of 628 K. At this point, 
the top of the active core, axial node 7, has reached the core peak clad temperature 
of about 680°K; this peak temperature occurs in radial region 1 for Case I and region 
5 for Case II. The numbers to the right of the pressure vessel boundary indicate the 
core and downcomer water levels with respect to the inside bottom surface of the 
pressure vessel. For orientation, the bottom of the active fuel is at 8.05 ft. Since 
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Table I. Radial Region Comparison Core Model for Case I and II 

A. Comparison of Weight % of Fuel 

Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Case I .565 6.78 6.78 11.3 11.3 11.3 15.82 9.04 15.82 11.3 

Case II 1.6 4.7 7.8 10.9 14.1 17.2 20.3 23.4 

B. Comparison of Radial Power Factors. PiPavg 

Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Case I 1.46 1.26 1.21 1.16 1.11 .94 1.09 1.03 .894 .576 

Case II 1.07 1.18 0.96 1.15 1.18 1.19 1.08 0.635 

the core and downcomer water are in hydrostatic equilibrium, the downcomer water level 
, represents the equivalent collapsed height of the boiling core water. Due to the 

slightly higher power rating of the BOL (Case I) core we see from Fig. 3 the water 
level is slightly lower, as expected. 

The boildown phase continues as the fuel rods begin to rise in temperature due to 
decay heat and oxidation of the Zry. The oxidation model is initiated at a clad 
temperature of 800 K. This temperature is reached at 6300 sec into the LOCA for Case 
I and 6400 sec for Case II. At this point the core is more than half uncovered. 
Specifically, the water level is at 13.6 ft. for Case I and 12.5 ft. for Case II. 
Figures 4A and 4B compare the fuel slumping at similar time points after eutectic 
breakout has occurred in several regions. In Fig. 4A, the center rod has cross
hatching in the upper internals region to indicate that the coolant channels asso
ciated with that region have been totally blocked by eutectic. In these figures, the 
Zro2 shell is represented by the boundary of the fuel rod and the molten eutectic, 
which has broken through the oxide layer, is cross hatched to distinguish it from the 
other features. Since the molten eutectic flows downward into a cooler node ·where it 
becomes frozen, a given node may contain both refrozen and molten eutectic layers, see 
Fig. 2. However, in Figs. 4 and 5, no distinction between the frozen and molten 
layers is made and only the outermost boundary is drawn. At this time point, 2 hours 
and 3 minutes after the start of the LOCA, clad temperatures are about 2400°K in 
radial regions 1-5 of Case I and regions 2, 5, and 6 of Case II. The peak clad 
temperature of about 2500 K occurs in axial node 6 of region· 1 of the Case I. The 
outermost radial region has clad temperatures of about 1100°K in both cases. Note the 
narrowing of the shaded fuel in some nodes representing the fuel lost to the eutectic 
which is now on the outside of the rod. 

As the. core continues to rapidly heatup due to oxidation, successive radial as 
well as axial nodes reach the breakout temperature and eutectic movement spreads 
outward and downward from the high power regions of the core. This· is clearly 
illustrated in Figs. 5A and B which show the reactor slumping approximately 5 minutes 
after Figs. 4A and 4B •. In both the BOL and EOL cases, the code predicts that nonco
herence will occur in that the higher power regions of the core penetrate most qu_ickly 
to the bottom of the core and hence indicates where the support plate will first be 
attacked. For Case I (BOL) this is clearly the center of the core while for Case II 
(EOL) Fig. 5B shows that radial regions 2, 5 and 6 reach the bottom most node first. 
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These figures represent the limit of the current capability of the code since the 
water has completely boiled away. 

In Case I (BOL) 14% of the fuel and 27% of the clad is involved in relocation 
through eutectic formation and slumping when the problem is stopped. In Case II these 
figures are 15% and 31%, respectively. In both cases the clad is approximately 35% 
oxidized at the hottest locations. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

As shown by these analyses, incoherence of melt relocation appears to depend on 
the power distribution within the core; however, even in the most coherent relocation 
of Case II 15% of the fuel is involved. Also, the assumption of one third fuel 
dissolution at breakout causes inordinately large fractions of fuel to form eutectic, 
when, in actuality, the temperature may not reach above 2200 C due to natural limiting 
effects,[5,6] and even then unless the molten Zry is fully oxygen saturated, a smaller 
amount of fuel will be dissolved depending on the Zry oxygen concentration. With 
these arguments, it appears that a slow noncoherent penetration of the support plate 
may occur with small amounts of fuel/clad material dropping into the lower plenum over 
long periods of time. Further studies and comparisons are needed to determine the 
sensi ti v.i ty of these results to various model parameters. 

From the viewpoint of public health and safety, the key issue in consideration of 
reactor accidents is release of radioactive material. Protection against radioactive 
release is provided by engineered barriers (fuel pellet, cladding, primary system, 
containment building) and natural mechanisms which act to reduce the quantity of 
material released (dissolution in water, plateout of aerosols, trapping by cracks, 
etc.). In a degraded core accident, the cladding and primary system can be assumed to 
be breached, so the assessment focuses on containment integrity and those natural 
source reduction mechanisms. 

Modeling of the details of core melt progression provides a means of estimating 
the incoherency in core heatup and material relocation within the core region, as well 
as heat transfer to the surrounding structures and the reactor vessel. Given the 
essential thermal-hydraulic information, one can estimate the thermal/mechanical 
impact of a slumping core on the core support plate. Such an estimate is needed for 
more realistic assessment of the mode of support plate failure, i.e., flow of molten 
material through penetrations, a local failure of the plate, or pile-up of debris on 
the plate followed by massive failure. The mode· of plate failure will be important in 
estimation of the nature of corium-water interaction in the lower vessel head, the 
rate of steam generation, and the character of debris produced. These considerations 
in turn impact the assessment of in-vessel debris coolability and the nature of vessel 
failure, if in-vessel coolability is not attained. While one can argue that the whole 
core will eventually melt if cooling is not restored, the actual incoherency in heatup 
and melting will have a potentially major impact on issues related to containment 
failure, such as steam generation, hydrogen generation, and debris coolabiiity. 

It must be recognized that the degree of uncertainty in modeling calculations 
increase markedly as the accident proceeds into core degradation. This model must be 
viewed as an estimation tool, suitable for producing an indication of the behavior to 
be expected and the sensitivity of the predicted behavior to variations in para
meters. Results should be interpreted in terms of given effects being large or small, 
or a result being· sensitive or insensitive to certain parameters, but not in terms of 
specific numbers with high accuracy. Eventually, it may be possible to present numer
ical results with.in a probabilistic interpretation, but the required techniques and 
data must be developed. 
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PRECURSORS TO POTENTIAL SEVERE CORE DAMAGE ACCIDENTS: 1969-1979 

J. W. Minarick and c. A. Kukielka [1] 

Science Applications, Inc. 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

ABSTRACT 

One hundred sixty-nine operational events reported as Licensee Event 
Reports, which' occurred at commercial light-water reactors during 1969-
1979 and which are considered to be precursors to potential severe core 
damage, have been identified. The paper summarizes work in (1) the 
initial screening of approximately 19,400 LER abstracts to determine which 
should be reviewed in detail for potential precursors, (2) the detailed 
review of those selected LERs that yielded the 169 events, (3) the 
calculation of function failure estimates based on precursor data, and (4) 
the use of probability of subsequent severe core damage estimates to rank 
the precursor events and identify 52 events considered significant. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) study involves the review of Licensee 
Event Reports of operational events that have occurred.at light-water power reactors 
between 1969 and 1982 to identify and categorize precursors to potential severe core 
damage accident sequences. This paper details part of this effort for 1969-1979 
LERs. Although Licensee Event Reports were not required until mid-1975, everit 
reports comparable to LERs existed before the inception of the LER system and are 
considered to be LERs for the purpose of.this study. 

The program was initiated, in part, because of conclusions contained in the 
Risk Assessment Review Group Report [2]. This report states "that unidentified 
event sequences significant to risk might contribute ••• a small increment ••• [to the 
overall risk]." The report recommends: "It is important, in our view, that 
potentially significant (accident) sequences, and precursors, as they occur, be 
subjected to the kind of analysis contained in WASH-1400 ••• n [3]. 

Accident sequences considered in the study are those that could lead to severe 
core damage. Accident sequence precursors of interest are events that are important 
elements in a chain of events (an accident sequence) possibly leading to core 
damage. Such precursors could be infrequent initiating events or equipment failures 
that, when coupled with one or more postulated events, could result in a plant 
condition leading to severe core damage. 

The work described was performed under a subcontract with the Nuclear Safety 
Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the Office of Nuclear 
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. Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Program results to date 
are reported in Precursors to Potential Severe Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1979, A 
Status Report [4]. 

SELECTION OF LERs FOR DETAILED REVIEW AS PRECURSORS 

Identifica~1on of those 1969-1979 LERs that required a detailed review as 
precursors was made based on an examination of the abstract for each LER. 
Approximately 19,400 LER abstracts were examined, and specific LERs were chosen for 
review based on the application of a broad criteria designed to identify events 
which possibly involved total function failures, multiple degraded functions, 
unusual initiating events, or events which proceeded differently from the plant 
design bases. Only events that occurred after criticality were selected for 
detailed review. In addition, because the study was concerned only with operational 
failures, desigµ errors discovered by reanalysis were not considered. 

Three potential sources of error in selecting LERs for detailed review are 
acknowledged: 

o . Inherent biases in the selection process. Selection of an LER for 
detailed review is somewhat judgmental. Events selected in the study 
were more serious than most, and it is expected that the majority of 
the LERs selected would have been selected by other reviewers with 
experience in light-water reactor systems and their operation. 
However, some differences would be expected to exist; thus, the 
selected set of precursors should not be considered unique. 

o Lack of appropriate information in the LER abstracts. The LER 
abstracts stored in the Nuclear Safety Information Center data file 
are based on a written abstract of the event provided in the LER 
rather than a detailed review of each LER event. If the abstract of 
a potentially important LER does not show that the LER deserves 
review, then it will likely be missed. 

~ Specificity of the LER reporting system. Licensee Event Reports are 
required to be filed when plant Technical Specifications are violated 
or limiting conditions of operation are entered. These requirements 
are described in Regulatory Guide 1.16 [5] and are dependent on the 
detailed wording of each plant's Technical Specifications. Because 
of this, certain events of interest may not be report~d. The scope 
of this study included only events reported via the· LER system. 

DETAILED REVIEW AND IDENTIFICATION OF EVENTS AS ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSORS 

A total of 529 LERs (2.9%) out of approximately 19,400 dated 1969-1979 
identified in the initial screening and selection process were subjected to an in
depth r~view to identify thos.e operationai events considered to be precursors to 
potential severe core damage accidents, either as initiating events or as failures 
that could have affected the course of postulated off-normal events or accidents. 
These detailed reviews used Final Safety Analysis Reports, their amendments, and 
other available information. 
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The detailed review of each LER considered ( 1) the immediate impact of the 
initiating event, equipment failures, or operator errors on plant operation and (2) 
the impact of the equipment failures or operator errors on readiness of systems in 
the plant for mitigation of off-normal and accident conditions. 

In the review of each selected LER, three general scenarios (involving both the 
actual event and postulated additional failures) were considered. 

o If the. LER initiating event or failure was immediately detectable and 
occurred while the plant was at power (e.g., if it initiated a 
transient), then the LER event was evaluated according to the 
likelihood that the event and the ensuing plant response could lead 
to severe core damage. 

o If the LER event was immediately detectable but occurred while the 
plant was not at power, then the event was evaluated according to the 
likelihood that the event plus the plant response, had it occurred 
while at power or at hot shutdown immediately following power 
operation, could lead to severe core damage. 

o If the LER event had no immediate effect on plant operation (e.g., if 
two pumps were found failed in testing), then the event was evaluated 
based on the likelihood of severe core damage from a postulated 
initiating event (during the failure period) that required the failed 
items for ~itigation. This was done because the plant would be 
vulnerable to expected initiating even.ts such as a loss of offsi te 
power or loss-of-coolant accident during the length of time between 
an equipment failure and its detection. 

The initiating events chosen for the postulated sequences were, in general, th~. 
most likely off-normal or accident initiators that would involve the reported 
failure. A loss of main feedwater, los of offsite power, loss of coolant accident, 
or steam line break accident was postulated as the initiating event in most cases. 

The first two postulated events were chosen because they are the most common 
off-normal initiating events that require safety system initiation. The two 
accidents are not expected to occur frequently .but represent bounding events for 
certain safety-related systems not challenged during the first two events. Unique 
initiating events were used in the postulated sequences of interest when necessary 
during this review. 

For each actual occurrence or postulated initiating event associated with an 
LER event, the sequence of operation of various mitigating functions required to 
prevent severe core damage was considered. In general, if the mitigation sequence, 
as a consequence of the LER failures, con~ained a complete loss of one of the 
sequence functions or degraded performance of multiple sequence functions required 
to prevent severe core damage, then the LER was accepted as a precursor. In 
addition, infrequent initiating events that required safety system response, such as 
a total loss of offsite power or a stuck-open primary relief valve (a small LOCA), 
were also selected as precursors. 

One hundred sixty-nine LER events for the years 1969-1979 that were identified 
as precursors to potential severe core damage accidents. 

QUANTIFICATION OF PRECURSORS AND IDENTIFICATION OF THOSE CONSIDERED SIGNIFICANT 

Those events considered significant among the 169 precursors were identified by 
a ranking method based on a measure of the probability of severe core damage 
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associated with each precursor. This probability is an estimate of the chance of 
subsequent potential severe core damage, given the conditions of the precursor event 
exist. It was estimated using event trees determined for each precursor. 
Precursors with high associated probability measures were ·subsequently selected as 
significant precursors. 

Initiating event frequencies used in the event trees were calculated based on 
the event occurrence experience during the number of reactor years of operation in 
the 1969-1979 period. Function failure probabilities were calculated based on an 
estimate of the total number of test demands (determined from test intervals) and 
the number of additional, nontest demands to which the function would be expected to 
respond. 

The failure information obta:i,ned from the precursors was qualified by 
considering the chance of rectifying a demand failure or an initiating event, to 
provide reasonable frequency and probability estimates: 

o If the failure ~as incapable of short-term rectification, either from 
the control room or at the failed piece of equipm~nt, then the 
failure was considered total and given a rating of 1. 

o If the failure appeared capable of short-term rectification at the 
failure location, and this· 1ocation was accessible, then the 
probability of failing to rectify the event was assumed to be 0.5, 
and the failure was given a rating of 0.5. 

o If the failure appeared capable of short-term rectification from the 
control room, then the probability of failing to rectify the event 
was assumed to be 0.1, and the failure was given a rating of 0.1. 

The above "weighting factors,n which are based on engineering judgment, were 
applied to each failure, and the resulting failure fractions were then summed to 
determine the effective number of failures observed. 

Initiating event frequencies and demand failure probabilities .estimated from 
the precursors identified.in this study are listed, for reference, in Table I. 
Certain initiating event frequencies and aemand failure probabilities used in the 
severe core damage probability calculations could not be determined from information 
in the precursor data. In such cases, previous experience and engineering judgment 
were used to define these values. 

Table I. Frequencies and Failure Probabilities Determined Using Precursor Information 

--------·----·---'-------------------·----------------------------------------------------------

Event 

---------------------------------------------- ----· 
Combined PWR and BWR loss of offsite power (230 min), per year 
PWR small LOCA, per year 
BWR small LOCA, per year 
PWR AFW failure, per demand 
PWR HPI failure, per demand 
PWR long-term core cooling (sump recirculation) failure per demand 
PWR emergency power failure, per demand 
PWR steam generator isolation failure, per demand 
PWR HPI for steam line break mitigation (concentrated boric acid injection) failure per demand 
BWR RCIC and HPCI failure, per demand 
·BwR ADS failure, per demand 
BWR emergency power failure, per demand 
BWR HPCI failure, per demand 
BWR reactor vessel isolation failure, per demand 
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Frequency or 
probability 

0.041 
8.3 x 10-3 
2.1 x 10-2 

1.1 x 10-3 
1.3x10-3 
1.2x10-3 
1.8. x 10-3 
1.2 x 10-3 
2.8 x 10-3 
3.9 x 10-3 
2.7 x 10-2 

5.0 x 10-3 
5.7 x 10-2 
3.0 x 10-3 



The probability measure associated with each precursor was calculated using 
previously estimated initiating event frequencies, failure time intervals, function 
demand failure probabilities, .and event trees developed for each precursor. The 
event trees were chosen to reflect the initiating event associated with the 
precursor (if there was one) or potential initiating events which would have been 
impacted by the precursor failures. Failed and-degraded plant functions associated 
with _the precursor were identified as failed or degraded on the eyent trees. The 
probability measures were calculated in a consistent manner, which accounted for 
these differing situations associated with different events: 

o If an initiating-event occurred as part of a selected event, then the 
probability measure was calculated based on the event tree associated 
with that selected event. The possibility of rectification w~s 
considered for initiating events. This was done by assigning_ a 
probability to the initiating event equal to the previously 
determined weighting factor for that event. 

o If an initiating event did not occur as part of a selected precursor, 
then the probability of the initiating event for the precursor 
sequence of interest was based on previously determined initiating 
event frequencies and the time during which the precursor .existed. -
Event durations were based on information included in each LER, if 
provided. If the event was discovered during testing, then one-half 
of the test period (typically 30 days), was assumed. If such a 
precursor resulted in failures that affected more than one potential 
event tree, then the probability measure associated with the 
precur~or was calculated using all applicable event trees. The 
calculated probability of severe core damage during the same time 
period but without the failed or degraded functions associated with 
the selected precursor was subtracted to yield a contribution for the 
failure event itself. 

o If a precursor occurred when the plant was not at power, then the 
probability of the event occurring while at power or shortly after 
shutdown ·(while decay heat was still significant) was included in the 
calculations. 

o For each. precursor, the probabilities assigned to each event tree 
branch were based on the information previously determined in the 
study. If a mitigating function was not failed or degraded, then the 
demand failure probability associated with the function was used. If 
a mitigating function was degraded but not failed, then a failure 
probability equal to ten times the generic demand failure probability 
was used. Use of the factor of 10 was based on engineering judgment. 
If a mitigating function failed, then a failure probability equal to 
the weighting factor associated with the particular event was used. 
This allpwed some chance of rectification when appropriate. 

o For precursors occurring in plants that went critical before 1969, 
the design of mitigating systems was considered before function 
failu~e_ probabilities estimated from post-1968 plant. data were used . 
in the probability calculations. Function failure probabilities were . 
revised, based on engineering judgment, when necessary to reflect the 
unusual system designs. 

One precursor illustrates -this calculational process. . The event, NSIC 152835, 
involved an unavailability of the ESFAS undervoltage trip circuitry at Calvert 
Cliffs 1,: which was discovered during trouble shooting. The event tree for th;i.s 
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precursor is shown 'in Fig. 1. The failure probability associated with the precur.sor 
event (the emergency power failure) was assigned based on the weighting factor 
determined for the event. No initiating event occurred with the precursor; however, 
a failure duration of 7.5 hours was specified. The loss-of-offsite-power frequency 
determined previously, 0.041/year, combined with this failure interval, results in 
an estimated initiating event probability of 3.5 x 10-5. The combined b{anch 
probability measure for branches leading to severe core damage is 1.3 x 10- • To 
eliminate event tree branches not involved with the precursor and to calculate only 
the additional contribution associated with the precursor, the event tree was 
calculated a second time using the same initiating event probability but 'with all 
branches assigned demand failure probabilities (no event-specific failures). This 
value was subtracted from the value obtained in the first calculation. For this 
example, this second value (1.9 x 10-8) had no effect on the probability calculated 
for the precursor. 

TURBINE AUXILIARY PORV OR LONG- POTENTIAl 
LOSS OF GENERATOR EMER- FEEDWATER AND PORV PORVISOLA- HIGH- TERM SEVERE 
OFFS I TE RUNS BACK GENCY SECONDARY DEMANDED TlON VALVE PRESSURE CORE CORE 
POWER AND ASSUMES POWER HEAT REMOVAL CLOSURE INJECTION COOLING DAMAGE 

HOUSE LOADS 

NO 

NO 

0.1 
NO 

YES 
1.2E-3 

2.9E-3 

0.041/year 1.3E-3 
,ts 

FOR 7.5 h 
NO 

l3.5E-5) 

NO 

1.2E-3 
YES 

1.1E-3 

0.75 
0.5 

YES 

0.1 
NO 

YES 
2.9E-3 

1'10 

YES 

Figure 1. Example Probability Measure Calculation. 

Because the frequencies and function demand failure probabilities used in these 
calculations are derived from data from the post-1968 light-water reactor 
population, the probability measures determined for each precursor cannot be. 
direct.ly associated with the probability of severe core damage resulting from the 
actual precursor event at the specific reactor plant at which it occurred. However, 
the probabilities calculated in this study are considered representative of severe 
core damage probabilities resulting from the occurrence of· the selected events at 
plants representative of the general reactor population. 

The distribution of events selected as precursors as a function of significance 
category and probability measure is \hown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the number of 
events is maximum in the 10-3 to 10- probability range and dec~eases both above and 
below these probability values. This is to be expected and is a result of two 
factors: (1) the number ·of events is known to decrease as the severity increases 
and (2), while the number of less serious events is known to be greater than the 
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number of more serious events, the criteria used in the study emphasized the 
selection of more serious events and resulted in selection of comparatively fewer 
less significant events. This bias toward higher consequence events does not alter 
any of the conclusions of the work. Only events of little consequence were not 
selected. 

ORNL-DWG 82-5608 ETD 
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50 

en r- 40 
z 
w 
> w 
lJ._ 

0 30 
a: 
w 
CD 
:;; 
:J 20 z 

10 

10_, 10-2 1 o-3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-7 10-0 10-9 

PROBABILITY MEASURE 

Figure 2. Distribution of Precursors as a Function of Probability Measure. 

Precursors with probability measures of 10-3 or greater were considered 
significant for the purposes of this study. This cutoff point was chosen for the 
following reasons: 

o Although the number of low-probability-measure precursors identified 
in the study is large, the impact of these events is small compared 
with a considerably smaller number of high-probability-measure 
events. In fact, all events with probability measures smaller than 
approximately 10-3 contribute <1% to the total of all probability 
measures. 

o While many low-probability-measure events were selected as precursors 
based on the selection criteria, many other such events were excluded 
from selection. An example of such an exclusion would be a degraded 
PWR auxiliary feedwater function discovered during testing. (The 
selection criteria required a minimum of two degraded functions for 
selection.) In addition, certain events were excluded because of 
their lack of reportability in the LER system. An example of this is 
a PWR loss of main feedwater with subsequent mitigating function 
success. The probab~lities expected with these two examples (in the 
1 x 10-4 to 5 x 10-q ~ange) are expected to be at the high end of 
those associated with events tha~were not selected. Because of 
this, precursors with probability measures below 10-3 were not 
considered representative of the totality of events with 
probabilities below 10-3. 
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The identification of events with probability measures of 10-3 qr greater as 
significant resulted in the selection of 52 precursors from 196 9 to 1979. Forty
seven of these events occurred in plants which went critical after 1968. The 52 
significant events are summarized in Table II. 
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Table II. Significant 1969-1979 Precursors. 

TABIE COLUMN HEADING ABBREVIATIOOS 

ACCESS: 6 DIGIT NSIC ACCESSIOO Nl.MBER 
E DA.TE: EVENT DA.TE 
SEQ: SE(JJEICE OF INTEREST FCR THE EVENT 
ACTUAL OCCURREICE: DESCRIPI'IOO OF EVENT 
PLAN!' NAME: NAME OF PLAN!' AND UNIT Nl.MBER 
DOC: PLAN!' DOCKET Nl.MBER 
SY:SYSTEM ABBREVIATICN: 
CCMPXX: SYSTEM CCMRJNENT COIE: 
0: PLAN!' OPERATING STA'!U3: 
D: DISCOVERY METHOD (0--0PERATIOOAL EVENT, T-TESTING) 
E: Hll-1AN ERRffi IN\IJLVED (N-NO, Y-YES) 

I: TRAfSIENT/ACCIDENT INOOCED BY AC'NA.L OCCURREICE (N-NO, Y-YES) 
AGEX: PLANT AGE AT THE TIME OF 'll!E EVENT IN DA.YS 
SC: SIGNIFICAICE CATEGORY 
RATE: PIANT EIECTRICAL RATING IN MEGl\WATTS EIECTRIC 
T: PLAN!' TYPE (B=!lWR, P=PWR) 
V: PLANT NSSS VENDOR 
AE: PLANT ARCHITECT ENGINEER 
OPR: PIANT LICEN3EE ABBREVIATICN: 
CRITXX: PIANT CRITICALITY IY>.TE 
SD: PLAN!' INI::€FINATELY SHllr DCl'IN 

ACCESS E ll\TE SEQ ACTUAL OCCLRREICE PLAN!' DOC SY CCMPXX 0 D E I AGEX SC RATE T V AE QPR CRITXX S 

153164 790328 LOFW LOSS OF FEEll'/ATER & OPEN RJRV TMI 2 320 CJ VALVEX E 0 Y Y 365 00 906 P B BR MOC 780328 * 
101444 750322 LOFW CABIE TRAY FIRE CAUSED EJITEISIVE IY\MAGE BRN.FERRYl 259 SF ELECCJ.I E 0 Y Y 582 04 1065 B G UX TVA 730817 
138830 780320 LOFW FAILURE OF l'l-lI & STEAM GENERATOR ffiYOUT RAICHOSECO 312 IE INSTRU E 0 Y 'f 1281 06 918 P B BX SMU 740916 

90421 740407 LOFW INOPERABIE AFW PUMPS DURING PLANT SHlJrDCl'IN Pr.BEACH l 266 SF FILTER D 0 N N 1252 16 497 P W BX WMP 701102 
91676 740508 LOFW FAILURE OF 3 AUX FW!Jl'R IMPS TO START AT TEST TKY.RJINT3 250 SF PUMPXX E T Y N 565 16 693 PW BX FPL 721020 

108078 751105 LOFW INOPERABIE AFW PUMPS DURING PLANT STARTUP KEWAlNEE 305 SF FILTER C 0 N N 608 16 535 P W FP WPS 740307 
133706 771211 LOEW AUX. FEEll'/ATER PUMPS INOPERABIE DURING TEST DVS-BESSEl 346 SF PUMPXX G T N N 121 16 906 P B BX TEC 770812 
149450 790502 LOFW IDSS OF FEEll'IATER Fl.Oii OYSTER CRK 219.CJ VALVEX E 0 Y Y 3651 16 650 8 G BR JCP 690503 

63129 710324 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE El'.WER lACROSSE 409 EA CK!'BRK E 0 N Y 1352 18 50 8 A SL DLP 670711 
88451 740119 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER HAD.NECK 213 EA INSTRU E 0 N Y 2401 18 575 P W SW CYA 670624 

128906 770831 LOEW LOSS OF NO-BREAK-PCMER AND FEEll'IATER CCNTROL COOPER 298 SF GENERA E 0 N Y 1287 19 778 B G BR NPP 740221 
137305 780325 LOFW LCW-LCl'I WATER LEVEL IN ONE STEAM GENERATOR FARLEY l 348 SH VALVEX E 0 Y N 228 19 829 P W BX AFC 770809 
149961 790603 LOFW HFCI FAILS TO START GIVEN LOFW Hl\'.ICH l 366 SF PUMPXX E 0 Y Y 334 19 784 B G SS GPC 780704 
116212 760720 LOOP APPARENT LOOP & FAILURE OF SAFETY RElATED CCMP MILLSTONE2 336 EB RElAYX E 0 Y 'f 277 20 870 P C BX NNE 751017 

61434 700717 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER HlMBDL'ffiAY 133 EA INSTRU E 0 Y Y 2708 21 65 B G BX PGE 630216 "' 
61565 710902 LOOP LOOP AND FAILURE OF A DIESEL GENERATOR TO LOAD PALISAIES 255 EA RElAYX U 0 N Y 101 22 805 P C BX CFC 710524 

137918 780423 MSLB MULTIPLE STUCK-OPEN RELIEF VALVES TMI 2 320 HB VALVEX E 0 N Y 26 22 906 P B BR MOC 780328 * 
137543 780413 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER WHILE SHllrDCl'IN CALCLIFFSl 317 EA CK!'BRK G 0 N Y 1284 23 845 P C BX BGE 741007 
139565 780514 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER DURING REFUELING ST. UJCIE l 335 EA CK!'BRK H 0 Y Y 752 23 802 P C EX FPL 760422 
140335 780728 LOOP LOOP AND DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURE BVRVAILEYl 334 EB TRAISF E 0 N Y 809 23 852 P W SW DLC 760510 
142462 781127 LOCA IDSS OF VITAL INST. BU3-REAC'!1)R TRIP SALEM l 272 EB GENERA E 0 Y Y 716 23 1090 P W UX PEG 761211 

85566 731119 LOOP LOSS OF A.C. !U'/ER CAUSE HFCI/RCIC '11) FAIL BRN.FERRYl 259 SF RElAYX B TN Y 65 25 1065 B G UX TVA 730817 
85738 731119 LOFW OCIC/HFCI FAILS DURING TESTING BRN.FERRYl 259 SF VALVEX B T N Y 65 25 1065 B G UX 'fVA 730817 

152187 790903 LOOP SWITCHYARD LOCl<DUr DUE TO CASIE mop AT STORM ST. WCIE l 335 EE ENGINE G 0 N y 1229 25 802 p c EX FPL 760422 
153810 791120 LOEW OCIC TURBINE TRIP WITH HFCI UNAVAILABIE BRlNSWICKl 325 CE MEX:FUN E 0 N Y 1139 25 821 B G UE CPL 761008 
103002 750429 LOFW MULTIPLE VALVE FAILURES & OCIC INOPERABIE BRlNSWICK2 324 CC VALVEX E 0 Y N 40 26 821 B G UE CPL 750320 
103077 750501 LOCA RCP SEAL FAILURE RCBINSCN 2 261 CB PUMPXX E 0 N Y 1684 26 700 P W EX CPL 700920 

66996 711010 LOCA TRAISIENT AND BLCWDCl'IN MILLSTONE! 245 CC VALVEX E 0 N Y 349 27 660 B G EX NNE 701026 
128569 770715 LOCA SAFETY RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO RESET BRlNSWICK2 324 CA VALVEX E 0 N Y 281 27 821 B G UE CPL 750320 
152563 791002 SGTR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE BREAK PRAIRIEISl 282 HB HTEXCH E 0 N Y 2131 27 530 P W PX NSP 731201 

36147 '690715 LOOP REACTOR TRIP WITH LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER HAD.NECK 213 EB CK!'BRK E 0 Y Y 752 28 575 P W SW CYA 670724 
59484 710112 LOCA St.MP ISO. VALVES CIDSED PT.BEACH 1 266 SF VALVEX E T N N 71 28 497 P W BX WMP 701102 
65757 710205 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER Pr.BEACH l 266 EA CK!'BRK G 0 N Y 95 28 497 P W BX WMP 701102 
85370 731021 LOOP LOOP,EXCESSIVE RCS COOLDCl'IN,SFTY INJ.&INS BIB GINNA 244 EA ELECCN E 0 N Y 1443 28 470 PW GX RGE 691108 

115870 760706 LOCA IMPROPER INSU1ATION vr. YANKEE 271 SF VALVEX G T N N 1565 28 514 8 G EX we 720324 
116780 760810 LOOP GAS TURBINE FAILS DURING PLANT TRIP MILLSTONE! 245 SF ENGINE E 0 N Y 2153 28 660 B G EX NNE 701026 
120443 761101 LOFW '!WO ELECTRCMATIC RV FAILURES (JJAD-<:TES2 265 SF VALVEX C T N N 1650 28 789 B G SL CWE 720426 
124222 770408 LOFW SIX MAIN STEAM RELIEF VALVES .FAIL TO LIFT D.ARNOLD 331 SF VALVEX G T N N 1110 28 538 B G BX IEL 740323 

63144 710308 LOOP FAILURE OF BOrH DIESEL GENER. DURING TESTING RCBINSCN 2 261 EE ENGINE E T N N 169 29 700 P W EX CPL 700920 
81523 730618 LOEW FAILURE OF AFW PUMPS TO AllrO-START TKY.RJINT4 251 SF INSTRU B 0 Y N 7 29 693 PW BX FPL 730611 

115875 760626 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER DURING REFUELING HAD. NECK 213 EB RElAYX H 0 Y. Y 3169 29 575 P W SI/ C'iA 670724 
123150 770303 MSLB 50% OPEN A'IMOSFHERIC DUMP VALVES CRYSTALRV3 302 IF GENERA E 0 N Y 48 29 825 P B GX FFC 770114 
127384 770712 LOCA !JJMMY SIGNALS INSTALLED ON INSTRLMENTENTATIOO ZION 2 304 IA INSTRU G T Y Y 1296 29 1040 P W SL CWE 731224 
130788 770924 LOCA STUCK OPEN PORV DVS-BESSEl 346 CB VALVEX E 0 N Y 43 29 906 P B BX Tt:C 770812 
132927 771129 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE !U'/ER DVS-BESSEl 346 EB XXXXXX E 0 Y 'i 109 29 906 P B BX TEC 770812 
148764 790118 MSLB srucK OPEN STEAM DUMP VALVES BVRVAILEYl 334 HB VALVEX E 0 y y 983 29 852 p w SI/ DLC 760510 
89205 731130 LRTR FAILED RCP SHAFT AT 92% PCMER SURRY l 280 CB PUMPXX E 0 N Y 517 30 822 P W SW VEP 720701 

106616 750913 LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE FWR & RELF. VALV STKS OPN PILGRIM l 293 EB CKl'BRK D 0 N Y 1184 30 655 B G BX 81:.C 720616 
120293 761111 LOOP PLANT SERVICE WATER STRAINERS PLUGGED HA'.ICH l 321 WA FILTER E 0 N N 791 30 786 B G SS GPC 740912 
141097 780329 LOCA STUCK OPEN PORV TMI 2 320 EB GENERA B 0 N Y l 30 906 P B BR 1~EX:: 780328 * 
146744 790112 LOEW LOSS OF VITAL BIB WHILE AT !U'/ER DVS-BESSEl 346 EB GENERA E 0 Y N 518 30 906 P B BX TEC 770812 
150882 790606 LOOP BarH o:; 'S TRIPPED DURING TEST CRYSTALRV3 302 EE ENGINE G T Y N 873 30 825 P B GX FFC 770114 
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PWR - SAFETY RELATED OPERATING EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK 
ORGANIZATION OF ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE 

R. Capel 
Electricite de France 

Service de la Production Thermique 
Departement Exploitation-Surete Nucleaire 

3, rue de Messine - 75008 Paris. FRANCE 

ABSTRACT 

The incidents which arise during plant operation or commissionning, are rich in 
lessons, for other operating plants and for the designer of future units. 

Moreover, even minor incidents can be the fore-runners of more serious safety
related events, and eventually degenerate into accidents. 

Electricite de France has, from the beginning, made a detailed analysis of compo
nents faults and operating incidents. 

What happened at TM! forcibly brought to mind the necessity for this analysis 
and has led to improvements in the internal organization of the analysis of inci
dents, the study of the implications and the feedback of operating experience. 

The process has been enhanced, under the sponsorship of both EDF and the Safety 
Authorities. 

EDF puts a high pr.ice upon the maintenance of uniformity of all units of the same 
basic design. 

INTRODUCTION 

The safety of personnel, the availability of plant, the protection of the environ
ment, the technical and economic optimisation of operating conditions and the improve
ment of working conditions have always led the operator to pay great attention to the 
feedback of operating experience. 

The arrival on the scene of nuclear power, with its particular characteristics, 
has required a reexamination of the problem. 

The special situation in France, in the field of the PWR, i.e : 

- the construction of groups of units of identical basic design, each group evol
ving from the preceeding one in a controlled manner, 

- the holding of the responsibility by tne same organization, EDF, for both the 
architect engineering and the operation, 

- the use of the same main constructors for all units, 
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creates conditions which are without doubt exacting, but in fact particularly favoura
ble for the feedback of operating experience. 

What happened at TMI, has certainly led to a more formal structure of the organi
zation finally settled upon. The "Thermal Generation Service" (Service de la Produc
tion Thermique) and the "Construction Direction" (Direction de l'Equipement) have 
agreed on : 

- close cooperation on the information received and the conclusions to be drawn, 

- a joint decision-making process for modifications to units in service, under 
construction or projected, 

- common computerized information retrieval systems to assist smooth operation 
of the process. 

Finally EDF does not limit itself to taking account only of the experience drawn 
from its own generating capacity. Long before TMI, there were links with other foreign 
operators, R.W.E. in the Federal Republic of Germany and K.E.P.Co in Japan. 

Since then, other contacts have been set up. For example, EDF is affiliated to 
the American organizations NSAC and INPO, whose creation was, amongst other things, 
one of the direct consequences of TMI. 

In the first part of this paper, a brief description is given of EDF's organiza
tion for the feedback of operating experience. 

The second part presents a summary of the PWR's operation in 1981, as well as the 
principal lessons learned from the operating incidents. 

1. FEEDBACK OF EXPERIENCE AT EDF 

The following are examined in turn : 

- the objectives sought, 
- the definition and selection of incidents, 
- the analysis of significant events, 
- the computerized information storage and retrieval system, 
- the taking into account of lessons learned and the follow-up of modifications. 

1.1 - The objectives sought 

Without going into details, which other papers will present, it can be seen that, 
on the basis of the systematic analysis of incidents occuring during .commissionning 
or operation of units, the organization set up should allow : 

the reassurance that the assumptions and standards on which the design is based, 
are well founded, 

- the confirmation that the design is conservative, 

- the detection of incidents which are precursors of more serious incidents, in 
particular sources of potential, personnel or equipment, common mode failure, 

- in a general manner, the taking into account, in good time, of all the conclu
sions to be drawn, as much as for the updating of design and reliability stu
dies of units projected or in construction, as for the additional measures to 
be taken for the units starting up or in service, 
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- finally the assurance that the corrective actions considered are taken, and the 
verification of their adequacy and effectiveness. 

1.2 - The definition and selection of incidents 

The incidents which arise at a plant are many and varied. One can divide them 
into two classes : 

- the first, taken individually, do not have particular safety significance, but 
their repetition can render them precursors, 

- the second, which have safety significance, are liable to be precursors. 

So as to avoid endless discussion and to reduce the element of subjectivity of 
the operators, ten criteria for the definition of "significant incidents" have been 
drawn up by the Safety Authorities and their technical support, the "Institut de Pro
tection et de sGret~ Nucl~aire" of the "C.E.A.", in liaison with EDF. 

Representatives of the I.P.S.N. develop these ten criteria in a separate document. 

Briefly, incidents are considered as significant, if : 

- they make a demand on core protection and/or Safeguard Systems, 

- they involve failure of part or the whole of a system which is important for 
safety, 

- they place the plant in an operating condition which has not been analysed, or 
which is beyond the design basis, 

- they lead to an exceeding of the legal limits in the areas of radiological pro
tection or of the release of radioactive effluents. 

The selection from all the operating incidents is naturally made at the station. 
There are various sources of information : 

daily (telex), weekly or monthly documents giving the statistics and record of 
operation, 

- reports of incidents involving operation or equipment, 

- reports of investigation or test. 

All significant events have to be notified .immediately to all the various organi
zations involved, and in particular to the Safety Authorities. 

1.3 - The analysis of significant events 

A preliminary analysis is carried out on site. 

A report of the significant event, based on a national format, is produced by the 
station and sent to the Safety Authorities, not later than one month after the inci
dent. 

The "Thermal Generation Service" is then bound to make known, within six months, 
the conclusions which it draws from the event. 

For three quarters of the significant events, the "T.G.S." approves the study car
ried out by the station and supports the conclusions drawn and the actions set in hand. 
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For the remaining quarter, the most important incidents, the local examination is 
complemented, either in parallel or in series, by an analysis at a second level, car
ried out by a technical department of the "T.G.S.", if necessary in collaboration with 
the design team. 

Groups of experts from various fields, representing the different Technical De-
partments of EDF supervise this process. 1 

Among these groups, three are directed by the "T.G.S." : 

the "Valve Committee", which examines the characteristic faults arising in this 
area, and studies appropriate improvements, 

the "Group B" which is involved with all component damage, and in a general 
manner, with all inadequacies in plant performance, 

the "Group F" which studies all significant events arising in plant operation. 

These groups meet periodically, every three months for example, or by specific 
request, to consider urgently an important incident. 

A group of experts, similarly with a range of expertise, chaired by the "Construc
tion Direction", carries out the function of the Group F, in analysing incidents ari
sing before the first fuel loading. This is named COREX : Comite de Retour de !'Expe
rience. 

COREX and Group F work in close collaboration. 

It is worth noting that these different study groups concern themselves equally 
with important events arising in power stations abroad. 

1.4 - The computerized information storage and retrieval system 

EDF's system is designed 

- to collate the nuclear plant events, as mentioned above, 

- to keep records of all analysis, studies, decisions and modifications, 

- to facilitate the management of actions (improvements in procedures, plant 
modifications). 

EDF's system uses a computerized processing "Events file", to which, have or will 
have access, the Technical Services of EDF (operators and designers) concerned with 
the feedback of experience, as well as the Safety Authorities and their technical sup
port. 

This common file of events, with its wide access, is a clear demonstration of the 
operator's concern, for making available to everyone, the information at their dispo
sal, for the assessment of the safety and the proposal of desirable improvements. 

The filing system is divided in two sub-files : 

- a sub-file, fed by the files of original information of the event, classifies 
incidents by characteristic descriptive features such as, the condition of the 
plant at the moment of the event, the consequences_ for operation, safety and 
environment, 
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- the second sub-file draws together the information on the follow-up of the most 
interesting events, this follow-up encompasses all the additional studies under
taken by EDF or the constructor, as well the actions decided on. 

A first version of this computerized processing system has been in operation for 
a year. The system will be fully operational at the beginning of 1983. 

1.5 - The application of lessons learned and the follow-up of modifications 

The analyses carried out by the power stations, the technical departments and the 
groups of experts comprise several phases. 

After the search for the causes of the incident, its generic nature or not, its 
repetitive type or not, consideration is given to the following two fundamentalpoints: 

- extrapolation of the incident : this consists of evaluating the way in which, 
given the most unfavorable circumstances, the incident could have evolved, and 
of comparing the results of this extrapolation with the design studies, 

- study of the corrective measures to be undertaken ; the objective is to avoid 
a recurrence of the incident, 

in the area of components (modifications of units in service, application 
to future designs) , 

• in the area of human behaviour (review of training, organization of opera
ting teams, improved presentation of documents). 

The studies and modifications of a generic nature are carried out by the "Cons
truction Direction" on request by the "T.G.S." as an "After Sales Service", in prac
tise by SEPTEN (Service d'Etudes et Projets Thermiques et Nucleaires) who have the 
technical responsibility for the design of nuclear plant and for the specification of 
equipment. 

This allows close control of the implementation of modifications and ensures the 
maintenance of uniformity of design of future units and of solutions applied to a 
group of units in service. 

EDF puts a considerable price on the maintenance, throughout their life, of the 
uniformity of all units of the same basic design. 

2. SUMMARY OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE FOR PWR'S - 1981 
OPERATING SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS 

2.1 - General overview of operation 

The operation of nuclear plant in 1981 was marked by a high availability of the 
PWR units 

71 % on average and 89 % neglecting programmed shutdowns. 

21 "900 MWe" PWR units are in operation. They represent an installed capacity of 
19 000 MWe and constitute nearly half the thermal generation capacity of EDF. 

In 1981, the thermal production of EDF was 164 TWh, of which 96 TWh was nuclear 
and of these, 88 TWh supplied by the 900 MWe PWR's alone, making up : 

- 53 % of the total thermal production of EDF, 
- and one third of the total electricity production in France, from all sources. 
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In 1980, the thermal production of EDF was 147 TWh, of which 56 TWh was nuclear. 

France is : 

- second in the world in terms of the production of nuclear energy, aft~r USA 
(289 TWh) and in front of Japan (83 TWh), 

- the world leader in terms of the proportion of electricity which is produced by 
nuclear power : 38 % against 13 % in Japan and 10 % in USA. 

During the next five years, the nuclear contribution will become even more impor
tant, because there are now under construction 

- 13 new units of 900 MWe PWR, 
- 14 units of 1300 MWe PWR, the first of which will be connected to the network 

before the end of 1983. 

2.2 - Summary of operating significant incidents 

In this short paper, only a very brief summary is possible. 

First, one should recall that in 1981 five important problems exercised or were 
continuing to exercise the attention of the various departments concerned : 

- the reliability of the emergency diesels : 
vibrations, faults in clutching-in, cracks in the big-ends, 
the decision was taken to install a single emergency gas-turbine of 4 MW at 
each PWR site ; 

- the integrity of the steam generator tubes : 
• extensive eddy-current testing is carried out, each annual refuelling shutdown; 

- the growth of sub-cladding defects in the primary circuit : 
• inspection technology has been reviewed, 
• systematic inspections have been carried out ; 

- the inspection of the insulation of certain control and instrumentation cabling: 
• premature ageing has been observed on certain cables, as a result of the poor 

quality of the isolating material, 
• some cables have been replaced, 

a systematic program of measurement of the insulation resistance has been 
put in hand 

- the integrity of the control-rod guide-tube locating pins 
• failure of these inconel pins would incur a risk of sticking of the shutdown 

rods and of loose parts migrating round the circuit, 
• the design of the pins is at fault and their replacement is envisaged, 
• acoustic detection devices for loose parts are installed, 

periodic tests of the shutdown rods are carried out. 

As far as the actual feedback of experience itself is concerned, in 1981, for the 
21 "900 MWe" units in service, 150 operating significant incidents were reported as 
conforming to the 10 defined criteria, of which there were : 

- 20 safety injections, either unnecessary (i.e without relevant accidental condi
tions) or spurious, 

- 79 reactor scrams. 
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In fact, as far as the latter are concerned, the grand total is 202, that is to 
say in addition to the 79 above, there are 123 which, on first examination, have no 
safety significance and arise, in general, from the secondary side of the plant. 

Table I attached, gives the break-down by unit and by cause. 

Table II, does the same for the Safety Injections. 

The 150 significant events were each the basis of a detailed report by the sta
tion concerned ; all were examined ; 35 of them were then analysed in depth and led 
to particular recommendations by the "Group F". 

Without going into detail, you can see that 

- for the reactor scrams : 

• a little more than one third result from plant faults in the seccndary 
circuit, 

• one third, from human error, either the sole or a contributory cause, 

one fifth arise during tests 

- for the safety injections : 

• three quarters result from operator error or inadequate planning of interven
tion, 

• one quarter arise from operating or equipment incidents, 

nevertheless all Safety Injections are either unnecessary or spurious. 

As for the corrective measures put in hand, it 'is worth noting the following 

- in the area of plant : 

an improvement in feed-flow control to the steam generators, in passing from 
low to full flow, 

• a modification to the automatic power reduction following trip of a turbine
driven feed-water pump, 

• an investigation into avoiding scram after a turbine-trip, 

• the fitting of new safety valves to the primary circuit and its auxiliary 
circuits, 

• a re-examination of the configurat~on of the residual heat removal circuit, 

• a study into simplification of the logic of the actuation of Safety Injection, 
particularly by signals from the secondary side 

- in the field of human factors : 

• a search for improvements in the quality of the preparation for test and 
maintenance, 

• an improvement in the presentation of procedures and in the communication 
of instructions between operators, 
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• an emphasis on making personnel more aware of the plant conditions required 
before any work is carried out, 

• systematic information of the operators of all the most significant incidents, 
with appropriate educational support. 

CONCLUSION 

This brief summary is a clear indication of the value and variety of the conclu
sions we have able to draw from analyses of the incidents. 

To conclude rapidly : 

- Are we on the right road ? 

- Can we pass on our own experience to others ? 

- Have we correctly positioned the dividing line between significant and not ? 

- Are we in danger, by scrutinising too closely' 

Of underestimating human capability ? 
Of turning operators into robots ? 
Of only seeing the weaknesses in the system ? 

- Are we allowing perfection to become the enemy of the good·? 

What is the answer to all these questions ? 

In fact, the stakes are so high, that no measures should.be rejec~ed a priori. 

Openness and cooperation are essential at all levels. 

We should not be afraid to admit our mistakes. 

"Errare hummanum est, perseverare diabolicum !" 
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TABLE I PWR - SUMMARY OF REACTOR SCRAMS - 1981 

Fess en- Bugey Tricastin Gravelines Dampier re St Lau- Bla-
Power Stations heim rent B vais 

Units 1 2 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 -1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 
Total 

Date of first 03/ 06/ 04/ 08/ 02/ 07; 02/ 07/ 11 I 05/ 02/ 08/ 11/ 05/ 03/ 12/ bl/ 08/ 01/ 05/ 0:/. 
criticality 77 77 78 78 79 79 80 80 80 81 80 80 80 81 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 

Number of scrams 7 4 12 9 6 15 2 10 10 9 11 10 10 10 4 8 ·10 6 17 18 14 202 

Subdi- p > 15 % 7 2 8 5 5 12 1 8 7 6 8 7 7 8 4 3 7 2 6 8 5 126 

vision p~ 15 % - 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 - 5 3 3 9 7 7 66 
of Hot shutdown - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 2 2 8 

scrams Interm.shutdown - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - 2 

2* 1* Shutdown system - - - 1 3 5 - 2* - 2 - - 1 2 1 - - - 1 24 
+2 +1 

Feed to - - - 2 - - 1* 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 - 3 1 1* 2* 2 1 26 
steam-generators +1 

Turbine-driven 
1 1* 1 1* 1* 1* - - - - - 1* 1* feed-pumps 1 1* 1 - 5 - 1* 2 33 +2 +4 +1 +4 +3 

ti) Electrical supplies - - - 1 - - - - 1* - 1 1 3 - - - 2 - 2 2 - 13 
Ii'.! 
ti) 

1* 
::> Turbine trip - - 1 2 2 4 - 1 - 3 - 1* - - - 1 - 1* 1 - 20 +2 
<i:: 

CJ 

Periodic tests 
2* 2* 2* 1* 1* 1* 2* 2* 2* 4 - - - - - - 1* - 1* 3* 1 37 +l +2 +1 +2 +1 +2 +1 +1 +1 

- Human error 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 4 2 22 - - - - - - - - -
(sole cause) 

Miscellaneous 4 - 3 1 - 4 - - 2 - 1 - 1 2 - 2 - - 2 1 4 27 

Total human error 2 2 4 2 - 2 1 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 - 3 8 9 5 63 
(sole cause + curnul*) 

* = cumulative component fault and human error 



TABLE II PWR - SUMMARY OF SAFETY INJECTIONS - 1981 

CA U S E S 
Human 

Q) Ul 
source 

Station 
~ Ul .i:: u Ul 

I I Q) p., Q) I O>S s:: Q) Q) O> .µ .µ 
~ s:: .µ . .µ . Ul Q) s:: I .µ Ul·.-1 C1l C1l ~ ~ .µ I s:: s:: s:: Q) 
Q) :;: ::J :;:. ::J:;:. ·.-1 ~ <J ::: s:: s:: Q) QJ.C Q) s:: O> 0 ~ C1l C1l •.-1 Q) Q) ~ COMMENTS 
:::: ~ s 0 .i:: • ra .i:: . ~ ::J 0 Q) ~ .-I ~ .µ Q) 0 .µ 0 ::J ~s:: .µ ra s:: ::J 

and 0 0 ~ ra Ul 0.. Q) Ul 0.. s:: :::: ::J Ul us ::J C1l o..+ Ul .µ ~ C1l ~ tJ' C1l 0 C1l ·.-1 0 .-I 
0.. Q) .µ (JJ Q) 000 CJl -§, ~ s;:: Ul ::J s:: 0.. ~ ~ <IJ P,.-1 ~ u P,·A 

.µ .µ ::J ra s:: 0 ra s:: 0.. .-I Ul Q) .i:: •.-1 Ul s:: I <IJ:;: •.-1 QJ Q) ra <I.>.µ QJ s:: s C1l 

Unit 
.µ 0 s:: .i:: .-I :;: .-I .-I:;: 0 QJ ~ ·.-1 Q) O> C1l Q) C1l :;: ~ 0 C1l s:: 0.. C1l ~ 0.. ·.-1 04-l 
C1l .i:: ·.-1 Ul 0 0 u 00 ~ .i:: .µ ·.-1-1-l ~ s 0 ::l.--1 ::.: ·.-1 0 s:: 0.. 0 u 

u ra u ra 0.. Ul .i:: 0.. .-I Ul 4-l H 

Loss of compressed air control-
FESSENHEIM 2 x x x ling steam-line isolation 

valves 

BU GEY 3 x x x x x Test procedure inadequate 

BU GEY 5 x x x Error in communicating orders 

BU GEY 5 x x x x Incomplete procedure 

BU GEY 5 x x x x x Result of 2 incompatible 
activities 

BU GEY 5 x x x Loss of voltage on supply 
...... change-over 
N 

""' TRI CASTIN 2 x x x SG2 pressure transducers iso-
w lated 

TRI CASTIN 3 x x x x Short circuit in relay 
equipment 

TRI CASTIN 4 x x x x Incomplete procedure 

_GRAVELINES ~ x x x Off-site power supply fault 

DAMPIERRE x x x x Failure to reset to zero 
commutator 

DAMPIERRE 3 x x x x Result of incompatible tests 

DAMPIERRE 4 x x x x Maintenance fault on relays 

DAMPIERRE 4 x x x x Cabling error 

ST LAURENT~ x x x Power supply interruption 

ST LAURENT~ x x x x Non compliance with instruc-
tions 

BLAYAIS 1 x x x False manoeuvre 

BLAYAIS 1 x x x x Incomplete procedure 

BLAYAIS 1 x x x x Intermittent fault 

BLAYAIS 1 x x x Power supply fault 

Total 6 10 2 2 4 2 4 10 9 5 7 8 2 3 



DEVELOPMENT OF AN IN-HOUSE SAFETY ANALYSIS CAPABILITY 
FOR PLANT OPERATIONAL SUPPORT 

R. W. Cross and N. A. Smith 

Virginia Electric and Power Company 
P. 0. Box 26666, Richmond, Virginia 23261 

ABSTRACT 

The Virginia Electri~ ·and Power Company initiated the development 
of an in-house safety analysis capability in 1976. The paper discusses 
some of the applications of our safety analysis capability in support 
of plant operations. The applications summarized will include the use 
of an in-house safety analysis capability to 1) aid in the understanding 
of plant operational transients 2) address NRC questions 3) perform 
FSAR Chapter 15 (accident analysis) licensing calculations 4) aid in 
the fine tuning of a plant simulator, and 5) support a feasibility 
study of a proposed plant change by assessing its impact on the accident 
analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco) initiated the development of an in
house nuclear analysis capability in 1973 with work in the core physics area. The 
decision was made in 1975 to expand this program to include development of an in
house safety analysis capability. The safety analysis objectives established in 1975 
were to develop an in-house capability to provide support for 1) reload core safety 
analysis and licensing, and 2) resolution of plant operational issues requiring 
safety analysis. 

To meet these objective, Vepco began developing capabilities in the safety analy
sis areas of core thermal hydraulics, non-LOCA system transients, and fuel performance. 
Vepco currently has 9 engineers working in these areas with experience levels ranging 
from 10 months to 10 years. Several examples of our utilization of these safety 
analysis capabilities for plant operational support at Vepco are discussed in the 
remainder of the paper. 

DISCUSSION 

An example of using in-house analysis capability as a tool to aid in the under
standing of plant abnormal events is the analysis of an unplanned cooldown event 
which occurred at North Anna Power Station in September 1979. The cooldown resulted 
from a Unit 1 turbine/reactor trip followed by a stuck open steam dump valve. Ex
tensive analyses were performed using a single-loop best estimate RETRAN model. The 
purpose of the analysis, in addition to adding to the qualification data base of 
Vepco's models, were to assist corporate licensing personnel in answering specific 
NRC questions on the nature of the transient and to. provide background information 
to the plant operations staff on the causes and nature of some of the phenomena 
observed. Particular interest was focused on the transient pressurizer behavior 
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following safety injection. These analysis results have oeen incorporated into a 
Shift Technical Advisor (STA) training lecture and continue to generate fruitful dis
cussions on transient pressurizer behavior whenever they are presented. 

Vepco's in-house capability also has been used in evaluation of both generic 
safety issues and resolution of plant specific safety concerns. For example, as a 
result of a vendor notification in 1980, RETRAN analyses were used to demonstrate that 
the potential existed for pump runout and subsequent loss of all motor-driven auxil
iary f eedwater (AFW) pumps following certain small steambreak accidents at Surry Power 
Station. The transients of concern resulted from rupture of either the Decay Heat 
Removal .(DHR) System header or the header to the steam-driven AFW pump. Breaks in 
either of these locations would result in blowdown of all three steam generators. The 
reduced steam backpressure resulting from this blowdown would have resulted in an 
increase in AFW flow from its rated value to the AFW pump runout value. Extended 
operation at runout conditions could, in turn, lead to trip of the AFW pump motor on 
high current. Assuming concurrent loss of normal feedwater, this would result in a 
loss of secondary system heat removal capability. Analyses were performed with a two
loop Surry RETRAN model to assess the amount of time available to the operator to take 
action to preclude ·pump runout conditions (by throttling the AFW pump discharge, for 
example) following a small steambreak. The results of the analysis were provided to 
station operations personnel for use in formulating appropriate modifications to 
Emergency Procedures to deal with this problem. (Final Resolution was provided by a 
design change which added flow-limiting orifices to the AFW pump discharge lines). 

Vepco's in-house capability has recently been used to perform a Chapter 15 licen
sing calculation to support a Technical Specifications change. As a result of ad
dressing post TMI auxiliary feedwater concerns Vepco found that there was an error 
in the currently applicable Loss of Normal Feedwater analysis for the Surry Power 
Station. The error found was the lack of representation of the reactor coolant pump 
(RCP) heat input after reactor trip in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)'. The 
impact of the error was to require more auxiliary feedwater (AFW) flow than could be 
provided by one AFW pump (350 gpm) to meet the analysis acceptance criteria. To 
determine an appropriate AFW flow which could satisfy the acceptance criteria when 
RCP operation is continued after reactor trip, Vepco performed a licensing analysis 
using a single loop RETRAN model. The analysis results indicated that an AFW flow of 
500 gpm wo~ld meet the analysis criteria by preventing water relief from the pressur
izer and ensuring long term decay heat removal. As a result of the analysis, Vepco 
corporate and plant operations staff gained a better understanding of the basis for 
the auxiliary feedwater system design. 

Vepco's applications of an in-house safety analysis capability also have included 
comparative analyses with the Vepco Simulator. In conjunction with an NRC study of 
existing plant simulators, Vepco agreed to perform several plant transients with both 
single loop and two loop RETRAN models. The results of the RETRAN analyses were com
pared to the results obtained with the Surry Simulator. The transients chosen for 
analysis included loss of load, loss of normal feedwater, reactor trip from hot full 
power and single pump coastdown. For all tran~ients the Simulator was found to give 
similar results and to accurately predict the trend determined by the more detailed 
RETRAN analysis. The major differences in the two results were attributed to a 
difference in the Simulator modeling of the thermal capacities in the reactor coolant 
system. The Simulator modeling was modified based on the RETRAN results with a sub
sequent improvement in the predicted post-trip cooldown rate comparison between the 
Simulator and RETRAN. In addition, the Simulator pressurizer model was modified based 
on the RETRAN pressurizer response. 

A final example of the application of in-house analysis capability concerns an 
assessment of the safety impact of a proposed plant change. The proposed change 
involved reducing the required boric acid concentration in the Boron Injection Tank 
(BIT). The BIT contains highly concentrated boric acid (typically 20,000 ppm) and is 
designed to provide a large insertion of negative reactivity following the 
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hypothetical Main Steam Line Break Event. Such high boron concentrations require the 
BIT and its associated piping to be electrically heated to above ambient containment 
temperatures to assure the solubility limit is not exceeded; exceeding this limit 
could result in precipitation and crystallization of the boric acid. Maintenance and 
operation of the BIT heating system has proved to be a time-consuming administrative 
burden for several utilities with this type of system. Reducing the required boron 
concentrations (and thereby reducing the boron solubility temperature) would thus 
provide a significant operational benefit. However, the impact of such a reduction 
on the safety analysis must be addressed. 

A RETRAN analysis of the Main Steam Line Break was performed to obtain the re
quired assessment. Varying BIT boron concentrations were studied. The analysis also 
examined the effects of the flow restricting nozzles which are integral to the re
placement Surry Steam generators which were installed in 1980 and 1981. The effect 
of the integral flow restrictors is to significantly reduce the severity of the hypo
thetical Main Steam Line Break transient. The results of the study showed that, with 
the replacement steam generators, substantial reductions in BIT concentrations could 
be achieved with the resulting steambreak transient predictions being no more severe 
than those presented in the licensing basis documentation. 

While the reduced BIT Concentration has not been implemented to date due to other 
plant constraints, the RETRAN analysis helped to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
concept from a safety and licensing standpoint. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, Vepco has realized benefits from its safety analysis capability 
development program beyond those associated with reload core licensing. In-house 
plant operational analytical support has provided a better understanding of operation
al transients, NRG licensing issues, Chapter 15 licensing calculations, plant Simu
lator response, and the impact of proposed plant modifications on reactor safety. 
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
IN THE SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM.- OYSTER CREEK 

G. T. Mays 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

K. H. Harrington 

JBF Associates, Inc. 
1630 Downtown West Boulevard 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919 

ABSTRACT 

The Systematic Evaluation Program Branch (SEPB) of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) is conducting the Systematic Evaluation Program 
(SEP) to determine safety margins of.the design and operation of ten of the 
older operating commercial nuclear power plants in the United States. This 
paper describes the methodology used in the SEP evaluation and focuses on 
the review of the Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant. The results of the 
Palisades arid Ginna operational history reviews are also discussed. The 
SEPB will combine the results from these operational reviews with other 
safety topic evaluations to form an integrated safety assessment of the SEP 
plants. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Systematic Evaluation Program Branch of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) is conducting the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) to determine the safety 
margins of the design and operation of ten of the older operating commercial nuclear 
power plants in the United States. These ten plants are being re-evaluated according 
to present NRC licensing requirements and regulations. The specific objectives of the 
SEP are to: 

1. document how these ten plants compare with current acceptance 
criteria and guidelines on significant safety issues and to 
provide a technical rationale for acceptable departures from 
these criteria and guidelines, 

2. provide the basis for making· integrated and balanced decisions 
with respect to any required backfitting, and 

3. identify and resolve any potential safety deficiencies. 

The SEP evaluates specific safety topics based on an integrated review of the overall 
ability of a plant to respond, during normal . operation, . to certain design-basis 
events, including trans·ients and postulated accidents. 
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As part of the SEP, the NRC commissioned the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to 
perform operating history reviews. These reviews were intended to supplement the 
SEP' s safety topic review and to aid in determining the priorities for required 
backfitting during the integrated assessment. The reviews included collection and 
evaluation of: (1) availability and capacity factors, (2) environmental and 
radiological release events, (3) forced shutdowns, (4) forced power reductions, (5) 
reportable events, and (6) recurring events. 

Data evaluation was divided into two segments: ( 1) evaluation of forced 
shutdowns and power reductions and (2) evaluation of reportable events. Design basis 
events (DBEs), as defined in the NRC Standard Review Plan, [ 1] are failures that 
initiate system transients and challenge engineered safety features. In the forced 
shutdown and power reduction segment, the reviews identified the DBEs. In the 
reportable event segment, the reviews identified significant events. Significant 
events were either DBEs or events involving only a loss of an engineered safety 
function. The reviews also identified safety-significant recurring events that 
indicate potential safety concerns. 

This paper focuses on the operating experience review for the Oyster Creek 
Nuclear Power Plant. Specific system failures and their causes are highlighted for 
both data evaluation segments, and the data collected on the facility 1 s availability 
and capacity factors and environmental and radiological release events are 
summarized. In addition, this paper also summarizes the results of the operating 
history reviews for the Palisades and the R. E. Ginna nuclear power plants. 

OYSTER CREEK 

The Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant is a General Electric - designed boiling
wa ter reactor, owned and operated by General Public Utilities. The plant is located 
at Toms River, New Jersey, adjacent to the Oyster Creek inlet of Barnegat Bay on the 
Atlantic Ocean. The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 1930 MW(t) and a design 
electric rating of 650 MW(e). Oyster Creek achieved inital criticality on May 3, 
1969, and began commercial operation on December 23, 1969. 

From 1970 through 1981, the average reactor availability factor at Oyster Creek 
was 74.4% and the average unit capacity factor was 61.4%, both of which were above 
average for commercial nuclear power plants. Startup tests accounted for slightly 
lower values in 1969, but the availability and capacity factors remained high from 
1970 through 1979. The figures for 1980 and 1981 were low because of extended 
refueling and maintenance outages. During these shutdowns, Oyster Creek performed the 
10-year code hydrostatic test on the reactor vessel and coolant piping and also made 
TMI modifications .. 

A total of 23 reported events identified in the operating history review for 
Oyster Creek were radiological in nature: 13 involved radioactive releases, 8 
involved activity levels around rad waste tanks exceeding plant technical 
specifications (tech spec) limits, and 3 involved personnel exposures. None of the 
release events reported amounts exceeding tech spec limits. The first of three 
instances of personnel overexposures involved 11 workers who received exposures 
ranging from 3.01 to 3.36 rems during the 1972 refueling outage. The second 
occurrence was on January 1, 1973, when three men received excessive exposure to 
iodine-133 while performing maj ntenance on the electromatic relief valves. In the 
third event, on May 8, 1973, a worker who was performing maintenance on the control 
rod drives received a whole body exposure of 3.02 rems. 

Twenty-four environmental events resulting from non-radiological causes have 
occurred at Oyster Creek. Seven of these events were fish mortalities caused by 
water temperature changes due to interruption of normal plant discharge water. Two 
events involved plugged plant intake water screens and dilution pump seal water 
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strainers caused by debris and crabs. Two events were caused by low intake water 
level due to low tide and high winds. High temperature of the condenser discharge 
water was the cause of one reported event. The diesel engine for the fire pump 
seized due to loss of cooling in another reported event. The remaining eleven 
reported events involved the plant dilution pumps designed to reduce thermal 
pollution by diluting the discharge water. The dilution pump failures were caused by 
low cooling water and seal water pressure. 

In addition to the 24 environmental events which were non-radiological in 
nature, an interest has been shown in the plant's effects on the shipworm population 
in the Oyster Creek - Barnegat Bay area. Shipworms are wood boring marine organisms 
that do great damage to wood, such as pilings for piers, beneath the water line. 
These organisms began to appear around 1971, and by 1975 a large population was in 
evidence. The utility began to study the woodborer problem in 1974. Some studies 
concluded that the growth of certain species of shipworms was encouraged by the 
thermal effects of the plant effluent; other reports revealed no relationship to 
thermal effects. However, it was also reported that the shipworm infestation problem 
could be held to a minimum by using only high-quality treated wood and high dilutions 
pumping and by keeping the water clean of load wood. 

Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions 

Of the 203 forced shutdowns and power reductions between 1969 and 1981 at 
Oyster Creek, 55 were DBEs of the following ten types: 

1. turbine trip (15), 
2. loss of normal feedwater (9), 
3. recirculation pump trip (9), 
4. loss of condenser vacuum (7), 
5. inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valve (MSIV) (5), 
6. pressure regulator failure resulting in decreased steam flow (3), 
7. decreased feedwater temperature (2), 
8. pressure regulator failure resulting in increased steam flow (2), 
9. inadvertent opening of turbine valve (2), and 

10. loss of external load (1). 

The frequency of occurrence for each type of DBE is consistent with the experience of 
other plants. In all but one event, the engineered safety features worked properly 
and brought the unit to a safe shutdown condition. 

The one event where engineered safety features failed to work properly occurred 
on May 2, 1979, when multiple failures resulted in a significant reduction in reactor 
coolant water inventory to the triple-low level. At the time of the occurrence, the 
reactor was at 98% power with the 11 D11 recirculation loop and one startup transformer 
out of service. A technician was performing routine surveillance testing on 
isolation condenser pressure switches when a spurious high reactor pressure signal 
occurred. The high pressure signal resulted from a testing error. This spurious 
signal tripped the reactor and the recirculation pumps. Steam flow and pressure, 
water level, and turl:Jine generator output began to decrease. The turbine generator 
tripped at the low-load trip point thirteen seconds after the reactor scram. 

The turbine trip initiated a transfer of power to the startup transformers. 
However, a loss of power occurred on 4160 V bus B because startup transformer SB was 
out of service. Therefore, feedwater pumps 11 B11 and 11 C11 and condensate pumps 11 B11 and 
11 C11 lost power. Additionally, feedwater pump 11 A11 tripped due to low suction 
pressure. An attempt to restart feedwater pump 11 A11 was unsuccessful because an 
auxiliary oil pump failed to start. The oil pump failure was the only equipment 
failure of the entire event. 

Steam was still flowing from the reactor to the condenser through the bypass 
valves, so the operator closed the MSIVs to conserve reactor coolant inventory. An 
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isolation condenser was then placed in service to remove decay heat from the core. 
The condensate return from the condensers normally enters the "A" and "E" 
recirculation loops. However, at that time a standing order was in effect to close 
the "A" and 11 E11 loop discharge valves after initiating operation of the isolation 
condensers. This order was intended to prevent inadvertent shutdown of the 
condensers due to forced flow from operating recirculation pumps being sensed as flow 
from an isolation condenser line break. This procedure was no longer appropriate 
since a modification had previously provided that the recirculation pumps trip 
simultaneously with high pressure or low-low level scrams. However, the standing 
order was not changed when the modification was made. Therefore, the operators had a 
lack of proper procedural direction in this situation. The cause of the occurrence 
was attributed to this procedural error. 

Following the standing order, the operator closed the 11 A11 and "E" recirculation 
loop discharge valves. He then closed the 11 B11 and "C" discharge valves to attempt a 
restart of one or both of their associated recirculation pumps. As previously 
mentioned, loop "D" was out of service. Therefore, all five loop discharge valves 
were closed. All five two-inch discharge valve bypass lines were open. Flow through 
these lines and flow from two control rod drive pumps which the operator had started 
were the only sources of flow available to the reactor. At a point 172 seconds into 
the event, the triple-low water level in the reactor was reached. 

By intermittent manual operation of the isolation condensers, the operator was 
able to remove heat from the system. Recirculation pump "C" was started about 
one-half hour into the transient, but it was tripped and the discharge valve reclosed 
when the water in the annulus dropped rapidly. A feedwater pump was successfully 
started about five minutes later. The annulus water level began to rise, and two 
minutes later a recirculation pump was placed in service. The triple-low water level 
in the core region was cleared and the reactor brought to a cold shutdown. 

Later review of the occurrence established that the water level did remain 
above the core during the transient, and it was concluded that the core was not 
damaged. Modifications were effected to provide a readout of the core water level 
instrumentation in the control room where levels below the core-spray sparger could 
not previously be monitored. In addition, procedures were modified to require open 
suction and discharge valves in at least two recirculation loops at all times. [2-4] 

Reportable Events 

In the reportable event segment of the operating history review of Oyster 
Creek, 494 events were reviewed.· The trend for the number of reportable events 
submitted by Oyster Creek was generally upward with peak years of 1974, 1980, and 
1981, with 65, 75, and 72 events occurring in each year, respectively. The causes of 
reportable events have been primarily inherent equipment failures, which accounted 

. for 64% of all reported events. Human error (including administrative, design, 
fahrication, installation, maintenance, and operator error) caused 34% of the 
reported events. Other causes, such as adverse environmental conditions, were 
responsible for the remaining 2% of reported events. There was no apparent trend in 
the causes of reported events. 

Of the 494 events reported, 17 were considered significant: 

1. loss of containment integrity (10), 
2. decreased reactor coolant inventory (3), 
3. loss of containment spray capability (1), 
4. reactivity anomaly during startup (1), 
5. loss of onsite emergency power coincident 

with the loss of offsite power (1), and 
6. blocked suppression chamber vacuum breaker 

valves (1). 
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The major contributor to the significant event types was human error, which caused 15 
of the 17 significant events. The remaining events were caused by equipment failures 
(valve failures) which occurred early in Oyster Creek operating history. Since 1976, 
the frequency of significant events has steadily increased. This increased rate of 
occurrence is directly related to the increased frequency of containment integrity 
violations. Disregarding the loss of containment integrity events, there is no 
apparent trend in the rate of occurrence of significant events. 

Primary containment consists of a pressure suppression system including the 
drywell, the pressure suppression chamber or torus, a connecting vent system between 
the drywell and the pressure suppression chamber, isolation valves, containment 
cooling systems, and other related equipment. The purpose of the primary containment 
system is to terminate the release and mitigate the consequences resulting from an 
accident. Secondary containment is provided by a reactor building which completely 
encloses the primary containment to minimize the release of airborne radioactive 
materials and to provide a controlled, elevated release of building atmosphere under 
accident conditions. Oyster Creek has experienced one loss of primary containment 
integrity event and nine loss of secondary containment integrity events. 

On August 6, 1979, an :j_sola ti on valve on the torus sample line from primary 
containment was found open. The valve, located on the suction side of containment 
spray pump "C", was left open after the completion of torus water sampling and had 
been open for seven days. During this time, approximately 10, 000 gallons of torus 
water had drained to the floor sump and was pumped to the rad waste facility. The 
ability of primary containment to function as intended was degraded during this 
period. [5] 

A design error discovered on April 11, 1972, was responsible for the first loss 
of secondary containment integrity. During a test of the reactor building 
ventilation system, the supply dampers for the system failed to close. The logic 
circuit functioned so that when a supply fan was racked out, the dampers would not 
close unless a jumper was installed. A circuit design change corrected the error. [6] 

A degradation of secondary containment integrity occurred on April 3, 1980, 
when an operator discovered that the reactor building ventilation system automatic 
isolation valve was inoperable. The valve failed due to a broken piston rod on the 
closure mechanism. The piston rod was replaced. Additionally, the piston rods were 
inspected on all reactor building ventilation automatic isolation valves. [7] 

The remaining seven instances of secondary containment integrity violation 
occurred when personnel and railroad airlock doors were left open. Contractor 
personnel had both reactor building personnel airlock doors open simultaneously on 
May 3, 1976, while transferring equipment through the airlock. Responsible personnel 
had willfully violated plant procedures by defeating the door interlock. [ 8] On 
March 10, 1977, both personnel airlock doors were left open for a simulated medical 
emergency drill, and again on October 8, 1979, both personnel air lock doors were 
discovered open due to contractor personnel disconnecting the automatic closing 
device on one of the doors. [9,10] 

On May 20, 1981, a security guard found both personnel airlock doors open. The 
first door failed due to a loosened striker plate while the second door had been 
opened deliberately. [11] On July 27, 1981, both personnel airlock doors were again 
discovered open. [12] Both reactor building railroad airlock doors were open 
simultaneously on June 13, 1979. The inner door had been open for several days, and 
the outer door swung open when normal reactor building ventilation was switched to 
the standby gas treatment system to allow fan repairs. Procedures failed to state 
the correct method for securing airlock doors. The procedure was revised. [13] Both 
railroad airlock doors were again discovered to be open simultaneously on June 17, 
1981. While the outer door was open, the inner door sprang open at the top because 
of a failed latch which had been damaged during transfer of the standby gas treatment 
system to normal ventilation. [14] 
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Recurring Events 

The following six types of recurring events were noted during the two segments 
of operating history review: 

1. MSIV failures, 
2. vacuum breaker valve failures, 
3. reactor vessel cracks, 
4. condenser tube leaks, 
5. loss of containment integrity, and 
6. outdated or insufficent procedures. 

For all but two of these event types identified at Oyster Creek, corrective measures 
were undertaken. The two event types that continued to recur were the loss of 
containment integrity (discussed previously) and outdated or insufficient procedures. 

Between 1969 and 1974, Oyster Creek experienced a variety of recurring 
mechanical problems with the MSIVs, including bent valve stems, packing leaks, and 
sticking pilot valves. Each problem was corrected by proper equipment modification. 

A variety of mechanical problems were also attributed to the torus-to-reactor
building and torus-to-drywell vacuum breaker valves. The largest contributor to the 
valve failures was a design error involving the use of a teflon bushing in which the 
valve hinge pins rotate. The teflon experienced an apparent "growing" 
characteristic. In 1976, the teflon bushings were replaced with nickel-plated bronze 
bushings. Since this replacement, the bushing failures have not recurred. 

Reactor vessel cracks have been noted on three occasions in the operating 
history of Oyster Creek. Of the total 137 stub tubes, 123 were found cracked during 
the initial hydrostatic testing in 1967. These material flaws resulted from a number 
of fabrication and welding problems complicated by a corrosive environment during 
shipping and cleaning. An extensive repair program included grinding of surface 
defects, overlaying exposed stub tube surfaces with weld metal cladd{ng, and a 
complete reworking of field we.lds and shop welds. In 1974, an in-service inspection 
revealed cracking in reactor head cladding. However, no cracks propagated into the 
reactor base material. Later in 1974, a small leak was noted in a field weld between 
the in-core housing and the vessel lower head. Since this repair, no further 
cracking has been noted. 

Condenser tube leakage problems began in 1970, and through 1975 recurring power 
reductions were necessary to repair or plug leaking tubes. During a shutdown in early 
1976, condensers were retubed using welded titanium. With the exception of a limited 
number of vibration-induced tube failures, these titanium tubes have functioned 
satisfactorily since the retubing. 

Outdated or insufficient proced.ures caused, or at least complicated, 24 of the 
reported events at Oyster Creek. The events averaged one per year between 1971 and 
1977. The average increased to four per year between 1978 and 1981. Four of the 
events between 1978 and 1981 were significant events. 

On December 14, 1978, a lack of procedural guidance led to improper control rod 
operation and a subsequent reactivity anomaly. The procedures did not cover reactor 
startups under peak xenon conditions. As discussed previously, on May 2, 1979, a 
triple-low water level in the reactor occurred due to a lack of procedures for the 
operator concerning a scrammed reactor with all recirculation pumps tripped. Both 
containment airlock doors were discovered open simultaneously on June 13, 1979. 
Procedures failed to state the correct method for securing airlock doors. Finally, 
the last significant event involving a procedural error occurred on July 16, 1980. An 
operator discovered that both containment spray pump room doors were open 
simultaneously due to a lack of procedural controls. 
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In addition to the reportable events caused by procedural inadequacies, many of 
the forced shutdowns and power reductions also resulted from procedural problems. Of 
particular interest was a systems interaction problem between the gaseous rad waste 
system and the feedwater system. On three occasions - April 13, 1972, February 4, 
1975, and May 4, 1976 - air introduced from the rad waste system into the condensate 
system because of procedural inadequacies caused the feedwater pumps to trip. 
However, even after procedures were corrected following the 1975 event, the failures 
recurred in 1976. 

Conclusions 

For this analysis of the operating history at the Oyster Creek Nuclear Power 
Plant, 203 shutdowns and power reductions were reviewed, along with 494 reportable 
events and other miscellaneous documentation. The objective of this review was to 
indicate those areas of plant operation that have compromised plant safety. Analysis 
results identified one significant challenge to plant safety and two safety problems 
that should be of continued concern. 

The most serious challenge to plant safety occurred on May 2, 1979, when the 
loss of feedwater and subsequent loss of the isolation condensers resulted in a 
reduction in reactor coolant to the triple-low level. Plant personnel reacted 
properly to restore safe conditions and bring the reactor to a cold shutdown. 

Two areas that should be of continued concern are the losses of containment 
integrity and outdated or inadequate procedures. Both of these event types have 
recurred throughout Oyster Creek operating history, and both types have occurred more 
frequently during the past few years. 

PALISADES 

The Palisades Nuclear Power Plant is a Combustion-Engineering designed 
pressurized-water reactor operated by Consumers Power Company. It is located on Lake 
Michigan at South Haven, Michigan. The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 2530 
MW(t) and design electrical rating of 805 MW(e). Palisades achieved initial 
criticality on May 24, 1971, and began commercial operation on December 31, 1971. 

The values for reactor availability and unit capacity factors have ranged from 
lows of 7.1% and 1.0% in 1974, respectively, to highs of 92.8% and 72.1% in 1977, 
respectively, when the reactor was shut down only 29 days throughout the entire year. 
In 1974, the unit was shut down for most of the year for repair of steam generator 
and condenser tube leakage. The average values for the unit availability and unit 
capacity factor through 1979 were 53.4% and 43.7%, respectively. 

In reviewing and evaluating the 129 forced shutdowns and power reductions 
through 1979, 53 were identified as DBEs. The only DBE experienced with regular 
frequency was the loss of normal feedwater flow. Of these occurrences, only one 
involved a total loss of normal feedwater. In all cases, engineered safety features 
perfomed their intended functions to mitigate the effect of the feedwater loss and to 
bring the reactor to a safe shutdown. Since the 1979 refueling outage when the 
feedwater pump protective trips were modified to add coincidence logic, the frequent 
pump trips have been eliminated. 

In reviewing and evaluating 341 reportable events for Palisades through 1979, 
two significant causes of reportable events were found: ( 1) almost one-half of the 
reportable events evaluated were caused by, or at least complicated by, human error 
and procedural inadequacies - including administrative, des1gn, installation, 
maintenance, and operator errors and (2) a significant number of electric power 
interruptions were responsible for many of the forced shutdowns and power reductions. 
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The human errors/procedural errors have ranged from inadvertent tripping of a 
reactor coolant pump (February 1, 1979) to leaving containment exhaust valves open 
(September 14, 1979) which violated containment integrity. Through early 1981, 
Palisades continued to experience events involving regulatory noncompliance related 
to human errors or failure to adhere to established procedures. 

Early in 1981, the company developed and implemented a program for improving 
regulatory performance at the Palisades plant. The program involved administrative 
reorganization, increased staff, procedural review .and revision, and increased 
training efforts. As a result of this program, the regulatory performance - with two 
exceptions - has shown improvement since early 1981. The two exceptions are: (1) 
venting containment during reactor operation through the airlock pressure test line 
with an operator stationed to isolate the line instead of containment by means of a 
closed valve and (2) the incorrect assembly of the control rod drive seal resulting 
in a primary coolant system leak during startup. 

Electric power interruptions which involve only the loss of offsite power do 
not prevent the supply of electric power to a plant's engineered safety features. 
However, considering the number of failures in the emergency diesel power system at 
Palisades (24 through 1979), the loss of offsite power coincident with unreliable 
onsite power at this plant poses a serious situation with a potential for loss of 
electric power to engineered safety systems. Palisades has experienced 98 partial 
losses of offsite power, 4 total losses of offsite power, and 3 instances of total or 
partial losses of both power sources for short periods of time. The NRC is reviewing 
the frequency of station blackouts and their contribution to risk for all power 
reactors as a part of unresolved safety issue A-44 on station blackout. 

Three major areas of concern identified in the review for Palisades were: (1) 
a high frequency of partial losses of feedwater which was addressed through 
modifications to the feedwater pump trip logic, (2) a high incidence of human and 
procedural error which has been addressed by Consumers Power through development and 
implementation of a major program aimed at improvement in all aspects of operator, 
staff, and administrative performance, and (3) electric power interruptions which is 
being addressed by NRC as part of an evaluation of all power reactors with respect to 
station blackout. 

R. E. GINNA 

The R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant is a Westinghouse-designed pressurized
water reactor operated by Rochester Gas & Electric Company. It is located at 
Ontario, New York. The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 1520 MW(t) and design 
electrical rating of 470 MW(e). Ginna achieved criticality on November 8, 1969, and 
began commercial operation on June 1, 1970. 

Reactor availability factors ranged from a low of 63.9% in 1974, when the unit 
was shut down for part of the year due to a low-pressure turbine blade failure, to a 
high of 95.3% during 1973, when the reactor was shut down only 16 days throughout the 
entire year. The average value for the reactor availability factor through 1979 was 
78 .1%. A comparison of the Ginna plant with the other nuclear power plants reviewed 
shows that the Ginna reactor availability and plant capacity factors are among the 
highest in the nuclear industry. 

In reviewing and evaluating 118 forced shutdowns and 43 forced power reductions 
at Ginna through 1979, 23 DBEs were identified. In all cases, the events did not 
initiate any sequence that resulted in a safety hazard to the plant or environs. Five 
events involving small steam generator leaks (less than 0.1 gpm) were characterized 
as DBEs even though the consequences of these scenarios are less severe than the 
cases considered in the safety analysis. Ginna did have a steam generator tube 
failure on January 25, 1982, with minor radioactive releases to the environment. 
Steam generator tube failure events are being evaluated as part of the NRC unresolved 
safety issue on Westinghouse steam generator tube integrity. 
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With the exception of steam generator tube leaks (5 events) and control rod 
malfunctions (8 events), the operating experience at Ginna for the 23 events 
characterized as DBE initiators supports the conclusion that the plant response was 
within the original design basis. The control rod malfunction events have not 
recurred since January 1978 when polarity reversals were corrected on 29 control rod 
drive mechanism magnetic coils. The ability to scram was not compromised in any of 
these events. 

In reviewing and evaluating approximately 180 reportable events for Ginna 
through 1979, 54% were caused by, or at least complicated by, human error and 
procedural inadequacies. An additional trend from review of the reportable events 
which indicates a potential safety concern involves failure of high pressure safety 
injection (HPSI) pumps to start because of emergency bus breaker problems. 

There were 14 failures among three circuit breakers associated with power to 
the HPSI pump from either the emergency buses or diesel generators. Ten of these 
failures involved one particular breaker to one particular HPSI pump. All failures 
·occurred on a demand to start during testing. The causes included switch, control 
relay, loose wire, and soleno·id problems. The causes of several failures could not 
be determined. 

Three areas of concern identified in the review of the operating experience at 
Ginna included: (1) steam generator tubing leaks being addressed as one of the NRC's 
unresolved safety issues, (2) control rod drive problems which were addressed through 
equipment modification, and (3) failures of HPSI pump to start due to emergency bus 
breaker problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

Inspection & Enforcement Bulletin 80-11, revealed a major 
problem at operating nuclear power stations involving system 
interactions due to masonry walls with safety related equipment 
attached. At Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, 231 of these masonry 
walls were identified. It is shown how Operational Analysis not 
only helped to maintain the plant in a safe condition but also 
helped in outage planning and correspondence with the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. 

An approach with a format similar to an FMEA yet going 
further into system interactions and total plant safety is 
detailed. Achievement of a method of documentation and engineering 
assurance is discussed. 

The method used was not 11 technically 11 new but it does represent 
an application whereby a complicated analytical effort was accomplished 
rapidly and accurately. The analytical method was standardized and 
integrated so as to handle a constantly changing and unpredictable 
scope at a speed fast enough to provide continued safe plant operations 
and refueling. 

Further applications to other industry problems and the unique 
benefits obtained by Boston Edison Co. are described. 

!EB 80-11 REQUIREMENTS 

In November of 1979 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission released IE 
Information Notice No. 79-28 which was followed in May of 1980 by IE Bulletin 
No. 80-11 "Masonry Wal 1 Design." As a result of other work, a problem was 
identified with the structural integrity of concrete masonry walls with 
Seismic Category I piping attached to them. The problem was believed to be 
attributable to two deficiencies: 
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1. Apparent lack of final check of certain pipe support locations 
and reactions to ensure that the supporting elements possessed 
adequate structural integrity to sustain the required loads. 

2. Nonconservative design criteria for the reactions from supports 
anchored into the face of concrete masonry walls; e.g., relying 
on the combined strength of double block walls without substantial 
positive connection between the two walls by means other than the 
bond provided by a layer of mortar, grout, or concrete between 
them. 

IE Bulletin 80-11 was issued for action to be taken by almost all power 
reactor facilities with an Operating License. These requirements were intended 
to ensure continued safe plant operation in the event that a high enery pipe 
break outside containment (PBOC), tornado, or earthquake caused an underdesigned 
wall to fail. If in the course of the re-evaluation program, the operability 
of any safety-related system is in jeopardy, the licensee was required to 
operate within the plant technical specifications. 

SCOPE AT PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION 

While conducting walkdowns to respond to the Bulletin, 421 masonry walls 
were identified at Pilgrim Unit #1. Of these, 231 were identified as having a 
potential impact on the operation of safety-related systems. This number 
fluctuated during the course of the project, due to rerouting in response to 
10CFR50, Appendix R (Fire Protection), newsafety-related equipment installed 
in response to post-TMI requirements, and other plant modification work. A 
method of tracking and monitoring the individual & collective status of the 
masonry wall failure(s) was required. 

In the first phase of Boston Edison's bulletin response, safety- and 
nonsafety- related equipment in proximity to or attached from masonry walls were 
identified. A data base was established where such equipment could be sorted 
by wall. The evaluation of the impact of .a potential masonry wall failure on 
the equipment and its affected systems was complex since there were as many as 
600 or more equipment entries in the data base for just one wall. A means was 
needed to prioritize this analysis in relation to the structural analysis and 
the produced effect on the safety of the plant. Furthermore, a solid foundation 
for communication with the NRC was needed so that they were aware of the project 
and plant status. · 

Another consideration was that the analytical environment varied signifi
cantly over the course of the project. The plant changed from full power 
operations to refueling operations and activities inbetween. As well as 
refueling and'control rod testing, several systems would be taken out of 
service for major maintenance during the outage. A tool was needed to judge 
the effects of postulated wall failures in order to ensure the plant was operated 
in a safe manner according to applicable technical specifications. 

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY - OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 

A detailed evaluation was performed which encompass.ed affected systems, 
system interactions and operational requirements as well as technical specifi
cation violations. The operation of the entire plant was kept in perspective 
as each component or system was postulated to fail. Operational Analysis, a . 
systemati~ methodology originally developed in pa~t by Boston Edison~ was used 
to solve the problem. · 
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This particular application of Operational Analysis, where the analytical 
environment was constantly changing and walls instead of systems was the starting 
point, had not been previously undertaken by Boston Edison. Therefore, a 
procedure to ensure adequate documentation had to be developed. In addition 
standardized formats and review cycles were implemented to ensure high quality 
and traceability. 

One of the most stringent requirements on the analysis was the response 
time. After a block wall was declared inoperable a prompt licensee event report 
(LER) was issued and then a followup 14 days later. These reports had to contain 
information on the individual wall failure and its respective impact on the 
collective wall failure summary. 

Also, there are a variety of limiting conditions for operations in the 
technical specifications which could be impacted. For example, if a core standby 
cooling system were declared inoperable then the plant would be put on a seven 
day clock before having to be shutdown. Another example is the standby gas 
treatment system where if it is declared inoperable refueling operations would 
have to cease immediately. In any case, the effect of a wall failure had to be 
assessed in a relatively short amount of time. 

The method of analysis selected was formatted similar to a Failure Mode 
and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The difference is that it was based on individual 
wall failures instead of individual systems. If available, the system FMEA 
could be used as a valuable reference. The analysis was able to analyze some 
of the components of several systems whose failure was dependent upon an 
individual wall, instead of a complete analysis of all of the components in 
one system. This resulted in outputs which determined whether systems were 
completely lost, lost redundancy, had no safety impact, or lost ability to 
carry out one or more safety functions; whether the loss was complete, partial, 
or temporary; whether a Technical Specification is violated; and what the affected 
components and systems are. All of this information was contained in tabulated 
form in only a few pages called a Block Wall Failure Effect Report (BWFER). 

As discussed earlier, a classification of the walls had to take place, and 
at the beginning of the operational analysis, this evaluation had already 
occurred. Because of this, a rather extensive computerized data base had been 
developed and was in use. Because this data base provided the foundation for 
this analysis, it is prudent to briefly discuss its evolution. 

A key input into this data base was a raceway data base already developed 
by Boston Edison. This data base identified each cable in any given raceway 
and what its end devices were. All that remained was to identify each raceway. 
Plant drawings in conjunction with actual field walk-downs generated this · 
information, as well as any other equipment or piping within the fall arc of 
the wall. During the walkdowns, sketches were prepared showing the faces of 
the wall, equipment, piping, or raceways on the walls or in the vicinity of the 
wa 11; 

All of this information was reviewed and entered into the data base. The 
available sorting utilized for this analysis was a combination of wall number, 
wall face (N, S, E, W), and affected system. This resulted in a printout giving 
general information concerning every component lost by the failure of a given 
wa 11. 
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The first part of the actual evaluation was at the system level. Six 
criteria were used to judge whether a component or system was necessary for 
maintaining the plant in a safe condition: (l) violation of 10CFR50 Appendix 
A, (2) listing of the plant's Q-List, (3) Technical Specification violations, 
(4) constituting an unreviewed safety question, (5) violation of the FSAR's 
Safety Design Basis and, (6) listing in Appendix G of the FSAR. Appendix G 
provides matrices identifying systems required to mitigate transients and 
accidents. From these matrices, it can be determined whether a system is 
needed to support another safety system or whether a system is needed for the 
mitigation of a particular accident. For example, High Pressure Coolant Injection 
lists DC Power, Equipment Area Cooling, and Torus Water Storage as necessary 
for system operation. 

The above six criteria help to delete systems from consideration, such 
as Condensate Demineralizer or Radwaste and concentrate the engineering effort 
on those systems necessary to keep the plant safe. They have thus reduced the 
complexity of the wall failure from a possible 600 items to perhaps 100-200 
items which now go into a component effect-on-system evaluation. 

On the same form, space was provided where the engineer was required to 
justify his logic in the selection of a code, and further space was provided 
for the listing of safety-consequences or Technical Specification violations 
caused by the failure of the component. The engineer also evaluated collectively 
all components in a given system lost as a result of the wall failure. This 
evaluation led to a further evaluation .of the collective impact of the loss of 
all of the components for a given wall. From this portion of the evaluation 
it was determined if there was a safe shutdown path left for the plant should 
the wall fail. In every case where the wall failed structural analysis a safe 
shutdown path was identified. In many cases a plant emergency procedure was 
already provided for the loss of a given set of systems. If so, that procedure 
was evaluated to determine whether all necessary systems were available for its 
implementation. 

To facilitate the assessment of the impact of multiple wall failures, a 
_Collective Wall Failure Summary Sheet was utilized. As the results of a wall 
failure were finalized,.they were tabulated on a matrix of safety systems and 
wall identification numbers with coded entries indicating loss of redundancy, 
complete loss, and partial loss entered in the appropriate box. This form was 
used to assess various combinations of postulated wall failures quickly and 
also, as an indicator of which areas of the BWFER on which to focus a more 
detailed analysis. The more detailed analysis involved looking at the collective 
impact on a component level in order to determine if systems which were originally 
thought to be partially lost, were completely lost instead. 

IMPLEMENTATION · 

In implementing the results of the effect-of-wall-failures portion of the 
analysis, a great deal of effort was given to maximizing the availability of 
required safety systems. This required coordination between the Boston Edison 
operations department and the engineering support personnel. The BWFERs 
provided the foundation for any actions taken. 
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To help appraise the Watch Engineer (the person responsible for the safety 
and operation of the plant) of the current plant condition, a status board was 
formed. The status board outlined several important areas including those 
systems necessary for certain operations. e.g., refueling or control rod testing, 
those systems considered inoperable due to postulated block wall failures, and 
those which were inoperable due to maintenance. With this aid, the Watch Engineer 
was more easily able to determine restrictions, if any, on maintenance activities. 

If the Limiting Conditions for Operations (LCOs) were passed, the necessary 
remedial action could be quickly discerned by consulting the operational analysis 
reports. If remedial action could be accomplished without extreme measures, e.g., 
cable rerouting, the action was undertaken. ·The remedial actions taken included 
instituting temporary procedures and ensuring that the equipment, .e.g., a valve, 
was in the desired state. 

Consideration was given to the time into an accident when the equipment 
would be called on and accessibility to the equipment. For example, if power 
was lost to a valve which was required immediately after the initiating event 
or was inaccessible after an accident, then it would be locked in the safe position. 
If timing and accessibility were not a concern, then a temporary procedure was 
instituted calling for appropriate valve manipulation. 

For those cases where remedial action was complex, the redundancy of the 
system was affected, and an LCO impacted, protection against a single, random 
failure in the remaining train was taken. An example of this was the standby 
gas treatment system (SBGTS) where block wall failure would affect redundancy 
by causing the loss of one train of the dual train system. The SBGTS is 
required to mitigate against the effects of, among other things, a fuel handling 
accident. The systems is also designed against the single-failure criteria2. 
This is reflected in the Technical Specifications, with certain time constraints 
included should repair be required. In the case of the SBGTS, protection against 
an additional single, random failure which could knock out the remaining train 
was accomplished by having that remaining train operate continuously. Then 
a failure in that train could immediately be detected, whereupon refueling 
activities would be ceased. 

Either the remedial actions or the protection against an additional failure 
provided the basis for Technical Specification relief. However, it cannot be 
stressed enough how direction was $Upplied by the operational analysis reports. 
They identified what components were lost and, most importantly, the implications 
of that loss on the safety of the entire plant. Further, the information was 
condensed into a small, easily referenced, and quickly available report utilized 
as the basis for any discussions with the NRC. 

All of the implications of a block wall loss were related to the NRC through 
licensee event reports (LERs) when the blockwall was declared inoperable. A 
prompt LER was issued containing information on what systems were lost. In 
addition, follow-up LERs were issued, as necessary, to inform the NRC of collective 
action taken. The timeliness of the information was assured through project 
prioritization and completion of the Operational Analysis. 

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS 

It is considered feasible to apply this methodology, wholly or in part, to 
other large, complex problems involving some type of common mode failure mechanism, 
especially if continued operation has to be justified while the process is taking 
place. As an example, just the type of analysis conducted in response to IEB 
80-11 is suggested in NUREG/CR-1859 - ''Systems Interactions: State-of-the-Art 
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Review and Methods Evaluation." The study of the systems effects caused by wall 
failure incorporates some of the Analysis-by-Parts and On-Site Inspection 
techniques suggested in the NUREG3. The Analysis-by-Parts method involved using 
FMEAs, which the BWFERs are similar to; and on-site inspection was used in 
developing the data base used in our analysis. 

A technique similar to the one used for the IEB 80-11 effort could be used, 
and has been used at Boston Edison, for the response to Appendix R of Chapter 10, 
Part 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Appendix R requires that "a f,ire 
hazards analysis shall be performed (to) .. (2) determine the consequences of fire 
in any location in the plant on the ability to safely shut down the reactor or 
the ability to minimize and control the release of radioactivity ... 4 This is 
very similar to the requirements of IEB 80-11. It would seem that the analysis 
conducted as outlined in this paper could be used on many large-scale common 
mode fail~re analyses. 

In conclusion, Operational Analysis has been found by Boston Edison Co~pany 
to be a valuable tool in m~intaining the plant safe during an extensive maintenance 
and planning effort. The analysis utilized techniques currently being researched 
by the NRC and being integrated into the design of other plants. These basic 
systems analysis techniques were simplied to attain a timely, workable procedure 
which, it is believed by the authors, can be utilized effectively in many other 
applications throughout the industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

From 1977 to 1979 four through cracks were dete~ted in the 
auxiliary connection of the moderator piping with the coolant 
circuit in the PWR Atucha I Nuclear Plant. 

The failures were observed to occur systematically in the 
same place of the pipe, where mechanical stresses were detect
ed experimentally and thermal stresses were calculated based 
on temperature values measured on the pipe. 

The temperature field in steady state conditions as well 
as during thermal shocks was modelled by finite element codes, 
·and the corresponding thermal stresses were then numerically 
calculated. Considering those thermal and mechanical solicita
tions, a crack propagation analysis based on the elastoplastic 
fracture mechanics and the finite element method is now being 
developed. 

Among other causes such as fatigue corrosion and vibra
tions, the results of the analysis show that the most prepon
derant factors determining the cracking are mechanical stress, 
thermal stress and thermal fatigue. 

INTRODUCTION 

From mid 1977 cracking were being discovered in both the two feed
water lines of the operating PWR Atucha I. 

The functions of this feed-water lines consist on the injection of 
water (D

2
0) from the moderator circuit (at 140°C temperature) to the 

cooling system (at 280°C) in case of emergency or scram, as well as in 
case of foreseen shot down. 

From 1977 up to 1979 four through cracks were detected, with similar 
characteristics, and in all the cases in the same place of the pipe, 
where mechanical stress by thermal strains and thermal stresses by 
temperature difference between both the two circuits seems to be pre
sent. On the present, August 1982, radiographic measurement showed tiew 
cracks in one of the loops, in the same place as the precedent ones 
and other small cracks in the neighborhood. 

Mechanical stress was detected experimentally as a consequence 
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of evaluating the thermal strain and motions of the piping system 
during and after the start-up any time the plant was stopped by this 
failure; moreover, this stress was calculated based on temperature 
values measured on the failure zone of the pipe. 

The temperature field in steady state conditions as well as during 
thermal shocks produced by transient operations, was modelled by finite 
elements codes. From such distributions, the thermal stresses was then 
numerically calculated. 

Considering these thermal loads simultaneously with the measured 
mechanical stresses, a crack propagation analysis based on the elasto
plastic fracture mechanics and the finite element method is now being 
developed. 

Among other causes such as vibrations, stress corrosion, etc. the 
results of the analysis show that the most preponderant factors 
determining the cracking are thermal fatigue, due to thermal shock or 
stratification, and mechanical stress, due to strains and motion. 

DETAILED REFERENCE TO THE PROBLEM AND ANALYSIS 

Fig. 1 shows a partial view of Atucha I PWR referent to the failure 
zone. The label C indicates the coolant circuit, including the steam 
generator and pump; the moderator circuit is indicated by M, while the 
feed water line has the label F~ This feed water line is defined between 
the S07 valve and the coolant cir£uit C, with an auxiliar parallel pipe 
and valve SOS. 

The diameter of the coolant pipe C is 60 cm., while that'of the 
feed water line Fis 20 cm., the thickness of this line being 17 mm., 
and made of austenitic steel 347 (DIN 1,4SSO). 

The feed water line is conected to the coolant pipe through a 
flange; the distance between this flange and the elbow E is about 100 
cm. This portion of the pipe has a slope of 1S 0 with respect to the· 
horizontal floor. 

When the reactor is operating normally, the water flow in the feed 
water line has a speed of 0.2 cm/sec.; when the valve S07 is fully open 
the speed is 8 m /sec. · 

During normal operation the low speed is due to a small diameter 
by-pass interconected between the moderator circuit and the feed water 
line over the S07 and SOS valves. 

The valve S07, among others, was being opened and closed for a few 
seconds once a month, before and during the detection of the fail~re,as 
a fulfillment of security regulations. 

After the first crack in one of the loops, the plant's management 
decided to repair the damage and to install strain and temperature 
detector along the failure zone of the line. 

The results obtained from the information given by the. strain 
detectors showed a strecht twisting in the failure zone, due to the 
pipe motion during the start up reactor, because the restriction imposed 
to the motion by the dampers and supports of the feed water line. 

As the magnitude of this stress is not enough for crack initiation, 
other directions such as corrosion and thermal shock were taken into 
account. 

-~eiallographi~ analysis of the damaged ~ieces and data of corrosive 
element in the coolant system show that corrosion, although can be 
taken into account as an additional cause of the failure, has a weak 
incidence at least in the crack initiation. 
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Another attempt in the failure analysis consisted on to evaluate the 
thermal stress induced in the inner surf ace of the pipe in the cracking 
zone, due to the thermal shock produced by the valve proof(or merely by 
its opening). 

This attempt was made necessary by the fact that all of the cracks 
initiate in the inner surface. 

Further inspection of the temperature time behaviour during the 
reactor start up, obtained from the temperature detectors installed on 
the pipe, and previous experiences in others PWR plants [l] [2], reveal
ed that the thermal shock could take place in the form of thermal 
stratification when the reactor is operated normally, i.e., when the 
small flow passing through the by-pass goes into the coolant pipe along 
the feed water line. This eventual stratification is a consecuence of 
the temperature difference between the coolant pipe (280°C) and the feed 
water line (140°C). Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the feed water 
line, including the coolant pipe (circle), flange and the damage portion 
with its elbow on the right. This diagram is drawn with the actual 
slope of 15° in the plant. 

Some temperature curves versus time as given by the detectors T
1

,T
2

, .. ~ 
T

10 
are drawn in the more significative time intervals: cold and hot 

shut down; approach to criticallity; 70% of the power, full power 
with lowering of moderator temperature. 

As can be seen in these curves, all the temperatures have almost the 
same values in as much as the feed water line is used for the heat 
removing from the core (cold_ and hot shut down), i.e., high water flow 
through this line (those temperatures have the same values as this 
water has). 

It can be seen in the curves that the temperature of the upper part 
of the pipe and between the flange and the elbow, maintains the value 
of the coolant system, and the same situation holds for the temperature 
between the flange and the coolant pipe C; while the temperature values 
of the lower part of the pipe follow the moderator water values all the 
time. 

According to the behaviour of these temperature values, it is noc 
inappreciable to consider that a thermal stratification surf ace take 
place between the lower end of the flange and a point near the elbow, 
in view of the slope of the pipe with a value of 15% above mentioned 
(dashed line inside the pipe). 

Fluctuations of this stratification surface with a temperature 
di£ference of about 120°C, plus the tensile stress in the lower zone of 
the pipe, and eventually others factors such as vibrations and cor
rosion, seem to be the more important factors determining the location 
failure. 

Others temperature curves such as T
3

, T
4

, T
6

, T
7

, T9 , T
11 

are not 
drawn in the figure, in order to avoid confusion, but their time 
behaviour is well consistent with the stratification surface. 

Another alternative, is to consider the th~rmal shock produced by 
opening-closing the S07 valve, but at least this is an alternative 
which excludes the thermal stratification and makes not strong differ
ence, for, in one way or another, the result is qualitatively the same: 
thermal fatigue, due to a temperature difference. 

Displacements and strains due to thermal slow dilatations during 
the reactor start up have been analysed in detail for the cracks zone; 
the experimental data as given by the detectors, were compared with a 
first order calculations, showing good agreements. 
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The basic point of interest was then to establish why all of the 
cracks were appearing in the lower part of pipe, using the information 
referent to the cracks shape, location, mechanical stresses, etc. 

As said before, it is apparent from the temperature curves of Fig. 
2 that a thermal stratification surface is probably located as indicated 
in the schematic view of the feed water damaged sector. This surface 
star~ from the cracks zone (from left to right) close to the flange 
(this flange contains an orifice plate) and ends in apoint close to the 
elbow. 

This particular location of that surface could well have connection 
with the presence of a turbulent condition between the flange (orifice 
plate) and the coolant pipe C. 

Another kind of tensile stress can be expected in the failure zone 
due to the same stratification itself, because the upper half of the 
pipe is at higher temperature than that of the lower half~ rough1y speaking. 

At present, August 1982, the reactor is out of service by several 
reasons. Radiographic measurements showed new cracks in loop 1, in the 
same place as the precedent ones, but other small cracks appeared near 
the elbow, one in the upper part of the pipe and other in the lower 
part. Loop 2 is being analyzed. 

All the precedent considerations are based on experimental informR
tion given by the instrumentation installed after the first failure. 
Normal operation of the plant, and the rather difficult access to the 
failure zone due to strong activity, conformed a hardness situation 
for an exhaustive experimental analysis of the problem. 

Nevertheless, the information obtained up to the present, enables 
us to define the action in the following directions, as a first step: 

a) Evaluation of thermal stresses due to thermal shock or to thermal 
stratification, as well pl.us mechanical. stresses. 

b) Accomplishment of the thermal stratification by an appropriate 
computer simulation model. 

c) Flow model test with a laboratory loop. 

Points b) and c) are being developed at present; point a) is 
almost completed and the results obtained up to now are exposed in the 
next sections. 

FINrTE ELEMENT MODELLING OF THE TEMPERATURE FIELD UNDER NORMAL OPERATIONS 

The efforts developed towards finite element computations of the 
Navier-Stokes equations for the flow of coolant inside of the tube, 
coupled with the heat transfer in the system, are reported in ref. 3*. 
The flow is assumed incompressible and newtonian, with flotation forces 
according to the Boussinesq approximation. 

An extremely high Rayleigh number (=7xl0
12

) and an also high Peclet 
number (=2280), causes hard numerical difficulties in the finite element 
solution of these equations. Nevertheless, using special elements 
("up wind" elements) is expected to overcome such problems in the near 
future. 

Assuming as a first step, that thermal stratification was not 
present, the temperature field under normal operation conditions has 
symmetry of revolution. In such a case the problem is governed by the 
steady state heat conduction equations in the cylindrical coordinates 
(r,z) of the tube. In ref. 4, the boundary conditions and the computa
tion are detailed. For the sake of illustration, we show in figure 3 

(*) This work is developed by S. Idelsohn,from INTEC(UNL-CONICET,Argent! 
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the map of isotherms corresponding to certain conditions imposed. One 
can observe in this figure that, because the thermal conductivity of the 
heavy water is very low, the advection phenomenon is very much important 
than the conduction one, notwithstanding the reduced velocity of the 
liquid (0.2 cm/seg.). 

CALCULATION OF THE TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION DURING THE OPEN
ING OF THE VALVE 

During the opening of the valve S07, one can assume uniform "bulk" 
temperature T of the heavy water, because the high value of its veloc
ity. The prob~em is then to determine the spatial and time distribution 
of the temperature T (r,z,t) only within the material of the tube. 

We observe in figure 3 that the isothermal surfaces in the steel 
are practically planes perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the tube, 
and clearly it will also occur in presence of stratificati~n far enough 
of the interface between both laye of liquid at different temperatures. 
Moreover, immediately after the beginning of the valve opening, the 
radial variation of the temperature will be strongly greater than the 
axial variation in the steady state condition already analyzed. By both 
of the two reasons, one can then consider that, during the transient, 
the temperature on any portion of the tube va.ries only through the radial 
direction, with an arbitrary initial temperature T . In this way, the 
problem not only is reduced to one spatial dimensi8n, but also it may be 
stated for an arbitrary axial position of the considered part of the 
tube, with an uniform initial temperature T equal to the mentioned . 0 
steady state value. 

Concerning to the initial coolant temperature ~long the tube(see 
figure 4), two limit situations will be considered: 

a) In steady state condition, heavy water flows at anuniform temperature 
T d' which is the moderator temperature. Consequently, the bulk tem
p~~ature Tb will be always constant and equals to T d during the 6.5 
sec. along wi~h which the mean velocity(v) (*) of th~0 

liquid in
creases linearly from 0.2 to 493 cm/sec. After this time interval, 
Tb will continue constant and equals to T , and <v)equals to 493 
cm/sec (mathematical simplication of actNg1 valve opening process). 

500 Q!]_ 
.sec 

2 

FIGURE 4: Histories of T and 
b sidered. 

4 .5 

493 cm 
.5ec 

Tmod 

<'ca5es a) and b) 

6.5sec t 

<v> for both ot the two cases con~ 

(*) The liquid velocity is averaged on the normal section of the pipe 
(v) and stochastically on a macro-turbulent portion ( <v>) 
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b) Without steady state flow throught the by-pass, it is assumed that 
the pipe is perfectly isolated so that initially the temperature 
decreases linearly along the tube from T in the flange location to 
T d in the S07 valve. During the openin~ of this valve, we will 
a~~ume that the flow is large enough so that in this time the 
temperature of the heavy water is not increased by heat interchange 
between the liquid and the piping metal. 

Consequently the Tb temperature will decrease slowly from a value of 
T down to a value of T d in the end of the 6.5 sec. time interval, 
agcording to a parabolicmgvolution (which is showed in figure 4): 

t2 
Tb = To + (Tmod - To) 6.5 (1) 

After the end of that time interval, T takes the value of T d then 
remaining constant. The behaviour of (v)is ghe same as mentioned mo ' 
above. 

The heat conduction equation then reduces to: 

1 oT ·2/T 1. oT --=--+---
l< at C>r 2 r or 

in r.~r~r 
l 0 

(2) 

where r. and r are respectively the inner and outer radii of the tube 
and .K Ehe the~mal diffusivity. 

Equation (2) is constrained to the following boundary conditions: 

K_El_ or 

and the initial condition: 

T = T 
0 

in r 

in r 

r. 
l 

r 
0 

in r.~r~r 
l 0 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

For both of the two cases to being considered, Tb is indicated in 
figure 4. The film transfer coefficient h. is strongly time dependent. 
Now the flow is completely turbulent and we will use the following 
correlation of Nusselt's number with experimental data: 

Nu = 0.015 Re0.83 Pr0.42(~:)0.14 

where: 

Nu 
hD is the 
=~ 

Pb (V )D 
,Re 

z is the 

b 

Pr is the 

D = 18.7 cm. is the 

Kb is the 
water; 

(6) 

Nusselt·' s number; 

Reynolds' number; 

Prandlt's number of the 

diameter of the tube; 

thermal conductivity of 
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is the density of the heavy water; 

is the kinematic Viscosity Of the 
heavy water at the temperature at 
which flows; 

is the above magnitud at the tempera
ture of the internal surface, 

In order to obtain general results 
system (2-5) in dimensionless way: 

we will write the differential 

ae le 1 a e 
o'r = 0R2 + R • aR 

Bi (9- 8b) ()lb) oR 
ae ar·= o 

where: 

@(R,rz:) 

R 

't = 

Bi 

r 

r. 
1. 

K t 
steel· 

K 
steel 

r 
R 0 

0 r. 
1. 

Tb - T 
0 e = 

b T 
mod -

T - T 
0 

T - T 
o mod 

T 
0 

K 
b 

2K 
steel 

Nu 

(1~ R~R) 
0 

(R=l) 

(l~ R~ R ,ri:"' O) 
0 

( 7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

dimensionless temperature (11) 

dimensionless coordinates (12) 

dimensionless time (13) 

Biot number (14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The differential system (7-10) has an exact solution as given by 
Carslaw and Jaeger [4], p. 333, for the case in which the Biot number 
is constant. It involves Bessel and logarithmic functions of R and an 
exponential function of time. A more simple expression for Bi infinite 
can be seen in [6]. In Manson's well-known approach [~] of the thermal 
shock problem are analyzed some particular situations, and Heisler [8] 
presents plots in dimensionless scales of general validity. The available 
literature, however, has not provide solutions for the above defined 
problem, with a time dependent Biot number. 

The system (7-10) then has been solved in this work numerically 
making use of the CTR code [9-10 ] based on the finite element method. 
An unidimensional mesh consisting of 100 toroidal trinodal elements 
with triangular section and first degree polynomials for the variation 
of the temperature in their interior were used. 

In figure 5 the radial and time variation of the calculated tempera-
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ture for both the two limiting cases a) and b) are shown, taking as 
abscise the radial coordinate. Alternatively, in the lower part of fig
ures 6 and 7 the same variations are plotted, but taking now the dimen
sionless time variable in the horizontal axis. 

CALCULATION OF THERMOELASTIC STRESSES 

Because of the long times in which the temperature variations are 
considered in the precedent section, inertial waves are not present, and 
the thermal stresses can be calculated according to the quasistatic for
mulation [11]. 

For a pipe without internal pressure neither restriction in the 
axial expansion and compression, with a temperature distribution 
8(R,rc) refered to the steady state spatial distribution ( 8(R,0)=0), in 
any time the corresponding thermal stresses can be calculated as follows 
[12, p. 412]: 

(17) 
E o<,(T -T d)/(1-v) 

o mo 

T 
CJ" (R, re ) 

z 

/

R0 
I I I 

2 8 (R , 'C ) R dR - 8 (R, 'C ) --=----
R2 - 1 

0 1 

(18) 

where E is the Young's modulus, v the Poisson 1 s ratio and oC. the linear thermal expansion 
coefficient of the pipe material. 

With 9(R, rt:) calculated according to the preceden-t section for both of the consider
ed cases, and solving numerically the integrals (17) and (18), we obtained the stress 
distributions showed inf figures 6 and 1 . 

The values of ~T differs a little from those of a;; therefore these distributions 
were not drawn. Figufe 8 shows the QI variations fo'r both of the two cases in the pipe 
thickness for the respective times wEen these variations have ma~imuJn values, 

From this figure we can deduce a basic conclusion: for both of the two considered 
cases, the maximum values of circunferential and radial stresses over the inner surface 
are almost the same. In fact, for the case a) we obtain: 

T .,, E o<. (T - T. d) 
· "" 0 701 ° mo 

CJ ~ a ' 1 - .::; (19) 
Bmax r max 

while for the case b) 

T T 
(J "' a = o,670 
9max r max 

E o<;(To - Tmod ) 

1 - v 
(20) 

It follows then,under the point of view of the thermal stresses rised during the 
opening_of the valve, that the by-pass elimination does not introduce changes in the 
thermal stress behaviour. 

Besides other mechanical and thermal actions, these thermal stresses are always 
superposed to the one caused by the internal pressure of the pipe (12 MPa). It has a 
simple well-known expression for a closed pipe: 

a:~ (Pi-Po)(:~ +1)/( :! -1) (21.a) 
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a-P=~P. _ p -~r~0tr~ ~ z 1 0 2 -2--
r. r. 

1 1 

(21.b.) 

where P. and P are the internal and external pressure respectively. For the pipe 
under cBnsider~tion we have: 

P.= 12 MPa 
1 

p = 0,1 MPa 
<JP 0 

( ri) 75.9 9.35 
r = MPa r.= cm e 

1 

r = 10.95 cm cl r = r.) 31.9 MPa (22.) 
0 z 1 

It is considered important to know the temperature difference T - T . d by which 
the material reachs to the yield point a (= 260 MPa) for the presen~ ca~g whose ideal 
treatment is the limit case a) already afialyzed. Assuming that a is negligiblo with 
respect to rr

0 
and az' the van Mises yield criterion is reduced tof 

V 2 2 a +O-(J(J =CJ e z e z y 

i.e.: (a;!+ a8P)
2 

+ <a! + 0"~) 2 
- ( a9T+ af) (a!+ a~) =a~ (

23
.) 

T T T 
Because a

9 
:= 0 , a second degree equation results in the <J

8 
variable whose 

solution is: z 

([T = 203 MPa 
emax (24.) 

Therefore it can be seen that the pipe material reach to the yield limit on the 
inner surface with a temperature difference 

(T T) _203.3(1-v) 
o - mod adm - 0,701 E 

With the following values 

E = 2.1x10
5 

MPA;oG= 1,3 x 10-5 (°C)-l; v=0.3 

and assuming T d = 140°C -(moderator loop temperature), it results: 
mo 

T 140°C + 74°C = 214°C 
0 

(25.) 

According to this value (see figure 3), from the flange up to the coolant pipe, 
an important portion of the pipe rises stresses in the plastic range. 

In spite of the fact that this material is highly ductil, as a first step the 
stress intensity factor during the analyzed thermal shock has been calculated in [4], 
following a superposition procedure exposed by Emery [6]. ·The principal conclusion 
arrived is that, according to the linear elastic fracture mechanics, the probability 
that a crack would propagate in a brittle way only by effect of this thermal shock 
is practically null. 

Then, as we pointed out in the introduction, an elastoplastic fracture mechanics 
analysis and a thermal fatigue study if the problem is now in progress. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Cracks failure-due t~ thermal stress arising from temperature 
stratification or thermal_ crack as well~ as basic causes, are on the 
presente appearing frequently in PWR reactors. 

It is rather a new frame, whose importance in connection with LOCA, 
seems to call an special attention from now in order to be care in the 
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lay-out plants, basica11y in a.voiding "viol.ence" in the temperature 
distribution statically and. dynamically along the piping. 

In our case four through cracks were detected by tritium detection, 
and the latest case by preventive examination on the pipe, 

Analysis and solutions are rather difficult by personal security 
reason, due to continuously increasing activity inside the plant, and 
also very expensive. 

This article has the intention to contribute as one more case to 
similar problems and their discussions in other nuclear plants. The 
authors hope that this intention will be achiev~d. 
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ABSTRACT 

Realistic assumptions and data have been used for fission product release 
from the fuel, for containment response, and for fission product transport and 
depletion within the reactor building to calculate the overall retention in a 
PWR core melt accident. Whenever possible conservative assumptions were elimi
nated to evaluate the safety margin of realistic calculations compared to con
servative risk studies. 

The retention of particulate fission products was calculated with the multi
compartment version Mod4 of the NAUA code taking into account the aerosol de
pletion not only in 'the containment but in the outer annulus and in the auxi
liary building of a typical German 1300 MWe PWR. For the two release catego
ries "late overpressure failure" and "failure to isolate" a significant reten
tion in the additional compartments was obtained. The results are compared to 
those of the German Risk Study. 

INTRODUCTION 

In previous risk studies [1,2] the release of fission products into the environ
ment, the radiological source term, was conservatively assessed due to lack of data and 
due to inappropriate models for fission product transport and behaviour. Considerable 
progress has been achieved in both areas, establishing better experimental data for the 
fission product release fractions during core melting and better models for the trans
port and depletion of fission products within the containment building. A major role in 
the chain of events from core melting to accident consequences is played by aerosol be
haviour. Core melting produces aerosols in abundance, the greater part of fission pro
ducts will be in particulate form, will be mixed with the inactive aerosols, and will 
be depleted together with the aerosols. 

Fission product depletion clearly is the field of interest and finally exhibits 
the improvements which have been made. However, fission product behaviour models are 
very sensitive to source terms and containment thermodynamics. Therefore, the applica
tion of advanced models for fission product depletion also requires better input data 
from containment codes. 

This paper presents results of best estimate studies of fission product release 
into the environment for two core melt sequences in a Biblis B type 1300 MWe PWR. The 
initiating event is a large LOCA leading to a low pressure melt down when the sump wa~ 
ter recirculation fails. The release categories "late overpressure failure" and "fai
lure to isolate" were investigated (release categories FK 6 and FK 2 resp. according 
to the Geriuan Risk Study [2] ). 
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THE AEROSOL BEHAVIOUR MODEL 

The NAUA model [3] is an aerosol behaviour model. This means that it calculates 
the depletion of fission products only so far as they are in particulate form. On the 
other hand, in core melt accidents, inactive fuel and structure materials constitute 
the major part of aerosol mass and thus dominate the overall behaviour. The model was 
designed for this situation and, in its present version Mod4, should not be applied to 
accidents with very low total aerosol releases ( « 100 kg). 

The code calculates the aerosol processes sedimentation, diffusion, brownian and 
gravitational agglomeration and steam condensation. Diffusiophoresis which has resently 
been recognized as an interesting process in water reactor accidents calculated in an 
ad hoc manner until experimental investigations will be completed. The applications 
described below neglect diffusiophoretic plate out. 

Although the code itself does not calculate fission product chemistry, any changes 
in the aggregate state of fission products can be accounted for by aerosol input data. 
The code separately tracks up to 50 differ.ent species which may appear or disappear in 
the course of the accident. By this option aerosol production and depletion due to 
chemical reactions can easily be accounted for.· The Mod4 version also contains multi
compartment and restart options. The quality of the computed results depends to a 
large extent on the scenario· depe:ndent parameters which the code requires as input 
data. 

The model needs the volume and the surface areas of the individual compartments, 
including all structures and components. These data are relatively well known for the 
containment, only rough estimates can be used for the annulus and the auxiliary build
ing. 

Very important are thermodynamic time functions. Temperatures and atmospheric com
position are needed, they influence the viscosity and the thermal conductivity of the 
gas mixture. More important, however, is the steam content of the atmosphere. Because 
of the high steam content small temperature changes lead to condensation or evapora
tion of high amounts of water. Droplet formation and diffusiophoretic plate out can be 
dominating effects. 

The aerosol source is obviously the most important parameter for aerosol behaviour 
calculations. As already mentioned the aerosol source contains mainly non-·radioactive 
materials and the fission products are considered to be homogeneously distributed in 
the particles. Permanent coagulation of particles in the highly concentrated aerosol 
serves as a mechanism to support this assumption. Therefore, only the mass release 
rates and the composition of the aerosol - as functions of time - are required as in
put for the model. 

The leakage of aerosols from one compartment to the next is an input function too. 
In our calculations no retention of particles in leak paths is considered, the leak 
rate of one compartment serves as a source for the following one. 

SCENARIO AND INPUT DATA 

Applicational calculations have been performed for the German 1300 mWe PWR 
Biblis B [4] . The special property of the containment building is that the steel con
tainment (72000 m3) is housed in an outer annulus of 29000 m3 . Any leakage from the 
containment does not directly escape to the environment but passes first through the 
annulus and the connected annulus extraction filter system or auxiliary building 
(Fig. 1). 

Two accident sequences have been calculated which differ in the containment fail
ure mode: a late overpressure failure (FK 6) and a failure to isolate the containment 
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from the beginning of the blowdown (FK2). The notation FK 6 and FK 2 is in accordance 
to release categories of the ~erman Risk Study [2] . 

Fig. 1a and b show the compartmentalization for the two cases FK 6 and FK 2 res
pectively. For FK 6 the first compartment is the containment, the leakage from the 
containment is the aerosol source for the annulus, which is the second compartment in 
the calculation. 

The leak rate was chosen to have the design value of 0.25 Vol%/d. 

From the annulus the aerosol passes through the annulus extraction filter system 
to the environment. Depending on the status of the filter system three different cases 
have been calculated which are explained below, The containment failure due to over
pressure occurs at 5 days. This is a result of recent calculations of core concrete 
interaction for the basaltic concrete and of the pressure build up in the containment. 
Concrete decomposition was calculated with the KfK WECHSL code and containment res
ponse with the KWU code COCMEL [5] . 

At the time of the containment failure all particles still airborne are assumed 
to escape instantaneously to the environment. This compensates the omission of resus
pension terms, for which no data are presently available. 

In an FK 2 release category the isolation valves are assumed to remain open. Du
ring the blow down the ventilation channels will fail due to overpressure resulting 
in large leaks of 300 mm diameter between the containment and the annulus and between 
the annulus and the auxiliary building. These two large openings are not directly 
opposed to each other, so that the annulus still acts as a compartment, but a reduced 
volume is used in the calculations. The flows between the compartments were calculated 
assuming no pressure build up in any of them but allowing steam condensation in the 
colder volumes. These calculations were done by KWU with the COCMEL code [6] . 

The aerosol release from the fuel was calculated on the basis of experimental 
data from the KfK SASCHA program. A total amount of 3564 kg of airborne aerosol mass 
is released, containing only 330 kg of fission products both active and inactive. The 
aerosol source function (Fig. 2, curve S) was discussed elsewhere [6] . For the pre
sent purpose only the total released mass is important, the aerosol behaviour is not 
very sensitive to the time dependent form of the source function or to particle sizes 
when the release rates are so high [7] . 

COMPUTED RESULTS 

Late Overpressure Failure of the Containment 

For the late overpressure failure case FK6 Fig. 2 shows the aerosol source S, the 
total airborne aerosol mass A, and the accumulated leaked mass L for the containment. 
The total leaked mass from the containment is 550 g, which is comparable to earlier 
studies with slightly different aerosol sources and leak rates [8,9] . The improvement 
now is that this leakage is not - as before - assumed to escape directly into the 
environment, but that the aerosol retention in the annulus and in the annulus extrac
tion filter system is also calculated. This is shown in Fig. 3, where aerosol source S, 
airborne aerosol A and leaked aerosol L is drawn in the same way as in Fig. 2 (note 
the different ordinate scale). Curve Sin Fig. 3, the source for the annulus, is iden
tical with curve L in Fig. 2, the leakage from the containment. The airborne mass A in 
the annulus decays also significantly due to the dilution and delay of aerosols in the 
large volume. 

For the leakage from the annulus to the environment three cases have been parame
trized, depending on the function of the annulus extraction system: 
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Curve L 1: Blowers and filters operate properly. The blowers discharge 600 m3/h and 
the filter efficiency is 99.9%. 

Curve L 2: The blowers are operating, but the filters have failed. The flow of 600m3/h 
escapes unfiltered to the environment. 

Curve L 3: The blowers failed, or were shut off because the filters failed. The gas 
mass flow out of the annulus is the same as the mass flow from the containment. 

Until containment failure the accumulated leakage to the environment is 0.038 g, 
38 g, 0.26 g depending on the case. When the containment fails, the airborne masses in 
the containment (2.6 g) and in the annulus (0~05 g) at that time have to be added 
giving 2.7 g, 41 g, and 2.9 g.respectively. Compared to the total released mass of 
3654 kg this results in an overall retention factor of the reactor buildin~ of 
1.3 • 10 6

, 0.8 • 10 5 and 1.2 • 106 resp. The retention factor in 2 was:: 10. 

Failure to Isolate the Containment 

Similar calculations have been performed for the release category FK2. In this 
case the same melt down behaviour and aerosol generation functions have been used but 
leaks of 300 Ililil in the containment and in the annulus were assumed representing f ailea 
isolation valves. Steam and non-condensable gases carry the fission products through 
the annulus and the auxiliary building. 

For FK 2 Figs. 4, 5, 6 show aerosol s_ource, airborne aerosol and leaked aerosol 
in the containment, the annulus and the auxiliary building resp. The figures are orga
nized the same way as F lgs. 2 and 3, the leakage from one compartment. is the source 
for the following. It is clearly seen that the overall retention is much smaller than 
in the case FK6. It is, however, noteworthy that even in an 'open' containment the 
overall retention factor for aerosols was calculated to be 140, compared to a value of 
4 in [2] . In this case the main retention occurs in the auxiliary building, followed 
by the containment and the annulus. This is simply related to the residence times of 
the aerosol and the different surface to volume ratios in the different compartments. 

The two cases show that a more detailed treatment of aerosol behaviour leads to 
significant reductions of the amount of material released to the environment. Not only 
the use of mechanistic aerosol codes which has been demanded for several years, but 
also the investigation of plant specific properties shows that fission product relea
ses have been overestimated. 

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The validity of the results of computer calculations can only be proved by com
parison to experiments. In the case of the NAUA code this procedure comprises three 
phases at different levels: 

investigation of separate effects 
comparison with existing integral experiments 
large scale demonstration experiment with typical conditions. 

Separate Effects 

For a mechanistic aerosol code it is essential that the model equations are ex
perimentally validated. Resources for data and coefficients are manyfold and are be
lieved to be suff,icient. Only the influence of condensing steam was not known from 
the beginning and was measured in an experimental program [10] . It was found that in 
many cases the interaction of steam with aerosol particles results in a favorable 
compaction of the particles to spherical shape making them better suited for mathe
matical description with existing equations. 
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Integral Experiments 

The only existing experimental investigation of aerosol behaviour in condensing 
atmospheres is conducted at ORNL in the NSPP facility [11] . Experiments with aerosol 
concentrations of more than 20 g/m3 have been done in a 38 m3 vessel with a steam 
source running for several hours. Different aerosol species have been used. 

Up to now one of these experiments has been used for post test comparison with 
the NAUA code. The result is clearly that the Mod4 version of .the code underestimates 
the aerosol removal in the test. In principle this is a common experience also with 
other codes and has been expected. The magnitude of the effect, however, was surpris
ing and gave rise to special attention. After taking into account more experimental 
data the disagreement can be explained by the effect of diffusiophoretic plate out 
which is not (yet) included in the code. 

As a consequence it has to be investigated whether diffusiophoresis is so pro
nounced only in NSPP or is a generally strong effect also in the full scale contain
ment. 

Large Scale Demonstration 

As a final demonstrative experiment a large scale test series in the model con
tainment facility at Battelle Frankfurt is being planned, This containment is a 1:4 
linearly reduced model of the Biblis B reactor containment, It is thus large enough to 
be used for realistic integral experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of natural 
aerosol removel processes. 

The limited number of tests will be conducted using a basic FK 6 type scenario 
with single variations in aerosol source, steam rates and geometric complexity. Spe
cail attention will be paid to aerosol generation techniques and to aerosol measuring 
instrumentation. 

At the same time the tests will be compared to the calculations with the thermo-· 
dynamic containment response codes that are used in conjunction with the NAUA code. 
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B.P. 6 F.-92260 Fontenay-aux-Roses (France) 

ABSTRACT 

In PWR accident consequence analysis, the uncertainties come from the 
successive phases in fission product transport calculations : 
- fission product release during fuel degradation and fuel melting, 
- retention in the primary system, 
- retention in the reactor containment building. 

One of the largest sources of uncertainty is probably associated with 
the transfer of fission products in the reactor containment building before 
their release to the environment. 

This paper deals with the iodine partition coefficient between the 
water at the bottom of the reactor building and the atmosphere above it. 
Molecular iodine is considered asia potential contributor to the airborne 
activity inside the reactor building. 

The concentration of molecular iodine in the containment atmosphere 
will depend, on one hand, upon mechanisms which generate that species and, on 
the other hand,upon the kinetics of chemical reactions which consume that 
species. Experiments have therefore been performed on the two following 
items : 

. molecular iodine formation through y radiation from cesium iodide 
aerosols (droplets) in the reactor containment building, for doses ranging 
between 1 ~2 and 8 MRad (12 and 80 kSv), with solutions of various pH's and 
at different temperatures, 

. rate of hypoiodous acid disproportionation into iodate and iodide 
influencing further behavior of molecular iodine. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hypothetical accidents taken into account in PWR risk assessment result in fission 
product release from the fuel, transfer through the primary circuit and finally release 
into the reactor containment building. 

Iodine and cesium are fission products which dominate respectively short-term and 
long-term radiological consequences. The behavior of these two fission product species 
in the containment building depends upon Lhe type of leak at the break : either water 
pouring out under low pressure with iodine and cesium in solution or a gaseous high 
pressure jet with iodine and cesium as vapors (HI, Cs, .• ) and mixed aerosols (CsI; CsOH 
and particles). 
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In the first case, the airborne activity of the iodine will depend upon the gene
ration of volatile chemical species and their subsequent evaporation from the water 
until an equilibrium is reached. 

The second case corresponds to risk dominant scenarios with a dry pathway between 
the core and the break in the primary system. 

In that case, if iodine is released mainly as Cs! aerosols in the containment 
building, it will form with the cesium released at the same time a mixed aerosol which 
will consist of Cs! and CsOH solution droplets. Particles of other fission products or 
structural materials can be associated with these aerosols. The small size of the dro
plets, around 10 µm, might promote iodine release in the containment atmosphere if 
volatile iodine species were generated by B, y irradiation of the Cs! solution. The 
airborne activity in the containment would therefore increase until an equilibrium is 
reached between the iodine concentration in the water at the bottom of the reactor 
building and that in the atmosphere of the reactor building. 

Two relevant problems have consequently been experimentally studied : 
a) Effect of irradiation on molecular iodine formation from cesium iodide solutions, 
b) Effect of chemical reaction kinetics on iodine partition coefficients between 

gaseous and aqueous phases. 

The irradiation tests, of which the results are presented in this paper, have been 
performed at different pH ~evels with different types of solution (Cs!, Cs! + CsOH, 
Cs! + C03Cs2) at different temperatures (35, 85 and 140°C) for doses ranging between 
1.2 and 8 MR.ad (12 and 80 kSv). Tests have also been carried out with droplets of solu
tion at 85°C in order to show the influence of the size of solution samples on iodine 
production. 

Another question is the partition coefficient of iodine between water at the bot
tom of the reactor and the atmosphere above it. This depends upon first, the volatility 
of hypoiodous acid, which is at present unknown ; secondly, the rate of hypoiodous acid 
disproportionation into iodate and iodide. In this paper, this rate of disproportiona
tion has been experimentally measured at 140°C by assuming that the reaction mechanism, 
determined at 25°C and for pH's ranging between 7 and 14 by T.R. THOMAS et al. [)] , is 
still valid at higher temperature and for lower pH. From these experimental values, 
the iodine partition coefficient between water and atmosphere has been evaluated by 
assuming hypoiodous acid is not volatile. Other important questions such as iodine 
interaction with surfaces and organic iodides formation are not being addressed in this 
paper. 

IODINE RADIOLYSIS 

The behavior of cesium iodide in a containment building may result in iodine for
mation through y, B radiation rather than by the presence of air. It may be hypothe
sized that in saturated steam in the containment a droplet fog is formed with a fairly 
high cesium iodide concentration (10-2 - 10-3 mole.1-1). Indeed, CsI and CsOH dry par
ticles are very hygroscopic and become liquid droplets in steam atmosphere. From the 
size of the initial dry particles, it is possible to calculate the droplet size (MASON 
formulation [2]) and, consequently, Cs! molar concentration in the droplet. Calcula
tions show that the droplet sizes vary from 1 to 20 µm for initial dry particle sizes 
ranging between 0.1 and 1 .2 µm, which corresponds to salt molar concentration of about 
10-2 - 10-3 mole.1- 1 . 

As the droplet settling is a relatively slow process (half life of the order of 
hours) and as the dose rate in the reactor containment building may be of the order of 
1 MR.ad.h- 1 (10 kSv.h-1), it is important to take into account the influence of irra
diation on the oxidation of iodide, in order to determine if some volatile molecular 
iodine is released from droplets or not. 
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Experimental Apparatus 

Radiolysis experiments hav.e been performed in a U-shaped glass cell (Fig.1) within 
a cobalt 60 bomb delivering a dose rate of about 0.4 MRad.h-1 (4 kSv.h-1). Teflon 
stoppers were used; 

3 Into the A compartment, a 10 cm CsI or CsI + CsOH or CsI T C03Cs2 solution 
(10-2 mole Csr.1-1) was poured while into the B compartment a 10 cm3 KOH solution 
(2.10-2 mole.1-1) was poured, in order to trap the molecular iodine which would be re
leased from the A compartment. 

For the tests performed at 140°C, the glass cell was located inside a steel pres
sure vessel. 

Droplet radiolysis tests have been performed in a glass cell in which the liquid 
was injected in the A compartment through glass nozzles (Fig. 2). The liquid was recir
culated by means of a peristaltic pump with viton tubing. Glass stoppers with teflon 
seals were used. 

Measurement Techniques 

Molecular iodine I2 and triiodide I3 concentrations were measured by means of an 
UV visible spectrometer. Iodide I- and iodate IO) concentrations were determined by 
using ion selective electrode with acetic acid and an ammonium acetate buffer with or 
without ascorbic acid (the ascorbic acid reducing IO) into I-). 

Test Characteristics 

Irradiation tests were performed under the following conditions (Table I). 

TABLE I 

pH 
at 25°C Temperature (°C) Solution or droplets 

CsI solution 5.5 35, 85 and 140 

Cs I + CsOH solution 12 140 
or 

Cs I + co3cs 2 solution 

CsI dro~lets 5.5 85 

Cs I + CsOH droplets 12 85 
or 

Cs I + co3cs 2 droplets 

Dose rate = 0.4 MRad/h 
Dose varying between 1.2 and 8 MR.ad. 

Experimental Result·s 

a) Neutral solutions (CsI - pH 

• Tests at 35°C 

5.5 at 25°C - Temperature 35, 85 and 140°C) 

About 10 % of the initial amount of iodide is transformed into molecular iodine 
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for a dose of 1 MRad (10 kSv) ; but, only 1 .% of the initial amount of iodide is trans
ferred from compartment A to compartment B. This may be due to the low volatility of 
iodine (iodine "complexation" giving triiodide r;) . 

. Tests at 85°C : 

The iodide conversion into I2 is still important, but, I is mainly oxi-
dized into IO~ and the amount of molecular iodine I2 transferred from A to B is about 
0.3 % of the initial amount of iodide per MRad. 

For a dose of 8 MRad (80 kSv), only 0.8 % of the initial amount of iodide is 
transferred from compartment A to compartment B. 

No molecular iodine was found in the A compartment at the end of the test . 

. Tests at 140°C 

Iodide I is still mainly changed into IO) ant the amounts of molecular iodine 
transferred from A to B are the following 

. 2 percent of the initial amount of iodide per MRad for a dose lower than 2 MRad 
(20 kSv) ; 

. 10 percent of. the initial amount of iodide for a dose of 4 MRad (40 kSv). 

No molecular iodine was found in the A compartment at the end of. the test. 

The comparison of these results with those obtained at 85°C probably results from 
a higher volatility of molecular iodine I 2 when the temperature increases. 

b) Basic solutions (CsI + CsOH, pH= 12 at 25°C - CsI + co
3
cs

2
, pH= 10.7 at 25°C 

Temperature = 140°C) 

Several solutions of CsI + CsOH or CsI + C03Cs2 have been used for which the pH's 
were respectively 12 and 10.7 at 25°C ; that corresponds to pH~ 8 at 140°C. 

The amount of iodide oxidized into molecular iodine is 0.15 percent per MRad, 
about 10 times smaller than the value obta.ined at the same temperature with slightly· 
acidic solutions. Only, 1 percent of the initial iodide is changed to molecular iodine 
I 2 for a dose of 8 MRad (80 kSv). 

c) Neutral droplets (CsI - pH = 5.5 at 25°C and 5 at 85°C - Temperature = 85°C) 

The results of irradiation.droplet tests at 85°C show that about 5 % of the ini
t,ial amount of iodide per MRad is transferred from compartment A to compartment B, for 
a dose lower than 1 MRad. 

Experimental problems make it impossible to obtain higher irradiation doses ; 
nevertheless, it is not unlikely that 50 % or more of the initial amount of iodide can 
be changed to molecular iodine I 2 for a dose of 8 MRad (80 kSv). 

d) Basic droplets (CsI + CsOH, pH = 12 at 25°C - CsI + co
3
cs2 , pH 

Temperature 85 °C) . 
10.7 at 25°C -

The results obtained are very similar at the two pH. They show that 0.6 percent pe~ 
MRad of the initial amount of iodide is oxidized to I2. Consequently, it is not unlike
ly that, for mixed aerosols, the amount of molecular iodine obtained from iodide will 
not exceed 5 % of the initial amount for 8 MRad (80 kSv). 

Fig. 3 shows on the same graph all the results related to molecular iodine 
formation through y radiation.· 
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RATE OF HYPOIODOUS ACID DISPROPORTIONATION INTO IODATE AND IODIDE 

By assuming that hypoiodous acid is little v.olatile and recalling that organic 
iodides are not taken into account, the iodine partition coefficient between water and 
atmosphere has been evaluated at 140°C from the experimental measurement of the rate 
of hypoiodous acid disproportionation into iodate and iodide. 

The rapid hydrolysis of iodine yielding hypoiodous acid is followed by a slow 
disproportionation to iodate and iodide 

- + 
I

2 
+ H

2
0 ~ROI + I + H FAST 

12 + I ~ 1; FAST (Not important at high temperature) 

3 ROI ~ 10; + 21- + 3 H+ SLOW 

The overall.reaction for disproportionation is represented by 

The disproportionation of diluted aqueous iodine solutions has been measured, 
between pH 5 and 7 at 140°C, by a combination of the spectrophotometric and paper 
chromatography methods. 

Measurement Techniques 

Concentrations of 12 and 13 are determined spectrometrically (I2 and 13 absorb
ances) while the concentration of I- and 103 are determined by use of a paper chroma
tography method. 

Spectrometry is only possible for temperature lower than 100°C. 

The details of the paper chromatography method are the following : solutions of 
Iz with known pH buffers are heated to 140°C in pressure cells with teflon coatings. 
After predetermined periods of time, the solution is analysed with tagged iodine for 
103 and I- percentages. This is done by means of paper chromatography which makes it 
possible to discriminate between the two iodine species (Iz is reduced to 1- on the 
paper, but not 103). 

Calculation Method 

We have assumed that the reaction mechanism found by T.R. THOMAS et al. [1] is 
valid at 140°C and for pH < 7 at 140°C. The reaction rate is the following : 

d[12] + [Hor]} 

dt 
k [HOI]

2 

where [12] and [HOI] are the molecular iodine and hypoiodous acid concentrations in 
the solution and t the time. 

From I2 and I) or from I- and 103 concentration measurements and the total amount 
of iodine in the system, the concentration of ROI is calculated. From these data, dis
proportionation rates k have been determined in order to obtain the best fit with the 
experimental data. 
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Experimental Results 

Tests at 25°C : 

-1 -1 We found k = 50 s .l.mole , by means ot the spectrophotometric method, whereas 
T.R. THOMAS et al. found values varying between 90 to 410. 

Tests at 85°C 

We used both_~ethods, spectrophotometry and paper chromatography, and found k 
and 15 s-1 .. 1.mole respectively. 

Tests at 140°C : 

13 

We used only the paper chromatography method and we found k 
-1 -1 

2 ± 1 s .1.mole . 

Discussion 

. The experimental results show that the disproportionation rate of 12 to 103 and 
I decreases as temperature increases. 

. Irradiation test results showed that I is oxidized to I2 at 25 °C whereas I . is 
mainly oxidized to 103 at 140°C. This could be interpreted to me~n that_the dispropor
tionation of 12 (through HOI formation which is very fast) to 103 and I would be acce
lerated by the increase in temperature from 25 to 140°C . 

. In fact, this change is relat~d rather to competition between radicals resulting 
from water radiolysis that oxidize I to 12 and to IO] respectively, the former radicals 
being more efficient at low temperatures and the latter at high temperatures. 

IODINE PARTITION COEFFICIENT 

Iodine partition coefficients between water and atmosphere have been calculated at 
140°C as function of the time, for different pH's (5.5 - 6.5 - 7.5 at 140°C) and for 
different total iodine concentrations in the water (from 10-3 to 10-6 12 equivalent 
mole.1-1). The iodine partition coefficient is given from the following equation : 

2[12] + [r-J + [103] + [Hor] --- Water 
H 

2[12] --- Gas 

As an illustration, Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show the results obtained for pH ranging bet
ween 5.5 and 7.5 at 140°C, with iodine initially assumed as 100 % molecular iodine. 

Similar results are shown in Fig. 7, 8 and 9 in the case of iodine species distri
bution initially assumed as 1 % molecular iodine and 99 % iodide for pH ranging bet
ween 5.5 and 7.5 at 140°C. 

These curves show the importance of the total iodine concentration in water, of 
the initial iodine species distribution, of the water pH and of the time. 

From the analysis we have made of the CSE measurements [3], [4] it is hypothesized 
that the volatility of hypoiodous acid is small compared to that of I2, so that it is 
possible to predict the distribution coefficient of iodine between water and the atmos
phere at 140°C at a certain extent. 
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CONCLUSION 

The main results described in the present. paper are the following : 

. The amount of molecular iodine obtained from iodide through y radiation (doses= 
1.2-8 MRad or 12-80 kSv) has been found to equal: 

about 50 % of the initial amount of iodide for CsI droplets (pH 
temperature = 85°C) ; 

5.5 at 25°C -

about 5 % of the initial amount of iodide for CsI + CsOH droplets (pH 
25°C - temperature= 140°C) • 

12 at 

. For the hypoiodous acid disproportionation into iodate and iodide, the follow
ing reaction rates have been found 

d[H2] 
dt 50 [HoI]

2 

15 [HoI]
2 

at 25°C 

at 85°C 

( 2 ± 1) [HoI]
2 

at 140°C 

with aqueous concentrations expressed in mole per liter and t in seconds . 

. The iodine partition coefficients calculated, by assuming HOI little volatile and 
no organic iodi~es under the_followin~ co~diti~ns (~emperatu_:e ~ 140°C -_pH= 5.5 -
6.5 - 7.5 - Iodine concentration= 10- -10 4-10 5-10 6 mole.l 1),ffiow the importance of 
the total iodine concentration in water, of the initial iodine species distribution, of 
the water pH and of the time. 

FUTURE WORK 

In order to improve our knowledge about iodine behavior in PWR accidents future 
experimental work (PITEAS program) is planned on the following items 

- interaction of iodine species with surfaces (stainless steel, concrete, paint .. ) 

- aerosol behavior (CsI, CsOH and solid particles) at high concentration (>l g/m3) 
unaer PWR accident conditions. 

The PITEAS tests will be performed on a laboratory s·cale and on a more represen
tative scale. The technical scale facility is a stainless steel containment vessel 
(volume= 3 m3 - diameter= 1.2 m - total height= 2.8 m). 
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HIGH TEMPERATURE FISSION PRODUCT CHEMISTRY AND 
TRANSPORT IN STEAM* 

R. M. Elrick 
R. A. Sallach 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87185 

ABSTRACT 

The High Temperature Fission Product Program, an experimental and 
analytical effort to produce thermodynamic and reaction-rate data on 
fission product species during severe LWR accidents, is reviewed. The 
paper discusses 1) a facility where non-radioactive isotopes of fission 
products react with steam, reactor materials, and hydrogen for periods of 
time from seconds to hours at temperatures up to 1100C, and 2) recent 
results of vapor phase studies with CsOH as well as Cs! in a 304ss or 
Inconel 600 system with steam and hydrogen and, in the absence of steam and 
hydrogen, reactions of tellurium vapor with nickel, 304ss, Inconel 600, 
preoxidized 304ss, preoxidized Inconel 600 and silver, iodine vapor with 
silver, CsOH with iodine and with HI and Cs! with Ag and with o2• 

INTRODUCTION 

The High Temperature Fission Product Chemistry and Transport program was 
developed to investigate the chemistry and interactions that might affect the 
transport of fission products from the fuel into the reactor containment. The 
interaction of the fission product vapors among themselves and with structural 
materials in the reactor core could provide many mechanisms for retarding or 
completely inhibiting release of fission products from the core into the containment. 
These processes might also alter the chemical form of the fission products. The 
chemical behavior of the altered forms may directly affect the ease with which 
fissions products are released to the environment in the event of containment 
failure. 

The scope of the program is 1) to define thermodynamic data and chemical 
reaction characteristics of fission products of interest, 2) to examine the chemistry 
and transport of fission products in typical steam and hydrogen environments and 3) 
to compare observed behavior of the fission products with predictions made by purely 
thermodynamic calculations. 

A steam apparatus has been constructed to examine the transport and interaction 
of fission products in typical steam and hydrogen environments. Other laboratory 
experiments are being performed to study kinetic and thermodynamic features of some 
of these systems in greater detail. 

*This work was supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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Attention has concentrated primarily on the study of the cesium and iodine 
system in steam in the Fission Product Reaction Facility and in a transpiration 
apparatus and of the tellurium system using a micro-balance. The equipment will be 
described along with the experiments and the experimental results. 

FISSION PRODUCT REACTION FACILITY 

The purpose of the Fission Product Reaction Facility is to study the chemistry 
resulting from the reaction of single or multiple fission product vapors 
(non-radioactive species) and steam at high temperatures (1000C). This 
laboratory-scale facility provides residence times from seconds to as long as several 
hours for chemical and physical changes to occur among the reactants. Initially, the 
reactants include the fission product vapors, steam, hydrogen and the containing 
material of the system. 

In the FPRF preheated water is supplied to the boiler which in turn provides 
saturated steam to an Inconel 600 super heater. A critical orifice between the 
boiler and superheater controls the steam flow rate. At least three fission product 
vap~rs can be produced independently in the fission product vapor generator and 
introduced into the steam flow downstream of the superheater. Down stream of the 
generator section flow is directed by valves into one of two flow legs. One leg can 
be hsed for adjusting and stabilizing the flow and the fission product conditions. 
It !consists of a simple condenser, pressure gage, gas analyzer (mass spectrometer), 
filter and valve. The other leg includes: the reaction chamber which provides long 
residence times for the reacting species, the Raman cell for measuring type and 
amount of reaction products at temperature and a parallel-plate condenser for 
selectively condensing the products for later examination of their physical and 
chemical characteristics. Also duplicated in this leg are a pressure gage, port for 
gas analysis, filter and valve. Radiation shields stand off about 5 cm from the 
system and surround all the components that carry superheated steam. Heaters 
(Calrods) between the shields and the system keep the steam and walls at a constant 
temperature up to the condensers. The shields are wrapped with about 15 cm of 
high-temperature insulation. 

During a run, the operating conditions are maintained constant to within about 
one percent and the following data are recorded: pressure and temperature upstream of 
the critical orifice, pressure downstream of the critical orifice, temperatures of 
thermocouples placed throughout the system, rate of steam condensation and the amount 
of hydrogen generated relative to a known volume of argon. (The mass spectrometer 
was calibrated for response to various relative concentrations of H2to Ar). Steam 
flow rates were nominally 0.016 gm/s. To examine surface reactions, preoxidized, 
cleaned and cold~worked coupons of the material of interest are placed along the 
steam flow path. Post-test analysis is performed on the coupons, the condensed steam 
samples and the rinse water from washing the inside of the system components, by 
techniques such as atomic absorption spectroscopy, electron microprobe, scanning 
electron microscopy and Auger spectroscopy. 

Cesium Iodide. 

The reaction of cesium iodide at 1000C in the presence of steam and hydrogen was 
studied in two systems. One, in which the reaction tube was lined with 304 stainless 
steel and the other in which the reaction tube was lined with Inconel 600. 
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Cs! and 304 Stainless Steel. 

There was essentially no cesium (according to atomic absorption analysis) in the 
water used to rinse the 304ss reaction tube liner. The oxide coating on the 304ss 
coupons was firmly attached to the coupons and appeared uniform in texture for all 
coupon treatments. The weight gains of the coupons were similar to the weight gains 
of coupons in corresponding CsOH tests - about 0.3 gm to 0.6 gms. Weight gains 
decreased for coupons farther downstream. A slight coloring of the 304ss coupons 
exposed to the Cs! compared to the 304ss coupons that did not see Cs! indicated a 
possible reaction between Cs! and 304ss (the coloring was not removed by a water 
wash). Examination of the coupon surfaces by SEM (with EDA) showed coarse and 
angular surface features. The only elements to be seen were Fe and Mn so the surface 
oxide was primarily an iron oxide with little of any Ni or Cr. Similar results were 
obtained from the somewhat more sensitive (<1% to 2%) Auger spectroscopy. Major 
elements on the 304ss surface were Fe and O. Sputtering through the surface to a 
depth of about o.3µm showed the elemental composition changed very little with depth. 

Cs! and Inconel 600. 

Samples of condensed steam taken throughout the run and measured for cesium 
content (by atomic absorption) and for iodine content (by titration) showed equal 
amounts of each indicating the cesium-iodine species in the steam was probably Cs!. 

A similar result was obtained using the same analysis techniques on the water 
used to rinse the facility components. In the high temperature section of the 
facility, the amount of cesium removed by the rinse water was too small to measure by 
AA. The Inconel coupons experienced weight gains on the order of 0.005g or about 
100x less than the weight gained by the 304ss coupons under similar conditions. The 
amount of oxide formed on the Inconel is estimated to be about 1µm thick compared to 
the 100µm thick layer on the 304ss. With SEM (and EDA) the Inconel oxide exhibited a 
relatively smooth, finely structured surface. EDA, with an elemental sensitivity of 
several percent (sensitive to elements with atomic numbers 12) and penetration depth 
of about 1µm showed the presence of only Ni, Cr, Fe and Ti indicating any cesium or 
iodine in the surface layer must be in a concentration of less than 2%. Using Auger 
spectroscopy, the major elements detected on the Inconel surface were Ni, Cr, Fe and 
0 with traces of Ti, C, Na, Al and.Si. Elemental composition of the oxide changed 
very little upon sputtering to a depth of about 0.3µm. 

Cesium Hydroxide. 

A series of tests was made with cesium hydroxide in a 304ss system. One test 
was run without steam at 1000C; three tests were made with steam at 700C, 850C and 
1000C. Hydrogen generation rates for these four runs varied from 1 x 10-5 moles/s 
(background) to 5 x 10- moles/s depending on the operating temperature of the system 
and its previous history. The steam tests will be reviewed first. These values 
compare well with the hydrogen generation rates reported in (1). 

In the 700C steam run, analysis of the condensed steam samples (by atomic 
absorption) showed the cesium content continued to increase during the several hour 
run time. The increasing level of cesium in the condensate indicated an initial 
impediment to cesium transport and was caused by both physical absorption and 
reaction of the CsOH with the stainless steel surface. An electron microprobe scan 
of the surface showed a uniform deposit and local concentrations of cesium. After a 
water wash the concentrations and at least some of the uniform deposit had been 
removed. 
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At 850C and 1000C, there was no similar indication of cesium holdup since cesium 
concentration in the steam condensate was fairly constant with time. However, cesium 
was detected in the water used to rinse the system components. At 850C, 15% of the 
cesium that passed through the system was found on the reaction walls of the 
generator section, 17% on the condenser walls and 68% in the steam condensate. The 
corresponding deposition velocity is given in Table I. At 1000C, no cesium was found 
on the walls of the reaction tube, about 14% on the condenser walls and 86% in the 
steam condensate. 

Visual examination of coupons exposed in the 1000C system showed heavy flaking 
of the surface on coupons exposed to CsOH vapor but no flaking on those coupons 
exposed to only steam. At 850C, no flaking was observed on any of the coupons. 

The composition of the. surface layer of coupons was examined by Xray 
diffraction. The diffraction pattern from a coupon not exposed to CsOH most closely 
matches that of Fe3o4• When the oxide layer on the 304ss exposed to CsOH was 
removed, the unoxiaized coupon surface showed the presence of cesium by SEM (with 
EDA). The cesium evidently diffused through the oxide layer since cesium was not 
detected on the surface of the undisturbed oxide. 

In the test at 1000C with CsOH vapor but no steam (the CsOH was carried through 
the system with an argon flow) the coupons exposed to CsOH did not in general flake 
off although some small loose flakes were observed. On the coupons that had been 
exposed to CsOH, an Xray pattern with relatively strong lines for Fe304, weak lines 
for FeO and several additional lines were visible. The additional lines were 
attributed to an unidentified reaction compound of cesium and the oxides were 
probably produced from the oxygen released by the CsOH-surface reaction. 

MICROBALANCE EXPERIMENTS 

Kinetic data are required to model interactions where experimental parameters 
change with time. For reactor accident scenarios, many interactions involve vapor 
species with solid materials. Such data can conveniently be obtained by the use of a 
balance. Specimens of reactor core materials are suspended from the balance and a 
gas containing the vapor species flows past the specimen. Mass changes are monitored 
continuously. 

Tellurium. 

Te2 (and Te) are volatile tellurium species which can exist in hydrogen rich 
environments. Wall interactions may provide a mechanism for retarding or inhibiting 
the release of tellurium from the primary system. The tellurium surface interactions 
were studied with the microbalance apparatus where tellurium vapor, in an argon 
carrier, was flowed over metal coupons suspended from the balance. Coupon weight 
change was recorded as a function of tellurium concentration and coupon furnace 
temperature from 500C to 1000C. Coupon materials were Ni, 304ss, Inconel 600, 
preoxidized 304ss, preoxidized Inconel 600 and silver. Reaction products were 
measured by X ray diffraction and reaction kinetics were e~pressed as a deposition 
velocity estimated from the calculational program FLATDEP • These results are 
summarized in Table I. 
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TABLE I 
DEPOSITION VELOCITIES FOR THE-ABSORPTION OF TELLURIUM, 

IODINE AND CESIUM HYDROXIDE ONTO REACTOR MATERIALS 

Furnace 
Temp (C) 

Tellurium on Nickel 500& 800 

Tellurium on 304ss 500& 800 

Tellurium on Inconel 600 500& 800 

Tellurium on preoxidized 500& 800 
304ss 

Tellurium on preoxidized 500& 800 
Inconel 600 

~ellurium on silver 500 

Iodine on silver 400& 660 

Cesium Hydroxide on 
304ss 
- water soluble 850 

cesium compound 

Primary 
Reaction 
Species 

Ni2.86Te2 

Fe2.25Te2 
& CrTe 

FeTe 
& ~e2.25Te2 ·· 

NiTe 
& &i2.86Te2 

form not 
identified 

1000 no water 
soluble 
cesium 
detected 

- reacted cesium 
compound 850& 

1000 
form not 
identified 

Deposition 
Velocity 
(emfs) 

>10 

1 to 10 

>10 

0.1 to 1 

0.1 to 1 

>1 

>1 

Surfaces in the primary system could provide a holdup mechanism 
for tellurium if reaction products on these surfaces are not easily 
desorbed. Desorption rates for a solid solution of tellurium in 
nickel, which could be representative of a slow tellurium relijase over 
Inconel were measured. The exponential release was about 10- mg -
cm-2 - min-1 at 800 C to 10-3 mg - cm-2 - min-1 at 1000 C. 

Iodine and Tellurium Reactions with Silver. 

Silver is a major component in the control rods for some light 
water reactor designs and thus is a potential reaction surface for 
fission products such as iodine and tellurium. 

The temperature of the silver coupon suspended from the 
microbalance was 400C to 660C at an iodine partial pressure of 0.3 
torr. Gas flow was 50 crri3/min (at std. conditions) •. All reaction 
occurred in the first 2 cm of the coupon. Vaporization of Ag! was not 
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detected at temperatures below its melting point (558C) but was 
observed when the temp was raised above 600C. The deposition pattern 
suggests that the deposition velocity is at least 1 cm/sec. 

Mass change measurements were also made using a 2% H2 - 98% N2 
carrier gas for the iodine. At the furnace temperatures, there was 
conversion of I to HI and no measurable change in the rate of 
reaction; thus, HI is as reactive as is I Introduction of water 
vapor ( prifasure 20 torr) had no effect on the rate of reaction of I or 
HI with silver. 

The temperature of the silver coupon for th~ tellurium 
experiments was 500C with an argon flow of 50 cm /min (std). The 
tellurium vapor pressures were the same as those in the 
tellurium-metal interaction experiments. As in those experiments 
there was good agreement between the calculated Te2 flow rates and the 
measured mass increase of the Ag sample. The reaction between Ag and 
Te2 did not result in a uniform coating of the reaction product Ag2Te 
on the coupon. The Ag2Te was present as a "whisker growth" 
concentrated on the edges of the Ag sample; the whiskers are fragile 
and can be easily broken. Neither H2 nor H20 additions to the carrier 
gas had an effect on the reaction rate. The deposition velocity for 
Te2 on silver is at least 1 cm/s. 

TRANSPIRATION EXPERIMENTS 

Two types of transpiration apparatus have been used in this work. 
The first type which is standard apparatus in chemical labs was used 
to measure the vapor pressure of CsI and CsOH but will not be covered 
in this paper. The second type was developed to study vapor-vapor or 
vapor-solid reactions at high temperature. The apparatus consists of 
two concentric flow tubes in a two-winding furnace. The smaller tube, 
which holds a boat containing one of the species, is heated by the 
first furnace section to establish the species vapor pressure (vapor 
concentration) •. A flow of non-reacting gas convects this vapor into 
the section of the larger tube heated by the second furnace winding. 
In this volume, the first vapor species reacts with a second flowing 
vapor species or with a solid material. Gaseous reaction products 
flow out of the system and are analyzed by colorimetry or continuous 
titration. The following experiments were conducted in the 
transpiration apparatus. 

CsOH + Iodine. 

Processes that could cause CsI to dissociate to yield either 
iodine or hydroiodic acid are of interest because of the exceptional 
transport of those volatile species. Thermodynamic calculations have 
shown that at elevated temperatures CsI in steam will dissociate to 
form CsOH and atomic iodine. If a significant concentration of 
hydrogen is present, hydroiodic acid will be formed. The CsOH + HI 
reaction is discussed in the next paragraph. In a series of 
experiments, CsOH, at a vapor pressure of 0 to 130 Pa (1 torr) and 
iodine at a vapor pressure of 80Pa (0.6 torr) were mixed for a flow 
through residence time of from 1 min. to 2 min. at temperatures from 
700C t·o· 950C. It was found that the iodine reacted with the available 
CsOH to produce CsI (experimental uncertainty 10%). The ratio of Cs 
to I was varied from zero to 1. Reaction products other than CsI were 
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not identified. The addition of 20 torr of water vapor had no effect 
on the reaction. 

CsOH + HI. 

As mentioned above, if a significant concentration of hydrogen is 
present, hydroiodic acid will be formed when Cs! dissociates at high 
temperature. The reaction of CsOH and HI was studied at two reaction 
temperatures - 700 & 930C to determine if there was any kinetic 
barrier to recombination of the products of the dissociation. 

The residence time for the reaction was again 1 min. to 2 min. 
and the vapor pressures were 160 Pa (1.2 torr) for HI and from Oto 
130 Pa (1 torr) for CsOH. Hydrogen and iodine were combined and 
reacted in the inner tube to produce HI. Complete conversion of the 
iodine in HI to Cs! resulted as long as sufficient CsOH was available. 
Water· vapor at a pressure of 20 torr had no effect on the reaction. 

A possible reaction between Cs! released from the primary system 
and oxygen in the containment would be the oxidation of the iodide to 
form free iodine. In two experiments, at 700C and 950C, no elemental 
iodine was detected when o2 (vapor pressure of 30K Pa to 45K Pa) was 
mixed with Cs! (vapor pressure of 100 Pa to 200 Pa) for 1 to 2 
minutes. 

Cs! and Solid Silver. 

Silver from reactor rods may be a most important vapor or aerosol 
species in severe reactor accidents·. In se;veral transpiration type 
experiments, at 780C and 900C Cs! vapor (0.26 KPa to 1.6 KPa) flowed 
past a silver sheet. No Ag! was detected downstream of the silver and 
there was no weight change .of the silver sheet during the experiments. 
Ori the other hand, as mentioned previously, free iodine reacted 
rapidly with solid silver to produce Ag!. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Several chemical processes that might affect the transport of 
fission products through a reactor system during severe accidents have 
been identified. 

Under the conditions of the particular experiments, the following 
conclusions can be stated. 

For CsOH and steam in a 304ss system: 
at 700C some CsOH was physically absorbed on the 304ss. 
The amount absorbed decreased with run time. Reflooding 
would probably remove the water soluble CsOH from the 
304ss. A small amount of the cesium may have reacted 
with the stainless steel. 
at 1000C no water soluble deposit of cesium was detected. 
Some cesium reacted with the oxide producing an oxide layer 
that easily spalled from the 304ss. A new reaction surface 
would ·be exposed should the passivating oxide layer be 
remov~d. 

For CsOH in a 304ss system (no steam): 
Reaction of CsOH with the 304ss produced a thin surface 
layer that showed occasional spalls. 
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For CsI with steam at 1000C in both the Inconel 600 and the 
304ss system: 

essentially no water soluble form of cesium was found deposited 
on the walls. 
Evidence indicates very little reaction of CsI with the 
oxides 
The oxide layer on the 304ss was about 100x as thick as the 
oxide layer on the Inconel 600. 

Tellurium vapor (in argon) reacted quite rapidly with nickel and 
Inconel 600 (probably diffusion limited reactions), less rapidly 
with 304ss and somewhat less rapidly with preoxidized 304ss pre
oxidized 304ss and preoxidized Inconel 600. 

A very rapid reaction was observed between tellurium vapor (in 
argon) and solid silver to form Ag2Te whiskers. 

Iodine vapor (in argon) reacted rapidly with solid silver to form 
Ag I. 

Summarized in Table I are deposition velocities estimated for many 
of the above reactions. 

Either iodine vapor or HI vapor in the presence of CsOH was found 
to react completely to form CsI. 

Cesium iodide vapor remained stable in the presence of oxygen. 

Solid silver did not affect the stability of CsI vapor. 
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SOURCE TERM ASSUMPTIONS FOR REALISTIC ACCIDENT ANALYSES 
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

ABSTRACT 

Recently it has been indicated that, for many possible reasons, the 
source terms provided in current regulatory guidance for both equipment 
qualification and emergency planning might be conservative. To address 
this issue, the available bases for making quantitative estimates of 
source terms have been reviewed. On the basis of this review, updated 
source term assumptions which might potentially be used for interim 
regulatory purposes have been developed. In addition, illustrative esti
mates, based on the assumptions, have been generated. The estimates 
indicate that many of the previously used source terms are conservative 
but that some others are not. In general, for a given accident, source 
term estimates obtained using today's assumptions and data are not sub
stantially different from those obtained in the Reactor Safety Study. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent developments in source term research have indicated that at least some of 
the current source term guidance for-regulation of light water reactors (LWR's) might 
be unrealistically conservative. In an attempt to resolve this issue, the available 
bases for making quantitative estimates of source terms were reviewed. On the basis 
of this review, updated source term assumptions which might potentially be used for 
interim regulatory guidance for equipment qualification and for emergency planning 
were developed. The chosen assumptions were used to obtain illustrative estimates of 
source terms for a spectrum of accidents for both purposes. The assumptions, as well 
as the illustrative estimates, are reviewed here. (A detailed discussion of all this 
work is provided in two related reports, ORNL/TM-8275 1 and NUREG/CR-2629. 2 ORNL/ 
TM-8275 emphasizes the detailed technical considerations which factored into the 
development of the assumptions and estimates outlined here. NUREG/CR-2629 is devoted 
to discussions of the assumptions themselves.) 

APPROACH 

In this report, a set of assumptions which might be utilized to update the source 
term assumptions used in the current regulatory approaches for equipment qualification 
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and for emergency planning is discussed. The suggested procedure to update the 
source term assumptions involves "mechanistic" consideration of a spectrum of acci
dents appropriate for each area. In this mechanistic treatment, a plausible scenario 
is developed and utilized for each accident investigated. Such consideration of 
individual accidents leads to an improved description of the overall accident spectrum 
for each area. For equipment qualification and its as'sociated design basis approach, 3 

· such "realistic" consideration of the indicated spectrum leads to a more meaningful 
description of the design basis. For emergency planning and its corresponding risk 
assessment approach, such consideration1 of a broad spectrum leads to an 
updated basis for estimating the risk from both individual accidents and all accidents. 

The emphasis of the work reported here was to determine and demonstrate the use 
of the "best" available methods for estimating radionuclide releases and behavior for 
LWR accidents. In general, the state-of-the-art of certain aspects of the estimation 
of source term magnitudes involves the use of complex computer codes and, in some 
cases, the subsequent development of estimates from the outputs of those codes. Due 
to the limited size of this paper, it is not possible to describe in detail all of 
the codes and the assumptions implicit in them. In addition, it is not possible to 
mention all the necessary caveats associated with the use of such codes. As a result, 
the overall approach taken.here to indicate the appropriate assumptions and.procedures 
is to just mention model(s) and/or computer code(s) which implement them. In those 
cases in which the assumptions cannot be simply described and/or are not exemplified 
in any models or codes, the models or codes or procedures most appropriate to use are 
indicated. (Many problems associated with the usage of the models and codes are dis
cussed in detail in the appendices of ORNL/TM-8275. 1 In additio'n, where it is thought 
advisable to modify these models or the outputs of these· codes either to reflect 
acknowledged shortcomings or to reflect recently gained insights into the release and 
transport of radionuclides during and after nuclear reactor accidents, the details 
are so indicated in the appendices of ORNL/TM-8275.) 

General Considerations 

To describe the magnitudes of the source terms for any specific accident, the 
primary quantities of interest are the amounts of the initial releases of the radio
nuclides and other materials, the fractions of all those materials escaping from the 
primary coolant system, and the fractions of all those relea~es ultimately escaping 
from the containment. Both sets of escape fractions depend not only on the amounts, 
but also on the rates, of the initial releases, as well as on the chemical forms. 

In this work, the radionuclide ~lassification scheme of the Reactor Safety Study 
(RSS) 4 is adopted for all source term considerations, except when element-dependent 
data are available. In the RSS scheme, the radionuclides are grouped into seven basic 
element categori~s, 5 with each radionuclide being assumed to be released and trans
ported according to the basic properties of its element category. Except where 
mentioned otherwise, the detailed chemistries of the various radionuclides are not 
explicitly considered. 

Releases from Core Materials 

The procedures adopted for estimating releases of radionuclides from the core 
materials before reactor vessel failure are basically the same as those presented in 
the Technical Bases Report. 6 In contrast, the procedures for estimating releases of 
radionuclides to the containment after reactor vessel failure are based on the methods 
presented in the Reactor Safety Study. 4 The procedures for estimating total releases 
of aerosols both before and after vessel failure are essentially those discussed in 
the Technical Bases Report. 6 · · 
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Before vessel failure, the sum of all release processes is assumed to result in 
a net release rate for any radionuclide which is dependent only on the temperature of 
the material containing the radionuclide. 7 The indicated element-dependent release 
rates are obtained from mathematical fits of empirical information. The best current 
values for these temperature-dependent rates are essentially those presented in the 
Technical Bases Report, with the exception of a few modifications stated in Appendix B 
of ORNL/TM-8275. 1 The rates in this procedure are assumed to include releases by all 
considered processes except leaching and "vaporization" (i.e., sparging). [Thus, the 
procedure adopted here differs from that in the RSS in that the contributions of 
various processes (e.g., gap release, meltdown release, etc.) to the total releases 
are not treated as discrete events.] 

In the overall procedure, estimates of releases of various radionuclides before 
vessel melt-through, as a function of time, are obtained for a given accident sequence 
by combining the temperature-dependent release rates just considered with temperature 
histories of the different core regions. 7 The required core material temperatures in 
various regions of the core, as functions of time, are taken from thermal-hydraulic 
estimates obtained from a code such as MARCH8 for meltdown accidents and from a code 
such as RELAP 9 for accidents without melting of the core. 

To estimate the total amounts of aerosols released before vessel failure, 
structural materials and cladding are treated in basically the same manner as the 
radionuclides, in that temperature-dependent release rates are used. 7 Aerosol produc
tion is estimated by assuming all radionuclides, fuel, structural materials, and 
cladding, except noble gases and iodine, are aerosols immediately after release. 
Contributions to the aerosol release by molten control rod materials and structural 
materials beneath the core are ignored. 

An alternative method to that just described might be considered after slumping 
of the core into the bottom of the reactor vessel. In that other, recently proposed 
method, the rates of release of both radioactive and non-radioactive materials are 
taken to be reduced by a factor reiated to the decrease in relative surface area of 
the core materials due to slumping. 10 • 11 

Radionuclide releases after reactor vessel failure are estimated using element
dependent vaporization loss fractions. 2 • 4 These fractions, given in the RSS, repre
sent losses due to gas sparging of the melt in the reactor cavity. The estimation of 
these releases assumes all of the gases produced in concrete decomposition pass 
through the melt and a core debris temperature of 3100°K during sparging. Total 
aerosol production after vessel failure is estimated similarly to the treatment of 
radionuclide aerosol production, with an empirically derived equation relating gas 
velocity and melt temperature to aerosol concentration in the sparging gas. 5 • 12 

Accidents would differ in the temperature-time profiles of the core materials to 
varying degrees. Radionuclide releases should be considered for a number of repre
sentative accident sequences for the plant, with the indicated sequences being deter
mined by both the regulatory approach and the population-at-risk. 

In those accidents in which leaching of the core materials also might be a 
relatively important release mechanism, the fractions leached should be estimated 
using empirical leach rates such as those of Mitchell, Goode, and Vaughn. 12 , 13 Those 
leach fractions should be added to the fractions released directly by overheating. 

Transport in the Primary Coolant System 

No adequate general procedures have been developed for estimating the retention 
of radionuclides in the primary coolant system (PCS). Such retention would be 
expected to be very scenario- and plant-dependent. In general, permanent retention 
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in the PCS cannot currently be realistically quantified for most, if any, accidents. 
Permanent retention can presently be estimated only for aerosol species and then only 
for certain meltdown accidents. In all cases, estimates of retention in the PCS are 
highly uncertain. . 

The approach suggested in those cases in which potential permanent retention is 
considered is based on the discussions presented in Appendix C of ORNL/TM-8275. 1 

That approach involves the use of simple assumptions about the fractions of aerosols 
retained based on consideration of aerosol concentrations and aerosol residence times 
in the PCS. The necessary estimates of both concentrations and residence times should 
be based on accident-sequence-dependent calculations of computer codes such as 
TRAP.14,15 

If aerosol retention is considered, the rate of aerosol generation should be 
estimated by the procedures given previously in the discussion of release from core 
materials, except that structural materials and cladding should not be included. In 
addition, the minimum mass inventory of radionuclides in the core should be used to 
estimate the aerosol generation rates. 

For both equipment qualification and emergency planning, transfer of radioactiv
ity to water as a result of scrubbing in the pressurizer or pressurizer quench tank 
might also be considered for individual sequences. The procedure adopted to estimate 
removal by scrubbing is basically that presented in the RSS for scrubbing by water 
in either the suppression pool or the reactor vessel. In that procedure, scrubbing 
is treated by application of a decontamination factor. 

Transport Through the Containment 

Adequate procedures for estimating escape fractions from the containment are 
basically those proposed in the RSS. 16 Thus, they are implemented most simply by 
using the computer codes which were developed during and after that study and which 
embody those procedures. In particular, they involve the use of CORRAL, along with 
its modifications to include containment and engineered safety features other than 
those considered in the RSS. 17 The thermal-hydraulic input required for CORRAL is 
currently best generated by appropriate use of MARCH. 8 

Alternatively, other equivalent procedures or codes might be used. One of the 
important features of any appropriate set of pr6cedures would be that it included 
removal of radionuclides from the containment atmosphere as the result of the opera
tion of various engineered safety features such as containment sprays, filter systems, 
suppression pools, and ice-bed condensers. It should also include removal by natural 
processes. 

In addition to the direct effects of the engineered safety features and the 
natural atmospheric removal processes, at least one other effect should also be con
sidered, namely, gas phase-liquid phase partitioning. Noble gases initially resid
ing in water should be assumed to escape entirely to the containment atmosphere. 
Elemental iodine initially in water should be partitioned between the air and the 
water, according to the pH of the water. 

EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION 

For the treatment of equipment qualification, only accidents with releases poten
tially bounding the design bas.is envelope need to be considered. 3 One such bounding 
accident might involve melting of a large fraction of the core 18 as a result of 
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delayed functioning of the emergency core cooling system following a large pipe break 
in the primary coolant system. 19 Another possible bounding accident might involve 
melting of a large fraction of the core as a result of delayed functioning of the 
emergency core cooling system following a transient event. 19 Whereas for the pipe
break accident the entire path to the containment might be relatively dry until the 
emergen~y core cooling started to function, for the transient-initiated sequence the 
released materials might encounter water in that path throughout the accident. Thus, 
for the latter sequence, a substantial fraction of the released radionuclides might 
be entrained by water throughout the accident. For illustative purposes, both of 
these accident sequences were investigated. 

Releases from Core Materials 

The fractions of the radionuclides predicted to be released from the core 
materials are the same for both sequences. The results obtained for some element 
groups 5 are much different than the TID source terms 21 currently used for many design
basis considerations such as ·regulation related to equipment qualification. While 
the noble gas and halogen release fractions estimated in the work reported here are 
the same as the comparable TID release fractions, the estimated release fractions for 
the Cs-Rb and Te-Sb groups 5 are approximately 2 orders of magnitude larger than the 
corresponding TID values. Although the release fractions for the Ba-Sr and Ru groups 5 

~re of the same order of magnitude as the associated TID source term values, the 
e.stimated La group 5 release fractions are 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the 
corresponding TID values. 

It is important to note that the estimated amounts are highly dependent upon the 
exact accident scenario considered. For example, the sequences used in the illus
trative calculations were postulated to take place over relatively short periods of 
time. Other sequences which involve comparable total core damage but which involve 
slower overheating of the core might be expected to result in somewhat larger releases 
of certain materials. 

In addition, the definition of the maximum extent of melting must be noted to be 
somewhat arbitrary. A different definition than that used here would result in dif
ferent releases of at least some radionuclides. Also the exact point in the scenario 
of any accident after which complete melting could not be prevented is not known. 18 

In general, all differences due to consideration of various accident scenarios 
and those due to different accident definitions would not noticeably affect the 
estimated releases of the more volatile species. The differences would be most 
evident for radionuclides in all the other, less volatile groups. Most importantly, 
differences potentially caused by both considerations are well within the uncertain
ties of the methods used to obtain the source term estimates. 

For bounding accidents such as those considered here, the additional fractions 
released by leaching usually would be relatively small compared to the fractions 
initially released by overheating. However, it should be noted that those fractions 
would be very accident dependent and that the rates of leaching are not well known. 

Transport Through the Primary Coolant System 

The two general accident sequences considered admit an almost infinite variety 
of initial distributions of radionuclides between the containment atmosphere and the 
water in the containment The two extremes would range from having all released 
radionuclides initially waterborne to having all released radionuclides, except those 
leached after recovering of the core, initially airborne. In contrast, the current 
regulations 22 consider only one possible initial distribution. In that distribution, 
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noble gases are taken to be airborne, halogens are assumed to be divided among air
borne, waterborne and plated-out contributions, and all other species are assumed to 
be equally divided between waterborne and plated-out contributions. (In those regula
tions, the total amounts of all species other than noble gases and halogens are taken 
to be doubled, 21 • 22 for conservatism.) 

Transport Within the Containment 

For 
concern. 
need not 
estimate 

equipment qualification, the containment constitutes the environment of 
Thus, for source term considerations, transport within the containment 

be considered. (Of course, it must be taken into account to realistically 
doses to the equipment within the containment.) 

Uncertaintie·s 

The uncertainties associated with estimates of releases from the core materials 
are dependent on the species involved. For example, for accidents involving melting 
of a large fraction of the core, essentially the entire amounts of the more volatile 
species generally would be released. The main uncertainty in predicting initial 
releases for many such species is associated with estimating the amounts of those 
species present in the core inventory. In contrast, for some species of low volatil
ity, the fractions of the core inventory released are highly uncertain because 
release rates for those species are not well known. A lack of both appropriate data 
and adequate models for describing releases contributes to that problem. Furthermore, 
there is again the problem of estimating the amounts of such species present in the 
core. In the procedures assumed- in this report, there is the additional uncertainty 
associated with using element groups instead of considering radionuclides on an 
element-by-element basis. Furthermore, al though the more volatile species would 
typically be entirely released in any accident involving melting of a large fraction 
of the core, the amounts of the less volatile elements released would be highly 
scenario-dependent. And even if the scenario was specified, its thermal-hydraulic 
description would be somewhat uncertain and that would affect the amounts of at least 
the less volatile species predicted to be released. 

The uncertainties associated with estimates of the releases from the primary 
coolant system are also dependent on the species involved. However, because the 
design basis approach used for equipment qualification is a bounding approach, these 
uncertainties are not overly important if even just one accident can be envisioned 
which might result in very low retention of all species such that releases to the 
containment, and thus equipment exposures, would be maximized. Consequently, the 
most important uncertainties for estimating design basis source terms for equipment 
qualification are those associated with the factors which determine initial releases 
of radionuclides from the core materials. 

EMERGENCY PLANNING 

For emergency planning, a broad spectrum of possible accidents needs to be 
investigated. In this report, for illustrative purposes, the following accidents 
are considered: a normally terminated, large pipe loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) 
involving gap releases only; a belatedly terminated, large pipe LOCA involving melt
ing of 50% of the core; and a variety of meltdown accidents. 

For the normally terminated LOCA, only minor overheating of the core would occur. 
Because the core would heat up rather unevenly in such an accident, releases beyond 
just classic gap release_s would occur for some fuel rods while not even classic gap 
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releases would occur for many other rods. Escape of radioactivity to the environment 
would be relatively slow, by leakage from the containment. 

For the accident involving delayed functioning of the emergency core cooling 
system, overheating of the core would be much more extensive than for the first acci
dent considered. Some parts of the core could experience temperatures sufficient to 
cause melting while others would experience only much lower temperatures. 23 Escape 
of radioactivity from the containment would be by leakage only. For both this acci
dent and the normally-terminated LOCA, leaching of reflooded core materials would 
occur. 

For any meltdown accident, more overheating of the core would occur than for 
either of the preceding two accidents. Any meltdown accident would involve melting 
of a large fraction of the core, as well as the potential for substantial interactions 
of at least part of the core with both the reactor vessel and the concrete basemat 
of the containment. A wide variety of accident conditions would be possible for 
meltdown accidents, ranging from those which would result in very small releases of 
radioactivity to the environment to some others which could result in relatively 
large releases. 

Releases from Core Materials 

Accidents in the overall spectrum for emergency planning range from those involv
ing releases of essentially negligible fractions of all radionuclides from the core 
materials to those involving releases of substantial fractions of many radionuclides. 
For consideration of limited-core-damage accidents, the accidents investigated were 
the two described in the previous subsection. For consideration of meitdown acci
dents, the accidents investigated were seven different sequences in the two Reactor 
Safety Study plants. 

The releases estimated for the accident involving only "gap" releases depend on 
the details of the accident description adopted. In all cases, however, those esti
mated releases are relatively small. For a cladding failure temperature of 750°C, 
the estimated relea~es are essentially just the classic gap releases for half of the 
core. 4 

The releases estimated for the accident involving partial melting of the core 
also depend upon the particulars of the postulated scenario. The releases for such 
an accident were discussed previously, for equipment qualification, and so they are 
not discussed further. 

The radionuclide releases for accidents involving complete melting of the core 
likewise depend strongly upon the accident descriptions. Both the magnitudes of the 
releases from the core materials and the timing of those releases with respect to 
before and after reactor vessel failure is much different in the work reported here 
and in the RSS for some species. 

In general, because of the use of temperature-dependent release rates in this 
study, the total estimated releases of the less volatile species depend strongly on 
the length of time any overheating occurs. This accounts for most of the variation 
for different meltdown sequences. The other major source of variation for those 
sequences is due to the two alternate assumptions regarding surface area of the melt 
which were employed to describe the releases after slumping of the core materials 
into the bottom of the reactor vessel. 
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Transport Through the Primary Coolant System 

The continuum of accidents which should be considered for emergency planning 
includes an essentially infinite variety of possibilities with respect to transport 
through the PCS. Accidents ranging from those involving substantial retention of 
some radionuclides in the PCS to those involving very little retention of all or most 
radionuclides may be possible. In addition, transport through the PCS would affect 
whether the radionuclides would escape to the containment as airborne species or as 
waterborne ones. 

The assumptions employed in this study in general do not result in predictions 
of large permanent retention in the PCS for most accidents. (Because of the large 
uncertainties involved in estimating PCS retention, the assumptions were chosen to 
err on the conservative side when what would be realistic was not known.) The assump
tions can, however, result in a redistribution of a sizeable fraction of some species 
between the PCS atmosphere and any water in the PCS. In addition, for a few 
sequences, they can result in predictions of significant permanent retention (PCS 
escape fraction as low as 0.3) for some radionuclides which are both transported as 
aerosols and released mostly before vessel failure, e.g., Cs-Rb and Te-Sb. 

Transport Within the Containment 

The total fractions of the various radionuclides estimated to be released from 
the containment in some representative accident sequences for the five different 
plants considered in the Reactor Safety Study and the Reactor Safety Study Methodology 
Applications Program (RSSMAP) 27 • 28 were calculated. The escape fractions estimated 
in this study and in the RSS and in the RSSMAP follow-on work are comparable except 
for the following situations: (1) transient-initiated meltdowns with scrubbing of 
radionuclides assumed in the pressurizer quench tank (e.g., TMLB'); and (2) accidents 
with substantial aerosol removal assumed in the primary coolant system (e.g., TC). 
In both of these latter types of accidents, the source terms estimated by the proce
dures considered here tend to be somewhat lower than those in the RSS and in the 
RSSMAP. In contrast, for all accidents, the Ba-Sr group releases and the Ru group 
releases are generally larger than in the RSS and the RSSMAP if the potential 
decreases in the initial release rates due to decrease in surface area after slwnping 
of the core materials into the bottom of the reactor vessel are ignored; however, if 
such decreases are assumed, then the releases o·f both the Ba-Sr group and the Ru 
group are typically lower than in the RSS and the RSSMAP. It should be noted that 
the differences indicated for the two element groups are well within the range of 
uncertainties associated with current descriptions of source terms. 

Uncertainties 

For a given accident sequence, one of the largest sources of uncertainty is in 
the basic description of the associated accident scenario(s). In particular, the 
description of any given accident sequence involves many sometimes rather arbitrary 
assumptions; if some of those assumptions were changed, the description of the acci
dent might likewise change significantly. Because an accident spectrum is composed 
of many accident sequences whose basic descriptions are highly uncertain, various 
aspects of the spectrum are also uncertain. 

The uncertainties associated with estimates of the releases from the core mate
rials and retention in the primary coolant system are dependent on essentially the 
same factors already described for equipment qualification. The main difference is 
that because of the different regulatory approaches used for equipment qualification 
and emergency planning, the uncertainties in estimating retention in the primary 
coolant system are more important for emergency planning. Although for many sequences 
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with little retention anticipated, the uncertainties associated with the fractions 
escaping from the PCS would be relatively low for most species, for some other 
sequences with significant retention possible the uncertainties would be relatively 
high for many species. In addition, such retention of some species in certain 
sequences would be dependent on the details of the comparatively uncertain thermal
hydraulic conditions. 

Like the uncertainties for both release from the core materials and escape from 
the coolant system, the uncertainties associated with the estimates of escape from 
the containment are also dependent on the species, with the uncertainties for the 
noble gases being the smallest. In addition, for accidents involving early contain
ment failure the uncertainties associated with transport within the containment are 
similar for many species whereas for accidents involving either delayed failure or no 
failure of the containment, the uncertainties are different and depend upon the 
possible fates of the various species. Except for iodine, these detailed fates are 
not generally addressed and so the uncertainties are large for some species. The 
largest uncertainties of importance are those associated with the mode and timing of 
containment failure. If the assumed timing of the failure of the containment is 
changed somewhat, the estimat.ed releases of radioactive materials to the environment 
can change substantially. 

SUMMARY 

Procedures 

Many of the current "best" procedures and models for estimating accident source 
terms 29 are essentially the same as those utilized in the Reactor Safety Study. The 
primary differences between the current source term procedures and those in the RSS 
arise because of both newer data and improved bases for describing many accidents. 
In addition, the current procedures use an updated approach for estimating the initial 
releases from the core materials. The net differences resulting from all these 
changes are frequently relatively small so that the source terms obtained using 
today's state-of-the-art29 are often not too different than those obtained in the 
RSS. However, it should be noted that the RSS source terms are not always the source 
terms used for regulatory considerations; in particular, they are not used for equip
ment qualification. 

Completely mechanistic consideration of accident source terms is not really 
possible given today's state-of-the-art of source term estimation. As a result, for 
both equipment qualification and emergency planning, the uncertainties associated 
with any source term estimates must be said to be large. Unfortunately, those uncer
tainties are often not quantifiable to within useful limits. Significant uncertain
ties stem from both an inability to predict all the phenomena which would occur in 
any given accident and inadequate data and models to describe many specific phenomena. 
Inasmuch as there are several major uncertainties in estimating source terms, no 
single breakthrough or development will substantially decrease the overall uncertain
ties. Much work is needed to significantly decrease the uncertainties associated 
with accident source term estimation. 

Estimates 

The illustrative estimates of the updated source terms indicate that many of 
the currently used source terms are conservative but that some others are not. In 
particular, the source terms used for equipment qualification are not conservative 
while many of those used for emergency planning are conservative. Among the emergency 
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planning source terms for which the current values are conservative are those for 
accidents involving either delayed or no failure of the containment and those for 
accidents involving significant retention of radionuclides in the primary coolant 
system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Operating experience evaluation provides vital input to the process 
of confirming and enhancing safe operation of nuclear power plants. Such 
evaluations result in improved understanding of system malfunctions, plant 
transient behavior, and the adequacy of design features and operational 
methods and also allow comparison of plant operating behavior with design 
and safety analysis assumptions to confirm their congruence. The principal 
elements of this evaluation, as applied to Oconee Nuclear Station, include 
data collection and evaluation, follow-up computer modeling of transient 
events, periodic trend and frequency evaluation of operational occurrences, 
and application of probabilistic risk assessment insights to assist in 
determining event significance. 

INTRODUCTION 

A utility's decision to build and operate a nuclear power generating station in
herently involves the responsibility to operate it in a safe manner. This responsi
bility is partially discharged by ensuring that the plant is designed and constructed 
to provide an adequate level of safety for the general public and plant staff. How
ever, of equal or greater importance is the responsibility to operate the plant in 
accordance. with the design bases in a safe manner. The review and feedback of lessons 
learned and experience gained during plant operation is a major function ensuring safe 
nuclear plant operation. This paper describes the process by which this function is 
accomplished for the Oconee Nuclear Station. 

Duke Power Company began construction of the Oconee station, located near Seneca, 
South Carolina, in November, 1967, and placed the first unit in commercial operation 
in November, 1973. The station consists of three two-loop Babcock and Wilcox designed 
nuclear steam supply systems, each rated at 2568 thermal megawatts. The process for 
safety evaluation of Oconee operational occurrences draws on the resources available 
in many areas of the Company but is the primary responsibility of the on-site Oconee 
Safety Review Group and the off-site (Corporate) safety group. 

Operating experience can be defined as the information accumulated as a result of 
operating a nuclear power plant. Safety evaluation of operating experience focuses on 
information that describes the functioning of the various systems and components 
relied upon to ensure safe nuclear operation. Typically this information is obtained 
from plant events that involve reactor transients, equipment malfunctions, and other 
occurrences (such as errors in design or procedures and personnel error). Often these 
events are also defined as being reportable to the NRC and result in the preparation 
of Licensee Event Reports (LERs). 
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The goal of the program established for the safety evaluation of operational 
occurrences is to confirm, and where appropriate to enhance, the safe operation of 
Oconee Nuclear Station. To accomplish this goal, a comprehensive approach to safety 
evaluation is needed, one that includes event identification, initial investigation, 
documentation, follow-up evaluation of specific concerns, and periodic summaries of 
event trends and frequencies. Of primary interest are internal events - those that 
occur at Oconee. However, a complete program should also address external events -
those that occur at other nuclear plants. Most of the experience to be gained, as 
measured by accumulated reactor-years of operation, is obtained through external 
events, while most of the information available to a utility comes from internal 
events - due to the accessibility of detailed information and data. Result~ to date 
indicate that several benefits can be realized from in-depth evaluation of internal 
events. First, such evaluations can provide confirmation that the assumptions in the 
licensing basis safety analyses regarding system performance are valid and that design 
features and operational methods are adequate to cope with actual conditions. Second, 
operating experience evaluation results in an improved understanding of plant tran
sient behavior and systems response. This is particularly important in operator 
training. Finally, additional insight into the causes, frequency, and effects of 
system malfunction is gained. 

SAFETY EVALUATION PROCESS 

The initial step in the safety evaluation of (internal) operational occurrences 
is to identify potential events of interest. In addition to the types of events 
normally specified in technical specifications as being reportable, reactor and/or 
turbine trips (with generator on line), significant unscheduled losses of generating 
capacity or unit outages, damage or loss of safety-related equipment, and other events 
as identified by the station manager are considered to be of potential interest and 
consequently are investigated by the Oconee Safety Review Group (OSRG). The OSRG is 
composed of a full time chairman and four rotating members whose backgrounds provide 
a spectrum of expertise sufficient to investigate all areas of plant operation. The 
scope and content of the investigations are specified by station directives and OSRG 
procedures. 

As a minimum, the investigations determine the event cause and sequence; evaluate 
the functional condition of affected structures, systems, and components as a result 
of the event; identify the immediate corrective action taken to stabilize the situa
tion and prevent further degradation of affected systems; prescribe subsequent correc
tive action necessary to prevent or mitigate future occurrences and to restore 
affected systems to operability; verify that corrective actions have been or will be 
effective in accomplishing their objective; and evaluate the event's impact, or 
potential impact, on safe operation of the unit. Experience has shown that there are 
a number of important factors that directly affect the accuracy and thoroughness of 
the investigation. It is important to interview directly the personnel involved in 
the event. Relying upon relayed statements and descriptions reduces their accuracy 
because of personal interpretation and editing done by each person in the communica
tion chain. Also it is important to gather all available data, both handwritten (in 
the form of logbooks and completed procedures) and machine recorded. Information 
judged to be of little value at an early stage of the investigation may subsequently 
prove to be vital. At Oconee, one extremely useful source of data is the Transient 
Monitor - a dedicated computer system that monitors 63 analog and 29 digital plant 
parameters and captures data over a 120 minute period. Output from the Transient 
Monitor is available on a video screen as well as in hard copy, in graphical or 
digital format. Following completion of the investigation and the station manager's 
approval of the documenting report, a copy is forwarded to the off-site safety group. 

The role of off-site groups in the safety evaluation process is to provide a 
broad based review function for Oconee (and other operating Duke nuclear stations) 
events and to identify significant events - those that warrant further evaluation of 
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specific concerns. In general, significant events in the operational safety evalua
tion program are a subset of all Oconee occurrences. Of particular interest are 
those events that involve primary and secondary side transients, functional failure 
or unavailability of safety systems and necessary support systems, unexpected or 
recurring equipment failures or malfunctions involving those systems, procedure 
deficiencies that cause or contribute to otherwise undesira:b.le .events, personnel 
errors that reflect a basic lack of understanding of safety requirements, elements of 
generic safety issues such as thermal shock or systems interactions, or that involve 
regulatory concerns pertinent to Oconee. Identification of these events is not an 
exact science. Guidelines and criteria have been established to aid the reviewer in 
this function. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of this process relies in large part 
on the reviewer's judgment, experience, and level of plant knowledge. An iterative 
review by several members of the unit has been found to be expedient for identifying 
significant events and for evaluating and resolving significant aspects of such 
events. 

The computerized data ba~e developed for Oconee has proved to be a very useful 
tool in the safety evaluation process. Data is entered that characterizes each 
occurrence as to its time and date, unit status, cause, systems and components in
volved, and reportability. The ·data .bas.e also identifie.s selected recurring events. 
(such as reactor trips, pump and valve ppe,r.ability, maintenance errors, instr.umen.tation 
operability, and power supply faults). The data base contains more than 1200 Oconee 
incidents and can be used to sort and list subsets of the total data base that repre
sent particular event types of interest. Periodically, evaluations of the frequency 
and trend of specified event types are performed. 

This type of review is useful in identifying changes in event occurrence rates 
or dominant event initiators. For example, it has been determined that nearly one
third of the reactor trips experienced at Oconee between 1973 and 1980 were initiated 
by balance of plant problems that caused a turbine/generator trip and consequently 
the reactor trip. Also, it has been determined that equipment failure/malfunction 
events have stabilized at an occurrence rate of approximately 18 to 20 incidents per 
reactor-year of operation, representing approximately 45% of the total number of 
incidents. 

Another important aspect of the safety evaluation process, applicable to multi
station utilities, is the inter-station conrrnunication of experience. For Oconee this 
involves the receipt of operating event reports from Duke's McGuire Nuclear Station 
and the distribution of Oconee reports to the McGuire and Catawba stations. The off
site group receives the operating event reports from both Oconee and McGuire, evalu
ates them to identify significant events as previously discussed, and forwards 
applicable r_eports to the other station safety review group.~ This process dissemin
ates the detailed information available within a utility and increases the experience 
base of each station by an amount equal to the operating experience of its sister 
plants. 

The major function provided by the off-site group in the safety evaluation 
process is to perform in-depth analysis and evaluation of selected significant events. 
This effort is focused in three distinct but complementary areas: transient and 
system performance evaluation, computer simulation of transient events, and applica
tion of probabilistic risk assessment techniques. In the first area, transient and 
system performance evaluation, the objective is three-fold: (1) to identify any 
unexpected and unexplained system behavior; (2) to assess and evaluate systems and 
overall plant performance from a historical perspective, while cognizant of past and 
present generic safety issues and regulatory concerns; and (3) to document and tabu
late the occurrence of, and important response characteristics of, specific plant 
transients. The availability of this data and perspective has been most valuable in 
responding to new and ongoing regulatory issues - to rebut or substantiate perceptions 
of aberrant or unusual operating characteristics. For example, it facilitated a 
detailed and comprehensive response to NUREG-0667 ("Transient Response of B&W 
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Designed Reactors"). Also, it provided a factual framework of actual occurrences for 
input to the analysis effort in response to pressurized thermal shock concerns. 
Further, it is used to support monitoring of transient occurrences with respect to 
the design operating transient cycles which affect the fatigue life of the RCS com
ponents. 

One other aspect of the transient event evaluation effort is noteworthy. Duke 
and the other utilities operating B&W designed NSSS have established the Transient 
Assessment Program (TAP) with the goal of improving the communication of operating 
experience gained through reactor trips a~d other significant plant transients. With 
close support from B&W, each reactor trip occurring at any of the seven operating B&W 
units is investigated, evaluated, and documented in a TAP report for dissemination to 
the program participants. This effort is unique in that it makes available detailed 
transient data from like-design plants, thus providing a broader experience base for 
evaluating Oconee transient behavior. The TAP has proved to be a useful tool in 
supporting collective and individual utility efforts in this area. 

The second area of concentration, computer simulation of transient events, is 
closely allied with the first. The two efforts are mutually supportive in that 
transient evaluation provides benchmarking data for use during model development 
efforts and computer simulation provides a valuable analysis tool to unravel complex 
transient events. Oconee computer simulation is performed with the RETRAN code. 

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is a technique emerging as a complementary 
tool for design evaluation, operational management, and safety evaluation of nuclear 
power plants. A comprehensive operating experience data base provides the necessary 
data pertaining to component failures and initiating events to enable a plant specific 
PRA study. At the same time, operational events can be evaluated with respect to 
risk or plant damage significance using a plant specific PRA model if one is avail
able. For Oconee the soon to be completed Duke/NSAC PRA effort on Oconee Unit 3 
significantly benefited from the detailed Oconee operational data base. Furthermore, 
the Oconee PRA model is expected to be a useful tool for assessing operational events. 

One final aspect of the safety evaluation effort deserves brief discussion -
participation in industry wide operating experience evaluation programs. As required 
by the NRC and prudent management, reports of industry operating experience are 
received and evaluated for their safety significance and applicability to Oconee. 
This effort is performed in concert by the Oconee Safety Review Group and off-site 
safety groups as needed. The output of this effort serves to expand the experience 
base upon which evaluations of Oconee events can be drawn. As noted earlier, however, 
this type of experience suffers from a lack of detail - due primarily to the source 
upon which the experience is drawn (Licensee Event Reports) and to the difficulty 
encountered in summarizing and describing operating experience for the entire 
industry. 

CONCLUSION 

Operating experience information often describes the real world in nuclear power 
plant operation and consequently provides vital input into the process of confirming 
and enhancing nuclear safety. Traditional licensing basis safety analyses focus 
primarily on worst case events. The single failure criterion and the passive role of 
non-safety systems assumed in these analyses further bias the results toward a poten
tially unrealistic outcome. As a result, the transient behavior and system responses 
predicted in licensing basis analyses often do not reflect actual plant response in 
off-normal events. This is not to suggest that worst case analyses and the defense
in-depth approach are inappropriate in designing and licensing nuclear power plants. 
In fact, licensing basis safety analyses do demonstrate that the plant is capable of 
coping with a significant off-normal event within specified acceptance criteria. 
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However, to understand fully the manner and degree of safety conformance to 
accident conditions in a given plant, it is necessary to evaluate the occurrence and 
behavior of plant perturbances, including the human response to such events. This 
process, called "operational safety evaluation"· or "operating experience evaluation", 
contributes to the safe operation of nuclear power plants and is seen to complement 
and supplement traditional safety analyses. 

This paper has described the salient features of the operational safety evalua
tion process for Oconee. The major elements of the operational safety evaluation are 
the identification of events, site investigation, and detailed follow-up evaluation. 
Because of the complex nature and importance of the transient events, the investiga
tion and evaluation of these events must be performed in an in-depth manner. The 
initial investigation of these events is performed by site personnel who seek out the 
cause of the event, analyze the sequence of the event, identify any violations of 
limits, assess the safety impact, and identify necessary corrective actions to pre
clude similar occurrences and/or to minimize their impact. 

Upon completion of the site investigation, a more detailed evaluation of tran
sient events is undertaken at the General Office. The objectives of this effort are 
to fully confirm that the transient behavior is within the safety analysis considera
tions, to identify unusual behavior in any plant parameters or systems, to develop 
possible explanations of such behavior, and to maintain information on the frequency 
and trend of operational occurrences •. Occasionally, it has been found useful to 
perform computer simulation of complex transients in order to provide additional 
insights in the observed system behavior. This activity also enables a verification 
of the analytical models for analyzing transient events. The operational occurrences 
are also evaluated from the standpoint of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) insights 
in regard to occurrence, frequency, risk and damage significance. Periodic trend and 
frequency evaluations provide insights into the types and causes of recurring events. 

These operational experience activities have been providing improved under
standing of system failures, plant transient behavior, and the adequacy of procedures 
and operator actions. The strength of this program arises from its integrated 
approach to utilize several resource areas (investigation, evaluation, analysis) in 
performing the safety evaluation of operation occurrences. 
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THE IMPACT OF PROCEDURES ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 

E •. J. Kozinsky 
General Physics Corporation 
1 Northgate Park, Suite 200 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, 37415 

ABSTRACT 

In our control room simulator research, procedures seem to be a powerful 
performance shaping factor effecting control room operator performance. Error 
probability is greatly increased by poor procedures. Narrative style 
procedures containing several actions cause omissions approaching 100% of 
later actions in a step. Listed steps which are inconsistent in format can be 
omitted more than 10% of the time. Wording is critical~ a mismatch between 
procedure and control panel· labeling can cause omission rates up to 33%. With 
procedures having such dramatic impact, the current emphasis on control panel 
revision and safety displays is misplaced. More risk reduction per dollaD can 
be achieved, and more rapidly, by cleaning up the procedures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Procedures have been found to be a powerful performance shaping factor in power 
plant control room operations. Our research on operator time response and error rate 
has been conducted using control room simulators. Sponsored by the Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) [l], Oak Ridge National Laboratory [2], and Sandia National 
Laboratories, this work, though primarily directed at other areas, has pointed out the 
overriding importance of procedures. The. impact of procedures on operator performance 
falls into three major areas: 1) sequence of operations, 2) timing of operations, 3) 
error probability. 

SEQUENCE 

The sequence of an operator's actions will be governed by his procedures and his 
training in the use of those procedures. If a procedure is meant to be followed in a 
precise step-by-step fashion, this must be made clear in the procedure. Train~ng is 
generally non-uniform in this area, with significant differences between 
instructors. Even when exact adherence to procedure sequence is not required, it is 
desirable to have the procedure sequence conform to the normal operational sequence. 
If training in that sequence is conducted in a uniform fashion, reinforced with the 
procedure which shows the same sequence, this will serve to improve operator 
performance in the accurate completion of that sequence by the development of patterns 
of action, which are more easily remembered than individual actions. 

A distinction must be made between "immediate" and 0 subsequent0 operator 
actions. Subsequent operator actions should be made with reference to the written 
procedure, so that the procedure sequence should dictate the operational sequence. 
Immediate actions, on the other hand, are to be completed prior to referencing the 
written procedure. The written procedure then serves as a check for completion of the 
immediate actions. Since it will be used in this check mode, the sequence of events 
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in the immediate actions should be the sequence in which the check is desired. 
However, since the immediate actions section will be used for training it may also 
dictate the sequence of operations prior to consulting the procedure. 

TIMING 

Timing of operator actions is governed to some extent by the procedure. In EPRI 
sponsored research the time required for each manipulation in a sequence had a median 
of approximately twenty seconds, while the ninety-five percent probability point for 
that distribution was at fifty seconds. Figure 1 graphically illustrates this data. 
In order to allow for those operator teams which will be slower than the average, 
don't count on manipulations much faster than one per minute if the time response is 
important. 

The structure of the procedures will cause further variation in the operator time 
response. The grouping of actions into procedural "steps" will produce a fine 
structure of operator time response variations. Each procedural step which is read 
and performed will require a certain amount of time. The time (from the completion of 
one step) to read and begin 'the next step's manipulations had a median of 
approximately thirty seconds with a ninety-five percent probability distribution 
extending to one hundred seconds. So each procedural step (which can consist of 
several manipulations) will require about one minute, two minutes allowing for slower 
operators. Figure 2 illustrates this data. 

Multiple manipulations within a procedural step will be accomplished very 
rapidly. If a step calls for 'two switches to be manipulated, ninety percent of the 
second manipulations will be completed within five seconds of the first, but the last 
ten percent of manipulations may extend as long as twenty-five seconds. Figure · 3 
illustrates this effect. If the switches are functionally similar, and grouped close 
together, more ·switches can be manipulated in a shorter time. Figure 4 shows the time 
between manipulations for a group of four switches. In this case the time between 
switch manipulations was within four seconds for ninety-five percent of operations. 

But the effect of procedural grouping is not as simple as it seems. If the 
valves are functionally different, and not physically grouped together, the procedural 
grouping does not speed operation. Figure 5 shows time between valves for a group of 
three. These valves show manipulation of a pair and then, following a longer pause, a 
third manipulation. These particular valves were very difficult to locate on the 
panel, which could also contribute to the relatively long times, up to sixty seconds 
at the tail of the distribution. The lesson to be learned here is that the procedural 
grouping must follow the panel grouping in order to promote speedy manipulation. 

ERROR RATE 

The impact of procedures on operator error rate is best illustrated by a few 
horror stories. The error rate for control-board related operator errors is about 
10-3 , or one error in a thousand operator manipulations. By "careful" design of 
procedures you can guarantee an error rate approaching one hundred percent. Obviously 
that is not a desirable goal,. so we should attempt to avoid those tricks which are 
known to guarantee high error rates. 

Format 

The format of written procedures has been found to be a surprisingly powerful 
performance shaping factor. It is important to avoid long narrative descriptions in 
procedures. Such procedures caused many errors of omission observed in the conduct of 
a PWR Turbine Startup. The procedure uses a checklist, but violates one of the 
cardinal rules of checklists by having one check to apply_ to more than one action. 
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TwO steps are reproduced here: 

16. ----

17. ----

With the throttle valves in the closed position (as indicated 
by ·position and lamps), trip the governor, interceptor and 
reheat stop valve by operating the overspeed trip mechanism 
either by hand trip located on the front of the governor end 
pedestal or with the 'solenoid trip. Determine that all 
valves close freely. The "governor valve position limit" 
indicator should be run down to zero before relatching the 
unit. 

Rel·atch the unit by depressing the turbine 0 latch0 pushbutton 
and turbine trip HS-47-24 to reset. Hold for about two 
seconds. The "unit trip" lamp will go out and the 0 latch0 

button will stay illuminated. Check that interceptor and 
reheat stop valves reopen fully as indicated by.the position 
and lamps. Governor and throttle valves should be in closed 
position. Depress the "governor valve position limit" raise 
to 100 percent and verify governors open fully. The 
"reference" and "setter" displays will be energized with 0000 
displayed and the "speed control" lamp will be illuminated. 

These are long narrative style procedures, calling for operator actions, verification 
of correct plant response, and additional operator actions. There is a tendency for 
the operator to perform the first action and check off that StE!P without completing 
the long narrative. For a small data set of five runs, the omission of the second 
manipulation later in each step was one hundred percent. This style of narrative 
procedure must be avoided. 

Much more subtle format problems can also have significant impact on operator 
performance. · During thirteen runs of a large LOCA exercise the omission rate (skipped 
steps) was four percent, or thirteen errors of omission out of three hundred and five 

. actions. Most errors are associated with a few switches rather than being randomly 
distributed throughout the sequence. Of the thirteen omission errors in the 
procedural sequence of manipulations, 75% occurred in two of the fifteen steps. The 
other errors were randomly distributed among the remaining switches. Study of the 
panel layout showed no particular reason why the high error rate should be associated 
with these two valves, but study of the procedure showed a variation in the format for 
these two steps. The beginning of the procedure is illustrated below: 

1. Stop both containment spray pumps (CSP) ("pull to lock in stop" to 
preclude the possibility of pump restart while realigning suction 
valves). 

2. Close the following valves: 
a. Close FCV-72-22 containment spray pump A-A suction from 

RWST. (1 minute) 

b. ____ _ Close FCV-72-21 containment spray pump B-B suction from 
RWST. (1 minute) 

Other steps on the page were in the format of Step 12. This·variation in procedural 
format may be the performance-shaping factor which causes the error.rate for Step il 
to be 25% as compared with 1% error rate for the other switches in. that procedure. 
This minor variation in procedure format is capable of increasing error rate ·almost an 
order of magnitude. In this case it is probably·not the specific format which matters 
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so much as the variation in format. Consistency throughout the procedures is a 
necessity in order to achieve a uniformly high standard of operator performance. 

Wording 

Wording of procedures is critical, and often neglected. The wording in the 
procedure must correspond exactly to the wording on panel labels. The importance of 
this is evidenced by data on a Steam Generator Tube Leak simulation. The procedure 
calls for operation of the "Steam Generator Power Operated Relief Valves (PORV)." The 
control panel has these valves labeled as "Steam Generator fl (or 2, 3, 4) Main Steam 
Header Dump Valve Control." To further promote confusion, the same valves are 
identified .on flow diagrams as "Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valves. n The 
procedure provided no valve numbers to reduce confusion. In a series of twelve 
simulated malfunctions, the operators failed to shut this valve in four cases. This 
omission rate of thirty-three percent is probably attributable to the confusion. ove~ 
labeling. Counter arguments would. say· that the operator should know what the 
procedure meanti that this is a training problem. This attitude is very prevalent and 
is a primary reason that procedures are in such sorry shape. It is not the operator's 
job to overcome difficulties with procedures. The procedures should be written so 
that there are no difficulties to overcome. 

Ending 

The end of a procedure is particularly subject to errors of omission. This is 
especially true if the last page of a procedure contains a few steps at the end of a 
long sequence. The last page is very prone to being physically detached and lost. 
Even if it is in the book, if there is no indication that the procedure continues on 
another page, the operator may terminate his sequence of actions early. This was the 
case in a series of simulated Nuclear Instrument failures. The procedure for that 
casualty reads: 

"IV. SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR ACTION 

A. Match Tavg with Tref• 

B. For single channel failure defeat all functions for the failed 
channel. 

1. The overpower rod stop for defective channel is bypassed 
with the rod stop bypass on NIS rack. 

2. The defective channel is removed from the automatic rod 
control power mismatch with the power mismatch bypass 
switch on NIS rack. 

3. The defective chanpel is removed from the detector current 
comparator with the upper and lower selector switch on NIS 
rack. 

(END OF PAGE) 

(NEW PAGE) 
4. The defective channel is removed from the comparator with 

the comparator defeat siwtch on NIS rack. 

S. The nuclear flux bistables are tripped by removing the 
control power fuses associated with the defective channel 
on the NIS rack. 0 

In ten runs, each requiring six manipulations to override a failed channel, two 
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switches were not manipulated. The omitted manipulations were in steps B.4 and B.5, 
located on the last page of the procedure. All other steps were on the previous 
page. These omissions indicate that the operator did not turn the page and check for 
additional instructions. Procedure layout seemed to effect operator performance 
negatively in this case. The solution to this problem could be simply a "continued" 
statement at the bottom of procedure pages and a "last page" statement at the end of 
the procedure. That does not guarantee that the operator will not terminate his 
procedure too soon, but it will provide a clear indication to him that more follows as 
he reads his procedure. 

SUMMARY 

In the course of our control room simulator research we have observed that 
written proc.edures can be a very potent performance shaping factor. Error probability 
is greatly increased by poor procedures. Narrative style procedures containing 
several actions cause omissions approaching 100% of later actions in a step. Listed 
steps which are inconsistent in format can be omitted more than 10% of the time. 
Wording is critical; a mismatch between procedure and control panel labeling can cause 
omission, rates up to 33%. 

In the aftermath of the TMI-2 accident both the industry and the NRC have become 
more aware of the role of the written procedure in minimizing - or contributing to -
human error, and have publishe~ new guidelines for the preparation [ 3',4] and 
evaluation [5,6] of procedures to be used in nuclear power plants. 

With procedures having such dramatic impact, the current emphasis on control 
panel revision and safety displays is misplaced. Much more risk reduction. per dollar 
can be achieved, and more rapidly, by cleaning up the procedures. 

This paper 
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REACTOR OPERATION FEED-BACK IN FRANCE 

C. FELTIN, B. FOUREST, J. LIBMANN 
FRANCE - IPSN - DSN 

ABSTRACT 

The Nuclear Safety Department (DSN), technical support of French Safety 
Authorities, is, in particular, in charge of the analysis of reactor operation 
and of measures taken consequently to incidents. 

It proposed the criteria used to select significant incidents 
such in,:idents. 

it analyzes 

DSN also analyzes the operating experience of each plant, several years 
after starting. It examines foreign incidents to assess in what extent lessons 
learned can be applied to french reactors. 

The ~xamples presented show that to improve the safety of units operation, 
the experience feed-back leads to make arrangements or modifications concerning 
not only circuits or materials but often procedures. Moreover they show the 
importance of procedures concerning the operations carried out during reactor 
shutdown. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Nuclear Safety of the Institute of Protection and Nuclear 
Safety is the technical support of French Safety Authorities. It plays therefore 
an important role in the analysis of french reactor operation and of measures 
taken consequently to incidents. Notice that, in FRANCE, twenty two 900 MWe PWR 
reactors are already in operation, under the responsability of a unique utility, 
Electricite de France. 

OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIENCE FEED-BACK 

The analysis of incidents and the evaluation of operating experience should 
head to several objectives : 

1) Detection of precursors of more severe accidents and definition of adequate 
corrective measures. 
The precursor ·incidents that justify an in depth examination are not only 

those candidate for resulting in core damage but also those likely to be more 
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frequent or capable to have higher effects than those anticipated during the 
desig~, on public as well as on the operating personnel. 

2) Assessment of weak points or strong points of facilities, in order to 
obtain a more consistent safety level, for future units as well as for the 
ones already in service. 
Power plant design and technical specifications were established on the 

basis of deterministic rules. Operating experience should make it possible to 
confirm those rules or to improve them. This aspect of the operating experience 
analysis is more likely to impact technical specifications and the man-machine 
interface. 

3) Validation, from the occurring incidents, of the probabilistic safety ana
lysis made a priori on the main systems. 

4) Verification of the adequacy of corrective measures set up following the 
above analysis. 
This is made by comparing the facility behaviour, sometimes over a long 

period of time, prior to and after the modification. 

These objectives will be reached only if the operating experience 
evaluation is made on high quality material. Any incident occurring on a 
facility, and that would be useful for one of the defined objectives, should be 
recorded as accurately as possible in order to be easily retrieved. In the 
practice, it means that computerized files are to be used. 

INCIDENT SELECTION AND REPORTING REQUIEREMENTS 

The events which occur in an operating facility are numerous. Safety Autho
rities do not have to analyze all of them in detail. The important point is to 
be sure that an efficient selection keeps for examination all those that can 
directly provide safety lessons, while avoiding that other events be lost. 

Two families can be distinguished 
- significant incidents candidate for being precursor incidents, 
- events, i.e. incidents which individually may not have a signification for 

safety, but could reveal important trends if they occur repeatedly. Any 
occurence that leads to an action statement of the Technical Specifications 
is considered as an event. 

A major step is then to define what are significant incidents ; this notion 
is not quite evident : for an operator an incident could be all the more signi
ficant as its actual consequences are serious for reliability for instance ; for 
Safety Authorities, what is important are the potential consequences of an inci
dent even if it had, in fact, no real consequence. 

So, the DSN proposed the following criteria defining significant incidents, 
then officialised by Safety Authorities 

1) automatic and manual reactor trip except reactor trips due to turbine trip 

2) safeguard system actuation 
safety injection 
containment isolation 
containment spray 
auxiliary feedwater 
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3) loss of safety function 
total loss of a safety system 
partial loss of a safety system that required or could have required a 
reactor shutdown according to technical specifications 
safety limit violation 
common cause failure that resulted or could have resulted in several 
failures in one or several safety system 

4) problem identified in design, fab~ication or operation that results in an 
operating condition not previously analysed or that could exceed design 
basis conditions 

5) any release of activity exceeding regulatory limits 

6) staff irradiation exc~eding regulatory limits 

7) nuclear or non nuclear incident resulting in death or severe wound 

8) external hazard (natural or man made) that could affect the safety of the 
plant 

9) sabotage (actual or attempted) that could affect the safety of the plant 

10) any incident deemed significant by the plant supervisor 

The significant incidents have to be formally notified to Safety 
Authorities, within 24 hours, by a phone call or a telex ; a detailed report, 
following a standard format, has to be .sent within a month. 

For .events, no formal notification is required : at the moment, regulatory 
bodies are informed by documentation exchange ; the system is being computerized 
events will be inserted in a data file to which they will have an access. Elec
tricite de France describes the system in another communication. 

INCIDENT ANALYSIS - LESSONS LEARNED FROM SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS 

Incident analysi~ is carried out by a dedicated staff who eventually can 
ask for support to specialists of particular items such as mechanical 
components, electrical supply, containnent and exhausting systems for instance : 

- some engineers are in charge of one site, that is generally four units, who 
ensure, for safety standpoint, the operation follow up 

- other are in charge of generic aspects of french incidents : this point is 
particularly important as the national nuclear program is large and 
standardized ; these engineer~ are also in charge of lessons learned from 
foreign incidents and examine iii what extent they can apply to french 
reactors. 

All the staff are informed of the incidents occurring on all reactors ; 
every week they meet to discuss them so as to select possible precursors : in 
that case an in depth analysis is decided to be made. An example of such an 
anlysis is given thereafter. This staff also made trends analysis : for 
instance, frequence and causes of safety injection actuation, frequence and 
causes of reactor trips, primary coolant leaks... At last, these engineers 

. ensure the follow up of circuit or equipments and procedures modifications on 
the different sites. 
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As an example of an in depth analysis, the incident on control rods with
drawal has been chosen because it shows the importance of the ·format of 
operating procedures, not only those related to accident and incident 
conditions, but also to normal operation, reactor shutdown, maintenance and 
periodic tests. 

This incident occurred in July 1981, at the BUGEY plant ; unit 2 was on 
shutdown for reloading ; during removal of the upper internals, the control rods 
remained coupled to their extension rods. The removal operation was interrupted 
after lifting 3. 5 meters when the control rods were still inserted 30 cm into 
their guide tubes. 

Boric acid was immediately added in order to maintain the negative reac
tivity margin required by technical specifications for the state of the unit 
(10 000 pcm) ; the margin provided by the boron concentration in the primary 
circuit was evaluated to be 6 000 pcm. 

Since the control rods were still partly in their guide tubes there was no 
difficulty in reinserting them into the core. Subsequent inspection and checks 
reveal no damage either to the control rods or to their guide tubes. 

The causes of the incident are mainly human related : 
- the operator executed his task hastily 

the procedure was improperly written : it was composed of two parts, a 
main text, completely describing the elementary operations, and a 
check list which summmarized them, but without mentioning important 
features. The operator looked only at the check list, as he thought he 
knew the procedure well, so that he systematically executed only part 
of one elementary operation during uncoupling the control rods from 
their extension rods ; ~oreover, he did not get aware of it, as a 
control point, specified in the procedure, was not mentioned in the 
check list. 

From the safety standpoint, this incident had no direct consequences. It 
did however bring about a temporary but significant reduction in the negative 
reactivity margin required to prevent return to criticality in the event of 
accidental dilution. 

With regard to its causes, the incident once again highlights the need to 
comply strictly with the written procedures. 

A last point is that a similar incident, affecting three control rods, 
occurred in March 1979 at FESSENHEIM. Following that incident, it was decided to 
introduce a second check on the decoupling prior to lifting the internals. This 
decision had not yet been put into application at BUGEY. 

PERIODIC ASSESSMENT OF UNITS OPERATION 

French procedure provides for three licensing steps. 

The first one results in the decree of authorization of creation, 
equivalent to a construction permit. 
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The second one corresponds to the authorization of loading. 

The third one ends by the authorization of normal operation. 

This latter procedure, specific to FRANCE, takes place after one or several 
years of full power operation and allows for a general assessment of unit opera
tion. 

It was applied to the FESSENHEIM power plant (two 900 MWe units) and more 
recently to the BUGEY power plant (four 900 MWe units). 

The latter examination dealt mainly with : 
- significant incidents that occurred since the loading, 
- scrams ans safety injections actuations, 

application of technical specifications (systems unavailability, cumu-
lated unavailabilities), · 

- less.ons learned from the operating experience, follow up of primary 
coolant activity, health physics, effluent treatment and waste 
releases, 

- maintenance and main modifications during refuelling. 

As an example, the examination has shown the difficulties encountered in 
using the spent fuel pool. cooling system as a back up for the residual heat 
removal system, since this provision had not been included in the BUGEY units 
design. The operating technical specifications have been consequently modified, 
and limit the cases when this back up can be used. 

The future examinations. to be done will concern the plants of TRI CASTIN, 
GRAVELINES and DAMPIERRE, each of which is equipped with four 900 MWe standar
dized units. 

This examination was thought to be very valuable and is foreseen to be done 
systematically, for each plant, several times along its life ; the period of 
this examination has not yet been determined ; however, Safety Authorities have 
decided to undertake it, at the beginning of 1983, for the CHOOZ plant, one 
300 MWE unit, which started 12 years ago. 

ANALYSIS OF FOREIGN ACCIDENTS 

Obviously any serious accident or incident occurring in any reactor in the 
world is of interest in FRANCE for Electricite de France as well as for the 
Safety Authorities. 

Theses accidents are analyzed, and a search for possible feed-back on 
french reactors is made. 

As an example, the rupture of steam generator tubes at DOEL (Belgium) led 
Electricite de France, with the agreement of the Safety Authorities, to modify 
the corresponding emergency procedure proposed by Westinghouse. 

In the Westinghouse procedure the blowdown and cooling of the primary 
coolant system are ·obtained by the voluntary opening of the PORV ; in the pro
cedure used now in FRANCE, they are obtained through a rapid cooling by the 
intact steam generators. The accident that occurred recently at GINNA seems to 
confirm this choice. 
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CONCLUSION 

To improve the safety of units operation, the experience feed-back leads to 
make arrangements or modifications concerning not only circuits or materials but 
often procedures. The implementation of these modifications should be made expe
ditiously so that the experience feed-back can have the maximum efficiency. On 
the contrary, the decision to modify a system or a procedure should not be taken 
in haste : a complete analysis should allow the consequences of the considered 
modification to be thoroughly evaluated. 
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(XMl10N'1EALTH EDISON OPERATING EXPERIENCE: 
THE PEDPLE FAC'IGR 

Larry Soth 

commonwealth Ekiison Company 
P.O. Box 767 

Chicago,. Illinois 60690 

ABS'IRACT 

Since 1955, Comnonwealth Ekiison's nuclear committment has evolved into 
three operating stations-, another .in startup, and two more under 
construction. Paralleling this evolution has been the investment in the 
personnel resources to operate, maintain, and manage these facilities. '!he 
personnel resource, its training and develoµnent, is the foundation for safe 
operation at any nuclear plant - the people factor. '!he personnel 
requirement at Etlison has expandedand evolved with each station .to meet ever 
increasing regulatory requirements •. An extensive training organization has 
been developed to emphasize the importance of the "man" side of the htman 
factors man/machine interface. Personnel errors are investigated to identify 
and correct the root causes, and outstanding personnel performance is 
recognized by the Company. 

Corranonwealth Ekiison Company operates the largest nuclear generating capacity 
of any utility in the United States, with about 5400 megawatts in operation at three 
Stations and another 6600 megawatts in startup and under construction at three 
additional sites. The Company serves about 2·.9 million customers in a northern 
Illinois service area that covers one fifth of the State including the Chicago area 
and includes 70%.of the State's J;X>pulation~In the past 22 years during which Etlison 
has been operating nuclear generating stations, the Corrpany has amassed 82 
reactor-years of operating experience, produced 290 million megawatt hours of 
electricity with nuclear fuel, and compiled an extensive record of safe and reliable 
operation. Some of these accomplishments include: 

1. Dresden Unit 2 set a world availability record both in 1978 (94.1%) and 
1980 (93.4%) ~ 

2. Zion unit 1 generated more kilowatt hours than any other unit in the 
u.s. in 1978~ 

3. Ekiison has had record continuous runs on Quad Cities Unit 1 of 206 days 
in 1979 and 260 days on Zion Unit 1 in 1981-1982~ 

4. Jror the past 10 years Etlison has generated more nuclear J;X>Wer than any 
other utility in the country. 
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Comnonwealth Edison's commitbnent to nuclear power has been paralleled by an 
equal comnittment to the personnel resources to operate, maintain, and manage these 
facilities. Fbr it is the investment in personnel that is the foundation for safe 
operation at any nuclear plant - the people factor. 

Ole area of considerable interest since 'IMI has been in human factors 
engineering to address the me "Action Plan" requirement for a "detailed control room 
design review". 'lhis discipline deals with the man/machine interface and the 
emphasis seems to be on the "machine" side since there is so much information 
available from military and aerospace applications. An Electric Power Research 
Institute study l completed in 1977 on the human factors aspect of control room 
design illustrates the potential for control board improvement and was performed for 
EHU by an aerospace company. '!he emphasis, however, should be equally on the "man 11 

side of the- man/machine interface. '!he control boards may be less than optimum, but 
with training and experience gained on simulators the o:Perators can and do learn to 
use them effectively. 

In just the past decade Edison has seen many changes in the generation of 
electricity with nuclear power. We have seen the evolution of quality assurance, 
security, fire protection, environmental and other regulatory concerns. Since 1979, 
we have seen a revolution in regulatory activities under various banners of action 
plans, NUREG's, bulletins, and orders. Our nuclear organization has expanded with· 
new stations and evolved to meet these additional requirements. From a staff of 
around 100 at Dresden l in 1960 the Nuclear Stations Division now numbers over 2600 
at 6 stations and at the headquarters office in Chicago plus another 350 people in 
other corporate deparbnents like engineering, licensing, and training to support the 
Stations. Positions nonexistent at Dresden l developed over the years to meet new 
requirements first as collateral duties, then full time positions, then groups of 
people and finally entire departments. · 

We now have three Assistant Superintendents at each Station where five years 
ago there was only one person in this position. 

In .Maintenance, in addition to Foremen and three levels of mechanics we now 
have Work Analysts to prepare work procedures and obtain the necessary parts, and 
Schedulers to arrange personnel work schedules and assignments to equalize radiation 
exposures in the work groups".· 

In q;>erating, the basic shift complement of licensed Shift Engineer, Shift 
Fbreman, control board Nuclear Station Operators, Equipnent Operator, and unlicensed 
Equipnent Attendants now includes Radwaste Foremen and Edison's answer to the shift 
technical advisor: '!he Station Control Room Engineer - a degreed engineer stationed 
in the Control Room with a Senior Reactor <:perator's license. '!he cperating 
Department also includes Outage Coordinators to develop and implement computerized 
refueling outage schedules and Radwaste Planners to oversee radwaste activities and 
schedule shipments to the burial sites. 

'!he gate watchman at Dresden l is now a contracted guard force under the. 
direction of a Security l\dministrator who is supported by a headquarters security 

. organization. 

'!he thermal engineer, nuclear engineer, chemist, and health physicist of 20 
years ago are now a Technical Staff and other departments with groups of people in 
these jobs.plus several other assigned personnel and groups such as Quality Control, 
In-Service Inspection, AI.ARA Coordinator, Fire Marshall, Licensing, Procedures 
Coordinator, Computer Coordinators, and systems groups - Primary, Radwaste, HVAC. 
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'lhe f.bdification Coordinator's list of outstanding design changes is now a 
long computer printout and the work is handied in part by a Projects Group. '!he 
Stations complete 100 to 250 modifications a year and have an outstanding backlog of 
250 to 350 modifications and backfits being engineered, installed, or scheduled for 
completio.n during outages. With modifications come drawing changes and procedure 
changes. The Print Room of a decade ago is now a microfilm Central Files with 
Supervisor, Nuclear DOcunent Clerk, and other clerks. 'lhe procedure changes from 
modifications and new procedures that were once handled by typists are now the 
province of Word Processing Equipnent Clerks, and the thousands of procedures are 
stored on floppy discs and duplicated for distribution with the largest duplicating 
machines available. 

All these people and many others involved with the nuclear stations need 
training and retraining. In 1960 the position of Training Supervisor was created at 
Dresden to organize and manage the necessary training. Etlison encouraged General 
Electric to build a control room simulator for Dresden Unit 2 and the G.E. Training 
Center in Morris was opened in 1968 in time to support training for the startup of 
Dresden 2 and 3 and established simulator as an important tool for operator 
training. Westinghouse completed a Training Center at ·zion in 1972 with a Zion Unit 
1 simulator and a training reactor. '!he Station training organization has expanded 
from one Coordinator as recently as 10 years ago to schedule vendor training to 
present Training Department staffs of from 10 to 18 people per Station and extensive 
in-house training. A centralized Production Training Department·was formed in 1980 
for all generating station training activities and will be moving into a new 
facility near Braidwood Station later· this year. 'lhis Center will house a 
Production Training Department staff of 100 people and include simulators for 
LaSalle and Byron/Braidwood plus classrooms; shops, and laboratories. 'Ibis facility 
will handle approximately 1,200 trainees per year with the individual Station 
Training Departments continuing to provide site-specific training. '!he extensive 
resource conmittment and emphasis on training is a characteristic of Etlison in 
relation to "the people factor'.' and is irrp>rtant to reliable nuclear plant operation 
at any utility. 

A recent article in Nuclear News 2 reported on the just completed Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory study "Precursors to Severe Core Damage" corranissioned~by the 
me. 'lhe study was an evaluation of over 19,000 Licensee Event Reports (URs) filed 
up to the time of the 'IMI incident. Of the 19,000 LERs reviewed 529 were studied in 
detail and of these 169 events seiected as p0tential "precursors" of severe core 
damage, ranked in order of potential severity, and 52 events were judged to have had 
a significant probability of leading to core damage. 'lhirty-eight percent of all 
the LER's studied, including the first three on the list, were said to have involved 
"human error" which is another side to "the people factor". 

In 1981 Power Engineering 3 reported on an analysis of 23,000 LERs covering 
all reportable events at nuclear plants from 1972 to 1978. 'Ibis is essentially the 
same body of operational data reviewed recently by CRNL in the "Precursor" report. 
'lhe earlier study disclosed that some 4,000 LERs (only 17.4%) were related to human 
performance and of 800 studied in detail only three were related to an operator 
reaching for the wrong control because of its poor location, similarity in shape to 
another.control, or color coding. 

When the phrase "human error" is applied to a power plant, the "human" 
immediately identified in the listeners mind is the operator at the control board. 
In fact, most LERs with a personnel error Cause Code occur outside the control room 
and usually by someone not in the Operating Department of the plant. '!he keyword 
index in the m.c•s monthly LER Compilation reflects this and under PERSONNEL ERRCR 
says to: 
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SEE OONS'IR.lCI'ION PERSONNEL; 
CDN'lRAC'IlR PERSONNEL; 
FAIUJRE, DESIGN ERRCR; 
FAILURE, FABRICATION ERRCB; 
FAILURE, INSTALIATION ERRCR; 
FAILURE, MAINTENANCE ERRCB; 
FAILURE, OPERA'IOR ERRCR; 
LICENSED OPERA'.KR; 
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL; 
IDNLICENSED OPERA'KR; 
RADIATION PERSONNEL; 

F.dison's Nuclear Safety Department prepares an annual review of LERs from our 
facilities to identify trends to upper management. During the past five years our 
plants have submitted a total of 255 to 377 LERs each year of which those identified 
with a personnel error Cause Code range from 13% to 17% annually. Fbr the 261 LERs 
submitted in 1981, 43 were given a personnel error Cause Code. Of these 43, 45% 
were the result of failure to meet various surveillance or regulatory requirements -
samples not taken, surveillance tests not performed in the required interval, etc. 
'Ihe personnel involved in the remaining 55% included designers, engineers, 
maintenance personnel, contractors, radiation personnel, as well as operators. The 
few errors related to actual mispositioned valves and switches were on components 
external to the control room, usually in areas where construction backfit work was 
in progress. last year Zion Station had two unscheduled shutdowns resulting from 
contractors working on the Technical Support Center and this year our BVR. plants 
have had four unscheduled shutdowns from contractors bwnping instrwnent racks in the 
plants. 

In addition to identifying the cause all LERs also identify the corrective 
actions taken regarding the reportable item. Fbr personnel errors these actions 
include reinstruction, retraining, procedure changes, or increased supervision of 
contractor activities. 'Ihese actions are desirable but frequently the basic root 
cause of an error is not fully evaluated. 

At &Uson, a closer look is taken at significant personnel errors through our 
Professionalism Program which was begun in 1978. The emitiasis is on analyzing and 
correcting error causing situations rather than on the personnel involved. 
Operational events at any of our generating stations that are, or suspected to be, 
the result of personnel error which result in injury, damage, unit shutdown or 
derating, or violation of regulations are investigated. 

'Ihe primary tool used for the investigation is the PRO Event Report which 
includes information similar to that found in an LER. It provides an event 
description, an evaluation of the root causes, an estimate of the consequences to 
emphasize the seriousness of the error, as well as the corrective action. The 
program has a strong emphasis on corranunications and feedback from the reports is 
provided to all stations with tailgate and training sessions. 

The program is showing positive results. The causes which were identified as 
most prevelent after the first year of event reporting were violation of the 
protective card procedure, not knowing the status of equipnent, and being on the 
wrong equipnent. 'Ihese are now blamed for less than 10% of the errors. The 
replacement power cost for outages and deratings caused by personnel errors is now 
around 1% of the amount before the program was implemented. 
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The event report program was subsequently expanded to provide for recognition 
of outstanding performance by our employees, a positive but seldom recognized aspect 
of "the people factor." 

This program, limited to generating stations personnel, includes a nomination 
and selection process resulting in selection of up to eight "IRO's of the Quarter" 
and, at year end, one of these 32 is selected as "PRO of the Year". 'Ihe personnel 
selected as !RO of the Quarter receive recognition at a luncheon, a distinctive hard 
hard hat and jacket, and a weekend "get away package" at a local resort. The 
nominator receives recognition and a cash award. The !RO of the Year receives 
similar recognition at a banquet and a one week resort vacation package. The 
nominators are supervisory personnel and, significantly, only bargaining unit 
personnel are eligible for nomination. 
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY AND RELIABILITY 
IMPROVEMENTS DERIVED FROM 

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS 

E. L. Zebroski, and S. L. Rosen 

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The frequency and distribution of significant events at 
operating nuclear power plants can be used as one of several indices 
to obtain a preliminary indication of unit and/or utility 
performance in the development and implementation of improvements 
aimed at reducing the probability or consequences of troublesome 
events. Initial data of this type are presented along with 
qualifications on the validity of such indicators. Planned further 
steps to improve this as a performance indicator are noted. 

INTRODUCTION 

A principal recommendation contained in the Kemeny Commission's 
report 1 on the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island (TMI)-2 was that the 
industry needed an effective system for learning from operating experi
ence. The Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion ~NRC) incorporated a similar 
recommendation into its principal document on responses to the accident 
at TMI. 

Many utility companies operating nuclear plants, the NRC, and each 
reactor supplier had some procedures in place for review of operational 
experience prior to 1979. Internationally, several systems existed, but 
with a modest degree of coverage and content. However, these systems have 
been limited in effectiveness. Each one has looked at a relatively small 
portion of the total experience base. Proprietary and organizational 
traditions also impede technical communication both within and between 
organizations. Until recently, no rigorous system existed for sifting, 
evaluating, and building a cumulative national or international base of 
experience. Even where the lessons from a troublesome event have been 
analyzed, there often was only limited and fragmentary communication of 
these results or their importance to other operating utilities. Finally, 
until recently, no system existed for convenient access to the cumulative 
experience base by those who needed to make practical, detailed use of the 
information. 
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The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), and the Nuclear 
Safety Analysis Center (NSAC), have developed comprehensive programs for 
the timely analysis and rapid dissemination of specific plant operating 
experience and the analysis of generic problems affecting many plants. 

In addition, INPO conducts intensive evaluation and assistance 
activities that review the operation, management, and technical support 
activities of all U.S. utilities that have nuclear power operations. INPO 
also develops and ranks the priority of recommendations for reducing the 
likelihood or consequences of problems derived from operating experience 
and its analysis. Criteria for plant operations, management, training 
accreditation and technical support functions have been·established and 
refined. 

The programs on timely analysis, dissemination of specific operating 
experience, and analysis of generic problems have evolved into an inter
national cooperative effort now involving utilities in twelve countries in 
addition to the U.S. Other participants include nuclear steam supply 
system vendors and architect-engineering firms. This broad-based, 
extensive interchange of practical experiences and personnel has, and will 
further, assist in additional improvements in nuclear power plant 
availability and safety. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMATIC INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE 

The cumulative base of light water reactor (LWR) operating experience 
is still mainly in the USA. However, the total LWR capacity in operation 
in countries outside the USA is now slightly greater than in the USA and 
is increasing. 

For problems or kinds of events or deviations that occur frequently, 
it is practical to depend mainly on the local experience of one or a few 
plants. For less common events, it is desirable to draw on a larger base 
of experience; for example, all the plants in a given country in which 
there are a dozen or more plants in operation. For low-frequency events, 
especially events with large consequences (or the evident potential for 
large consequences in either safety or cost), it is prudent to make 
thorough use of the largest possible base of experience and analysis that 
is available. The following is a pyramid of available experience for 
safety-related decision-making: 

- one individual engineer's experience 
- one plant engineering group 

- one plant's cumulative experience 
- one company or power system - cumulative 

- one plant family tree 
- related plant types - regional, national 

- nuclear plants' world experience base 

For problems of operating reliability, it is common and practical to 
make many decisions on the basis of local experience. For low probability 
but high consequence problems, use of the full base of experience and 
analysis is prudent. The interchange of practical, timely information 
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between countries has occurred to only a limited extent through regulatory 
agencies, licensing agreements, and international technical meetings. 
However, such exchanges are often at the level of general principles or 
specific hardware changes. Government exchanges tend to focus on 
regulatory interests and usually do not involve fully effective 
dissemination and feedback steps. None of these exchanges has been 
rigorous and comprehensive in coverage. A utility-to-utility 
communication network on practical operating experience and its analysis 
is now available through INPO. Examples of other available information 
channels on this network are an emergency hotline, preoperational testing, 
owner's group activities, emergency planner's information and radiological 
protection. 

The experience exchange system covering all U.S. LWR plants is now 
fully operational. A world experience base is developing and will be 
possible within the next few years. 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM 

As INPO developed and expanded its activities during 1981, an Inter
national Participation Program was formed to exchange operating experience 
and technical information with nuclear plant operators in other countries. 

An accident or significantly deficient operation at a nuclear plant 
in any country affects all other plants worldwide. The Three Mile Island 
accident had considerable impact overseas. Previously existing inter
national organizations have not been able to provide means for communi
cation among the nuclear utilities actually engaged in the operation of 
nuclear plants. 

International participants contribute to the funding of INPO and NSAC 
so that the International Program is financially self-supporting. 
Participation is open to international organizations involved with the 
operation of nuclear power plants for the purpose of producing 
electricity. 

With the exception of on-site evaluations, international participants 
receive the same benefits as INPO's domestic members. The NOTEPAD 
computer conferencing network was made international in 1981, and it is 
supplemented by regular mailings of INPO and NSAC publications. In addi
tion, through working visits and workshops, technical information is 
exchanged in such areas as event analysis, the plant evaluation process 
and operator training. 

INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPANTS 

The programs utilized at INPO for the analysis of operating 
experience have attained a large degree of application in essentially all 
nuclear operating utilities in the U.S. This work is now accessible by 
leading utilities in the following countries that are participants in the 
International Program of .INPO and NSAC (Table I). 
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COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Brazil 

c·anada 

France 

Germany 

Great Britain 

Italy 

Japan 

Mexico 

Spain 

Sweden 

Taiwan 

TABLE I 

INPO International Participants 

OPERATING UTILITY 
OR REPRESENTING 
AGENCY 

Electronucleaire 

Furnas 

Ontario Hydro 

EdF 

RWE 

CEGB 

ENEL 

CRIEPI 

CFE 

TECNATOM 

RKS 

TAI POWER 

o Participants represent 103 operating units with 61.9 gigawatts capacity 
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ANALYSIS OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

The comprehensive system to analyze and record operating experience 
systematically is now in its third year of operation. This system is 
call~d the Significant Events Evaluation and Information Network (SEE
IN). 

The significant events analysis program was developed jointly by INPO 
and NSAC. Its operation has been centered at INPO since 1982; NSAC 
provides technical support on generic issues and on low probability events 
that might have large consequences. 

The process for recognizing and codifying both obvious and obscure 
precursors to more serious events is now a reasonably mature and rigorous 
discipline. The processes for rapid, thorough dissemination of the facts, 
the lessons learned, and the recommended remedies have been developed and 
implemented for all participating utilities, domestic and international. 
When recommendations are made, they are usually functional rather than 
prescriptive. This means that several different ways of achieving. the 
function that. needs to be provided or strengthened can be considered. 
Different options need to be considered since they may differ in practi
cality, effectiveness, and cost in different ways for different plants. 
Plants of different designs or ages differ in some details of design and 
in operating and maintenance practices. There are usually several 
different practical approaches to remedies, by design or control changes 
or by maintenance or operating procedures. (Such changes often involve 
some changes in the details of training, as well.) In some cases, the 
issue has already been perceived and taken care of adequately by the 
utility. More specific recommendations are sometimes made in the form of 
Operation and Maintenance Reminders (O&MRs). These are often based on 
successful remedies already developed or in use in some plants. 

If the information from this program is digested and recommendations 
are regularly· implemented in a timely way, ther~ can be a reduction.in the 
frequency and severity of unexpected, troublesome events. 

A retrospective look at the frequency distribution of the number of 
significant events on a plant-by-plant basis is compiled in Figure 1. In 
principle, the frequency and relative risk of a plant's significant events 
can be used to assess, in an integrated, albeit inexact way, the overall 
performance of the hardware, people, and management control systems. It 
is of interest that the data on Figure 1 shows that 30 percent of the 
plants had 60 percent of the significant events. What is not shown on 
Figure 1 is a weighting of these events by relative risk. INPO efforts in 
the future will tend to focus on a semi-quantitative system for developing 
these indices. Taken together with the significant event frequency data, 
these indices will be useful for identifying the plant or plants where 
improvements in operational performance can have the greatest impact on 
overall risk reduction. 

Figure 2 presents the same data in the form of a cumulative proba
bility distribution. This shows that 7 percent of the domestic units in 
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operation had no significant event in the 30 month period 1980 to mid-
1982. Thirty-five percent of the units had zero or one event, and 45 
percent had two events or less (the 5o·percentile or median point 
corresponds to 2.1 events). 

About 20 percent of the units had four or more events. This is twice 
as many as the median of the population (or more). This does not 
necessarily mean in every case a greater expectation of future troublesome 
events for this group. For example, where timely and decisive actions are 
taken by a utility to remedy the known contributing causes, the repetition 
of troublesome events can be avoided. There are also some differences in 
technical specifications for newer units, which result in a larger number 
of reportable events. 

However, a continued membership in the population of units with four 
or more events, say two or more per year, is a clear signal for management 
attention. Some combination of greater technical, operational, or 
managerial -resources may need to be allocated and mobilized. Since 
significant events are often associated with costly outages, financially 
it is prudent management to raise the level of such resource allocation. 
This incentive is applicable and independent of the fact that most 
"significant events" are benign in terms of actual risk to the public. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF IMPROVEMENTS DERIVED FROM 
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS 

Regardless of the success of the screening, analysis, and 
dissemination programs currently in operation, these efforts can have 
little value unless they result in changes that improve the safety or 
reliability of the current generation of operating nuclear power plants. 
Implementation of improvements is the key issue. 

Figure 3 identifies the typical steps in the implementation 
process. Each utility must screen the incoming source material for 
applicability to their particular situation. This screening process must 
be done by senior, knowledgeable individuals who have the maturity and 
perspective to allow them to abstract and generalize the operational 
analysis information to their particular plant or management control 
system configuration. If successful, this inferential process of 
generalization will find the applicable nugget of information in the 
report and will extract and distill it to specific applicability to the 
situation in that utility company's operation. One symptom of potential 
trouble at this stage in the process is failure to provide a searching, 
thoughtful review. This "rush to disposition" operational analysis infor
mation can defeat even the best executed screening, analysis, and 
dissemination efforts. Here, utility management can have an immediate, 
positive impact for safety by encouraging the growth of a positive climate 
for thorough analysis and properly controlled change implementation. 

Another rich vein for analysis and valuable "lessons-learned" is each 
utility's own experience. Events that happen at a company's own 
facilities have a high potential for the subsequent identification of 
important corrective actions. Utilities with excellent track records for 
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safety and operational reliability invariably make extensive use of this 
rich source of information. Use of this important experience base can 
sometimes be limited by a failure to classify operational events properly 
at a company's own facilities into those events that require careful, 
retrospective analysis and those that have a lower potential for useful 
operational information development. A rigorous process, involving senior 
nuclear management review at the decisional stage of the classification 
process, is a hallmark of a sophisticated self-analysis process. 

Traditional studies and considerations of alternatives are employed 
once information from external or internal sources is found to contain 
opportunities for improvement. The decisional process will usually 
involve some balancing of reduction in risk or improvement in reliability 
against the cost of commitment of additional resources in money, manpower, 
or management attention. At present, this balancing process is fairly 
subjective and judgmental. INPO has identified a major goal for our 
future efforts in this area. Our plan is to attempt to provide, even if 
only in some semi-quantitative manner, risk-reduction indices for each of 
our recommendations. Use of event trees and comparative assessments of 
the risks of various sequences considering alternative system configur
ations will likely figure prominently in this future effort. 

Once the decision to make a necessary change in hardware, procedures, 
or training has been identified, effective systems will have considerable 
administrative resources deployed to track the status of the on-going 
implementation process. These tracking systems will provide management 
with routine signals of orderly implementation progress and "alert" alarms 
if implementation appears to be going badly. Prompt corrective action by 
knowledgeable management can keep a good effort on target despite the 
usual difficulties inherent in the change process. 

Once implemented, changes should be reviewed for effectiveness. 
Routine tracking of post-implementation performance of modified sytems is 
necessary to ensure the changes made have achieved the desired results. 

INPO evaluation teams regularly review the progress of domestic 
utilities towards implementation of INPO corrective action recommen
dations. These recommendations are transmitted to INPO members and 
participants as part of INPO's Significant Operating Experience Reports 
(SOERs). The recommendations are provided along with the following color-
coded suggested priority for attention: · 

RED 
YELLOW -
GREEN 

Immediate Attention 
Prompt Attention 
Normal Attention 

Figure 4 shows the number of domestic plants which the INPO evaluations 
considered to have satisfactorily implemented the "Immediate Attention" 
(Red) recommendations at the time of the evaluations. Data for evalua
tions through July 198~are shown on Figure 4. Of the 41 plants evaluated 
through July 1982, more than half (23 out of 41) had satisfactorily 
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implemented more than 50 percent of the outstanding "Immediate Attention" 
recommendations. 

IN CONCLUSION 

It is important for the world energy picture that the network of 
cumulative learning be made as complete as possible. In some cases, this 
requires overcoming some traditional habits of uncommunicativeness among 
reactor operators, government regulators, and commercial suppliers. There 
has been a general pattern of treating some aspects of operating 
information as pro~rietary. Most utility managements and many suppliers 
now recognize that it is in their common interest for operating experience 
and basic remedies to be communicated promptly and widely to other 
o~erating utilities that are in a position to benefit from such infor
mation. The interest of safety and continuity of large scale energy 
production should take precedence over habits of secrecy. An important 
responsibility for management is to help overcome either operational or 
commercial defensiveness, which can impede the communication of infor
mation on events and lose the benefits resulting from such information. 

Historically, for each 10 or 20 "significant" events, there occurs a 
total of about one unit year of outages in excess of refueling times. (It 
is recognized that there are other sources of extended outages besides 
operating events, for example, required backfits or major replacements 
resulting from original deficiencies in design, fabrication, or 
materials.) We cannot, as yet, prove a causal relationship between 
reductions in the frequency of significant events and reductions in 
extended outages. However, if such a relationship becomes established 
from plant statistics, we can already estimate the limiting value of the 
possible benefits of systematic implementation of lessons learned from 
operating experience. Reducing the average numb~r of significant events 
per reactor unit by 20 percent would imply a savings of over one reactor 
year of additional energy production for the population of U.S. 
reactors. On the same basis, the limit of the world saving from a 20 
percent reduction in significant events would amount to a savings of about 
two unit years of added energy production. The value of this energy is 
about $500 million in a two-year period. 

Reduction in the likelihood of major outages is a major benefit to 
individual units, to the local region, and to the whole industry, national 
and international. While the exact sizes of such benefits are specu
lative, the general relationships discussed above should be interesting to 
prudent owners, managers, operators, and to insurors of nuclear power 
units. 

The timely implementation of remedies against the repetition of 
significant events and the obtainment of the consequent potential benefits 
require the following: 

(1) management commitment 

(2) mobilization of technical and material resources 

(3) well-analyzed and conveniently available 
technical information 

The systematic analyses of operating experience and the process of 
plant evaluations contributes to these essential ingredients. 
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ABSTRACT 

Steam vapor explosions (FCI's), possibly occuring during a severe core 
meltdown of a LWR are assessed. Important input parameters like amount, com
position and physical data of the melt before the interaction are given and 
discussed on behalf of computer program calculations. The failure modes of 
the core supporting structure are discussed together with the behavior of 
the melt in the collapse- and premixing phase for two cases: Dry and water 
covered core at the beginning of the accid~nt. In the latter case, chances 
for a severe FCI are estimated to be higher. The premixing and fuel-coolant 
interaction phase is investigated also; estimations show, that large scale 
premixing of fuel and melt, necessary for a severe, coherent FCI, is possible 
only under very improbable circumstances. Assuming a large scale FCI, effects 
of shock waves and rapid gross steam production are discussed. 

STEAM VAPOR EXPLOSIONS AND THE COURSE OF THE MELTDOWN PROCESS 

Various possibilities for the occurrence of a very unlikely (less than lo-5/reactor 
year), severe core meltdown process exist. In most cases, large amounts of water 
(several cubic meters) are present in the concrete vault or in the lower plenum of 
the reactor vessel at the same time as molten fuel or various fuel-structure mix-
tures (corium) are present somewhere in the reactor in this case. 

Several significant key questions are yet to be answered in order to calculate 
the chances for a severe fuel coolant interaction and to evaluate the consequences 
(risk assessment) . The most important one is the estimation of the amount, composi
tion, position and temperature of molten material present at any time before the 
occurance of a FCI. Here, large scale - and very expensive - core meltdown experi
ments would give the desired information. In lack of these, the following conclusions 
have to be based on theoretical and experimental investigations performed so far. 
Three phases - possibly prerequisites also - can be distinguished, namely formation 
of melt, fuel coolant interactions, energy release and pressure load on safety related 
reactor components,e.g. pressure vessel and containment. These three phases will be 
discussed as follows. 

FORMATION AND MOTION OF MOLTEN MATERIAL 

Core material will be melted during a severe loss of coolant accident within a 
few hours after initiation of the accident, past appr. 15 min at the earliest, de
pendent on the type of reactor, power history and power level before the accident and 
- strongly - on the course of the accident /1/. Since not all of the various possi-
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bilities can be discussed here, we shall pick out two extremely different cases, 
namely a complete loss of coolant accident with a) a dry, b) a completely covered core; 
any case in between might be considered as somewhat less distinct with respect to 
effects which can be seen from one of the two extreme cases distinguished above. 

In case a), MELSIM-EXMEL calculations show, that the core is heated up gradually 
with some zirconium oxidation depending on temperature·- and steam flow distribution 
in the core. The core regions, and the time where melting starts are fairly well
known from theory and experiments (see for instance /2/, /3/); the behavior of lique
fied material is also known for a certain time thereafter. For the later phase, how
ever, the behavior of the core material is not so well known, predominantly due to 
a lack of accurate data on core debris formation and -transport as well as with 
respect to heat transfer through more or less liquefied and degraded core structures, 
especially towards the lower core regions and within the core supporting structure. 
Here, in many aspects, definitely more experimental evidence is required in order to 
back up the theories and models necessary - and partly available - to describe such 
type of an accident well enough to get the desired answers with respect to the steam 
vapour explosions risk and in order to evaluate fission product release and transport 
in such cases. Nevertheless, important conclusions can be drawn for this particular 
case from the theoretical and experimental information available. It is assumed, that 
the liquefied core material will start to move relatively easily and slowly - in a 
type of stop and go procedure - through the core before large amounts of material 
form a completely molten region. It can be shown, that such regions would not be 
stable and move rather quickly through the core, especially because of the low tempe
rature gradients. In other words, the lower core regions plus the core supporting 
structure will be heated up rather fast too, they are expected to fail therefore, 
before larger amounts of core material are completely melted. Three extreme cases for 
the penetration and failure of the core supporting structure are shown in Fig. 1. 
In Case 1 liquefied core material may penetrate downward through the core and 
supporting structure heating up the lower core regions and core supporting structure, 
before a large amount of completely molten material is formed anywhere in the core 
above. Hence, failure of the core supporting structure and interaction of core ma
terial with large amounts of water in the lower plenum is assumed to occur in a stage 
where the necessary conditions for a large scale steam vapor explosion are not ful
filled yet. Nevertheless, a violent thermodynamic, mechanical and chemical interaction 
between the core material and the water is expected, causing rapid generation of large 
amounts of steam (steam spiking) and possibly hydrogen to be considered for further 
risk assessment (pressure buildup, hydrogen problems, fission product release and 
transport), especially in case of core meltdown under high pressure conditions. How
ever, the formation of a severe detonation wave due to a large scale fuel-coolant 
interaction, involving fine fragmentation of the core is not expected in this case. 

In case b), the completely covered core to start with, will, according to the 
post decay heat input, gradually boil off its water content. Computer calculations /4/ 
show,in which manner the uncovered core regions will be heated, when the zirconium 
reacts with steam and when the core starts to melt. 

The calculations show, that melting occurs already in the upper core regions 
while the lower structure is still covered by water. Only small amounts of small 
core debris are expected to penetrate through the water level during the dry out of 
the core because the channel width is small and may even be reduced in certain re
gions substantially by means of ballooning and cracking of fuel pins, etc. There
fore, it is assumed that there is no motion of either liquefied or solid material 
beyond the water level to a substantial amount. Calculations show, however, that 
the formation of larger amounts of molten material can occur in this case also. The 
molten region will follow the water level downward the core, increasing its amount, 
but being separated from the water by a partially rather solid, fuel-pin supported 
layer of partially refrozen core debris, which from time to time will melt (soften) 
and/or break (regionwise - stability dependent) the supporting structure stepwise or 
continuously. Since a motion of the melt in radial direction is also not likely to 
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occur because of the radial heat loss and temperature decrease (cooling by by-pass 
flowing vapor, heat radiation to the core surrounding structure, etc.), the melt can 
be considered to be enclosed and therefore, a large amount of core material may be 
present when the core supporting structure fails eventually. It still can be assumed, 
however, that in most cases, the failure will occur at one or more individual end
plates (see Fig. 1, Case 2), through which the melt may pour into the water, causing 
possibly severe steam vapor explosions. 

However, a massive break down (see Fig. 1, Case 3) cannot be excluded complete
ly because the detailed mechanism of the interaction of the downward moving melt with 
the core supporting structure is not known well enough to draw such a rigorous con
clusion. On the other hand, with respect to steam vapor explosions, this latter 
Case 3 is probably the one with the highest potential for violent large scale steam 
vapor explosions. It must, however, be noted here, that all cases are very proble
matic, especially triggering of large FCI's by means of entrapment interactions has 
to be taken into consideration also. 

PREMIXING AND FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTION 

In this section, the interaction between large amounts of melt and coolant will 
be looked at in the pressure vessel (interactions in the vault after failure of the 
pressure vessel seem to be less severe in most cases). During failure of the core 
supporting structure two main cases have to be distinguished, namely the case of 
pouring of melt into the lower plenum (Fig. 1, Case 1 and 2) and the case of massive 
breakdown (Fig. 1, Case 3). In the former case, only under particular circumstances 
like establishing and triggering of a coarse mixed system (e.g. by entrapment of 
water by means of melt) after a large mass of melt has gathered at the bottom of the 
vessel a strong interaction can be possible. Some evidence for the occurance of such 
thermal detonations exists /5/. On the other hand, regarding the conditions in the 
RPV, the masses involved are restricted by the delay time, which may be given by the 
time of stable film boiling. Thus, to get the maximum masses interacting, this time 
has to be compared with the rate of the fuel mass poured into the water. In a first 
approach this rate was estimated to be approx. 800 kg/s (best-estimate value in /6/}, 
assuming that only one end plate breaks during a relevant time scale of stable mix
ture. The time required for the penetration of fuel through the water and that of 
vapor film stability are the limiting factors, i.e. a few seconds for initial fuel 
temperatures at approx. 2000 K. Using these data, a maximum of a coherently reacting 
fuel mass of a few tons can be estimated. On the other hand the simultaneous break-up 
of several end plates, i.e. caused by a small vapor explosion could also occur, thus 
leading to a higher release rate of melt. A limitation would then be given by the 
amount of melt stored inside the core. However, it seems to be more realistic that 
minor or medium size interactions occur, possibly several, which are not independent 
of each other, but occuring at different times and locations. Only if amounts of 
tons of water react simultaneously and coherently with several tons of melt, it can
not be excluded for sure at this time that the pressure vessel or even the containment 
will be loaded seriously by the shock wave. Preliminary calculations for reactor con
ditions using a steady state thermal detonation model /7/ indicate that a failure of 
the RPV is possible if more than 30 t of melt are interacting under fine fragmenta
tion in one single, coherent vapor detonation event. rt seems very unrealistic to 
expect such a strong interaction in Case 2 of Fig. 1 (pouring of melt) even under 
very unfortunate circumstances (collection of the melt at the bottom of the pressure 
vessel plus entrapment reaction, for instance) • 

If therefore a strong interaction can be expected with higher probability it 
is in the case of a "massive breakdown" of the core supporting structure, causing 
a rapid mixture of possibly large amounts of fuel and coolant in the lower plenum, 
within a rather short period of time. However, also in this case such a rapid and 
extensive mixture is very unlikely to occur. 
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In order to obtain - as necessary initial condition for a large scale vapor ex
plosion - such a sufficiently uniformly distributed coarse mixture of large masses 
of melt and water (premixing condition) , a certain minimum amount of mechanical energy 
is required /7/, /8/, which is strongly dependent on the mixing time. Estimations 
show, that the potential energy from the fall of the melt into the lower plenum is 
sufficiently high for a coarse mixing in the core region, if a mixing time of a few 
seconds is available. However, this energy is strongly reduced in the case of 
"massive breakdown", if the core supporting structure fails relatively slowly because 
of the plastic behavior of steel at temperatures below the melting point /9/. Also 
several reactor types, esp. BWR's and PWR''s in the USA have a substantial amount of 
structures in the lower plenum, which is an additional obstacle for a rapid premixing. 
Higher amounts of mechanical energy for a mixing may be released before a he_avy interac
tion occurs during rapid steam production and -expansion, perhaps caused by small 
scale fuel coolant interactions preceding and possibly initiating it. On the other 
hand, the rapid steam generation during the coarse mixing period may throw out a 
larger portion oJ the water and disperse an overlying slug thus reducing the chances 
for a severe FCI shock wave generation. Investigations to describe such problems 
have been performed by Henry and Fauske /10/ for saturated coolant conditions. In case 
of core meltdown under high· pressure, above approximately 3 - 4 MPa system pressure, 
steam vapor explosions are very unlikely to occur for physical reasons, backed up 
by experimental findings /11/. Rapid steam generation, caused by violent mixing of 
overheated solid (fractured) and/or molten core material must be expected. Therefore 
the quasistatic steam pressure generation. caused by rapid interaction of core material 
and water from the lower plenum has been calculated. Results are shown in Fig. 2. It 
can be seen that a substantial pressure increase in the primary system can occur in 
this case also, which has to be taken into account, especially when the system is 
mechanically and thermally preloaded already. 

More detailed experimental and theoretical work on large scale fuel-coolant 
interactions is needed in order to be able to quantify the risks involved. From the 
statements made above it can be concluded however, that the chance for a severe fuel
coolant interaction (detonation) with tons of melt being thermally discharged in one 
coherent reaction within milliseconds is very small, probably less than one in 100 
/12/. With the very low probability for a severe core meltdown and the low probabi
lity of getting such high amounts of melt and water together to start with, the risk 
caused by severe FCI' s only can be evaluated to be extreme.ly small, but yet it has 
to be investigated within the entire course of core meltdown. 

RELEASE OF MECHANICAL ENERGY AND PRESSURE LOAD ON THE SAFETY 
RELATED STRUCTURES CAUSED BY A STRONG FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION 

If it is just postulated, that a large scale fuel coolant premixing occurred and 
a large scale thermal detonation has been triggered, the steady state detonation 
case can be evaluated /13/ (especially the pressure of the shock wave is of interest, 
as an example see Fig. 3). Also a transient detonation model is developed /14/; 
preliminary results for a corium-water mixture are given in Figs. 4 and 5, showing 
two cases with escalating and decreasing pressure pulses for different drag coeffi
cients assumed. First calculations show that the distance necessary for reaching the 
maximum of the pressure is small compared to the reactor geometry (in some cases 
calculated, e.g. appr. 30 cm). From there, the conclusion can be drawn, that the 
maximum of the shock wave pressure head is - beyond a minimum size of the premixed, 
interacting area - independent of the size of the reacting area. Hence, it follows 
that one source term for a calculation of the pressure load on pressure vessel or 
containment, respectively, is limited by the surface area of the reacting zone, multi
plied by the maximum pressure calculated for the steady state case. Hence, this con
tribution is not proportional to the mass of fuel, resp. to the size of the reacting 
zbne. This, however, is not true for the second contribution, given by the pressurized 
state in which the region is left back after passage of the shock wave. The pressure 
of this region, expanding under continuous rapid vaporization, may lead to a severe 
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impact on the reactor components, if the masses of coherently interacting fuel and 
coolant, fine fragmented by the wave, have been high enough. In this case, the 
effect is mass-dependent. The expansion behavior and the consequences for the struc
tures can be calculated by means of dynamic codes like PISCES, SEURBNUK, SIMMER, or 
KODEX (see for instance /15/) , the effect of the shock wave is investigated by de
tonation models /13/, /14/ and shock wave dynamics /16/" 

Recent results of calculations with these codes /15/ based on experimentally 
obtained conversion rates and estimates on heat transfer in vapor explosions indi
cate that the RPV withstands such interactions. However, the input values for these 
calculations may have to be corrected, because the extrapolation of experimental 
results to reactor conditions seems to be problematic. Therefore, further calcula
tions, based on the results of the detonation models are in preparation. It is ex
pected, that sufficient parametric calculations starting from different initial mix
ture configurations lead to the desired probability distributions about the damage 
potential of vapor explosions, however it still is necessary to get more information 
on the possible configurations to start with (meltdown and coarse mixing) • 

With respect to the risk involved, according to the present state of the German 
Risk Study, Phase A and B, it can be concluded, that the chances to get a severe 
core damage are <10-4/reactor year. To get severe core meltdown is still more un
likely by at least an order of magnitude. From what has been assessed above, with 
respect to steam vapor explosions, we can conclude that chances to get a severe steam 
vapor explosion will be lower by a factor of 100 additionally. The result of this 
estimation is therefore, that a severe steam vapor explosion with a potential to 
rupture the pressure vessel or the containment will occur less than one in 107 LWR
reactor operation years. 
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FIGURES 

CASE 1 

MELT PENETRATES THROUGH END PLATES 

CASE 2 ::: 104 KG/S 

FAILURE OF FUEL ELEMENT END PLATES 

CASE 3 

COLLAPSE OF SUPPORTING STRUCTURE 

Fig. 1: Schematic View of Different Possibilities for Molten 
Fuel-Coolant Interactions 
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STEAM PRESSURE SPIKE IN PWR PLANT UNDER 
SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 

J. W. Yang and w. T. Pratt 
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ABSTRACT 

An ev<jtluat.ion of the steam pressure spike due to core debris/water 
interaction under severe accident conditions is presen~ed for pressurized 
water reactors with large dry and ice condenser containments. The MARCH 
computer code was modified to analyze the debris/water interaction. Com
parative analyses were performed for the single-sphere model (highly dis
persed debris particles) and the dryout heat flux model (packed debris 
bed). For a TMLB' accident in a large dry containment, the single-sphere 
model predicts a rapid pressure rise at vessel failure, and the debris bed 
model shows a much slower pressure rise~ The peak containment pressure 
does not exceed current estimates of containment failure pressure. For 
the case of ice condenser plant, the deinerting effect of ice could result 
in simultaneous hydrogen ignitions together with the steam spike at vessel 
failure. The predicted pressure rise could pe greater than the estimated 
failure pressure of the ice condenser plant. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For a postulated meltdown accident, as the core debris collapses into water in 
the bottom of the vessel, rapid steam generation could occur. Also, after failure 
of the reactor vessel, large quantities of hot core debris could contact water in the 
cavity. The interaction of the.debris with water in the cavity yields a rapid gener
ation of steam which in turn causes rapid pressurization in the containment building. 
It is important to accurately analyze the steam generation rates associated with both 
in-vessel and ex-vessel debris/water interactions so that potential containment fail
ure modes due to these phenomena can be assessed. 

At present, the computer code available for analyzing me1tdown accidents in 
light water reactors is the MARCH code. [l] In .the MARCH code, the core debris is 
represented by an equivalent total mass of equal radius spheres for the purpose of 
modeling debris/water interactions. It is assumed that each sphere is in complete 
contact with water. During the period from core slump until the depletion of re
sidual water in the pressure vessel, the single-sphere model is used only for com
puting the steam-metal reaction. The debris/ water heat transfer is not based on the 
single-sphere model but determined by an overall energy balance performed at sequen
tial time-steps. Consequently, the in-vessel debris/water interaction rate is not 
related to the physical heat transfer or hydrodynamic mechanism. In the containment 
cavity, the debris/water interaction is computed by the single-sphere model. The 
pool boiling heat transfer coefficients used in the MARCH model are given by 
simple empirical correlations. These correlations are based on a set of data for 
water boiling on single horizontal tubes covering a narrow range of temperature 
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difference. The correlations are not related to the sphere size and do not represent 
the best estimate of boiling heat transfer from a sphere. Furthermore, the single
sphere model implies that the debris/water interaction is not water limiting and the 
total surface area of all spheres are available for heat removal from the hot debris 
to the water. When one considers that millions of debris particles could be formed 
when the core falls into the cavity, it is uncertain that all particles would be in 
close contact with water. The interaction of the particles will certainly restrict 
the coolant flow into a packed bed of particles. 

With the above background, three major modifications were made at BNL to the 
MARCH modeling of the debris/water interaction: 

(1) The in-vessel debris/water interaction rate is computed. 

(2) A best estimate of boiling heat transfer from spheres is incorpora
ted into the single~sphere model. 

(3) An alternate approach based on the porous debris bed model is pro
vided as an option for computing the debris/water interaction. 

The modified models were used to evaluate the debris/water interactions and the 
impact of containment pressure during postulated severe accident conditions. Both 
dry containment and ice condenser containment designs are analyzed in this paper as 
illustrative examples. 

II. BNL MODIFICATION OF MARCH CODE 

The in-vessel debris/water interaction is computed according to the logic shown 
in Figures l(a) and l(b). The melting temperature of the core debris (corium) is 
strongly affected by its interacting species. The addition of steel and its oxide 
considerably reduces the melting temperature of the Zr02-Zr-U02 solution and 
could change the state of the corium. When the core debris is in the molten state, 
the heat transfer is determined by Berenson's film boiling correlation or Zuber's 
critical heat flux correlation. If the computed corium temperature is below its 
melting temperature, it is then assumed that the debris may form a packed bed and the 
heat transfer is controlled by the dryout heat flux of the debris bed. For the 
ex-vessel debris/water interaction, two approaches were taken in the BNL modified 
MARCH code as shown in Figure l(c). The first approach follows the MARCH single
sphere model which represents the limiting case of a highly dispersed debris forma
tion. The second approach represents another limiting case of a tightly packed 
debris bed. The major difference between the debris bed and the single-sphere model 
is the controlling mechanism of the debris/water interaction. The interaction is 
controlled by the hydrodynamics of the two-phase flow in a porous bed situation, but 
is by the internal and external heat transfer under the single sphere assumption. 
The potential for steam explosions, which are now thought [2] not to pose a serious 
threat to containment integrity, was not considered in this work. 

In the single-sphere model, the heat transfer is characterized by pool boiling 
on the surface and conduction within the sphere. Thus, the predictions of heat 
transfer from spheres in various boiling regimes are needed for computing the 
debris/water interaction. A considerable amount of work on film boiling from sub
merged spheres are available in the literature. Hendricks and Baumeister [3] have 
catalogued the spheres into small and large sizes while Gunnerson and Cronenberg [4] 
added an intermediate size. The size is characterized by the formation of single or 
multiple vapor domes on the surface and strongly affects its heat transfer coeffi
cients. However, these heat transfer coefficients are in complicated mathematical 
form and are not suitable for large-scale computer code. Many experimental and 
analytical studies of film boiling from spheres recommended the following equation 
for the heat transfer coefficient in saturated liquid: Nu = C (Ra*)n, where C and n 
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are empirical constants and Ra* is the modified Rayleigh number. For laminar film 
boiling, the constant n is 0.25 and C varies from 0.586 (small spheres, Gunnerson and 
Cronenberg [5]), 0.75 (Farahat and El Halfawy [6]) to 0.8 (Dhir and Purohit [7]). 
For turbulent film boiling, the constant n becomes 0.333 and C varies from 0.14 (Rhea 
and Nevins [8]), 0.143 (Farahat and Nasa [9]) to 0.15 (Frederking and Clark [10]). 
Comparisons of these correlations under PWR accident conditions reveal that the 
various empirical constants do not have a significant effect on the computation of 
debris/ water interaction. In film boilihg regime, the radiation heat transfer is 
important when the debris particles are at high temperatures. The total heat trans
fer coefficient consists of both convective and radiative contribution as indicated 
in References [6] and [7]. In modifying the film boiling correlation for the 
single-sphere model, correlations given by Farahat and El Halfawy [6] for both the 
convection and radiation heat transfer is recommended. 

The minimum film boiling temperature at which the above discussed film boiling 
becomes unstable has been studied by Dhir and Purohit [7], Bradfield [11], and by 
Gunnerson and Cronenberg[4] for spheres in water. These correlations do not show 
the dependence of the minimum film boiling temperature on sphere size. Recent 
experiments on spheres in a Feron pool by Shih and El-Wakil [12] and an analysis by 
Gunnerson and Cronenberg [14] indicate the minimum film boiling temperature increases 
with the decrease of sphere size. The analytical solution developed by Gunnerson and 
Cronenberg has inherent uncertainties related to the interfacial wettability and the 
hydrodynamic wavelength. Comparisons with the experimental results of Dhir and 
Purohit show that the measured data lie within the band of uncertainty. Thus, the 
simple empirical correlation of Dhir and Purohit [7] is recommended. 

Experimental studies of the critical heat flux from spheres in pool boiling have 
been reported by Bradfield, [11] and by Ded and Lienhart [13]. Based on experimental 
results available, Ded and Lienhard have developed correlations which show that the 
critical heat flux increases rapidly for small spheres and decreases toward 84% of 
the flat plate value for large spheres. Their correlation is recommended in this 
study. 

For nucleate boiling from spheres, it appears that no report is available in 
literature at present. Thus, the well-known Rohsenow correlation is used for this 
regime. 

In summary, a complete pool boiling heat transfer from spheres has been 
constructed as 

Regime Correlation given by 

Film boiling Farahat and El Halfawy 

Minimum film boiling temperature Dhir and Purohit 

Transition boiling (linear interpolation) 

Critical heat flux Ded.and Lienhard 

Nucleate boiling Rohsenow 

These correlations represent the best estimate of the boiling heat transfer from 
spheres suitable for large-scale computer code. The heat flux from 5 mm and 50 mm 
spheres in various boiling regimes are shown in Figure 2(a). 

An alternate approach based on the porous debris bed was taken at BNL for the 
analysis of the debris/water interaction. In a porous debris bed, the maximum rate 
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of steam production is limited by the bed dryout heat flux. Several semi-empirical 
dryout ~odels have been proposed for non-subcooled beds. Comparative studies shown 
that t~e two models developed by Dhir and Catton [14] and by Lipinski [15] provide 
better agreement with experiments. Their correlations of the dryout heat flux have 
been used in this study to estimate the heat flux between the hot debris bed and the 
overlying coolant pool. Both correlations indicate that the dryout heat flux is a 
function of particle size, bed depth, porosity, and the system pressure. However, 
parametric studies revealed large differences between the two models. Figure 2(b) 
illustrates the variation of dryout heat flux with particle size under the approxi
mate accident conditions of a PWR plant. It is seen that for large particles, the 
predicted dryout heat flux from the Dhir-Catton model is an order of magnitude higher 
than that of the Lipinski model. As the diameter is reduced to less than 1 mm, the 
dryout heat flux from the Dhir-Catton model becomes smaller. Comparisons with recent 
measured data show that the Lipinski model is more accurate for larger particles. 
The critical heat flux of a flat plate which has been used frequently for the debris 
bed is included in Figure 2(b) for comparison. For the case of no fragmentation, 
thermal radiation and Berenson's correlation [16] of film boiling from horizontal 
surfaces are used to compute the debris/water interaction. A representative heat 
flux curve is shown in Figure 2(c). 

The improved single sphere boiling model is incorporated in a new subroutine 
SPHERE which is called in the subroutine HOTDROP. The debris bed models and the flat 
plate boiling model are incorporated in another new subroutine DEED which is called 
in the subroutine BOIL for the in-vessel debris cooling and in the subroutine HOTDROP 
for the ex-vessel debris cooling. Functions to the transport properties, such as 
surface tension, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are included in the new sub
routines. 

III. STEAM PRESSURE SPIKE IN PWR DRY CONTAINMENT 

The impact of using the improved single-sphere model and the debris bed model on 
containment pressure is studied for a typical 3000 MWt dry containment plant. The 
case considered is the TI1LB' sequence (extended loss of total ac power coupled with 
failure of the auxiliary feedwater system). [17] It is assumed that substantial 
quantities of water are present in the containment cavity prior to vessel failure and 
that a continuous supply of condensed water to the cavity is maintained after the 
vessel is breached. The assumption of a flooded cavity maximizes the steam pressures 
spike in the containment. A representative graph is shown in Figure 3 for 3 mm par
ticles. According to the MARCH calculation, core slump starts at Point A of Figure 
3. Along the transient curve based on the Lipinski model, it is noted that the 
containment pressure is first subjected to a small rise (from Points A to B) caused 
by the release of hydrogen and steam as the core falls into the bottom head. The 
sudden pressure rise from Points C to D is the result of vessel breach. Initially, 
there is no net evaporation in the containment cavity as the water is subcooled 
during the period D-E. The steam condensation in the containment building causes a 
pressure drop from Points D to E. Once the water reaches its boiling temperature at 
Point E, a steady evaporation rate is maintained by heat removal according to the 
dryout heat flux model. Hence, the containment pressure shows a steady increase 
until all debris particles are quenched at Point F. After Point F, the steam gen
eration is mainly caused by the decay heat which yields a slower pressure rise. The 
predictions of the MARCH single-sphere model exhibits a considerably different be
havior. For the 3 mm case, there are 2234xl06 particles with a totai surface area 
of 63156 mz. This large heat transfer area together with a high pool boiling heat 
transfer rate lead to a very rapid pressure spike as indicated by Points C and F. 
The Dhir-Catton model, which predicts a dryout heat flux a magnitude higher than that 
of the Lipinski model, yields a transient pressure between the two curves. Compari
sons of the transient pressures in Figure 3 reveal that the different models have no 
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significant effect on the magnitude of the peak pressure, however, the occurrence of 
the peak pressure is delayed by using the debris bed model. The delay of the 
occurrence of the peak pressure as predicted by the porous bed models might provide 
sufficient time to restore a containment cooling system and consequently reduce the 
peak pressure. The rate of the pressure rise could also place less stringent design 
requirements (e.g., sizing and actuation) on a possible filtered-vented containment 
system. 

The mass of water in the reactor cavity is included in Figure 3 for com~ 
parison. At the time of vessel breach (301 minutes), depressurization in the vessel 
causes a sudden release of the accumulator water. This subcooled water is directly 
added to the reactor cavity. For the debris bed model, the water stays at the 
subcooled state with no net evaporation for about 20 minutes. However, the single 
sphere model predicts a very rapid evaporation of a large amount of water. The 
different rates of evaporation reflect the different.debris/water interaction rates 
predicted by the models. 

The effect of particle size on steam spike is illustrated in Figure 4. For the 
debris bed model, the rate of pressure rise increases with the increase of particle 
size. This is caused by 'the higher dryout heat flux at larger particles in the 
porous bed as shown in Figure 2. MARCH predictions indicate that further increase of 
the particle size beyond 25 mm (about 1 inch) does not increase further the rate of 
pressure rise. Thus, the 25 mm curve represents the upper limit of pressure rise · 
based on the Lipinski model. The 3 mm curve, on the other hand, is the lower limit 
of pressure rise for a coolable debris bed. Particles smaller than 3 mm size yield · 
very low dryout heat flux and the. debris bed is uncoolable according to the 
Lipinski's model. It is noted that the debris bed particle size has no effect on the 
peak containment pressure; it only changes the rate of pressure rise •. For the single 
sphere model, variation of the particle size yields a different behavior of the 
containment pressure. The number of spheres (i.e., the total surface area) increases 
tremendously as the diameter of sphere is reduced from 25 mm to 3 mm. The large 
surface area available for pool boiiing heat transfer causes the immediate evapora
tion of a large amount of water which, in turn, generates a higher containment 
pressure. 

The TMLB' accident sequence was also analyzed assuming the reactor cavity to be 
initially dry and fl~oding of the cavity during the .. accident does not occur. Thus, 
the only water available for the debris/water interaction in the reactor "cavity is 
the water injected by the accumulators. Since the interaction is limited by the 
availability of water, the containment pressure rise is strongly affected by using 
the debris bed model as illustrated in Figure 5 for 3 mm particles. The peak 
pressure occurs at the moment when the accumulator water in the cavity is depleted. 
For the single sphere model, the cavity water is depleted immediately after vessel 
fails at 301 minutes. For the debris bed models, the small dryout heat flux yields a 
slower evaporation rate which delays the water depletion time to 329 minutes for the 
Dhir-Catton model and to 348 minutes for the Lipinski model. During this period, 
condensation in the containment building reduces the peak pressure from 0.76 MPa (110 
psia, single sphere model) to 0.66 MPa (96 psia) and 0.63 MPa (92 psia) for the 
Dhir-Catton model and Lipinski model, respectively. After the depletion of all the 
accumulator water, the hot debris is reheated and starts to attack the concrete 
floor. 

Another accident sequence of interest is tne S2D event. This event is charac
terized by a small break LOCA followed by the failure of emergency core cooling sys
tem. [17] The small break results in depressurization of the primary system prior to 
reactor vessel failure. Hence, a smaller pressure spike is expected for this se
quence at vessel failure. To demonstrate the effect of debris/water interaction, a 
SzD scenario is analyzed. A break in the primary system equivalent to 5 cm (2 
inches) diameter is assumed. The particle size is assumed to be 3 mm and the cavity 
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,is flooded. The transient pressures predicted by the single sphere model and the two 
debris bed models are shown in Figure 6. According to the MARCH calculatio~, the 
core slump occurs at 94 minutes and the in-vessel water is dried out at about 109 
minutes. A hydrogen burning at 112 minutes is predicted by all models. For the 
single sphere model, the vessel failure is predicted at 121 minutes and is followed 
immediately by a pressure spike due to the boiling of cavity water and quenching of 
the core debris. The debris bed models, in contrast, predict a very small pressure 
rise at vessel failure due to the gradual heating of the subcooled water in the 
cavity. For the Dhir-Catton model, net boiling in the cavity is delayed to 147 
minutes and the peak containment pressure occurs at 152 minutes. It is interesting 
to note that no apparent pressure rise is predicted by the Lipinski model until 230 
minutes. The oscillation of pressure during this period is caused by the oscillation 
of water temperature around its boiling point. The small dryout heat flux of the 
Lipinski model is not sufficient to maintain the bulk water at the boiling state as 
the subcooled water is continuously pumped into the cavity. Inspection of Figure 6 
reveals for the S2D scenario that neither hydrogen burning nor the steam spike pose 
a direct threat to containment integrity. 

LV. STEAM PRESSURE SPIKE IN PWR ICE-CONDENSER CONTAINMENT 

The ice condenser plant represents a unique containment concept different from 
the more widely used large dry containment design. · In the ice condenser plant, the 
lower compartment contains the reactor coolant system. The upper compartment, which 
is approximately 2.5 times larger in volume, acts as a receiver for the air forced 
out of the lower compartment by steam during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The 
transfer compartment contains the ice condenser and the return air ducts. The pres
ence of ice in the containment provides two competing effects on containment dy
namics under accident conditions. The primary function of the ice condenser is to 
condense steam and absorb its associated energy. Hence, it prevents containment 
overpressurization due to the release of a large amount of steam in the event of 
break in the primary system. However, condensation of steam yields a deinerting 
effect which could cause hydrogen ignition. The pressure rise associated with 
hydrogen burning in the containment building can be severe. 

The TMLB' sequence is selected to demonstrate the effect of different core 
debris/water interaction modeling on the containment pressure. The transient con
tainment pressure is shown in Figure 7 for the case of flooded cavity. It is seen 
that hydrogen ignition also occurs at vessel failure. For the single sphere model, 
the rapid generation of steam in the containment cavity by the quenching of core 
debris coupled with four hydrogen burns causes a very large pressure spike imme
diately after the vessel failure. The debris bed model limited by the two-phase 
counter flow predicts a smaller heat transfer rate and yields a lower pressure rise 
as shown in Figure 7. For all three cases, the pressure rise greatly exceeds current 
estimates of containment failure pressure (0.4 MPa) for a typical 3000 MWt ice con
denser plant. It has been shown that, under similar circumstances, the TMLB' se
quence does not lead to hydrogen ignition at vessel failure for the large dry con
tainment and the peak pressure does not threaten the containment integrity. 

Recently, various hydrogen control concepts have been proposed to protect the 
ice condenser containment against hydrogen burning and detonation. Among these 
concepts are a filtered vent system, water fog spray system, oxygen depletion system 
and containment pre-inerting system. If these systems could be used effectively, the 
pressure rise at the vessel failure would be caused by the debris/water interaction 
alone. Such a pressure rise is computed by using the MARCH option IBURN=-1, which 
precludes hydrogen burning during the calculation. The results are included in 
Figure 7 for the TMLB' sequence. It is seen that without hydrogen burning, the 
pressure rise at vessel failure is well below the estimated containment failure 
pressure (0.4 MPa or 58 psia) for all of the three models. However, there is a con
tinuous pressure increase after the pressure spike as indicated in Figure 7. The 
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increase is caused by the continuous evaporation of water in the cavity by the decay 
heat in the core debris. The flooded cavity ensures the coolability of the core 
_debris in the containment cavity but increases the containment pressure by the gen
eration of steam. The containment pressure can be reduced if effective containment 
cooling and steam condensation systems are operating to balance the production of 
steam. Thus, for a full core meltdown accident such as the TMLB' sequence, contain
ment integrity and core debris coolability could be achieved if an effective hydrogen 
control system and a long-term containment cooling system can be maintained. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

MARCH modeling of the in-vessel and ex-vessel debris/water interaction under 
severe accident conditions has been modified. The modification consists of an 
improved single sphere model and debris bed models. Options are provided for MARCH 
users to investigate this important debris/water interaction phenomena for limiting 
cases of packed porous bed and highly dispersed particles. Applications of the 
various models were demonstrated for both PWR dry containment and ice condenser 
plants. In general, the single sphere model predicts an instant pressure spike at 
vessel failure while the debris bed model shows a slower increase of containment 
pressure. The delay of the occurrence in the peak pressure as predicted by the 
debris bed models might provide sufficient time to restore a containment cooling 
system. It also places less stringent design requirements on a possible filtered
vented containment system. For the large dry containment, the predicted steam 
pressure spike does not seriously threaten the containment integrity. For the ice 
condenser plant, the simultaneous hydrogen ignitions and steam spike yield a 
containment pressure higher than the current estimates of the containment failure 
pressure. 
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ABSTRACT 

Models on hydrodynamic fragmentation, induced by shock waves in dispersions 
of liquid drops in another liquid, have been developed. A coupled model of frag
mentation by Taylor instability and critical deformation describes the Taylor 
wave growth on the drop and the fragmentation by break-off of Taylor waves and 
break-up by deformation. Another model describes the rapid growth of capillary 
waves whose crests are stripped off by the flow of the surrounding liquid. 
Additionally a thermal fragmentation model based on local pressurization is 
discussed. 

Steady state detonation cases have been determined for the conditions 
of large scale salt/water experiments, performed at JRC Ispra, using a two fluid 
detonation model based on the correlation of Reinecke and Waldman for the f rag
men tation process. The results are compared with results of the fragmentation 
models for those cases. 

INTRODUCTION 

Large-scale vapor explosion experiments with molten salt (~2 kg) and water have 
been performed at JRC Ispra /1/. Different contact modes, system pressures and exter
nal triggers were used. Spontaneous interactions occurred for system pressures below 
0.3 MPa only, whereby no influence of subcooling could be observed. Above this pres
sure, in the pouring mode, which showed some premixing, explosions could be triggered 
with charged detonators. Propagation and escalation of the pressure pulse were detec
ted. Thus, for interpretation, the thermal detonation theory seems to be applicable. 

According to the Boa.rd- and Hall concept the mechanism of large scale vapor ex
plosions is considered as a shock wave which travels through a coarsely distributed 
fuel-coolant mixture causing vapor collapse and establishing a flow field behind the 
shock front. As a consequence, hydrodynamic and thermal fragmentation accompanied by 
rapid heat transfer occurs, which in turn stimulates the wave and leads to rapid steam 
generation. 

In the analysis.presented here the steady state detonation cases are considered, 
that is the stable cases of wave propagation in a coarse mixture of salt and water 
specifying as closely as possible the· experimentally observed premixture. Necessary 
conditions for triggering of a certain mixture (with a certain system pressure) can 
only be obtained from transient models, such as presented in /2/, which allow to con
sider escalating processes. Furthermore, the triggering conditions seem to be connec
ted with vapor film stability, as shown in /3/. Nevertheless, the steady state deto
nation calculations give some insight into the explosion behavior, especially the 
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possible strength of the interactions under certain initial conditions. A comparison 
with the experimental results can be made, based on the consideration, that the es
calating pressure pulses should approach the steady state levels. 

The analysis is performed in two steps. Firstly, steady state detonation cases 
are determined using a thermal detonation model, developed at IKE, Stuttgart and spon
sored by the BMFT of the FRG /4/. Hereby the fragmentation process is described as a 
first approach by the empirical correlation due to Reinecke and Waldman /5/. Next, the 
fragmentation process for these cases is calculated by various fragmentation models, 
developed also at the IKE, Stuttgart in cooperation with JRC Ispra /6/, /7/. The in
tegration of these more sophisticated fragmentation models into the detonation model 
is not completed yet. 

STEADY STATE THE.RMAL DETONATION MODEL 

Within the thermal detonation code /4/, the processes inside the wave are modeled 
by a two-fluid description. Hereby the two fluids considered are the large droplets of 
melt and the coolant with the fine debri·s of melt. The model allows for mass, momentum 
and energy transfer between the fluids. The debris produced by the fragmentation of 
the large droplets are added to the coolant assuming instantaneous kinematic and 
thermodynamic equilibrium. 

The description of the process of fragmentation represents the heart of the deto
nation model because it determines the energy release supporting the wave. At the pre
sent state a correlation for the rate of the stripped mass, based on the correlation 
of Reinecke and Waldman /5/ is used, as was done e.g. in /8/. This procedure is to be 
understood as a first, but problematic approach, since the correlation in /5/ was de
duced from experiments with single liquid drops in gases only. Thus, because disper
sions of liquid drops in another liquid are considered in the frame of thermal deto
nation theory, the correlation had to be extrapolated and modified in order to account 
for the different behavior of relative velocity inside the detonation wave. Addition
ally, for the correlation of Reinecke and Waldman a characteristic dimensionless frag
mentation time needs to be given as an input value. Another parameter which is not 
well determined at present is the drag coefficient of the drops of melt. 

HYDRODYNAMIC FRAGMENTATION MODELS 

As in case of the steady state thermal detonation model the two fluid concept is 
used to describe the dynamics of the flow field b~hind the shock front and to calcu
late the initial values (e.g. of the velocities of the fluids) just behind the front 
from the jump conditions. Thus, the time-dependent flow of the coolant as well as the 
drift behavior of the drops of melt is determined due to hydrodynamic drag and momen
tum transfer by the fragments. In addition to the description used in the detonation 
model, the deformation behavior of the drops in the flow field is considered. It is 
described by a modified Burgers model /6/, which assumes, that the drops are deformed 
into ellipsoids. The model was extended to account for surface tension and larger ve
locity differences inside the·drops /6/. While the deformation behavior of the drops 
depends on the flow of coolant relative to the drops, it influences vice versa the 
development of those relative velocities because the drag depends on deformation. In 
the detonation model the influence of the deformation on the drag is only taken into 
account by us;ing a mean value of the drag coefficient related to the initial cross 
section of th.e spherical drops. This mean value is taken from experiments with single 
drops. Instead of this procedure in the fragmentation models actual values of the drag 
coefficient related to the actual deformation of the drops and the respective cross 
sections are used here. Thus, the drift and deformation behavior of the drops is cal
culated as a coupled process. Additionally, a correlation for drag coefficients in 
layers of' spheres /7 / is used to account for multidrop effects. 
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On this basis two fragmentation models have been developed. One describes frag
mentation by Taylor instability and deformation break-up as a coupled mechanism. The 
other considers stripping of unstable capillary waves. As follows, the essential 
features of the models are briefly described. More details are given in /7/. 

Fragmentation by Taylor Instability and Deformation Break-Up 

Taylor waves grow on the windward side of a deforming arop which is accelerated 
by the flow field. The growth is calculated for time dependent acceleration (according 
to the time dependent flow field) in a linear theory /6/. Hereby the wavelength is 
determined as the fastest growing one and for the initial conditions an impulsive per
turbation is chosen, which according to /9/ is based upon the relative velocity of the 
drop and the coolant. This means an idealized approach which favors the growth of the 
waves and thus fragmentation. 

In earlier works (e.g. /6/, /10/) the fragmentation by Taylor instability was 
modeled as a sudden break-up of the drop after being completely pierced by the wave.s. 
This model seems to be rather unrealistic because in reality the waves will break 
off much earlier and the process thus will be a continued break-off of fragments 
rather than a sudden break-up. Thus, in the presented model it is assumed that spheri
cal fragments with a radius of a quarter of the wavelength break off, when the ampli
tudes of the waves reach the same size. This assumption corresponds to the model of 
Berenson /11/ for the inverse case of bubble formation in vapor film boiling. After 
the break-off of the fragments the Taylor waves start again to grow on the remaining 
drop, whereby the wavelength and the initial disturbance again are determined accor
ding to the approach described above, using the actual values of the process (e.g. 
acceleration and size of the drop, velocity of the coolant). 

On the other hand, the def·ormation process itself can cause fragmentation. As a 
criterion, a principle of minimum surface energy is used, which gives a lower limit of 
deformation for break-up of the drop into two parts,. assuming spherical parts of. equal 
size. After break-up the deformation process and the Taylor wave growth start again 
at the remaining spherical drops. Those idealizations of restarting Taylor wave growth 
and deformation processes on idealized spherical droplets may be unfavourable assump
tions for the fragmentation process, but should be partly compensated by the favour
able assumptions, e.g. concerning the break-off and break-up processes as well as the 
initial pertubation. 

Stripping of Unstable Capillary Waves 

The shear flow of the fluid parallel to the surface of the drop induces unstable 
waves according to the generation of water waves by wind. In the case considered here 
these waves are capillary waves because of their small wavelength, produced by the 
high relative velocity. Because the unstable waves grow very fast, stripping of 
capillary waves may be a significant fragmentation mechanism. 

The model, developed at the IKE, is founded on the linearized theory of Jeffreys 
/12/, as applied to liquid spheres in an accelerating gas flow by Dickerson and 
Coultas /13/. While Dickerson and Coultas assume stripping at the drop equator, the 
present model includes a stripping criterion, which is based on observations of 
Jeffreys /12/ that the crests of the waves are stripped beyond an amplitude propor
tional to the wave length. In a first approach this basic amplitude is assumed to be 
the half of the wavelength, whereby the wavelength is taken to be the fastest grow~ 
ing one determined for certain regions on the drop. The stripped mass as well as the 
radius of fragments is given by a further stripping criterion, which assumes that the 
work done by the flow force on the crest to move it along its width must at least be 
equal to the new surface energy produced by stripping. Thus, when the wave travelling 
on the drop has reached its first stripping amplitude, the crest is stripped, leaving 
the basic amplitude which is allowed to grow and strip again. This results in a 
pattern of multiple stripping events distributed over the drop with the lowest 
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distance at the drop equator. A quasi~steady state approach takes the whole stripping 
at a certain instant as determined by the integration over all stripping places on the 
drop under the given actual drift and deformation state. 

First results /7/, /14/ with these fragmentation models show much smaller frag
ments (factor of 4 - 5 in radius) for stripping of capillary waves than for Taylor in
stability. Break-up by deformation even leads to much bigger fragments. Thus a combi
nation of fragmentation by deformation and Taylor instability with stripping of ca
pillary waves, especially continued on the fragments or droplets produced by the for
mer processes, may lead to the appearance of the "sudden break-up" , which has been ob
served experimentally (e.g. /10/) in some cases with high relative velocities. 

THERMAL FRAGMENTATION MODEL 

The NaCl-H2o system considered here may not dominantly show hydrodynamic frag
mentation modes because the difference of the densities is small. Thermally induced 
fragmentation could also be important or even dominant. Therefore, in addition to 
the hydrodynamic fragmentation models, the thermal fragmentation model developed by 
Corradini /3/ is considered. A computer program based on this model was established 
at the IKE. 

The model starts with a local vapor film collapse whiGh by enforced heat transfer 
leads to a local pressurization. The effect of this is twofold: Firstly, the expand
ing vapor accelerates the drop and the coolant producing Taylor instability at both 
interfaces. Secondly, the movement of the drop relative to the surrounding vapor film 
leads to a new contact at the opposite side of the drop. The rate of fragmented mass 
is calculated based on the Taylor wave growth. In the same way the inflow of coolant 
into the vapor film is determined, which - partly evaporating - leads to the growth of 
the vapor bubble surrounding the drop. Two parameters are used, one for characteriz
ing the contact area, the other for the evaporating part of the coolant, which is 
broken off into the vapor bubble. For these parameters the same values were chosen 
as was done by Corradini /3/. 

RESULTS FOR SALT-WATER EXPERIMENTS AT JRC ISPRA 

From triggered FCI experiments with molten salt and water performed at JRC Ispra 
/1/, two cases with different system pressures of 0.6 MPa (Exp. No. 216) and 2.1 MPa 
(Exp. No. 219) have been selected for analysis. The volume ratio of water and salt 
inside the test tube is given to be about 5:1 maximi.nn,which means a melt volume frac
tion aM>0.17 may exist determining the explosion behavior. For the mean diameter of 
the particles of melt a typical value of 0.01 m is chosen and the vapor volume frac
tion (void y) of the water is assumed to be 0.3 for both cases. 

Both experiments show clearly propagating pressure pulses which increase in 
strength, steepening its front and becoming narrower throughout the propagation. In 
a first approach the steady state detonation model /4/ is used for comparison. For 
this purpose, the pressure pulse detected in the most distant position from the 
trigger is considered as being near the steady state case, though this may not be 
exactly true beca.use a more extended mixture could show further escalation. The steady 
state detonation cases were determined based on the fragmentation correlation of 
Reinecke and Waldman. Hereby the input values for the dimensionless break-up time tb 
were chosen such that the measured peak pressures were reached. Calculations with the 
fragmentation models for the given conditions then show, how well the various frag
mentation mechanisms can describe the required fragmentation behavior. 

Fig. 1 shows tneoretically obtained pressure pulses for the case with a system 
pressure of 0.6 MPa in comparison with the experimental result. Two· values of aM 
have been chosen: aM = 0.5 and aM = 0.35, which correspond to a volume ratio of 1:1 
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resp. 2:1 (water to salt). In order to get the experimental peak pressure low values 
of Eb had to be taken in the detonation model: for aM = 0.35 a value of tb = 0.5 
resulted, while ~= 0.5 led to an even lower value of tb = 0.35. These results are 
based on the choice of a plane with a small, but finite velocity difference of about 
2.5 m/s for investigating the stability of the wave, assuming that below this velocity 
difference no further fragmentation occurs. In spite of this velocity difference, the 
Chapman-Jouguet tangency condition was used approximately, which reduces in the cases 
considered to the condition of beginning of evaporation. A more exact procedure would 
mean to apply the more general Chapman-Jouguet conditions for the non-equilibrium 
case-/8/. However, the same results could be obtained by choosing a smaller final 
velocity difference and instead taking higher values of the mean drag coefficient 
which leads to a quicker velocity equilibration. This can be justified regarding the 
dispersion effects on the mean drag coefficient. 

In the cases considered here, the theory leads to shock front pressures near the 
calculated maximum pressures (Fig. 1), that is nearly no further pressure build-up 
inside the wave occurs. This is understandable because of the low difference in the 
densities of the fluids. End pressures of the wave or Chapman-Jouguet pressures of 
5. 6 MPa have be.en calculated for both volume ratios of~he mixture considered here. 
The cut-off occurs shortly behind the pressure peak ( 146 µs for the case with~= 0. 5 
and 255· µs for the case with aM = 0,35). The corresponding wavelengths are 3.1 cm for 
aM = 0.5 and 5 cm for aM = 0.35. The further pressure development of the experimental 
curve must therefore be attributed to the expansion phase, which should instantane
ously be accompanied by vapor production, because at the Chapman-Jouguet plane consi
dered here the coolant reaches saturation temperature. Perhaps the pronounced irregu
larities with repeated pressure increases in the experimental pressure curve be
ginning from about 4.6 MPa indicate this vapor production. 

The theoretical pressure drop behind the shock front, resp. peak pressure, seems 
to show a curvature opposite to the experimental one. This could be caused by the spe
cial form of fragmentation behavior prescribed by the Reinecke-Waldman correlation, 
which in the beginning gives relatively slow fragmentation rates, increasing with 
time. Taking into account that the relative velocities have the highest values at the 
beginning, though for the acceleration exists a short waiting phase, also the inverse 
behavior is possible and could lead to a different pressure course. This effect could 
especially be important, if thermal fragmentation dominates from the beginning. Never
theless, the final pressure as well as the mean development of the pressure should be 
comparable, because the final effect of a certain_ fragmentation degree on the pressure 
development should not depend essentially on the course of fragmentation. 

With the fixed shock front pressure for the steady state case given by the ex
periment, the theoretical pressure drop behind the shock front for a defined mixture 
(volume ratio of melt and coolant, diameter of the drops of melt, void) still de
pends on the undefined input parameters of dimensionless break-up time, mean drag 
coefficient and velocity cut-off. As the latter two were fixed, only the dimension
less break-up time remained to get the required shock front pressure. As a consequence, 
the pressure course behind the shock front is given. In a future more complete des
cription the correlation of Reinecke and Waldman will be replaced by the fragmen
tation models and the nonequilibrium Chapman-Jouguet conditions will be used, thus 
nee~ing no further parameters than the initial mixture conditions. 

Compared to the experimental pressure pulse, which is indicated in Fig. 1 by 
some significant points, the case for aM = 0.5 leads to a curve closer to the expe
rimental results. 'l'herefore, the conclusion may be drawn, that a denser configuration 
of the mixture th,an assumed from the total volume ratio existed in the experiments. 
The effect of higher values of a.M, as obtained from the calculations with the de
tonation model, is to give a lower peak pressure or for the same peak pressure to 
require a lower value of Eb, which means a more rapid fragmentation and thus a shor
ter wavelength. This may be due to the smaller ini~ial velocity difference just be
hind the shock front for a denser mixture, that is for higher values of Cl.M· On the 
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other hand, a denser mixture means - for the same fragmentation behavior - a larger 
amount of fragmented mass given to a smaller amount of coolant and this should lead to 
the opposite tendency. Thus, the effect of aM seems not to be unique and because of 
the contradicting tendencies an optimal region may exist. 

A comparison of experimental and calculated velocities of the pressure waves 
(of Exp. No. 216) shows that values of the void y of 0.2 to 0.3 are quite reasonable 
in the case considered. Theoretically, with a shock front pressure of 7.2 MPa (Exp. No. 
216), velocities of about 212 m/s and 196 m/s result for O'M = 0.5,resp. O'.M = 0.35 and 
y = 0.3, while a void of y = 0.1 already leads to velocities of 339, resp. 311 m/s. The 
experimental mean velocity between the upper detectors in the interaction vessel can 
be estimated to be about 180 m/s, though the actual velocity of the final wave may be 
somewhat higher. 

In Figs. 2 and 3 the fragmentation behavior on which the detonation cases are 
based (Reinecke and Waldman correlation with chosen values of Eb) is compared with the 
results of the fragmentation models for both mixtures assumed. In both cases, the 
degree of fragmentation required until the end of the wave is reached, can neither be 
given by the hydrodynamic fragmentation models nor by the thermal model of local 
pressurization, each considered for itself. Thus, based on the detonation calculations, 
only combinations of the different mechanisms could to some extent give an explanation 
for the observations in the experiments. On the other hand, also the mixture parame
~ers have to be analysed further. E.g. the difference between the required fragmen
tation behavior and that given by the models is much larger for the smaller volume 
fraction of aM = 0.35, which again leads to the conclusion that a denser configuration 
of the mixture should have dominated the explosion behavior in the experiment. 

Although the small difference in the densities of salt and water does not favour 
the hydrodynamic fragmentation1 the fragmentation by unstable capillary waves is al
most as quick as by the thermal model, whereas the fragmentation by Taylor instability 
and deformation break-up shows to be much slower. Furthermore, the latter mechanisms 
give much larger fragments (e.g. a mean radius of about 180 µm for fragments from 
Taylor instability, hereby only considered for the degree of fragmentation, compared to 
about 57 µm from capillary wave stripping), thus additionally retarding heat transfer. On 
the other hand it cannot be excluded that a prefragmentation by Taylor instability 
and deformation break-up in combination with capillary wave stripping, simultaneously 
and especially continued on the larger fragments, could be fast end extensive enough 
for the required fragmentation behavior. In the case with O'.M = 0.35 (Fig. 3), stripp
ing by unstable capillary waves over a wide time range shows nearly the same behavior 
as the thermal model. But neither of the two models is able to give the required frag
mentation behavior by itself, although another choice of the values of the parame
ters in the thermal model could lead to other results and should therefore be checked. 

This conclusion is even more valid for the case with the higher system pressure 
of 2.1 MPa. In this case, for which only O'.M = 0.5 is considered, a very low value of 
0.06 for Eb has to be chosen - under otherwise unchanged parameters - to get the 
high pressure peak of 19.3 MPa observed in the experiment (Fig. 4). For a smallervoid, 
which would be adequate to the higher system pressure, an even smaller value of Eb 
would be necessary to reach the experimental peak pressure. Furthermore, the theore
tical velocity of the wave would then be increased strongly. However, even for y = 0. 3 
the theoretical velocity of 342 m/s is much higher than the mean value of about 180 m/s 
obtained from the experiment. From this result the relevance of the experimental high 
pressure peak for the detonation behavior or the assumption on the structure of the 
mixture must be questioned, although the width of the peak is approximately reproduced 
by th.e detonation case. The comparison with the results of the fragmentation models 
confirms this questioning. The fragmentation models acting uncombined show much too 
slow fragmentation to explain the required behavior, on which the detonation case 
giving the high pressure peak of 19.3 MPa is based (Fig. 5). Only combined inter
actions of the models could to some extent give an explanation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A steady state thermal detonation model as well as hydrodynamic fragmentation 
models and a thermal fragmentation model have been used for interpretation of large-

_ scale vapor explosion experiments with molten salt and water. Based on the experimen
tal observation of propagating and escalating pressure pulses, steady state detona
tion waves have been determined for different, experimentally relevant conditions 
choosing adequate values of dimensionless break-up times. With this choice, the ex
perimental pressure drop behind the shock front is given approximately for both cases 
analysed (Exp. No. 216 and No. 219) under otherwise unchanged .conditions. The frag
mentation behavior required to explain the experimental observations is compared with 
the results of different fragmentation models. The main result is, that no single 
fragmentation mode considered here - neither hydrodynamic, nor thermal - can give the 
required fragmentation. Therefore, future work has to investigate the combined action 
of the different models .. The hydrodynamic fragmentation by .. ~apillary wave strip-
ping shows to be approximately as quick as the one given by the thermal model on 
local pressurization, while fragmentation by deformation break-up and Taylor instabi
lity is much slower and also gives significantly bigger fragments. Thus, a combined 
effect of hydrodynamic mechanism to be looked at could be a prefragmentation by de
formation break-up and Taylor instability under simultaneous and continued stripping 
of capillary waves on the big fragments. This combination could also give an expla
nation for the experimentally observed "catastrophic" mode of fragmentation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The physical characteristics of steam explosions are evaluated in terms 
of first principle arguments, which are compared to experimental results 
reported in the literature. In addition, these are also compared to indus
trial experience for such events including both non-nuclear and nuclear 
systems, i.e. BORAX, SPERT, and SL-1. The summation of this state of the 
art knowledge is .then applied to postulated LWR accident conditions .• 

INTRODUCTION 

Core damage and overheating of reactor fuel and cladding material to the molten 
state could only .occur in commercial light water reactors (LWRs) if the supply of 
water to the core is inadequate to remove power under accident conditions. This could 
eventually result in molten debris in the cor~ with water remaining in the lower 
plenum of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Simultaneous presence of niolten core 
debris and water in the later stages of a hypothetical co.re meltdown accident has been 
postulated, in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) [l], to be a condition that could 
lead to an energetic steam explosion sufficient to rupture both the RPV and the con
tainment building. The basis for this postulate arose mainly from destructive testing 
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of early experimental LWR. cores under severe excess reactivity insertion conditions 
and the history of industrial accidents in the. steel, aluminum, copper and pulp and 
paper industries. Considerable analytical and experimental research over the past 
several years has resulted in a greater understanding of the necessary and sufficient 
conditions required for large scale steam explosions. This understanding of both the 
physical conditions and processes involved in steam explosions plus a general know
ledge of the . configuration of a LWR in the later stages of postulated severe acci
dents, leads to the conclusion that in-vessel steam explosions of sufficient' magnitude 
to rupture.commercial LWR pressure vessels are physically impossible. 

This paper is a summary of a much larger report titled, "Assessment · of Steam 
Explosion Potential in Hypothetical LWR Core Meltdown Accidents," su-bmitted to 
EPRI/NSAC [2] and presents the basic supporting arguments in a question and answer 
format. Detailed discussions of the major issues, analyses, and experiments are 
contained in the complete report. 

BACKGROUND 

I What is a steam e:x:pZosion? 

A classical steam or, more generally, vapor explosion is an exclusively physical, 
non-chemical, phenomenon which results from an extremely rapid thermal energy transfer 
between two intimately contacted liquids at different temperatures. The temperature 
of the hottest liquid, usually a molten metal or refractory material, must be far 
above the normal boiling point of the second liquid to produce explosive vaporization 
rates which generate the high pressures and shock waves characteristic of an 
explosion. 

I Why were steam e:x;pZosions aonsidered a LWR safety issue? 

For hypothetical LWR core meltdown accidents, molten core material and water can 
co-exist in a separate state within the RPV with the potential 'of a steam explosion 

·occurring if the two are intimately mixed. . The analytical model used to calculate 
rupture of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) in WASH-1400 was based principally upon 
extrapolating experience in small, low pressure test reactors undergoing prompt 
critical nuclear excursions (i.e. the BORAX-1 and SPERT-1 destructive tests and the 
SL-1 accident). Further, industrial experience with steam explosions due to acci
dental spills of molten material into water in metal foundries as well as in the pulp 
and paper industry were used as general support that large scale steam explosions 
could occur. However, the pressures generated in such industrial accidents, while 
sufficient to damage light industrial buildings, are very low compared to those 
required to challenge RPV integrity. Also the injuries have been generally due to 
burns from splashing molten metal as opposed to the explosion itself; i.e. an observa
tion which implies that such events are weak compared to chemical explosions. 

I Are steam e:x:pZosions and ahemiaaZ e:x:pZosions aomparabZe? 

Steam explosions· and chemical explosions differ in several fundamental ways. 
Steam explosions are dependent upon rapid thermal energy transfer between extremely 
hot and cold liquids, while chemical explosions are driven by rapid· chemic;;i.l reaction 
rates. Steam explosions, require coarse premixing and rapid fine scale mixing on an 
explosive time scale while chemical explosions are finely intermixed prior to the 
explosion for oxidizing systems or require no intermixing if the chemical reaction is 
one of decomposition. Pressure rise times for steam explosions are of the order of a 
millisecond to levels of a few tens to a hundred atmospheres while chemical high 
explosives can achieve local pressures of 250,000 atmospheres in microseconds. 
Further, since the energy density of chemical explosives is much higher than that 
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experienced in steam explosions, the severe damage caused by high explosives derives 
principally from the shock wave itself. Large steam explosions, in contrast, derive 
most of its damage producing energy from the relatively slowly expanding steam and not 
the shock wave. 

I How did the Reaotor Safety Stucly oonsider steam exptosions? 

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS), commonly referred to as WASH-1400, considered 
both in-vessel and ex-vessel steam explosions. Energetic in-vessel steam 'explosions 
were assumed to cause containment rupture in all accident sequences which led to the 
most severe radiological release consequences. Specifically, the calculated energy 
release from an assumed steam explosion within the RPV was sufficient to not only fail 
the reactor vessel head but also the containment wall. It was assumed in the RSS that 
the molten fuel was not only pre-dispersed into the water. in the RPV lower head, but 
that a coherent liquid slug existed to transmit the energy from the expanding steam to 
the RPV upper structure. These assumptions, as will be discussed, do not represent 
physically attainable states. 

Ex-vessel steam explosions were also considered. However, they were not deemed 
to be of any significant consequence because there was no coherent water slug or 
missile to transmit the energy from the expanding steam to the structure. 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

I What are the generaZ requirements for a Zarge soate steam exptosion? 

Analogous to the preparation of chemical explosives in which energy rich fuels 
and oxygen-rich compounds are · uniformly and finely intermixed, the hot and cold 
liquids must also be intermixed in order to obtain - the· necessary thermal energy 
transfer on a time scale consistent with explosive behavior. In contrast to chemical 
explosives, the hot and cold liquids are initially in a separated state and the 
intermixing occurs after they come into contact. Consequently, this fine-scale mixing 
must occur quickly so that the hot liquid retains its thermal energy. For an effi
cient, large scale, steam explosion to occur three required stages or conditions have 
been identified. They are: · 

* 
* 
* 

Pre-mixing 
Triggering 
Propagation 

I ·What is premixing and why is it necessary? 

For a steam explosion to occur there ~ust be sufficient surface area contact 
between the molten fuel and water to sustain the required high heat transfer rate. 
Since the molten fuel is only produced in the absence of water, the molten corium must 
be broken up and dispersed upon entering the water, i.e. premixing. In general, tons 
of molten corium, in the-form of millions of particles, must be premixed to provide 
enough surfC1ce area and sufficient energy to fail the RPV and containment. Premixing 
has been demonstrated to only be possible.when film boiling can occur for the liquid
liquid system. However, energy transfer from the high temperature molten corium 
causes vaporization during the premixing process -and. this tends to separate the two 
liquids. 
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1 Does a criterion exist which indicates if Ziquid-Ziquid fiZm boiZing and thus 
premixing can ocaur? 

Yes. Stable liquid-liquid film boiling and subsequent coarse premixing appear to 
be possible only if the contact interface temperature, Ti, between the hot and cold 
liquids exceeds the "spontaneous" nucleation temperature, T , of the volatile cold 
liquid [3]. The spontaneous nucleation-interface temperatures8riterion represents the 
minimum temperature needed for stable liquid-liquid film boiling and as such assures 
the initiation of the premixing stage. The non-violent molten fuel breakup and 
intermixing (generally called coarse premixing) resulting in the pre-dispersed con
figuration must be stable, i.e. the dispersed configuration must be retained to assure 
that the subsequent trigger and propagation may occur. The evidence for the criterion 
is very persuasive, ranging from tests with single drops through a large number of 
pouring and mixing experiments in the kilogram and tens of kilograms range [4]. These 
tests, which involved many different liquid combinations, consistently showed coarse 
intermixing and explosions when the contact interface temperature exceeded the spon
taneous nucleation temperature of the cold, volatile, liquid. 

In addition to satisfy the film boiling criterion, the hot material must remain 
in the liquid state while the premixed configuration develops. In an initially 
separated system, film boiling is a necessary but not sufficient condition for assur
ing these conditions. For the reactor accident conditions, the contact interface 
temperature between corium (molten fuel) and water is far greater than the spontaneous 
nucleation temperature and molten core debris can penetrate water in a liquid-liquid 
film boiling state. Mechanistic evaluations have been proposed for describing both 
the rate of material fragmentation [5] in liquid-liquid film boiling and the size to 
which the particulation can continue given the material quantities, temperatures, and 
sizes of the potential mixing zone [6]. Application of these models to large scale 
experiments and to the reactor systems with sufficient corium mass to threaten the 
vessel integrity shows that (1) fine scale premixing would be expected in the large 
scale experiments and (2) virtually no premixing would occur in the reactor system. 
Table I illustrates the application of the order of magnitude particulation model to 
pertinent experiments and general agreement is observed between the model and the 
experiments. When this is extended to the reactor case as illustrated in Table II for 
both perfect (100% efficient) interactions and 10% efficient events, the limiting size 
particles are orders of magnitude larger than that considered to be capable of sup
porting a propagating interaction. If the description for the rate of fragmentation 
are also considered, a similar conclusion is reached, i.e. the experiments reported in 
the literature should observe considerable premixing, but the mass fragmented in a 
reactor system is orders of magnitude less than that required to threaten a reactor 
pressure vessel. In essence, both approaches predict that the fragmentation and 
premixing in the reactor system would be virtually non-existent. This variation of 
particulation scale as a function of the respective material masses was demonstrated 
experimentally by Theofanous and Saito using water and liquid nitrogen [10]. 

I What is a "trigger" and why is it necessary? 

To achieve the necessary heat transfer rates for explosive vaporization a mechan
ism must exist to ensure that direct liquid-liquid contact occurs. This can only 
happen if the steam film bet~een the corium and the water, which limits the heat 
transfer rate is penetrated. Triggers can be spontaneous, perhaps due to either 
instability in the steam film or its being stripped as the molten fuel moves through 
the coolant, and leads to the propagation of the steam film collapse across the 
interaction zone. This collapse or stripping can be caused by locally high pressures 
resulting from the thermal expansion and vaporization of the coolant at the high heat 
transfer rates associated with liquid-liquid contact. Triggering can also result from 
an external stimuli, such as the exploding wires or mini-detonators used in many 
experiments. Table III shows that the mini-detonator triggers used in the Sandia 
tests is capable ot' not only collapsing the steam film but also providing sufficient 
energy to rapidly mix [11] enough material to achieve the measured energy release. As 
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Reference Melt 

Amblard, et al. [7] uo2 

Benz, et al. [8] SS 

uo2 

Sandia I9] Iron 

Thermite 

Table I 

Fragmentation Experiments 
Pressure = 0.1 MPa 

Melt Temperature 

Quantity Melt kg 
K 

'V 1 3070 (Freezing) 

1.65 2000 

1770 (Freezing) 

1.24 3270 

3070 (Freezing) 

13 3000 

1770 (Freezing) 

Fragment Sizes 

Water Reported Predicted 
K mm mm 

293 2 - 30 60 

353 2 - 4 2.8 

353 2 - 4 2 

293 1 - > 4 5 

293 1 - > 4 4 

293 'V 10 20 

293 'V 5 3.8 



Table IIA 

Predicted Fragmentation Limits for Hypothetical 
Accident Conditions in a Boiling Water Reactor 

Without CRDs* With CRDs Without CRDs With CRDs 

System Pressure, MPa 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Melt Temperature, K 2500 2500 2500 

Water Temperature, K 407 407 407 

Mass, kg 3800 3800 38,000 

Vessel Area, 2 29 16 29 m 

Particle Diameter, m 0.17 0.30 1.7 

Number of Particles 219 38 2 

*CRDs control rod drives. 

Table IIB 

Predicted Fragmentation Limits for Hypothetical 
Accident Conditions in a Pressurized Water Reactor 

System Pressure, MPa 0.3 

Melt Temperature, K 2500 

Water Temperature, K 407 

Mass, kg 2260 

Vessel Area, 2 16 m 

Particle Diameter, m 0.18 

Number of Particles 104 

1393 

0.3 

2500 

407 

38,000 

16 

3.0 

1 

0.3 

2500 

407 

22,600 

16 

1.8 

1 



Quantity 

Melt mass, Kgm 

Reported 
efficiency, % 

Measured work, KJ 

Fragment radius 
prior to the 

' trigger, mm 

Mixing energy _4 J/particle, 10 

Potential work by 
expl., KJ 

Energy required to 
mix all melt, J 

Detonator avail-
able energy, J 

Table III 

Sandia Thermite Experiment 
SAND/79-1399, NUREG/CR-0947 

Fragmentation and Mixing Analysis 
Single Step Mixing 
Equal Volume Mixing 

Run Number 

27 29 30 

4.2 3.4 3.2 

0.42 0.47 0.36 

23.9 21.6 15.6 

1.071 0.884 0.782 

2.090 0.658 0.317 

1639 1337 1228 

35 

12.0 

0.20 

32.5 

3.065 

1147 

4687 

32.8 14.9 9.7 2194.4 

3683 3683 3683 3683 

1394 

38 41 

13.0 9.4 

0.19 0.26 

33.4 33.0 

3.381 2.815 

2067 689 

5130 3826 

3192.1 1332. 7 

3683 3683 



illustrated in Table III, the mechanical work delivered by the trigger is sufficient 
to mix all the melt in each of the experiments. Since the energy release is much less 
than that characteristic of all the melt, these experiments also demonstrate the 
inefficiency of the initiation and propagation processes in thermal interactions. For 
the large molten masses evaluated for LWR systems, extremely large external triggers 
would be required to initiate an event. In fact the trigger energy would be greater 
than the energy required to fail the pressure vessel. No such triggers could be 
identified in LWR systems. 

t Why is propagation neaessary? 

Given a sufficient amount of coarse premixing and the existence of a trigger, 
propagation of a local explosion across the ·entire interaction zone is required to 
ensure that a sizeable fraction of the available explosive work is utilized. If 
propagation does not occur, then the process would be either inherently self-limiting 
or would require a continuously acting external trigger to sustain the interaction. 
In an LWR system a significant external trigger mechanism does not exist, and with the 
limited premixing for such systems propagation could not be sustained. In general 
vapor explosions are found to have efficiencies between 1% and 10% of the thermo
dynamic maximum. This demonstrates that the propagation is not an efficient process. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR REACTOR SYSTEMS 

t Have expiosions been observed in experimen~s with reaator-iike materiais? 

Yes, because the thermal characteristics of these materials satisfy the spontane
ous nucleation explosion criterion. However, in both small-scale tests with single 
drops and a number of intermediate scale experiments (molten uo2 and mixtures of 
molten uo2 , ZrO and steel) which sometimes included the use of an external trigger, 
only a few exprosive interactions have been produced using typical molten core debris 
temperatures (> 2500°C). The usually non-explosive behavior of these materials can be 
explained by: (a) the absence of premixing, (b) the non-existence of a sufficient 
trigger, (c) the lack of a timely external trigger, or (d) the rapid solidification of 
the fuel surface which prevents liquid-liquid contact. More importantly, these 
intermediate scale laboratory tests grossly misrepresent the explosion potential under 
typical LWR core meltdown conditions because of the scale involved in the masses of 
corium and water used and also in the vessel dimensions [10]. 

t Are steam expiosions sensitive to system pressure ievei? 

Yes. A pressure-related cut-off point for vapor explosions was first indicated 
through two different analyses and later demonstrated by extensive intermediate scale 
and large experiments [12]. These experiments have covered a range of fluid combina
tions including corium and water. Based on thermophysical properties alone analysis 
indicates that the explosion cut-off pressure for water is about 1 MPa (145 psia) . 
This is important to note b_ecause LWR core meltdown events can result in primary 
system pressures that are several times greater than this value, thus precluding an 
explosive interaction. While experiments have shown that the pressure cutoff can be 
somewhat overridden by a strong external trigger [13,14], they also show that moderate 
increases in the ambient pressure can suppress the effect of the external trigger. 

t What are the requirements for significant work potentiai? 

In contrast to chemical high explosives, where much of the destructive energy is 
in the shock wave, a vapor explosion produces most of its destructive energy from the 
expanding steam or vapor and not from the shock wave. Thus, for a steam explosion to 
have significant structural damage potential, such as causing rupture of the RPV, the 
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generated steam must be contained and directed, i.e. the presence of a coherent liquid 
slug with good fluid/structure coupling is required in addition to the requirement of 
a pre-dispersed system. For the conditions characterizing the core configuration in 
the postulated accidents, the formation of a coherent slug could only occur in the 
absence of significant premixing. Thus, if such premixing is postulated, no strong 
fluid/structure coupling would exist. 

• Were these physicai a:nd configurationai requirements satisfied in the BORAX-1 a:nd 
SPERT-1 destructive tests as weii as'the SL-1 incident? 

Yes. It is important to recall that the idea for an energetic, large-scale, 
steam explosion in an LWR system stems principally from experiences with steam explo
sions in small experimental test reactors undergoing prompt critical nuclear excur
sions. This evidence includes both the BORAX-1 and SPERT-1 destructive tests and the 
SL-1 incident. The fuel of these reactors was fully enriched uranium-235 alloyed with 
aluminum (rapid thermal response) and formed into ~ 0.5 mm thick flat plates. These 
fuel plates were then covered with aluminum clad, also fast thermal response, i.e. a 
thermal time constant equal to or less than the nuclear period. Thus the fuel and the 
water coolant (which favors film boiling) provided an intimately dispersed configura
tion even prior to the rapid energy deposition in the fuel by the nuclear excursion. 
Therefore, the combination of the initial geometry, a well mixed cold state, and the 
rapid energy deposition in the fuel provided conditions (molten fuel and molten 
cladding sufficiently premixed in the coolant and only separated by thin vapor 
blankets) ideal for producing a propagating steam explosion. In fact, the combination 
of the rapid power excursion and the fuel design characteristics (initial premixing) 
eliminated the need for any significant f_ragmentation and intermixing either before or 
during the explosion. In addition to satisfying the requirement of a pre-dispersed 
system, the coherent liquid slug requirement was satisfied in both the SPERT-1 and 
SL-1 incidents since the systems were nearly full of cold water prior to the nuclear 
excursion. This provided a means for containing and directing the energy of the. 
expanding steam, which helped to optimize the destructive work potential of the 
explosion. The characteristics of these eariy experimentai, pfote-type, reactor 
incidents produced a significant amount of damage; but they are fundamentaiiy differ
ent f~om current commerciai water reactor fuei designs as is the configuration devei
oped during hypotheticai core meZtdown accidents. 

• Given the criteria required for both steam expfosions a:nd structurai damage to 
occur, how do these appZy to the a:naiysis of hypotheticai core meitdown accidents 
in commerciai LWRs? 

. . 
The rapid power transients, like those designed into the experimental destructive 

tests of the early, plate-type fast response, reactor designs, are impossible with the 
large, low-enrichment, oxide fueled, cores used in commercial LWRs. Hypothetical core 
meltdown accidents in LWRs are, therefore, related to the inability to provide water 
to the core over an extended time period. Consequently,. at the time of fuel melting, 
water is already removed from both the core region and above, i.e. the molten fuel 
debris and water are initially separated. In addition to the absence of a dispersed 
cerium-water configuration, this separated state implies the absence of a continuous 
water column for containing and directing the steam explosion even if it could be 
initiated. Additionally, even if a water slug could be ejected much of its energy 
would be absorbed in structural damage to reactor internals - a fact which is over
looked in most anaiyses. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

• Are the WASH-1400 steam expZosion modeZing assumptions overZy conservative? 

Yes. Given the above arguments and evidence, it is clear that the assumptions in 
the WASH-1400 report which result in estimates of significant damage from steam 
explosions are overly conservative for essentially two reasons. These are: (1) it is 
not possible to obtain the required molten corium-water premixing, triggering and 
propagation for a significant steam explosion and (2) even if the steam explosion were 
to occur.the reactor configuration at the time of the postulated event does not have 
an overlying liquid slug which can coherently impact on the vessel head. 

O ShouZd steam expZosions be considered as a RPV threat under core meZtdown aondi
tions? 

Considering the necessary physical and conf igurational requirements to produce a 
sufficient steam explosion to threaten the reactor pressure vessel integrity and the 
inherent physical limitations in providing a coarse premixture and an overlying liquid 
slug, such events represent an incredible set of physical processes. Consequently, a 
steam explosion should not be considered as a potential threat to the integrity of 
either the reactor pressure vessel or the containment building. Similarly, such an 
interaction and resultant steam explosion that may occur ex-vessel following RPV melt
through can be dismissed as an event to threaten the containment as was concluded in 
the Reactor Safety Study. 
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PROPOSED MODEL FOR FUEL-COOLANT MIXING 
DURING A CORE-MELT ACCIDENT 

M.L. Corradini 

Nuclear Engineering Department 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 

ABSTRACT 

If complete failure of normal and emergency coolant flow occurs 
in a light water reactor, fission product decay heat would eventually 
cause melting of the reactor fuel and cladding. The core melt may then 
slump into the lower plenum and later into the reactor cavity and con
tact residual liquid water. A model is proposed to describe the fuel
coolant mixing process upon contact. The model is compared to inter
mediate scale experiments being conducted at Sandia. The modelling of 
this mixing process will aid in understanding three important processes 
(1) fuel debris sizes upon quenching in water, (2) the hydrogen source 
term during fuel quench, and (3) the rate of steam production. Addi
tional observations of Sandia data indicate that the steam explosion 
is affected by this mixing process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Given the absence of adequate cooling water to the core of a light-water reactor 
(LWR), the fission product decay heat would eventually cause the reactor fuel and 
cladding to melt. This could lead to slumping of the molten core materials into the 
lower plenum of the reactor vessel, possibly followed by failure of the vessel wall 
and pouring of the molten materials into the reactor cavity. Recent analyses [1-5] 
have indicated that residual water is likely to be present both in the lower plenum 
and in the reactor cavity. Therefore, when the molten core materials enter either 
region, there is a strong probability of molten core contacting water. The physical 
process by which the molten core ('fuel') contacts and mixes with the water ('coolant') 
is important for two reasons---(1) because of its potential for rapid steam generation 
from a fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) either energetic (steam explosion) or non-ener
getic (steam spike), and (2) because it is a source of combustible hydrogen from the 
oxidation of the metallic components of the molten core (e.g. iron, chromium, zirconi
um).· 

In this paper fuel-coolant mixing is the major topic. By better understanding 
the mixing process one can calculate the available surface area for chemical reactions 
and steam production. Let us first review past work in this area. 

Past research into fuel-coolant mixing (sometimes called 'pre-mixing') has been 
directed at predicting the physical limits for which mixing could or could not occur. 
Fauske [6,7] originally proposed that the fuel-coolant interface temperature upon 
liquid-liquid contact must exceed the spontaneous nucleation temperature (approximate-
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ly the homogeneous nucleation temperature) to allow premixing and an energetic FCI; the 
homogeneous nucleation temperature for water is 583 K. The physical picture was that 
stable film boiling is established above this limit for a liquid-liquid system and this 
allows the fuel time to penetrate and mix with the coolant. For the LWR system, the 
fuel (U02, Zr02 steel) and coolant (water) easily satisfy this first criterion (inter
face temperature calculated to be well in excess of the water critical temperature, 647 
K). This criterion could be considered necessary but not sufficient. 

Cho et al., [8] proposed that beyond this criterion, consideration must be given 
to the energy used in fuel-coolant mixing that creates more surface area and overcomes 
frictional effects. He concluded that frictional effects dominate the mixing process 
and developed a simple model to estimate the minimum required energy, Em, for progres
sive mixing of the fuel and coolant. 

E 
m ('::~3 )(1 

(

2Vf l/
3

) 
ln D 

FR 
(1) 

Using this approximate model the energy required for fuel-coolant mixing can be calcu
lated and compared to that available as thermal energy in the fuel, Ef h" If E is 
substantially less than Efth' then it indicates that mixing is possiole from aW 
energy standpoint. 

Recently, Fauske and Henry [9,10] have proposed a simple model to predict the 
minimum fuel diameter possible during fuel-coolant mixing. They base this model on 
the physical concept that the fuel can breakup and premix with the water to a uniform 
size no smaller than that which would prevent liquid water from entering the mixture 
zone; i.e. the fuel surface area increases (diameter decreases) to such a degree that 
steam generation stops liquid water inflow. To determine this minimum diameter, DMIN• 
they equated the energy transferred from fuel to coolant in the mixture to the critical 
heat flux in pool boiling (qCHF) multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the coolant. 
The critical heat flux was viewed as an approximate hydrodynamic limit for steam out
flow and water inflow (one-dimensional, counterflow, steady state). The minimum dia
meter is given by 

(2) 

where (3) 

Again this model can be viewed as an approximate physical limit. This physical 
model is geometrically approximate in two important respects: it assumes that the 
critical limit is reached in a planar surface neglecting transient effects, and it 
assumes that a counterflow of water and steam occurs neglecting the possibility of 
steain. outflow from one surface and water inflow from another surface (multi-dimension
al effects). These omissions cause the model to neglect two possibly important 
effects: (1) time is not considered relative to that allowed due to geometry charac
teristics; such as coolant depth or width; (2) mixing is not a static process occur
ring regardless of time, rather it is a dynamic process always occurring to some de
gree, allowing the fuel to fragment to smaller and smaller sizes. These omissions 
might prompt one to seek strict limits to mixing which are time independent; rather 
the physi~s seem to suggest such limits are highly time dependent. 

During the FCI, the rate of fragmentation and the final debris size is empirically 
known from small intermediate scale experiments [11]. These experiments indicate that 
the fuel fragments quickly ( 100-300 µsec) to small sizes (from 1-10 mm to 50-150 µm). 
Knowing the empirical debris size distribution one can calculate the available surface 
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area. The surface area combined with chemical kinetics on hydrogen production [e.g. 
Ref. 12-15] can then be used to calculate hydrogen generation rates. 

Fuel-Coolant Mixing Data 

During a severe accident, fuel-coolant contact may occur in one of two ways; the 
fuel may pour into a water filled cavity by gravity (or under pressure), or the water 
may reflood a cavity containing molten fuel. In the former case the fuel falls through 
the coolant and mixes with it. In the latter case the fuel is stratified with the 
coolant on top, and a slow quenching is the most probable result. In regard to fuel
coolant mixing, the former contact mode is of more concern and interest. 

This pouring contact mode was used extensively in FCI tests at Sandia [11-16]. In 
these tests the hot fuel enters the water pool in film boiling and begins to distort 
in shape. As it continues to fall through the pool it breaks apart into smaller pieces 
and mixes with the surrounding water while still in film boiling. These smaller pieces 
may subdivide further as the steam produced in film boiling flows out through the top 
of the fuel-coolant mixture and escapes the pool as water flows in from the sides. 
This mixture grows radially as the fuel, now mixed with water and steam, continues to 
fall through the pool finally reaching the chamber base. At or near base 
contact two possible events can occur, an energetic FCI (steam explosion) is triggered 
or the 'premixed' molten fuel settles on the chamber base and eventually quenches. 
During this transient fall phase of the fuel through the water pool one reason for fuel 
breakup is inertial forces generated by the fuel initial relative velocity, vf' and 
differences in density (p top ) [17-19]. If the fuel mass is large (characteristic 
diameter, Df' large) or i~s relative velocity hi~h, its characteristic Weber number, 
We, (ratio of destabilizing inertial force, p vf , to stabilizing surface tension 
force, a/Df) will be greater than a critical ~aiue (Wecrit = 7-12 for relatively invi
scid fluids [19]). The fuel will begin to distort and break apart. 

One could develop an empirical model for this mixing phenomena, if the assumption 
is made that hydrodynamic forces are the major cause of fuel-coolant mixing as in the 
case of isothermal experiments [17-19]. The major difference in these FCI experiments 
is that film boiling separates the two liquids; one might presume that the film acts 
like a low impedance fluid which delays the fuel breakup relative to the isothermal 
case. The Sandia data can be plotted in dimensionless form. The dependent variables 
would be the depth of the fuel-coolant mixture, H , the lateral dispersion diameter of 
the fuel-coolant mixture, D , the mixture volume,~ , the displaced water volume, VD 
(i.e. the fuel and steam voTume in the mixture at amgiven time), and the.average fuel 
diameter during mixing, DFR" The independent variables are the fuel mass, mf, its dia
meter, Df, initial entry velocity, vf, coolant mass, m , its depth, H and width, W , 
properties and time, t. To nondimensionalize these vafiables one cancuse the fuel c 
diameter, the velocity and properties; similar to hyd~odynamic analyses ]17], the re
sulting groups are H/Df, D/Df' V /Vf,VD/Vf' DFR/Df' T and We where the independent 
groups are defined as 

(4) 

T* 
t vf 

-
Df 

(5) 

vf 
2 

We 
Pc Df 

-
of 

(6) 

In the Sandia FITS experiments (fully instrumented test series), a wide range of condi
tions were investigated with iron-alumina and Corium fuel; 1 < mf < 20 kg, 3.5 < pf/p 
< 7, 4 < vf < 8 m/s, 30 <me< 250 kg, 0 < T* < 6, 2000 <We < 8000. The variation c 
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in coolant mass in these tests primarily affected the coolant water depth, He (thereby 
T*); the width of water cavity, We was always large compared to the fuel diameter. 
Subsequent tests plan to specifically investigate these parameters. 

Some of the mixing data are plotted in dimensionless form in Figures 1 and 2. No
tice, the data from various experiments follow similar trends. Subsequent experiments 
might be performed at larger scales to determine if these dimensionless grou~s can 
still successfully correlate the data, or what other groupings are appropriate. In 
particular, the fuel fragment diameter, the mixture volume, and displaced water volume 
are important since they determine the fuel surface area and the average volume frac
tion of fuel and steam. Knowing these quantities aid predicting hydrogen generation. 
Second, no effect of the fuel Weber number was observed. This may be partially due to 
the small range over which it varied. Finally, if one compares the trends of Hm/Df and 
Dm/Df for this FITS data with previous data from isothermal tests, one finds that the 
rate of growth of the fuel coolant mixture in FITS is slower for a given time than for 
isothermal tests. This seems to confirm the notion that the steam generated in these 
tests adds compliance to the fuel-coolant system and slows fuel-coolant mixing for a 
given time span. 

The data for the observed fuel fragment size, DFR/Df, a~e not plotted, but tabula
ted in Table 1. This is because the visual data could only be obtained at the end of 
the test near base contact when the fuel-coolant mixture was large and the fuel drop
lets could be individually measured. It is recognized that visual measurement is prone 
to error, therefore, these data should be considered preliminary~ The diameter measured 
is probably larger than the actual diameter due to the luminous image the drop creates 
on the film; the post-test debris data bear this observation out for two FITS experi
ments (FITS-lA and 4A). 

The previous correlation of test data applies as the fuel falls through the coolant. 
If coolant chamber is narrow or its depth shallow mixing during the fall phase would be 
impeded or stopped. Mixing on the chamber bottom would probably not be very efficient. 
Current FITS data indicates in the absence of an explosion that the melt falls to the 
base and reagglomerates as it quenches. There is no definitive data to indicate how 
effective the fuel-coolant mixing is on the chamber base. 

Limits to Fuel-Coolant Mixing 

If the steam generation rate becomes too large as the fuel and coolant mix the 
fuel (or coolant) could be rapidly carried out (flµidized) of the mixture and mixing 

. would be impeded. It is important that one identifies these physical limits to mixing 
because they represent the bounds that would be set on this dynamic process. 

The effect of the physical boundaries is qualitatively obvious, although not quan
titatively known. Base contact would most likely trigger an energetic FCI (steam ex
plosion) as the FITS data indicates. If not, the fuel settles on the chamber base, and 
slowly quenches. However, in the accident the decay heat power combined with the fuel 
molten state may cause prolonged thermal attack of concrete basemat. 

Limits on fuel-coolant mixing due to steam generation could cause the fuel (or 
coolant) to be carried away with the steam flow. One would expect the mixing process 
to be self-limiting; i.e. given sufficient time, the fuel would mix and break up to an 
average size no smaller than that which would cause the liquids to be fluidized and 
swept away. The fuel droplet distribution and the average diameter, DFR• may be larger 
than this limit if time is short (due to a small water depth or a triggered explosion). 
In addition, because the fuel enters the water in a pouring mode of contact, the mass 
first to reach the coolant chamber bottom would be better mixed than fuel at the top 
of the water pool. Therefore, if one were to identify this limit on mixing it would 
represent the minimum average fuel diameter to which all the fuel falling through the 
coolant could fragment before the mixture would begin to be fluidized. 

To find this minimum fuel diameter, DFR for the case of fluidization of the fuel 
droplets, one would equate the velocity needed to fluidize a particle, vFL' to the 
steam velocity, vv, at any location in the fuel-coolant mixture caused by fuel-coolant 
heat transfer. Based on a steady state moment~m balance the fluidization velocity is 
given by 
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where p is the steam density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and CD is the drag 
coefficXent, corrected for the effect of an array of droplets [20,21] (CD~ 1). Now 
the steam velocity cannot exceed this value or else the fuel droplets will be swept 
away. This would first occur at the top of the mixture where all the steam from the 
whole mixing zone exits to maintain equal pressure with the ambient. Let us consider 
the steam velocity at the top of the mixture, realizing that the fuel droplet diameter 
determined from this simple analysis would signal the beginning of the fuel sweep out. 
Actually the average fuel diameter in a test could fall slightly below this limit be
fore a majority of the fuel begins to be swept away. The steam velocity at the top of 
the pool is found by an energy balance to be 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Notice that all the energy transferred from the fuel to the coolant was assumed to go 
into producing steam primarily by blackbody radiation. These assumptions neglect sub
cooling of the coolant and the reduction of the radiation view factor due to properties 
and radiation to other fuel particles. Although one may consider these second order 
effects both would reduce the predicted minimum mixing diameter (i.e. allow more mixing). 
When all of these terms are substituted back into Eq. 10 the result is 

(11) 

where ~ is the mixture height. When the two velocities are equated one gets for the 
average minimum diameter 

(12) 

Remember that all the assumptions used to derive this simplified mixing diameter 
limit predict the threshold for fuel sweep out from the top of the mixture. Average 
fuel sizes could fall slightly below this limit before a major fraction of the fuel 
would begin to be fluidized. For example, if one equated these velocities near the 
bottom of the mixture (e.g. the lower third of VM) to assure a majority of the fuel 
would be swept out the predicted D would decrease by a factor of two. Also realize 
that this is a quasi-steady limit!n1ai: applied only insofar as one knows the mixing zone 
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conditions (i.e. volume fractions in mixing zone - Fig. 1 and 2) at any point in time. 
The empirical correlations developed from FITS tests that were just presented would 
give one the initial conditions needed to use this model. 

Notice that this physical limit is different from the model proposed by Henry [9, 
10]. In this model, the physical picture is that the steam flows out the top of the 
fuel-coolant mixture, water flows in from the bottom and sides, and the fuel falls and 
disperses radially. This picture is more in line with the debris.bed sweepout concepts 
put forth by Rivard and Lipinski [22]. (Ac~ually the counter flow hydrodynamic criteria 
of Henry does seem reasonable if one applies it to the mixture surface area; in this 
case the area of interest grows with time.) 

To find the minimum fuel diameter for the case of fluidization of the coolant 
which enters the mixing zone, DFRII one would perform the same analysis as before ex
cept the fluidization velocity is based on the coolant length scale, De. 

4 
3 

1/2 
(13) 

A reasonable assumption is that the ratio of the coolant volume surrounding a fuel dn>p
let to the fuel drop volume is proportional to the ratio of the total coolant volume to 
the fuel volume in· the mixing zone 

D 3 
c (14) 

where ac is the coolant volume fraction in the mixture. This gives a relation between 
De and DFRu. 

1/3 
(15) 

The result in combination with Eqs. 9 and 13 gives an estimate of DFRII 

D'"Tr ~ ( t r3 ( :: ) 1/9 (::) 2/3 (::~~~:) 2/3 (CD~ 
2 

) 1/3 ( :: ) 1/3 (l6) 

The same comments concerning DFRr are applicable here; the volume fractions of fuel and 
steam are needed from the experiments or separate analysis to employ this model. 

A prediction of the minimum fuel mixing diameter due to fluidization can be made 
using Eqs. 12 and 16. These calculations could be compared to the actual data of DFR 
(Table 1) to determine if the model is in agreement with the observed data. The re
sults of the calculation are presented on Table 2, and the agreement between the model 
and the data is good. The agreement between the proposed mixing limit and the data also 
suggests that the fall time was sufficiently long enough (S < T* < 8) to allow the fuel 
to break apart to a small diameter. One could use this criteria of dimensionless time 
to predict the mixing time and minimum diameter for larger scale FCI events. 

Note that in all the tests the fuel mass was a mixture of an oxidic phase (U02 -
ZrO or Al 0) and a metallic phase (stainless steel or iron). In the calculation, it 
was2assumea ~hat the heterogeneous mixture behaved as a homogeneous fuel with average 
mixture properties. This is a reasonable first approximation based on the data [11,16] 
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indicating that post-test debris was compositionally homogeneous for any diameter range. 
Also note that the minimum energy required for mixing, ~ (Eq. 1), is very small, 5-10 
J; this is less than 0.1% of the fuel thermal energy. 

Steam/Hydrogen Generation 

Assuming that one now can estimate the minimum fuel diameter during mixing, and 
therefore, calculate the maximum fuel surface area, steam and hydrogen generation rates 
could be determined. The rate of steam generation is found by multiplying the heat 
flux from one drop, q~ROP' (Eq. 12) by the heat transfer area and dividing by the 
energy necessary to vaporize the water (ifg ifg + cpc(Tsat - Tc)); the result is 

q~ROP -.-,-
i fg 

(17) 

If one uses the minimum mixing diameter the resulting steam generation rate is a maxi
mum. Numerical results are presented in Table 2 for the FITS tests. 

The kinetic rate of metal oxidation and hydrogen generation is a function of three 
important variables; the temperature of the fuel surface at which oxidation is occur
ring, the rate of diffusion of the vapor to the fuel surface, and the rate of diffusion 
of the oxygen into the fuel liquid phase. Currently there is no experimental data 
available to determine the rate of reaction of water with molten metallic reactor ma
terials (zirconium or stainless steel). It is expected that this reaction rate also 
would be controlled by mass transfer in the liquid fuel phase given an abundance of 
steam. In his zirconium-water experiments, Baker [12] approximated the molten reaction 
rate in calculations by assuming mass transfer in the gaseous phase (steam diffusion) 
was the limiting process. If one uses this assumption, the metallic fuel droplet can 
be modelled to be in a quasi-steady oxidation process. The governing mass transfer 
equation [23] can be written in spherical coordinates and integrated to give the molar 
hydrogen generation rate for the droplet 

:t\IH 
2 ( 1 1) -l 

~R RC 
(18) 

where R is the radius of vapor-liquid coolant interface. Based upon small scale FCI 
tests [fl] the vapor film thickness is on the order of 1 mm when hydrogen is present. 
The total generation rate is found by multiplying the rate per droplet by the total 
number of droplets (the total metallic fuel mass divide by the mass of a droplet). 

Using the minimum mixing diameters, the maximum hydrogen generation rate was cal
culated and is given in Table 2. Notice that the rate of hydrogen production is 
approximately fifty times smaller than that for steam. In fact if one uses this maxi
mum generation rate with the mixing time .in the FITS experiments, only about one gmole 
of hydrogen is predicted to be produced. This corresponds to about 5% of the total 
metallic mass reacted. 

Mixing Effects on the Explosion 

The mixing that occurs before the explosion is triggered should have an effect on 
the subsequent explosion. If ample time is given for the fuel to breakup into smaller 
diameter droplets and disperse in the liquid coolant pool more of the fuel mass will 
be able to rapidly fragment during the explosion into fine debris; this in turn will 
probably increase the explosion conversion ratio (ratio of the measured kinetic energy 
to the initial fuel thermal energy). This is empirically demonstrated for the FITS 
tests if one plots the explosion conversion ratio and the mass-average fuel debris 
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diameter as a function of the initial coolant to fuel mass ratio (Figure 3). In these 
tests the fuel is dropped into the water as a coherent mass; therefore to a first 
approximation the coolant to fuel mass ratio is a measure of the mixing that could take 
place before the explosion. Notice that the conversion ratio rises to almost a constant 
value (1-2%) after the fuel to coolant mass ratio increases above 3 to 1. In contrast 
the average fuel debris diameter continues to decrease in magnitude until the mass 
ratio becomes very large (20 to 1). 

The same effect can be better observed if one plots the debris diameter'and the 
conversion ratio as· a function of the ratio of the fuel-coolant mixture volumes at the 
time of the explosion to the original fuel volume, Vm/Vf. The reasoning here is that 
as the mixture to fuel volume ratio increases the fuel has more time to disperse in 
the coolant, breakup into smaller sizes and produce a more efficient explosion. Figure 
4 indicates even more clearly the strong correlation of the explosion fuel debris size 
to initial mixing behavior. Again one notes how the conversion ratio quickly rises to 
nearly constant values. 

It is interesting to note that even when the fuel debris seems relatively coarse 
(~l mm as in the FITSB Series) the conversion ratio is still large 1-2%. This suggests 
that the percentage of fuel 'participating' in the explosion cannot be arbitrarily taken 
to be small (e.g. based on a thermal equilibration time during the explosion~ 200 µm). 
Rather, even the 'coarse' fuel debris probably 'participates' in the explosion to 
the extent that it can transfer the thermal energy of it outer surface quickly, and 
therefore, can affect the explosion conversion ratio. These data suggest one must be 
careful when trying to distinguish between what fuel 'mixed' with water and what fuel 
'participated' in the explosion. 

Conclusions and Implications for Reactor Safety 

The current FCI experiments conducted by Sandia are being analyzed to determine 
the fuel-coolant mixing behavior and to develop a fuel-coolant mixing model. Data is 
presented, correlated in terms of dimensionless groups. Physical limits to mixing are 
discussed and a model is suggested which predicts the minimum fuel mixing diameter. 
Using experimental values for the volume fraction of fuel and steam this model shows 
good agreement with the FITS mixing data. Using this model the maximum steam and hy
drogen generation rates have been calculated. Also explosion data indicates that fuel
coolant mixing does have a dramatic effect on subsequent steam explosions. 

In regard to fuel-coolant mixing during a core-melt accident in a LWR, one can 
make the following points. If the FITS experiments simulate the pouring mode of con
tact that would occur in- or ex-vessel and if the 'physical limits to mixing developed 
here are reasonable approximations to the detailed mixing dynamics; then fuel-coolant 
mixing for a given time span during the accident is a strong function of the initial 
molten fuel mass, its entry velocity and the mass (i.e. depth) of the coolant pool. 
Based on the FITS data the molten fuel mixed with the water with a mixing diameter near 
the predicted minimum diameter when 4 < T* < 8. The time for the fuel to penetrate 
the coolant depth is approximately given by Figure 1 as 

(19) 

If one now substitutes this into the equation for T* and solve for the maximum molten 
fuel pour stream diameter, the result is 

(20) 

This suggests that the coolant depth is of prime importance in determining the degree 
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of mixing of the fuel in the coolant. 
Work is continuing to develop a transient model to better understand this process. 
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N 
~p 

q" 

~o 
Tv 

NOMENCLATURE 

area 
drag coefficient for sphere (~l) 

diffusion coefficient between Hz 
and HzO 
diameter 
mixing energy 
gravitational acceleration 
heat transfer coefficient 
depth of the water pool 
latent heat of ~aporization 
mass flux (kg/m s) 
number of moles 
steam partial pressure difference 
between the ambient and at the fuel 
surface 
heat flux 
universal gas constant 
temperature 
(Tsat + Tf)/Z 

v velocity 
V volume 

a void· fraction 
ov vapor film thickness 
p density 

Subscripts 

b breakup 
c coolant 
d displaced 
FR fuel fragment 
f fuel 
H2 hydrogen 
M mixture 
v vapor 
sat saturated 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF LWR FUEL FOAMING 
POTENTIAL DURING CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENTSa 

August W. Cronenbergb, Douglas W. Croucher, 
and Philip E. MacDonald 

EG&G Idaho, Inc., P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID 83415 

ABSTRACT 

Fuel melting in severe core damage accidents will lead to 
the rapid release of fission gas from the fuel matrix and the 
volatilization of low boiling point metallic inclusions, which can 
be expected to significantly influence molten fuel dynamics. A 
quantitative analysis of U02 foaming potential is presented here 
based upon an assessment of the time characteristics for bubble 
growth, surface escape, film thinning, and bubble coalescence. 
Analysis indicates that although the potential exists for early 
molten U02 foaming, such foams are basically unstable and tend to 
collapse, thereby releasing volatilized fission products from the 
molten fuel debris. Release of such fission products will impact 
radiological source.term evaluation and can result in up to a 
40-percent reduction in the residual decay heat within the core 
debris. This reduction in core debris heat level can be expected 
to have a significant effect on the outcome of such hypothetical 
accidents and on the heat load capacity requirements of residual 
heat removal systems or other engineered melt mitigation devices. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has recently initiated a 
severe core damage research program (l] in response to the Three Mile Island 
(TMI) accident. The primary objective of this program is to provide an 
experimental data base and analytical methodology for NRC decisions concerning 
the ability of existing or planned reactors to cope with severe accidents 
involving damaged or melted fuel. Accurate and reliable probabilistic risk 
assessments (PRA), correct emergency response decisions, and appropriate 
performance requirements for engineered safety features will demand an 
interactive knowledge of the physical and chemical processes governing fuel 
meltdown behavior, including a knowledge of the effects of prior irradiation 
on fuel dynamics. 

One of the phenomena that can be expected at the elevated temperatures 
associated with melting of irradiated fuel is the rapid release of volatile 
fission products [2], which will influence fuel swelling behavior. In this 

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research, under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76ID01570. 

b. Consultant: Engineering Science and Analysis, 836 Clair View Street, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402. 
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paper, an assessment of the contribution of such volatiles to molten UOz 
swelling and 'foaming' is made, where such foaming potential is interpreted 
in terms of its influence on core meltdown behavior. The following section 
presents a brief overview of the basic physical/chemical nature of foams and 
the theory of foam stability, followed by an evaluation of the foaming 
potential of irradiated UOz fuel subjected to decay-heat/loss-of-cooling 
accident conditions. 

QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF FOAMS 

Simply stated, foams are an agglomeration of gas bubbles separated from 
each other by a liquid film network. The formation of the liquid film layer 
which separates the gas phase and retards bubble coalescence essentially 
governs whether or not a foam will form. Figure 1 illustrates the sequence 
of events involved in a spontaneously induced foam. As shown, the initial 
condition consists of an ideal solution in which individual atoms (or 
molecules) of the volatile species are in solution with the liquid. Once a 
supersaturated condition has been attained, nucleation into bubbles occurs. 
Solute addition or system heatup will lead to continued bubble growth and gas 
entrainment in the liquid. If the bubble growth process is relatively slow, 
the gas will tend to rise through the liquid and escape at the free interface. 
Such surface escape will prevent significant gas-phase buildup in the liquid 
and the attainment of the highly voided condition necessary for true foaming. 
If, however, the bubble growth process is more rapid than that for surface 
escape, then the potential exists for inducement of an initial foamed system. 
As discussed, the attainment of a true foamed condition requires a system of 
bubbles separated by thin liquid films, while the tenacity of such a film 
network essentially governs the foam stability characteristics. 

To quantitatively determine the potential for foam formation, an 
assessment is made of a characteristic time for bubble rise (TR) to the 
free surface versus that for bubble growth (TG). The necessary (but not 
sufficient) condition for foam inducement is that: 

TG < TR [Necessary Condition for Foam Formation]. 

If the above condition is not met, then bubble rise and surface escape will 
occur faster than bubble growth, preventing foam formation. 

To assess the foam stability characteristics, a comparison is made of the 
characteristic time for bubble growth (TG) versus that for foam destruction 
(T 0 ). As shown in Fig. 1, if To < TG, foam collapse occurs, leading to a 
coalesced/separated system. Thus, the criterion for foam stability is: 

TO > TG [Necessary Condition for Foam Stability]. 

As discussed in Refs. [3-5], two distinct mechanisms appear largely 
responsible for foam destruction; namely, film drainage of the intervening 
liquid between two. adjacent bubbles and gas diffusion from smaller to larger 
adjacent bubbles. Thus, the characteristic time for £oam destruction (T 0 ) 
can be assessed in terms of either: 

Tt the time scale for film thinning or drainage of the film 
lamellae separating two adjacent bubbles, and 

the time scale for bubble colescence due to gas diffusion 
from smaller to larger adjacent bubbles. 
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Quantitative models for assessment of such characteristic time constants 
are presented below: 

Time Scale for Bubble Growth, TG 

The time scale for bubble growth can be assessed from simple energy 
considerations since, for all practical purposes, momentum considerations no 
longer dominate the growth process. Assuming thermal equilibrium with the 
surrounding molten fuel, the rate of increase in temperature of the bubble 
(Tb) equals that of the fuel (Tf), i.e., 

(1) 

where Pf = density of the molten fuel, Cp f = specific heat of molten 
fuel, and QnH f = fuel and volumetric dec~y heat. For ideal-gas isobaric . , . 
behavior, the equation-of-state of the bubble can be expressed as 

4 'IT p 3 
JR Rb (t) 
~.g 

where P = system pressure, fib = bubble mass, Rb bubble radius, and 
Rg = gas constant. Upon differentiation of Eq. 2 and substitution of 
Eq. 1 for dTb/dt, we obtain 

(2) 

(3) 

Upon integrating from the initial bubble radius (R0 ) at time t 
foamed radius (RG) at t = ~G• we obtain 

0 to the 

T 
G 

(4) 

As indicated by Eq. 4, one need only specify the initial and final bubble 
radii, mb (constant), and the fuel heating condition to assess the character
istic time for bubble growth to the foamed state. 

Time Scale for Bubble Rise, 'TR 

The time scale for bubble rise can be assessed from the classical 
expression for bubble ascent in a viscous liquid using a 'rigid' sphere 
analysis, where the terminal velocity for negligible bubble interference is [6] 

2 ~ pg 

9 µ 
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where g = gravity constant, P = liquid density, and µ = viscosity. If a 
dense packing of bubbles occurs, the terminal velocity is corrected (reduced), 
using 'hindered settling' correction factor [7] 

n' 
V = Vt (1-c) • ts (6) 

In the above expression, Vts terminal velocity for a dense dispersion, 
in the liquid; and n' = exponential factor that c = volume fraction of bubbles 

varies between 4.65 for Stokes 
dispersions, the characteristic 

flow to 2.33 for Newtonian flow. For dense 
rise time is therefore calculated as 

TR = L/V ts (7) 

where L = the characteristic distance to the free/escape surface. 

Time Scale for Film Thinning, Tt 

Although rather complex phenomena are involved in the film destruction 
process via thinning, the recent work of Lee and Hodgson [8] is probably as 
accurate as any for an order-of-magnitude assessment of the drainage process. 
Figure 2 illustrates the essential nature of the problem, where two approaching 
bubbles result in film thinning via a·"squeezing" of the separating liquid 
layer. By assuming rigid parallel wails, an expression for the rate of film 
thinning is obtained of the form 

dh h3 (s.P 
-= 
dt 

3 R2 µ 
f 

(8) 

where-h film thickness, b.P bubble pressure differential, and Rf film 
radius. 

To evaluate the thinning time between a pair of bubbles of equal radius 
<•t {>), Eq. 8 is integrated from the original film thickness (h0 ) to the 
critical thickness (he) at which coalescence will occur; thus 

'[ 
t,p 

3 µ R
2 

__ f (-1-
2 b.P h2 

c 

1 --) 
h2 

0 

(9) 

Noting that h0 >> he, that Rf ~ Rb during the final stages of thinning, 
and that Laplace's relation (i.e., ~p = 20/Rb) applies for mechanical 
equilibrium, Eq. 9 reduces to the form 

'[ 

t,p 
(10) 

Equation 10 expresses the film thinning time associated with a pair of 
bubbles of equal radius. However, Fig. 3 demonstrates that the total""fOam 
drainage time occurs via a geometric progression process, whereby film drainage 
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between a pair of initially small bubbles results in coalescence into larger 
bubbles, which in turn undergo film drainage to form still larger bubbles, and 
so on, until the coalesced/unfoamed state is reached. To determine the number 
of steps (n) involved in such a geometric progression, it is noted that the 
volume of the final, single, coalesced bubble must be equal to the sum of the 
volumes of the individual bubbles involved in the thinning/coalescence 
process, i.e., 

( 11) 

Substituting for Rb from Eq. 11 into Eq. 10, the total film drainage time 
('t) can be expressed as 

-r 
t 

( 12) 

A critical rupture thickness of 103 ~ is used in the present analysis, based 
on film rupture via a fission-fragment-induced ionization mechanism [9]. 

Time Scale for Interbubble Gas Diffusion, Td 

As suggested by Ross [5], deVries expression for the rate of interbubble 
gas diffusion between a pair of adjacent bubbles can be used to assess a 
characteristic time for local foam collapse, i.e., 

2 
-r = R /kd' d, p --b 

4 RT 
__ g_ (nscr) 

P e ( 13) 

where D = diffusion constant, S = solubility of the gas per ml of liquid at a 
pressure of 1 dyne/cm2, 8 = film thickness, and the other parameters are as 
previously defined, A geometric progression process is again involved; thus, 
substitution of Eq. 11 into Eq. 13 yields 

-r = 22n/3 
d 

(14) 

where -rd is the total time for foam collapse via interbubble gas diffusion. 

The above system of equations is used to assess the time characteristics 
for foam growth and decay. Calculations are presented in the following 
section relative to the fission-gas/molten-U02 system. 

ASSESSMENT OF MOLTEN U02 FOAMING 

Tables I and II present the initial conditions and properties used in the 
present analysis, where the starting porosity was obtained from a computer 
analysis (i.e., the FASTGRASS Code [10]) of gas release for a simulated 
decay-heat/loss-of-cooling transient to incipient fuel melting. 
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Foam Formation Potential 

For the present analysis, the foamed state is defined as the condition in 
which adjacent bubbles have grown from the initial radius (R0 ) to the point 
of closest contact where they just touch, (R(;); which can be defined in 
terms of the cell length (i) (as shown in Table I). Using Eqs. 4 and 7 and 
the properties presented in Table II, the characteristic times for bubble 
growth (Tc) and rise (TR) are estimated and presented in Table III. As 
indicated, growth to the foamed state is largely controlled by the initial 
porosity condition from which bubble growth starts. For low initial porosity, 
a longer growth time is required. 

On comparing TC and TR, it can be seen that the time for bubble rise 
is approximately an order-of-magnitude longer than that for growth to the 
foamed condition; thus, the potential for initial foam formation is 
satisfied. This is particularly true for the case of high prior porosity 
(e.g., c ~ 67 percent), which indicates a clear trend for initial foam 
formation. However, for the other stated porosity conditions, the difference 
between Tc and TR is only an order-of-magnitude. If one considers a shorter 
path for escape of bubbles from molten fuel, say for example 10 cm, then TR 
is decreased accordingly. For a 10-cm escape length, one can visualize a 
competing process of the tendency for gas bubble escape versus that for bubble 
growth to the agglomerated/foamed state, on the same time scale. Since a 
characteristic escape length of between 10-100 cm seems appropriate for core 
meltdown events (i.e., a molten pool depth of ~10-100 cm), a rather unstable 
situation is predicted, except for conditions of high initial porosity. Since 
the possibility exists for initial swelling or foaming (albeit a rather 
temporary condition, since shortly thereafter bubble escape is predicted), 
further consideration is given below to the U02 foam stability 
characteristics. 

Foam Stability Potential 

To assess the foam stability characteristics, the time periods for foam 
destruction via film thinning (Tt) and gas diffusion (Td) are evaluated 
from Eqs. 12 and 14. , 

To determine the number of steps (n) involved in the geometric progression 
of foam collapse via film drainage, Eq. 11 must be evaluated. The criterion 
for determining the radius (Rb) at which a large coalesced bubble will lead 
to unfoaming, can be defined as the radius at which escape period is just 
equal to that for growth to the foamed state. Using this criterion, Rb is 
assessed from Eqs. 4, 5, and 7 

9 µ ) L 
p g T (l-c)4 .65 

C 

An evaluation of Rb and n is presented in Table IV for the various initial 
burnup and gas retention conditions. 

Inspection of Table IV for Tc, Rb, and n indicates the salient features 
of the foaming process. When the starting porosity condition of the molten
fuel/entrapped-gas system is relatively low (e.g., c ~ 20 percent), the time 
for bubble growth (Tc) to the foamed state is long compared to the growth 
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period associated with a high porosity starting condition (e.g., c ~ 60 
percent). However, for a high porosity starting condition, TG is relatively 
short, requiring a greater number of coalescense steps to form a large bubble, 
which would guarantee escape during this short growth period. As indicated in 
Table III, for the relatively high initial porosity condition of 67 percent 
gas, a rather large coalesced bubble (Rb ~ lo-2 cm) is required to ensure 
bubble escape within the growth period, thus indicative of a large number of 
coalescence steps (n ~ 27). Having determined n, the characteristic time for 
film thinning (Tt) is assessed, as presented in Table V. 

For the stated initial porosity conditions, the film drainage process is 
compared to the time for bubble growth in Table V. As indicated, the drainage 
process is extremely rapid; thus, as soon as the bubble grows to the close
packed foamed condition, such a structure is readily destroyed via film 
drainage. One can visualize the situation in which bubble growth will lead to 
continuous rapid coalescence, resulting in gas separation from the molten fuel 
and collapse of any temporary foamed configuration. As indicated, for 
relatively high initial porosity, a significant amount of film thinning and 
coalescence (indicated by a number of coalescence steps, i.e., n) is required 
to ensure foam collapse; thus, the total film drainage time is relatively 
long. However, even for the 3-atom-percent burnup/100-percent gas retention 
condition, Tt << TG, thus indicative of a highly unstable foam. 

Although the estimated film thinning time indicates a rather rapid 
destruction of the agglomerated or foamed state, the use of ideal liquid bulk 
U02 properties (i.e., surface tension and viscosity) may be inappropriate 
due to the potential strong influence of fission product impurities on liquid 
U02 film behavior. Indeed, small amounts of such impurities (surfactants) 
can have a pronounced effect on lowering the local surface tension in thin 
films. In light of such uncertainties, the gas diffusion mechanism (which is 
independent of such impurity effects on cr and µ and is always operative) is 
also investigated. 

An assessment of such interbubble gas diffusion is presented in Table VI. 
As indicated, the film destruction time via gas diffusion and bubble coales
cence is approximately five orders-of-magnitude slower than that for film 
drainage. Nevertheless, the film destruction time via such diffusion is still 
rapid compared to the time for bubble growth to the foamed or agglomerated 
state. One can, therefore, visualize bubble growth to an agglomerated 
configuration, which quickly collapses due either to rapid film drainage or 
gas-diffusion-induced bubble coalescence. 

On comparing TG with either Tt or Td, it can be seen that 

Tt 

'"Cd 

thus, regardless of which film destruction mechanism dominates, it appears 
that any potential foamed state is highly unstable. From the calculations 
presented, it is concluded that molten U02 fuel does not possess the tenacity 
characteristics necessary to support the foamed state, that is, a network of 
stable, interconnected films which entrap gas in a matrix structure. Although 
calculations indicate the possibility for temporary molten fuel swelling or 
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frothing, the thin film network necessary to support stable foams is expected 
to be readily destroyed. Thus, once fuel melting occurs, bubble coalescence, 
film collapse, and subsequent separation of gas from molten fuel can be 
expected. Indeed, order-of-magnitude calculations performed at decay heat 
levels indicate transient microbubble s~elling to a temporary porous structure, 
with rapid destruction of such a structure via film breakdown and coalescence. 
Such a prediction of transient swelling followed by foam collapse compares 
favorably with the results of the PBF-RIA [11] and TREAT-Fl [12] fuel meltdown 
experiments. In Ref. [11] it was observed that extensive bubble coalescence 
and gas separation from the molten fuel region occurred for fuel melt times in 
excess of 1 minute, compared to gas separation for shorter melt times. In the 
Fl experiment [12], initial gas-induced fuel swelling was observed, followed 
by gas release and subsequent molten fuel 'slumping' into a dense mass of 
once-molten fuel debris. 

IMPLICATIONS OF FOAM COLLAPSE ON CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENTS 

The results of the analysis presented indicate several implications 
relative to core meltdown behavior. Of particular importance is the 
implication that volatilized fission products can be expected to be released 
from molten fuel, indicating that a 30 to 40 percent reduction in decay heat 
of the molten core debris can be expected. Because such volatilized products 
would be released as gas, they would be transported with the steam flow through 
the core. Once outside the immediate, high-temperature regions of the core, 
the fission product vapors will condense, either on the cooler surfaces of 
primary system components or on aerosol particles~ In either case, the decay 
heat associated with such vapors no longer contributes to the heatup of the 
core melt debris. This reduction in core debris energy can be expected to 
affect the timing of accident progression and may impact the heat load capacity 
requirements of residual heat removal systems or other engineered melt 
mitigation devices. 

The results of this foaming analysis also indicate that an ultimate dense 
fuel melt debris can be expected, regardless of prior irradiation history. 
However, it should be cautioned that initial fuel swelling for irradiated fuel 
may affect transient fuel behavior phenomena quring the early stages of core 
disintegration compared to that for fresh fuel, although similar fuel behavior 
can be expected once volatiles have escaped from the molten fuel debris. 

CONCLUSIONS 

F'rom the foregoing analysis, the following conclusions are drawn relative 
to fission-gas-induced molten-fuel foaming potential for decay-heat/loss-of
cooling accidents: 

• Gas bubbles from volatilized fission products entrapped in molten 
fuel can be expected to lead to initial fuel swelling and the 
potential for temporary foam inducement. 

e However, rapid bubble coalescence and film drainage is predicted for 
the foamed state, such as to preclude any lasting foamed condition. 
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• Analysis indicates that although early fission-gas-induced 
molten-U02 swelling may occur, the foamed condition is basically 
unstable. Thus, in the later stages of a degraded core cooling 
accident, core melt products can be essentially modeled as a high 
density melt, rather than in a foamed/highly porous condition. 

• Due to the predicted escape of gaseous and volatile fission products 
from the molten core debris, an approximately 35-40 percent reduction 
in debris decay heat level is expected. This reduction in decay heat 
level of the core debris can significantly impact the course of a 
meltdown accident. 

• The analysis presented here compares favorably with trends observed 
in tbe PBF-RIA experiments [11] and the TREAT-Fl test [12]. 
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TABLE I. STATEMENT OF CELL CHARACTERISTICS 

Nomenclature: 

c porosity (cm3 - gas/cm3 - fuel) 

packing density = l bubble/cell 

initial bubble radius 

initial gas bubble= 11 R0 
cross sectional area 

cell area= A0 /c 

cell length =Fc 
foamed bubble = 1/2 radius 

Cell Characteristics: 

Burn up 
(atom%) 

3 
3 
3 

Ro 
(cm) 

2(10-5) 
2( 10-5) 

2(10-5) 
2(10-5) 
2(10-5) 

Gas 
Ao Retention 

(cm2) 
Fr act ion 

(%) 

1.26( 10-9) 20 
1.26( 10-9) 100 

1.26( 10-9) 5 
1.26( 10-9) 20 
1.26(10-9) 100 

Ac RG Porosity 
(cm2) 

1 
c (cm) (cm) 

0.04 3. 14( 10-8) 0.177(10-5) 8.9(10-5) 
0.20 0.63(10-8) 7 .94( lo-5) 4.0(10-5) 

ci.03 4.19(10-8) 20.5(lo-5~ lo .o(lo-5) 
0.13 0.97( 10-8) 9.a:Hlo:5 ~ 4.9( 10-5) 
0.67 0. 19( 10-8) 4.33(10 2.2(10-5) 

TABLE 11. STATEMENT OF PROPERTIES 

Thermophysical Properties Xe-131 

Molten uo2 (3200 K) 

Specific heat 

Thermal conductivity kf 

Density Pf 

Viscosity = µ 

Surface tension a 

0.11 cal/g-C 

0.005 cal/sec-C-cm 

8.74 g/cm3 

4( 10-2) gr/ s ·cm 

450 dy/cm 

0.038 cal/gr K (at 25 C) 

Ru _ (82 atm·cm3) fjj1ole _ 0.626 atm·cm3 
M - g-mole·K gr - gr K 

5 3 
136 (4w)(2•10- ) _ 6 B(l0-15) gr 

o.626 (3200) - • 

Fuel Power Density: 

QN = Normal average power density = 40 KW/i 

QDHf = Decay-heat power density % • 3 = l QN = 0.1 cal/cm s 
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Burn up 
(atom% l 

l 

1 

3 

3 

3 

2 110-5 > 

2 (10-5) 

2 110-51 

TABLE II I. EVALUATION OF i:G AND TR 

Gas 
Retention 
Fraction 

Fr 
(%) 

20 

100 

5 
20 

100 

Volume 
Porosity 

c 

0.4 

0.20 

0.03 

0.13 

0.67 

8.9(10-5 ) 

4.0(10-5 ) 

10.0(10-5 ) 

4.9(10-5 ) 

2.2110-5> 

TG 
Isl 

2. mo6) 
0.21106) 

3.8006) 

0.4(106) 

1.0(104) 

vts 
(cm/sl 

1.57(10-5 ) 

Q.67(10-4 ) 

1.65( 10-5) 

0.99(10-5 ) 

1.10(10-7 ) 

TABLE IV. DETERMINATION OF THE GEOMETRIC SERIES 
EXPONENT (n) FOR FOAM COLLAPSE 

Burn up Ro 
(atom% l (cm) 

1 2 110-51 

1 2 110-51 

3 2 (W5l 
3 2 110-5> 

3 2 (lo-5) 

.Gas 
Retention 
Fraction 

Fr 
(%) 

20 

100 

5 

20 

100 

Volume TG 
Porosity (s) 
_ _;;c'---- Tab 1 e 3 

0.04 

0.20 

0.03 

0.13 

0.67 

2.7(105) 

0.2(106) 

3.8(106 ) 

0.4(106) 

i.0004> 

3.1(10-5 ) 

l.mo-4> 

2.5(10-5 ) 

l.O(lo-4> 

0~6ll0-2 l 

3.7 

614 

2 

125 

2.7(107> 

T - L = 100 
R -

vts 
(s) 

6.4(106) 

1.5(106 ) 

6.6(106 ) 

9.9(106) 

9.1(108) 

_n_ 

TABLE V. ESTIMATION OF THE FILM DRAINAGE TIME (Tt) 

Burnup 
(atom% l 

l 

3 

3 

3 

Burn up 
(atom%) 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

Ro 
(cm) 

2 110-5> 
2 (10-5) 

2 (10-5) 

2 no-5 l 
2 (10-5) 

Gas Retention 
Fraction, Fr 

(%) 

20 

100 

5 

20 

100 

Volume 
Porosity 

c 

0.04 

0.20 

0.03 

0.13 

0.67 

n 
~ 

2 

9 

1 

7 
25 

Tt 
(s) 

2.1(10-81 
2.7(10-6 ) 

1.1(10-8 ) 

6.8(10-7) 

0.18 

TABLE VI. ESTIMATION OF DIFFUSION CONTROLLED 
FOAM DESTRUCTION (Td) 

Ro 
Gas Retention kd Td fraction Fr Porosity e n 

(cm) (%) c (cm) (cm5/s) Table 4 Isl 

2 110-51 20 0.04 lo-5 l·.l(lo-7 l 2 9.2(10-3 ) 

2 (10-5) 100 0.20 10-5 l.l(lo-7 l 9 0.23 

2 no-51 5 0.03 lu-5 l.l(lo-7 l 1 5.ano-3 > 

2 no-5) 20 0.13 10-5 l.l(lo-1 ) 7 0.09 

2 (10-5 ) 100 0.67 10-5 1.1(10-7 ) 25 3.78(102 ) 
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TG 
Table 3 

(s) 

2.mo6> 

IJ.7(1061 

3.8(106 ) 

0.4(106 ) 

l.O(lo41 

TG 
(s) 

Table 3 

2.7(106) 

0.211061 

3.8(106) 

0.4(106 ) 

l.0(104 ) 



COOLING OF DEBRIS BEDS - METHOD~ OF ANALYSIS FOR LWR SAFETY ASSESSMENTS 

Robert E. Henry, Michael Epstein, and Hans K. Fauske 
Fauske & Associates, Inc. 

Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The ultimate distribution and coolability of core debris under postu
lated accident conditions is a major part of the overall accident evaluation 
for LWR systems. Because of the importance and attention paid to operator 
action, this assessment should be made for both in-vessel coolable states as 
well as those in the containment. In this paper, the necessary requirements 
for attaining permanent coolability within the reactor vessel and within 
reference containment configurations is presented along with the sensitivity 
of these arguments to the various analytical approaches presented in the 
literature. 

INTRODUCTION 

In assessing the potential for debris coolability in. hypothetical core damage 
accidents for light water reactors, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of 
the governing physical processes associated with the cooling of a debris bed covered 
by a water pool. Specifically, the maximum energy level that can be removed from a 
debris configuration by the counter-flow of liquid flowing down through the bed in the 
presence of upward flowing vapor. In addition, since all processes would not be 
limited by a counter flow behavior, the importance of two-dimensional water addition 
(top and sides) to the debris bed is also of interest. In this paper, ;;i set of 
limiting physical processes are described, analytical models are presented, and 
comparisons are made to representative experimental results. 

GOVERNING PHYSICAL PROCESSES 

For a one-dimensional debris bed with an overlying water pool, the principal 
limitation is one of water flowing downward through the bed in the presence of upward 
flowing steam. Experimental measurements [1-3] have shown that for debris beds with 
uniform particles, with sizes of hundreds of microns and larger, dryout generally 
occurs between the central region and the top of the bed. Such observations demon
strate the process is not one of preventing water from penetrating to the bottom of 
the bed (in which case dryout would occur at the bottom), but one of a counter-flow 
limitation in which the vapor "floods" the liquid either within or at the top of the 
debris bed. For a top flooding mechanism, this limitation can be envisioned as 
occurring in two different ways as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first is a limitation 
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on the ability of a liquid film to remain on a particle in the presence of the upward 
vapor flow and the second is a limitation immediately above the bed wherein the upward 
flowing vapor levitates the liquid immediately over the bed. In both of these cases, 
the governing liquid dimension is the size of the particle as discussed below. 

For the first case, liquid covers the particle as a thin film and the levitation 
criteria only comes into effect when the drag on the liquid is sufficient to cause a 
net upward movement of the liquid film. In effect, this can be evaluated by assuming 
the whole particle has the density of the coolant and assessing the drag forces 
necessary to levitate this liquid particle. 

(1) 

At the point of levitation, the drag imposed by-the coolant moving through the parti
cles is sufficient to cause net upward movement of the liquid mass, thereby eventually 
leading to a dryout of the debris bed. 

In the second mechanism, vapor is flowing upward through the porous regions 
between the particles, therefore the characteristic dimension separating the vapor 
channels is the particle diameter. As a result, if the upward vapor flow levitates 
the liquid· above the bed, the liquid globules would have a characteristic dimension 
equal to the particle size. Formulating the levitation criteria with the upward vapor 
flow results in the same expression given above, i.e. the analytical description is 
identical for both of these mechanisms. The principal feature to be addressed is the 
effective drag coefficient in a densely packed particle bed; this will be addressed 
later. 

This top flooding limitation is applicable as long as a more limiting condition 
does not occur within the bed and when the characteristic dimension determined by the 
particle size is greater than that characteristic dimension determined by the stabili
ty characteristics of the coolant, i.e. capillary sizes. The limitation within the 
bed can be considered in terms of another counter-flow mechanism in which the vapor 
drag on the liquid can be greater than that treated as a configuration of smooth 
liquid droplets in a dense configuration. Within the bed, the liquid-vapor drag is a 
function of the specific liquid configuration including its effective roughness, etc. 
This will be treated by examining the experimental data for various particle sizes 
which indicate a dependence on the bed depth, the degree of this dependence being a 
function of the particle size. 

As part of the evaluation of limitations within or above the bed, considerations 
must be given to the stability of a liquid film on the surface of the individual 
particles. Specifically, does nucleation occur beneath the film or is thermal conduc
tion sufficient to remove the heat generated. Assuming liquid film thickness to be 
uniform on all particles, the fili:n thickness ( 15) can be expressed in terms of the 
average bed void fraction and the particle diameter as 

(1 - a.) Ed 
6(1 - E) 

(2) 

The heat flux from the surface of a particle is a function of the total power gener
ated within the bed, the particle diameter, and the bed volume. 

Q Qd 
q/A)p = --2 = 6(1 - e)A•L 

N47Trp 
(3) 
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Considering the energy transfer across the liquid film to be via conduction, the 
temperature difference would be 

q/A)B (1 
2 

- a.) e:d 

2 
- e:) L 

(4) 

As indicated by this expression, the temperature difference is a strong function of 
the particle diameter. This temperature difference across the film can be compared to 
the superheat required for the formation of bubbles in a uniform temperature field 

l:::i.T sup (5) 

If the temperature difference across the film is less than that required to support a 
vapor bubble in a uniform temperature field, then nucleation would not occur within 
the film and a limitation within the bed would be expected. Conversely, if the 
temperature difference across the film far exceeds that required to support vapor 
embryos, then nucleation would occur within the film and a configuration of liquid 
film surrounding the particles would likely not be appropriate. 

To illustrate this general behavior, let us consider the data from Ref. [1,2,3]. 
For the largest particle sizes used by Trenberth and Stevens [3], the largest particle 
size used ;yas 2 mm in diameter, and at a bed depth of 80 mm, the dryout heat flux was 
~ 600 kw/m • A temperature drop across the water film of 0.4°C would be calculated. 
This is less than the value of 1 °C typical of the superheat necessary to support a 
vapor embryo with the diameter equal to the film thickness. Consequently, nucleation 
within the film would not be anticipated and the limitation within the bed would be 
likely. Squarer, et al. [2] 2studied particle diameters up to 6.35 mm with a dryout 
heat flux of about 1400 kw/m at a bed depth of ~ 20 cm. Under these conditions, the 
film temperature drop would be 8.4°C, i.e. substantially greater than that required to 
support a bubble within a uniform film. In this configuration, nucleation beneath the 
film would be expected and the limitation would be somewhat different tha~ the inter
nal bed behavior of Trenberth and Stevens. For the data of Barleon and Wetle, parti
cle diameters of 1.6 cm were used with a dryout heat flux of ~ 5000 kw/m and a bed 
depth of 8 cm. For these conditions, a film temperature difference would exceed 
300°C, i.e. two orders of magnitude above that necessary to support a bubble in a 
uniform temperature field. As a result, a continuous liquid film surrounding indi
vidual particles would not be a viable configuration and an internal bed limitation 
would not be anticipated. With this behavior, a limitation to sustain coolability of 
the bed should approach a hydrodynamic limitation at the upper surface of the bed. 

The data of Trenberth and Stevens [3] illustrate these different controlling 
mechanisms. For shallow beds, the dryout heat flux is larger, see Table I, and 
decreases with increasing bed depth until a value is reached where the dryout heat 
flux remains constant (t~ansition to another mechanism for further increases. Figure 
2 shows the bed depth at the.transition point as a function of the particulate sizz. 
For the 20 mm deep bed of 2 mm diameter particles, the dryout heat flux is 1287 kw/m • 
The calculated film temperature difference is 8. 6°C which is far greater than that 
required to sustain a stable bubble. Thus nucleation would be expected and a differ
ent mechanism could control. Using a uniform superheat of l°C, the prediction for the 
transition depth is shown in Fig. 2 and indicates the general behavior reported in 
Ref. 3. Extrapolating these results to the large particle sizes used by Barleon and 
Werle suggests that the results are typical of either very thin films (~ 1 µm) or 
essentially no continuous film. In either case, the internal bed hydraulic resistance 
would begin to approach that typical of all vapor flow. However, such vapor fluxes 
exceed the hydrodynamic stability at the top of the bed. Hence, the limitation would 
occur at the top of the bed. 
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Another feature of limited interest when considering the hydrodynamic stability, 
is that produced by fixed beds with small particles. Should the particle size of a 
given bed be smaller than the capillary dimension for the coolant, then the limiting 
heat flux for levitating liquid above a uniform shallow bed would be that character
istic of a flat plate configuration, i.e. the vapor channels resulting. in a hydrody
namic stability cannot be closer than that dimension characterized by the coolant. 
This is only of interest for shallow beds with particle sizes of the order of a few 
mm. In such shallow beds movement of tlte particles and "channeling" has also been 
observed and these changes in configuration would also substantially increase the heat 
flux and alter the basic considerations associated with hydrodynamic stability. 

ANALYTICAL MODELS 

Particle drag has been investigated with respect to a dense packing of uniform 
spheres in a flowing media. The definitive experiments of Rowe [4] and Rowe, et al. 
[5] have illustrated that the drag on individual spheres in the most dense configura
tion can be ~ 68 times the drag of a single sphere in an infinite stream at the same 
Reynolds number. If the packing fraction is decreased to that characteristic of a 
cubic configuration, which has a porosity of~ 50%, the drag is approximately 20 times 
that for an individual sphere in an infinite stream. These experimental results were 
expanded to include various types of porous conditions and it was demonstrated that 
the only major reduction in drag occurs when there is a continuous (straight-line) 
fluid path through the debris configuration. A relation for the drag can be derived 
using the pressure gradient through a particle bed at the incipient fluidization 
point,- i.e. that condition where the pressure drop through the bed exactly equals the 
weight of the particles divided by the cross-sectional area of the bed. The pressure 
gradient required for a specific fluid velocity can be equated to the gradient repre
senting the static weight of the bed at incipient fluidization as expressed by 

2 
dP = 2C pfU (1 - E) 

-'---~ = (1 - E) (p - p ) g dz f -. d- 3 P f (6) 
E 

This results in an expression for the incipient fluidization velocity as dictated by 
the particle and fluid densities, the bed porosity, and the particle diameter. 

(7) 

At this point the drag on each individual particle exactly equals the weight of the 
particle, 

(8) 

Substituting the above formulation for the fluid velocity into this expression gives 
the drag coefficient on an individual sphere in terms of the frictional coefficient 
for the total bed. 

(9) 
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Wallis [6] gives an expression as proposed by Ergun [7] for the overall bed ·behavior 
which encompasses both the laminar and turbulent regimes 

75 
Cf = -N- + 0.875 

Rep 
(10) 

where the first term represents the laminar behavior, which controls for ·Small parti
cle diameters, and the second term represents the turbulent regime. Substituting this 
equation into.the expression for the effective coefficient on a sphere within a packed 
bed at the fluidization point results in 

CD = _8_ [75(1 - E) + 0.8751 
3E3 NRe J (11) 

If this effective drag coefficient is ratioed with the drag of an individual sphere in 
an infinite stream of fluid, it is found that at the maximum packing fraction for 
uniform particle sizes the drag for individual spheres is "' 70 times that of an 
isolated sphere. This formulation for particle drag when substituted into Eq. (1) 
results in a prediction for the hydrodynamic stability limit at the top of the bed. 
If the particle· diameter is less than the coolant capillary dimension, the flat plate 
saturated CHF value should be used to determine the stability limit. 

The above expressions are for a single-phase fluid through a dense bed of parti
cles. For liquid-vapor interaction within the bed, a higher pressure drop would be 
anticipated. This can be represented using the same form as Eq. (15) with the turbu
lent coefficient increased from 0.875 to 7 as determined from the data of Trenberth 
and Stevens [3]. 

These representations for hydrodynamic stability and internai limitation models 
are compared to other analytical approaches in Fig. 3 for a bed porosity of 0. 4. As 
illustrated, at this porosity, the Lipinski [8] and Ostensen [9] models are very close 
to the hydrodynamic stability model for large particle sizes and the laminar asymptote 
is in agreement with the models proposed by Hardee-Nilson [10) and Dhir-Catton [11). 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The data of particular interest for application to LWR systems are the large 
particle data reported in Refs. [l-3) where uniform particle sizes were used, the 
sizes varying from sub-millimeter diameters to 1.6 cm in diameter. For the very large 
particle sizes used by Barleon and Werle, the porosity increased substantially with 
the particle size. As a result, the data is compared in Table II for the specific 
experimental conditions. As shown in the table, the hydrodynamic stability limit is 
in agreement with the measured dryout heat fluxes. 

The combined results of Refs. [1,2,3,12) for water are compared to the proposed 
models in Fig. 4. These data are for a porosity of "' 0.4 and the two largest particle 
sizes of Ref. [ll are omitted since the measured porosity is significantly greater 
than 0.4. As shown, the shallow bed data ("' 8 cm) of Ref. 1 is in good agreement with 
the hydrodynamic stability limit, whereas the deep bed results of Ref. [2] (up to 30 
cm) and Ref. [3] (up to 20 cm) have lower dryout heat fluxes and are in closer agree
ment with the internal bed limitation. The small particle, deep bed data reported in 
Ref. [12) have heat fluxes comparable to or less than those of Refs. [2] and [3] and 
begin to approach the values typical of bottom heating [13). 

Similar comparisons are shown in Fig. 5 for Freon-113 data for a ·bed porosity of 
0. 4. As with the water data, the very large particle, shallow bed measurements of 
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Particle 
Size 
mm. 

2 

3 

4.76 

7.94 

10.00 

15.88 

T. J.n 
K 

293 

333 

353 

373 

373 

373 

373 

373 

373 

373 

373 

Table II 

Hydrodynamic Stability at the Top of the Bed 
Comparison with the Water Data of Ba~leon and Werle 

Dryout Heat Flux 
Bed 

Porosity Predicted Experimental Range 

kw/m 2 2 kw/m 

0.386 1077 1050-1150 

0.392 1504 1100-1400 

0.403 2037 2000 

0.422 2946 2200-2700 

0.436 3655 3600-4300 

0.473 5250 5600-4800 

Table III 

Predictions for the Maximum Two-Dimensional Heat Removal 
from a Particle Bed Cooled by Water at 0.1 MPa 

d = 0~01 m e: = 0.45 

T out Maximum Heat Flux 
2 

K kw/m 

373 5925 

373 5543 

373 5351 

373 5160 

473 5069 

573 5048 

673 5067 

773 ·5108 

973 5232 

1373 5548 

1873 5974 
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Ref. [l] are in better agreement with the hydrodynamic stability model and the small 
particle, deep bed data of Ref. 12 is in general agreement with the internal limita
tion approach. Also, the deep bed dryout heat fluxes approach those typical of bottom 
heating. 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

For those configurations in which the debris is completely surrounded by water, 
as illustrated in Fig. 6, the supply of water to cool the bed would not be limited by 
the counter-flow addition of water from above since radia+ly inward flow would occur. 
While this is a complex process, the effect of this two-dimensional process can be 
estimated by considering the steam outflow at the top of the .bed. If the pressure 
gradient through such a bed is assumed to be one-dimensional, the gradient at the top 
of the bed created by the steam flow can be equated to the static head of liquid 
imposed by the surrounding pool. In this case the fluid at the top of the bed is 
saturated or superheated steam as compared to the counter-flow of saturated steam and 
w~ter for the top flooding systems. The balance of static head and frictional gradi
ent developed by the steam flow can be expressed as 

dP 
- dz = 

P u2 
2C .:.JL_ (l - e:) 

f d 3 
e: 

= {p - p ) g 
f g 

(12) 

where Cf describes the frictional resistance for single-phase flow through a particle 
bed. .As described in Wallis [6], this frictional coefficient can be empirically 
represented by Eq. (15). Substituting this into the above momentum equation, the 
maximum steam velocity can be determined and translated into the maximum heat flux 
that can be extracted from the bed. 

q/A = (13) 

, where the vapor is assumed to behave as a perfect gas. This accounts for the energy 
removed by saturated or subcooled water entering the bed and exiting at the critical 
velocity representative of the saturated or superheated condition. Adding superheat 
to the steam increases the energy content of the steam, but also decreases the density 
and thus decreases the flow rate needed to balance the static head of liquid. Predic
tions for the limiting heat flux given in Table III for a particle size of 1 cm and a 
bed porosity of 0.4.2 As illustrated the saturated steam outlet condition represents a· 
value of 5160 kw/m , which is about 40% greater than the hydrodynamic stability 
prediction. Table III also ·demonstrates the effect of superheat which initially 
causes a decrease in the heat flux (probably due to the perfect gas assumption) and 
then increases somewhat for large superheats. In general, the additional heat removal 
due to superheating does not appear . to provide. a sizable additional amount of heat· 
removal. Small amounts of liquid subcooling can provide more heat removal capacity 
than large vapor superheats. 

SUMMARY 

Models have been proposed to represent the general limitations for coolability of 
debris beds. For large particle, shallow beds a hydrodynamic limitation at the top of 
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the bed is in good agreement· with the experimental .results •. With deeper beds, an 
internal bed limitation controls the dryout limit and this begins to approach · the 
bottom heated limit as the beds become very deep. An approximate assessment of the 
limitation for two-dimensional flow through particle beds suggests that the dryout 
heat flux may be about 40% greater than the hydrodynamic stability limitation for 
saturated inlet and outlet conditions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A Area 

CD Drag coefficient for a sphere 

Cf Frictional coefficient for a particle bed 
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c Constant pressure specific heat 
p 
d Diameter 

g Gravitational acceleration 

h Enthalpy 

L Bed height 

N Rep 
p 

Reynolds number pUd/µ 

Particle Reynolds number 

Pressure 

pUd/[(l - e:)µ] 

q Volumetric heat generation rate 

R Gas constant 

r Radius 

T Temperature 

U Velocity 

v· Volume 

z Length 

Greek Letters 

a. Average void fraction 

e: Porosity 

e Time 

µ Viscosity 

p Density 

Subscri:ets 

f Saturated liquid 

g Saturated vapor 

fg Difference between vapor and liquid 

1 Liquid 

p Particle 

s Steam 
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Table I 

Dryout Data of Trenberth and Stevens for Water at 0.1 MPa 

Particle Bed Dryout 
Size Depth Heat F2ux 

mm mm kw/m 

0.68 30 > 484 

0.68 30 452 

0.68 30 > 467 

0.68 35 292 

0.68 40 618 

0.68 40 204 

0.68 40 189 

0.68 50 158 

0.68 50 173 

0.68 60 163 

1.2 20 > 1395 

1.2 30 373 

1.2 30 > 1414 

1.2 30 1924 

1.2 40 360 

1.2 40 1745 

1.2 40 309 

1.2 50 389 

1.2 60 347 

2.0 20 1287 

2.0 25 586 

2.0 30 930 

2.0 40 955 

2.0 40 834 

2.0 52 836 

2.0 60 669 

2.0 75 611 

2.0 90 475 
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ABSTRACT 

Physical processes involved with hydrogen evolution are evaluated 
for the various stages of LWR hypothetical accident scenarios. For 
the initial stage, in the core region, isothermal reaction rate data are 
available for Zircaloy, stainless st~el and uranium metals. For the 
second and third stages, which involve the quenching of core debris in 
water pools, data are available from pouring, condenser discharge and 
in-pile experiments. The Baker-Just sphere .quenching model which has 
been developed for the Zircaloy-water reaction has now been applied to 
the stainless steel-water and the uranium-water reactions. Parabolic 
rate equations are derived from the condenser discharge experimental 
results and are shown to be consistent with the isothermal and with the 
in-pile data for stainless steel and uranium. The results obtained 
with the model show that hydrogen generation on quenching will be very 
small for large fragment sizes. A thermodynamic analysis of the final 
stage shows that hydrogen generat.ion during core debris penetration into 
concrete. is significantly limited· by thermodynamic considerations. 

INTRODUCTION 

An important consequence of postulated severe accidents in LWRs is the generation 
of hydrogen from the reactions of steam with overheated core materials. Four princi
pal periods are identified when hydrogen generation can occur: (1) while the core is 
.overheated but within the original core boundaries, (2) when the core debris collapses 
into the residual water pool in the bottom of the reactor vessel, (3) later, when the 
core debris relocates into the water pool on the floor of the containment building, 
and (4) during penetration of the concrete of the containment floor if the debris is 
not coolable in that location. Each of these periods is considered and modeling 
approaches and results are presented. Both periods (2) and (3) are characterized by 
the quenching of molten core debris in water pools. Accordingly, these will be 
treated together. 

Hydrogen generation is usually considered to occur by reaction of steam with the 
Zircaloy cladding. However, to assess accident accommodation, other possible sources 
of combustible gases must be considered, including the oxidation of stainless steel 
and uranium metals by steam and the reactions of carbon dioxide, released from 
concrete, with Zircaloy and with stainless steel to generate carbon monoxide gas. The 
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reactions are controlled not only by chemical rate laws but also by the availability 
of steam, the thermal and hydrodynamic environment and possibly by other parameters 
such as the local steam/hydrogen partial pressure ratio. The potential effects of 
these factors are taken into account in the analyses. 

IN-CORE OXIDATION 

During this period, the steam oxidation of overheated Zircaloy cladding, possibly 
some reaction of the stainless steel structural materials and uranium metal, formed 
from the Zircaloy-U02 interaction, will take place. 

The Zircaloy oxidation has generally been found to follow a parablic rate 
law.1-1 1 In excess steam at temperatures between 1000 and 1580°C, the rate equations 
of Cathcart, et al, 9 describe very well the extensive data base currently available. 
At temperatures ·above 1580°C, where cubic zirconia is formed, the data base is less 
extensive as shown in Fig. 1. The results are reasonably, although somewhat conserva-
tively, described by the Baker-Just Equation: · 

w2 = 3.3 x 10 7 t exp (-45,500/RT) (1) 

where w = mg of metal reacted per cm2 of surface 
t = time, s 
R = gas constant, kcal/mole-K 
T = temperature, K 

Recent work by Chung, et al, 12• 13 has called attention to two possible kinetic limita
tions when the concentration of hydrogen in the steam is high. One of these is a 
decrease in the level of adsorbed oxygen on the surface of the· oxidizing metal such 
that the reaction becomes controlled at the surface rather than by diffusion .through 
the oxide-containing solid layers. The other is the possible inhibition of the solid 
state diffusion rate caused by interstitial hydrogen atoms present in the metal. 
Preliminary experiments carried out above' and below 1580°C have indicated a signif
icant reduction in reaction rate. However, at least one of the early studies of the 
reaction 2 (see next Section) were carried out under conditions of excess hydrogen and 
no inhibition of rate was apparent relative to recent data. It is clear that more 
experimental data are needed. · 

The data base for the stainless steel-steam reaction is much smaller than for 
Zircaloy. Data were obtained by Wilson, et al, 14 by several methods with solid 
samples from 1100 to 1300°C and with molten samples from 1400 to 1600°C. Later, 
results were obtained by White, et al ,5• 6 • 7 by a thermobalance technique for solid 
samples from 1000 to 1350°C. Before considering kinetic results, it is necessary to 
consider thermodynamic limitations to the reaction. 

Figure 2 shows.the ratio of partial pressures of steam to hydrogen for various· 
equilibria. 15 The figure indicates that chromium would tend to react even in the 
.presence of a large excess of hydrogen to form Cr 203 • However, the exceptional 
stability of the spinel compound, FeO.Cr203, suggests that it would be the 1 ikely 
product in a hydrogen rich atmosphere because of the excess of iron over chromium in 
the metal. The remainder of the iron should form· FeO (or Feo. 950, Wustite) only when 
the local steam to hydrogen ratio is greater than about 0.5. NiO and the spinel 
compound Fe30 4 would form only in the presence of a 1 arge excess of steam, and Fe z(h, 
for practical purposes, does not form. The reaction products actually observed 
include FeO, ·NiO, Cr203 and the spinel compounds FeO.Cr203, Fe304 and NiO.Cr203, 
however, these were generally produced under conditions of excess steam. No 
definitive product analyses have been reported for oxide produced under hydrogen-rich 
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conditions. In the absence of such results, it is reasonable to expect the initial 
reaction to proceed as follows: 

2 Cr + Fe + 4 HzO ~ FeO.Cr203 + 4 Hz (2) 

with large quantities of FeO forming somewhat later if there is a sufficient local 
excess of steam. 

Isothermal reaction rate data at 1100 and 1200°C from Wilson, et al, 14 are 
given in Figure 3. Wilson reported approximately parabolic initial-rates. White, 
et al, 5 • 6•7 reported an initially linear rate followed by a parabolic rate after 6 to 
"2'8"11i'ln. Converting White's rates of weight gain to hydrogen evolution according to 
Eq. 2, resulted in the solid lines in Fig. 3 which are in reasonable agreement with 
Wilson's data. Above 1200°C, Wilson reported that the rates depended on the heating 
rate. The character of the reaction changes sharply between 1350 and 1400°C because 
both the metal and the oxide begin to melt. Isothermal experiments between 1400 and 
1600°C were not reproducible because of an irregular swelling and foaming process. 
Typical results are shown in Fig. 4 where it is apparent that the effective surface 
area for reaction has increased considerably because of foaming. Based on hydrogen 
evolution, the reaction proceeded to complete oxidation to Cr203, Fe304 and NiO, 
h~wever, there was a continuing flow of excess steam in these experiments. 

Wilson 16 •17 reported experimental results for the uranium metal-steam reaction up 
to 1600°C. One parabolic rate law was reported to apply from 600 to 1200°C and 
another from 1200 to 1600°C as shown in Fig. 5. 

QUENCHING OXIDATION 

When overheated core debris falls into a water pool either in the lower plenum of 
the reactor vessel or on the containment floor, there is a rapid quenching to the 
water temperature. For large particles, heat losses exceed heat generation by 
reaction so that very little reaction occurs while for small particles heat generation 
can predominate resulting in extensive reaction. 

A number of quenching-type exP.eriments have been performed with molten Zircaloy, 
stainless steel, and uranium metal 1•· However, relatively few have been performed with 
corium melts where attention has been paid to the extent of oxdiation. An extensive 
series of experiments were performed by condenser dischar~e heating of ~ircaloy, 
stainless steel and uranium wires in a water environment. •2 Initial temperature was 
calculated. on the basis of electrical energy input and extent of reaction was based on 
total hydrogen generation. As the temperature was increased above melting, the 
average particle size generated by wire melting and break-up decreased continuously. 
The experiments were performed in a metal cell which initially contained only liquid 
water and water vapor. As hydrogen generation began, the partial pressure of hydrogen 
generally exceeded that of water vapor so that the reaction was carried out in an 
excess of hydrogen for most of the experiments. 

A simple model of a sphere quenching in water was developed. 2 The model 
considered two rate determining processes: solid-state diffusion (parabolic rate law) 
and gas-phase diffusion (interdiffusion of water vapor and hydrogen). The gaseous 
diffusion process limited the reaction rate initially until the buildup of an oxide 
film reduced the parabolic law rate to a lower value which initiated a decreasing 
temperature, a decreasing reaction rate and quenching. For the case of saturated 
water, it was assumed that the driving force for diffusion of water vapor to the hot 
surface was equal to the total pressure, i.e. llPw/Pt = 1. For this case, there were 
no adju stab 1 e constants in the mode 1 , except for the two parameters of the parabo 1 i c 
rate equation. The model was used to generate the parabolic rate constant at 1852°C, 
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shown in Fig. 1. This value along with the isothermal data reported by Bostrom 4 and 
Lemmon 3 was used to generate the parabolic rate law for Zircaloy, Eq. 1. 

In subcooled water, the gaseous diffusion driving force, .PwfPt, is less than 
unity. It was found empirically that a value of 0.5 _produced agreement with the 
experimental data. Analytical investigation to establish the basis for the value of 
0.5 is in progress. The analyses are investigating the competition between vaporiza
tion at the gas film-water interface and conduc.tion heat transfer into the subcooled 
water-. 

The quenching model was applied to the results of in-~ile TREAT experiments with 
unclad zirconium-uranium alloy plates as shown in Table 1. 1, 18 The plates were 1 x 
0.5 x 0.1 inches and contained within alumina crucibles, submerged in 298 K water with 
138 kPa helium overpressure. The calculated percent metal-water reaction was found to 
be very insensitive to the assumed initial temperature which was taken to be the cal
culated adiabatic plate temperature. In those runs where a globule was formed in 
post~test examination, the percent reaction was predicted using the model. The 
insensitivity to initial temperature is caused by the fact that at such high temper
atures, the radiation heat loss dominates. It increases even more rapidly with 
temperature than the·heat of reaction. For example, a lOOK increase in temperature at 
~ reference temperature of 2500 K would hardly change the reaction rate at all, while 
a 17% increase in radiation heat loss would result. Hence, the cooling curves for 
these globules were relatively ins~nsitive to initial temperature. But for the .last 
three tests where partial vaporization occurred, based on the adiabatic heatup assump
tion, the percent reaction was observed to increase rapidly with energy input. A 
conservative prediction of the percent reaction would be to add the percent vaporized 
to the percent reaction based on the model prediction. The underlying assumption here 
is that the reaction goes to completion in the vapor phase, and the'convervatism 
arises because the calculated percent vaporized is an· overestimate for thes~ tests. 
The agreement, shown in Table 1, indicates that the model applies to relatively large 
fragment sizes and that total reactions are quite limited for such large particles. 

'The model has been applied to the condenser discharge results with stainless 
steel l,19 using Eq. 2 to describe the reaction. Complete reaction according to Eq. 2 
would result in 0.155 tH2(STP)/g SS which is consistent with the data shown in Fig. 
6. Complete reaction to Cr203, FeO and NiO, which was ·assumed originally, would 
result in 0.441 t (STP)/g SS. For experiments in· saturated water at 100 and 200°C, 
Af'wfPt = 1, results calculated for a sphere diameter of 300 im agreed with experi
mental results, in Fig. 6, for the following parabolic rate law: 

w2 = 3 x 10 7 t exp (- 50,000/RT) (3) 

For experiments in room temperature water, a value of .Pw/Pt = 0.5 gave general agree
ment with the _results just as in the Zircaloy case. 

Equation 3 al so provides reasonable agreement with the initial portions of the 
isothermal experiments performed at 1100 and 1200°C as shown in Fig. 3. The equation 
predicts rates of reaction which are low relative to isothermal experiments in the 
1400-1600°C range as shown in Fig. 4. However, in these experiments, the sample 
surface area increased greatly because of swelling and foaming which probably 
increased the total reaction rate. 

The quenching model, using Eq. 3, was applied to in-pile TREAT results for stain
less steel-cermet core fuel pins and plates. The results, shown in Table 2, indicates 
that the model predicts hydrogen generation values close to the experimental results. 

The model was also applied to recent data reported by Benz, et al, 21 for molten 
stainless steel quenching in water. The-particle diameter was precrrcT:ed by the method 
of Henry and Fauske 22 which takes into account the. hydrodynamic stability limit when 
the quantity of hot material is significant in comparison with the cross-sectional 
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area and depth of the water pool. The model, using Eq. 3, yields reasonable predic
tions of the hydrogen generation as shown in Table 3. 

Although uranium metal forms only to a limited degree in postulated accidents, 
the available data constitute an additional test of the sphere quenching model. The 
following parabolic rate law: 

wz = 6 x 10 7 t exp (-40 ,000/RT) (4) 

was found to provide reasonable agreement with the condenser discharge data. Equation 
4-'is also consistent with the isothermal reaction rate data as shown in Fig. 5. 

HYDROGEN GENERATION DURING CORE MELT PENETRATION INTO CONCRETE 

Several series of experiments have shown that steam and carbon dioxide, released 
from concrete, react with overlying molten metals.z4-z9 As the gases bubble up 
through the metal layer, they are partially reduced to hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 
In the experiments by Baker, et a1,z4 the consumption of molten stainless steel by 
oxidation was very marked. The metal oxide formed a thin layer between the molten 
steel and the concrete and this layer dissolved the dried concrete. The bulk of the 
mixture of metal oxides and molten concrete was continuously transported above the 
molten metal layer because of density difference. This process led to a diminishing 
metal layer and a growing upper layer of molten oxide. A number of experiments 
with molten stainless steel on top of concrete have been performed by Powers, 
et al,.zs-zs It was concluded from these tests that the gases released from concrete 
react completely with even a few centimeters of molten steel. However, while the 
reactions may be completed in a thermodynamic sense, there is not complete reduction 
of the steam and carbon dioxide to hydrogen and carbon m.onoxi de. 

A study has been.completed of the thermodynamic equilibria likely to be achieved 
by mixtures of gases released from concrete interacting with overlying core melts. 
There are potentially five different periods of interaction for metallic melts 
containing unreacted zirconium and stainless steel. The initial period continu,es so 
long as unreacted zirconium is present. During this period, all of the steam·'is 
converted to hydrogen, while the carbon dioxide is reduced completely to carbon: 

Zr + 2 HzO ~ ZrOz + 2 Hz 

Zr + COz --7 ZrOz + C 

(5) 

(6) 

The second period begins when the zirconium is completed reacted. In this period the 
carbon produced by Reaction 6 will be consumed as follows: 

C + H zO -? CO + Hz 

C + COz --7 2 CO 

(7) 

(8) 

The result of the first two periods is the complete conversion of the steam and carbon 
dioxide to hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The delay in generation of the carbon 
monoxide could be significant in detailed accident analysis. 

The third period begins when all zirconium and carbon have been consumed. During 
this period the chromium and probably a certain portion of the iron will react as 
follows: 

2 Cr + Fe + 4 HzO ~ FeO.Crz03 + 4 Hz (9) 
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The reduction of the gases will b_e complete until the chromium is completely oxidized. 

The fourth period begins when the chromium is ·exhausted. In this period, the. 
remaining iron will be converted to iron oxide, however, the reactions a·re incomplete 
and detailed equilibrium calculations are required to asses~ the. exten:t of CQnversion. 
The reactions are: 

Fe + H20 

Fe + C02 

FeO + Hi'. . . 

FeO + CO 

(11) 

(12) 

The generation of hydrogen durjng this period and subsequently can be understood by 
reference to Fig. 2 where the thermodynamic equilibria are plotted in terms of the 
ratio of the partial pressure of steam to that of hydrogen. So long as iron is 
present, the ra~io of steam to hydrogen leaving the melt is about 0.5 so that only 
about 66% of the available steam is converted to hydrogen. For carbon dioxide, the 
conversion to carbon monoxide is about 92%. 

In the final period, when all of the iron is oxidized, the nickel will begin to 
form nickel oxide and the FeO will be oxidized to Fe3 04. However, the ratio of steam 
to hydrogen leaving the melt will be about lOO·so that only about 1% of the incident 
steam will be converted to hydrogen while a somewhat greater fraction of the C02 will 
be converted to co. In this final period, the production of flammable gases is very 
inefficient even though thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. 

The above considerations of gas composition have been limited to that expected 
while the gases are still at the temperature of the melt. As the gases leave the 
melt, there are at least three different cases to consider: (1) the gases may 

. encounter air and burn immediately, (2) the gases may cool slowly by mixing with an 
inert atmosphere, or (3) they may be quenched rapidly by bubbling through an overlying 
water pool. The initial gas composition is sufficient information for analysis of an 
immediate burn case. For the other two cases, it is necessary to consider the shift
ing of the equilibrium composition as the gas mixture cools. Experiments have been 
limited to Case 2where the gases cooled relatively slowly. Powers and Arellano 29 
have reported final gas compositions corresponding to a 11 quench temperature 11 of from 
lOOOK to llOOK. This is the lowest temperature at which thermodynamic equilibrium can 
be maintained because of kinetic limitations. The gas compositions from Ref. 24 can 
also be shown to be consistent with a quench temperature ~ lOOOK. 

Equilibrium composition calculations for two initial ratios of carbon dioxide to 
steam are given in Table 4 for the FeO/Fe case. These correspond roughly to the 
carbon dioxide/water ratios in a limestone concrete and in a non-limestone concrete. 
The composition at the melt temperature (2500K) corresponds to the Fe/FeO equilibrium. 
As this gas is cooled to 1200K, there is a shift toward increased hydrogen and 
decreased carbon monoxide concentrations. At about lOOOK, two additional reactions 
become possible, the formation of methane and the precipitation of carbon or soot. At 
BOOK, the overall composition is markedly affected by these reactions. However, as 
noted previously, quench temperatures are probably lOOOK or greater especially if 
rapid quenching in a water pool occurs. 

The increased concentration of hydrogen relative to carbon monoxide caused by 
cooling of the gas actually results in a slight reduction of the heat available in a 
subsequent combustion in air, i.e., the heat of combustion of carbon monoxide at 298K, 
67.6 kcal/mole, is greater than that of hydrogen, 58 kcal/mole. The formation of a 
small amount of methane, if it occurs, is not likely to be important because the heat 
of combustion at 298K, 192 kcal/mol, is only slightly greater than that of the one 
mole of carbon monoxide and two moles of hydrogen which it replaces. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The processes associated with hydrogen generation during ·postulated LWR accidents 
have been assessed. In-core oxidation of Zircaloy follows .parabolic kinetics in 
excess steam. The Baker-Just equation is consistent with the isothermal data above 
1580°C. The sphere quenching model, incorporating the Baker-Just rate law, is capable 
of describing out-of-pile and in-pile quenching data. There is evidence that there 
may be a kinetic limitation to the reaction in the presence of excess hydrogen,· 
however, more definitive experiments are needed to confirm this. 

The stainless steel-water reaction is strongly limited in the presence of excess 
hydrogen by thermodynamic considerations. Based on an interpretation that the initial 
reaction produces FeO.Cr203, a wide range of isothermal, non-isothermal and in-pile 
experimental results can be shown to be consistent with each other and with the sphere 
quenching model using a parabolic rate law, Eq. 3. A similar range of data for the 
uranium-water reaction are also consistent with each other and with the sphere model 
using a parabolic rate law, Eq.4. 

The available data for three metals demonstrates that fine fragmentation is 
required to produce a major reaction on quenching. Quenching of coarse fragments 
produces only a few percent reaction even for pure metallic debris. 

A significant thermodynamic limitation to the rate of hydrogen generation during 
core melt penetration into concrete has been established. While the zirconium and 
chromium contents of metallic core melts probably result in complete reactions to form 
Hz and CO, the oxidation of iron and nickel are incomplete. 
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ANL

CEN 

RUN 

NO. 

163 

164 

100 

87 

88 

89 

101 

FISSION 

ENERGY 

INPUT 

Table 1 TREAT MELTDOWN EXPERIMENTS WITH ZIRCONIUM - URANIUM ALLOY PLATES 

(UNQAD, 89.4 w/o Zr, 10.6 w/o U, 93% ENRICHED) 

CALC. TREAT 

CHARACTER! ST! CS 

PERIOD INT. POWER 

PERCENT 

MET AL-WATER 

REACTION 

CALC. 

~ 

ADIABATIC 

TEMP. 

__ (K_)_ ~ (MW-s) 

APPEARANCE 

AFTER 

TRANSIENT EXP. PRED. 

PERCENT, 

VAPORIZED 

649 

1130 

1193 

1440 

2134 

2628 

3285 

2102 

2785 

2955 

3625 

3850a 

3850a 

3850a 

104 

107 

80 

83 

79 

79 

52 

az!RCONIUM BOILING POINT 

113 

196 

208 

. 251 

372 

458 

573 

PLATE WARPEDb 

ONE GLOBULEb 

ONE GLOBULEb 

ONE GLOBULEb 

ONE GLOBULEb 

ONE GLOBULEb 

SPATTERED 

bEQUIVALENT DIA. 11.7 lllTI 

5.3 

6.3 

6.0 

5.2 

9.5 

11.5 

67 .2 

3.3 

4.5 

4.6 

4.B 

5.1 

5 .1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

B. 7 

15.7 

25 .7 

Table 2 TREAT MELTDOWN EXPERIMENTS WITH STAINLESS STEEL CERMET FUEL PINS AND PLATES 

(90 w/o SS-304, 10 w/o U02, 93% ENRICHED) 

ANL

CEN 

RUN 

NO. 

FISSION 

ENERGY 

INPUTd 

(kJ/kg) 

1340 

1584 

1784 

1802 

1860 

1865 

CALC. 

ADIABATIC 

TEMP. 

(K) 

2020 

2340 

2600 

2620 

2700 

2700 

TREAT 

CHARACTER I ST! CS 

PERIOD INT. POWER 

~ (MW-S) 

51 

50 

52 

51 

50 

49 

368 

435 

490 

495 

.510 

512 

SAUTER MEAN 

PARTICLE 

DIAMETER 

( rmn) 

0.25 

0.84 

0.28 

0.43 

0.61 

1.02 

aPLATE bPIN cPIN WITH SS-304 QAD 

d CONVERSION FACTOR = 3 .64 kJ/kg/MW-s 

HYDROGEN 

GENERATED 

~ STP/g 

EXP. PRED. 

0.021 

0.027 

0.037 

0.044 

0.039 

0.041 

0.016 

0.026 

0.044 

0.042 

0.040 

0.033 

Table 3 SUMMARY OF BENZ' DATA ON STAINLESS STEEL QUENCHING 

RUN NO. 

VESSEL VOL, m3 

MELT MASS, kg 

MELT TEMP., 

WATER TEMP., K 

PRED. PART. DIA. 

Dp, rmn 

PRED. H2 PRESSURE 

FOR 0 .5 Op, MP a 

PRED. H2 PRESSURE 

FOR Op, MPa 

PRED. H2 PRESSURE 

FOR 1.5 Op, MPa 

MEASURED H2 

PRESSURE, MP a 

aH2 PRESSURE STILL DECAYING 

28 

0.2 

1.65 

1998 

353 

2.8 

0.019 

0.015 

0.012 

0.018 

39 

0.2 

2.6 

2028 

293 

3.0 

0.031 

0.023 

0.021 

0.013 

82 

0 .0065 

1.74 

1958 

298 

14.0 

0.23 

0.28 

0.36 

Table 4 Equilibrium Compositions of Gases 
Evolved from Melt-Concrete Interactions 

Temperature: 1200K lOOOK SOOK 

Part1 al Pressure ( atm) 

1442 

Initial Gas: 2.5 moles co2/mole H2o (Limestone Concrete) 

0.187 

0.099 

0.660 

0.054 

0.231 

0.055 

0.615 

0.099 

0.237 

0.055 

0.537 

0.165 

0.006 

Present 

0.136 

0.255 

0.072 

0.511 

0.026 

Present 

Initial Gas: 0.1 mole co2/mole H2o (Non-1 imestone Concrete) 

H2 0.594 0.609 0.618 0.382 

0.315 

0.084 

0.007 

0.300 

0.068 

0.023 

0.291 

0.055 

0.034 

0.002 

Q'.294 

0.030 

0.086 

0.208 

Present 



FUEL ROD TEMPERATURE TRANSIENTS DURING 
LWR DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENTS* 

F. Briscoe+, J. B. Rivard++, and M. F. Young++ 

+uKAEA Safety and Reliability Directorate, Culham, UK 
++sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185 

ABSTRACT 

Heat transfer models of fuel rods and coolant have been developed in 
support of LWR.damaged fuel studies underway at Sandia National 
Laboratories for the NRC. A one-dimensional, full-length model simulates a 
PWR fuel rod; a two-dimensional, 0.5 m model simulates 9-rod bundle 
experiments to be performed in the Annular Core Research Reactor. 

The models include zircaloy oxidation, heat transfer by convecting 
steam/hydrogen flow, and radiation between surfaces through an 
absorbing/emitting gas. 

Characteristics of the one-dimensional reactor fuel rod model for two 
types of accident sequence are reported, as well as comparisons with MARCH 
code r>esults. 

INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of the behavior of fuel in LWR power reactors during a severe accident 
involving uncovering of the core has been hampered by a sparseness of d·ata on the 

·behavior of fuel and cladding beyond 1478 K (2200 F), especially at cladding and fuel 
temperatures promoting vigorous clad oxidation and liquefaction of fuel-clad species. 
Experiments at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) 1 have shown, however, that a wide 
variety of processes participate in a considerable range of damage phenomena. 

Sensitivity studies being performed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) as a 
part of NRC's Melt Progression Phenomenology Program2 have as their goal delineation of 
the most important phenomena contributing to severe fuel damage. Separate effects 
fuel~damage experiments to be performed in the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR)2 in 
the near future ar.e designed to provide a continuous record of fuel rod damage, 
relocation, and debris .formation during conditions simulating severe core damage in an 
LWR. 

The calculations reported herein have been performed in the context of the.above 
programs to provide estimates of fuel damage conditions and associated sensitivities in 
an LWR, and also to assess the experimental conditions produced in the ACRR 
experiments. Comparisons of the calculations are used as an aid in selecting 
reasonable and appropriate initial and boundary conditions for the ACRR experiments. 

* This work supported by the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. 
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THE MODELS 

Heat transfer models were originally based on the BOIL subroutine of the MARCH 
code3 to calculate temperature transients in fuel rods exposed to inadequate steam 
cooling flow. Subsequently, improved numerical schemes and additional features have 
been included. The models thus far have b~en directed at the simulation of the first 
stage of fuel rod heatup prior to loss-of-geometry and so do not take account of 
melting or material relocation. The models do account for decay or fission heating, 
zircaloy-steam reaction, and convective and radiative heat transfer from the clad 
surface to a flowing steam/hydrogen mixture, and incorporate the following improvements 
over the BOIL model: 

l) Temperature-dependent material properties (mainly taken from MATPR04). 

2) Separate fuel and clad nodes with a constant gap conductance. 

3) Axial heat conduction in the clad. 

4) Entrance-length dependent convective heat transfer coefficients.(modified 
Sieder-Tate. formula in the laminar regime and Nusselt equation in the 
turbulent regime5) • · 

5) Improved treatment of
6
radiative heat transfer following the approach adopted 

in the TRAC-BD1 code. 

6) Wider choice of zircaloy-steam reaction rates (Baker-Just
4
gaseous diffusion 

and solid state formulae,1.1 Cathcart solid state formula, Urbanic-Heidrick 
formulae for Tor 1853 K,7 or any functional combination of these separate 
reaction rates). 

7) Non-mechanistic treatment of hydrogen blanketing (in which no more than a 
prescribed fraction of the steam entering each clad node is allowed to be 
consumed by the zircaloy-steam reaction.) 

8) Addition of the Cunningham-Yeh8 void distribution correlation for the 
two-phase zone. 

One version of the model simulates a full length PWR fuel rod by a single 
fuel-coolant channel cell; neglect of heat transfer to the outside of the cell implies 
that the cell is surrounded by identical fuel-coolant cells. Another version simulates 
the ACRR experiment geometry consisting of a 0.5 m nine rod fuel bundle enclosed within 
a zirconia flow tube which is in turn enclosed by a layer of insulating Zro2 foam or 
fiberboard and a steel containment. In the experiment, steam is introduced at the test 
section inlet so calculation.s of water boiloff and level swell are not required. 
Radial heat losses through the walls of the test section are significant and the model 
therefore treats radiative heat transfer from rod to rod and from the rods to the flow 
tube, radiative heat transfer from the flow tube to the insulating layer, heat 
conduction through the insulating layer and radiative heat transfer from the insulating 
layer to the steel containment and from the steel containment to a constant temperature 
environment. 

Numerical Technique 

The energy equations for fuel, clad, and gas nodes together with the metal-water 
reaction equation, form a coupled equation set. Due to the presence of important 
nonlinear terms associated with radiative heat transfer and the metal-water reaction, 
the fuel, clad and gas energy equations are solved simultaneously for each axial node 
using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique. The metal-water reaction rate equation is 
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treated in an integral form as a source term for. each time step. The heat-mass 
transfer problem is solved for each axial node starting at the two-phase mixture level 
where the saturated steam evaporation rate provides the lower boundary condition, and 
marches up the channel to the top. Assumptions about the physical problem include no 
reverse gas flow down the channel and negligible friction losses in the channel 
(constant pressure). 

COMPARISONS OF REACTOR MODEL WITH MARCH 

Comparisons of the 1-D reactor model results with MARCH results have been 
generated for both low-pressure and high-pressure PWR accident conditions using a 
modified cosinusoidal axial power distribution for all calculations. ·The MARCH 
sequences used for the comparison were generated for AHF (large LOCA with ECC and spray 
recirculation failure) and TMLB' (station blackout with loss of auxiliary feedwater) 
sequences,using MARCH 1.1. 

Results of the comparison are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where the MARCH results are 
shown as points and the present work as curves. In each Figure, time is reckoned from 
the initial uncovering of the top of the fuel. In both Figures, the square symbols 
refer to MARCH core nodes which have achieved the default melting temperature (2550 K). 

The reduction in temperature relative to values attained without melting obviously 
would change the comparison at late times (20 min in TMLB' and 25 min in AHF). 

Agreement between the present work and MARCH is good when the void distribution 
correlation from MARCH for the two-phase zone is employed. Use of the Cunningham-Yeh 
correlation yields earlier core uncovering and correspondingly earlier attainment of 
elevated temperatures. Additional differences exist mainly in the generally increased 
oxidation at later times and the higher temperatures in the upper core for the TMLB' 
sequence predicted by the present work. The former difference may be attributed to the 
reduced temperature associated with melt arrest in the MARCH calculation, while the 
latter difference may .be due to the more detailed modeling of the radiative heat 
transfer to high pressure steam in the present work. 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REACTOR MODEL 

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that the thermal behavior is characterized by smooth 
temperature profiles resembling the axial power profile until the onset of significant 
ziI'caloy oxidation. The oxidation reaction is initiated at the axial location of the 
highest temperature, approximately 2 meters above the bottom of the fuel channel. As 
oxidation energy continues to be developed at this location, a sharper temperature 
profile develops that is characteristic of a distinct oxidation front. On the steep 
upstream side of the front (toward the base of the fuel), the oxidation rate increases 
rapidly with distance from the bottom of the core; on the more gentle downstream slope, 
the oxidation is reduced by depletion of steam. In the results given in this paper, 
90% of the steam entering a given fuel node was assumed to be available to supply the 
oxidation of the node. (Assuming that only a fraction of the steam is available for 
reaction partly simulates the so-called "hydrogen blanketing" effect. This effect 
makes the oxidation front less pronounced.) 

As the elapsed time from the start of core uncovering increases, the length and 
temperature of the high-temperature zone not only increase, but the position of the 
oxidation front moves upstream, and the local oxidation power and temperature gradient 
at the leading edge increase. The increase in the rate of the oxidation reaction, and 
the upstream movement of the oxidation peak are easily seen in Figures 3 and 4, which 
show the axial locations of the local oxidation power at selected times during the 
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sequences. These figures also indicate a general narrowing of the rapid oxidation zone 
with increasing time. 

System pressure and decay-power level are relatively weak influences on the 
predicted behavior because they basically affect only the timing of the sequence. The 
development of the oxidation front, however, depends strongly upon the rapid increase 
in fuel-rod and steam temperatures with distance. above the water (mixture) interface. 
The rate of increase of steam temperature is augmented by the positive slope of the 
decay-power profile in this region of the fuel rod. Downstream, near the top of the 
fuel, reduced power and reduced oxidation result in relatively slower temperature 
increases. This lower temperature part of the fuel cools the hydrogen-dominated 
coolant flow to relatively modest temperatures as it exits the fuel channel at the top. 

At the axial location where the fuel and steam temperatures exceed approximately 
1600 K, vigorous oxidation dominates the thermal behavior and hence, the fuel damage 
potential. As the damaged fue.l rod weakens and some liquefied fuel-clad species 
develop, downwar.d movement will occur 1• Because of the sharply reduced temperatures 
that exist below the damaged zone, tempor~ry refreezing of the relocated material is 
favored, but this tendency may be countered by the energy developed through rapid 
oxidation of molten zirconium as it flows downward into the steam-rich environment. 
Experiments, such as those described in the Introduction, are required to reveal .the 
net result of such interactive phenomena. 

The rapid increase of the oxidation reaction with time into the transient is soon 
halted (Figure 5) because of depletion of oxygen. At the time of the peak of the 
reaction rate, oxidation accounts for 42% and 45% of the total power developed for the 
AHF and TMLB' sequences, respectively. Thereafter, as shown in Figure 5, the oxidation 
power decreases with decreasing steam availability due to water boiloff. The flowrates 
of steam and hydrogen exiting the top of the fuel channel are illustrated in Figure 6, 
where the onset of steam "starvation" is marked at 700 s and 725 s for the AHF and 
TMLB' sequences, respectively. Figure 7 shows. the temperature of the exiting gas flow 
steam. 

The total fraction of cladding oxidized is shown in Figure 
cladding is oxidized at the end of the calculations given here. 
contrasts with the much greater local oxidation fraction which, 
reached 74% at 0.9 m (at 1200 s). 

CONCLUSION 

8. Less than 18% of the 
This small fraction 

for the AHF sequence, 

The calculations reported herein have been performed as part of the NRC severe 
fuel damage programs at SNL, t:o improve understanding of the most important 
contributors to the phenomena, and to provide information on the conditions of interest 
for the design of experiments in the ACRR. It has been found that very different 
sequences (AHF and TMLB') lead to qualitatively similar phenomena with some differences 
in timing. The results are similar to BOIL results when the MARCH two-phase void 
distribution model is employed, but use of the Cunningham-Yeh correlation yields a more 
rapidly developing transient. 

The calculations are characterized by the development of an oxidation front with 
steepening axial temperature profiles which moves upstream with time into the 
transient. Attainment of liquefaction temperatures leads to .downward flow, possible 
refreezing, and potential for rapid oxidation of molten zirconium. Determination of 
the net resulting phenomena and configuration requires experimental investigation. 

In both sequences investigated, the oxidation ultimately becomes limited by oxygen 
(steam) depletion. Less than 13%, of the cladding is calculated to be oxidized during 
the periods illustrated, yet the localized nature of the rapid oxidation produces 
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.temperatures high enough to cause locally severe fuel damage. Calculated exit gas 
temperatures did not exceed 1026 K during the periods illustrated. 

These calculations, although limited in scope, appear to demonstrate important 
general trends in severe fuel damage and a need for experimental investigation. 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of cladding temperatures for the AHF sequence as 
calculated in this work (lines) with those calculated using 
MARCH 1.1 (points). Solid lines correspond to the MARCH void 
distribution model; dash-dot lines correspond to the 
Cunningham-Yeh void distribution correlation. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of cladding temperatures for the TMLB' sequence as 
calculated using MARCH 1.1 (points), Solid lines correspond to 
the MARCH void distribution model; dash-dot lines correspond to 
the Cunningham-Yeh void distribution correlation. 
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Fig. 3 Magnitude and axial location of the Zircaloy oxidation power (in 
W/m) at selected times for the AHF sequence. 
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Fig. ~ Magnitude and axial location of the Zircaloy oxidation power (in 
W/n) at selected times for the TMLB' sequence. 
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Fig. 5 Oxidation power as a fraction of total fuel rod power versus 
time for the AHF and TMLB 1 sequences. 
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Fig. 6 Steam and hydrogen flow rates (kg/s) at the exit of the coolan~ 
channel versus time for the AHF and TMLB' sequences. 
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Fig. 7 Exit steam/gas flow stream temperatures versus time £or the AHF 
and TMLD' sequences. 
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Fig. 8 Fraction of total cladding oxidized versus time for the A!IF and 
TMLB' sequences. 
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